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ADVERTISEMENT.

The scientific publications of the United States National Museum
consist of two series, the Proceedings and the Bulletins.

The Proceedings., the first volume of which was issued in 1878, are

intended primarily as a medium for the publication of original, and

nsually brief, papers based on the collections of the National Museum,

presenting newly acquired facts in zoology, geology, and anthro-

pology, including descriptions of new forms of animals, and revisions

of limited groups. One or two volumes are issued annually and dis-

tributed to libraries and scientific organizations. A limited number

of copies of each paper, in pamphlet form, is distributed to specialists

and others interested in the different subjects as soon as printed.

The dates of publication are also recorded in the tables of contents

of the volumes.

The Bulletins., the first of which was issued in 1875, consist of a

series of separate publications comprising chiefly monographs of large

zoological groups and other general systematic treatises (occasionally

in several volumes), faunal works, reports of expeditions, and cata-

logues of type-specimens, special collections, etc. The majority of

the volumes are octavos, but a quarto size has been adopted in a few

instances in which large plates were regarded as indispensable.

Since 1902 a series of octavo volumes containing papers relating to

the botanical collections of the Museum, and known as the Contribu-

tions from the National Ilerharium., has been published as bulletins.

The present work forms No. 100, volume 3 of the Bulletin series.

William deC. Ravenel,

Administrative Assistant to the Secretary.,

In charge of the United States National Museum.
Washington, D. C, April 28, 1919.
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STARFISHES OF THE PHILIPPINE SEAS AND
ADJACENT WATERS.

By WAI.TER K. Fisher,

Director of the Hopkins Marine Station of Stanfwd University and Curator

of Invertebrate Zoology, California Academy of Sciences.

PREFACE.

The following report is based upon an extensive collection of sea

btars made by the United States Fisheries steamer Albatross between

December, 1907, and December, 1910, in the region of the Philippine

Islands, Celebes, and Molucca Islands.

The Philippine cruise of the Albatross was under the supervision

of Dr. Hugh M. Smith, then deputy commissioner, now commis-

sioner, of fisheries, to whom I am indebted not only for the privilege

of describing the starfish material, but also for his constant coopera-

tion during the progress of the work.

The Albatross occupied 576 dredging stations, at 224 of which

starfishes were obtained, in addition to numerous shore stations.

There is appended to the introduction a list of dredging stations,

with data, and the species obtained at each station.

The naturalists of the Albatross deserve credit for the excellent

preservation of the specimens—a result not always easy to achieve in

the unfavorable conditions of the Tropics.

In addition to the Albatross material, two new forms are described

from the collection of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, and a

number of specimens have been listed which were collected in the

Philippines by the late Dr. Edgar A. Mearns, U. S. Army.

One hundred and ninety species and subspecies of sea stars were

orought back by the Albatross^ which with those just mentioned make

a total of 192 described or listed in this report. One hundred and

thirty-four species and subspecies are believed to be new. Most of

them have been described already in preliminary papers (see Bibliog-

raphy). A total of 90 species were not met with outside of the

Philippine Islands and the basin of the Sulu Sea, of which all but

four are new. One hundred and one species are either wider rang-

ing forms, or else were collected only in the China Sea, in Celebes

1



2 BULLETIN 100, UNITED STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM.

waters, or among the Molucca Islands. Of these, 47 are new species.

Fifty-nine, out of 101 species, occur in the Philippines (8 new),

making a total of 149 species for the group, of which only 55 had

been described prior to the Albatross expedition. A majority of the

65 are here recorded for the first time from the Philippines.

Eighteen new generic types were discovered by the Albatross expe-

dition, while new species have made desirable the segregation of six

additional genera and subgenera.

The new generic types are

:

Benthogenia, Lithosoma^ Xenorias,

Astromesites, Astrothauma, Hymenasterides,

Anthosticte, Atelorias, Bythiolophus,

Koremaster, Ualityle, Brisingenes,

Perissogonaster, Dissogenes, Astrostephane,

Pontioceramus, Tarachaster, Stegnobrisinga.

The other new genera and subgenera are

:

Ctenopleura^ near Astropecten.

Paranepanthia, near Nepaiithia and Asterinopsis.

Glyphodiscus, new subgenus of Iconaster.

Freyellaster, near Freyella.

Brisingella^ near Brisinga.

Craterobrisinga^ near Brisinga.

During the preparation of this report I have had occasion to draw

rather freely upon the collection of the United States National

Museum for comparative material. It is a great pleasure to record

the liberal cooperation of the Museum authorities and in particular

that of Dr. Paul Bartsch and Mr. Austin H. Clark. The collection

of the Museum of Comparative Zoology of Cambridge is a treasure

house for the systematist, and its facilities have always been most

agreeably placed at my disposal, both during visits and by the loan

of specimens, for which I am indebted to Dr. Hubert Lyman Clark

and Mr. Samuel Henshaw. The holotypes of Asterina coronata

cristata and Bunaster lithodes are in the collection of this museum.

During a brief visit to London I was able to examine a number of

types in the British Museum, especially some of J. E. Gray's from

Migupou, and for this courtesy I am indebted to Prof. F. Jeffrey

Bell. Similarly Professor Joubin gave me access to the starfish col-

lection of the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle of Paris, and Doctor

Horst to that of the Leyden Museum, and to these gentlemen my
best thanks are tendered. Nor should I omit a conference with my
genial friend, Dr. Rene Koehler, of the University of Lyon, the lead-

ing European authority on Asteroidea and Ophiuroidea.

As already stated most of the new species brought back by the

Albatross have been briefly described. These are contained in papers
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registered in the bibliography as Fisher 1911(?, 1913(2, 19136*, 19166,

1917a:, 19176, while notes bearing directly upon Philippine material

are contained in 191G<2, 1917«, 1917/, and 1918. Keys to orders,

families, and genera will be found in 1911^/ and 1906.

The bulk of the photographs illustrating this report were prepared

under the direction of Mr. T. W. Smillie, of the United States Na-
tional Museum, from specimens arranged by the writer. The draw-

ings illustrating structural details, and the photographic figures of

the Asteriidae and Brisingidae were made by the writer.

INTRODUCTION.

References to the starfishes of the Philippines are found in scat-

tered papers dealing with larger areas or in such general works as

Gray's Synopsis of the Genera and Species of the Class Hypostoma,

Perrier's Revision des Stellerides, and Sladen's Challenger Asteroi-

dea. There are no special papers dealing with the Philippine star-

fish fauna, with the single exception of that by Bell On the Echino-

derms collected during the Voyage of H. M. S. Penguin and H. M.
S. Egeria, when surveying Macclesfield Bank. This bank is about

300 miles west of Lingayen Gulf, Luzon, about midway between

Luzon and Annam, and is outside of Philippine waters as classified

in this report.

J. E. Gray ^ (1840) in his well-known paper assigns the following

new species to Luzon

:

Randaaia luzonica. Nardoa tuherculata.

Othilia luzonica.

The following are from Migupou,^ probably a Philippine locality

:

Metrodira suhulata.

Tamaria fusca {^Ophidiaster fuscus).

Nepanthia maculata.

In 1844 Miiller and Troschel describe in Wiegmann's Archiv'

Linckia pusilla {= Ophidiaster pusillus) from the Philippine Islands.

In 1847 Gray describes Hosia spinulosa {=Anthe7iea spinulosa)

from the Indian Ocean and Philippine Islands.

Von Martens (1866) mentions the following species:

Echinaster fallax Miiller and 1ltosc\\q\= Othilia luzonica Gray=
0. purpurea Gray, Luzon.

Echinaster Solaris Schmidel=ylc«nMas^er planci (Linnaeus),

Zamboanga, Mindanao, reef.

Linckia miliaris (Linck)=Z. laevigata (Linnaeus), Zamboanga.

1 See Bibliography, p. 541, for titles.

^ Mr. Alviu Scale, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, tells me that he has sailed

past a Migupou I'oint, bvit does not r(>cfill now whether it is on Luzon or on Minilanao.

I have not been able to find it on available maps. Possibly this is the locality to which
Gray refers.

sjahrgang 10, vol. 1, j). ISO.
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Asterina gibhosa (Pennant), var.=A. cephus f, "Philippines, im
Berliner Museum."
Asterina pentagona (Miiller and Troscliel)=Pa^meZZa exigua

(Lamarck), Provinz Albay auf Luzon.

Luidia maculata Miiller and Troschel, Manila Bay.

The next year in a short paper the following species are ascribed

to the Philippines:

Echinaster Solaris ^ch.m\^Q\.=iAcanth/ister planci (Linnaeus),

described; Zamboanga, Mindanao.

Gymnasteria carinifera (Lamarck) =-4«^er'o;>e carinifera^ Zaia-

boanga, Mindanao.

In 1875, Perrier in the Revision described Scytaster ohtusus

{=Nardoa ohtusa) from the Philippines. The type, which I have
examined, is a young specimen. He also records the following

species

:

Acanthaster echinites=A. planci.

Echinaster fallax=Othilia purpurea.

Ophidiaster pusillus.

Linckia miliaris=L. laevigata.

Scytaster tuherculatus=Nardoa tuherculata.

Pentagonaster spinulosus=Anthenea spinulosa.

Pentaceros ohtusatus^Pentaceropsis ohtusata.

Asterina cepheus.

Pteraster crihrosus^=Retaster insignis.

Sladen (1889) described the following new Philippine species

from the Challenger collections

:

Astropecten imhellis, off Tablas Island, 100 fathoms.

Astropecten monacanthus, east of Panay, 20 fathoms.

Dytaster inermis, Celebes Sea, between Celebes and Mindanao,

2,150 fathoms.

Luidia aspera, off Zamboanga, Mindanao, 10 fathoms; off Tablas

Island, 100 fathoms.

Luidia longispina, east of Panay Island, 20 fathoms.

Pontaster truUipes, west of Luzon, 1,050 fathoms.

Nymphaster syniholicus, off Tablas Island, 100 fathoms.

Leptogonaster cristatus^ off Tablas Island, 100 fathoms.

Pentaceros productus^ var. tuherata, off Zamboanga, 10 fathoms:

off Malanipa Island, 10 fathoms.

Pholidaster sguamatus, off Tablas Island, 100 fathoms.

Asterias {Stolasterias) volsellata^ near Cebu, 95 fathoms.

Freyclla echinata, Celebes Sea, between Celebes and Mindanao,

2,150 fathoms ; west of Luzon, 1,050 fathoms.

He also recorded the following species collected by the Challenger:

Craspidaster hesperus^ east of Panay Island, 20 fathoms.
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Archaster typicus, east of Zamboanga, 250 fathoms; off Zambo-

anga, 10 fathoms; off Cebu, reefs.

iStellaster incei, off east point of Panay, 18 fathoms.

Asterodiscus elegans, off Zamboanga, 10 fathoms.

Pentaceros turritus=Oreaster nodosus (Linnaeus), off Zambo-

anga, 10 fathoms; off Cebu, reefs; off Malanipa Island, 10 fathoms.

Pentaceropsis ohtusata^ off Cebu, reefs.

Culcita novae-guineae, off Cebu, reefs; off Malanipa Island, 10

fathoms.

Choriaster granulatus^ off Zamboanga, 10 fathoms.

Nardoa tuberculata, off Zamboanga, 10 fathoms; off Cebu, reefs.

Linckia miliaris^L. laevigata, off Cebu, reefs.

Asterina cepheus, off Zamboanga, 10 fathoms.

Acanthaster echinites=A. planci, off Cebu, reefs.

In the article, already mentioned, on the Echinoderms of Maccles-

field Bank, Professor Bell (1894) lists the following starfishes, those

marked with an asterisk being new

:

Fathoms. Fathoms.

Archaster typicus 23-50 *Chaetaster moorei 36-40

*Archaster tenuis 35-41 Asterina cepheus 17-30

Astropecten polyacanthus 30-41 Fromia milleporella 22-40

Luidiat aspcra (young) 20-35 Leiasterf leachi (young) 41-44

Luidia forflcifer 30-40 Leiasterf speciosus (young) __ 30-46

Luidia hardwickii 31-37 Nardoa tuherctilata 30-46

Luidia longispina 30-45 Rhipidasterf vannipes 32

Luidia maculitta (young) 3(^-41 Mithrodia clavigera 41^14

Goniodiscus rugosus (young) 45 Echinaster purpureus 29-40

^Culcita (young), new species 40-50 Asterias volsellata 32

*Patiria hriareus 30-45

DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES.

I. DiSTBIBITTION OF PHILIPPINE SPECIES.

Of the 149 species found in the Philippine Archipelago, 90 were

not met with outside the group. The remaining 59 species range

outside the islands and included seas and are analyzed in the fol-

lowing lists aio h:

(a) Species common to the Red Sea, Indian Ocean, Philippines,

Eastern Archipelago, and parts of the central and western Pacific:

Astropecten polyacanthus. Asterina cepheus.

Fromia milleporella. Othilia purpurea.

Linckia laevigata. Acanthaster planci.

Linckia multifora.

(h) Species common to the Red Sea, Indian Ocean, and Philip-

pines, but not ranging into the Pacific

:

Astropecten monacanthus. Luidia savignyi.

13434 —Bull. 100—19 2
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(c) Species common to the Indian Ocean (including the Bay of
Bengal and Arabian Sea), Eastern Archipelago (including the Phil-

ippines) and parts of the Pacific:

Craspidaster hesperus. Stellaster incei.

Astropecten velitaris. Oreaster nodosus.
Luidia maculata. Culcita novae-guineae.
Archaster typicus. Culcita n. plana.
Archaster angulatus. Linchia guildingi.
Cheiraster inops. Metrodira suhulata.
Mediaster ornatus. Patiriella exigua.
Pseudarchaster jordani. Echinaster callosus.

With the exception of Cheiraster inops, Pseudarchaster jordani^
and Mediaster ornatus^ which occur below the 200-fathom line, the
species listed under a, b, and c are littoral and shallow-water species^

22 in number.

(d) Species common to the Philippines and Bay of Bengal

:

Goniodiscaster forflculatus. Ophidiaster tuberifer (to Ara-
Nardoa lemonnieri. fura Sea).
Nardoa squamulosa. Ophidiaster duUosus.
Nardoa frianti.

These are all littoral or shallow-water forms, none ranging to the

100-fathom line.

(e) Species common to the Philippines and Arabian Sea:

Sidona^ter vaneyi (733-833 fathoms).

(/) Philippine species ranging into the China Sea

:

Persephonaster anchistus. Nepanthia joubini.

Asterodiscus elegans.

(g) Philippine species ranging into the western Pacific:

Luidia aspera (to Admiralty Islands).

Oreaster alveolatus (to New Caledonia).

Retaster insignis (lists i, j).

{h) Philippine species extending to Japan:

Choriaster granulatus (to New Zealand and western Pacific).

Frotnia japonica (to Java, Banda, and Arafura Seas).

HenHcia densispina (Straits of Korea).

(i) Species common to the Philippines and Celebes {c) or Mo-
luccas (m) :

1. Littoral forms:

Iconaster longimanus (to Java, Banda, and Arafura Seas).

Nardoa semiregularis (into Java Sea).

Nardoa tuberculata (to Java, Banda, and Arafura Seas).

Ophidiaster fuscus (to northwest Australia and Arafura Sea).
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2. Deep-water species:

Ctenodiscus orientalis, m. c. Zoroaster ophiactis, c.

Pectinaster hylacanthus, ni. CnemidasUr wy villa, c. (to Ara-
Cheirafiter niasicus, c. m. fura Sea).

Aielorlas anacanthus, c. Coronaster halicepus, m.
Retaster insignis (lists g, j). Stegnohrisinga placoderma, c.

Hymenasterides zenognathiis, ra.

(j) Philippine species extending into the Banda and Arafura

Seas:

Astropecten granulatus. Ophidiaster fuscus (to northwest

Rosaster symbolicus. Australia).

Iconaster longimanus. Nepanthia maculata.

Nardoa tuberculata. Retaster insignis (lists ^5 i).

Fromia japonica (to Japan). Cnemidaster wyvillii.

Ophidiaster tuberifer (to Bay of

Bengal).

{k) Species common to Philippine and Hawaiian Islands:

Cheiraster inops (to Indian Ocean, list c).

Pseudarchaster jordani (Borneo, and Indian Ocean, list c).

Mediaster omatus (to Arabian Sea, list c) .

Distolaster'ias euplecta.

Brisingella fragilis.

(1) Bathymetric distribution of species of lists a to k occurring

below the 100 fathom line:

1. From between 99 and 200 fathoms

:

Astropecten granula- Rosaster symbolicus.

tus. Uenricia densispina.

Persephonaster an- Coronaster halicepus.

chistus. Distolasterias euplecta.

Luidia aspera.

2. From between 200 and 300 fathoms

:

Cheiraster inops. Hymenasterides senognathus.

Cheiraster niasicus. Coronaster halicepus.

Henricia densispina. Brisingella fragilis.

3. From between 300 to 500 fathoms

:

Ctenodiscus orientalis. Pseudarchaster jordani.

Pectinaster hylacan- Henricia densispina.

thus. Brisingella fragilis.

Cheiraster inops.

4. From between 500 and 700 fathoms

:

Cheiraster inops. Zoroaster ophiactis.

Atelorias anacanthus. Stegnohrisinga placoderma.
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5. From between 700 and 1,100 fathoms

:

Pseudarchaster jor- Zoroaster ophiactis.

dani. Cnemidaster wyvillii.

Summary.— (Species taken only among the Philippine Islands,

90.) Species ranging well into the China Sea (/), 3. Additional

forms ranging into western Pacific (^), 3.

Additional forms ranging to

—

Bay of Bengal (fZ), 6;

Arabian Sea (e), 1;

Celebes or Moluccas (e), 14;

Banda and Arafura Seas (;') , 10, but only 4 not in lists d and i.

Species ranging to—
Hawaii (/i^), 5.

Japan (A), 3.

Wide-ranging species, Indian Ocean, Eastern Archipelago, and

Pacific ((?), 16.

Additional forms ranging into Red Sea (<z), 7,

Additional forms ranging into Eed Sea but not into the Pacific

(&), 2.

In the following table all species listed in the report are enumer-

ated, except 90, which were met with only in the Philippine Archi-

pelago. For analysis of those found only in Moluccan and Celebes

waters see section IV.

Distribution of Species othee than those found only among the Philip-

pine Islands.
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Distribution of Species other than those found only
PINE Islands—Continued.

among the Philip-
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DiSTBIBUTION OF SPECIES OTHER THAN THOSE FOUND ONLY AMONG THE PHILIP-

PINE Islands—Continued.
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Coronaster volsellatus (95-165).

Paragonaster ctenipcs hypacanthus (114-172).

PontioceraTnus grandis (114r-200).

Persephonaster oediplax (283-G04).

(c) Species from interisland waters south of Marinduque and
north of Mindanao and Surigao Seas

:

1. From less than 100 fathoms:

Patagiaster sphaerio- Bunaster lithodes (littoral).

plax. Asterinopsis pedicellaris.

Rosaster mamillatus. Distolasterias hypacantha.

Ophidiaster trychnus.

2. From between 100 and 200 fathoms

:

Goniopecten asiaticus. Astrothauma euphylacteum.

Anthosticte aulo- Pholidaster squamatus.

phora. Distolasterias hypacantha.

Luidia avicularia. Odinia penichra.

3. From between 200 and 300 fathoms:

Luidia gymnochora, Nymph/ister leptodomus, Henricia

arcystata.

4. From between 500 and 700 fathoms:

Ceramaster smithL Henricia arcystata (to 530)

.

5. From between 700 and 900 fathoms

:

Koremaster evaulua spiculatus.

6. Depth not recorded:

Odinia magister.

(d) Species taken only in the Mindanao and Surigao Seas and ad-

jacent bays:

1. Less than 100 fathoms:

Pentaceropsis tyloderma^ Echinaster sfereosomus, Pteras-

ter ohesus myonotus,

2. From between 100 and 200 fathoms

:

Nymphaster euryplax. Henricia microplax.

Tarachaster tenuis.

3. From between 200 and 300 fathoms : -

Nymphaster dyscritus^ Pteraster ohesus myonotus.

4. From between 300 and 500

:

Cheiraster diomedeae.
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(e) Species taken only in the basin of the Sulu Sea and adjacent

Mindanao Sea; those marked with a star are from the Sulu Basin

only:

1. From less than 100 fathoms:

Astropecten v ap p

a

Fromia eusticha*

inaequalis* Fromia hemiopla*

Rosaster nannus* Nardoa tumulosa.*

Iconaster jferierctus* Leiaster analogus.*

Asterodiscua helono- Anseropoda macropora.*

tus*^ AcantJiaster hrevispinus*

Halityle regularis*

2. From 100 to 200 fathoms

:

Astroceramus sphaeriostictus.*

3. From 200 to 300 fathoms

:

Prionaster analogus.

4. From 300 to 500 fathoms:

Benthogenia crihel- Astropecten pedicellaris.*

lona. Nymphaster hahrotatus,

6. From 500 to 700 fathoms

:

Persephonaster su- Lophaster suluensis*

luensis* Nymphaster hahrotatus (to 736

Sphaeriodiscus scoto- fathoms).

cryptus*

6. From 900 to 1,100 fathoms

:

Nymphaster atopus* Hymenaster hartschi (1105).

(/) Species found in the Sulu and Mindanao Seas which were taken

also outside these basins, as follows

:

a'. In the China Sea off Luzon, or in tributary bays:

Astropecten phragmorus (14 to 44 fathoms).

Persephonaster euryactis hrevispinus (172-258 fathoms).

Persephonaster hahrogenys (305-340 fathoms; Sibuko

Bay, Borneo).

Perissogonaster insignis (159-254 fathoms).

Anthenoides cristatus (102-279 fathoms).

Zoroaster carinatus philippinensis (96-604 fathoms).

h\ In interisland waters, central part of archipelago:

1. In less than 100 fathoms:

Astropecten phragmorus^ Astropecten mindanensis

(4 to 42 feet), Luidia longispina, Luidia prionota,

Zoroaster c. philippinensis.
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2. From 100 to 200 fathoms

:

Astroyecten eucnemis^ A. tenellus, Ctenopleura astro-

pectinides, Anthenoides cristatus^ Zoroadcr c. phU-
ippinensis.

3. From 200 to 300 fathoms

:

Lithosoma penichra, Anthenoides crisfatus, Anthe-
noides rugulosus, Zoroaster c. philippinensis.

4. From 300 to 500 fathoms:

Prionaster gracilis^ Dipsacaster diaphorus^ Litho-

soma penichra, Anthenoides rugulosus, Zoroaster e.

philipj)inensis.

5. From 500 to TOO fathoms:

Astropecten eremicus, Dipsacaster diaphorus, Zoro-
aster c. philippinensis, Brisinga trachydlsca.

6. From TOO to 800 fathoms: Brisinga trachydisca.

iff) Species taken only in Palawan Passage or tributary bays:

Pectinaster mimicus palawanensis (T30 fathoms).

Asterina coronata euerces (littoral).

Craterohrisinga eucoryne (3T5 fathoms).

Craterohrisinga analoga (3T5 fathoms).

{h) Bathymetric distribution of deep-water species. Those
marked with an * occur also outside the archipelago as detailed

under section I. This list includes I, I.

1. From 100 to 200 fathoms

:

Goniopecten asiaticus. Luidia aspera.*

Astropecten eucnemis. Luidia avicularia.

Astropecten granula- Paragonaster ctenipes

tus* hypacantha.

Astropecten luzonicus. Paragonaster stenosti-

Astropecten tenellus. chus.

Ctenopleura astropec- Perissogonaster insignia.

tinides. Rosaster symholicus.*

Ctenophoraster diplo- Nymphaster euryplax.

ctenius. Peltaster cycloplaoc.

Persephonaster anchis- Pontioceramus grandis.

tus.* Lithosoma actinomctra.

Persephonaster euryac- Astroceramus sphaerlo-

tis. stictus.

Persephonaster e. hrevi- Calliaster corynetes.

spinus. Astrothauma euphylac-

Astromesites compactus. teum.

Anthosticte aulophora.
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Anthenoides cristatus.

Tarachaster tenuis.

Henricia densispina*

Henricia microplax.

Zoroaster c. philippin-

ensis.

Pholidaster squamatus.

Coronaster volsellatus.

2. From 200 to 300 fathoms

:

Prionaster analogus.

Astropecten luzonicus.

Persephonaster e. brevi-

spinus.

Persephonaster luzoni-

cus.

Persephonaster oediplax.

Tritonaster evorus.

Luidia gymnochora,

Cheiraster inops.*

Cheiraster niasicus.*

Perissogonaster insignis.

Rosaster mimicus.

Nymphaster dyscritus.

Nymphaster mucrona-

tus.

3. From 300 to 500 fathoms:

Benthogenia cribellosa.

Ctenodiscus orientalis.*

Prionaster gracilis.

Astropecten pedicellaris.

Psilaster gotoi.

Persephonaster oediplax.

Persephonaster habro-

genys.

Dipsacaster imperialis.

Dipsacaster diaphorus.

Pectinaster hylacan-

thus.*

Cheiraster inops.

Cheiraster diomedeae.

Coronaster halicepus.*

Distolasterias euplecta.*

Distolasterias hypacan-

tha.

Astrostephane acantho-

genys.

Odinia penichra.

Nymphaster leptodomuB.

Lithosoma penichra.

Anthenoides cristatus.

Anthenoides rugulosus.

Henricia densispina.*

Henricia arc^jstata.

Pteraster obesus myono-

tus.

Hymenasterides zenog-

nathus.*

Zoroaster c. philippi-

nensis.

Coronaster halicepus.*

Brisingella fragilis.

Pseudarchaster j o r-

dani.*

Nymphaster meseres.

Nymphaster habrotatus.

Lithosoma penichra.

Anthenoides rugulosus.

Henricia densispina.

Zoroaster c. philippi-

nensis.

Brisingella fragilis.*

Craterobrlsinga euco-
ryne.

Craterobrlsinga analoga.
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4. From 500 to 700 fathoms

:

Astropecten eremicus.

Persephonaster suluen-

sis.

Persephonaster oedi-
plax*

Dipsacaster diapliorus.

Cheiraster inops*

Nymphaster hahrotatvf

(to 73G fathoms).

Ceramaster smithi.

Sphaeriodiscus s c ot o -

cryptus.

5. From 700 to 1,100 fathoms:

Atelorias anacanthus*

Henricia arcystata (to

530 fathoms).

Lophaster suluensis.

Zoroaster ophiactis*

Zoroaster c. philippi-

nensis.

Brisinga trachydisca.

Brisinga placoderma.^

JStegnohrisinga placo -

derTna*

Koremaster evaulus spi-

culatus.

Pectinaster mimicus
paJav)anensis.

Pseudarchaster jordani.

Nymphaster atopus.

The following table indicates the distribution of all forms coL

lected in the Philippine Islands only

:

DlSTBIBUTION OF SPECIES COLLECTED AMONG THE PHILIPPINES ONLY.

Hynenaster hartschi

(1,105 fathoms).

Zoroaster ovhiactls*

Cnemidaster wyvUlii*

Brisinga trachydisca.
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Distribution of species collected among the Philippines only—Continued.
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III. Relationships of Philippine Fauna,

As summarized at the end of Section T, the species which range

beyond Philippine waters include : First, about 25 species with a wide
Irido-Pacific distribution and a very slight vertical range below low

tide (Section I, a, 6, c) ; second, 19 species which extend to Celebes

or to the Molucca Islands and the seas at the south (Section I, z, j) ;

third, 6 species which occur in the Bay of Bengal and 1 in the Ara-

bian Sea (Section I, d^ e) ; fourth, 5 species which range to the

Hawaiian Islands (k), of which 3 also extend to the Indian region

(all deep water) ; fifth, 3 species which are members of the Japanese

fauna, 1 being also Pacific (h). Of the remaining 6, 3 are China
Sea species and 3 are from the western Pacific.

Excluding the widely distributed Indo-Pacific forms, the remain-

der seem to show a preference for the seas to the south of the Phil-

ippines and for the Bay of Bengal.

If the deep-water species alone are considered the following is

the result : 10 species range to Celebes and the Moluccas, and 3 others

to the Arafura Sea; 3 species extend from Hawaii to the Indian

region ; 2 from the Philippines to Hawaii ; 1 to the Straits of Korea
(not free from doubt as to specific identity).

If the species which were taken only in the Philippine Islands are

listed along with their nearest known relatives, somewhat similar

results are obtained. In the three tables which follow, certain species

(marked with an asterisk) are included which range into the China

Sea or to the Celebes region. Of course it is likely that nearly all

the s])ecies considered have a much more extended distribution than

the limited data warrant us in asserting.

It will be seen that 25 species have relatives in the Indian region,

although in some cases showing kinship with Pacific or Moluccan

forms; 12 have related forms in the region from Celebes to Torres

Strait; 12 have related species ranging to, or so far as known, con-

fined to the Hawaiian Islands; 7 have Japanese affiliations (shared

in some cases with Indian connections) ; and 5 others have represent-

ative forms in distant parts of the Pacific. One form, not listed be-

low, Astropecfen vappa inaequalis^ is closely related to A. vappa of

New South Wales and southwest Australia.

Philippine Species with apparent nearest Relatives in the Indian Region.

Philippine species.
'

Related species.

AslToipeclen mindanensis • A. andcrsonl
AstTopecten tenellus ' A. griegi Koehler.
AslTopecten pedicellaris

|

do.
A. tenellus Fisher '

Psilaster gotoi i P. agassizi (Koehler) not very close..

1 P.robustus Fisher

Habitat of related species.

Bay of Bengal.
Bay of Bengal, Indian Ocean.

Do.
Philippines, shallower water.
Bay of Bengal.
Moluccas.

1 In a number of cases 2 related species are given.
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Philippine Species with apparent nearest Relatives in the Indiah
Region—Continued.

Philippine species.
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Philippine Species whose apparent nearest Relatives live in the Pacific—

Continued.

Philippine species.
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4. Gulf of Boni—
Cheiraster triplacanthus. Crossaster scotopMlus.

Benthopecten polycte- Diplopteraster Tnultipes

nius. patagiatus.

Nymphaster arthrocne- Pedicelldste'^ chirophor-

mis. us.

5. Flores Sea : Cheiraster ludwigi.

(d) Species taken only among the Molucca Islands

:

Prionaster megaloplax. Dissogenes styracia.

Psilaster rohustus. Xenorias polyctenius.

Benthopecten moluccanus. Pteraster corynetes.

Nymphaster moluccanus. Zoroaster microporus.

Anthenoides granulosus.

(e) Species common to the Molucca and Hawaiian Islands:

Dipsacaster nesiotes.

(/) Species common to the Moluccas and Philippines, lists i and ;

under II.

{g) Bathymetric Distribution (see also I under II) :

1. From less than 100 fathoms : Ferdina glyptodisca.

2. From between 100 and 200 fathoms:

Persephonaster tenuis. Marginaster paucispinus.

Dissogenes styracia.

3. From between 200 and 300 fathoms

:

Prionaster megaloplax. Anthenoides granulosus.

Dipsacaster nesiotes. Paranepanthia platydisca.

Luldia orientalis. Xenorias polyctenius.

Nymphaster moluccanus. Pteraster corynetes.

Anthenoides lithosoims. Astrostephane moluccana.

4. From between 300 and 500 fathoms:

Benthopecten moluc- Diplopteraster multipes

canus. patagiatus.

Solaster tropicus. Tarsaster distichopus.

Pedicellaster chirophorus.

5. From between 500 and 700 fathoms

:

Psilaster rohustus. Cheiraster ludwigi.

Persephonaster multi- Radiaster notahilis.

cinctus. Aphroditaster micro-
Cheiraster triplacanthus ceramus.

(700).
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Bythiolophus acanthinus.

Brisingenes Tnimica.

Brisingenes ancMsta.

Benthopecten styraciua
(901).

Hymenaster rhodopeplus.

Freyellaster spatulifer (901).

Nymphaster arthrocnemis.

Crossaster scotophilus (700).

Myxaster medusa.

Zoroaster microporus.

6. From between 701 and 901 fathoms;

Persephonaster mono -

stoechus.

KoreTTUister evaulus.

Benthopecten polycte-

nius.

7. From between 901 and 1.200 fathoms: Pseudarchaster oli-

goporus (1092).

V. Relationships of Celebes-Moluccan Species.

As already pointed out in Section I there are 19 species common
to the Philippines, Celebes, and Moluccas, or the seas to the south.

The Moluccan area is included in the range of most of the 25 Indo-

Pacific species listed in Section I, «, &, and c.

In the table below are listed 24 Celebes and Moluccan species (not

collected outside this region) and their nearest known relatives.

Nine have relatives in the Bay of Bengal, Laccadive Sea, or Indian

Ocean adjacent to these areas; 3 have Philippine affiliations; 3 show
a tendency toward Japanese forms, and 2 have Hawaiian relations

(in addition to one, Dipsacaster nesiotes^ common to the two regions).

The remainder are scattered as far as the Azores, Marion Island, and
the north Atlantic.

Some Celebes and Moluccan species with apparent nearest Relatives.

Celebes-Moluccan species.
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Previous to the Albatross expedition Gotuopecten and Prionnster^

two well-marked genera composing the Goniopectininae, were known
only by a single species each from the West Indies. A very different,

nearly subgenerically distinct species of Goniopecten was collected

in the Philippines, and 3 new forms of Prionaster were added, one

of which is close to the type, while the others are entirely different.

The capture of a very distinct Ctenodiscus in the Philippine and

Moluccan region greatly extends the range of this genus.

A new species of the Indian genus Sidonaster was added, and the

range of Sidonaster vaneyi greatly extended.

The number of new, delicate deep-water Astropectens and of new

Persephonasters, Luidias, Benthopectens, Kosasters, and Nymphas-

ters is perhaps noteworthy.

The following genera previously known only from distant Atlantic

stations have provided each a new species : Radiaster (olim Mimas-

ter) , Ajyhroditaster, Peltaster, Marginaster, and Myxaster.

The well-known Diflofteraster multipes is represented in Celebes

waters by a small species or subspecies apparently most nearly re-

lated to the Japanese variant of true multipes.

Additions to genera first made known by the Albatross in Ha-

waiian waters in 1902 are as follows

:

Gtenophoraster (second species).

Tritonaster (second species).

Patagiaster (second species).

Astroceramus (third and fourth species).

Among the new generic types the following are rather isolated:

Benthogenia, Atelorias, Dissogenes, Tarachaster, Bythiolophus.

The following are also monotypic, but their nearest relatives are

fairly obvious and are indicated in parentheses

:

Astromesites {Persephonaster)

.

Anthosticte {Tethyaster, Moiraster).

Perissogonaster {Paragonaster)

,

Pontioceramus {Eugoniaster and Plinthaster)

.

Astrothauma {Calliaster).

Halityle {Culeita and Oreaster; a second species subse(|ueii(ly

described).

Xenorias (Rhipidaster).

Hymenasterides {Hymenaster).

Additional new genera

:

Ctenopleura (Astropecten)

.

Koreraaster {Dytaster).

LithosoTna {leonaster).

Paranepanthia (Nepanthia).

Freyellastcr ( Freyella

)

.

Brisingenes {Brisinga) .
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Brisingella (Brhrnya )

.

Astrostephane {Brisinga).

Craterohrisinga {Brisinga).

Stegnohrisinga {Brisinga)

.

Taking the collection as a whole it is characterized by the numer-
ous species belonging to the Phanerozonia (139) and the few which
fall in the Spinulosa and the Forcipulata, these being mainly deep-

water forms. There are but 3 species of Asteriidae, a family very

poorly represented at any depth in the Tropics, while extraordinarily

numerous in the north Pacific, particularly on the American coast.

The census of species by families is as follows

:

PorceUanasteridae^ 4. Poraniidae^ 1.

Gonio'pectinidae^ 5. Asterinidae, 9.

Asfropectinidae, 36. Echinasferidae, 6.

Luldiidae, 8. Acanthasteridae, 2.

Archasteridae^ 2. Solasteride, 4.

Benthopectinidae^ 12. Myxasteridae, 1.

Radiasteridae^ 1. Pterasteridae^ 7.

Goniasteridae, 39. Zoroasteridae^ 6.

Oreasferidae^ 9. Asteriidae^ 3.

Linckiidae^ 21. Pedicellasteridae^ 3.

Metrodiridae^ 1. Brisingidae, 12.

Ganeriidae, 1.

The following species attributed to the Philippine Islands were

not secured by the Albatross expedition:

Astropecten imhellis Sladen; Sladen, 1889.

Dystaster inermis Sladen, Celebes Sea; Sladen, 1889.

Cheiraster trullipes (Sladen) ; Sladen, 1889.

Anthenea spinulosa (Gray) ; Gray, 1840.

Oreaster productus tuberatus (Sladen) ; Sladen, 1889.

Pentaceropsis ohtusata (Bory de Saint Vincent) ; Sladen, 1889.

Ophidiaster pus/'llus (Miiller and Troschel) ; Miiller and Troschel,

1842.

Nardoa ohtusa (Perrier) ; Perrier, 1875.

Freyella echinata Sladen ; Sladen, 1889.

LIST OF STARFISHES RECORDED FROM CELEBES AND THE MOLUC-
CAS, INCLUDING BOURO, AMBOINA, AND CERAM.

Species marked with an asterisk were taken by the Albatross in

this region.

Acanthaster planci (Linnaeus). Bay of Amboina (de Loriol,

'93:387; Doderlein, '96:320); Moluccas (Sluiter, '95:63).^

Anthenea -ftavescens (Gray). Moluccas (Sluiter, '95:305).

> These abbreviated citations refer to Bibliographic Index ; the first figure indicates the

year, the second the page.
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*Anthenoides granulosus Fisher. Between Gillolo and Kayoa,

Moluccas.

*Aphroditaster microceramus Fisher. Buton Strait, Celebes.

Arckaster typicus Miiller and Troschel. Bay of Amboina (de

Loriol, '93 : 378 ; Doderlein, '96 : 305) ; Batjan, Moluccas (von Martens,

'66 : 84) ; Moluccas (Sluiter, '95 : 52)

.

Asterias tenuispina Lamarck. Moluccas (Miiller, Wieg. Archiv.,

'43).i

Asterina cepheus (Miiller and Troschel). Bay of Amboina (de

Loriol, '93:383; '96:316) ; Moluccas, Amboina (Sluiter, '95:59).

Asterina coronata von Martens. Batjan, Moluccas; Amboina

(von Martens, '66:73).

Asterina exigua (see Patiriella exigua).

Asterina penicillaris (see Asterinopsis penicillaris)

.

Asterinopsis penicillaris (Lamarck). Moluccas, (von Martens,

'66:74).

Asterope carinifera (Gray). Amboina (von Martens, 66:74;

Doderlein, '96:316); Moluccas (Sluiter, '95:59).

Aatropecten acanthifer Sladen. Banda Sea (Sladen, 1889).

Astropecten dlatus Perrier. Amboina [Ambon] (Sluiter, '95:53;

Doderlein, 1917:174).

Astropecten andersoni Sladen. Moluccas (Doderlein, 1917:177).

Ast7-opecten handanus Doderlein. Banda Sea, 204 meters (Doder-

lein, 1917:50, 118, 175).

Astropecten cclebensis Doderlein. South Celebes, 462 meters (Do-

derlein, 1917:50,118,175).

Astropecten polyacanthus Miiller and Troschel. Amboina (de

Loriol, '93) ; Moluccas (Sluiter, '95:53).

Astropecten ternatensus Sluiter. Moluccas (Sluiter, '95:53).^

Astropecten velitaris von Martens. Amboina (von Martens,

'65:360) ; Doderlein, '96:307). Macassar, 27-32 meters (Doderlein,

1917:159).

Astropecten zebra sihogae Doderlein. Macassar, 27-32 meters (Do-

derlein, 1917:54. 150. 182).
* Astrostephane moluccana Fisher. Buton Strait, Celebes ; vicin-

ity of Kayoa and Gillolo, Moluccas.
* Afelorias anacanthus Fisher. Gulf of Boni, Celebes.

* Benthopecten moluccanus Fisher. Molucca Passa«:e.

* Benthopecten polyctenius Fisher. Gulf of Boni, Celebes.

* Benthopecten styraclus Fisher. Strait of Macassar.

* Brisingenes anchista Fisher. Buton Strait, Celebes.

* Brisingenes mimiea Fisher. Buton Strait, Celebes.

Bunaster ritteri Doderlein. Amboina (Doderlein, 96 : 318).

* Possibly Coacinasterias calamaria.
* See Doderlein, 1917, p. 72. Diidcrleln considers this species to be A. irregularis serrata

Miiller and Troschel " mit unrlchtlgem fundort."
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* Bythiolo'phus acanthinus Fisher. Buton Strait, Celebes.

* Cheiraster niasicus Ludwig. Gulf of Boni, Celebes ; Molucca

Passage; vicinity of Gillolo, Makyan and Kayoa, Moluccas,

* Cheiraster triplacanthus Fisher. Gulf of Boni, Celebes.

* Choriaster granulatus Liitken. Togian Bay, Togian Island, Gulf

of Tomini, Celebes.

* Cnemidaster wyvillii (Sladen). Gulf of Tomini, Celebes.

* Coronaster halicepus Fisher. Off Molucca Passage.

* Crossaster scotophilus (Fisher). Gulf of Boni, Celebes.

* Ctenodiscus orientalis Fisher. Molucca Passage ; Gulf of Boni

and Gulf of Tomini, Celebes.

Culcita arenosa'^ Perrier. Amboina; Ceram Laut (Hartlaub, '92)
;

Amboina (Doderlein, '96:315).

Culcita grex Miiller and Troschel. Moluccas (Hartlaub, '92)

;

Bay of Amboina (de Loriol, '93:382).

Culcita novae-guineae Miiller and Troschel. Amboina (Hartlaub,

'92; Doderlein, '9C:310); Moluccas (Sluiter, '95:51).

Culcita plana^ Hartlaub. Amboina (Hartlaub, '92).

Culcita schmideliana. (Retzius). Amboina (von Martens, '66:71,

as G. discoidea).

* Diplopteraster multipes patagiatus Fisher. Gulf of Boni,

Celebes.

* Dipsacaster nesiotes Fisher. Between Gillolo and Makj^an,

Moluccas.
* Dissogenes styracia Fisher, Off Ternate.

Dytaster inermis Sladen. North of Celebes (Sladen, '89).

* Echinaster callosus von Marenzeller. Binang Unang Island,

Gulf of Tomini, Celebes.

Echinaster eridanella Miiller and Troschel. (See Othilia erida-

nella).

Echinaster purpureus Gray. (See Othilia purpurea,)

* Ferdina glyptodisca Fisher. Buton Strait, Celebes.

* Freyellaster spatulifer Fisher. Strait of Macassar.

Fromia milleporella (Lamarck). Amboina (von Martens '66:70)

;

Moluccas (Sluiter '95: 60).

Fromia monilis Perrier. Amboina (Studer, '84:30),

[Goniaster cuspidatus (Gray). Celebes (von Martens, '66:86, as

se7nilunatus)'\.

Gonlodiscaster pleyadella (Lamarck). Moluccas (von Martens,

'66:86).

Gymnasteria carinifera. (See Asterope carinifera).

* Ilymenaster rhodopeplus Fisher. Gulf of Tomini, Celebes.

* Hymenasterides zenognathus Fisher. Molucca Passage, near

Makyan Island.

1 Regarded as a race or variety of novaeguineae.
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Koremaster evaulus Fisher. Gulf of Tomini, Celebes.

Leiaster leachii (Gray). Moluccas (Sluiter, '95:60),

Linckia laevigata (Linnaeus). Strait of Macassar, Celebes; Bat-

jan, Moluccas; Amboina (von Martens, '66:65); Bay of Amboina

(de Loriol, '93:385; Doderlein, '96:319).

Linckia guildingii Gray. Amboina (Sluiter, '95:60, as pacifica).

* Linckia multifora (Lamarck). Strait of Macassar, Celebes;

Amboina (von Martens, '66:66; Sluiter, '95:60; and Doderlein,

'96:319, Amboina) ; Tomaliu Island, near Bouro Island {Albatross).

Linckia rosenhergi von Martens. Amboina (von Martens, '66
: 64).

Luidia maculata Miiller and Troschel. Bay of Amboina (de

Loriol, '93:379).

Metrodira suhulata Gray. Amboina (von Martens, '67:109;

Studer, '84:31).

Mithrodia clavigera (Lamarck). Moluccas (von Martens, '66:59,

as Echinaster echinulatus; Sluiter, '95:83): Amboina (Doderlein,

'96:322).

* Myxaster medusa (Fisher). Gulf of Tomini, Celebes.

Nardoa galatheae (Liitken). Togean Island, Gulf of Tomini,

Celebes (Sladen, '89).

Nardoa novae-caledoniae (Perrier). Moluccas (Sluiter, '95:60).

Nardoa pauciforis (von Martens). Amboina (Sluiter, '95:61).

Nardoa semiregularis (Miiller and Troschel). Moluccas (Sluiter,

'95:61).

* Nardoa tuberculata Gray. Amboina (von Martens, '66:61, as

Linckia tuberculata; de Loriol, '93:386; Doderlein, '96:319) ; Moluc-

cas (von Martens, '66:61; Sluiter, '95:61); Great Tobea Island,

Buton Strait, Celebes {Albatross).

Nectria ocellifera (Lamarck). Amboina (Ambon) (Sluiter,

'95:55).

Nymphaster moluccanus Fisher. Vicinity of Makyan, Gillolo, and

Kayoa, Moluccas.
* Nymphaster arthrocnemis Fisher. Buton Strait, Celebes.

Ophidiaster cylindricus (Lamarck). Amboina (Sluiter, '95:60;

Moluccas (Sladen, '89).

* Ophidiaster fuscus (Gray). Kalono Point, Buton Strait, Celebes.

Ophidiaster purpureus Perrier. Bay of Amboina (de Loriol,

'93 : 385 ; Moluccas (Sluiter, '95 : 60)

.

Ophidiaster pusillus Miiller and Troschel. Moluccas (Sluiter,

'95:60).

Ophidiaster pustulatus (von Martens). Amboina (von Martens,

'66:63; Doderlein, '96:317).

Oreaster aflnis (Miiller and Troschel) . Moluccas (Sluiter, '95 : 55)

.

Oreaster grayi Bell. Moluccas, Amboina (Sluiter, '95:55).

Oreaster hiulcus (Gray.) Moluccas (Sluiter, '95: 56).
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reasier Unckii (de Blainville). Moluccas (Sluiter, '95:56, as

TTiuricatus)

.

Oreaster nodosus (Linnaeus). Bay of Amboina (de Loriol, '93:

380, as turritus) ; Moluccas (Sluiter, '95:56, as tui^tus).

Oreaster sladeni (de Loriol). Moluccas (Sluiter, '95:56).

Oreastcr reinhardtilj\\i\i%n. Ternate (Sluiter, '95:56).

Othilia eHdanella Miiller and Troschel. Bay of Amboina (de

Loriol, '93:391; Doderlein, '96:322; Moluccas (von Martens, '66:85;

Sluiter, '95 : 64). Probably the same as O. purpurea.

Othilia purpurea Gray, Amboina (von Martens, '66 : 60, as Echi-

naster fallax; '67:107, as purpureus) ; Moluccas (Sluiter, '95:64).

* Paranepanthia platydisca (Fisher). Buton Strait, Celebes.

Patiriella exigua (Lamarck). Bay of Amboina (de Loriol,

'93:384; Moluccas (von Martens, '66^4; Sluiter, '95:59).

'^Pectinaster hylacanthus Fisher. Molucca Passage.

*Pectinaster niiinicus (Sladen). Gulf of Tomini, Celebes; Ma-
cassar Strait; Gulf of Boni, Celebes; off Batjan, Moluccas (Alba-

tross).

*Pedicellaster chirophoms Fisher. Gulf of Boni, Celebes.

Pentaceropsis ohtusata (B. de St. Vincent). Amboina (de Loriol,

'93:381; Doderlein, '96:310); Moluccas (von Martens, '66:82).

*Persephona^ter monostoechus Fisher. Gulf of Tomini, Celebes.

*Persephono^ter multicinctus Fisher. Buton Strait, Celebes.

*Prlonaster megaloplax Fisher. Vicinity of Gillolo, Makyan, and

Kayoa, Moluccas.

*Pseudarchaster jordani Fisher. Molucca Passage.

^Pseudarchaster oligopoiiis Fisher. Gulf of Tomini, Celebes.

*Psilaster robustus Fisher. Batjan Island, Moluccas.

*Pteraster corynetes Fisher. Molucca Passage.

*Radiaster notoMlis Fisher. Batjan Island, Moluccas; Gulf of

Tomini, Celebes.

Retaster insignw Sladen. Amboina (Simpson and Brown, 1910:

60, as crlhrosus)

.

Solaster tropicus Fisher. Gulf of Boni, Celebes; Molucca Pas-

sage.

Stegnohrisinga placoderma Fisher. Buton Strait, Celebes.

Stellaster helcheri Gray. Amboina (Gray, '47:76).

Sfellaster ijicei Gray. Amboina (Sladen, '89).

*Tarsaster distichopus Fisher. Strait of Macassar.

* Xenorias polyctenius Fisher. Off Makyan, Moluccas.
"* Zoroaster microporus Fisher. Off Amblan Island (near Bouro

Island) Moluccas.

*Zoroaster ophiactis Fisher. Gulf of Tomini and Buton Strait,

Celebes.
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LIST OP DREDGING STATIONS AT WHICH STARFISHES WERE
SECURED, WITH THE SPECIES TAKEN AT EACH.

Sta-
tion.

5099

£104

6109

Mil

5112
5113
5114

5115

5116

6117

6118
5121

5122

5124

5123

6126

5134

5135

5136

6138
5140
6141
6144
5145
5146

6147
5149

5152

5163

5156

6157

6158

Locality.

4.8 miles SW. Corregidor
Light (14° 18' 55" N.;
120° 31' 20" E.).

China Sea, ofl southern
Luzon (14° 45' 48" N.;
120° 12' 20" E.).

25.8 miles SW. Corregidor
Light (14° 3' 45" N.; 120°

16'30"E.).
Balayan Bay, Luzon (13°

45' 15" N.; 120° 46' 30" E.).

Balayan Bay, Luzon

Verde Island Passage, N.
coast Mindoro.
do

Mouth of Balayan Bay,
Luzon.

Balayan Bay, Luzon

.do.
East coast of Mindoro (vi-

cinity Malabrigo Light).

.do-

Off Ft. Origon, E. coast
Mindoro.
do

Sulu Sea, vicinity southern
Panay (10° 48' N.; 121°
48' 30" E.).

Vic. Basilan Island, Sulu
Archipelago.

11.9 miles NE. of Jolo Light,
Jolo (16° 11' 50" N.; 121°
08' 20" E.).

Off Jolo Light ,

do
do

Off Jolo Light, Jolo
do
do

Off Sulade Id., SW. of Jolo..

.do.
Off Sirun Id., Tawi Tawi
Group.

Off Pajumajan Id., Tawi
Tawi Group.

Off Pt. Dos Amigos, Tawi
Tawi (5° 18' 10" N.; 120°
2' 55" E.).

Off Tinakta Id., Tawi Tawi
Group (5° 12' 50" N.; 119°

55'55"E.).
-do.

.do.

Depth,

Fath-
oms.

30

236

177
159
340

340

200

118

159
108

220

281

283

742

25

161

20

19
76
29
19

23
24

Nature of bottom.

Gray mud, sand,
shells.

Coral.

Dark-green mud.
....do
Fine sand

Dark-green mud

.

do
Dark-green mud

.

Green mud

Soft-green mud.

Green mud

Soft-green mud

Fine sand

Fine coral sand.

Sand, shells.

Sand, coral
Fine coral sand...
Coral sand

do
Coral sand, shells.

do

do
Coral, shells.

White sand

Coral sand, shells.

Fine sand, shells.

Fine sand

Coarse sand,shells.

Bot-
tom
temp.

52.4

50.2

49.5

57.4

Species taken.

Astropecten velitaris.

Astropecten phragmoTus.

Othilia purpurea.

Astropecten luionkus, Perse-
phonaster anchlstus, Cheiraster
inops.

Astropecten luzonicus.
Perissogonaster insignis.
Persephonasler habrogenyt,

Niimphaster meseres.
Dipsacaster imperialis, Nym-
phaster meseres.

Persephonaster ancJiistua, Nym-
phaster mucronatus, Pontro-
ceramus grandis.

Paragonaster c. hypacanthm,
Anthenoides cristalus.

Perissogonaster insignis.

Goniopecten asiaticus, Anthe-
noides cristalus, Anthenoides
rugulosus.

Cheiraster gazellae, Anthenoides
rugulosus.

Zoroaster c. philippinensis.

Prionaster analogus, Persephon-
aster oediplai, Lithosoma 'peni-

chra, Zoroaster c. philippinen-
sis, BrisingeUa fragilis.

Ctenodiscus orienlalis.

Astropecten eucnemis.

Astroceramus sphaeriostictus.

Oreaster alveolatus, Culcita
novae-guineae.

Echinaster callosus.

Echinastcr stereosomus.
Oreaster alveolatus.

Retastcr cribrosus.

Culcita n. plana.
Oreaster alveolattts, Fromia eu-

sticha, Anseropoda macro-
pora.

Ophidiaster tuherifcr.

Oreaster alveolatus, Asterodiscus
helonotus, Acanthaster brevi-

spinus.
Rosaster nannus.

Ophidiaster tuberifer.

Astropecten phragmorus, As-
tropecten velitaris, Stellaster

incei.
Astropecten phragmorus, Ne-
panthia maculata , Astropecten
velitaris, Luidia Umgipina,
Stellaster incei.

Astropecter phragmorus, Othilia
purpurea, Astropecten veli-

taris, Lui iia prionota, Stellas-

ter incei.
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LIST OF DREDGING STATIONS AT WHICH STARFISHES WERE
SECURED, WITH THE SPECIES TAKEN AT EACH—Continued.

Locality.

OffTinaktald., Tawi Tawi
Group (5° 12' 50" N.; 119°

55' 55" E.)-

.do.

.do.

Off Observation Island,
Tawi Tawi Group (5° 01'

40" N.; 119° 52' 20" E.).

do
do

Depth. Nature of bottom.

do
Off Jolo Light, Jolo.

Off Pt. Origon, Romblon,
12° 43' N.; 122^ 06' 15" E.

Vic. Antonio Id., off eastern
Panav, 110° 36' 40" N.;
123° 20' 35" E.
do

Between Panay and Negros,
10° 32' 48" N.; 122° 26' E.

Tanon Str., E. coast of Negros
Off Baliscasag Id., W.

Boliol, 9° 52' 30" N.; 123°
40' 45" E.
do

Sogod Bay, southern Leyte
Id.

NE. of Badian Id., off W.
Samar.

NW. of Taratara Id., off W.
Samar.

NE. of Taratara Id., off W.
Samar.

East of Masbateld

NE. of Taratara Id., off W.
Samar.

East of Masbate Id

Between Burias and Luzon
(off Anima Sola Id.).

do

.do.
Between Marinduque and
Luzon.

9.5 miles SW. Corregidor
Light, Luzon.

E. coast of Mindanao, 9° 43'

N.: 125° 48' 15" E.
Gulf of Davao, Mindanao

.do.

.do.

Fath-
oms.

10

96

300
174

220
554

35

26

20

218

604

215

105

20
530

Coral sand.

Sand

Fine sand, black
specks.

Coral sand

Green mud.
Coral

Coral sand...
Coarse sand

.

Fine sand

Mud, fine sand

.

Fine sand, mud.

Soft green mud.

Green mud.
do ,

do
Gray sand, mud.

Green mud, sand.

Soft green mud...

Green mud

Bot-
tom
temp.

69.4

63.4

62.8
54.3

53.9
52.8

Species taken.

108 Gray sand, mud.

.

Green mud.

do

do

Coarse gray sand

.

Coarse sand

.

Green mud..

Soft mud.

Coral

Coral, sand.
Coral

59.9

51.4

50.5

63.1

Astropecten polyacanthus , Fro-
mia japonica, Othilia pur-
purea, Nardoa lemonnieri,
Nardoa frianti, Litidia sa-

vignyi, Goniodiscaster forfi-

culatus.
Culcita n. plana, Nardoa tumVr
losa, Othilia purpurea.

Astropecten phragmorus, Ne-
panthia maciilnta, Astropecten
velitaris, Stellaster incei.

Nardoa frianti.

Othilia purpurea.
Astropecten polyacanthus, Ha-

lityle rfgularis, Luidia aspera,
Leiaster analogue, Archaster
angulatus, OreasUr alveolatus,

Othilia purpurea.
Iconaster perierctus.

Astropecten polyacanthus, As-
tropecten vappa inaequalis,
Iconaster longimanus.

Patagiaster sphaerioplaz.

Astropecten phragmorus, Astro-

pecten monacanthus, Luidia
prionota.

Astropecten velitaris, Astro-

pecten monacanthus, Astro-

pecten eucnem is, Luidi a
longispina.

Zoroaster c. philippinensis.

Luidia gymnochora.
Paragonaster c. hypacanthus.

Anthenoides rugulosus.
Ceramaster smithi.

Craspidaster hesperus.

Craspidaster hesperus.

Craspidaster hesperus, Luidia
longispina.

Astropecten exicnemis, An-
thenoides cristatus, Pholidasttr

squamatus.
Pholidasier squamatus.

Sidonaster vaneyi, Persephon-
aster ordiplax, Zoroaster c.

philippinensis, Brisinga tra-

chydisca.
Nymphaster leptodomus, Zoro-
aster c. philippinensis.

Coronnster halicepus, Odinia
penichra.

Othilia purpurea.
Astropecten cremicus, Perseph-

onaster oediplai, Henricia ar-

cystata.

Coronaster volsellatus.

Craspidaster hesperus, A stro-

pecten phragmorus.
Ophidiaster Juscus, Othilia pur-
purea.

Othilia purpurea.
Fromia japonica, Ophidiaster
Juscus.
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LIST OF DREDGING STATIONS AT WHICH STARFISHES WERE
SECURED, WITH THE SPECIES TAKEN AT EACH—Continued.

Sta-
tion.

Locality. Depth. Nature of bottom.
Bot-
tom
temp.

Species taken.

6252
5253

5254

5259

5260
5265

5268

5272

5273

5274

5278

5279
5280
5281

5282

6289

6290

5290
5297

5298
5299
5301

6302

5310

6325

5326

5328
5329
6332

5335

5342

5345
5346
5348

6349

5356

6357

6358

Gulf of Davao, Mindanao . .

.

....do

.do.

Off NW. Panay, vie. Caluya
Id.

Off southeastern Mindoro
Batangas Bay, Luzon

.do.

Off Corregidor Light, Luzon

.

.do.

Between Lubang and Luzon,
SW. of Manila Bay.

....do

.do.

.do.

.do.

•do.

Verde Id. Passage, N. coast
Mindoro.

Verde Island Passage, oft

Batangas Bay, Luzon.
do ,

do

.do.

.do.
China Sea, vie. Hongkong;

20° 37' N.; 115° 43' E.

China Sea, vie. Hongkong;
21° 42' N.; 114° 50' E.

China Sea, vie. Hongkong;
21° 33' N.; 110° 13' E.

Vic. Hermanos Id., oft N.
Luzon.
do

.do.

.do.
Mindoro Strait; 12° 37' 15"

N.; 120° 41' E.
Linapacan Strait, N. of

Palawan Id.; 11° 37' 15" N.;
119° 48' 45" E.

Malampaya Sound, Palawan
Id.; 10° 66' 55" N.; 119° 17'

24" E.
do
do

Palawan Passage; ofl Pt.
Talbonan.

.do.

N. Balabac Strait; 8° 06' 40"
N.; 117° 18' 45" E.
do

Off Sandakan Harbor,
Borneo.

Fath-
oms.
28
28

21

312

234
135

170

118

114

525

102

117
193
201

248

172

214

210
198

140
524
208

100

224

230

150
212
745

14-25

7

7

375

730

68

68

39

Coral..
....do.

Sand, coral

Gray mud, Glo-
bigerina.

Green mud, sand.
Sand, mud

Sand, pebbles

Mud, shells, coral,

sand.

.do.

Gray mud, sand...

Fine sand, mud,
shells.

Green mud
Gray sand
Dark gray sand...

....do

Broken shells, sand

Lava gravel

Mud, sand .

,

Mud, shells.

Sand
Gray mud, sand.
Gray mud, sand

.

Soft gray mud

.

Sand, shells...

Green mud

—

Mud

Blue mud..
....do
Green mud

.

Sand, mud.

Gray mud

.

Mud
Mud
Coral sand

.

....do

Sand, shells.

Coral sand .

.

Mud

49.3

61.4

41.3

59.6

49.6
50.4

50.5

72.1

63.2

65.4

53.9
51.4
38.2

56.4

40.6

Retaster insignis.
Oreaster alveolatus, Retaster

insignis, Nardoa squamulosa,
Ophidiaster fuscus, Othilia
purpurea.

Oreaster nodosus, Oreaster al-

veolatus.

Zoroaster c. philippinensis.

Anthenoides rugulosus.
Paragonaster c. hypacanthuSi
Zoroaster c. philippinensis.

Zoroaster c. philippinensis, As-
tropecten tencllus.

Ctenophoraster diploctenius
Lithosoma actinometra, Zoro
aster c. philippinensis.

Paragonaster c. hypacanthus
Zoroaster c. philippinensis,
Pontioceramus grandis, Litho-
soma actinometra.

Ctenodiscus orientalis, Stegno-
brisinga placoderma.

Zoroaster c. philippinensis.

Peltaster cyclopia!.

Calliaster corynetes.

Rosaster mimicus, Coronaster
halicepus.

Rosaster mimicus, Zoroaster c.

philippinensis.
Astromesites compactus, Per-
sephonaster e. brevispinus,
Paragonaster stenostichus.

Persephonaster e. brevispinus.

Astromesites compactus.
Persephonaster euryaclis, Para-
gonaster stenostichus, Zoro-
aster c. philippinensis.

Zoroaster c. philippinensis.

Zoroaster ophiactis.

Persephonaster anchistus, Perse-
phonaster tenuis, Luidia
orientalis, Anthenoides litho-

sorus.
Persephonaster tenuis (?)

Marginaster paucispinus.

Persephonaster luzonicus, Zo-
roaster c. philippinensis.

Persephonaster luzonicus, Zo-
roaster c. philippinensis.

Persephonaster luzonicus.

Do.
Koremaster e. spiculatus.

Nepanthia maculata.

Astropecten phragmorus.

Astropecten mindanensis.
Luidia maculata.
Cheiraster niasicus, Ccramaster
smithi, Craterobrisinga
eucoryne, C. analoga.

Pectindster m. palawanensis,
Craterobrisinga eucoryne (?).

Retaster insignis.

Stellaster incei, Nardoa semi-
regularis

Craspidister hesp(TU^, Astro-

pecten phragmorus.
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LIST OF DREDGING STATIONS AT WHICH STARFISHES WERE
SECURED, WITH THE SPECIES TAKEN AT EACH—Continued.

Sta-
tion.
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LIST OF DREDGING STATIONS AT WHICH STARFISHES WERE
SECURED, WITH THE SPECIES TAKEN AT EACH—Continued.

sta-
tion.

5453

5454
5460

6467

5468
5470

6476

5478
5480

5481

5482

5483

6487

5488

5491

5492

5494

5499

5501

5503
5505
6510

5512
5513
5515
5516

5517
5518

5519
5520

5524
5526

5527

5528

5529

Locality. Depth. Nature of bottom.
Bot-
tom
temp.

Species taken.

AlbavGulf.

Fath-
oms.
146

-do.
Lagonoy Gulf, E. coast
Luzon.
do

.do.
-do.

San Bernardino Strait; 12°

56' 24" N.; 124° 25' 24" E.
NE. Tacbuc Pt., Leyte

do

Surigao Strait, E. of Leyte...

.do.

.do.

Between Leyte and Minda-
nao; 10° 02' 45" N.; 125°

05'33'E.
Between Leyte and Minda-
nao; 10° N.; 125° 06' 45" E.

Between Leyto and Minda-
nao: 9° 24' N.; 125° 12' E.

Between Leyte and Minda-
nao; 9° 12' 45" N.; 125° 20'

E.
I

Between Leyte and Minda-
nao; 9° 06'"30" N.; 125° 18'

40" E.
Mindanao Sea,vie. Iligan Bay

....do

.do.

.do.
Iligan Bay, N. coast Minda- !

nao. I

::::do!!!;!;;;!;;;;!!!!!!;!;;
do

Mindanao Sea, off Pt. Tagolo,
Mindanao.
do
do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.
Between Siquijor and Bohol

Is.

153
565 Gray mud.

Green mud.

569
560

270

do.
Mud..

Fine sand.

Shells
Fine sand.

61 Saiid,shells, gravel

67

74

732

772

736

735

678

554

214

226
220
423

445
505
700+
175

Sand, green mud,
shells.

Sand, broken shells

Green mud

do

Green mud, coral.

Green mud

Green mud, sand.

Green mud, fine

sand.
Fine sand, gray
mud.

Green mud

Gray mud, fine

sand.
do
do

(No sounding)
Globigerina

169 do
200 Gray mud, globi-

gerina.

182
102

Globigerina, sand

.

No sounding.

360 Sand
805 Green mud, glo-

bigerina.

.do 392; Globigerina ooze.

.do.

.do.

.do.

441 Gray mud, globi-
gerina.

F.

48.3

52.3

52.3

52.3

52.1

53.3

52.3

54.3

53.3

'53!6'

.52.8

52.8

64.3

54.3
54

54.3
61.3

52.8
52.3

53.3

53.3

53

Astropecten tenellus, Zoroaster
c. philippinensis.

Anifienoides crislatus.

Ctenodiscus orientalis, Psilaster

gotoi, Atelorias anacanthu-s.
Peclinaster hylacanthus, Medi-

aster ornatus.
Psilaster gotoi.

Ctenodiscus orientalis, Psilaster
gotoi.

Tritonastcr evorus, Zoroaster c.

philippinensis.
Nepanttiia joubini.
Astropecten velitaris, Astropec-

ten monacanthus.
Astropecten monacanthus, Ros-

aster mamillatus, Asterodiscus
elegans.

Ooniodiscaster forflculatus, As-
terodiscus elegans, Ophidiaster
trychnus,OphidinstcTdubiosu8,
Nardoa squamulosa, Asteri-
nopsis pedicellaris

.

Stellaster incei, Echinasler stere-

osomus, Pterasler o. myonotm

.

Brisinga trachydisca.

Do.

Sidonastcr vancyi, Astropecten
eremicns, Nyrnphaster habro-

talus, Brisinga trachydisca.

Astropecten cremicu^.

Astropecten eremicus, Brisinga
trachydisca.

Ctenodiscus orientalis.

Anthenoidcs rugulosus.

Anthenoidcs rugulosus.

Anthenoidcs cristatus.

Lithosoma penichra, Henrkia
densispina.

Chciraster diomcdeac.
Bcnthogenici cribdlosa.

Brisinga trachydisca.

Nyrnphaster euryplai, Anthe-
noidcs cristatus.

Hcnricia densispina.

Astropecten tcncUus, Hcnricia

microplax, Ptcraster o. my-
onotus.

Hcnricia densispina.

Ctcnoplcura ast roped inides, Ro-
sastcr symbolicus, Anthenoidcs
cristatus.

Astroceramus lionotus, Hcnricia

densispina, Ptcraster o. my-
onotus

Hcnricia densispina.

Dipsacaster diaphorus.

Ctenodiscus orientalis, Anthe-
noidcs rugulnsu-s, Zoroaster c.

philippinensia.

Ctenodiscus orientalis, Dipsa-
castcr diaphorus, Lithosoma
penichra, Zoroister c. philip-

pinensis.
Cttnodiscm orientalis.
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LIST OF DREDGING STATIONS AT WHICH STARFISHES WERE
SECURED, WITH THE SPECIES TAKEN AT EACH—Continued.

Locality. Depth. Nature of bottom.
Bot-
tom
temp.

Species taken.

Between Negros and Siquijor

.do.

.do.

Mindanao Sea, ofl Pt. Tagolo,
Mindanao.
do

SW. of Jolo Light, Jolo

.do.

SE.ofCabalianPt., Jolo
N. of Cabalian Ft., Jolo
Between Jolo and Tawi-
Tawi,5<'51'42"N.;120°30'
30" ¥..

Vicinity of Darvel Bay,
Borneo.

Sibuko Bay, Borneo.
do

.do.

.do.

.do.
Gulf of Tomini, Celebes; 1°

13' 10" N.; 125° 17' 05" E.
Gulf of Tomini, Celebes; 0°

22' N.; 132° 03 30" E.
OS Podepo Id., Gulf of
Tomini, Celebes.

.do.

Off Binang Unang Id., Gulf
of Tomini, Celebes.
do

.do.

N. E. Temate Id., 0° 49' 30"
N.; 127° 25' 30" E.

Molucca Passage

.do.

Vicinity of Makian Id., Mo-
lucca Is.

do

.do.

.do.

Fath-
oms.
279 Green mud.

254

256

219

162
263

258

34
15

243

890

476
347

415

260

305
765

962

647

834

761

1,089

1,092

131

417

435

272

288

Between Gillolo and Kayoa 230
Is., Moluccas.

.do.

Green mud, sand..

Fine sand, broken
shells.

Sand
Sand, globiginera,

for aminifora.
Fine sand, shells..

Coarse sand
Coral
Sand, p teropod

shells.

Gray mud, fine

sand.

Gray mud

.

do

Green mud, sand,
coral.

Fine gray sand,
gray mud.

Grcon mud
Sand, glohigerina,
pteropods.

Gray mud

Green mud.

Fine sand.

Gray sand.

Green mud.

Gray mud.

• P.
53.5

53.5

53.3

53.3

54.5
52.3

52.3

52.3

38.3

41.1
44

42.3

45.7

43.3

36.3

30.3

Fine gray sand,
mud.

298 Gray and black
sand.

275 Gray mud

Fine sand, mud.

do

Gray mud, fine

sand.

Nymphaster dyscritus, Anfhe-
noides cristatvf:, Anihenoidet
rugulosus, Henrida densi-
spina,nenriciaarcystata,PteT-
aster o. myonotu^.

Prionasler analogus, Perlsso-
gonaster insignis.

Cfieiraster gazellae, Zoroaster
c. pMlippinemis.

Prionaster analogus, Nymphas-
ter dyscritus.

Tarachastn tennis.

Eymenasterides zenognathus.

Persephonaster e. brevispinus
,

Hymenasterides zenognathui
Nardoa tuwvlosa.
Linckia laevigata.

Zoroaster c. philippinensis.

Pseudarchaster jordani, Zoroas-
ter ophiactis, Cnemidaster
wyvillii.

Ctenodiscus orientalis.

Ctenodiscus orientalis, Pseud-
archaster jordani.

Ctenodiscus orientalis, Pseud-
archaster jordani, Zoroaster
c. philippinensis.

Zoroaster c. philippinensis.

Persephonaster habrogenys.
KoremastcT evaulus.

Cnemidaster jvyvillii.

Ctenodiscvs orientalis, Psilaster
sp.jRadiaster notabilis, Myxas-
ter medusa.

Persephonaster monostoechus,
Koremaster evaulus, Hymen'
aster rhodopeplus, Zoroaster
ophiactis.

Pectinaster mimicus, Cnemidas^
ter wyvillii.

Pectinaster mimicus, Pseudar-
chaster oligoporus, Cnemidas-
ter wyvillii.

Pectinaster mimicus, Pseudar-
chaster oligoporus.

Dissogenes styracia.

Ctenodiscus orientalis, Cheiras-
ter niasicus, Benthopecten
moluccanus, Pseudarchaster
jordani.

Ctenodiscus orientalis, Pectinas-
ter hylacanthus, Cheiraster ni-

asicus, Benthopecten moluc-
canus, Solaster tropicus.

Coronaster haliccpus.

Nymphaster moluccanus, An-
thenoidts granulosus, Xenor-
ias polyctenius, Hymenaste-
rides zenognathus.

Dipsacaster nesiotes, Pteraster
coryvctes, Hymenasterides ze-

nognathus.
Prionaster megaloplax, Dipsa-

caster nesiotes, Cheiraster nia-
sicus, Anthenoides granulosus.

Prionaster megaloplax, Nym-
phaster moluccanus.
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LIST OF DREDGING STATIONS AT WHICH STARFISHES WERE
SECURED, WITH THE SPECIES TAKEN AT EACH—Continued.

Sta-
tion.



DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES.

Family PORCELLANASTERIDAE Sladen, restricted.^

Genus SIDONASTER Koehler.

Sidonaster Koehleb, 1909, p. 37.

—

Fisher, 1911(?, p. 23.

SroONASTER VANEYI Koehler.

Plate 3, fig. 3.

Sidonaster vancyi Koehler, 1909, p. 37, pi. 3, fig. 6 ;
pi. 6, fig. 5 ;

pi. 10, fig. 3.

Diagnosis.—R=:36 mm.; r=15 mm.; R= 2.4 r (Koehler's type

R = 2 r). Abactinal integimient of disk covered with small spine-

lets as far as distal edge of cribriform organ, that of rays being bare;

superomarginals 5 to 7 with one upright spine and 1 or 2 smaller

accessories; terminal plate with 7 spines; adambiilacral spinules 1

or 2, usually 2, the plates strongly hollowed on furrow margin;

mouth plates with a median unpaired spinule, and spaced from this

2, 3, or rarely 4 marginal spinules at mouth of furrow.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—The 4 specimens combine cer-

tain characters of S. vaneyi and S. hatheri. It has in fact been

difficult to decide what to name them. The two specimens from sta-

tion 5215 are much larger than Koehler's specimens of either vaneyi

or hatheri, since the type of vaneyi has R = 20 mm., and that of

hatheri not more than 26 mm. Koehler has so carefully described

both species that I shall need only to point out the diiferences pre-

sented by the Philippine examples.

The abactinal spinelets do not extend quite so far distally on the

radii as figured by Koehler. Two large specimens from station 5215

vary in this respect, one being about intermediate between the condi-

tion of typical vaneyi and hatheri. Along the edges of the abactinal

integument the spinelets extend to the distal edge of the cribriform

organ, but on the radial line little if any farther than an intersecting

line drawn between the middle of two adjacent cribriform organs.

Thus the spinous and papular area is deeply concave radially, and

the varying amount of this concavity (even on different radii of the

same specimen) controls the width of the interradial band of abac-

tinal spinelets. Abactinal spinelets are as described by Koehler,

and 1.5 mm. long.

1 As noted under the Goniopectinldae, the Ctenodisclnae are more properly referable to

that family. Fisher, 1916a, p. 1.

35
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There are 7 superomarginal and 8 or 9 inferomarginal plates on

the largest specimens, and 7 of each on two smaller examples from

station 5491. The cribriform organ is relatively larger in the larger

specimens. The spinelets of each distal border, to the number of

about 20, are united by a thin membrane, but the others are free.

The angle between the lateral and ventral border is more abrupt

in the large specimens, possibly because the organ occupies a larger

amount of the first plate, there being scarcely any of it left bare.

Koehler found 5 marginals in the type. In hatheri there are 5 to 7.

The superomarginals nearly always have a second or accessory

spinule, and on the second and third plate, sometimes elsewhere. 2 ac-

cessories. One of the smaller specimens has 3 on the second plate.

The primary spines are more prominent in small than in large

examples. The spines of the terminal plate are as described by

Koehler.

Large examples have 15 (instead of 11 of the type) pairs of

adambulacral plates and 15 pairs of tube feet to each ray. The
adambulacral plates are hollowed out on the furrow margin as

described by Koehler, but instead of there being constantly 2 furrow

spinules, a few proximal plates have only 1; in one of the large

specimens the 6 or 7 distal plates have only 1 spinule. This same

specimen has 2 spinules to each mouth plate, in addition to the

median unpaired marginal spine, but the other large specimen has

3 on all plates except one, where there are 4. The 2 small speci-

mens have usually 3 lateral mouth spines, occasionally 4. The

type of vaneyi has 2, and hatheri has 4 or 5. The mouth plates are

very prominent actinally and each is produced into a winglike process

adjacent to first adambulacral.

The plates of the actinal intermediate areas are rather loosely

joined, some of them slightly imbricated. About 30 of the plates

bear a central slender spinelet, very similar to the spinelets of the

cribriform organs, although a trifle longer. The median interradial

area is not devoid of spinelets as in S. p^ilonotus. The intermediate

plates extend to the fifth or sixth adambulacral plate.

The peristome contains widely scattered microscopic rods with a

few perforations. These are more numerous in the lip. A small

piece of the wall of the stomach did not have any calcareous deposits.

A piece of the dorsal integument from the ray (where there were

neither papulae nor spinelets) contained scattered microscopic

plates, some very small with 2 or 3 perforations, and apparently

just beginning to be formed; others larger and with very irregular

periphery; still others nearly circular with 12 to 25 perforations.

Type-iocality.—G\\\i of Oman, lat. 21° 53' N.; long. 57° 43' E..

833 to 733 fathoms (Koehler).
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Distribution.—Gulf of Oman and Philippine Islands 733 to 833

fathoms, green mud.
Specimens examined.—Four from the following localities:

Station 5215, east of Masbate Island, Philippine Islands, 604

fathoms, green mud; bottom temperature 50.5° F. ; 2 specimens.

Station 5491, between Leyte and Mindanao, Philippine Islands,

736 fathoms, green mud, coral; bottom temperature, 52.3° F. ; 2

specimens.

Remarks.—^This species differs from S. psilonotus in having abac-

tinal spinelets, 7 instead of 5 spines on the terminal plate, and

usually 2 or 3 lateral mouth spines instead of 4, although the number

of 4 sometimes occurs.

One of the small specimens from station 5491 has the stomach

full of mud. There is also a relatively large Dendrogaster parasitic

in the coelomic cavity.

SIDONASTER PSILONOTUS Fisher.

Plate 1, figs. 2, 3 ;
plate 7, fig. 2.

Sidonaster psilonotus Fishee, 1913a, p. 600.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5. R=22 mm.; r=ll mm.; R=2 r; breadth of

ray at distal edge of cribriform organ, 7 mm.; width of cribriform

organ 6.5 mm. : height interradially, 4 mm. Differing from S. vaneyi

and S. hatheri in the almost entire absence of abactinal spinelets.

Adambulacral spinules 2; mouth spinules, 1 unpaired and 4 mar-

ginal ; terminal plate with 5 spinules.

Description.—The rays are only slightly tapered and have a

blunt extremity capped by a prominent spiniferous terminal plate.

Marginal plates forming a prominent beveled or sloping border to

abactinal surface. Abactinal integument on rays slightly and on

disks markedly sunken below upper edge of marginal plates, and
devoid of spinelets except for about 20 to 24, scattered close to each

cribriform organ, and not extending distally beyond the edge of

this organ. Spinelets about as long as those on surface of cribriform

organ. Papulae numerous, prominent, and occupying a pentagonal

area, the corners of which touch the middle of each cribriform organ.

They do not therefore extend onto the rays. There is a prominent

apical prolongation of the integument in center of disk, but the

papulae do not extend upon it. The abactinal integument contains

spaced, microscopic, perforated calcareous plates, roundish or irregu-

lar in outline, sometimes with a few short spines on the periphery.

These plates resemble end plates in the pedicels of holothurians, and

seem to consist of one layer of reticulum except that the center is

often slightly thickened. Madreporic body large, touching cribri-

13434—Bull. 100—19 4
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form organ, convex and traversed by coarse ridges radiating from
a i^oint between the center and adcentral edge. A few spinelets sur-

round it.

Marginal plates thin, the superomarginals the higher. Second

superomarginal about as long as high, but the succeeding i'our are

longer than high, and the seventh or last about as long as high. Each
bears on the upper distal corner a slender, prominent, sharp spinule

usually bent transversely across the smooth abactinal integument.

The second plate has a shorter companion spinule. The longest

spinule (2 mm.) is on the fifth plate.

Inferomarginal plates conspicuously lower than superomarginals

and hence proportionately longer than high. Second plate corre-

sponding to second superomarginal is shorter than the rest. These

plates do not encroach upon actinal surface. No spines.

Cribriform organs very prominent, wider than high, with slightly

convex upper border, and leaving only a very narrow bare area on

distal edge of the plates. The organs comprise therefore practically

all the surface of each interradial pair of supero- and inferomarginal

plates. The spinelets are blunt, slender, very uniform in size, and

arranged in vertical series. Those of the first or marginal vertical

series are webbed. No others are.

Terminal plate prominent, crescentiform, the rounded sides cover-

ing the edges of the last marginals. There are 5 terminal, promi-

nent, sharp spinules; 3 of these form a triangle in the end of

plate, surrounding the terminal papilla, and one stands laterally on

the upper edge of plate.

Adambulacral plates longer than wide and with a concave margin.

Each plate bears at the adoral end 2 sharp marginal spinules some-

times slightly curved and compressed at base, these occupying about

half the furrow margin of each plate.

Mouth plates very prominent actinally, the free surface sloping

steeply to median suture, which is wide and lanceolate in form. Each,

pair of plates bears an unpaired spine at the inner angle where the

2 plates join, and widely spaced from this, 4 tapering, sharp,

marginal spines are borne on the concave margin opposite the first

tube foot.

Actinal intermediate areas moderate, the plates loosely joined in

irregular interradial columns. Six to 8 of the plates on either

side of the double interradial series bear a single spinelet similar to

those of cribriform organ.

Tube feet large, without calcareous particles in the walls. Dorsal

wall of the stomach with numerous simple, straight, rather large

microscopic rods, with occasional irregular and Y-shaped ones. The
length of these rods varies about as the diameter of the plates in the

dorsal integument.
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Type.—Csit. No. 30504, U.S.N.M.
Type-locality.—Unknown.
Remarks.—It is unfortunate that this new form should be without

locality It differs from S. vaneyi in lacking abactinal spinelets, in

having 5 instead of 7 terminal spines, in the spinulation of the

actinal interradial areas, and in having constantly 4 (instead of 2,

3, or rarely 4) mouth spines. It differs from jS. hatheri in lacking

abactinal spinelets, and in having 5 instead of 7 terminal spines.

Genus BENTHOGENIA Fisher.

Benthogenia Fisher, 1911c, p. 415. Type, B. crihcUosa Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Related to Hyphalaster Sladen and Thoracaster Sla-

den, but differing in having cribriform organs between all the mar-

ginals, in having the dorsal surface of distal half of ray one continu-

ous cribriform organ, and in having the cribriform organs of inter-

brachium merged into one. Distal superomarginals spiniferous; ter-

minal plate large, spiniferous, dorsal in position. No odd interradial

marginal. Superomarginals increasing in size very gradually to the

sixth, which is considerably larger than the rest and meets its fellow

in median line of ray ; beyond this point all superomarginals in con-

tact. Cribriform organs 29 or 30, the distal ones rudimentary and the

11 of the interbrachium merged into one (as far as middle of sixth

superomarginal) ; structure papilliform. Adambulacral plates with a

numerous furrow series and numerous smaller spinelets on surface.

Actinal interradial areas extensive, covered with small spaced spine-

lets. Intermediate plates extend nearly to end of ray. Abactinal

paxillae large, crowded.

BENTHOGENIA CRIBELLOSA Fisher.

Plate 1, fig. 1 ; plate 2, fig. 1 ; plate 8, figs. 2, 2a-d.

Benthogenia cribellosa Fisher, 1911, p. 415.

Description.—Rays 5. R=78 mm., r=about 30 mm., R=about
2.6 r; breadth of ray at base, about 34 mm., at sixth superomarginal,

12 mm. Over half of ray formed by superomarginals which meet in

median line. Superomarginals massive, increasing in size from the

first to sixth, which is decidedly larger than the rest and meets its

fellow on dorsal median line; next 6 plates decreasing slightly in

width, but increasing in height as far as terminal plate. Each is

higher than wide, and bears on the rounded dorsolateral angle a

stubby conical spine ; final 3 or 4 plates decreasing rapidly in size and

covered by the big, elliptical, very convex spiniferous terminal plate,

margined by a fimbriate channel. Inferomarginals lower than su-

peromarginals and beyond the sixth plate not corresponding to them,
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but near tip of ray alternating, there being one more in the series.

Each inferomarginal has a low tubercle corresponding to the supero-

marginal spine. Viewed from side, both series increase in height

from interradius to the sixth plate; thence the superomarginals in-

crease slightly in height up to the terminal plate, while the infero-

marginals decrease. Beyond the sixth plate the inferomarginals do

not encroach upon the actinal surface. The horizontal suture be-

tween the two series is not deep. The free surface of the plates is

covered with minute bosses.

Terminal plate very convex, large, elliptical, and wholly dorsal

in position, as it lies over the last three superomarginal plates. Judg-

ing from the scars of the spines, there are 4 terminal spines placed

symmetrically, 2 on either side, and on the narrow summit of the

plate, behind these, a series of 3 spines, making 7 in all.

Cribriform organs spiniform and in the interbrachial arc, continu-

ous without a break as far as the middle of the sixth or enlarged

superomarginals, except for a slight wedge-shaped area in the middle

of the lower edge of each inferomarginal. In each interbrachium 11

fused cribriform organs, the odd one over the median interradial

suture. The sixth supero- and inferomarginals have a median ver-

tical bare space about as wide as the adjacent cribriform organs,

"which from here on rapidly narrow, and from the twelfth plate on

may be said to be rudimentary. These separated cribriform organs

extend upon the dorsal surface of ray and fuse with those of oppo-

site side so that the whole area from the limit of paxillae to terminal

plate and between the two dorsal rows of spines is a thick continuous

mat of spinelets, absolutely identical with the lateral cribriform

organs, and a fimbriate channel leads on either side from this area

along the lower edge of the terminal plate. The total number of

lateral organs is : Rays 9+9+interbrachiuin 11=29. This varies to 30,

as some rays have an additional small one at tip. The distal organs

are of course rudimentary. The delicate mostly terete spinelets end

in a blunt or even capitate fleshy tip (the calcareous part being

truncate denticulate). They are very close-set, in regular quincunx,

and decrease in length distad, markedly beyond the sixth marginal.

The spinelets of the vertical marginal series, in the separated organs

are flattened and united by a continuous web ; all other spinelets free

and independent.

Paxillar areas with a stellato-penatagonal contour and comprising

the disk and proximal third of ray. Paxillae large, fairly high,

crowded, those on rays largest, decreasing in size toward center of

disk. The larger paxillae have 15 to 20 peripheral and 5 to 15 central

spinelets, cylindrical and slightly knobbed at tip, and one-third to

one-half as long as shaft of paxilla, which is variable in thickness but
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elliptical in section. Tiie bases of paxillae are also elliptical, slightly

spaced, and independent. Papulae about 8 surrounding a plate;

absent from a narrow midradial area.

Adambulacral plates longer than wide with 7 or 8 compressed,

basally webbed furrow spines on a curved margin, and on surface of

plate 10 to 12 much shorter spinelets, similar to the actinal intermedi-

ates, in about two series. Furrow very narrow.

Mouth plates prominent and with wide suture. Marginal spines

12, the innermost abruptly enlarged into a flattened conspicuous

lanceolate tooth, the others subsimilar to adambulacrals. Suborals

about 15 to a plate, in two series, small except inner two, which form
a series just back of the teeth.

Actinal intermediate areas extensive, the plates slightly imbricated

with rounded margin toward center. The rather triangular, broad,

interradial area has its outer angle about at the sixth marginals,

whence the plates extend in a narrow and tapering band to within

about 4 inferomarginals of end. Plates beset with spaced, short,

more or less clavate spinelets, increasing in length toward margin.

A plate near center of area has 6 to 10, sometimes as many as 12,

spinelets. Others near periphery have 5 or 6.

Madreporic body situated a little more than its own diameter from
margin, traversed by striae proceeding from a point near the adcen-

tral margin, and bearing many little blunt spiniform protuberances

resembling the tips of paxillar spinelets.

Young.—There are 3 young specimens from station 5425, 2 of

which were recovered from the stomach of Prionaster gracilis. I am
not at all sure that these belong to this species. They are young
of Benthogenia^ although some of the generic characters are not yet

full-fledged. The smallest of the three has R 5.5 mm. and 4 marginal

plates to the ray in each series; the largest has R 12 mm., and 10

superomarginals, which, from the sixth on meet their neighbors along

the midradial line, as in the adult. A few notes on the latter specimen

are appended,

Rays short, less pronounced than in adult, abactinal paxillae with

4 or 5 spinelets, and a little more uniform in size than in type. Mar-
gin of rays and disk rounded, the sixth superomarginal not enlarged.

Terminal plate large, but ovoid, and as broad as long, with only 4

spines, 3 terminal, and 1 dorsal. Cribriform organs not confluent

in the interbrachium, but with a bare space as wide or slightly wider

than adjacent organs on each plate. Spinelets relatively large, and
in the median intcrbrachial organ in 6 vertical series, with 6 to 8 in

each series. The 2 marginal vertical series of each organ webbed.

Beyond fifth marginal the organs are reduced to simple fimbriate

channels. The median radial cribriform organ so characteristic of
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the adult is indicated only in a fimbriate channel between the 2

series of superomarginal plates. One or 2 superomarginals have

a special dorsal spine.

The epiproctal peduncle is prominent, and there is certainly a tiny

pore at the summit. Whether this is confined to immature life can

not be determined.

Actinal intermediate areas with well-spaced, small spinelets.

Adambulacral plates longer than wide with a palmate series of 5

flattened pointed furrow spinelets disposed along the obtusely angu-

lar margin, and basally webbed. Subambulacral spinelets, small, 1

or 2, or absent. Mouth plates with 8 marginal spinelets; suborals

few, rudimentar5^

These young specimens resemble the genus Hyphalaster^ more es-

pecially H. hyalinus Sladen. They differ from this genus, however,

in having cribriform organs between all the marginals. Hence the

number of organs is determined by the number of marginals. It is

important to note that a certain strongly marked character of the

adult, and one which is believed to be generic, is only partly de-

veloped in these immature examples. I refer here to the peculiar

distribution of the cribriform organs, which in the interbrachium

are fused into one in the adult, and also occupy the dorsal radial

area of the distal portion of ray. In the adult the terminal plate is

entirely dorsal to the superomarginals but in the young only the

proximal half overlies the distal superomarginals.

With only the young specimens, it would not be possible to cor-

rectly diagnose the genus Benthogenia. Since several species of

Porcellanasfer have been named from very immature types, it is

probable that the adults will be difficult to identify correctly.

Type.—Cat No. 28655, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5513, Iligan Bay, northern Mindanao, lat.

8° 16' 45'' N.; long. 124° 02' 48" E.; 505 fathoms, bottom temper-

ature 52.8° F., gray mud and fine sand.

Distribution.—Mindanao Sea and Sulu Sea, Philippine Islands.

Specimens examined.—The type, and three immature from sta-

tion 5425, Sulu Sea, near Cagayanes Islands, 495 fathoms, gray mud,

coral sand, bottom temperature 49.4° F.

Remarks.—As indicated in the diagnosis, the genus Benthogenia

is distinguished by the possession of an indefinite number of cribri-

form organs, these being present between all the marginals, by the

fusing of the cribriform organs of the interbrachium, by the presence

of a curious dorsal cribriform organ on the surface of those supero-

marginals which unite in the median line of ray, and by an entirely

dorsal spiniferous prominent terminal plale. The genus probably

stands nearest Hyphalaster.^ although resembling Thoracaster in the

abundance of artinal intermediate spinelets. The structure of the
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adambulacral, mouth, marginal and terminal plates is near that of

Ilyphalaster. Benthogenia might be described as a Hyphalaster

having cribriform organs between all the marginals, and a dorsal

cribriform organ on the distal portion of ray. The last, I believe, is

not found in any other genus, nor does any genus of the Porcellanas-

teridae have cribriform organs of an indefinite and large number.

The genus Lysaster Bell ^, the type of which I have had the privi-

lege of examining, seems to me to be a near relative of Thora-

caster. The actinal intermediate plates have numerous short, sharp

spines, and the adambulacral plates 4 sharp furrow and about 3

shorter sharp subambulacral spines. There are 7 cribriform organs

to each interradius, which extend ventrally nearly or quite to the

inner edge of the inferomarginals, the intermediate bare area being

equal to the width of the organ. There are no cribriform organs on

the ray, the most distal one being on the adoral margin of the first

superomarginals that meet medially. There are 10 or 11 supero-

marginals and the large terminal plate, overlying the 2 last supero-

marginals of each series, has 3 large spines. On each series of su-

peromarginals of the ray only are 1 or 2, usually 2, stout dorsal

acute spines—thus 3 or 4 to a ray. The paxillae are astropec-

tinoid, well developed, and the madreporic body is close to the

margin, exposed, and a little broader than width of exposed portion

of superomarginal.

Family GONIOPECTINIDAE Verrill, emended.

Goniopcctinidae Veebill, 1889, p. 213.

—

Fisheb, 1911d, pp. 17, 22; 1916a,

p. 2.

Diagnosis.—Specialized fascioles or cribriform organs between

all the marginal plates; actinal plates in double transverse series,

there being between every pair a specialized fasciolar channel, roofed

by webbed spinelets, leading from the marginal fascioles to the

furrow; ampullae single; superambulacral plates present; abactinal

skeleton astropectinoid.

Remarks.—In Asteroidea of the North Pacific and Adjacent

Waters (Fisher, 1911<f, p. 19) the family Goniopcctinidae, proposed

by Prof. A. E. Verrill, was said to differ from the Porcellanasteridae

in having double ampullae connected with the tube feet, and in hav-

ing an intestine and intestinal coecum. The component genera of the

Goniopcctinidae, Goniopecten and Prionaster., bear the closest resem-

blance to Ctenodlscus which has always heretofore been regarded

as one of the Porcellanasteridae. This resemblance results from
the similar characteristic biserial arrangement of the skin-covered

* Report on the Echinoderma collected by Mr. J. Stanley Gardiner In the Western Parts
of the Indian Ocean. Trans. Linn. Soc. London, ser. 2, vol. 13, Zoology, October, 1909,

p. 21, pi. 3, Lysaster lorioU. By a lapsus Professor Bell placed tbis genus in tbe

Goniasteridae. The plate shows its cribriform organs and Porcellanasterid habit.
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actinal plates with the intervening fasciolar channels, the similar

structure of the marginals, between which are cribriform organs,

and the similar form and aiinature of the adambulacral and mouth

plates.

All species of Goniopecten and Prionaster^ however, have single

ampullae, thus eliminating the principal supposed difference between

these genera and Ctenodiscus. What I formerly regarded as the

lower lobe of the ampulla in Prionaster proves to be only a swelling

probably due to the extreme contraction of the muscular vesicles. If

the swelling has any significance at all, it is the merest rudiment of

a ventral lobe and the ampullae are to be regarded as single. This

fact seems to make it advisable to unite the three genera in a single

family which would be separated from the Porcellanasteridae proper

by the presence of cribiform organs between all the marginals,^ by

the actinal fascioles, and by the presence of superambulacral plates.

Although an apical pore may be present in Ctenodiscus^ I have also

dissected specimens in which I could find no trace of an opening,

nor of a tubular connection betM-een the stomach and the " epiproctal

cone." In the middle of the dorsal side of the stomach there is

a roundish lobe of small size which may represent the degenerated

rudiment of a coecum. Prionaster elegans^ on the other hand, has

a fairly large, butterfly-shaped coecum, connected with the apical

pore by a definite tubule. P. megalo'plax has a conspicuous " anal

"

aperture. This difference between Prionaster and Ctenodiscus must

be weighted against the important common characters mentioned

above, and stated in the diagnosis of the family. On account of its

more Porcellanasterid characters Ctenodiscus may well come first

in the family. Presumably Pcctinidiscus belongs here also, parallel-

ing the characters of Prionaster.

Subfamily Ctenodiscinae Sladen.

Diagnosis.—^Marginal cribriform organs consisting of superim-

posed transverse webbed combs of spinelets: intestinal coecum obso-

lete ; no intestine.

Genus CTENODISCUS Muller and Troschel.

Ctenodiscus Muller and Troschel, 1842, p. 76. Type, Asterias crispata

Retzius.
CTENODISCUS ORIENTALIS Fisher.

Plate 2, figs. 2-4
;
plate 7, figs. 1, la-e.

Ctenodiscus orientalis Fisher, 1913a, p. 601.

Diagnosis.—Differs from Ctenodiscus crispatus in having longer

and relatively much slenderer rays, on which the paxillar area is

* An exception in Denthogenia.
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very narrow; constantly very small paxillae; much more numerous
marginal plates ; lower inferomarginals, of which the whole exposed

surface is confined to lateral surface of ray ; very delicate and not at

all flattened fasciole spinelets; smaller and more numerous actinal

plates in each corresponding double series; differently shaped and
more angular adambulacral plates, with a different armature;
madreporic plate with fiiner and more numerous ridges. 11=52 mm.,
r=14 mm., R=3.7 r; breadth of ray at middle of R, about 10 mm.
(An unusually slender rayed crispatus from Japan: R=2.8 r;

breadth of ray at middle of R, 14 mm.)
Description.—Rays constantly long and slender with wide, rounded

interbrachia ; disk moderate. Paxillar area narrow on rays, being

about equal at the middle to height of combined marginal plates.

Paxillae small, delicate, with upward of 10 slender equal terete spine-

lets on the largest, 4 or 5 on the smaller. A prominent slender cone

present on center of disk, on which the plates are smaller than
elsewhere.

Marginal plates numerous (26 or 27 to a ray in each series), the

superomarginals proximally higher than inferomarginals, distally

subequal. Fascioles deep between superomarginals, very shallow be-

tween inferomarginals, the spinelets supporting the membrane being

delicate and slender, and relative to height of plate, longer than in

crispatus. The superomarginals are lower in oi'kntalis than in cm-
patus, the height being equal to about the length of one and a half

plates in the interbrachium (two in crispatus) ^ while far along ray

both series are square (higher than wide in crispatus) . The infero-

marginals are conspicuously lower than in crispatus., the exposed

surface being confined to lateral wall of ray, while in crispatus they

encroach markedly upon the actinal area. About 8 to 10 fasciolar

spinelets in total width of an interbrachial inferomarginal, about

12 to a superomarginal (respectively about 14, and 12 to 14 in cris-

patus). The specialized marginal spines slenderer than in crispatus

and the inferomarginal series sometimes absent except on outer part

of ray. The inferomarginal spines have a hyaline tip and are slen-

derer and shorter than the superomarginal. Each series occupies the

same relative position on plate as in crispatus.

Actinal interradial areas smaller than in normal crispatus. The
plates being smaller, usually more numerous, and the fasciolar spine-

lets more delicate. In either double series nearest the interradial line

there are 16 to 23 plates (8 to 12 in a single series). In crispatus,

16 plates is usually the maximum number.

Adambulacral plates with the aboral half of the furrow margin

excavated to receive the tube foot, the adoral half being prominent

and angular with three tapering sharp spinules, the median the long-

est, proximally equaling width of plate, distally exceedinjj width.
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One or two smaller spinelets continue the furrow series along the

concave portion of margin, and directly behind these on the surface

of plate is a conical hyaline spinelet, stouter and shorter than the

furrow spinelets, except on the first five or six plates, as the subambu-

lacral becomes smaller from the fifth plate toward the mouth, and is

more delicate than the furrow series.

Mouth plates with 4 or 5 marginal, and 5 to 8 suboral, spinelets.

Superambulacral plates present, small, the first plate occurring on

the fourth ambulacral ossicle (on the third in crispatus).

Type.—Cvii. No. 30505, U.S.N.M.

Type-localiUj.—Station 5528, between Siquijor and Bohol Islands,

Philippines, 429 fathoms, globigerina ooze, bottom temperature

53.3° F.

Distribution.—From the east coast of Luzon to Borneo and Celebes,

339 to 742 fathoms, on globigerina ooze and mud. •

Spedmens examined.—Thirty-three.

Specimens of Ctenodiseus onentalis examined.

Sta-
tion.

Locality. Depth Nature of bottom.

Bot-
tom
tem-
pera-
ture.

Num.
ber.

5126

5274
5423

5460

6470

5499 :

5527
I

5528 1

5529
55S5 I

5586 i

5587
5605

i

I

5618
'

5619

Fath-
oms.

Sulu Sea, vicinity southern Panay, 10° ' 742
34'45"N.; 126° 47' 30" E. I

China Sea, SW. of Manila Bay
\

525
Sulu Sea, vicinity Cagayanes Is., 9° 38' 508
30" N.; 121° 11' E.

Lasonov Gulf. E. coast Luzon, 13° 32' 30" I 565
N.; 123° 58' 06" E.

j

Laeonov Gulf, E. Coast Luzon, 13° 37'
i 560

30" N"; 123° 41' 09" E.
j

Mindanao Sea, vicinity of Iligan Bay I 554

Between Siquijor and Bohol Islands 1
392

do ' 439
do I

441
Sibuko Bay, Borneo 447

do I
347

Gulf of Boni, 3° 17' 40" S.; 120° 36' 45" E 415
Gulf of Tomini, Celebes, 0° 21' 23" N.; 647

121° 34' 10" E.
Molucca Passage, 0° 37' N.; 127° 15' E ..

.

417
Molucca Passage, 0° 35' N.; 127° 14' I 435
40" E.

GulfofBoni, 3° 17' 40" S.; 120° 36' 45" E. 484

Soft green mud.

Gray mud, sand
Gray mud, coral sand

.

Gray mud.

Mud

o p
49.5

41.3
49.8

Green mud . fine sand .

.

Globigerina ooze
do

Gray mud, globigerina.
Fine sand
Gray mud
Green mud, sand coral.

52.3
53.3
53.3

Gray mud
Fine gray sand, mud.

Gray mud

Subfamily Goniopectininae Fisher.

Goniopectininae Fisher, 1916ff, p. 2.

Diagnosis.—Marginal cribriform organs consisting of discrete

spinelets covered by a single webbed series on the transverse margin

of the plate; well-developed intestinal coecum, intestine, and apical

pore.
KEY TO THE KNOWN GENERA OF GONIOPECTININAE.

a\ No odd interradial marginal plate; a fimbriate channel leading from outer

end of mouth plates to the median interradial cribriform organ.

Ooniopecten Perrier.
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a". An odd interradial marginal in both series ; a double column of actinal inter-

mediate plates replacing the interradial fascicle, and meeting the odd

marginal Prionaster Verrill.

Genus GONIOPECTEN Perrier.

Ooniopecten Perkier, 1881, p. 24. Type, O. demonstrans Perrier.

GONIOPECTEN ASIATICUS Fisher.

Plate 4, fig. 1 : plate 5, fig. 2; plate 7, figs. 3, 3rt-c; plate 8, figs. 1, la.

Goniopecten asiaticns Fisher, 1913«, p. 601.

Diagnosis.—Differing from G. demonstrans Perrier in having a

complete series of spines on both supero- and inferomarginal plates,

and open cribriform organs between the proximal marginals. R=135
mm., r=27 mm., R==5 r; breadth of ray at base, 31 mm. Disk mod-
erate; rays long, stout, with vertical sides. Marginal plates mas-

sive, with fasciolar grooves containing cribriform organs, those prox-

imally being open as in Porcellanasteridae. Paxillae large, crowded,

with upward of 60 short, subequal spinelets on rather high tabula.

Adambulacral plates with 6 to 10 furrow spines, the adoral con-

spicuously enlarged on the proximal plates; also with 1 or 2 promi-

nent subambulacral spines distall}^ 5 to 8 proximally.

Description.—The abactinal paxillae are close-set, frequently in

contact, flat-topped, and rather large. The largest are on the proxi-

mal radial areas, decreasing in size toward center of disk and along

rays, and from the radial line toward margin of area. On outer

fifth of ray the superomarginals are in contact medially. The paxil-

lae are arranged in not at all regular, oblique, series extending from

the narrow median radial area, where they are not in regular order,

to marginal plates, about 7 of these ill-defined rows corresponding

to 2 superomarginal plates at base of ray. The bases of the median

radial paxillae are broadly elliptical; those of the dorsolateral areas

are subcircular or poorly defined hexagons and pentagons. Neither

sort are very regular, and the plates are separated usually by a slight

interspace. The plates have a high shaft or tabulum, slightly nar-

rowed at the summit and often variously compressed or with 3 to 5

unequal sides, rather than a circular cross-section. The spinelets are

very much shorter than the tabulum and commonly stand upright,

forming a compact elliptical, or three to five-sided group of 40 to

60 (on the larger paxillae) . The spinelets are cylindrical, membrane-

invested, and the tip is rounded or often knobbed with membrane,

while the peripheral series has an inconspicuous web at the base.

When the spinelets radiate apart the paxilla is roundish. Far along

the ray there are 10 to 15 spinelets on the dorsolateral paxillae, and

upward of 40 on the median radial.

Papulae absent from median radial line; elsewhere usually in

sixes about each plate.
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Superomarginal plates 42 to a ray, the last 10 or 11 on each side

of a ray in contact medially, and not corresponding plate to plate,

but sometimes alternating. Beyond the interbrachial arcs the plates

encroach more and more upon the abactinal area as the extremity

of ray is approached, so that from being proximally higher than

wide they become wider than high. The general surface of the

plate is covered with smooth skin and each hears on the rounded

angle between the dorsal and lateral face a short, sharp, slightly

compressed, conical spine. A similar spine occurs in a correspond-

ing position on each iaferomarginal. Proximally the vertical fas-

ciolar grooves (continuous between both supero- and inferomarginal

plates) are wider than the elevated ridge separating them, but be-

come narrower toward the end of the ray. The margin of ihe ele-

vated ridge is provided with a series of numerous delicate spinelets

entirely immersed in a web, which continues uninterrupted to the

adambulacrul plates, roofing over the channels between the consecu-

tive double series of actinal intermediate plates. Tlie grooves be-

tw^een the marginal plates are closely packed with delicate spinelets

ni quincunx, these being visible at base of ray, and fonning si)ecial-

ized cribriform organs wider than the naked ridge separating suc-

cessive grooves. But these cribriform organs, along with the groove

containing them, become narrower and narrower toward the end of

ray, and beyond the midde of ray are entirely roofed over by the

peripheral web. The cribriform organs are slightly wider at the

top than at the lower end, and contain about 16 vertical rows of un-

webbed spinelets. On the inferomarginal series, the organ, which is

absolutely the same and continuous with that of the superomarginal,

narrows quickly and ends at the ventrolateral angle of the ray.

Proceeding along the ray the organs become closed over by the

peripheral roofing web somewhat sooner than do the superomarginal

fascioles. The exposed surface of the cribriform organs forms a

shallow V-shaped channel paved by the tips of the spinelets.

The lateral face of the inferomarginal (between the ventrolateral

spine and dorsal suture) is proximally about two-thirds as high as

that of the corresponding superomarginal, but beyond basal third of

ray becomes nearly or quite equal. There is a slight depression

marking the suture between the two series of marginals, but no

fascicle, the membrane being continuous. The actinal surface of

inferomarginals is proximally slightly wider than high and sub-

equal distally. The cribriform organs end abruptl}'^ at the ventro-

lateral angle, the channels between that point and the furroAV being

shallow, and covered by the webbed spinelets only. Terminal plate

broadly obovoid, depressed, with sometimes a spine on ventrolateral

corner.
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The actinal intermediate plates extend to the eighteenth infero-

marginal, or somewhat less than half the length of ray, but beyond

the fifth inferomarginal there is only a single series, largely ob-

scured by membrane. The first double row of plates extends from

the first inferomarginal to a mouth plate, and touches also the first

2.5 or 3 adambulacrals ; these two series contain 7 and 6 plates, re-

spectively. The second double series, with 5 and 4 plates, corre-

sponds to part of the third, the fourth, and half the fifth adambu-
lacrals, or to the third and fourth only. The third double series has

3 plates in each row, and the fourth and fifth double series have 2

plates in each row. In addition to the flattened, rather broad, deli-

cate spinelets supporting the marginal web, some of the plates have

1 or 2 inconspicuous spinelets largely obscured by membrane.

The adambulacral plates have an angular furrow margin. The
facet or side toward the mouth is shorter on the first 10 or 12 plates

than the other facet. The first 4 or 5 plates appear as if the furrow

margin were oblique, as the short adoral facet is wholly occupied by

an enlarged furrow spine. The first plate is compressed. The fur-

row spines increase from 6 on the first plate to 9 or 10 far along the

ray. Proximally, the adoral spine of the series is much enlarged,

the others being graduated in length to the end of the series, the last

being short. Beyond the sixth or seventh plate the enlarged spine

decreases in relative size, and gradually moves toward the center of

the group. The spines form a palmate radiate group, are stout,

webbed basally, and have a little knob of tissue on the tip. The first

7 or 8 plates have 5 to 8 stubby spinelets on the margin, more or less

involved in the web. These become smaller distally, except 1 or 2,

which stand on the aboral margin, and become slightly larger and

more pointed. The first 6 or 7 plates have a fasciolar groove adja-

cent to actinal intermediate plates, but beyond this point the mem-
brane is continuous.

Mouth plates prominent, the combined pair being narrowly trun-

cate-elliptical. That part of the margin bordering on the furrow has

6 or 7 slender spines, followed on the inner end of plates by 2 heavier,

longer, blunt spines (shorter than enlarged adambulacral spine).

These are placed higher (or nearer the median suture) and merge

into a series of 7 or 8 similar spines along the median suture. Six or

7 other spines of about the same length, but slenderer, form an angu-

lar series on surface of plate above the small furrow series, and
thence along the border of suture adjacent to first adambulacral.

Madreporic body convex, with five striae, situated 1.5 times its own
diameter from marginal plates. It is as wide as the length of first 2

superomarginals. Ampullae single.
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Type.—Q^A. No. 30506, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—^tiition 5121, east coast of Mindoro (lat. 13° 27' 20"

N. ; long. 121° 17' 45" E.), 108 fathoms, dark green mud; 1 speci-

men.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This species differs from G. demonstrans Perrier in

having, proximally, more open cribriform organs, in having a row

of spinelets on both series of marginal plates, larger paxillae, supero-

marginals in contact distally, and a different adambulacral armature.

Genus PRIONASTER Verrill.

Prionastcr Verrill, 1899, p. 215.

KEY TO THE KNOWN SPECIES OF rUIONASTER.

a *. A specialized or enlarged spine on the distal transverse border of the adam-

bulacral plates beyond proximal third of ray ; inferomarginal spines, well

developed and present on all the plates r interbrachial cribriform organs

more or less open.

b \ Siiperomarginal spine conspicuous and present on all the plates
;
paxillae

small,

c ^ R=not more than 5 r ; distal superomarginals apparently in contact

medially ; madreporic body small with transverse striae ; cribriform

organs only slightly open, in interbrachium ; odd interradial double

series of actinal intermediate plates narrow at inner end, the series

not wedge-shaped ; first adambulacral perceptibly compressed ; 10 or

11 furrow spinelets analogus, p. 50.

c *. R=more than 6 r ; distal superomarginals not in contact medially

;

madreporic body large with radiating striae ; cribriform organs open
;

odd interradial double series of actinal intermediate plates wide at

inner end, the combined series wedge-shaped ; first adambulacral not

compressed ; 12 or 13 furrow spinelets gracilis, p. 55.

b ^ Supermarginal spine absent or very small, and present on only a part of

the plates
;
paxillae very large ; madreporic body large with radiating

striae; cribriform organs moderately open; paxillar area reaching ter-

minal plate megaloplax, p. 56.

a'. No enlarged spine on distal transverse border of adambulacral plates; in-

feromarginal spines small and sometimes absent from first few plates;

interbrachial fascicles closed, the combs meeting in the middle of the

faciole ;
paxillae at base of ray with 7 or 8 central and 15 to 17 peripheral

spinelets ; 12 furrow spines ; actinal surface of inferomarginals minutely

bossed under the skin elegans.

PRIONASTER ANALOGUS Fisher.

Plate 3, fig. 1; plate 4, fig. 2; plate 6, fig. 2; plate 8, fig. 3, 3n-c.

Prionaster analogus Fishee, 1913a p. 602.

Diagnosis.—Superficially resembling Goniopecten asiaticus, but

with smaller paxillae. Differing from P. elegans Verrill in having

smaller and less compactly placed paxillae, an enlarged spine on

the distal transverse border of plate, slightly open cribriform organs

in interbrachium. and no minute bosses on tlie actinal surface of the
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iiiferomarginal plates. Rays 5. R = 105 mm., r = 23 mm., r = 4.0 r

;

breadth of ray at base, 24 mm.; at eighth iiiferomarginal, 12 mm.
Rays long, slender, tapering abruptly at base, then scarcely at all

until near the end; rays roughly rectangular in section (about half

as wide as high), the four angles abruptly rounded; disk moderate;

interbrachial arcs wide and open. Paxillae rather small ; madreporic

body medium sized; furrow spines, 10 or 11, and beyond base of ray,

a subambulacral spine which is slightly larger than inferomarginal

spine.

Description.—Paxillar area narrow on outer two-thirds of ray,

and almost obliterated for the length of the distal 10 or 11 supero-

marginals, whicli very nearly touch medially. Paxillae small, rather

close-set, arranged in slightly oblique transverse rows on either side

of the radial line, where the plates are not more crowded. Some-
times the rows can be traced completely across the ray. About 9 of

them correspond to 2 superomarginals it the base of ray. The
abactinal plates are broadly elliptical to subcircular or faintly hexa-

gonal, and are not in contact. Those in the interradii are largest.

The tabulum or stalk of the paxilla is relatively high, has much the

same shape in section as the base (although often more compressed

or with several sides) and is crowned by a group of short, terete,

knobbed spinelets of which 6 to 9 ordinarily form the radiating

basally webbed peripheral series and 1 to 3 or none occupy center

of group. Relatively few large paxillae have 20 peripheral and 8

to 10 central spinelets. Papulae in sixes about each plate; absent

from midradial line, and a stellate area on center of disk.

Marginal plates exactly correspond. Superomarginals (40 to a

ray) are higher than inferomarginals except on outer part of ray

where they are subequal, and where the former are wider than high.

The last 15 or 16 marginals (of both series) have a few low granu-

liform prominences on the dorsal and ventral surfaces, these en-

croaching upon lateral surface also near the end of ray. Each plate

of both series bears on the lateral rounded angle and aboral edge a

stout, short, sharp, conical spine, sometimes somewhat curved and

with a clear tip. The spinelets supporting marginal web are deli-

cate, close together, and in the interbrachial arc are longer than the

bare exposed ridge of the plate. Those of inferomarginals are not

different from the superomarginal spinelets. The webs nearly meet

across the cribriform organs, the spinelets of which can be seen

between the edges of the webs. Farther along the ray the webs

entirely cover the spinelets beneath. In the interbrachium the ridge

between the cribriform organs is narrower than the cribriform or-

gans themselves, and also narrower than the depth of the V-shaped

groove containing the organ. The cribriform organs extend from
the upper end of plate to actinolateral spine, and thence as simple
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channels covered only by the webs, to the timbiilacral furrow. The
spinelets supporting the webs on actinal surface are much coarser

than those of lateral surface. Supporting ihe web along one side of

an interradial superomarginal are about 30 spinelets, and of the cor-

responding inferomarginal as far as the spine, about 15. The odd

interradial plates are just like the others. Terminal plate triangu-

lar as seen from above, with five short spines on the broad distal

end. In a young specimen these are relatively much longer and

protect the terminal tentacle.

Actinal intermediate plates extend to thirteenth inferomarginal;

but beyond the fifth there is only a single longitudinal series. Each
double transverse series corresponds accurately to an inferomarginal,

that opposite the odd plate meeting the mouth plate and first or first

and second adambulacrals. There are eight plates in each row of

the odd interradial duplicate series. Surface of plates smooth,

covered by thin membrane. There are ordinarily 5 to 7 spinelets on

the margin of each plate that borders a fimbriated channel. From
the inner or coelomic side the plates are seen to be strongly imbri-

cated, the free edge being that toward margin.

Adambulacral plates with an angular furrow margin, the apex of

which is nearly in the center of plate beyond middle of R, but moves

toward the adoral edge of plate as the mouth is approached, until on

the first 5 or 6 plates the apex is so near the adoral side of plate

that the free margin is quite oblique, as in Goniopecten. The furrow

margin be^rs, on the first (compressed) plate 6 to 8 spines, on the

rest 10 or 11, basally webbed; they are rather long, close-set, blunt, or

dully pointed, and the longest spine is on the apex of the angle, the

rest becoming gradually and markedly shorter toward either end of

series. The groups tend to meet across the furrow and segregate

consecutive pairs of tube feet. At the base of ray, about 10 plates

are free from the actinal plates and bear a marginal series of 6 to 8

stout spinelets webbed for about half their length. One or 2 of these

on the aboral edge of plate become gradually enlarged. Beyond the

tenth plate one outstrips the other, forms a specialized sharp sub-

ambulacral spine, similar to but slightly larger than the nearest in-

feromarginal spine. Far along ray the furrow spines decrease rap-

idly in size, while the subambulacral spine decreases slowly, so that

there the discrepancy in size between the two is greatest, the subam-

bulacral being the longer; proximally the reverse is true.

Mouth plates prominent actinally and very similar to those of

Goniopecten. The plates are interradially long and narrow. The

furrow series consists of 8 or 9 small spines, similar to but shorter

than those of the first adambulacral, there being a slight angle in the

series near inner end of plate. Two or 3 irregular scries of much

heavier, short, pointed spines occupy the sloping surface of each
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plate, increasing in size toward the inner end of plate, where one

forms with its companion a pair of sharp conical teeth, which, how-

ever, do not belong- to the true marginal series. The surface of each

plate has 15 or 16 spines.

Madreporic body one and a third its own diameter from marginal

plates. In diameter it equals the cross diameter of the combined

mouth plates, or not quite the length of the first two superomarginals.

It is crossed b}^ striae radiating from an interradial point on the

adcentral margin.

Anatomical notes.—As the internal organs of this genus have not

been described, a few notes on their salient characters will be given.

The stomach is large and simple, filling nearly the whole disk, and

consists of a single spacious cavity without dorsal and ventral divi-

sions. The general contour is roundish, but is subdivided into 5 broad

shallow radial lobes, from each of which proceed directly 2 short

olive-green hepatic coeca, scarcely equaling in length the minor

radius. The 10 hepatic coeca are about equidistantly spaced on the

periphery of stomach. On each side of the ambulacral ridge 2 strong

muscular and tendinous bands, one arising from the first and second,

and the other from the third ambulacral ossicle pass upward and

spread out on the stomach, on each side of the base of a hepatic

coecum. On the middle of the dorsal surface of stomach and con-

nected with it by a small aperture is a small three-lobed intestinal

coecum, from the dorsal side of which a very short intestine leads

upward and opens by an almost microscopic pore. If this aperture

is functional it must be simply an exit for products of the intestinal

coecum.

Interbrachial septa wholly membranous. Gonads opening near

marginal plates about 5 mm. on either side of septum. There are

altogether 10 bunches, and they do not extend along ray. Polian

vesicle in each interradius except that of madreporic canal, where
there are 2. Ampullae single ; tube feet pointed. First ambulacral

jjlate enlarged and considerabl}^ thicker than those following, and

the lower end is Y-shaped instead of spatulate. The proximal limb

of the Y is much shorter than the other, and between the two is the

first ampulla. The odontophore has two lobes toward the mouth and
a single very much broader lobe between the lower ends of two
neighboring ambulacral ossicles. The whole surface is entirely free.

Superambulacral ossicles present but small at the proximal end of

the series.

Type.—C^t. No. 30507, U.S.N.M.
Type-localitij.—Station 5123, east coast of Mindoro, 220 to 283

fathoms, green mud.
Distrihutfon.—Sulu Sea and Mindanao Sea, Philippine Islands,

219 to 283 fathoms.

13434—Bull. 100—19 5
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Specimens examined.—In addition to the type, 4 from the follow-

ing stations

:

Station 5537, between Negros and Siquijor, 254 fathoms, green

mud, bottom temperature 53.5° F. ; 1 specimen.

Station 5541, off Point Tagolo, northern Mindanao, 219 fathoms,

jBne sand, broken shells, bottom temperature 53.3° F.; 1 specimen.

Station 5565, between Jolo and Tawi Tawi (east of northern

Borneo) 243 fathoms, fine sand, shells; 2 specimens.

Remarks.—This species resembles more closely the Atlantic form,

P. elegans Verrill than it does either gracilis or megaloplax. I have

been able to compare the type with a specimen of elegans from sta-

tion 2400, Gulf of Mexico, 169 fathoms. The differences are con-

trasted below

:

analogus.

Paxillae at base of ray with 1 cen-

tral and 9 or 10 peripneral spinelets

;

paxillae not close-set on disk ; smaller.

Intervening ridge between mar-

ginal fascioles about half as broad

as the fascicle, or even less than half

(in interbrachium).

Fasciole between iuferomarginals not

narrowing toward the actinolateral

angle of ray (as marked by the lateral

spine). Inferomarginal fascioles on

lateral face of interbrachium not nar-

rower than the superomarginal fas-

cioles.

In interbrachium the fascioles or

cribriform organs are slightly open,

and are deeper, with more numerous

spinelets.

Inferomarginal spines larger.

Actinal surface of iuferomarginals

narrower, without granulations ; In-

terradial inferomarginal plate bor-

dered by about 6 or 7 spinelets, be-

tween the large actinolateral spine

and the inner margin of plate.

Nine to 11 furrow spines, there be-

ing an enlarged spine on the distal

transverse border of plate beyond the

proximal third of the ray.

First 10 adambulacral plates are

separated from the actinal Interme-

diate plates by a longitudinal fasciole.

elegans.

Paxillae at base of ray with 7 or 8

central and 15 to 17 peripheral spine-

lets
;

paxillae close-set on disk and
larger.

The intervening ridge as wide as

the fasciole.

Inferomarginal fascioles of lateral

face of interliraehium narrowing to-

ward the actinolateral angle of ray;

the fascioles are narrower than the

corresponding superomarginal fasci-

oles.

The fascioles or cribriform organs of

interbrachium are closed, the combs

meeting in the middle of the fascioles.

Inferomarginal spines smaller and

sometimes absent from first 2 or 3

plates.

Actinal surface of inferomarginal

plates with about 12 tiny granuliform

protuberances or bosses under the

skin ; interradial inferomarginal plate

bordered by 11 or 12 spinelets be-

tween the actinolateral si)ine (If this

is present) and inner margin of plate.

Twelve furrow spines, there being

no enlarged spine on the distal trans-

verse border of the plate.

Only the first 3 adambulacrals are

so separated.
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PRIONASTER GRACILIS Fisher.

Plate 3, fig. 2 ; plate 6, fig. 1 ; plate 9, fig. 1, lor-b.

Prionaster gracilis Fisher, 1913o, p. 603.

Diagnosis.—Differs from Prionaster analogue in having conspicu-

ously longer rays, with a distally wider paxillur area which reaches

terminal plate; paxillae with slenderer, sharper spinelets; madre-

poric body larger, with different striation; superomarginals nar-

rower abactinally; cribriform organs open and exposed proximally;

longer marginal spines; more numerous adambulacral spinelets; first

adambulacral not compressed; double series of interradial actinal

plates wider at inner or central end; enlarged subambulacral on mid-

dle portion of ray only. E=165 mm., r=24 mm., E=6.9 r; breath of

ray at base, 24 mm., at tenth inferomarginal, 14 mm.
Description.—Eays very long and slender throughout the whole

length. Paxillae small and crowded, about the same size as in

analogus, but the spinelets slenderer, tapering, and bluntly pointed,

not capitate or clavate as in analogus. The paxillae decrease in size

from the proximal radial region toward the end of ray and center of

disk. About 9 paxillae correspond to the first 2 superomargi-

nals. There are about 14 spinelets to a large paxilla. At middle of

ray the paxillar area is 2.5 times the width of dorsal surface of su-

peromarginals. The paxillae reach the terminal plate.

Abactinal plates lozenge-elliptical and more or less irregular on

the ray, becoming more circular, with indications of 4 to 6 sides

on the disk. On the rays the plates are slightly spaced, but just

touch one another on the disk. The papulae extend nearly to tip of

ray and are absent from a narrow radial strip, and from center of

disk.

Superomarginals, 74, the distal plates about as wide as high (much
wider than high in analogus)., and the last 4 plates nearly touch

the opposite ones medially. The paxillar area is wider distally than

in analogus., and fewer marginals approach the median line despite

the much longer ray. Cribriform organs much more open than in

analogus and even more open than in Goniopecten asiaticus, espe-

cially between inferomarginals. In the interbrachium the width of

the exposed portion of organ (exclusive of marginal web) is about

1.5 mm., or a little over one-third height of superomarginal, or one-

half lateral face of the inferomarginal. The organs become nar-

rower very gradually toward the end of ray. The marginal spines

are as in analogus but are longer. Terminal plate with apparently

but 4 terminal spines (only 1 ray perfect).

The interradial double row of actinal intermediate plates (7 in

each series) is much broader at the inner end, therefore more wedge-
shaped, than in analogus, owing to the fact that the first adambu-
lacral plate is not compressed. The interradial area proper extends
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only as far as the fifth inferomarginal, but a single series of small

plates (which are rudimentary distally) reaches the fourteenth in-

feromarginal.

Furrow margin of the adambulacral plates is angular as in

analogus (but in the midregion of the ray not so strongly so), and
there are 12 to 14 furrow spinelets, webbed for nearly half their,

length, the median spinelets being slightly the longest. Four or 5

shorter spinelets stand on the outer border of plate, immersed in

membrane, one of them becoming a specialized subambulacral spine

on the midregion of ray (but not enlarged on the- distal or proximal

part of the ray)

.

The transverse margins also bear 1 to 4 immersed spinelets. With
the excei^tion of the first and second, or first and third plates, the

outer edge of the proximal adambulacrals not separated by a furrow

from the actinal intermediate plates as in analogus^ but the mem-
brane is continuous. The first plate is scarcely compressed.

Mouth plates very prominent actinally. The marginal series of

12 spinelets is angular, giving the inner end of the combined pair

a truncate apj)earancef but the series does not dip down into furrow

•quite so conspicuously as in analogus^ although somewhat. The in-

ner spine is enlarged into a conical tooth and just above it one or two

suboral spines are similarly enlarged. Numerous smaller spines are

scattered over the surface of plates.

Madreporic body situated its own diameter from marginal p'lates,

its width equaling the length of three interbrachial superomarginals

(one and a half in analogus). Striae fine, radiating from an eccen-

tric point (nearer the adcentral margin than outer edge). In

analogus they radiate from an interradial point on the adcentral

margin.

Type.—Cdit. No. 30508, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5425, Sulu Sea (lat. 9° 37' 45" N.; long.

121° 11' E.), 495 fathoms, gray mud, coral sand, bottom temperature

49.40° F.

Distrihution.—Sulu Sea and off Southern Luzon, Philippine

Islands, 338 to 495 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—In addition to type, 1 from station 5373,

off Marinduque Island (south of Luzon), 338 fathoms, soft mud,

bottom temperature 51.8° F.

PRIONASTER MEGALOPLAX Fisher.

Plate 4, fig. 3 ;
plate 5, fig. 1 ; plate 9, fig. 2, 2a-h.

Prionastcr mcr/aloplax Fisher 1913a, p. 603.

Diagnosis.—Differing from Prionaster aTialogus in the following

features : Large compact paxillae with very numerous spinelets ; large

madreporic body; superomarginals not in contact distally; supero-
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marginal spines absent or rudimentary; more open cribriform or-

gans; relatively larger inferomarginal spines; the odd interradial

double series of actinal intermediate plates broader at inner end
and with more plates ; first adambulacral not markedly compressed

;

more numerous (12-13) furrow spines. R=250 mm., r=50 mm.^
R=:5 r; breadth of ray at base, 56 mm,; at tenth superomarginaly

28 mm. ; at middle of ray, 20 mm.
Description.—General form robust; disk large, rays long, com-

paratively slender, but relatively shorter than in gracilis., and broader

at the base. Paxillae conspicuously larger than in analogus and
gracilis., and, like those of Gonio'peGten asiaticus., closely crowded^

and as in other species arranged in oblique transverse rows on either

side of the midradial strip of irregular ones. Pedicel of paxilla

stout, often compressed, bearing a flat-topped polygonal group of

equal, terete, blunt spinelets, about 25 to 30 occupying the periphery,

and 20 to 40 the center. Far along ray there are about 2 to 5 central

and 10 to 15 peripheral spinelets, blunter or more capitate than

those on large paxillae. The paxillar area tapers evenly to the ter-

minal plate, none of the superomarginals being in contact medially.

The abactinal plates were examined from the inner side on the

ray only. Here the plates are independent, kite-shaped (6-sided,

with the transverse diameter the shorter) and arranged in regular

oblique rows on either side of the midradial band where the plates

are irregularly elliptical, somewhat irregular in arrangement, and

larger than the lateral plates. Papulae in sixes. There is a distinct

though small anal aperture.

Marginal plates with rather open cribriform organs in interbra-

chium. The width of the exposed area of fasciolar spinelets is equal

to one-fifth, or slightly less, the height of superomarginal. Beyond
middle of ray the fascioles are roofed over by the marginal web, un-

less the latter is unduly shrunken by alcohol. Superomarginal plates,

74 in number, confined to side of body in interbrachium. Far along

ray they gradually encroach upon the abactinal area until near ex-

tremity the width equals or slightly exceeds the height. The special

superomarginal spinule is either absent, or present as a small spinelet

on the proximal half of the ray. Inferomarginal spine larger than

in analogus and about as in gracilis. In the interbrachium it equals

or exceeds half the height of a superomarginal plate. One or 2

proximal plates have 2 spines.

Actinal interradial areas similar to those of gracilis., the interradial

double series being broad at inner end, and containing, each, 10

plates. Besides the fasciolar spinelets there are here and there a

very few superficial spinelets under the membrane. The intermedi-

ate plates extend to tenth inferomarginal.
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Adambulacral plates strongly angular, the adoral facet the shorter.

Furrow spines 12 or 13, terete, capitate, in a palmate series and

basally webbed. The spines near apex of angle are the longest (about

equal to length of plate) thence decreasing in length toward either

end of series. A pointed, specialized subambulacral spine, situated

on the outer aboral corner of plate, is present, accompanied some-

times by a shorter companion, while 3 or 4 other shorter spines

occur on the margin of plate, all immersed in membrane. The
first dozen plates have the marginal spines subequal, or one slightly

enlarged, and all more or less completely involved in membrane.

Here and there a plate is partly separated from the actinals by a

groove ; usually the skin is continuous between actinals and adambu-
lacrals. First adambulacral not markedly compressed.

Mouth plates large, the combined pair truncate at inner end. Mar-

ginal series of spinelets, 13, strongly angular, the spinelet at apex

being deep in furrow, and the rest unequal ; inner one or two enlarged

into teeth. About half the spinelets face on actinostome and the

rest on the furrow. Furrow surface of plate excavated for first

tube foot. Surface of plate with 20 to 30 spinelets, about 10 of which

border median suture and the rest stand below these in a couple of

very irregular and variable series.

Madreporic body -very large, in diameter equal to the length of

the first 3 superomarginals, and situated twice its diameter from

margin. Striae fine, radiating from a point midway between center

and adcentral (inner) margin.

Type.—Cfxt. No. 30509, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5624, between Gillolo and Makyan Islands,

Molucca Islands (lat. 0° 12' 15" N.; long, 127° 20' 30'' E.), 288

fathoms, fine sand, mud.

Distribution.—Molucca Islands, 230 to 288 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—In addition to the type, an abnormal ex-

ample from station 5625, between Gillolo and Kayoa Islands, Mo-
lucca Islands (lat. 0° 07' K; long. 127° 28' E.), 230 fathoms, gray

mud, fine sand.

Remarks.—The following differences separate this species from the

two preceding: The paxillae are much larger, with many more spine-

lets; the superomarginal spinule is inconspicuous and present only

on the middle portion of ray. Megaloplax is :3eparated from analo-

gus by several additional characters: The large madreporic body;

superomarginals not touching along the radial line, distally; more

open cribriform organs; first adambulacral not markedly com-

pressed ; odd interradial double series of actinal intermediate plates

conspicuously broader at inner end (more than 3 times width of

outer end) ; furrow spinelets 12 to 13 (10 or 11 in aruilogus). The
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following additional differences separate megaloplax from gracilis:

Eay shorter in megaloplax (R=5 r) ; dorsolateral edge of ray more
rounded; ray broader, with a decidedly broader paxillar area, which

tapers more evenly from the base toward tip, and despite their larger

size, there are more paxillae in a transverse row across ray than in

gracilis (at middle of ray, 28 in megaloplax^ 17 in gracilis) ; sub-

ambulacral spine more conspicuous in megaloplax.

The example from station 5625 is remarkable from having only

two interradii normal as regards the odd marginal plates and the

odd double series of actinals leading therefrom to the mouth plates.

These two interradii are that of the madreporic body and the adja-

cent one to right (between bivium and trivium). One other inter-

radius has paired inferomarginals and superomarginals, and paired

double series of actinal intermediate plates. Another has an odd
superomarginal and paired inferomarginals and actinals. The fifth

has paired superomarginals and apparently paired inferomarginals,

but the odd plate is pushed to one side of the median interradial

line and a supernumerary plate is inserted in the ventral series a few

plates distant. The odd actinal double series is also crowded to one

side, but its inner end meets the combined mouth plates. The disk is

somewhat smaller than that of type, and the paxillae of disk a trifle

smaller.

This abnormal specimen does not particularly suggest a hybrid,

with Goniopecten asiaticus. It is puzzling to account for the unsta-

bility of the generic characters, however. In one interradius the

specimen is Goniopecten^ in two it is Piionaster^ while in two others

it is a combination or mosaic of the two genera.

Family ASTROPECTINIDAE Gray 1840, emended.

Subfamily Craspidasterinae Fisher.

Craspidasterinae Fishee, 1916a, p. 3.

Diagnosis.—Resembling the Goniopectinidae in having a single

series of webbed peripheral spinelets on the marginal and actinal

plates, but differing in lacking the characteristic double serial ar-

rangement of the actinal intermediate plates, which are arranged

essentially as in the Astropectininae; in having patently double am-

pullae, and in the form of the hepatic coeca which arise from five

radial diverticula of the dorsal part of the stomach, as in Astro-

pecten.
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Genus CRASPIDASTER Sladen.

Craspidaster Sladen, 1889, p. 175. Type, ArcJiaster hesperus Miiller and

Troschel.

CRASPIDASTER HESPERUS (Muller and Troschel).

Plate 9, fig. 3.

Archaster hesperus Muller aud Troschel, 1840, p. 104 ; 1842, p. 65.

Stellaster sulcatus Mobius, 1859, p. 11, pi. 5, figs. 1 aud 2.

Craspidaster hesperus Sladen, 1889, p. 177, pi. 17, figs. 5-7
;
pi. 18, figs. 1-4.

Astropecten macer Sluiter, 1889, p. 297 ; 1895, p. 53.

Sladen has given figures and a careful description of this species

and has noted the principal variations.

The largest of the Philippine specimens has R=52 mm., r=12 mm.,

11=4.33 r; superomarginal plates 38; furrow spines, 6-7. In this

specimen the little thumblike subambulacral spinelet described and

figured by Sladen in his Hongkong specimen is not present, and

the fringe of spinelets along the inner edge of the inferomarginal

plates is found much farther along ray than indicated by Sladen.

It is variable even in the Philippine examples; in some it persists

nearly to the end of the ray (station 5209) while in an example from

station 5375 the fringe is rudimentary beyond the limit of actinal

intermediate plates.

Anatomical notes.—The midradial line and center of disk are with-

out papulae. Here the plates are nearly circular or with 5 or 6 faint

scallops by which the plates overlap slightly. Elsewhere the plates

have 5 or 6 short lobes b}^ which they are in connection with neigh-

boring plates. This arrangement is unlike that of Prionaster and

Goniopecten^ in which the plates are independent. The papulae are

usually in sixes about each plate. In the family Astropectinidae

all gradations between independent circular or elliptical plates and

stellate imbricated ones are found.

The stomach is spacious and from the dorsal part arise five radial

diverticula, each of which, dividing, gives rise to two hepatic coeca

which extend along ray to about the seventh superomarginal. Thus
the coeca arise from a common tube, and not independently as in

Prionaster. The ventral portion of the stomach, which is very ex-

tensible, is not separated from the aboral portion by any sharp line

of division. Its radial portions contain small gastropods and pele-

cypods. The intestinal coecum is represented by a single large sac-

like diverticulum lying in an interradius on the dorsal surface

of stomach, its extremity nearly reaching the marginal plates. I

can not determine whether this connects with the stomach, but a

minute intestine passes upward in the interior of a slight epiproctal

cone. A lumen is present, and presumably the intestine opens by a

tiny pore, although I have not been able to see it. The paxillae are
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very small and crowded in this region. Viewed from the coelomic

side, the intestine appears to pierce the integument.

Interbrachial septa membranous. Gonads in a single tuft attached

to dorsal integument on either side of septum and near marginal

plates. Ampullae double ; tube feet pointed, without deposits in the

walls.

A Polian A-esicle in each interradius except that of madreporic

canal where there are two. Well developed, slender, superambulacral

ossicles are present.

The internal anatomy as a whole is rather more like Astropecten

than Prionaster^ especially in regard to the stomach. In certain

features, as in the ambulacral system, both resemble Astropecten.

Type-locality.—Japan (Miiller and Troschel).

Distribution.—Japan to western shore of Bay of Bengal (Vizaga-

patam, India [Koehler] ; Mergui Archipelago [Rudmose Brown]

;

Singapore [von Martens] ; Banka Straits [Sladen] ; Philippines

[Sladen] ) and south to the Aru Islands, west of New Guinea (Koeh-

ler). The southernmost locality in the Philippines is station 5235,

Pacific Ocean, off Mindanao. The bathymetrical range is 9 to 107

fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Sixteen specimens from the following
Philippine localities

:

Specimens of Craspidaster hesperus examined.

station.

5207

5208

5209
5235
5358
5375
5431

Locality.

Ofl Western Samar

do

do
Off east coast Mindanao
Sulu Sea, off Sandakan Harbor, Borneo
Off Marmaduque Island
East of northern Palawan

Depth.

Fathoms.
35

26

20
44
39
107
51

Nature of
bottom.

Num-
ber.

Green mud, ! 5
sand.

!

Soft green ! 2
mud. '

....do
;

2

Softmud 1

Mud 4

Green mud 1

Sand 1

Subfamily Astropectininae Sladen.

Diagnosis.—Phanerozonia with large marginal plates, true pax-

illae, and parapaxillae; with pointed tube feet (a flat or true

sucking disk being always absent) ; with double ampullae; no cribri-

form organs, but frequently well-developed marginal fascioles, which
are never webbed ; actinal fascioles never webbed ; with an intestine,

and usually an intestinal coecum; anus absent, small, or well devel-

oped; superambulacral plates always present.

This division corresponds exactly to the Astropectinidae as de-

fined by me in Asteroidea of the North Pacific (1911<Z, p. 37). The
family has been changed only by the addition of Craspidastev., for
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which a new subfamily has been made. The Astropectininae lack the

webbed marginal and actinal fascicles of Craspidaster. While the

name was coined by Sladen, the subfamily as here used is more ex-

tensive than his, as it includes several of his Archasteridae as well as

subsequently described groups. For a discussion of this family see

Fisher, mid, p. 37.

Genus ASTROPECTEN Gray.

Astropecten Gray, 1840, p. ISO.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OP ASTBOPECTEN HEREIN DESCEIBED.

a\ Superomarginal spines in a single definite series continuous throughout ray,

with exception sometimes of second, third, and fourth plates.

&\ Superomarginal spines upright and prominent, proximally equaling or ex-

ceeding height of plate ; no conspicuously enlarged subambulacral spine.

c\ The second, or second and third, superomarginals without spines; infero-

marginals with 4 or 3 large bristling spines in a transverse series;

superomarginal spines 1.5 to 2.5 times height of plate.

polyacanihus, p. 63.

c*. Superomarginal spines continuous throughout ray ; inferomarginal plates

with 3 lateral spines and spaced therefrom, 1 on the actinal surface.

phragmorus, p. 65.

y^. Superomarginal spines small, much less than height of their plate; one of

the subambulacral spines conspicuously enlarged.

c*. Superomarginal spines all on inner edge of plates ; 1 lateral spine with a

small companion tnindancnsis, p. 67.

(f. Superomarginal spines of first few plates at inner edge, thence moving
to angle between lateral and dorsal surfaces of plate; some plates

with occasionally 2 spines ; lateral spines 2 or 3, with proximally 1 or

more smaller actinal companions inaequalis, p. 69.

o*. Superomarginal spines small, confined to first, or first 2 or 3 plates, or ex-

tending over half the length of ray, but not the entire length.

b\ Rays short and stout ; R less than 5 r ; superomarginal spines on first, or

first 2 or 3 plates only velitaris, p. 70.

&'. Rays long and slender; R more than 6 r; superomarginal spines on a few
proximal plates or on all but the last third of ray.

c^. Subambulacral spines 3 or 4, none enlarged ; superomarginal spine at

base of ray only ; mouth spines in regular series lusonicns, p. 82.

c*. Superomarginal spines on all except outer third of ray; subambulacral

spines more that 5, one in the first series enlarged ; mouth spines

irregularly arranged.

d\ No superomarginal or inferomarginal pedicellariae ; abactinal and
adambulacral pedicellariae very few

;
paxillae medium-sized ; supero-

marginals of proximal half of ray not longer than wide; lateral

spines 3, sometimes 4 tenellus, p. 84.

d\ Numerous abactinal, superomarginal, inferomarginal, and adambula-

cral pedicellariae; superomarginals of the proximal (as well as

distal ) half of ray longer than wide, except the first 8 or 9 plates

;

lateral spines 4, 3 on distal third of ray pcdicellaris, p. 87.

b'. See also monacanihus and cucnciiiis, where a small spine may occur

aberrantly on the first, or first 2 or 3 plates.
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a*. No superomarginal spines.

h\ Paxillae small, delicate; abactinal spiuiforra pedicellariae ; furrow spines

4 or 5 ; deep water ercviicus, p. 79.

b*. Paxillae medium or large; no abactinal paxillae; furrow spines 3.

c\ Rays long and narrow in the adult; R more tlian 5 r; lateral spines 2.

eucnemis, p. 75.

c*. Rays stout and short, or of medium length; R less than 5 r; lateral

spines 1 to 3.

(Z\ Lateral spines 2 or 3, with sometimes actiual accessory spinules; in-

feromargiual spinelets not remarkably flat and spatulate ; supero-

marginal plates broad, with small granules granulatus, p. 73.

d*. Lateral spine, one; inferoniarginal spinelets flat and scalelike; sub-

ambulacral spines very flat and broadly spatulate; superomarginal

plates narrower, with large gi'anules monacanthus, p. 74.

ASTROPECTEN POLYACANTHUS Muller and Troschel.

Astropecten polyacanthus Mulleb and Troschel, 1842, p. 69, pi. 5, fig. 3.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—In ordor to record the more evi-

dent variations in the armature of the 6 specimens I have drawn up

a sort of synopsis or key.

a \ Only the second superomarginal without a spine ; superomarginal spines

about 1.25 times height of their plate ; superomarginal series of spines proxi-

mally 5, then 4, and only at tip of some of the rays, 3 ; they are slender, ap-

pressed and very sharp Catbalogan, Samar (1).

'. The second and third, rarely the fourth, superomarginal without a spine

;

superomarginal spines proximally 2 to 2.5 times height of their plate.

b \ Inferomarginal spines 4, narrow, slightly flattened, bristling. All ac-

tinal .spinelets relatively longer and stouter than in b^ and a^; supero-

marginal and lateral spines unusually stout, the former the more robust.

Station 5165 (1).

b *. Inferomarginal spines 3, the third situated at or near inner end of plate,

spaced from the other 2.

c*. Superomarginal spines stout and long, proximally 2 to 2.5 times height

of their plate; superomarginal plates higher than long on proximal half

of ray ; inferomarginal spines narrow, slightly flattened, sharp ; paxillar

area wider (opposite fourth plate equal to length of 3.5 to 4 succeeding

superomarginals) Station 5165 (1) ; Usada Island (1).

c '. Superomarginal spines slenderer, and variable in length proximally

;

superomarginal plates (except the first 2 or 3) longer than high; outer

Inferomarginal spine conspicuously longer than the rest, flat, broader

toward tip than at base, narrowing abruptly to a sharp point (rarely-

bifid)
;
paxillar area narrow (opposite fourth superomarginal equal to

length of 1.5 to 2.5 succeeding plates) ; the smaller inferomarginal spines

are rather more delicate than in the preceding variety. This variety

seems to be similar to a specimen mentioned by Shiden (1SS9. p. 2U1)

from the Admiralty Islands Stations 5159 (1) and 5174 (1).

In the last variety the flattened leaflike, sharp lateral spines and
narrow paxillar area produce a combination of characters which
alters the general facies very markedly. "VVhen a sufficient number
of specimens from many localities are examined by one person this

f
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species Avill be split up. Long ago Sladen* pointed out the possible

error in too comprehensive species, such as polyacanthus. He said:

Without calling in question tlae accuracy of M. Perrier's determination, tlie

occurrence of sucli instances as this of a form presenting strongly marked
variations at different stations within the area of its distribution, urges upon

naturalists the necessity of exercising extreme caution against being led away
by a tendency to group too comprehensively the forms which may be included

within a large and widely distributed genus; for, however seriously the mul-

tiplication of frivolous " species " may embarrass a classification, the whole-

sale grouping, or, in other words, the unbounded extension of the limits of

specific character, is productive of more injurious results, in that it curtails

the precision of definition, and. whilst ignoring environment as a factor,

divests nomenclature of one of its highest and most important qualities.

From the fact that forms are separated by much smaller and less striking

differences in an extensive genus, than in one of more limited scope, " species "

in the larger group have often not such clearly marked or conspicuous charac-

ters as those which are presented by " varieties " m a less comprehensive genus.

It follows that the judgment should be very cautiously exercised when tempted

to embrace within a single species all the strongly marked distributional ex-

tremes of any widely spread type, however closely their connection may seem

to be preserved through intermediate forms ; for in many cases these grada-

tions are nothing more or less than the links which indicate to us the develop-

ment of •' species," and are, in short, the stages with which generally we are

unacquainted, owing either to the imperfection of knowledge, or more fre-

quently by reason of their destruction through the hostility of unfavorable

conditions.

Without a large series of specimens from numerous localities it

will be difficult to arrive at a solution of AHropecten polyacanthus,

for it is likely that the rather conspicuous individual and habitat

variations somewhat mask small and constant differences due to

wide geographic separation.

Type-locality.—Red Sea.

Distribution.—The Red Sea to Zanzibar and Mozambique, the Sey-

chelles, Ceylon, Mergui, Andaman Islands, China, Japan, Philip-

pines, Port Jackson, Australia, Admiralty Islands, Aru Islands,

Fiji Islands, Hawaiian Islands.

Specimens examined.—Six specimens from the following localities

:

Catbalogan, Samar, shore; 1 specimen.

Usada Island, vicinity of Jolo, shore ; 1 specimen.

Station 5159, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archipelago, 10 fathoms,

coarse sand, shells; 1 specimen.

Station 5165. Same locality, 9 fathoms, coral; 2 specimens.

Station 5174. Vicinity of Jolo, 20 fathoms, coarse sand; 1 speci-

men.

iJourn. Linn. Soc. Zool., voL 14, 1879, p. 429.
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ASTROPECTEN PHRAGMORUS Fisher.

Plate 11, fig. 5 ;
plate 14, figs. 1, la-b.

Astropeeten acanthifer phragmorus Fisher, 1913a, p. 604.

Astropecten phragmoius Douerlein, 1917, p. 178.

Diagnosis.—Very similar to A. acanthifer Sladen, but differing in

having narrower rays; more perpendicular superomarginals, bearing

larger spines on the extreme upper and inner edge of plate (not

spaced conspicuously therefrom) ; a relatively longer actinal infero-

marginal spine and longer marginal spines generally (especially in

proportion to width of ray) ; an incipiently enlarged subambulacral

(more noticeable in young examples) . R=48 mm., r=8 mm., R=6 r

;

breadth of ray at second superomarginal, 9 mm. The brownish

marking seems to be distinctive also.

Description.—Rays slenderer than in acanthifer although the disk

is no smaller. Sladen gives the proportions of the type as R=6.43 r,

but the figure shows proportions of R=between 5 and 6 r, nearer 5.

The narrower rays of the present species will be evident on a compari-

son of figures. Paxillar area very compact, the outlines of indi-

vidual paxillae being sometimes difficult to distinguish. The paxillae

are similar to those of acanthifer^ but the spinelets are a little longer

and slenderer, judging by the figure, although in the largest speci-

mens, numerically about the same.

Superomarginal plates, about 35 in number, confined to side of

ray proximally and forming a steep bevel; encroaching more and

more upon the abactinal surface, and becoming relatively lower and

more arched on outer half of ray. In acaTifhifer the proximal plates

have a definite rounded angle between the dorsal and lateral surfaces,

and on this angle the small, superomarginal spine is situated. In

phragmorus the proximal plates slope very steeply, and nearly the

whole of the upper end is occupied by the base of the stout, tapering,

slightly flattened sharp spine, which, on the outer third of the ray,

withdraws slightly from the inner edge of the plate. The supero-

marginal spines of phragmorus are situated as the two to four inter-

brachial spines of acanthifer. The first spine is 3 mm. long, stouter

and longer than the rest, and slightly exceeds the height of plate;

and all along ray the spines preserve the same proportion to their

plate, as the plates become lower. They are much stouter and longer

than in acanthifer. General surface of plate covered with slightly

spaced spinelets, terete and blunt except in the middle where they are

a little stouter and more squamiform, increasing in size around the

base of spine.
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Lateral inferomarginal spines 3, slender, tapering, slightly flat-

tened, and sharp, the upper the longest and stoutest, on the proximal

plates about 3.5 platts in length (about 5 mm.) ; second spine nearly

as long as first ; third about half as long as second, but in very young
specimens sometimes relatively longer. The fourth spine is placed

as in acanthifer^ but is flattened and longer, being a little over one-

half to about two-thirds the length of the longest lateral spine. This

spine extends one-half to three-fourths the length of ray. As many
as 5 proximal plates may have 2 of these spines, in a cross series.

General covering of plate essentially as in acanthifer^ except that

there are no accessory spinules in front of the 3 lateral spines as

figured by Sladen.

Adambulacral armature: (1) Furrow spines, 3, relatively long,

flattened, slender, round tipped or truncate, the middle the longer,

slightly tapering, with edge to furrow; the lateral also slightly

tapering with flat side to furrow. (2) Subambulacral spines, usually

6, similar in character to furrow spines, slightly tapering and round

tipped or truncate, arranged in 2 series, or with 1 in center, sur-

rounded b}^ 5; in this case there are 2 spines back of the furrow

series, forming an oblique longitudinal series and back of these, 4

in a diamond-shaped arrangement. The aboral member of the first

series is slightly larger than its companion, and in small specimens

ver}^ much larger; in these there are only 2 or 3 subambulacrals,

with a minute companion or two.

Mouth plates very similar to those of A. acanthifer. Any slight

differences seem to be covered by individual variation.

Actinal intermediate plates, 4 in each interradius, with the slender

spinelets in two close groups, in some cases forming incipient pedicel-

lariae, in others a paxilla.

Madreporic body small, partly concealed, its own diameter or less

from margin; very convex, and with rather coarse transverse striae.

Color in alcohol; rays with 2 or 3 broad crossbars of brown on

bulTy ground: and in addition some specimens have a narrow line

proceeding along each radius from near middle of disk to end of ray.

Young.—Some small specimens, ranging in size from E, 10 mm.,

to R, 18 mm., have been referred to this form. The raj's are much
shorter than in the adult, R equaling 3 to 3.5 r. The paxillae are

smaller and less compact, with 1 central and 5 to 8 peripheral spine-

lets on the disk and only 4 or 5 altogether on the ray. The supero-

marginal plates are well developed as in the adult, the first spine

being the most conspicuous. There are 3 lateral inferomarginal

spines, but they are stouter and shorter than in the ndult. The fourth

spine is wanting except on the first 2 or 3 plates. The subambulacral

spines vary in number from 2 to 4 but only 2 are of any size and 1 of

these is conspicuously larger than its adoral com|Ninion.
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Type.—C2it. No. 30510, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5157, off Tinakta Island. Tawi Tawi
Group, Sulu Archipelago, 18 fathoms, fine sand.

Distribution.—Sulu Archipelago to southern Luzon, east coast of

Palawan, and east coast of Mindanao, in 14 to 44 fathoms, sand and
mud. The known distribution centers, therefore, in the shallow en-

virons of the Sulu Sea.

Specimens examined.—Forty-six from the following localities:

Specimens o/ Astropecten phragmorus examined.

station.
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are not very thickly covered with coarse, flat squamules, which are

much thicker than the paxillar spinelets, and they all carry a rather

small, conical, somewhat flattened spine close to the inner edge of

the plate, but separated from it by 1 to 3 rows of granules [original

description, 2 or 3]. The inferomarginals are thickly covered with

somewhat lengthened, broad, mostly acute squamules, without

spinules on the aboral border of the plates. The large marginal

spine, as long as 3 plates, is flat, broad and only slightly tapered,

but has generally a sharp point. Under it is a much smaller flattened

spine, and below this 2 or 3 much shorter ones still.

There are 2 actinal intermediate plates [4 to each interradius].

There are 5 furrow spines, of which the median is somewhat length-

ened. Of the 2 spines of the second row, the aboral is not longer,

but is very flat and broad, and rather acute, while the adoral is com-

paratively very small. On the outer part of the plate are several

small spinelets.

Type-locality.—Mindanao.

Distribution.—Palawan, Samar, and Mindanao.

Specimens examined.—Fifty-eight from the following localities:

Mantaquin Bay, Palawan, 4 feet; 1 specimen.

Catbalogan, Samar, shore; 1 specimen.

Catabato, below mouth of Mindanao E., Mindanao, 6 feet, sand

and mud ; 3 specimens.

Station 5345, Malampaya Sound, Palawan Island, 7 fathoms, mud;
53 specimens.

Locality doubtful, 1 specimen.

Remarks.—The largest specimen has R=55 mm., r= 10 mm.,

R=5.5 r. A smaller example has R=30 mm., r=:7 mm., R=4.3 r.

There is some variation. There are usually 1 to 5 central paxillar

spinelets in the Albatross specimens, and the major subambulacral

spine is generally a little longer than the median furrow spine. The
proximal inferomarginal plates sometimes have an incipient fascicu-

late pedicellaria near the inner end of the plate. There is consider-

able variation in the frequency of the spinules below the minor

marginal spine.

Doderlein separates this species from andersoni and debilis as fol-

lows :

«\ Spines of the superomarginal plates all very close to the inner mnrgin of

the plate and at least as long as the plate. The large inferomarginal

spine on the proximal part of ray broad and flat mindanensis.

a'. Spines of the distal superomarginal plates on the outer margin of plate and

shorter than the plate. Large inferomarginal spine slender through-

out ray,

h^. Squanuiles of inferomarginals longer than broad andersoni.

b*. Squamules of inferomarginals circular debilis.
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ASTROPECTEN VAPPA INAEQUALIS, new subspecies.

Diagnosis.— Differing from Astropecten vapjya Miiller and

Troschel^ in having slenderer raj^s, a noticeably narrower paxillar

area, very unequal subambulacral spines in the first series, the aboral

being much longer and broader than the adoral spine, and in having

more delicate, rather less granuliform superomarginal spinelets.

R = about 62 mm., r = about 15 mm., R == about 4 r; breadth of ray

at base, 16 mm. ; breadth of paxillar area on same transverse line, at

second superomarginal, 7 or 8 mm.
Description.—Paxillae compact, close set. the larger at base of ray

and adjacent portion of disk, with about 15 terete peripheral spine-

lets and upward of 12 central shorter, somewhat thicker ones. Across

the ray from one second inferomarginal to the opposite side, 10 to 12

paxillae can be counted. There are about 2 rows of paxillae to each

superomarginal.

Superomarginal plates about 36, their proportions and major

spines as in vappa. There is a series of short conical spines extend-

ing the whole length of the ray, the first on the inner margin of the

plate, while the next 4 or 5 are successively nearer the middle of

plate, an approximate position maintained by the remainder of the

series. Central spinelets of dorsal face of plates appreciably coarser

and shorter than those of lateral face, and slightly coarser than the

central spinelets of paxillae.

There are 2 lateral inferomarginal spines (the lower about two-

thirds or three-fourths the length of the upper), sharp, somewhat
flattened on the basal third of ray. They are usually accompanied

by 2 to 4 squamiform spinules which stand on the adoral side of their

bases. On the first 2 or 3 inferomarginals there are 3 to 5 flattened,

broad, sublanceolate, appressed spinules, much shorter than the main
lateral spines, in a row on the actinal surface of plate; on the rest

of the plates of the proximal half of the ray there are 1 or 2 such

spinules near the aboral border.

Actinal intermediate plates, 4 in each interradius.

The median adambulacral furrow spine is compressed and longer

than the laterals. In the next row are 2 spines, of which the aboral

is much the larger, flattened, strap-shaped, with a truncate or slightly

rounded tip, and about 2 mm. long. The proximal spine of this

series is situated slightly nearer to the furrow, and beyond the base

of ray it is about 0.6 the length of the other, and very much slen-

derer. Back of this series are a few delicate spinelets.

Type.—C^t. No. 40124, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5174, vicinity of Jolo, 20 fathoms, coarse

sand; 1 sj^ecimen.

* As described by Doderleln, 1917, p. 124, pi. 5, flg. 1 ; pi. 11, figs. 2, 2a, 3.

13434—Bull. 100—19 6
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Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—I have based my comparisons of this form upon the

figures and description given by Doderlein in his recent revision of

Astropecten (Doderlein, 1917).

In the general appearance of the abactinal surface, inaequalis

bears a close resemblance to the figure of A. mauritiensis (= A. hen-

galensis Doderlein) given by Koehler in his Shallow-water Aster-

oidea (Koehler, 1910<z, pi. 5, fig. 7), except that in inaequalis the

paxillar area is narrower. Doderlein on plate 5, figure 1, gives a

clear figure of the dorsal aspect of a specimen of vappa from Sharks

Bay, Australia. As compared with this, the paxillar field of

inaequalis is much narrower, occupying only about half the total

width of the ray at base, while in vappa it occupies two-thirds. Do-

derlein's figure 2<2, plate 11, shows that the adoral spine of the inner

subambulacral series is relatively much larger than in inaequalis.

In vappa there are apparently more conspicuous and rather more

numerous actinal inferomarginal spines in addition to the 2 lateral

spines.

The present race seems to be more nearly related to vappa than to

acanthifer., although the latter is found in the Banda Sea and near

Flores, two localities geographically nearer than the habitat of

vappa., which is recorded by Doderlein from southwest Australia and

New South Wales, In acanthifer the marginal spines are all slen-

derer and the inferomarginal armature is more bristling. There is

a well-developed, conical, sharp actinal inferomarginal spine instead

of an aboral series of flattened, sublanceolate, appressed spinules.

ASTROPECTEN VELITARIS von Martens.

Plate 11, figs. 3, 4 ;
plate 14, fig. 2.

Astropecten velitaris Von Martens, 1865. p. 360.

—

Sladen, 1889, p. 214.

—

Doderlein, 1896, p. 307, pi. 18, figs. 32, 32a ; 1917, p. 159, pi. 6, figs. 5, 15,

16 ;
pi. 15, figs. 3-3cf.—Koehler, 1910a, p. 44.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—The largest specimen in the col-

lection has R=32 mm., r=9 mm., R:=:3.55; another has R=:32 mm.,

r=8.5 mm. There are numerous specimens nearly as large. These

are not "young," for the gonads are well developed. If this form

is true velitaris, as it seems to be, the idea that it is the young of A,

hemprichii., or of some other species, may be definitely abandoned.

Most of the specimens have a stout conical superomarginal spine

on the first plate only, but a small percentage have a spine on some

of the second plates. Thus, one example has either 3 or 4 superomar-

ginal spines in the interbrachia, while others have 2 or 3, or 2 to 4,

or very rarely 4 in all the interbrachia.

Paxillar area compact; paxillae large, the bases oblong, with

6 short lobes on the papular areas of ray, and irregularly circular
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with 2 or 3 short lobes on papular area of disk; along median area

of ray and center of disk they are broadly elliptical to roundish,

entire, and on central part of disk much smaller and imbricated.

Papulae are lacking in central area of disk and along median radial

area of ray. .Crown of larger paxillae at base of ray with 4 to 10

central, short, clavate, granuliform spinelets and 12 to 15 longer

round-tipped peripheral ones.

The superficial superomarginal granules are subcircular, and

stubby to appressed squamiform, and round tipped, becoming ab-

ruptly slender laterally. The iuferomarginal plates extend slightly

beyond superomarginals laterally. Inferomarginal armature spini-

form and not squamiform as in A. zehra. The spines are also more
numerous in the adult specimens. A fairly typical marginal plate

from the middle of the proximal half of ray has a prominent, flat-

tened, sharp, lateral spine at its upper and outer end, 2.5 plates in

length. Immediately below it is a semicircle of 3 or 4 sharp, slenderer

spines about two-thirds its length. Outside this, forming a concen-

tric semicircle, still at outer end of platOj, are 5 or 6 still smaller

slenderer spinules, and extending transversely along plate a little

aboral to middle is a straight series of 5 or 6 spinules, subequal, at

outer end of series, to spinules of the second lateral auxiliary series,

thence increasing slightly in length toward inner end of plate. The
general covering of plate consists of spaced slender spinelets, sharp

when dried, but blunt in alcoholic specimens.

The adambulacral armature consists of a long, median, curved,

compressed furrow spine with a considerably shorter and slenderer

one on either side. The subambulacral spines are in 2 series, the

inner consisting of 2 tapering round-tipped spines a little longer

than the lateral furrow spines, and the aboral the longer of the 2;

behind these is a row of 3 or 4 smaller spinelets, or a group of 3 to

5. In small specimens only 2 are present. First mouth plate much
compressed with 2 transverse series of about 10 spines each.

Actinal interradial areas extremely small. There are 2 fair-sized

plates back of the mouth plates, and 1 or 2 additional plates to either

side of these. The spinelets are closely coordinated and form in

some cases incipient fasciculate or pectinate pedicellariae.

Mouth plates very narrow. Marginal series occupies only the inner

half of each plate and consists of about 7 spines, cylindrical and

blunt, increasing in length toward the inner, which is about as long

as one-third or one-half interradial length of plates. There is a reg-

ular superficial series of 8 to 10 subequal tapering blunt spines which

commonly touch over the suture like a gigantic pectinate pedicellaria.

These spines are about as long as the lateral furrow spines and are

sometimes a trifle flattened.

Madreporic body close to margin, partly concealed.
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Color in alcohol, yellowish with a broad transverse band of faded

brown at middle of ray.

Type.—Museum Berlin, No. 1504.

Type-locality.—South China Sea.

Distribution.—Formosa to Ceylon, northwest Australia, and Ad-

miralty Islands. The Philippine stations are consequently within

this area. The specimens recorded by me from the Hawaiian Islands

are not velitaris. (See under Remarks.)

Specimens examined.—Seventy-five.

Specimens of Astropecten velitaris examined.

Station. lyocallty.
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ginal and adambulacral armature. A. scoparius lacks the prominent

interbrachial superomarginal spines, has larger paxillae and more

numerous inferomarginal spines. In the arrangement of supero-

marginal spines the species is nearest pugnax Koehler and mauri-

tianus Gray. From the latter it differs in several minor details, such

as the adambulacral armature, with its enlarged subambulacral spine,

the smaller paxillae, the regular transverse series of inferomarginal

spines. Pugnax has large, crowded paxillae, an inferomarginal

armature identical with scoparius^ and a slightly different adambu-

lacral armature.

Doderlein recently named the Hawaiian form which he placed in

his revision of Astropecten in the " vappa group," along with

A. vappa, triseriatus koehler-i, bengalensis, mauritianus, orsinii, and

acanfhifer.

Astropeeten hawaiiensis Doderlein, 1917, p. 51 {=Astropecten
velitaris Fisher, 1906, p. 1005, pi. 1, fig. 2; pi. 2, figs. 2, 2«) may be

diagnosed as follows: Similar in general appearance to a small

^1. mauHt'ianus^ but differing in having smaller paxillae, 2 lateral and

2 or 3 actinal inferomarginal spines, forming a single series near or on

distal margin of plate, and in having 1 series of 3 (or less often 2)

subambulacral spines, the distal conspicuously enlarged. Differing

from A. koehleri in the characteristic arrangement of superomarginal

tubercles and in the inferomarginal armature as w^ell as in having
smaller paxillae; perhaps more closely related to the latter. Type-

locality.—Albatross station 4055, Hilo Bay, Hawaii, 50 fathoms, fine

gray sand.

ASTROPECTEN GRANULATUS Miiller and Troschel.

Astropecten granulatns Muller and Tkoschel, 1S42, p. 75.

—

Sladen, 1889,

p. 215, pi. 35, figs. 3 and 4 ;
pi. 39, figs. 4-6.—Doderlein, 1896, p. .305, pi.

18, figs. 30, ZOa; 1917. p. 148, pi. 5, fig. 7; pi. 14, figs. 1, 3, 3a; pi. 17,

figs. 2, 21), 3.—Koehler, 1910o, p. 40 ; 1910&, p. 266.

One immature specimen from station 5382, Ragay Gulf, Luzon,

128 fathoms, mud.

This example has E=15 mm., r=5 mm. It agrees more closely

with the figure of Sladen than with that of Doderlein (189G). The
spinelets of the paxillae and superomarginal plates are slenderer and

less granuliform than in Sladen's specimen, and the subambulacral

spinelets are not so stumpy and broad. These are in a single series of

3, subequal or the middle slightly enlarged. The proportions

of the superomarginal and inferomarginal plates and shape of rays

conform to Sladen's figures. The more delicate spinulation may in

some way be correlated with the unusually great depth at which the

Albatross specimen was dredged.

The Challenger specimen was taken in the Arafura Sea at 28

fathoms, green mud. Koehler's example was taken at the Aru Is-
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lands in 8 to 10 meters, and Doderlein's at Thursday Island. The

type-locality is not known.

ASTROPECTEN MONACANTHUS Sladen.

Astropecten monacanthus Sladen, 1SS9, p. 216, pi. 33, figs. 7 and 8; pi. 37,

figs. 10-12.—KoEHLEB, 1910a, p. 37, pi. 3, figs. 9-11
; pi. 5, fig. 11.—Dodeb-

LEiN, 1917, p. 150, pi. 14, figs. 5-5b ;
pi. 17, fig. 9.

Eight specimens from the following localities:

Station 5181, off eastern Panay, 26 fathoms, mud, fine sand; 2

specimens.

Station 5182, off eastern Panay, 24 fathoms, mud, fine sand; 1

specimen.

Station 5480, vicinity of Surigao Strait, 62 fathoms, fine sand; 2

specimens.

Station 5481, vicinity of Surigao Strait, 61 fathoms, sand, shells,

gravel; 2 specimens.

Mantaquin Bay, Palawan, 4 feet, sand, 1 specimen.

Type-locality—East of Panay, Philippine Islands, 20 fathoms,

mud (C'AaZZen^er expedition).

Distribution.—Philippine Islands, Andaman Islands, east coast of

India, Eed Sea.

Remarks.—The largest specimen measures R=37 mm., r=10 mm.;

the smallest, E=15 mm., r=5 mm. The 3 examples from stations

5181 and 5182, east of Panay, are practically from the type-locality.

These conform to the figures and description given by Koehler of

large specimens, and there seems to be no doubt that his examples are

true monacanthus. Sladen's type is a rather small specimen.

The largest specimen, from station 5181, has a small tubercle on

one of the first inferomarginal plates. The color is a light dull

brown, with the center of disk and a narrow radial stripe reddish

brown.

Astropecten monacanthus is readily recognized by its fairly large

paxillae, unarmed granulate supermarginals (the granules flattened

and sometimes squamiform), the close mail of rounded imbricating

inferomarginal squamules, the single flattened to subterete lateral

spine, with a small companion just below it, and the highly charac-

teristic adambulacral armature. The latter consists of 3 flattened

furrow spines truncate or round tipped, the median with edge to

furrow. These are succeeded by 2 narrow flattened subambuhicral

spines, so placed as to appear to form an arc of 5 with the furrow

spines. They are shorter than the lateral furrow spines, usually

tapering and bluntly pointed. Commonly only the aboral one is

present. Back of these are 2 very broadly spatulate round-tipped

or truncate spines, about as long as the lateral marginal spines, the

tiboral slightly the larger. Sometimes the aboral member of the
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first actinal series moves back a little, broadens, and stands in line

with the 2 spatiilate spines, making a series of 3; or, as mentioned

above, it may stand out of line. It then forms a curved series with

the 2 spatulate spines.

The first 2 inferomarginals may have several squamules en-

larged, and forming a transverse series of 2 or 3 accessory flat leaflike

spinules in line with the accessory marginal spinule.

ASTROPECTEN EUCNEMIS, new species.

Plate 10, fig. 1 ; plate 14, figs. 3, Sa-d.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5. R=63 mm., r=9 mm., R=7 r (R : r, variable;

see variations) ; breadth of ray at base (second superomarginal) 9.5

mm. A species with long, slender rays, usually unarmed superomar-

ginals and large paxillae, resembling A. granulatus^ from which,

however, it differs in having longer, narrower rays, more delicate

paxillar spinelets, a different inferomarginal armature, more numer-

ous and longer subambulacral spines, and narrower mouth plates,

with more numerous and more delicate oral spines.

Description.—Rays long and narrow, very gradually tapering;

disk small, with a slight prominence in center; interbrachial angles

abrupt; sides of ray rather high in proportion to width, especially

at base. Paxillar area plane, except in center of disk
;
paxillae large

and crowded, arranged in not very regular transverse bands on ray,

4 of the series corresponding to the second and third superomar-

ginals. Pedicels cylindrical and slender, the crown very flaring and
floriform, consisting, on the larger paxillae of disk, of a peripheral

series of 10 to 16 terete, rather slender, round-tipped spinelets, en-

circling a central divaricate group of 5 to 12 similar but slightly

shorter ones. On the outer third of ray the paxillae have about

5 to 8 peripheral and usually only one central spinelet.

Superomarginals (48 in number) without special spines, except

sometimes a small tubercle on the first plate. They are wider than

long, and form a rounded dorsal margin to ray. On the proximal

half of ray the plates form more than half of the perpendicular

lateral face of ray and decrease gradually in height, at the same
time encroaching more and more upon the paxillar area, as the

tip of ray is approached. There is some variation in the propor-

tions of the superomarginal plates, but they are usually higher in

the larger specimens. The fascioles are rather wide and abrupt

between the plates ard have a slightly oblique trend instead of being
exactly transverse. Exposed surface of plates covered with close-

set, broadly lanceolate appressed granuliform spinelets with rounded
or bluntly pointo^ tips directed upward or distally.
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Inferomarginals not extending laterally beyond superomarginals.

Lateral spines 2, tapering and sharp, situated at outer end of

plate, the upper the longer and equal to a little over 2 plates in

length. Sometimes a third very much smaller spine is added at the

inner end of series but is not constant. Spaced from the lateral

spines, near inner end of plate and aboral margin is a smaller,

sharp, flattened appressed spine a little longer than its plate; at the

base of ray there are usually 1 to 3 additional similar spines

forming a series continuous with the lateral spines. If the number

of lateral spines is represented by Roman numerals and the acces-

sory actinal marginals by Arabic, the spine formula for the first

inferomarginal of type is 0+4 or 5 or I-|-4 or 5; for the second,

II+3 or 4; for the third II+2, 3, or 4; for the fourth, II+2, 3, or 4:

from here it is II+2 usually or in those specimens in which the

third small lateral is not developed, Il-fl. The inner actinal spinulo

usually disappears on the outer third of ray, while the accessory or

third lateral persists, if it happens to be present at the base of

ray. The spine formula for the outer third of ray is commonly
II+l, or II+O. The general surface of plates is armed with spaced

lanceolate sharp, or exceptionally, blunt flattened spinelets directed

outward, 2 to 4 being enlarged and forming a series adorally to

the lateral spines. These sharp spinules were not reckoned in the

above formulas, as they stand entirely out of line of the transverse

series.

Terminal plate rather small, about as wide as long with a notch

at both distal and proximal ends, between which runs a shallow

sulcus.

Adambulacral armature: (1) A furrow series of 3, the middle the

longest, curved, compressed but slender, with sharp edge toward fur-

row, the laterals a little shorter only slightly flattened, slenderer,

tapering, and pointed. (2) On the actinal surface, a longitudinal

series of 3, the median about as long as the middle furrow spine, flat-

tened and sharply or bluntly pointed, the laterals much slenderer,

and about two-thirds as long as the median. Sometimes only 2

stand in this series. Back of these, 3 or 4 much shorter and slenderer

spinules form a series or group. A large specimen (locality uncer-

tain) has all the subambulacrals flattened and round tipned, the en-

larged spine being spatulate. The first adambulacral is much com-

pressed and bears 2 transverse contiguous rows of numerous slender

spinules, and has no enlarged subambulacral, but the second plate,

although compressed somewhat, bears an enlarged spine.

Mouth plates narrow and small, each traversed by 2 parallel series

of spines ; the marginal Avith about 15, small slender spines or spin-

ules, similar to those of the first adambulacral, the inner 2, abruptly

enlarged, flattened, and round tipped. The superficial spinules are
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slightly longer and stouter and the inner spine of each series is some-

times enlarged (as in type) forming 2 tiers of teeth (3 to a plate) at

the inner angle.

Actinal intermediate plates 2 to 4, typically with a group of spine-

lets, the central ones sometimes coordinated to form a pedicellarian

apparatus.

Madreporic body oval, medium sized, obscured by paxillae, some of

which arise from its surface. It is situated less than its own dia-

meter from marginal plates.

Color in alcohol, sepia.

Variations and young.—A well-marked variety probably from
station 5134, 25 fathoms, perhaps deserve a name. It differs from
the typical form in having coarser, more squamiform and blunter

inferomarginal spinelets, 2 marginal spines, without a third smaller

one directly below and frequently only 1 spine on the actinal sur-

face of plate. As a result the inferomarginals appear less spiny.

The first superomarginals have a small tubercular or clavate spine at

the upper end, and the second and third plates show an incipient one.

The rays are very long, but all are incomplete. The proportions

would probably be: R=about 8 r.

Twenty-nine small specimens ranging in size from R=9.5 mm. to

R=19 mm., all from station 5182, seem to be a small variety of this

species, although at first they appear to be quite distinct. Coming
from shallow water they resemble more closely the aberrant example

from station 5134, but have much shorter rays. These small exam-

ples recall both Astropecte7i zebra and A. granulatiis^ but the distin-

guishing marks are given below.

The largest specimens have R=19 mm., r=5 mm., R=:3.8 r ; breadth

of ray at base, 5 to 6 mm. ; rays tapering evenly to pointed extremity

;

superomarginals about 20 to 24, forming a rounded bevel to margin,

and not encroaching upon paxillar area farther than in adult. Six-

teen specimens, ranging in size from R=9.5 mm. to R=19 mm. have

no sign of special superomarginal spines ; 6 specimens varying from

R, 17 to 19 mm., have a small tubercle on some but not all of the first

superomarginal plates ; 1 or 2 have tubercles on the second plates in

1 interbrachium; 7 examples of the same size have 2, 3, or 4 (more

often only 2) short tubercular superomarginal spines in each inte-

brachium. The specimens with R over 17 mm. have gonads fairly

well developed. The inferomarginal armature consists of 1 marginal

spine and a shorter companion, and a few specimens show the rudi-

ments of the actinal spines. The armature is similar to Sladen's

figure of A. granulatvs but the spinelets are slightly less squamiform.

Ten out of the 13 specimens with superomarginal spines have 2 pecti-

nate actinal intermediate pedicellariae, just back of the mouth plates.
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Of the 16 lacking superomarginal spines, only the 2 largest (R=19
mm.) have the pedicellariae; the other 14 (with R less than 14 mm.)

either lack the pedicellariae, or have them in a very incipient stage.

The outer row of subambulacral spinelets is lacking in these small

specimens, otherwise the armature is very similar to that of the large

examples. The paxillae have 1 or 2 central and 8 to 12 peripheral

spinelets, relatively shorter and stouter than in the adult. The ter-

minal plate has 4 terminal conical spinelets.

These small specimens differ from Astropecten granulatus in hav-

ing narrower superomarginals, which form a narrower border to

paxillar area, and distally narrower rays which taper evenly to a

point (not swollen) ; in having often small interbrachial supero-

marginal spines and large pectinate actinal interradial pedicellariae,

very much smaller mouth plates and a much slenderer terminal plate.

The inferomarginal armature is similar but the spinelets of granu-

latus as figured by Sladen are a little more squamiform.

The specimens with superomarginal spines might be taken for

A. zehra^ but they have narrower superomarginals, smaller paxillae,

fewer inferomarginal spines and less squamiform spinelets, smaller

mouth plates and a slightly different adambulacral armature.

Very j'oung monacanthus has the curious chaffy inferomarginal

spinelets of the adult, only one marginal spine, and the very char-

acteristic broad spatulate subambulacral spines. It lacks, of course,

the superomarginal spines.

It remains to add that one of the most striking features of this

species is the rapid increase in the length of ray relative to disk as

the animal grows. The smallest of the deep-water typical specimens

measures: R, 42 mm., r 7.5 mm., R=5.6 r; the next size has R, 52

mm.; r, 8 mm.; R=6.5 r. In the tyj)e R=7 r and in the large

shallow-water variety R= about 8 r.

Type.—Cat. No. 37005, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5393, between Samar and Masbate Islands,

Philippine Islands, 136 fathoms, hard sand.

Distrihution.—From Masbate Island, Philippine Islands, to Sulu

Archipelago, the last locality somewhat doubtful. Typical form in

108 to 136 fathoms, sand ; varieties in shallow water.

Specimens examined.—Typical, 4; from the type-locality, 3, and

1 from station 5212, between Masbate and Talajit Islands, Philip-

pine Islands, 108 fathoms, gray sand, mud.

Twenty-nine small specimens from station 5182, off eastern Panay,

24 fathoms, fine sand and mud. At this station were taken also

A. velitaris and A. monacanthus.

One large specimen, not typical, from station 5134, Sulu Archi-

pelago, near Basilan Island, 25 fathoms, fine sand; this locality is

marked doubtful.
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Remarks.—This species resembles most nearly Astropecten granu-

latus as redescribed by Sladen. The fully grown typical specimens

differ from granulatus in having much longer, narrower rays, a

different inferomarginal armature and smaller mouth plates. The

differences between the small specimens and granulatus have been

detailed under "Variations."

Astropecten notograptus Sladen from the Mergui Archipelago

bears some resemblance to the young of this species. Sladen 's type

measures E, 16.5 mm.; r, 6 mm. It differs, however, in having much
larger paxillae, with short granuliform armature, and broader su-

peromarginals (which, like some of the young eucnemis, have a

tubercle on the first member) ; in having the marginal plates and

ndambulacral armature very closely resembling that of young Astro-

pecten mvnacanfhus, even to the characteristic spatulate subambula-

cral spines. The inferomarginal spinelets are, therefore, very

squamiform. In fact, notograptus is extremely close to monacanthus.

This species falls in the monocanthus group of Doderlein, who
subdivides the section on the presence of inferomarginal spines on

the aboral edge of the plate {granulatus, orientalis) ; or on the ab-

sence of such spines (or "mit undeutlichen Stachelen—die ersten 2

Flatten konnen kurze Stacheln tragen"). The second subsection

includes monacanthus, notograptus, granulatus, indicus, honnieri,

sarasinorum new, malayanvs new, umhrinus, pusillus. A. eucnemis,

with its long rays and inferomarginal spines, is quite distinct from

either orientalis (having broad, heavy superomarginal plates) or

granulatus.
ASTROPECTEN EREMICUS Fisher.

Plate 13, fig. 2; plate 15, figs. 3, 3a-e.

Astropecten eremicus Fishee, 1913a, p. 605.

—

Doderlein, 1917, pp. 50, 175.

Diagnosis.—Disk small, rays flexible and fairly long; relation of

R to r variable, in type, 11=51 mm., r=9 mm., R=5.66 r; breadth

of ray at base, 11 mm. Paxillae small, not crowded, and with few

spinelets; abactinal spiniform pedicellariae ; superomarginals un-

armed, wholly abactinal; inferomarginals extending laterally bej^ond

superomarginals; lateral spines 2, the upper the longer, and equal-

ing about 2.5 plates in length, and in addition an actinal marginal

spine near the adambulacral plates (on proximal half of ray)
;

adambulacral plates with 4 or 5 slender furrow spines, and 5 or 6

similar subambulacral spines in 2 longitudinal series; sometimes a

prominent subambulacral pedicellaria with 4 to 6 spiniform jaws is

present.

Descrijjtion.—Paxillar area narrow on ray. Paxillae small and

spaced, with slender, relatively high pedicels bearing a few cylin-

drical delicate blunt membrane invested spinelets, slightly shorter
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to slightly longer than pedicel, the whole about 1 mm. high. Each

paxilla has a broadly elliptical base and 5 to 8 spinelets, of which one

usually occupies the center, except on the distal half of the ray, where

the paxillae are smaller, and have 4 or 5 spinelets, or at tip as few

as 2. There is usually, but not always, a slight prominence at center

of disk. The papulae extend about half the length of ray. Scat-

tered over abactinal surface are fairly numerous pedicellariae borne

on special plates, and Avith usually 4 spiniform jaws nearly as thick

as the pedicel of a paxilla.

Superomarginals (36 to 38) dorsal in position (the upper ends of

the inferomarginals forming the margin to ray) and forming a con-

spicuous, slightly rounded border to the paxillar area. The plates

are proximally wider than long but on outer portion become slightly

longer than wide. They bear no special spines but are covered with

slightly spaced lanceolate pulpy spinelets very sharp on central por-

tion of plate (where they are directed toward end of ray), but blunt

on the edge. Here they close over the deep fasciolar grooves, lined

with capillary spinelets. As in the case of the paxillae, the calcareous

spinelet is really very delicate and the various proportions and shapes

of the superomarginal papillae are due to the membranous invest-

ment.

Terminal plate fairly large, notched at tip and with deeply con-

cave margin toward paxillar area. The surface is covered with

minute spinelets, and in addition 8 needlelike spines, 4 on either

side at the tip, the 2 central ones of each series being the longest, and

usually a little longer than the plate, as seen from side.

Inferomarginals extending laterally beyond superomarginals about

half the width of the latter and forming a beveled border to actinal

surface. The width of the plates equals about the length of 2, in-

cluding the fasciolar groove. General surface covered with large

spaced pulpy lanceolote spinelets which abactinally become much

smaller and grade into the superomarginal spinelets. These spinelets

are directed outward and aborally, and are usually sharp, except at

inner end of plate. Lateral spines, usually 2, the outer and upper (on

the upper end of plate) the longer (equaling 2.5 plates in length)

tapering, flattened, and very sharp. The second, about two-thirds to

three-fourths the length of the first, is spaced from it slightly, and

is much slenderer and more nearly cylindrical, although flattened

obviously at the base. Rarely a smaller spine makes a third in this

series. Rather nearer the inner edge of plate than base of second

lateral spine, is a much shorter and more delicate spine, which is

well-developed only on the proximal half of the ray. It is analogous

to the inner inferomarginal spine of A. phragmorus.

Ambulacral furrow wide; tube feet large, with sharp point.

Adambulacral plates with wide sutures and strongly convex furrow
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margin, which bears (instead of the usual number of 3) 4 or 5 long,

slender, tapering, pointed, membrane-invested spines, that on the

apex of the angle the longest and a trifle flattened. The subambu-

lacral spines are slightl}'' shorter, and although the calcareous por-

tion is slender and needlelike, the light brown pulpy, translucent

investment is swollen (as in all the other actinal spinelets), so that

the spinelets appear to be stout clavate, and pointed. There are

usually about 5 (as many as 7) in 2 longitudinal series, or less often

irregularly placed. A variable number of plates (for instance 5 to

7 on either side of a furrow) bear a conspicuous conical pedicellaria

with 4 to 6 lanceolate spiniform jaws, very much stouter, but shorter,

than the subambulacral spines, which the pedicellaria partly or

wholly replaces on its particular plate. These pedicellariae are simi-

lar to those on the paxillar area. The first adambulacral is con-

siderably compressed and often bears a pedicellaria.

Actinal intermediate plates very few (about 6) their 5 or 6 spine-

lets coordinated to form a pedicellarian apparatus similar to those of

the adambulacral plates. Occasionally the spinelets are not quite so

specialized, as if in a transition stage from a low paxilla to a

pedicellaria.

The combined mouth plates narrow, but 4 enlarged teeth at

inner angle (the 2 median the longer), and 3 or 4 spines of

about the same size at the outer angle of each plate. Between the

two groups, the plates are covered with smaller spinelets, the super-

ficial the largest, those toward edge decreasing in size. On either

side of the median suture on some plates these spinelets are arranged

in a fairly regular series, with about 2 additional irregular series

toward the margin. The true marginal spinelets are small, save for

the teeth, and form an angular series, with the angle at the inner end
of the plate near the teeth. The armature of the mouth plates is

rather confused and irregular. The enlarged outer superficial spines

are characteristic.

Madreporic body small and partly or wholly hidden by paxillae.

It is situated close to the superomarginal plates, 'sometimes nearly

touching them, sometimes its own diameter distant. The striae are

few, coarse, and are nearly parallel with interradial line.

The general color is a light brown, darkest on the actinal surface,

or a washed-out yellow ochre. In the darker specimens the color is

lodged in the epidermis investing the spinelets.

Type.—C?it. No. 30511, U.S.N.M.
Type-locality.—Station 5491, Surigao Sea, between Leyte and

Mindanao, 736 fathoms, green mud and coral.

Distribution.—Off southern Luzon to Surigao Sea, between Leyte
and Mindanao, 530 to 736 fathoms.
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Specimens examined.—Ten from the following Philippine locali-

ties:

Station 5219, between Marinduque and Luzon, 530 fathoms, green

mud; 2 specimens.

Station 5491, Surigao Sea, between Leyte and Mindanao, 736

fathoms, green mud, coral; 1 specimen.

Station 5492, Surigao Sea, between Leyte and Mindanao, 735

fathoms, gray mud; 3 specimens.

Station 5494, Surigao Sea, between Leyte and Mindanao, 678

fathoms, green mud, sand ; 4 specimens.

Remarks.—Astropecten eremicus resembles in general appearance

A. luzonicus and A. tenellus, from which it differs in the entire ab-

sence of superomarginal spines, in regularly having 4 or 5 fur-

row spines, as well as in several special features detailed under

each of the above species. The absence of superomarginal spines and
the presence of abactinal, actinal intermediate, and subambulacral

pediceilariae will suffice to distinguish ereTnicus from A. griegi

Koehler, also a deep-water species with slender rays. There is a

great resemblance between eremicus and A. puslllulus Fisher from

the Hawaiian group. Both have slender rays, and the same type of

slender spinelets with a brownish pulpy investment. Pusillulus has

but 3 furrow spines, the median stouter and wider than in eremi-

cus, being much flattened; paxillae with lower pedicel and shorter

spinelets; no actinal inferomarginal spine in addition to the two lat-

eral spines (except sometimes on the first 2 or 3 plates) ; shorter

rays and relatively larger disk. Pusillulus lacks abactinal pedi-

ceilariae, but has adambulacral and actinal intermediate ones

similar to those of eremicus. I think the two species are closely re-

lated. (See Fisher 1906, p. 1008, pi. 1, fig. 3, pi. 2, fig. 4. 4a-&.)

ASTROPECTEN LUZONICUS Fisher.

Plate 12, fig. 2 ;
plate 13, fig. 3 ;

plate 14, figs. 4, 4a-b.

Astropecten luzonicus Fisher, 1913a, p. 606.

—

Doderlein, 1917, pp. 50, 175.

Diagnosis.—Similar to A. eremicus, but with longer, narrower-

rays; a small tubercular spine on the first few superomarginal

plates ; only 3 furrow spines beyond the first 5 or 6 plates ; armature

of each mouth plate in 2 regular longitudinal series. Disk very

small, rays long, slender, and very flexible; paxillar area narrow;

paxillae small, delicate; lateral spines 2 or 3; furrow spines 3;

subambulacrals 2 to 4, none enlarged.

Type, E=68 mm., r=9 mm., R=7.55 r ; breadth of ray at base, 9 to

10 mm.
Description.—Paxillae small and spaced, very similar to those of

Astropecten eremicus, having a slender pedicel, capped by 5 to
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8 slender, blunt membrane-invested spinelets, as long as or slightly

longer than the pedicel, which springs from a broadly elliptical

base—one conspicuously larger than the caliber of the pedicel.

Paxillae fairly uniform in size except on low eminence in center of

disk, and far along ray, where they are smaller and lower, those on

the outer third of ray having 5 to 2 spinelets. Papulae absent

from center of disk and median area of ray. They extend along

either side of the ray in a narrow band as far as the middle. The
paxillar area is narrow, beyond the middle occupying but a little

over the median third of the entire width of ray. Pedicellariae,

similar to those of eremicus^ but smaller, are present among the paxil-

lae, but are very few and inconspicuous.

Superomarginal plates, about 55 to each side of the ray, similar

to those of A. eremicus in form and position, but the central spine-

lets are not sharp and squamiform as in eremicus; rather, they are

blunt and clavate, or cylindrical.

The first 5 to 10 plates bear, at the upper end of the plate, slightly

spaced from the inner edge, a small upright conical, sharp, tubercular

spine. This rapidly decreases in size and merges into the spinelets,

and may be lacking on the first superomarginal.

Terminal plate similar to that of A. eremicus^ with 2 to 4 slender

spines on either side of the tip.

Inferomarginal folates similar to those of A. eremicus^ forming

the margin of ray and covered with coarse, spaced, sharp pulpy

spinelets. Lateral spines, 3 proximally and 2 distally, the upper, the

longer and stouter, being sharp, flattened and narrowly lanceolate.

The others are narrower and shorter, the lowest (when there are 3)

being the smallest. In some specimens only the first few plates have

3 lateral spines, the rest having 2; and one large specimen (station

5363) has only 2 throughout. The small spine near the inner end of

the plates of A. eremicus is lacking except rarely on the first 2 or 3

plates. Six or 8 plates, scattered throughout each side of the ray of

type, bear a large spiniform pedicellaria with 4 to 6 jaws near the

inner end. This is either absent or of very rare occurrence in the

other specimens.

Adambulacral plates with 3 furrow spines (except on first 5 to

7 plates where there are 4), the middle spine conspicuously the larger,

blunt, flattened, and saberlike, the laterals slenderer, subterete, and

pointed. The actinal surface of the plate, which is not extensive,

bears 2 to 4 shorter, sharp spinelets in 1 or 2 series; none of them are

especially enlarged, so that they are subequal, or one on outer part of

plate may be much smaller.

Owing to the pulpy investment the caliber of the subambulacrals

is variable—sometimes slender, sometimes stout. No subambulacral

pedicellariae.
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Actinal intermediate plates 5 or 6, each with a spiniform pedicel-

laria with 4 to 6 jaws.

Mouth plates similar to those of A. eremicus but the spines in two

definite, regular longitudinal series to each plate, not irregular.

Marginal series angular with 7 or 8 spines, slightly shorter than the

lateral furrow spines, the 2 inner abruptly enlarged to form stout,

blunt teeth; the series is continued adjacent to first adambulacral in

about 5 little spinelets. The superficial series contains 7 or 8 much
thicker, bluntly pointed, lanceolate spines (in line with the inner

tooth) the outer 1 or 2 slightly enlarged.

Madreporic body near to but not touching superomarginals. It

is small, partly obscured, and crossed by few, coarse striae radiating

from the middle of the adcentral side.

Color in alcohol, bleached yellowish or brownish.

Variations.—The chief variations in armature have already been

indicated. It remains only to point out that the smaller specimens

have relatively shorter rays, although still slender. A specimen from

station 5112 measures as follows: E=35 mm., r=6 mm., R=:5.8 r;

breadth of ra}^ at base, 6 mm.
Type.—C^ii No. 30512, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5112, Balayan Bay, southern Luzon, 177

fathoms, dark green mud. bottom temperature 52.4° F.

Distrihution.—Off southern Luzon, Philippine' Islands.

Specimens examined.—Seven from the following stations:

Station 5111, Balayan Bay, southern Luzon, 236 fathoms, green

mud ; 1 specimen.

Station 5112, same locality, 117 fathoms, dark green mud; 4

specimens.

Station 5363, same locality, 180 fathoms; 1 specimen.

Station 5365, same locality, 214 fathoms; 1 specimen.

Remarks.—This species, while resembling Astropecten eremicus^

differs in having longer and slenderer rays, small tubercular spines

on the first few superomarginal plates, only three furrow spines, no

adambulacral pedicellariae, mouth plates with two regular length-

wise series of spines, no small spine near the inner end of the infero-

marginal plates, very few abactinal pedicellariae, terete, or clavate

spinelets on the surface of the superomarginal plates. The mouth

spines are not irregular, but arranged in two regular longitudinal

series on each plate.

ASTROPECTEN TENELLUS Fisher.

Plate 11, figs. 1, 2 ;
plate 15, figs. 1, la-b.

Astropecten tenellus Fisher, 1913o, p. 606.—Doderlein, 1917, pp. 50, 176.

Diagnosis.—Very similar to Astropecten griegi Koehler, from

which it differs in having a few abactinal pedicellariae among the
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paxillae; in lacking a special spine on the distal siiperomarginals; in

having very sharp, flattened inferomarginal spinelets, and proximally

several spinules along the aboral edge of the inferomarginal plates

ventral to the lateral spines; in having the median furrow spine con-

spicuously flattened, not cylindrical; in having proximally adam-
bulacral pedicellariae. Disk small, rays long and slender. R=108
mm., r=10 mm., R=10.8 r ; breadth of ray at base, 11 mm. A smaller

specimen, however, measures as follows: R=4:8 mm., r=:6 mm.,
R=8 r.

Descnption.—Paxillar area very narrow on rays, as is griegi.

Paxillae fairly compact, with a rather stout pedicel surmounted by

a tuft of delicate, cylindrical, blunt spinelets slightly longer to

slightly shorter than the pedicel. Commonly there is a central

spinelet surrounded by 8 to 12 on the periphery of pedicel; far

along the ray the paxillae become lower, and the spinelets are fewer.

There are a few pedicellariae with about 4 upright spiniform jaws,

shorter than the paxillae, scattered over disk and proximal portion

of ray.

Superomarginals forming a conspicuous arched bevel to abactinal

area, dorsal in position, proximally wider than long, distally longer

than wide, covered with small, spaced, bluntly pointed spinelets

usually a little larger, more squamiform, and appressed on center

of plate. In griegi these spinelets are extremely short in the median
region, becoming longer toward the transverse margins; in tenellus

they are the reverse. The plates bear a tapering, slightly flattened,

sharp spine about as long as the plate on the upper (or inner) end

and aboral margin. Rarely there are 2 spines. This spine is lacking

from the terminal fourth or fifth of the ray. In griegi the spine

seems to continue to the end of the ray.

Inferomarginals covered with coai'se, lanceolate, mucronate, squami-

form appressed spinelets. or in small specimens with slenderer, more
terete, and pointed ones. They bear 3 or 4 conspicuous, slender,

flattened, sharp, lateral spines placed as in griegi at the upper end

of plate along the aboral edge ; and continuing this series to the inner

end of plate are, on the proximal plates, 3 to 5 shorter, slenderer,

spinules evidently enlarged from the spinelets covering the plate.

Distally these spinules are scarcelj'^ more than slightly enlarged

spinelets, and are fcAv in number and of irregular occurrence.

Adambulacral plates well spaced and rather short. Furrow spines

3, rather long, the median slightly the longest, flattened, saber-shaped

and pointed, the other two more cylindrical, slenderer, tapering, and

pointed. Subambulacral spines: Back of the furrow series, a

slightly oblique longitudinal series of 3, the aboral the largest, and

usually longer than the median furrow spine; the others are decreas-

ingly shorter. Back of these there are 3 to 5 shorter, slender spinules

13434—Bull. 100—19 7
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either in a series or irregularly placed, which grade the spinulation

of the adambiilacrals into that of the inferomarginals. Sometimes

the enlarged subambulacral stands on the furrow margin, appearing

to form one of the furrow series. A few proximal plates may have

4 furrow spines (not counting a subambulacral out of position). In

a specimen from station 5518 the first and second plates bear a con-

spicuous conical subambulacral pedicellaria composed of about 6

spines. The type has 1 or 2 and a cotype has several, so that it

seems to be a constant character.

The actinal intermediate plates are few and bear a tuft of spine-

lets about as long as the outer subambulacrals or a conical spiniform

pedicellaria. Pedicellariae are not mentioned in the description of

gHegi.

The armature of the mouth plates (which are of the type of

eremicus and luzonicus) consists of a marginal series of 7 or 8, in-

creasing in length toward the inner end of the plate—the combined

plates having either 4 or 6 enlarged, blunt teeth. The superficial

spines are not in regular series, are numicrous, and coarse. They cor-

respond to about 2 series.

Madreporic body less than its own diameter distant from supero

marginal plates and nearly obscured by paxillae.

Type.—Q^i. No. 30513, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5453, Albay Gulf, east coast of southern

Luzon, 146 fathoms.

Distribution.—Southern Luzon to Mindanao Sea, Philippine Is-

lands, 146 to 200 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Eight ; 4 from the type-locality ; 2 from

station 5518, Mindanao Sea, off Point Tagolo, Mindanao, 200 fathom.-.

gray mud, globigerina, bottom temperature, 54° F. ; and 2 from

station 5268, Batangas Bay, Luzon, 170 fathoms, sand and shells.

Eeinarhs.—The differences between this species and A. griegi (Bay

of Bengal, Indian Ocean, 130 to 464 fathoms) have been mentioned

in the diagnosis and description. It differs from A. eremicus in

having much longer, slenderer raj^s, superomarginal spines, only 3

furrow spines, and an enlarged subambulacral spine; and from

luzonicus in having the superomarginal spines extending far along

ray, not confined to the base: in having laiger paxillae, fe^er sub-

ambulacral spines, of which 1 is enlarged, no inferomarginal pedi-

cellariae, a few proximal subambulacral pedicellariae, and a row of

accessorj'^ inferomarginal spinules, below the lateral spines. The

superficial mouth spines are more numerous, and not in a single,

regular series, as in luzonicus.

Astropecten imhellis Sladen from 100 fathoms off Tablas Island,

Philippine group, is a young form : Of the 4 species eremicus^ luzon-

icus. tenellus, and pedicellaris I think it can be confused only with
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tenellus^ which it resembles in having the superomarginal spines

extending as far as the middle of ray. This would cut out eremicics,

which entirely lacks superomarginal spines, and luzonicus, in which
the spines occur only at the base of ray. If, however, a small speci-

men of luzonicus (R.=30 mm., r=6 mm., R=5 r) only slightly

larger than Sladen's type is compared with his figures and descrip-

tion the following additional differences are evident. In luzonicus

the rays are much slenderer, the paxillar area narrower, and such

superomarginal spines as are present, shorter. There are 2, not 3 or 4,

lateral spines, the superficial mouth spines are conspicuously stouter

than the lateral marginals and in a single series. The median furrow
spine is strongly compressed and longer than the laterals.

There is a specimen of tenellus with E = 22 mm., r=^4.5 mm.,
R=slightly less than 5 r. (In imhellis R:=:24 mm., r=7 mm.,
E = 3.43 r.) The rays of tenellus are longer and slenderer than
those, of imhellis. even though the specimen is smaller, the paxillar

area is relatively narrower, one of the subambulacral spines is con-

spicuously enlarged and all are longer than in imhellis, interradial

pedieellariae are present, and the inferomarginal spinelets are spaced,

sparser, sharp, and closely appressed. The aboral line of accessory

spinules characteristic of the adult has begun to develop.

The numerous pedieellariae of pedicellaris, as well as its propor-

tions and adambulacral armature will serve to distinguish it from
imbellis.

ASTROPECTEN PEDICELLARIS Fisher.

Plate 12, fig. 1; plate ]3, fig. 4; plate 15, figs. 2, 2a-e.

Astropecten pedicellaris Fishek, 1913a, p. 607.

—

Dodeklein, 1917, pp. 50, 176.

Diagnosis.—Similar in general appearance to A. tenellus, but dif-

fering in having abundant abactinal and adambulacral pedieellariae

as well as pedieellariae on superomarginal and inferomarginal plates,

smaller paxillae, narrower superomarginal plates, and more promi-

nent lateral spines, which are 4 in number, except on outer third

of ray, where 3 are present. Eays long and slender; paxillar

area narrow. E=:T4 mm., r=9 mm., E=8.2 r; breadth of ray at

base, 9 to 10 mm.
Description.—Paxillae similar to those of A. ej^emicus. Spinelets

terete, blunt, usually as long as or a trifle longer than pedicel; and
on the largest paxillae of interradial areas there is 1 central

spinelet and 9 or 10 in a peripheral series; halfway along ray there

are 6 or 7 in a peripheral series and no central spinelet. Scattered

over the paxillar area are numerous conical pedieellariae with 3 to 6

blunt, tapering, spiniform jaws which are slightly longer than the

pedicels of paxillae.
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Superomarginals, 43 to 44 (on longest ray), slightly longer than

wide, except at base of ray, and covered with short spinelets, slightly

flattened, lanceolate, and blunt on center of plate, slenderer and

terete at sides. Each plate on the proximal three-fourths of ray

bears, at the upper end slightly aborally from center, a conical sharp

spine (as in t&nellus)^ about as long as the plate. Most of the

plates bear also, near the center, a low, dome-shaped, fasciculate,

pedicellaria composed of 4 to 8 slightly modified stubby spinelets.

These pedicellariae are somewhat irregular in position and 2 are

occasionally present. Their spinelets are thicker tlian the neighbor-

ing spinelets.

The inferomarginals extend laterally beyond th^ superomarginals

defining the border of ray, as in eremicus, lusonicus, and tenellus.

Lateral spines 4, or 3 on outer third, slender, tapering, sharp, and

sometimes slightly curved ; and, in addition, the plates of the proxi-

mal third continue the series to the inner end of plate, with 1 or 2

shorter, slenderer, but well-developed spinules. The uppermost

spine, or the second, is the longest and proximally equals 2.5 plates.

The spinelets of the inferomarginals are coarse, tapering, and bluntly

pointed. Most of the proximal plates bear a small fasciculate pedi-

cellaria at the upper end, near the base of the first spine ; and on the

ventral surface of nearly all the plates are 1 to 3 similar but larger

pedicellariae.

Adambulacral armature: (1) Furrow spines, 3, the median com-

pressed and thin, with a rounded, or blunt, point, the laterals a trifle

shorter, tapering, and much slenderer. (2) On the actinal surface,

back of the furrow series, a series of 2 or 3 spines similar to those of

tenellus, the aboral member enlarged, tapering, slender, flattened,

blunt-pointed and a little longer than median furrow spine; behind

these are 3 to 5 shorter spines. Instead of this arrangement, many
plates have the subambulacrals nearly equal and grouped to form a

pedicellaria. In this case the spines are especially modified and

encircle a pit in the plate; jaws usually 4 to 6. Earely the 2 lateral

furrow spines form part of the pedicellaria, there being then only the

median left. On some plates simply the outermost 3 or 4 spines form

a small pedicellaria. Almost all possible combinations occur.

Mouth plates narrow, as in the foregoing species. Spines irregular.

There are 4 teeth at the inner end of the combined mouth plates;

marginal spines small, forming an angular irregular series. Super-

ficial spines forming an irregular crowded series along either side of

the suture, the outer 1 or 2 of each series being enlarged.

Actinal intermediate plates few and armed with a fasciculate

pedicellaria, with 4 to 6 slender jaws, and with several additional

spinelets at the base.
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Madreporic body hemispherical, small, about its own diameter

distant from margin, and traversed by few course, irregular striae

parallel to interradial line.

Type.—C^t. No. 30514, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5424, Sulu Sea, off Cagayan Island, Caga-

yanes Islands, 340 fathoms, coral sand, bottom temperature 50.4°

F. ; 1 specimen.

DistHhution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This form seems to be most closely allied to A. tenellus,

which it resembles in having long rays, superomarginal spines on all

but the distalmost superomarginals, and rather numerous subambu-

lacral spines, of which 1 is enlarged. The general appearance of

the two species is much alike. It differs from tenellus in having

abundant abactinal and adambulacral pedicellariae, and pedicellariae

on the superomarginal and inferomarginal plates; in having smaller

paxillae, narrower superomarginal plates, less appressed, less flat-

tened, and shorter superomarginal spinelets, and longer and more

bristling lateral spines. In tenellus there are usually 3 of these,

but in pedicellari-s there are 4, except far along ray, and these 4 are

nearer of a size than in tenellus. The presence of numerous pedi-

cellariae on the adambulacrals alters the armature of those particu-

lar plates, but otherwise the arrangement of spines is much alike.

The enlarged spine is relatively a little shorter in pedicellaris.

Pedicellar'is differs from griegl in the presence of pedicellariae,

which are entirely lacking in that species, and, in addition, in having

no spine on the distal superomarginals, and in having a compressed

median furrow spine.

From eremicus^ pedicellaris differs in having longer rays, supero-

marginal spines and pedicellariae, only 3 furrow spines, an en-

larged subambulacral, more numerous lateral spines and abundant

inferomarginal pedicellariae. From luzonicus it differs in having

superomarginal spines far along ray, superomarginal pedicellariae,

more abundant abactinal pedicellariae, more numerous lateral spines,

pedicellariae on the upper end of inferomarginals, more numerous

superomarginal spines far along ray, superomarginal pedicellariae,

ppines. Luzonicus^ tenellus^ pedicellans^ and griegi are long-rayed

forms; eremicus has much shorter rays while retaining the same

general facies. It is possible that tenellus, pedicellaris, and griegi

are forms of the same species, as they are similar in general appear-

ance and in certain details, as for example in the arrangement of the

adambulacral spines, and the presence of an enlarged subambulacral

spine. Griegi, however, lacks pedicellariae, and scA'eral other differ-

ences have been listed above. It is not possible to solve the question

with the available material.
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Genus CTENOPLEURA Fisher.

Ctenoplcura Fisher, 1913a, p. COS. Type, C. astropectinides.

Diagnosis.—Allied to Astropecten, but differing in having the

gonads in a crowded series parallel to the marginal plates, and
extending about a third the length of ray; inferomarginal plates

with a lateral, oblique, compact comb of 3 to 5, usually 4, slender

api^ressed spines, closely resembling the lateral comb of Perse-

phonaster, and in addition 1 to 5 flattened, appressed spines on the

actinal surface; adambulacral plates Avith usually 4 or 5 furrow

spines (or, on the second and third plates, sometimes 6 or 7) in-

stead of 3, the usual number in Astropecten; subambulacral spines

small, none enlarged ; often a fasciculate subambulacral pedicellaria

is present ; Polian vesicles 5. Other characters as in Astropecten.

Remarks.—This genus includes also Astropecten ludwigi de Loriol,

of Japan, in which the gonads are arranged in series extending

about a third the length of the ray. In Astropecten the gonads form

a single tuft on each side of the interbrachial septum. C. ludwigi

is rather closely related to C. astropectinides. Both have the general

appearance of Astropecten^ although the armature of the marginal

plates is more like that of Persephonaster. A few species of Astro-

pecten have 4 or 5 furrow spines proximally, but the usual number
is 3. Many species of Astropecten have 6 Polian vesicles, but I am
not certain that the character is of generic value.

The arrangement of the gonads in series will separate Ctenopleura

from Leptxjchaster.^ Bathyhiaster., Psilaster., Blakiaster Astrofnesites,

Ctenophoraster, Persephonaster, Tritona^ter, and Patagiaster. The
very restricted development of the actinal intermediate plates will

at once distinguish it from other Astropectinidae having serially ar-

ranged gonads, such as Anthosticte., Tethyaster^ Thrissacanthias.,

Dipsacaster., and Plutonaster. The armature of the marginals will

separate Ctenopleura from LoncJwtaster and Ripaster in which the

gonads are not described, while Sideriaster and Moiraster are distin-

guished by their large actinal interradial areas. Among the more

nearly related genera some further differences may be enumerated.

Persephonaster lacks the very angular astropectinoid adambulacral

plates and has an angular series of mouth spines high in the furrow,

while BlaMaster has pseudopaxillae and an odd interradial series

of actinal intermediate plates. ThriHsacanthias differs in having

an enlarged subambulacral spine and a less angular furrow series.
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CTENOPLEURA ASTROPECTINIDES Fisher.

Plate 16, figs. 1, la-c ; plate 17, fig. 3 ; plate 18, fig. 2.

Ctenopleura a.-^tropectinidcs Fisher, 1915«, p. 60S.

Astropecten astropectmides Doderlein, 1917. pp. 46, 62, 166.

Diagnosis.—Eelated to O. ludwigi (de Loriol),^ but differing in

having longer, narrower raj^s, shorter, stouter, superomarginal spines

confined to marginal angle of ray, strongly 4-lobed abactinal plates

on papular areas, and fewer actinal inferomarginal spines. R=
129 mm.. r=25 mm., R=5 r. ; breadth of ray at base, 28 mm. Disk
small, rays long, narrow, very gradually tapering to a bluntly

pointed extremity; abactinal integument thin, paxillae, tall, spaced,

bearing a compact upright group of 10 to 15 subequal, terete, slender,

blunt spinelets varying from slightly shorter to slightly longer than

the cylindrical, barrel-shaped, or compressed pedicels; superomar-

ginals encroaching conspicuously upon abactinal area, the dorsal

face tumid and about twice as wide as the lateral ; marginal area of

plates covered with short, slender, crowded spinelets, becoming coarse

roundish granules on the summit of median transverse tumidity,"

the angle between lateral and dorsal facets bearing a transverse series

of 2 to 4 short conical spinules; the first and the 3 or 4 last plates

without spinules; inferomarginals proximally as wide as length of

3, slightly arched but actinal surface not at all strongb/ beveled;

outer end armed with oblique comb of 4 slender, sometimes slightly

curved, closely placed, appressed spines, the lov/est or next to lowest

the longest, and about 1.5 to 1.75 plates in length; spaced from these

are proximally 2 spaced flattened sharp spines nearly as long as

longest lateral spine; general surface covered with squamiform spine-

lets often spatulate in form ; adambulacral plates with 4, proximally

5 or 6 (distally sometimes 3), rather long, flattened spines, the lat-

erals subtruncate or round tipped; subambulacral spinelets proxi-

mally 12 to 16, subequal, slender, often flattened, and only about half

as long as median furrow spine ; most of the plates with a conspicuous

fasciculate pedicellaria, made up of 6 or 8 of the subambulacral
spines.

Descrijdion.—Paxillae fairly large, not crowded, but on the con-

trary rather spaced, especially on the disk, and arranged in slightly

oblique transverse scries, 5 or 6 of which correspond to the length

of 2 superomarginals at base of ray. The paxillae are slightly

smaller on the center of disk, and along the midradial line they are

often very strongly compressed and larger than at either side. The
pedicel is rather tall, subcylindrical, a trifle swollen at the middle,

^Astropecten ludirifjt de Loriol, M^m. soc. phys. et d'hist. nat. G(5n&ve, vol. ">:',, pt. L*.

No. 1. p. 21, pi. 2, fig. 4. (Tago, Jap<ln.)
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sometimes as mentioned above, more or less compressed, so as to be

elliptical in cross-section. In the type the paxillae of the disk are

about 3 mm. high, including the tuft of cylindrical spinelets, which

vary from slightly shorter to slightly longer than the pedicel. In a

specimen from station 5392 the pedicels on the disk, except near

the extreme margin, are longer than the spinelets. The larger

jDaxillae of the disk have 10 to 15 subequal, blunt, slender spinelets,

usually standing erect in a compact group ; when dried the spinelets

become sharper.

The plates of the papular area have a very characteristic form,

which may be described as 4-lobed, the 2 lobes on the axis of the

oblique transverse series being pointed, while the other 2 lobes are

considerably broader and truncate. The plates do not touch, except

sometimes near the margin, and most of them have a slight sub-

conical or keellike elevation near or at the center. There are 6

papulae around each plate. Along a median radial area (about half

as wide as either lateral papular area) and the center of disk the

plates are irregularly subcircular to broadly elliptical and 1.5 to

2 times as broad as the lobed plates. This area is free from papulae,

and the plates are spaced one-half to a little more than their own

diameter. In C. ludioigi the plates of the papular area are only

slightly or not at all lobed. The lobes are best marked on the outer

part of the ray, the plates of the proximal portion being subcircular,

with indications of 4 to 6 scallops on the margin.

Superomarginal plates, 48 or 49 in type, former much as in A.

ludwigi, with a broad dorsal face passing by an abrupt rounded angle

into the lateral face, which is about half the width of the dorsal.

The exposed surface of the plate is decidedly convex along the me-

dian transverse line, this fact and the armature giving the species

somewhat the appearance of a Persephonaster. The marginal area

of the plate is covered w^ith delicate, blunt, closely placed spinelets,

which decrease in length toward the median transverse area, where

the armature is in the form of coarse, rounded granules, which in-

crease in size from the inner edge of the plate toward the lateral

angle of the ray, these becoming more or less conical and sometimes

squamiform around the base of 2 to 4 short, conical, stout spinules

which form a transverse series or a group. These correspond

to the superomarginal spines of Z. ludwigi, but are more closely

bunched on the margin of the ray. Sometimes a smaller, thick,

granuliform, conical spinolet is found spaced from the others toward

the inner margin of the plate, or a line of two or three such, espe-

cially on the second to fourth plates. The first plate lacks spines.

On the outer third of the ray the granules cover most of the exposed

surface, but as the middle of the ray is gpproached the granular area

becomes narrower and the plates slightly more tumid. The last 4
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or 5 plates seem to lack spines, A specimen from station 5392 has

usually but 1 spine on the angle between the lateral and dorsal

facets of the plate, except on the first 2 and last 4, where there

are none; a few plates have 2, and the spinelets are not so granuli-

form on the central area as in type. Terminal plate wider than long,

with a notch at the distal and proximal border, connected by a

shallow sulcus.

Inferomarginals in general similar to those of A. ludwigi, the

actinal surface proximally about as wide as length of 3 plates, the

width gradually decreasing until distally it equals length of 2 plates.

The rounded outer end of the plate bears, as in licdwigi, an oblique

appressed vertical comb of 4 closely placed, slender, sharp, slightly

flattened spines, the lowest or sometimes the next to lowest the longest

and a little over one and a half plates in length, the uppermost about

half to two-thirds as long. This comb is precisely similar to the

lateral comb of Persephonastcr. On the actinal surface of the plate

and near the aboral margin, well spaced from the lateral comb, are

proximally 2 flattened, appressed, sharp, well-spaced spines, varying

from two-thirds to three-fourths the length of the longest lateral

spine. On the outer half of the ray there is one only, about halfway

between the inner end of the plate and the lower end of lateral comb.

In one of the specimens from station 5392 there is but one actinal

spine throughout the ray. The surface of the plate is covered with

obovate spatulate squamules, usually round tipped, but becoming
pointed at the base of the lateral comb.

Actinal intermediate plates extending to the fourth inferomarginal

in type, there being 7 or 8 plates in a single row on each ra3\ The
plates are covered with slender papilliform spinelets and 1 to 4 in

each series has a central lanceolate appressed spinule. Occasionally

the proximal plate bears a fasciculate spiniform pedicellaria.

Adambulacral armature very similar to that of C. ludwigi. Plates

wider than long, placed obliquely, and with a salient furrow angle,

bearing usually 4 strongly flattened furrow spines, the median
tapering slightly and with its edge to the furrow, but the later-

als truncate, and usually decidedly broader at the apex than base.

The second to eighth plates are fewer, have 5 furrow spines,

and in 1 specimen occasionally 6. Most of the plates of the type

have 4 furrow spines, the laterals successively slightly shorter

than the median. When there are 4 spines, 1 lateral is aboral

to the apex spine and 2 adoral. On the outer third of the ray
the adoral spine sometimes stands slightly back from the margin,
leaving 3. In a specimen from station 5392 rather more of the

proximal plates have 5 or 6 furrow spines than in the type. Sub-
ambulacral spinelets subequal, slender, proximally 12 to 16 (excep-

tionally a feAv more) and distally 8 or 10, varying slightly on either
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side of these extremes. They are about half as long as the median

furrow spines, flattened and subtruncate proximally (especially on

the inner part of plate), becoming terete and blunt clistally. The
spinelets are about the size of those of the actinal intermediate plates,

and do not form regular series, although sometimes an indistinct

arrangement in 2 longitudinal series is observable. As in A. ludwigi,

there are no enlarged subambulacral spines, but on the aboral side

of most of the plates is a conspicuous fasciculate pedicellaria, with

6 to 8 papilliform, subtruncate, blunt, or pointed jaws, forming a

subcircular group surrounding a depression in the plate. On the

outer part of the ray numerous plates lack the pedicellaria. Prox-

imally some of the spinelets constituting the pedicellaria are broad-

ened and grooved at the tip. The form of the spinelets is rather

variable, however, some being tapered and bluntly pointed. In the

3 specimens of C luchoh/i which I have examined, the largest with

R, 103 mm., the subambulacral pedicellariae are similar to those of

G. astropectinides , except that the spinelets are a little more uni-

formly slender and pointed. The first plate is very strongly com-

pressed and much wider than the others, bearing a closely placed

double series of 30, or even more, slender, blunt spinelets, having

the appearance of an immense pectinate pedicellaria. Usually only

1 is slightly enlarged on the furrow.

Combined mouth plates rather long and narrow, encroaching con-

spicuously upon actinostome and with a flaring marginal series of

7 or 8 slightly flattened round-tipped spines, which increase at first

slightly, then rapidly, toward the inner heavy tooth, which is subterete.

or slightly compressed. The surface of the plate is occupied by 2

crowded rows of about 18 spines, those near the inner half of the

plate similar in form to the teeth though a trifle smaller. On the

outer half of the plate the spines adjacent to median suture increase

in length ^nd assume a lanceolate form, while the spines of the other

parallel series usually decrease markedly in length, so that at the

outer end of the plate there is but 1 conspicuous series of spines.

Sometimes these superficial spines are subspatulate. The lateral

carries a series of small, spaced, slender spinelets, much smaller than

those of the adjacent first adambulacral.

Madreporic body small, very convex, with irregular striae, and

situated about midway between the center and margin of disk.

Color in alcohol, rather dark brown.

Anatomical notes.—Gonads in numerous closely crowded tufts

attached to the genital stolon, and extending about one-third the

length of the ray, close to the marginal plates. Each genital tube

is either simple or with a few branches. Intestinal coecum spacious,

saclike, in 3 unequal lobes, one of which being partly divided gives

the appearance of 4. The form is very nea-rly the butterfly shape
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characteristic of Persephonaster. Anal aperture very small. Polian

vesicles 5. Stomach spacious, filled with gastropods. Hepatic coeca

slender, extending about half the length of ray. Superambulacral

plates slender and rather long; lower end of ambulacral ossicles, with

a broad flange distall}^, overlying part of a triangular adoral flange.

Along the ambulacral ridge betw^een each pair of plates is a sac-

like depression resembling an opening into a cavity beneath, but

apparently there is no connection with the underlying spaces. Blind

tubes lead out from the coelom between the marginal plates, as in

Persephonaster^ at the point of junction of 4 plates.

Type.—Cat. No. 30515, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5520, 4.5 miles southwest of Point Tagolo

Light, north coast of Mindanao, 102 fathoms, bottom temperature

61.3° F.; 1 specimen.

Distri?)utwn.—^etyveen Samar and Masbate, south to the north

coast of Mindanao. 102 to 135 fathoms, green mud and sand.

Specimens examined.—In addition to the type, 2 from station 5392,

between Samar and Masbate, 135 fathoms, green mud, sand.

BemorlxS.—This species differs from G . ludwigi in having the rays

longer, relatively narrower at the base, but tapering only very slightl}^

until near the tip, so that they are of a different form. In ludwigi

the rays taper evenly from the base to a pointed extremity, and R
equals 4 r. or less in small specimens. In C. astropectinides R equals

5 to 5.5 r. C. astropectinides differs further in having shorter,

stouter, superomarginal spines, on the marginal angle of the ray

only, not across the dorsal facet of the plate, as in ludwigi; in having

the abactinal plates of the papular areas strongly 4-lobed ; in having

proximally fewer actinal inferomarginal spines in addition to the

lateral comb (3 to 5 in ludwigi) ; the actinal intermediate plates of

ludioigi are less symmetrical, there being often in large specimens

1 out of place behind the mouth plates, simulating an odd actinal

intermediate plate; the furrow spines are stouter and broader at

the tip in astropectinides. Apparently the subambulacral pedicel-

lariae are variable in occurrence in ludwigi. In the 3 specimens

which I have examined they are abundant, but in a figure sent by

Dr. S. Goto they are not shown except on the first plate.

Genus CTENOPHORASTER Fisher.

Ctenoplwraster Fisher, 190G, p. 1014. Type, C. haivaiiensis Fisher.

CTENOPHORASTER DIPLOCTENIUS Fisher.

Plate 12, fig. 4 ; plate 16, figs. 2, 2a-c ;
plate 17, fig. 2 ;

plate 18, fig. 1.

Ctenophoraster diploctenius Fisher, 1913a, p. 609.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5, R=105 mm., r=15 mm., R=7 r; breadth

of ray at base IS or 19 mm. Very closely resembling C. haioaiiensi^s
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in general appearance, but differing in having no median radial area

of smaller irregularly arranged paxillae; in having the paxillae in

regular curved transverse series on rays, with fewer paxillae to the

series than in hawaiiensis ; in having finer superomarginal spinelets

and more numerous minute superomarginal fasciculate pedicellariae

;

in having slenderer and fewer inferomarginal spines, arranged in 2

oblique arcuate lateral series, and 1 transverse actinal series (not

3 and 2, respectively, as in fiawaiiensis) ; in having tiny inferomar-

ginal and numerous prominent actinal intermediate and subambu-

lacral fasciculate pedicellariae ; in having fewer subambulacral spines

and prominent central spines to the actinal interradial plates.

Description.—The general form and proportions are like those of

hawaiiensis and the abactinal surface has much the same appear-

ance, except that the paxillae are more regularly and compactly

arranged, and along the median line of the ray there is no well-

defined stripe of small and irregularly arranged paxillae, as shown

in plate 5, figure 2, Fisher, 1906. Instead the median radial paxillae

are distinctly larger and fewer, and the paxillae of rays form slightly

curved transverse rows, which continue uninterrupted across the

radial area. At the base of the ray about 5 of these correspond to

2 superomarginals, and opposite the fourth superomarginal a trans-

verse series contains about 16 paxillae, while in hawaiiensis there are

about 22. The paxillae of disk are larger than those of the rays,

and, as in hawaiiensis, are very close set. The general form of the

paxillae is alike in the two species, but in diploctenius the spinelets

are more delicate. A typical paxilla from the proximal portion of

ray has 12 to 15 peripheral and 5 to 7 central, terete, round-tipped or

subcapitate spinelets, while a large paxilla from the interradial re-

gions of disk has 20 peripheral and 15 spaced central spinelets.

Many of the paxillae bear a small central fasciculate pedicellaria

with 4 or 5 practically unmodified, paxillar spinelets for jaws. They

surround a hole in the tabulum, I have not been able to find them

in hawaiiensis.

The abactinal plates, or bases of paxillae, as seen from the coelomic

surface, are much longer than wide and very regularly arranged in

transverse series. The shape, arrangement, and size are shown by

the fiffure (pi. 16. fig. 2). Unlike hawaiiensis, diploctenius has over

most of the ray a very regular, median radial series of elongate

plates, accompanied by very small secondary plates, which externally

have tabula and spinelets but are quite inconspicuous between the

large paxillae and do not interrupt their regularity. Sometimes 2

consecutive radial plates are separated by a small secondary plate.

Papulae are absent from this radial stripe and center of disk; else-

where they occur very regularly in sixes about each plate.
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Superomarginal plates, 53 to a ray, are oriented a little more

obliquely than in hawaiiensis and are separated by deep fascicles,

lined with fine spinelets. As in hawaiiensis^ they form a rounded

margin to the abactinal surface, encroach conspicuously upon abac-

tinal area and are practically abactinal in position, except in the

interbrachia, being much wider than high on the rays. The surface

of the plate is covered with a nap of delicate, blunt spinelets, short

on the exposed surface, becoming rather abruptly longer around the

margins. They are more delicate than in hawaiiensis and are not

enlarged at the outer end of the plate as in that species. (Fisher,

1906, pi. 3, jfig. la.) A majority of the plates have a small fascicu-

late pedicellaria in the outer or lateral side and near the aboral

margin, consisting of 3 to 6 small spinelets a little more tapered,

but not longer than the surrounding spinelets. These pedicellariae

are often hidden by the ends of the inferomarginal spines. Rarely

a similar, though coarser, pedicellaria occurs in C. hawaiiensis.^

usually hidden by the ends of the inferomarginal spines. I over-

looked these in the original description, as they are difficult to deter-

mine unless the specimen is dry.

The terminal plate is longer in proportion to width than in

hawanensls.

Inferomarginals corresponding to the superomarginals and extend-

ing laterally slightly beyond them. They are short and wide, with

the same type of armature as in hawaiiensis, but, generally speaking,

the primary spines are more delicate and fewer and the thorny

hooked tips less conspicuous. At the outer end of the plate in

haicaiiensis there are 3 oblique, concentric, arcuate series of spines,

the outer overlapping and covering the inner two (Fisher, 1906,

j)l. 3. figs, la, Ic). The innermost series has 3 to 5 spines (in hawaii-

ensis), the middle 6 to 8, and the outer series proximally 8 or 9, and
distally 5 to 7. In diploctenius these numbers are : Inner series, not

present; middle series, proximally 5, distally 3 or 4; outer series,

proximally 5 to 7, distally 3 to 5. On the ventral surface of the plate,

in hawaiiensis, there is a series of 5 to 8 stout, unequal, flattened

spines continuing the outermost lateral series to the inner end of

plate. These overlie 6 or more smaller and more delicate spinules,

which represent a continuation of the innermost lateral series. In
diploctenius the first of these series has 5 or 6 more delicate spines,

proximally, and 2 or 3 distally, situated nearer the aboral margin
than in hawaiiensis. The second series is not present. In front of

—

that is, adoral to—the outer row of lateral spines and its actinal con-

tinuation are numerous slender, flattened accessory spinules, tipped

as the big spines and forming about the base of each spine a curved

series of 4 or 5. The primary spines are all slenderer than in
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hawaiiensis, tapered, slightly curved, and Avith the characteristic

thorny tip of hawaiiensis, only more delicate. The second or third

lateral spine from the upper end is the longest, equaling in length

2 superomarginals. The underlying spines of the second lateral

series are about as long, but more delicate. All are closely appressed

to the side of the ray. The rest of the plate is covered with terete

round-tipped spinelets similar to those of hawaiiensis. On the me-

dian line at the inner end of most of the inferomarginals of ha-

waiiensis is an enlarged spinule, which does not form a part of the

transverse series. This is only rarely present in diploctenius. At

about the middle of the actinal surface of a majority of the plates of

diploctenius is a fascicular pedicellaria formed of several unmodified

spinelets. I have not been able to find these in hawaiieiisis. A por-

tion of the description of the inferomarginals of haioaiiensis needs

modification. It is stated (Fisher, 1906, p. 1015) that the actinal

inferomarginal spines are blunt; they so appear in alcoholic speci-

mens, but when dried the tips are thorny and as in plate 3, fig. lb

(ibidem). The curious hooked tips of the inferomarginal spines

and spinules seem to be generic, but the membrane hides the hooks

in the case of the actinal spines.

Adambulacral plates with fewer subambulacral spines than in

hawaiiensis and with frequent fasciculate subambulacral pedicellariae.

Furrow spines 3, blunt, long, slender, and compressed, the median

the most. Subambulacral spines often 'in 2 longitudinal series of

3 each, with 1 to 3 shorter spines on the outer part of plate; or

proximally the outer series, and sometimes also the inner, may have

4 spines. These are all tapering, slender, and blunt, those of inner

row a little longer than furrow spines. The pedicellariae are of

frequent occurrence and usually stand on the aboral inner corner

of the plate. Each consists of about 5 tapering spines surrounding

a pit in the plate. The aboral spine of the first actinal series some-

times stands on the furrow margin. This is regularly the case in

hawaiiensis so that there appears to be 4 furrow spines, or 5 when

the adoral member moves also to the margin. The actual number of

furrow spines is only 3 in both species. First adambulacral plate

compressed with about 15 spines in 2 transverse series.

Mouth plates densely covered with spines, the armature being

similar to that of hawaiiensis. At inner end of plate are 4 heavy,

blunt teeth forming a perpendicular comb (a part of the superficial

series), which is continued to the outer end of the narrow plates,

adjacent to median suture in about a dozen more, much slenderer,

tapering, blunt spines, which become smaller as they approach the

outer end of the plate. The actual marginal spines are small and
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form an angular series deep in the actinostome and between these

and the superficial spines are 2 or 3 irregular series of intermediate

spines.

Actinal intermediate plates extending in a single series to within

8 inferomarginal plates of the tip of ray and in a double series onlj^

as far as third. Back of the mouth plates and corresponding to them

is a pair of intermediate plates, but between these and the margin
is an odd interradial series of plates meeting the suture between the

TWO first inferomarginals, as in Blah'mster^ Leptychaster^ and several

other Astropectinidae. Exclusive of the plates inmiediately adjacent

to the adambulacrals, each interradius has 17 intermediate plates.

A majority of those adjacent to inferomarginals, both on rays and
disk, bear a prominent fasciculate pedicellaria with 6 or more taper-

ing, slender spiniform jaws, surrounding a deep central pit in the

plate. These are surrounded b}'' a number of divergent spinelets

like the calyx of a flower, the whole forming an ornate, paxillalike

structure. The other interradial plates bear a long slender central

spine, surrounded by numerous shorter spinelets, resembling those

of the general surface of inferomarginal plates. The intermediate

plates all have fairly high tabula. A few of the intermediate plates

of haioaiiensis have an inconspicuous pedicellaria with about 5

spiniform jaws on one side of tabulum, not a prominent central one

involving the central spinelets of the plate, as in diploctenius.

Madreporic body small pentagonal, situated about twice its diam-

eter from marginal plates and traversed by fine striae proceeding

from the middle of the adcentral side.

Color in alcohol, dark brown : dried, sepia brown.

Type.—CQ.t. No. 30516, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5272, China Sea, vicinity of southern

Luzon (lat. 14° N.; long. 120° 22' 30" E.), 118 fathoms, mud, shells,

coral sand, bottom temperature 57.4° F. ; 1 specimen.

DwtHbution.—ls-nov^'n only from type-locality.

Remarks.—The foregoing diagnosis and description has com-

pared this form with the only other known species of the genus. It

is interesting to note how closely the two forms have followed the

same type of structure while differing in nearly every detail. At
first glance the two seem to be the same, but such is undoubtedly

not the case.

This species is another instance of the general similarity of the

Hawaiian and East Indian faunas.
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Genus PSILASTER Sladen.

Psilaster Sladen, Narr. Chall. Exp., vol. 1, 18S5, p. 611. Type, Astropecten

andromeda Miiller and Troscbel.

Phidiaster Koehler, 1909, p. 28. Type, Phidiaster ayassisi Koehlei-.

PSILASTER GOTOI Fisher.

Plate 16, figs. 3, 3a-h ;
plate 20, fig. 3 ; plate 21, fig. 1 ;

plate 30, fig. 4 ; plate 35,

fig. 3.

Psilaste7- yotoi Fisher, 1913a, p. 609.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5. E,=58 mm., r=14 mm., R=i.l r; breadth

of ray at middle of interbrachiiim, 16 mm. ; at third siiperomarginal.

13.5 mm.; height of combined marginal plates at middle of inter-

brachium,T.5 mm.; at middle of fourth superomarginal, 6.5 mm. Disk

fairly large, rays evenly tapered to a pointed extremity ; interbrachia

about 90°, rounded; superomarginals Avith a single row of prominent

appressed spines extending nearly to tip of ray; inferomarginals

with 2 series, one near the upper end of the plates and the other

near the lower; adambulacral plates with 7 or 8 furrow spines

proximally, and about 10 subambulacral spines in 2 series; mouth
plates with horizontal fan of 4 prominent teeth. Differs from

Ps. agassizi Koehler in having only 1 superomarginal series of

spines, no well-defined central naked area on inferomarginals, and

in having the superomarginals less conspicuous dorsally, and the

inferomarginals practically confined to the sloping side wall of ray;

furrow spines slightly more numerous.

Descri-ption.—Paxillae in slightly oblique transverse series, meet-

ing a circular area (extending as far as madreporic body) of disk

and a narrow radial area of the proximal half of ray where the

plates are without regularity and closer together, owing to the ab-

sence there of papulae. The largest paxillae are on the outer part

of Ihis circular area and its stellate radial extensions, and they

decrease in size toward the center of disk and margin and along

the rays both toward margin and extremit3\ In center of disk is an

epipi-octal cone with minute paxillae, and a tiny anal aperture.

At base of ray 6 transverse rows of paxillae correspond to 2 supero-

marginaJs, and between the second and third superomarginals about

21 paxillae can be counted across the ray to a corresponding point

QVi tiiC other side. The paxillae are flat-topped and the largest

contain 15 to 20 cylindrical, very truncate spinelets, jammed to-

gether so that there is no clear distinction between a peripheral

series and central group. Some of the peripheral spinelets are here

and there notably slenderer, especially in a smaller specimen from

station 5470, where the spinelets are not so crowded. A paxilla

at base of ray has 8 to 18 spinelets according to whether it is near

the margin or radius: on the outer fourth of ray, 5 to 8 spinelets.
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Superoniarginal plates, 33 or 34 to a ray, are massive and con-

fined to side of disk in interbrachia, but the upper end soon widens,

and the plates become lower, so that the lateral face about equals

the dorsal, there being no sharp angle between the two for the plates

form a rounded edge to the ray. The lateral face of the supero-

marginals is not vertical but sloping so that outside of the inter-

brachia the whole width of the plate can be seen when view^ed from

above. All except the last 5 to 10 plates bear a stout, flattened,

sharp spine equal in length to 1.5 or 2 plates. In the interbrachia

this is situated at the extreme upper end of the plate, and gradually

recedes from the inner edge as the width of the dorsal face in-

creases, keeping on the rounded angle between the latter and the

lateral face. This spine is bent toward the end of the ray and
usually appressed, except in interbrachia. The surface of the plate

is covered witfi flat, large, squamiform granules with a polygonal

or broadly leaf-shaped contour, the free edge turned upward on the

lateral face of plate and distad on the dorsal, where the granules

are largest. These are transformed into pulpy spatulate spinelets

on the edge of the plate and finally in the narrow abrupt fasciolar

grooves they become capillary. The base of the spine is surrounded

by a small bare space, except at the base of the ray, but it is less

extensive than in Psilater agassizL

Terminal plate about as long as wide, with a notch on the prox-

imal border, and with 3 stout sharp terminal spines, 1 dorsal and

2 lateral.

Inferomarginal plates confined to side wall of ray, except on outer

fourth, forming a steeply sloping wall, their upper end projecting

slightl}^ laterally beyond the superomarginals. Except the first 3

plates, they are one-third to one-half higher than the superomar-

ginals to which they correspond exactly. The first and sometimes

the second plate bears at the lower end a single flattened sharp

appressed spine pointed upward. The others, except the last 5 or

10 plates (which also have only the lower spine) have 2 such ap-

pressed spines, one near the upper and one near the lower end, and,

proximally, near the median line but soon moving to the distal

margin. These spines are very robust, the upper being about as

long as the height of plate and the lower about three-fourths as

large. The granules covering the plate are very flat and squami-

form, broadly leafshaped and directed upward. On the median
transverse area of the plate they are rather sparse, but there is no

well-defined naked area. These squamiform papillae are invested

with membrane like the superoniarginal squamules but are not so

pulpy as the actinal spinelets.

13434—Bull. 100—19 8
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Actinai intermediate plates extend in a single series three-fourths

the length of ray or to withm 13 inferomarginals of the tip; in 2

series not quite half, and in 3 only to the fifth inferomarginal.

There is no unpaired interradial series of plates except near the

margin where 1 or 2 plates are interradial; these are met by paired

series from the mouth plates or first adambulacrals. Or there may
be an unpaired plate behind the combined mouth plates and another,

widely separated, near the margin. The plates bear coordinated

groups of 5 to 10 short pulpy spatulate or clavate papillae, borne

on low tabula, and are separated into series by channels running

from the interadambulacral sutures to the margin.

Adambulacral plates with strongly angular furrow margins, of

which the aboral facet is slightly the larger. Furrow spines 7 or

8 proximally and 6 or 7 distally. They form a palmate series, the

median the longest, and compressed with edge ty furrow; the

laterals with the surface to furrow. All are blunt with a slight

membranous swelling at tip. The aboral member is often trun-

cate. The subambulacrals are shorter, pulpy, clavate, or inverted-

clavate, similar to the spinelets of the actinai intermediate plates.

The calcareous spine is also club-shaped. They are usually arranged

in 2 longitudinal series with about 5 spines in each. The first

and second plates are much compressed, the first bears about 20

spines in 2 closely appressed transverse series.

Mouth plates much compressed and prominent actinally, the

combined pair a little over twice as long as wide with a wide median

suture of nearly uniform breadth throughout. Armature (1) at

the inner angle of each plate a large oblong or oval leaflike tooth

with a smaller one at the side sometimes nearly as long; (2) a mar-

ginal series of about 12 small strap-shaped truncate or round-tipped

spines extending three-fourths the distance to outer end of plate,

and appressed against a series of about 12 heavier, often clavate,

but stubby spines, following the border of the suture. Except for

the inner teeth each mouth plate resembles an enlarged first adam-

bulacral.

Madreporic body small, a little nearer margin than center, and

traversed by coarse striae.

Type.—Cat. Xo. 30517, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5468, Lagonoy Gulf, southeastern Luzon,

569 fathoms, green mud; one specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from Lagonoy Gulf, off southeastern

Luzon, 560 to 569 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Three: one from type-locality and one

from each of the following stations:

Station 5460, Lagonoy Gulf, 565 fathoms, gray mud.

Station 5i70, Lagonoy Gulf, 560 fathoms, mud.
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Remarks.—This species is rehited to Ps. agassizi (Bay of Bengal,

888 to 930 fathoms), in so far as it comes within the restricted genus

Phidiaster Koehler. It differs from agassizi in having a single se-

ries of superomarginal spines, the inner series of agassizi being

absent. The snperomarginals do not encroach so conspicuously upon

the abactinal surface as in agassizi^ and the inferomarginals are prac-

ticall}^ confined to the side wall of the ray and do not, as in agassizi,

form a border to the actinal area. The inferomarginal spines are

larger, the spinelets more squamiform, there is no well-defined cen-

tral naked area on the inferomarginal plates, and the furrow spines

are more numerous in gotoi.

This species is named for Dr. Seitaro Goto, of the Imperial Uni-

versity, Tokyo, author of a valuable monograph on the starfishes of

Japan.
PSILASTER ROBUSTLS Fisher.

Plate 16, figs. 4, Aa ; plate 20, fig. 1 ; plate 21, fig. 3 ; plate 30, fig. 3.

Psilaster robustus Fisher, 1913a. p. 610.

Diagnosis.—Eays 5. 11=30 mm., r=9.5 mm., R=3.15 r. ; breadth

of ray at base, 12 mm. ; height of combined marginal plates at middle

of interbrachium, 6 mm. ; disk large, rays stout and short, evenly

tapered: superomarginal plates very massive, encroaching conspicu-

ously upon paxillar area, than which they are wider at middle of

ray; paxillae small, spaced; one series of superomarginal spines; one

series of lateral inferomarginal spines and an incomplete second

(ventral) series at base of ray; marginal plates covered with squa-

mules and without naked areas; furrow spines 6 to 7. Differing

from Ps. gotoi in liaving much more massive superomarginals, which

encroach more upon paxillar area, smaller paxillae, thicker terminal

plate, onl}^ 1 complete series of inferomarginal spines, shorter and
more globose suboral spines, slightly shorter adambulacral spines,

and a thicker, more robust form.

DescrijHion.—Paxillar area sunken below the level of the broad,

tumid, superomarginal border, nearly plane except for a very promi-

nent epiproctal cone. Paxillae rather small and spaced so that they

lack the compact appearance of those of gotoi. Except for a stellate

area, comprising center of disk, and the basal radial portion of ray,

the paxillae are arranged in slightly oblique transverse series, which
on the ray are scarcely interrupted at the radial line and therefore

form complete slightly curved transverse rows, about G correspond-

ing to 2 superomarginals at the base of ray. The general appearance
of the paxillae is xavj similar to that of gotoi. the largest, in ilie

interradial portions of disk, having about 12 coordinated close-set

spinelets, a peripheral one being here and there smaller than the

others. Smaller paxillae at base of ray have 5 to 10 spinelets.
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Superomarginal plates, 21 to a ray, are broader than high except

in the interbrachium, and the dorsal face of the plates is wider than

long, forming a raised tumid border to abactinal area. The dorsal

face of the plate passes into the lateral face very gradually, so that

the edge of the ray is well rounded. Each plate, except the last

4 to 6, bears a prominent sharp, sometimes slightly flattened spine

with a swollen base. On the first 2 plates the spine is near the

inner edge of the plate, but on the third is about twice as far from

the inner edge, and from the fourth on stands on the rounded border

between the dorsal and lateral faces of the plate, and also gradually

moves from the median transverse line to the aboral margin. The
spines on the first 2 plates are really homologous with the inner

(complete) series of Ps. agassizi^ for near the inner edge of the

third and sometimes the fourth plates of the type of rohustus a

similar spine occurs, making 2 for each of these plates, as regu-

larly occurs throughout the ray in agassizi. This second spine is

absent in the cot^^pe. The plates are covered with spaced, circular,

slightly squamiform and convex granules on the dorsal surface at

base of ray, these becoming more and more squamiform toward the

end of ray. On the lateral face of the plates all the granules are

squamiform, with the edge upward.

Inferomarginals without distinct lateral and ventral faces, but

forming a steeply sloping side to ray when viewed from below.

The plates are slightly arched, so that the bevel is rounded. Be-

ginning with the second or third plate is a row of sharp, prominent,

flattened spines (slightly larger than superomarginal) extending

nearly to tip of ray. The first 3 to 6 plates bear a similar smaller

spine spaced from the lower end of the plate one-fifth to one-third

width of plate. Exceptionally a proximal plate bears a small spine

midway between the 2 series. The surface of plate is covered with

spaced squamules, the edge directed upward, becoming closer and

overlapping on the edge of plate. Beyond the proximal third of

ray the inferomarginals exceed the superomarginals in height when

viewed from the side.

Terminal plate stouter than in gotoi^ nearly as long as wide,

notched on the proximal border, and with 3 short tubercular spines

on the end. It is sometimes ovoid in cohtour.

Actinal intermediate plates extending to ninth inferomarginal or

a little over half the length of ray. There is exceptionally an un-

paired plate behind the mouth plates, but no odd interradial series.

The interradial areas are poorly developed, possibly owing to the

small size of the specimen. The plates bear spaced groups of 2 to 6

clavate, pulpy papillae.

Adambulacral plates with an angular furrow margin and an

armature consisting of 6 or 7 compressed, blunt furrow spines, the
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mediae with edge to furrow, and 8 or 10 mflch shorter, clavate and
thick, pulpy, papilliform subambulacral spines, in 2 series, and uni-

form with the intermediate spines or spinelets. The armature is

very similar to that of gotoi, but is a trifle shorter. The first adam-
bulacral is much compressed with 18 to 20 spines in 2 closely ap-

pressed transverse series.

Mouth plates similar to those of gotoi in form and armature.

There are 4 prominent flat truncate spatulate teeth at the inner

angle of the combined plates, a w^ide median suture, and along the

surface of each plate a double series of spines to the outer end,

those of the inner or superficial series being subglobular to clavate,

and the marginal spines being smaller and strap-shaped, closely ap-

pressed against the superficial spines, and of equal length. The
marginal series extends to the outer end of plate, although the outer

spines are widely spaced. In the foregoing species the marginal

spines are considerably shorter than the superficial, which are less

stubby, and the series does not occur on the outer fourth of the

plate. On some plates of the present species it is lacking on the

outer fourth, so that the character is of little value for specific

distinctions.

Madreporic bod}' small, a little over its own diameter from mar-

ginal plate, with a few coarse transverse (interradial) striae. A
large paxilla stands at the adcentral side.

Type—C^i. No. 30518, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality—Station 5632, south of Batjan Island, Molucca

Islands (lat. 1° S.; long. 127° 50' E.), 845 fathoms.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Specimens examined.—Two; the type and specimen from station

5631, same locality, 809 fathoms, green mud.
Remarks.—While this species in a general way resembles Ps. gotoi

from off Luzon, it differs very markedly in the structure of the mar-

ginal plates and their armature, and in having smaller, less close-set

paxillae. and shorter actinal spines generall5^ The less extensive

distribution of actinal. intermediate plates of the present form may
be due to its inmiaturity. This point can not be settled. That
robusttis is not the young of gotoi seems amply demonstrated by the

presence of a specimen of the latter having R 27 mm. The dif-

ferences hold good with the exception that in the small example

of gotoi the lower series of inferomarginal spines extends only half

the length of ray. Consequently in large specimens of rohustus it

may eventually be found that the lower inferomarginal series is much
more extensive. The absence of a second series of superomarginal

spines and of naked areas on the marginal plates will separate

rohustus from agassisi. The presence in agassizi of a well-marked

ventral face to the inferomarginals is also an important difference.
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The distribution of the inferomarginal spines together with the

presence of enlarged teeth will separate this form from any species

classified by Sladen under Psilaster.

Psilaster gotoi and Ps. rohustus, as well as the following unnamed
species belong to Koehler's genus Phidiaster. The characters of

these species demonstrate that the structure of the superomarginals

varies greatly. The superomarginals may be very narrow dorsally

(pectinatus) , or conspicuously broad (agassisi, rohustus), or medium
broad (gotoi). They ma}^ have 1 series of spines {gotoi, rohustus,

pectinatus), or 2 series (agassisi), or none (the following form).

The size and armature does not seem to be of generic value. The
inferomarginals vary also from having only 1 complete series to those

having 2. In typical Psilaster the spines form usually transverse

combs and are sometimes so placed as not to form also longitudinal

series along the ray. But I have a specimen of Psilaster florae, a

typical Psilaster, in which the spines form both transverse and longi-

tudinal series, not all of the latter completed. In Ps. pecthiatus, and

exceptionally in rohustus, the proximal plates may have 3 spines in

a transverse series, or to put it differently, an intermediate longi-

tudinal series is present. These 3 spines approach the condition of

typical Psilaster, such as Ps. florae. The difference is one of number

only. Ps. pectinatus, in regard to the disposition of the inferomar-

ginal spines, presents an intermediate stage between Ps. florae and

Ps. agassizi and Ps. gotoi. The presence of 2 closely appressed

rows of spines on each mouth plate is common to typical Psilaster

and Phidiaster, but in the latter the 4 inner teeth of the combined

mouth plates are larger and are directed horizontally into the

actinostome, a condition found also in Ps. gracilis (not otherwise

like Phidiaster) . If the inner teeth of Psilaster florae are bent down-

ward so as to lie horizontally they are seen to be larger than the

other mouth spines, although not quite so large as in Phidiaster. But

Ps. pectinatus, otherwise like Phidiaster, has the teeth like Psilaster.

Even here, therefore, the difference is rather one of degree, for the

armature in arrangement is strikingly alike in the two groups. I

have merged Phidiaster with Psilaster because the characters sei3arat-

ing the genera are either variable or connected by intergrades. The

extreme types, however, are easily enough separated, and Phidiaster

will make a convenient subgenus whenever one is needed.

PSILASTER, species.

Station 5605, Gulf of Tomini, Celebes, 647 fathoms ; 1 specimen.

This specimen, which has R 14 mm., is nearest Ps. rohustus, but

lacks entirely superomarginal spines and lias loss massive marginals

and wider paxillar area. The terminal plate and inferomarginal

plates and armature closely resemble those of rohustu-^. Furrow
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spines, 5; subambulacral and intermediate spinelets granuliform;

teeth very large.

This is perhaps a young rohvstus, but, owing to the absence of

superomarginal spines and the smaller size of the plates, the speci-

men has been listed separately.

Genus ASTROMESITES Fisher.

Astromesites Fishek, 1913a, p. 611. Type, A. compactus Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Eesembling Persephonaster and Psilaster in form,

but differing from them and resembling Leptychaster and Blakiaster

in the armature of the adambulacral and mouth plates, and espe-

cially in the possession of an odd interradial series of actinal inter-

mediate plates. Differing from Blakiaster in having the abactinal

plates compact and independent true paxillae, and in having well-

developed marginal fascioles. Marginal plates massive, the infero-

marginals with an appressed comb of slender spines; superomar-

ginals unarmed; paxillae large, flat topped, crowded; actinal inter-

mediate plates extending in a single series far along ray; adambu-

lacral plates with an angular furrow margin bearing a divergent

group of 5 to 7 spines and numerous subambulacrals, as in Lepty-

chaster; mouth plates with extensive convex surface; 3 series of

crowded suborals, graded in length from the straight, even furrow

series of long spines, which are gTaduated toward 2 inner teeth

;

no sharp-angular furrow series as in Perseptmiaster; disk small,

rays stout, rather slender; actinal interradial areas small, the inter-

mediate plates extending two-thirds the length of ray.

ASTROMESITES COMPACTUS Fisher.

Plate 19, fig. 1; plate 24, fig. 3; plate 25, fig. 2; plate 26, fig. 2; plate 31, fig. 4;

plate 35, figs. 2, 2ar-d.

Astromesites compactus Fisheb, 1913a, p. 611.

Diagnosis.—K=78 mm., r=17 mm., K=4:.6 r; breadth of ray at

base. 20 mm. Disk small, rays narrow but stout, tapering regularly

to a pointed but not attenuate extremity; sides of ray fairly high,

rounded; marginal plates massive; interbrachial angle abruptly

rounded; paxillae large, crowded, with numerous short, crowded,

blunt spinelets; superomarginals unarmed; inferomarginals with

lateral comb of 4 to 6 appressed spines; marginal fascioles rather

deep, abrupt, and narrow; furrow series angular, of 5 to 7 spines;

mouth plates with straight, numerous furrow series, and 3 series of

suborals; interradial areas small, an odd interradial series of inter-

mediate plates, and a single series far along ray; no pedicellariae.

Description.—Paxillar area compact, narrow, about 1.75 width of

superomarginal plates, except at extremity of ray, where it is nar-
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rower. Paxillae large, crowded, nearly flat topped, arranged on the

rays in slightly curved, transverse series, the regularity of which is

interrupted proximally and distally along median radial lines. At
base of ray 3 rows correspond to 1 superomarginal. The largest

paxillae are on the disk about two-thirds distance from center to

inner edge of marginals, and on the proximal fourth of ray on a

broad radial area. The paxillae decrease in size very gradually

toward center of disk, periphery of area, and end of ray. They have

the appearance of being fairly uniform in size. The larger paxillae

have 15 to 20 peripheral and 10 to 12 central, very short, almost

granuliform, round tipped, minutely prickly spinelets. Owing to

their crowded disposition the crowns of the paxillae vary from sub-

circular to polygonal.

The dorsal plates or bases of paxillae, are elliptical with 4 to 6

incipient lobes, so that the plates may appear somewhat 6-sided,

though longer than wide. On the median radial area, where there

are no papulae, the plates vary from elliptical and lozenge shape to

broadly oval, and are close-set or proximally even slightly overlap-

ping. On the papular areas of outer part of ray the plates are quite

independent, but on disk and proximal portion of ray the}- touch

by the incipient lobes. The plates are true paxillae, as the shaft is

constricted in the middle—that is, flares at top and bottom. Papulae

small, six about a plate, but absent from a median radial band, where

the plates are elongate and crowded.

Marginal plates very massive. Superomarginals unarmed, en-

croaching conspicuously upon paxillar area, 34 in number, and form-

ing a well-rounded border to abactinal surface. The plates are wider

than long and there is a distinct abactinal and lateral face to each.

The plates are separated by abrupt, rather deep, fascioles, narrowei-

than the intervening ridges, and more like those of Psilaster than

the more or less abortive V-shaped grooves of PersefhonoMer and

Blakiaster. The exposed surface of this ridge is slightly tumid, espe-

cially on the outer part of ray and the summit of the ridge is near

the distal margin, as in such species of PersepJumaster as curyactis

and liizonlcus.

Exposed surface of plate covered with rounded, nearly flat

granules, which gradually are transformed into slender spinelets of

the fasciolar grooves. Terminal plate subovoid with 3 stubby spine-

lets on the end.

Inferomarginal plates opposite superomarginals, except some-

times on outer part of the ray, and with a rather broad rounded

actinal surface passing imperceptibly into the lateral. They do not

extend laterally beyond superomarginals. Rather deep fascioles sep-

arate the plates, which, on the tumid outer end, are armed with a

vertical oblique comb of proximally 6. distally 4, appressed, slightly
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curved, sharp spines, of which the central 2 or 3 are the longest (at

middle of ray, equaling the width of plate). Spaced from these, on

the actinal surface of the first 10 plates, are 2 shorter, flattened, ap-

pressed spinules and on the succeeding 4 or 5 plates, 1 such spinule,

situated near the distal margin. The general surface is covered with

spinelets, short, truncate and granuliform on center, becoming much
longer and slenderer on the sides, and very delicate in the furrows.

Actinal interradial areas small ; intermediate plates small, arranged

in series parallel to furrow, and also parallel to interradius. There

is an odd interradial series of 5 intermediate plates, of which the

innermost plate belongs to the second longitudinal series, since the

proximalmost plates of the first longitudinal series are paired; that

is, a pair of plates is opposite the outer end of the mouth plate and

from these a single odd series proceeds interradially to the suture

between the first inferomarginals, as in Blakiaster^ Leftychaster^

and other genera. Opposite the second adambulacral is a series

parallel w^ith the interradial which does not reach the inferomar-

ginal. The next two extend from the third and fourth adambulacrals

to the first inferomarginal. The number of plates in these inter-

radial series decreases rapidly, so that opposite the third inferomar-

ginal there are 2 series of 2 plates each. Thence a single longitudinal

series of intermediate plates extends to two-thirds the length of ray

(to twenty-first inferomarginal). The plates imbricate, are convex,

and are covered by a paxilliform group of about 10 blunt, cylindri-

cal clavate, central spinelets and as many slender, tapering periph-

eral ones. About a dozen plates in center of interradial area have

each a slender, flat, sharp, appressed spinule, about as large as the

actinal inferomarginal spinules.

Adambulacral plates oriented obliquely with a distinct angle pro-

jecting into furrow, and with an armature of the same type as that

of Leptychaster. Furrow spines, slender, blunt, 5 to 7, of which that

on the apex of margin is longest and most compressed, the rest de-

creasing regularly in length. Sometimes one or both lateral spines

are crow'ded back from the furrow, leaving 5 or 6 instead of the

maximum number of 7 furrow spines. Twelve or 14 shorter

spines stand on the surface of the plate; about 3 of them are just

l)ack of the furrow series, and the remainder (more crowded and

much shorter) are on outer part of plate. Sometimes the subambu-

lacral spines arrange themselves in 3 longitudinal series, with 1 spine

out of order back of the furroAv series.

Mouth plates rather large and prominent actinally, and with an

armature unlike that of Persephonaster^ but more like that of Lepty-

chaster and Blakiaster. There is no angular or fasciculate group

of spines belonging to the marginal series between the base of the

tooth and peristome. Marginal series, bordering furrow, rather long.
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even, fairly straight, composed of 11 spines of which the inner is tlat-

tened, oblong, blunt, 2.5 mm. long and directed upward, away from

the mouth. The next is a little shorter and slenderer, while the suc-

ceeding 9 are of nearly uniform length, except the outermost 1 or

2 which are shorter, and are nearly as long as second tooth. They

are narrofc/, strap-shaped, compressed and bhint, and are like the mar-

ginal spines of Psilaster, only longer, being appressed against the in-

termediate spines. This .series is continued along the lateral sutural

margin by a dozen smaller spinelets. The short stubby suboral spine-

lets are arranged in about 3 series on each plate, only that adjacent to

median suture reaching the teeth. The spines on the inner end of

this series are rather thick and blunt, and the whole suboral arma-

ture has the appearance of being crowded and graduated in length

from the marginal series to the outer end of the plates where the

spinelets are like those of the adjacent intermediate plates.

Madreporic body small, 2.5 its own diameter from marginal plates

and crossed by rather coarse, irregular, transverse ridges and fine

striae.

Tube feet pointed, without deposits; strong superambulacral

plates; marginal coelomic pockets as in Persephonaster; gonads in-

terradial.

Ty2)e.—C^t. No. 30519, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5289, Verde Island Passage, north of Min-

doro (lat. 13" 41' 50" N.; long. 120° 58' 30" E.), 172 fathoms,

broken shells, sand; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from off southern Luzon, 172 to 210

fathoms.

Sjjecimens examined.—The type and 1 specimen from station

5296, China Sea, vicinity of southern Luzon, 210 fathoms, mud and

sand.

Remarks.—Astromesites differs from Persephonaster^ Psilaster,

and Bathyhiaster in having an odd interradial series of actinal in-

termediate plates. It differs further from Persephonaster in lacking

the latter's characteristic angular marginal series (or fasciculate

group) of oral spines, and in having an angular series of furrow

spines, rather than a comb ; from Psllaster in having broader mouth

plates Avith numerous, crowded suboral spines in more than 1 series,

an angular (not pectinate) furrow armature, and in lacking the

thick, fleshy, actinal spinelets; from Bathyhiaster in lacking lobes

on the abactinal plates, fleshy actinal spinelets, and in having a

different type of dental and marginal armature. Astromesites agrees

with Blakiaster and Leptychaster in having the odd interradial

series of actinal intermediate plates, and the same type of adambu-

lacral armature. It differs from Blakiaster., however, as indicated in
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the diagnosis, and from Leytychaster in having armed inferomargi-

nals of the type of Psilaster and Persefhovxister. I should be in-

clined to rank Astromesites with BlaJciaster were not the abactinal

2)lates wholly different.

Cenus PERSEPHONASTER Alcock.

Fersephonaster Wood-Mason and Axcock, 1891, p. 430. Type, P. croceus.

Psilasteropsis Fishee, 1906, p. 1023. Type, Ps. cingulatn Fisher.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF PERSEPIIONASTEU HEUEIN DESCRIBED.

ft \ Marginal plates broad and conspicuous, the inferomargiuals forming a wide
bevel to actinal surface and bearing, on the outer tumid end, which pro-

jects laterally beyond superomarginals, a prominent comb of slender

spines, covering, at least proximally, a second smaller parallel comb

;

superomarginals with a transverse series of appressed spines or spinules.

b \ "With several spines on the actinal surface of inferomargiuals in addition

to the lateral comb.

c \ Rays broad and petaloid, abruptly narrov,-ed to a very attenuate ex-

tremity
;
pasillar area broad ; actinal intermediate plates extending

fully two-thirds the length of ray, and larger ; inferomarginal plates

wider; superomarginal spines more prominent and numerous.

euryactis, p. 112.

r ^ Rays narrower, evenly tapered; paxillar area narrower; actinal inter-

mediate plates extending a little over one-half length of ray, and very

small distally ; inferomarginals narrower ; superomarginal spinules

inconspicuous luzonicus, p. 118.

&^ Only the lateral comb of inferomarginal spines (except on first 3 or 4

plates) anchistus, p. 117.

G*. Marginal plates massive, but not especially broad, the side of ray vertical

;

rays slender, more or less attenuate at tip ; second lateral comb obsolete

;

superomarginals unarmed or with single spine, not a transverse series.

b \ Superomarginals not conspicuously tumid and without special spine ; no

abactinal pedicellariae independent of paxillae tenuis, p. 121.

h ^ Superomarginals tumid, with a single spine, forming a straight series

along ray ; among the paxillae low plates bearing fasciculate pedicel-

lariae independent of paxillae ; no erect lateral spine above the infero-

marginal comb.

c \ Superomarginals very tumid with the transverse ridge situated at mid-

dle of plate, and evenly rounded from inner to outer edge; furrow

spines 9 ; marginal fan of oral spines, 8 or 4, not prominent.

multicinctus, p. 123.

c". Superomarginals less tumid and with the transverse ridge situated be-

tween center and distal margin of plate ; an appreciable angle between

the dorsal and lateral surfaces ; inferomarginals broader, with less

crowded, slenderer squamules ; furrow spines 7 or 8 ; marginal fan

of mouth spines 5 to 7, prominent suluensis, p. 125.

h '. Marginals tumid, the inferomarginals being narrow and provided usually

with an erect conical spine at upper end of plate, above the appressed,

longer spines of the lateral comb ; superomarginal spines in a single

series along ray, passing from the inner edge of plate toward outer,

after the fifth plate monostoechus, p. 134.
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a*. Marginal plates not massive, the superomarginals being small, squarish,

and tumid, with a spine near center, and sometimes on the outer part of

ray more than 1 ; the inferomarginals narrow but with a well-marked

actinal face ; rays depressed
;
pasillae ratht^r spaced and delicate.

& \ Rays broader ; inferomarginals at base of ray about two-thirds to three-

fourths as long as wide ; no actinal series of spiuules ; more than 1

series of suboral spines, the mouth plates as a whole larger; marginal

and subambulacral fasciculate pedicellariae ; furrow spines 6 or 7.

oediplax, p. 127.

b ^ Rays slenderer ; inferomarginals narrower, the width not exceeding

length, except on first 2 plates ; 2 or 3 actinal inferomarginal spinules

proximally, in addition to lateral comb ; only 1 series of suboral spines

;

no marginal or adambulacral pedicellariae ; furrow spines 5 or 6.

habrogenys, p. 131.

PERSEPHONASTER EURYACTIS Fisher.

Plate 24. fig. 4; plate 25, fig. 4; plate 30, fig. 5; plate 35. figs. 1, lor-d ; plate 36,

fig. 1.

Persephonastcr curyactis Fisher, 1913«, p. 613.

Diagnosis.—R=92 mm., r=23 mm., R=4 r; breadth of ray at

base, 24 to 26 mm. Eays depressed, broadly lanceolate, abruptly

constricted near tip into a very attentuate, sharp extremity; inter-

brachium abruptly rounded-angular; superomarginal plates broader

than long, and after the first half dozen, confined to abactinal sur-

face; each tumid plate with a transverse, appressed comb of 3 to 7,

flat, sharp spines; inferomarginals much broader than long, the

outer tumid end bearing a comb of about 5 prominent, sharp spines

;

proximal plates with a second lateral comb of 3 to 5 spines covered

by the first; curved furrow comb of 6 or T rather long spines; sub-

ambulacrals proximally about 6 in a single irregular series; actinal

intermediate plates extending two-thirds length of ray.

Description.—Paxillae medium-sized, low, arranged in slightly

oblique transverse series on rays, meeting a narrow radial area of

irregularly arranged paxillae and a circular area on center of disk.

Largest paxillae on disk are found interradially at about the middle

of r, while on the rays the largest are in the lateral series near the

radial line, although there is not much diflFerence in size. At base of

ray 6 or 7 transverse series correspond to 2 superomarginals. The

spinelets usually stand erect in a compact flat-topped roundish group

causing the paxillae to be spaced about one-half their diameter apart.

"Whenever the spinelets radiate the paxillae at once appear larger

and closer together, even touching. Fifteen to 20 peripheral and

10 to 15 central slender, terete, blunt spinelets, longer than the

stout pedicel compose the crown of the larger paxillae. Many of

the paxillae bear a central fasciculate or pectinate pedicellaria con-

sisting of 4 to 8 jaws, considerably stouter but not much longer

than the regular spinelets. There are several giant paxillae on the
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disk, with upward of 60 or even more spinelets, and usually a central

pedicellaria with 6 or 8 jaws. These may represent the primary

apical plates.

Dorsal plates or bases of paxillae, broadly elliptical or subcircular,

with 4 to 6 shallow notches on border. Papulae 6 about a plate, but

absent from a narrow radial streak and center of disk.

Marginal plates massive. Superomarginals, 40 to a ray, are broad

and tumid both as regards the cross and longitudinal axes, and are

confined to the abactinal surface beyond the first half dozen plates.

Proximally the plates are higher than wide, but they soon become

much wider than high, and form a tumid raised border to the

paxillar area. Inferomarginals extending laterally beyond the su-

peromarginals. On the highest part of the plate, near the distal

margin, is ]^orne a transverse appressed comb of proximalh' 4 to 7,

and distally 3 to 5, fiat, sharp spines, the median or outer admedian

usually the longest and about equaling the length of plate. On the

proximal plates there is usually a second series of shorter spines

just adorally to the first, which, farther along ray, are represented

by several unequall}' enlarged, sharp, squamiform spinelets. The
median transverse area of the plate is covered with closely appressed,

acute, ovate squamules, which are rapidly transformed, toward the

margins, into erect terete papilliform spinelets.

Inferomarginal plates much wider than long, and with an extensive

sloping actinal face, forming a prominent, slightly arched, beveled

border to the actinal surface, the outer end of the plate being rounded,

tumid, and projecting beyond the superomarginals. The width of

a plate about equals the length of 2. The armature consists of a lat-

eral comb of proximally 5 and distally 4 or 5 long, slender, sharp,

slightly curved spines on the outer end of the plate, the next to the

lowest, or the lowest being the longest; or the 3 lowermost are sub-

equal and equal to the length of 2.5 inferomarginal plates. Con-

tinuing this series along the distal margin toward the inner end of

the plate are proximally 4 or 5 and distally 2 or 3 sharp, appressed, flat

tened. much shorter spines. Proximally this series reaches nearly to

inner end of plate, but on the distal half of the ray the inner half of

the plate is free from spines. In addition to these, the plates of the

proximal half of the ray have a second comb of lateral spines parallel

to and covered by the outer comb. This is a variable feature and is

well developed only on the first 10 plates, but a remnant of the series

in the form of a single spine continues nearly to the end of ray.

There are usually 3 to 5 spines (considerably shorter than the other

lateral spines) and several shorter spinules. The surface of the plate

is cohered with medium-sized, ovate or obovate imbricating, appressed

squamules, with broad rounded ends. They are specialized into a
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series of short pointed spmules just adorally to the series of lateral

spines.

Terminal plate small, rather oblong, v."ith a small notch on the

proximal end and a tuft of 5 or 6 small spines on the distal end.

Surface covered with small lanceolate squamae.

Actinal interradial areas small, owing to the breadth of infero-

marginals. Intermediate plates exending in a single series to twenty-

second to twent3^-fourth inferomarginal or two-thirds the length of

ray, but beyond the middle they are very small. A second series of

small plates reaches the sixth or seventh inferomarginal. In a trans-

verse series between the first adambulacrai and first inferomarginal

are 5 or 6 small plates. The plates are spaced and bear paxilliform

groups of 8 to 12 papilliform spinelets, and a few plates in the inter-

radial region bear also a central tapering sharp spine 2 or 3 times as

long as the spinelets.

Adambulacrai plates slightly wider than long, with wide sutures

between. Furrovr margin angular, bearing a comb of 6 or 7 long

slender compressed round- or squarish-tipped spines, the central 2 or

3 slightly the longest and with edge to furrow, the laterals with flat

side thereto. The longest spines, at base of ray, equal 1.5 adambulacrai

plates in length or 1.3 inferomarginals, counting the intervening

sutures in each case. Subambulacral spines proximallj^ about 6, un-

equal, slender, tapering and swollen by membrane, shorter than the

furrow spines and arranged in usually a single irregular series.

Farther along ra}' the number increases to about 10 short, papilli-

form spinelets, in 2 series. On the outer part of ray they are no

longer than the inferomarginal spinelets, but, of course, slenderer.

The first plate is compressed, but still with a furrow comb of 6, and

upward of 15 subambulacrals.

Mouth plates prominent actinally and with the typical Persepho-

naster type of armature. First there is a pair of stout, long, lanceo-

late or oblanceolate teeth : betAvcen the base of these and the peristome

on either side is an oblique double row, or angular group, of 8 or 10

short, flattened, blunt spines, resembling a pectinate or fasciculate-

pectinate pedicellaria. These are part of the furrow or marginal

spines, and are continued along the side of the plate, adjacent to first

tube foot, in a series (on the same level Avith the teeth) ofl 5 or 6 stouter,

spatulate spines, forming a palmate group, but smaller in every way
than the first adambulacrai furrow series, (^n either side of the

broad median suture is a series of about 12 to 15 broad, flat, leaf-

like spines, the pair just back of the mouth spines being enlarged, and

the outermost of the series smaller and more clavate. Between this

series and the marginal, and extending far beyond the latter to the
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outer end of plate, is an intermediate series of smaller flattened papil-

liform round-tipped spinelets, also decreasing in size outward.

Madreporie body small at the middle of the minor radius, but

nearer edge of paxillar area than center of disk. Striae small, radiat-

ing, irregular.

r^/pe.—Cat. No. 30520, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5297, Verde Island Passage, off Batangas

Bay, Luzon (lat. 13° 41' 20" N.; long. 120° 58' E.), 198 fathoms,

mud and sand; 2 specimens.

Distribution.—The typical form is known only from the type

locality.

Remarl\9.—In the shape of the ray this species is like P. coelochiles

Alcock (Andaman Sea, 230 to 250 fathoms), but lacks the stout, erect,

superomarginal spine, and has the abactinal plates irregular along

the radial line. The inferomarginal plates of euryactis are wider,

and in coelochiles the second series of actinal intermediate plates ex-

tends far along the ra3^ The actinal accessory inferomarginal spines

are lacking in coelochiles. P. misakiensis Goto is a closely related

species.

PERSEPHONASTER EURYACTIS BREVISPINUS. new subspecies.

Plate 24, fig. 2 ;
plate 25, fig. 3 ; plate 30, fig. 2 ; plate 36, figs. 2, 2a.

Diagnosis.—Differing from the type form in having fewer and

shorter superomarginal spines, which are usually lacking on the

first 5 or 6 plates, pedicellariae Avith slenderer jaws, and subambu-

lacral spines in 2 rows throughout the ra3^ 11=73 mm., r=19 mm.
R=3.8+r.

Descriptio7i.—The general appearance is closely similar to that of

the type form, especially in respect to the size of disk and shape of

ray. The paxillae are similar but the pedicellariae are not quite so

numerous and the jaws are little if any stouter than the spinelets.

Superomarginal plates with only a tuft of inconspicuous spinules,

with 1 to 3 enlarged, but much shorter than the plate. Inferomar-

ginals Avith the second lateral series of spines usually well developed

and not reduced to a single spine until past the middle of ray, but

this is rather variable, for a specimen from station 5550 (referable

probabl.y to a distinct forma of this race) has the second series less

Avell developed than in euryactis. The actinal continuation of the

primary lateral series consists of from 5 to 3. and finally 2 spinules,

practically as in the type form. Furrow spines usually 7, and the

subambulacrals in 2 series at the base of ray as well as on the outer part.

Most of the actinal intermediate plates of the disk, adjacent to adam-
bulacrals, bear a group of G or 8 tapering, blunt papilliform. or

sharper, spinelets forming a fasciculate pedicellaria. more marked
than in ciiryartis.
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Anatomical notes.—More specimens of hrevispinus being available

than of the type form, it has been used for dissection.

Stomach eversible, with a single chamber, a circle of small gland-

like out-pouchings of the dorsal surface representing perhaps the

rudiment of the dorsal stomach. Hepatic coeca rather short, reach-

ing about as far as seventh superomarginal plate; intestinal coeca

conspicuous, and shaped somewhat like a butterfly, the intestine

being where the body of the butterfly would be, and the 4 wings being

represented by symmetrical divisions of the coecum. Anal aperture

small. The greatest diameter of coecum equals about one-half r. A
strong muscle proceeds downAvard from the base of the hepatic coe-

cum and is attached to the first 3 ambulacral ossicles. Another pro-

ceeds from the fifth ambulacral ossicle and dividing into several

branches is attached to the wall of the stomach, below the coeca.

There are 10 of each of these. Gonads interradial, there being

a single tuft depending from the dorsal integument on either

side of the membranous interbrachial septum. Tube feet pointed,

but with a small button; ampullae strongly double; Polian vesicles

one in each interradius, except that of madreporic body, where there

are 2. They are of an unusual form, having a narrow proximal neck

and an enlarged distal kidney-shaped portion, around the edge of

which are many simple or divided fingerlike coeca. Superambu-
lacral plates well developed, absent from first 3 ambulacral plates.

Between the superomarginal and inferomarginal plates a series

of tubelike diverticula of the coelom proceed horizontally toward the

outside. The position of each diverticulum is where the transverse

edges of 2 superomarginals and 2 inferomarginals meet, and the

largest pore is the interradial one, while the others decrease in size,

being quite small on the outer part of the ray. The outer end of the

pore has a corresponding position with reference to the 4 plates. It

ends blindly against the skin, but I have not been able to demonstrate

a papula, although from the inside the passages have the appear-

ance of papular pores. A natural supposition would be that they in-

dicate where papulae once existed. In Persephonaster oediplax the

pores are proximally still larger but no papulae can be discovered.

The same pores exist in Psilaster.

Type.—C^t. No. 37002, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5289. Verde Island Passage, north coast of

Mindoro (lat. 13° 41' 50" N.; long. 120° 58' 30" E.), 172 fathoms,

shells, sand.

Distribution.—Balayan Bay, Luzon, and vicinity, and near Jolo

Island, 172 to 258 fathoms. Apparently this variety lives on harder

bottom than the type form.

Specimens examined.—Six; 3 from type-locality and 1 from each

of the following stations

:
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Station 5290, near type-locality, 214 fathoms, lava, gravel.

Station 5365, Balayan Bay, Luzon, 214 fathoms.

Station 5550, vicinity of Jolo Island, 258 fathoms, fine sand, shells,

bottom temperature 52.3° F.

PERSEPHONASTER ANCKISTUS Fisher.

Plate 26, fig. 3 ;
plate 27, fig. 2 ; plate 30, figs. 4, 4a-d.

Persepkonaster anchistus Fisher, 191oa, p. 614.

Diagnosis.—Similar to P. euryactis, but with slightly slenderer

rays which taper evenly on the outer part to an attenuate extremity;

actinal inferomarginal spines lacking except on the first few plates

;

superomarginal spines lacking on first 3 to 5 plates, and distally 1

to 3 in number ; lateral comb of spines as in euryactis, but the second

comb very poorly developed, usualh'' represented by a single spine,

behind one of the top spines of the first comb
;
paxillae arranged as

in ewyactis and of about the same size, but with slightly longer

spinelets; abactinal pedicellariae numerous, with jaws only slightly,

sometimes not any, thicker than the surrounding spinelets; subam-

bulacral spines slightly more numerous than in euryactis, in 2 or 3

longitudinal series. R=143 mm., r=34 mm., R=4.2 r; breadth of

ray at midinterbrachium, 34 mm.
Description.—The spinelets of paxillae usually stand erect, forming

a flat-topped, compact 4-sided or rounded group. A rather large

paxilla has 15 to 20 slender terete, blunt peripheral spinelets and 8

to 12 central ones, of which 3 or more are often slightly swollen a'nd

curved to form the jaws of a fasciculate pedicellaria. Abactinal

plates elliptical, but with slightly undulating margin—not quite so

obviously nicked or scalloped as in euryactis.

Superomarginal plates, 48 to a ray in the type, have the same pro-

portions as in euryactis^ and the type has usually 3 spines in a simi-

lar position except on the first 2 to 4 plates. Sometimes there are 4

or 5 spines. The central is the largest, and proximally is about as

long as the plate, but distally is one and a half times. The specimen

from station 5116 has usually only 1 spine not so long as its plate.

The general covering of the plate is similar to that of euryactis.

Inferomarginals about the same proportions as in euryactis., but

lacking the actinal continuation of the lateral comb except on the

first 2 to 6 plates where actinal spines occur irregularly. This dif-

ference is the most striking one between euryactis and anchistus.

The lateral comb has proximally 4 or 5 prominent appressed spines

and distally 2 to 4. Underneath these there is often a single spine,

the rudiment of the second lateral series. In the type the squami-

form spinelets are much as in euryactis, though -in the specimens

from Balayan Bay they are much slenderer and pointed not truncate

13434—Bull. 100—19 9
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or round tipped. Similarly the superomarginal squamules of these

specimens are slenderer.

Actinal intermediate plates extending two-thirds the length of

ray in a single series; and in a double series as far as the eighth

inferomarginal of type, and fifth of cotype (station 5116). The type

seems to lack actinal intermediate pedicellariae, but a few are present

in the cotype, next the proximal adambulacral plates.

Adambulacral armature similar to that of euryactis^ but differing

slightly in having more subambulacral spines. Proximally there

are 8 or 10 in 2 series with the beginning of a tliird, and distally

there are 12 to 14, in 3 irregular series, or without very definite serial

arrangement. Furrow spines 6 or 7 in type, 7 or occasionally 8 in

cotype, compressed, long, round-tipped or dully pointed. The mouth
plates do not show anj^ marked points of difference.

Color in life: "Salmon color" above, below verj^ light (specimen

from station 5111).

Type.—C^t. No. 30521, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5301, China Sea, vicinity of Hongkong
(lat. 20° 37' N.; long. 115° 43' E.), 208 fathoms, gray mud, sand,

bottom temperature 60.5° F.

Distribution.—Vicinity of Hongkong to southern Luzon, 200 to

236 fathoms.

Specimens examhied.—The type, and 1 specimen from each of the

following stations

:

Station 5111, Balayan Bay, Luzon (13° 45' 15" N.; 120° 46' 30'^

E.), 236 fathoms.

Station 5116, same locality, 200 fathoms, bottom temperature

50.2° F.

Remarks.—Perseplwnaster anchistus is very close to P. euryactisy

but the difference in the inferomarginal armature is constant. The
specimens from Balayan Bay have the additional difference of pos-

sessing slender, pointed, inferomarginal spinelets.

Through lack of specimens it has not been possible to decide sat-

isfactorily the status of this species. It is one of those exasperating

forms which presents a close similarity to another species, yet has an

obvious difference, the value of which it is not practicable to test

rigorously on account of insufficient material.

PERSEPHONASTER LUZONICUS Fisher.

Plate 23, fig. 3 ; plate 24, fig. 1 ; plate 36, fig. 3, 3a-6.

Perseplwnaster Inzonicns Fishek, 1913a, p. G14.

Diagnosis.—Resembling, in armature, P. euryactis hrevispinus, but

with narrower, evenly tapered rays, much narrower paxillar area,,

fairly large compact paxillae having slightly shorter spinelets, nar-

rower inferomarginal plates, and a shorter series of actinal inter-
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mediate plates. R= T8 mm., r=18 mm., R=4.3 r; breadth of ray

at midiiiterbrachium, about '20 mm.
DescHption.—The most striking- difference betAveen this species

and P. euryacfis hrevisp'mus is in the narrower rays, which, instead

of being rather broad near the tip and then quickly narrowing to

an attenuate extremity taper gradually from a narrower base. The
superomarginals are of the same width in the two species, and as

a consequence the paxillar area is much narrower in luzonicus, its

width at one-third R from center being one and two-thirds to slightly

less than twice the extreme width of a neighboring superomarginal,

and at two-thirds R, about as wide as the superomarginal. In

euryactis these members are respectively "2.5 or 2.75 and 1.75.

The paxillae are compact and the transverse series on the rays are

interrupted along the median line. The paxillae are relatively a

little larger than in euryactis. An average large paxilla from base

of ray or interradius has 18 to 25 peripheral and about the same num-
ber of slightly shorter central spinelets, slender, terete bluntly

pointed. Pedicellariae are very variable in occurrence. In the type

they are lacking, or at least very scarce, but in an example from
station 5329 they are very numerous, occupy the center of the tabu-

lum and consist of 4 to 6 spiniform jaws a little shorter and stouter

than the other spinelets. Abactinal plates broadly ellipitical to

subcircular.

Superomarginals, 39 or 10. The lateral lace is about half as high

as width of dorsal, and on the well-rounded margin between the two,

and near the distal edge of plate, are borne 1, 2, or 3 short, flattened,

sharp, appressed spines. The plate is covered with appressed,

pointed squamules, which become slender small spinelets around the

borders of the plate, and especially in the shallow transverse chan-

nels between the plates. Terminal plate shorter and more ovoid

than in euryactis.

Inferomarginal plates with a lateral comb of about 5 spines very

similar to those of euryactis^ and along the distal margin of the

actinal surface, are proximally 3 or 1 appressed shorter spines, which
are reduced distally to 2 and finally to 1. The second lateral series

is variable but usually fairly well developed, with 3 to 5 spinules

lying parallel to and under the upper half of the primary series.

It extends typically farther along the ray than in euryactis. The
plates are covered with flat round-tipped squamules, becoming longer
at inner end of plate and resembling those of euryactis.

The actinal intermediate plates, owing to the narrowness of the

ray, are very small beyond tlie proximal third or fourth, and al-

though they extend to the twentieth or twenty-first inferomarginal,

or a little over one-half the length of ray, they are practically rudi-

ments attached to the inner edge of the inferomarginals. The inter-
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radial areas are small. The plates bear groups of rather slender

spinelets, and in the interradial areas usually a central appressed

spine, except on the plates adjacent to the adambulacrals, which bear

pectinate or pectinate-fasciculate peJicellariae with 6 to 10 pointed

jaws.

Adambulacral armature similar to that of euryactis, but furrow

spines 7 or 8, the eighth being usually a shorter spine at the adoral

end of the series. Proximally there are 8 or 9 subambulacral spines,

slender, terete, blunt, much shorter than the furrow spines and in

2 longitudinal series ; distally, 10 or 12 similar but relatively a little

fchorter spinules in 2 series, with often the beginning of a third, on

the outer part of plate.

The mouth plates do not seem to differ constantly from those of

euryactis.

Madreporic body similar to that of euryactis, situated at middle

of r; striae numerous, rather fine, raidating from near center.

Anatomical notes.—The only internal features that show a tangible

difference from those of euryactis are the Polian vesicles and intesti-

jial coecum. The latter is of the same general form, but smaller, while

the former has a larger distal portion with fewer coccal appendages.

It is not unlikely that the form varies greatly with the degree of

expansion of the bladderlike portion, and the size of course would

vary similarly.

Type.—C^it. No. 30522, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5326, off northern Luzon (lat. 18° 32' 35''

N. ; long. 122° 01' E.), 230 fathoms, mud; bottom temperature.

55.4° F.

Distrihution.—Known only from off northern Luzon.

Specimens examined.—Seven ; 3 from type-locality, and 4 from the

following stations:

Station 5325, vicinity of type-locality, 224 fathoms, green mud.

bottom temperature 53.2° F. ; 1 specimen.

Station 5328, vicinity of type-locality, 150 fathoms, blue mud. bot-

tom temperature 53.2° F.; 1 specimen.

Station 5329, vicinity of type-locality, 212 fathoms, blue mud, bot-

tom temperature 51.4° F. ; 2 specimens.

Remarks.—This species resembles both P. euryactis hrevispinus

and P. tenuis. It differs from P. anchistus in having the actinal in-

feromarginal spines, and in having narrower rays, narrower paxillar

area, shorter paxillar spinelets, and a less extensive series of actinal

intermediate plates on the ray. It is perhaps a little farther removed

from P. euryactis than is P. anchistus, and it stands about midway

between euryactis and tenuis. If anchistus and lusonicus are re-

garded as varieties of euryactis, then it will be difficult to consider

tenuis more than a variety of luzonicus. The result would be the
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association of very dissimilar forms under one specific name, yet

notwithstanding this they m.ay each represent but a form of a highl}^

polymorphic species. I know of no Avay to settle the question with

the available material. The presence of gaps between the types has

been my reason for regarding them as separate species.

PERSEPHONASTER TENUIS Fisher.

Plate 22, fig. 1 ; plate 23, fig. 2 ; plate 30, fig. 1 ; plate 37, figs. 1, la-d.

Persephonaster tennis Fisher, 1913a, p. 615.

Diagnosis.—A slender-rayed species with blocklike conspicuous

marginals, which are not markedly tumid as in the "cingulate"

species such as viuUicincfus, cingulatus, and roulei' supcromarginals

with slightly wider dorsal than lateral face ; lateral face of ray per-

pendicular, the upper and lower margin evenly and abruptly rounded

;

superomarginal plates without conspicuous spines; inferomarginals

narrow^, with lateral comb of, proximally, 5 rather short slender ap-

pressed spines, and 1 actinal spinule on the proxijnal i)lates only;

furrow spines 7 or 8; subambulacrals 4 to 7 proximally, distally 8

to 10; a few fasciculate adambulacral pedicellariae. R=81 mm.,

r=18 mm., R=-1.5 r; breadth of ray at base, 20 mm., at tenth supero-

marginal, about 11 mm.
TJescriftion.—Paxillar area rather narrow, but supcromarginals

narrower than in lusonicvs^ so that the area appears wider than in

that species (although of about the same width). Paxillae arranged

as in foregoing species and of nearly the same size and shape, being

low tabulate but with slightly larger and fewer spinelets. A large

paxilla from interradial area has about 15 to 18 peripheral and 8 to

12 central, terete, slender, blunt, or bluntly pointed spinelets, a little

longer than the low tabulum. Many paxillae have an inconspicuous

central fasciculate or fasciculate-pectinate pedicellaria with 4 to 6

spiniform jaws.

Superomarginals 37, much less tumid than in muUicincfics, and

about as tumid as in luzonicus; dorsal face slightly wider than the

lateral, the angle betw^een the two evenly rounded. The transverse

fascicles between the plates are shallow and more abrupt than in

muUicinctus^ the tumidity being near the aboral margin and not in

the middle. Plates covered with very small, slender appressed squami-

form spinelets, which beyond the middle of ray become enlarged

into 1 to 3 short appressed inconspicuous spinules. Terminal plate

slender, subcylindrical, longer than wide, with a conspicuous ter-

minal spine and a much smaller spinelet on either side.

Inferomarginals narrower than in luzonicus,' lateral face a little

r.arrower than that of superomarginals and bearing a slightly ob-

lique comb of proximally 5, distally 3 or 4, slender, appressed, sharp
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spines, the lowest but one usually the longest, and the lowermost

next longest, the former slightly exceeding the plate in length.

Underneath the upper members of this series, on the first few

plates, a rudiment of the second comb is usually present and the

first half dozen plates have a small solitary spinule near the middle

of the actinal surface and distal margin of the plate—a rudiment

of the actinal spines of luzonicus and euryactis. The actinal sur-

face of the plates is much narrow^er than in luzonicus and a trifle

wider than in multlcinctus. The general covering of the plates con-

sists of appressed, uncrowded, squamules round tipped at base of

ray. becoming pointed distally.

Actinal intermediate plates small on the ray, a single series ex-

tending to the tenth inferomarginal or less than one-third the length

of ray measured along side. For the length of 5 inferomarginals

beyond this point the series is continued by a variable number of

minute rudiments not visible unless the inner end of the inferomar-

ginals is cleaned of spinelets. In a transverse series between the

first adambulacral and inferomarginal are 5 small plates. The

plates bear spaced groups of 4 to 8 lanceolate, papilliform, blunt,

spinelets, the central one being sometimes enlarged. Several plates

adjacent to the adambulacrals bear a pectinate or fasciculate-pecti-

nate pedicellaria with 6 or 8 teeth.

Adambulacral armature of the type of the foregoing species.

Furrow comb of 7 or 8 spines, the laterals the shortest, so that the

end of the fan has a curved contour. Proximal plates with 4 to 7

subambulacral spines in a single series, with a spine or 2 out of

line, and distally 8 or 10 in 2 or 3 series, all much shorter than the

furrow spines. On a few plates some of the spines form a simple

fasciculate pedicellaria, and are not appreciably modified. The first

and second plates are conspicuously compressed, the first with a

double pectinate transverse series of 14 to 16 spines.

Mouth plates and armature similar to forgoing species. The

marginal spines below the base of the large inner tooth are short

conical and bluntly pointed and form a fascicular group of 6 or 7

resembling a pedicellaria. The portion of the series on a level with

the teeth consists of 3 or 4 small spines; the inner tooth is thick,

slightly tapered and blunt. The superficial spines are in 2 series

on each plate, the inner next to suture reaching the outer end of

plate and consisting of rather thick, blunt, lanceolate spinules; the

intermediate spines are irregularly placed, much smaller, and do

not attain the outer end of plate.

Madreporic body medium-sized, the adcentral edge being at the

middle of r.

Type.—C^t. Xo. 30523, U.S.N.M.
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Type-locality.—Station 5301, China Sea, vicinity of Hongkong
(lat. 20° 37' N.; long. 115° 43' E.), 208 fathoms, gray mud, sand,

bottom temperature 50.5° F. ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—China Sea. vicinity of Hongkong.

SpeclTnens examined.—The type, and 1 specimen from station

5302, near type-locality 38 fathoms, soft gray mud (probable error

in localit.y).

Remarks.—This species differs from luzonicus in having still nar-

rower rays; superomarginals which encroach less upon the paxillar

area, and which have proportionately higher lateral faces; more
delicate superomarginal spinelets; practically no specialized spines,

except a very small one on the distal plates; actinally narrower in-

feromarginal plates with only 1 small actinal spine on a few proxi-

mal plates; shorter lateral spines; more restricted actinal interme-

diate plates; adambulacral pedicellariae
;
proximally fewer subam-

bulacral spines; longer and slenderer terminal plate. The narrow

rays, narrow inferomarginals and superomarginals, shorter lateral

spines, and the short series of actinal intermediate plates are among
the differences separating tenuis from eiiryactis and anchistus.

From muUicinctus, tenuis differs in not having such tumid marginal

plates, in having shorter lateral spines, no superomarginal spine,

fewer furrow spines, smaller paxillae, and a more pronounced angle

between the actinal and lateral faces of the inferomarginal plates.

In multicinctus the actinal surface of the plates is beveled and the

outer end quite tumid. An additional difference is the absence in

tenuis (and in the other preceding species) of the specialized abac-

tinal pedicellariae. These occupy low plates independent of the

paxillae.

Psilaster gracilis Sladen seems to be an aberrant Persephonaster.,

with much reduced marginals. It differs from Psilaster and agrees

with Persephonaster in having at the base of each tooth a group of

spinelets—a part of the marginal series—directed across the mouth
of the furrow. P. gracilis has even more attenuate rays than P.

tenuis, and has much smaller marginal plates. The inferomarginals

are narrow and rounded, without a prominent actinal face, and the

mouth plates are smaller, with a smaller tuft of spinelets at the

mouth of furrow.

PERSEPHONASTER MULTICINCTUS Fisher.

Plate 25, fig. 1; plate 26, fig. 1; plate 27, fig. 1; plate 37, figs. 2, 2a-c.

Persephonaster multicinctus Fisher, 1913o, p. 616.

Diagnosis.—Of the type of P. cingulatus Fisher and related to P.

roulei Koehler, from which it differs in having abactinal and mar-

ginal pedicellariae; fewer paxillar spinelets; a slender appressed,
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central superomarginal spine, forming a single longitudinal series

along ray (not 2 conical robust ones, forming 2 parallel series along

ray) ; more numerous furrow spines. Disk larger than in either

cingulatus or roulei. R=110+nim. (tip of ray broken), r=24 mm.,
Ezi=4.6+r; breadth of ray at base 28 mm. Interbrachia open; rays

tapering very gradually ; height of ray at base less in proportion to

width than in cingulatus or patagiatus.

Description.—Marginal plates massive, tumid, the superior series

encroaching markedly upon paxillar area ; the latter narrow on rays,

beyond the middle being about as wide as a corresponding supero-

marginal. Paxillae small, with a low pedicel surmounted by a flat-

topped group of terete, blunt spinelets as long, or slightly longer

than height of tabulum. Largest paxillae, at base of rays and on

disk at middle of r, with about a dozen peripheral and 5 to 7 central

spinelets. Far along ray the spinelets are much higher than tabulum

and as few as 2 or 3, more often 5 to 8 in a coordinate group.

Scattered over the paxillar area are fairly numerous plates without a

perceptible tabulum and with 2 to 10 tapering, pointed spinelets,

markedly stouter than those of the regular paxillae, and forming

fasciculate or fasciculate-pectinate pedicellariae. Plates interme-

diate between these and the normal paxillae are observable. Some-

times the spines form two opposed rows, sometimes are grouped in a

circle.

Superomarginals over 40, shaped as in P. cingulatus^ the median

transverse line being covered with scalelike granules, the slopes on

either side with tiny terete spinelets. Near middle of plate are one

or 2 slender appressed, sharp, flattened spinules not as long as the

plate (absent from 6 or 7 interbrachial plates). Each plate also has

several inconspicuous fasciculate pedicellariae, modified from both

the slender and the scalelike spinelets, and occurring on both upper

and lateral faces of plate.

Inferomarginals corresponding to superomarginals in number and

position, tumid and encroaching upon actinal area about as much as

in cingulatus. Proximally the plates bear a lateral oblique comb of

3 or 4 slender, flat, sharp, appressed spines, about the same length as

in cingulatus (but fewer). The general covering of the plates con-

sists of squamiform granules, or spinelets, becoming more spiniform

on the margins. There is also a fasciculate spiniform pedicellaria

near the upper margin of most of the plates.

Actinal interradial areas small; the first series of intermediate

plates extending to the eighteenth inferomarginal, or half the length

of ray, the outer plates being small and rudimentary ; the second series

to the sixth plate; the third series to the third plate, while in the

first interradial series between mouth and first inferomarginal plates
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7 plates occur, and in the next 2, also meeting the first inferomar-

ginal, are 6 and 5 plates, respectively. The covering of the inter-

mediate plates resembles that of cmgulatus^ but the spinelets are even

more numerous and each interradial triangle contains about 10 or 12

slender elongate spines and a very few fasciculate pedicellariae, with

4 or 5 spiniform jaws on the plates adjacent to adambulacrals.

Adambulacral plates with a curved furrow margin, 9 furrow and

2 longitudinal series of slender, membrane-covered, rather fleshy

subambulacral spines, about 5 in the inner series and 4 to 7 slightly

shorter ones in the second. The tips of the furrow comb form a

straight or only slightly curved contour, and the armature is of the

type of cingulatus. The subambulacral spines have a conspicuous

lateral flange of skin, and look as if webbed for more than half their

length. They are not, however. The appearance is due to the juxta-

posed edges of the vanes. On the first to the third plates a few

actinal spinelets may be coordinated into a conical pedicellaria.

Mouth plates with a very large, broadly lanceolate, inner tooth.

The true furrow series forms a very acute angle on the level of the

base of this spine in such a way that a horizontal or oblique double

series of altogether six or seven spinelets projects across mouth of

furrow, near the peristome. Ten or more additional spinelets con-

tinue this series from the base of the tooth along the true margin

of plate to the outer end, and considerably above (as viewed ac-

tinally) the double angular series referred to above. There are

numerous suboral spinules in 2 additional (interradial) series much
as in cingulatus.

Madreporic body small, very convex, on the marginal side of the

center of r. Striae like those of cingulatus.

Type.—C?it. No. 30524, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5648, Buton Strait, Celebes (lat. 5° 35' S.

;

long. 122° 20' E.), 559 fathoms, green mud, bottom temperature

39.2° F.

Remarks.—This species differs from P. cingulatus in having

much smaller paxillae, abactinal and numerous marginal fasciculate

or fasciculate-pectinate pedicellariae, 1 or 2 slender appressed supero-

marginal spines, fewer inferomarginal spines, smaller inferomar-

ginal squamiform granules or spinelets; much heavier teeth; larger

disk; and the combined marginal plates arc lower in proportion to

width of ray.

PERSEPHONASTER SULUENSIS Fisher.

Plate 22, fig. 2 ; plate 23, fig. 1 ;
plate 38, figs. 1, la-e.

Fcrsephonastcr sulncnsis Fisher, 1913«, p. G17.

Diagnosis.—Near P. multicincfus. Differs in having the supero-

marginal plate with the transverse ridge between the center and
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aboral margin of the plate, not in the center ; inferomarginals appre-

<;iably broader, with less crowded squamules; furrow spines 7 or 8;

marginal fan of mouth spines prominent, 5 to 7, nearly as long as

first adambulacral furrow spines. R=61 mm., r=14 mm., 11=4.3 r;

breadth of ray at base, about 16 mm.
Description.—The difference in the appearance of the abactinal

surface of suluensis and multicinctus is chiefly due to the more evi-

dent tumidity of the latter's superomarginals, and the position of

the summit of this on the median transverse line of the plate—not

near the distal margin. The superomarginals of suluensis are not

evenly rounded from the inner to the lower or outer margin but have

a fairly plane and horizontal dorsal facet at nearly right angles to

the lateral, the margin of the ray being abruptly rounded. In sulu-

ensis the spinelets of the exposed surface are lanceolate squamules,

while in multicinctus a narrow transverse band is clad with roundish

squamiform granules abruptly larger than the other spinelets. In

suluensis the inferomarginals extend laterally slightly beyond the

superomarginals, and the lateral comb consists of proximally 4 and

distally 3 sharp, slender appressed spines. The first 2 or 3 plates

may have a rudiment of the second comb, covered by the upper

-spines. This is lacking in multicinctus, and the inferomarginals do

not extend laterally beyond superomarginals. The plates are wider

and the actinal surface more nearly plane than in multicinctus. On
the first 8 plates a delicate spinule, spaced from the lateral comb

stands on the adoral margin, as in tenuis. (In imilticlnctus this

spine is present but larger, and a second may be present on the first

3 or 4 plates.) The squamules covering the plates are lanceolate to

oval, smaller than in multicinctus, and slightly spaced, not crowded

and overlapping.

The abactinal paxillae are about the same size as in multicinctus.

A large paxilla has 15 to 18 peripheral and 8 to 10 central, delicate,

terete, spinelets, shorter than the low pedicels. The pediceliariae are

distinctly larger than neighboring paxillae and have 4 to 8 pointed

jaws, either forming 2 opposing rows, or a circle. There are a num-

ber of low paxillae, with spinelets, in addition to the pediceliariae,

forming a transition between normal paxillae and the low pedicel-

larian plate. In proportion to the ^neighboring plates the pedicel-

iariae of suluensis are larger than in multicinctus., in which the

pediceliariae are equal to the paxillae, or sometimes a trifle smaller

or a trifle larger, but not conspicuously larger.

Actinal intermediate plates extending nearly two-thirds length of

ray, but the outer ones are minute and rudimentary. In multicinctus

they extend half the length of ray. The plates bear groups of rather

numerous, slender, spinelets, with one enlarged, in the interradial

region. Most of the proximal plates adjacent to the adambulacrals
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bear fasciculate pedicellariae. These are present in tnulticinctus^ but

are much smaller, as they never occupy the whole plate. The en-

larged spinules are larger in vmlticinctus.

Mouth plates with a conspicuous lateral fan of 5 to 7 marginal

spines, nearly as long as the first adambulacral furrow spines, and
the usual oblique double series of about 10 spinelets between the base

of tooth and peristome. The superficial spines are in 2 series on

each plate, and the marginal series is carried to the outer end of plate

by several additional small spinelets. The teeth are much as in sev-

eral other species, rather long, stout, slightly swollen, with a blunt

tijo. In niulticinctus the lateral marginal comb is much less con-

spicuous.

Type.—G^it. No. 30525, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5424, Sulu Sea, near Cagayanes Islands,

340 fathoms, coral sand, bottom temperature 50.4° F. ; 1 specimen.

Remarks.—This species is similar, also, to P. tenuis., but differs in

the presence of the conspicuous though small superomarginal spine,

the wider inferomarginals. the much less compressed first adambu-

lacral plates, the longer and more numerous marginal mouth spines,

the proximal subambulacrals in 2 series, and the specialized abactinal

pedicellariae. From suluensis, luzonicus differs in having con-

spicuously wider marginal plates, no specialized abactinal paxillae,

and in lacking all but rudiments of the actinal inferomarginal spines

and the second lateral comb. P. anchistus which, like suluensis., lacks

the actinal inferomarginal spines, differs in having wider rays, more

depressed superomarginals, no specialized abactinal paxillae, usually

more numerous superomarginal spines, longer paxillar spinelets, a

more extensive series of actinal intermediate plates. The oral and

adambulacral armature is much alike in both species, but the dis-

tinctly broader rays and more depressed marginals of anchistus will

serve to separate it at once. It is probable that suluensis is rather

closely related to anchistus^ as well as to multicinctus, although the

curious pedicellariae are lacking in anchistus, the less specialized

paxillar type only being present.

PERSEPHONASTER OEDIPLAX Fisher.

Plate 22, figs. 3, 4 ; plate 23, fig. 4 ;
plate 31, figs. 2, 3 ;

plate 38, figs. 2, 2a-fZ.

Persephonaster oediplax Fishee, 1913a, p. 617.

Diagnosis.—Marginal plates small and tumid, the superomarginals

bearing a central or subcentral small spine, or distally 2 ; the infero-

marginals extending laterally slightly beyond superomarginals, the

tumid outer end bearing a narrow comb of 3 or 2 slender appressed

spines; no actinal inferomarginal spines; superomarginal, infero-

marginal, abactinal, actinal intermediate, and subambulacral fasci-
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culate pedicellariae ; furrow spines 6 or 7, rather long, slender, com-
pressed ; subambulacral spines 8 to 12, slender and short. Rays long,

of medium width, thin and with an attenuate extremity. R=95
mm., r=20 mm., R=4.75 r; breadth of ray at base, 22 nun.; breadth

at two-thirds r, 8 mm.
Description.—Rays, slightly variable in width, but of medium

breadth, appressed, the marginal plates forming a thin edge. The
superomarginals do not encroach much upon paxillar area and in

consequence the latter is broad. Abactinal integument rather thin

and flexible, and the paxillae in consequence of tlie upright position

of their spinelets, appear spaced. Arrangement of paxillae typical

of Persephonaster. Paxillae largest on interradial regions and adja-

cent portions of the base of ray where they are of medium size, and

consist of 15 to 20 terete pointed spinelets longer than the rather low

pedicel. In the center of the disk the paxillae are very slender, with

8 or 10 spinelets, the pedicel being longer, shorter, or equal to them
in length. Many paxillae have a fasciculate pedicellaria of slightly

thickened spinelets.

Abactinal plates irregularly elliptical on papular areas and more
I'oundish on median radial line. Plates of the transverse series touch

each other or even overlap slightly but consecutive series are spaced.

Many of the plates of the outer half of ray are shaped like an open

fan, and the transverse rows are little or not at all interrupted on

the radial line. Papulae absent from small area at center of disk and

along a narrow radial band.

Superomarginals, 40 in number, are quite small and form a nar-

row border to paxillar area, the inferomarginals extending laterally

beyond them and forming a scalloped margin to the ray. In the

interbrachial angle the plates are wider than long, then they become

square, and beyond the first third of the ray the length gradually in-

creases over the width, as the plates become smaller and smaller.

The plates are tumid, the apex of the tumidity bearing a short, coni-

cal spine and moving from the middle of the plate (at base of ray)

to a little distad of the middle. On the outer fourth of the ray the

plates are not tumid, and have 2 or 3 spines in a transverse series.

The plates are covered with a fine nap of very delicate spinelets. be-

coming appressed around the base of the spine and most of them

have 1 or 2 small fasciculate pedicellariae near the inner edge. Ter-

minal plate very slender, subcylindrical, round-tipped, with a stout

terminal spine and 2 or 3 smaller ones on either side.

Inferomarginals on first third of ray equal in width to 1.5 the

length ; at middle of ray the width only slightly exceeds the length.

From this point the ray becomes rapidly very attenuate, and the

plates are longer than wide. Most of the width of plate is occu-

pied by the actinalface. the lateral facet being low, not half as wide
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as the actinal. This outer end is tunlid and bears a short oblique

comb of 3, distally often 2, slender, tapering, sharp, appressed spines,

the middle, or the 2 lower the longest, or sometimes the lowest. At
the first third of the ray the longest spine equals 2 or 2-1 plates, and
the comb often is largely abactinal in position, the spines resting on
or against the superomarginals. The first 3 or 4 plates may have 4

spines in the comb, with an additional actinal spinule, and 1 or 2

spinules out of place in front of the comb. Plates covered with

spaced, rather slender, flattened, appressed spinelets, sometimes

broader and more scalelike. The first few plates usually have 1

or 2 fasciculate pedicellariae near the inner edge consisting of about

C stubb}' spinelets and another at the outer end, near the base of the

uppermost lateral spine, this upper pedicellaria persisting to the

outer part of the ray.

Actinal interradial areas small; intermediate plates extending to

twenty-first inferomarginal or about two-thirds length of ray. They
are very small and well spaced beyond the first fourth of the ray.

Plates slightly convex and armed with spaced groups of rather slen-

der papilliform spinelets, which, on a variable number of plates in

the interradial areas form fasciculate or pectinate pedicellariae. The
pedicellarian spinelets are coarser and shorter than the others.

Proximal adambulacral plates wider than long, then as wide as

long, and beyond middle of ray increasingly longer than wide.

Sutures very broad. Furrow spines 6 or 7, slender, compressed,

pointed, and rather long. When there are 6, the spines are nearly

equal, the median being a trifle the longest. When there are 7, either

or both lateral members, especially at base of ray, are conspicuously

shorter. Subambulacral spines 8 to 12, slender, pointed, much
shorter than furrow spines and arranged in about 2 irregular series,

or on the first 2 or 3 plates in 2 or 3 irregular transverse series, or

without any regularity. A variable number of plates bear 1 or 2

fasciculate pedicellariae with 4 to 6 jaws. These jaws are slightly

more pointed subambulacral spines. Rarely all the subambulacral

spinelets form a sort of pectinate pedicellaria. In the type most of

the plates except on the attenuate outer part of the mj have pedi-

cellariae, but a specimen from station 5215 is poorly provided.

Mouth plates of the usual Persejyhonaster type. At the inner

angle of the combined plates are 2 broad, flattened, blunt, petaloid

spines. Between each of these and the peristome is an oblique verti-

cal double row (or really a very acutely angular series, apex toward
peristome) of about 10 pointed spinelets resembling a pectinate

pedicellaria. The marginal series, on the furrow, at level of inner

tooth, consists of 3 to 5 rather conspicuous slender lanceolate spines

appressed against the smaller suboral spines, of which there are
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generally 2 series to each plate, that bordering the median suture

consisting of 10 to 14 short, stout, blunt, spinelets. The other or in-

termediate series is less regular and is composed of 8 or 10 shorter

spinelets. A third series continues the marginal series along the lat-

eral suture. That the teeth are occasionally broken in life is shown

by their absence on 2 mouth angles of the type, and by regenerating

members in 2 other angles.

Madreporic body very convex, situated its own diameter nearer the

margin from the middle of r.

Anatomical notes.—Intestinal coecum butterfly-shaped, the great-

est diameter about one-half r. Polian vesicles rather large with numer-

ous small diverticula scattered over the surface of the enlarged distal

portion. Superambulacral ossicles slender, and rather long, but ab-

sent from the first 3 ambulacral ossicles. The intermarginal pores,

described under P. euryactis hrevispinus, are w^ell developed, the

largest being the median interradial, which as seen from the coelomic

side has a diameter about one-third that of the plates adjacent.

From the outside, when the plates are carefully cleaned, the pore is

visible at the point where the transverse suture between a pair of

superomarginals meets the intermarginal suture (between the 2

series), but is covered with skin. There does not seem to be any

structure resembling a papula. The other pores are similar and de-

crease gradually in diameter, becoming very tiny at the middle of

ray, and soon ceasing.

Type—Csit. No. 30526, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5123, east coast Mindoro, 283 fathoms,

green mud ; 2 specimens.

Distribution.—Known only from east of Masbate and east coast

of Mindoro, and neighboring waters, 283 to 604 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Six; 2 from type-locality and 4 from the

following stations:

Station 5215, east of Masbate Island, 604 fathoms, green mud, bot-

tom temperature 50.5° F. ; 1 specimen.

Station 5219, between Marinduque and Luzon, 530 fathoms, green

mud, sand ; 3 specimens.

Remarks.—P. oediplojx differs from such species as euryactis^ an-

chistus, and luBonicvs in having much narrower and more tumid

superomarginals, each of w^hich bears a subcentral conical spine, not

an appressed spine or row^ ot spinelets near the distal border of the

plate. The three species mentioned are notable for their broad

inferomarginal plates also. P. oediplax differs from P. tenuis in

having much smaller and more tumid [armed] superomarginals and

less massive infcromarginals. The side of the ray of tenuis at base

is massive and high—higher than the actinal width of inferomar-

ginals—while in oediplao; the border of ray is equal to or less than
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actinnl -width of inferomarginals. The ray is slenderer in tenuis

and the paxillar area much narrower, the paxillae larger, the lateral

spines more numerous, and the actinal inferomarginal spinelets-

squamiform. P. muUicinctus belongs to another type, having mas-

sive transversely tumid superomarginals, narrow paxillar area,

large independent abactinal pedicellariae, larger paxillae, and num-
erous furrow spines. P. suluensis also has a massive margin to the

ray. the superomarginals, especially, being larger than in oediplaXy

and the side wall of ray higher. The paxillar area in suluensis is

narrower; and conspicuous, independent, abactinal pedicellariae are

present. Actinally the most noteworthy differences are the wider

inferomarginals and longer marginal mouth spines of suluensis, and

the slenderer inferomarginal spinelets and conspicuous inferomar-

ginal pedicellariae of oediplax.

PERSEPHONASTER HABROGENYS Fisher.

Plate 13, fig. 1 ;
plate 28, fig. 1 ; plate 31, fig. 6 ; plate 39, figs. 2, 2a-e.

FersepJionaster habrogenys Fishek, 1913ffl, p. 618.

Diagnosis.—Eesembling P. oecliplax but with still slenderer rays,,

smaller disk, narrower inferomarginal plates, which bear proxi-

mally 2 or 3 actinal spinules in addition to the 2 or 3 slender, long,

lateral spines; with very small actinal interradial areas, the plates

extending less than half the length of ray ; mouth plates small, with

2 series of suboral spines; adambulacral plates spaced, with 5, less

often 6, furrow spines. Superomarginal spines proximally 1, dis-

tally 2 or 3, the plates markedly convex. No superomarginal, infero-

marginal, or subambulacral pedicellariae. E=59 mm., r=ll mm.,.

R=5.3-|-r; breadth of ray at base, 11 or 12 mm. Rays slender, evenly

tapered, sharp; interbrachial angles abruptly rounded.

Description.—Paxillae arranged as in oedlplax, but Avith a wider

radial area free from papulae. Paxillae not crowded, medium sized,

the largest having about 15 to 18 slender terete spinelets, often longer

than the pedicel, 3 to 5 occupying the center of group. Many paxillae

have part or all of the center of tabulum occupied by a fasciculate

pedicellaria with 3 or 4 jaws, and a few are lower and have only 2

or 3 spinelets in addition to the pedicellaria.

Superomarginals, 35 in number, have about the same proportions

as in oediplax, but are a trifle less tumid, and bear on the apex of Ih©

plate, nearer the inner than outer edge, a sharp conical spine, larger

than in oediplax^ and proximally two-thirds to three-fourths length

of plate. Beyond the basal third of ray a second, and often a third

smaller spine is added to form a transverse series, which as the

end of the ray is approached, moves very gradually nearer the distal

margin of plate. General surface of plate covered with delicate
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terete upright spinelets, becoming slightly longer, sharper, and
slender-squamiform near the spines. Terminal plate slender, cylin-

drical, longer than wide, with a terminal spine longer than itself,

and on either side 2 shorter spines.

Inferomarginal plates extending laterally slightly beyond the

superomarginals, very narrow, with a tumid outer end, as in oedi-

ylax. Except for the first 2 or 3 plates which are wider than long,

all the plates are either as wide as long (to about the middle of ray)

or narrower than long (outer part of ray). For this genus the in-

feromarginals are very narrow, and form a narrow, slightly beveled,

border to actinal area. Lateral spines proximally 3 (with sometimes

a slenderer fourth spine at upper end of series) distally 2, slender,

slightly curved, appressed, the lowest the longest and equaling 2.5

to 2.75 plates in length, on proximal half of ray. On the distal mar-

gin of the narrow actinal face of plate 2 or 3 much smaller, very slen-

der spinules continue the lateral series. These become so small on

the outer third of ra}^ thaf they merge into the general spinulation,

and owing to the extreme narrowness of the plates, the lateral coiiib

occupies the whole width. The spinelets covering the outer or lateral

face of plate are like those of the superomarginals, only a little

longer, but actinally become coarser, sharper, and well spaced.

There may be on the proximal plates an enlarged spinule near the

adoral margin.

Actinal interradial areas very small for the genus, the distance be-

tween outer end of mouth plates and the edge of first inferomarginal

plate being slightly less than the interradial dimension of the mouth
plates. The series between the 2 points mentioned contains 4 or 5

plates. Intermediate plates extending to twelfth inferomarginal or a

trifle less than half length of ray. These plates are spaced from one

another, beyond the second inferomarginal. The plates bear groups

of 6 or 8 slender, sharp, terete spinules, which, by reason of the in-

vestment, appear smaller near the base, and which are a little shorter

than the subambulacral spines. Several plates in the interradial

area, adjacent to adambulacrals, bear prominent fasciculate pedicel-

lariae with 4 to 6 jaws swollen at the base and tapering like the other

spinules, but the calcareous part in reality is very slender.

Furrow spines 5, occasionally 6, long, slender, compressed, pointed,

membrane-invested and webbed at base, forming a regular comb with

a curved outer margin. The mesial spines are about as long, on the

proximal third of the ray, as the neighboring inferomarginal plate.

Subambulacral spines very slender, terete, but apparently thick

and swollen, owing to the translucent tissue investing them. There

are about 6 of these forming 2 series on the second and third plates,

then on the succeeding plates a single zig-zag series, and finally on

the outer half or two thirds of ray 2 more or less irregular series,
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of 8 to 12 spinules. The first plate is compressed and has an angular

furrow series of 5, and 2 transverse subambulacral series of about 8

or 9 spines. No subambulacral pedicellariae.

Mouth spines fewer than in oediplax. Laterally from the base of

the compressed tooth, and directed into mouth of furrow is a fasci-

culate group of 4 or 5 small pointed tapering spinelets resembling

and probably functioning as a pedicellaria. This is the usual Perse-

phonaster group of spines belonging to the marginal series. It is

continued on the margin of plate facing the furrow by about 3

longer, bluntly pointed spines, and thence along the lateral suture

margin by 5 or 6 additional shorter slender spinelets. The super-

ficial series, along edge of median suture, consists of about 8 promi-

nent, flattened, slender or lanceolate blunt spinules decreasing in

length toward outer end of plate. The mouth plates are much nar-

rower than in oediplax^ or any other of the preceding species, and
are notable for their small size generally. The distance between the

superficial and marginal series of spines is slight.

Madreporic body small with coarse striae and a paxilla on the

.surface adjacent to the adcentral margin. It is situated about two-

thirds r from center.

Type.—C^i. No. 30527, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5114, Verde Island Passage, vicinity of

Balayan Bay, southern Luzon 340 fathoms, fine sand ; 2 specimens.

Distribution.—Balayan Bay, Luzon, and Sibuko Bay, Borneo, 305

to 340 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Three, the types and 1 from 5592, Sibuko

Bay, Borneo (lat. 4° 12' 44'' ^.; long. 118° 27' 44" E.), 305 fathoms,

green mud, bottom temperature 43.3° F.

Remarks.—This species is an aberrant Perseplionaster in that its

marginal and mouth plates are distinctly smaller than the mean for

the genus, and the general habit is slender and light. The actinal

interradial areas are also small, and the furrow spines of the adam-

bulacral plates reach the lowest number known in the genus. P.

hahrogenys agrees with P. gracilis (Sladen) in having small mouth
plates, but differs in possessing armed superomarginals, smaller disk,

higher paxillae; in having the lateral and ventral facets of the in-

feromarginals better differentiated, and the long inferomarginal

plates lateral in position; in having fewer furrow spines. The
marginal plates of gracilis are much less tumid than those of

hahrogenys. Dytaster anacanthus Alcock and Wood-Mason (Bay of

Bengal, 1,748 fathoms) is certainly not a Dytaster. Although the

mouth plates are imperfectly described, the species, as Alcock states,

seems to be near P. gracilis (Sladen) and for that reason, if for no

other, probably should occupy a niche in the genus Persephonaster.

It has unarmed superomarginals which are more lateral in position

13434—Bull. 100—19 10
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than in hahrogenys and are not tumid. The lateral inferomarginal

comb is reduced to a long, fine spine and 1 or 2 similar but smaller

ones are vertically below it ; furrow comb, 6 to 8 spines ; no pedicel-

lariae. In habrogenys the lowest lateral spine is the longest.

PERSEPHONASTER MONOSTOECHUS Fisher.

Plate 20, fig. 2; plate 21, fig. 2; plate 31, fig. 5; plate 37, figs. 3a-e.

Persephonaster monostoechus Fisher, 1913a, p. 620.

Diagnosis.—Related to P. croceus Alcock and Wood-Mason, which

it resembles in having, in addition to the appressed inferomarginal

spines, a conical erect lateral spine, but differs in having only 1 series

of erect superomarginal spines (peculiarh^ situated), narrower mar-

ginals, 8 furrow spines, small actinal interradial areas, and irregu-

larlj'^ occurring and smaller, erect, lateral spines. R=45 mm., r=8.5

mm., E=5.3 r; breadth of ray at base, 12 mm. Eays rather slender,

with, proximally, high lateral walls sloping steeply but not quite

perpendicularly; marginal plates massive, tumid, the superomar-

ginals encroaching conspicuously upon the aliactinal surface bej^^ond

the base of ra}^ Interbrachial angle abruptly rounded.

Description.—Paxillar area narrow, being about as wide at the

base of ray as the length of the first superomarginals. Paxillae com-

paratively large, though the number of spinelets is not great. Pax-

illae largest in the interradial regions and adjacent portions of ray.

The base of the stout tabulum is roundish on the disk, with slight

indentations, but on the ray the plate as well as 'the section of tabulum

is elongate elliptical and the tabulum or pedicel becomes lower and

lower on the outer part of the ray until the plates are merely slightly

convex. A large interradial paxilla has 15 to 18 pointed slender

spinelets about as long as the convex tabulum, 3 to 5 occupying the

center. In the center of disk, where the paxillae are small and the

pedicels are slender instead of thick, there are 5 to 10 slender spine-

lets. The large paxillae extend far along ray on either side, but are

compressed instead of round. On the radial region of each ray are

several large fasciculate pedicellariae, sometimes broader than pax-

illae, composed of 4 to 8 pointed tapering spinelets, much stouter

than those of paxillae, and springing from low plates resembling

reduced paxillae.

Superomarginal plates, 28 in number, are fairly large and tumid,

the first 4 or 5 being confined to the side wall of the ray and bearing

their single upright conical spine practicall}' on the upper edge of

the plate; but with the fifth plate the spine recedes from the inner

edge, and more and more of the surface of the plate is abactinal.

With the eighth or ninth plate the 2 facets are about equal, but

distally from this point the dorsal becomes much the wider, and the
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spine, which always keeps on the well-rounded margin between the

2 facets, gradually becomes horizontal and has the appearance of

being a lateral spine. There is no abrupt fasciolar channel between

the plates, the surface sloping upward from either transverse suture

to the median line and the spine is on this ridge, which, however, is

slight on the outer third of ray. The spine is tin}'' or wanting on

the last 8 or 10 plates. The longest spines, in the median third of

ray, are about as long as the plate, and the plates themselves are

nearly square, except at the base and end of ray, where the trans-

verse dimension is the greater. The surface of plate is covered

with spaced delicate spinelets fairl}^ capillary around the edges and

a little shorter and more clavate in the middle. Terminal plate

rather stout with a tuft of 10 or 11 sharp spinules in 2 semicircular

series at the end.

Inferomarginal plates rather small, the proximal being a trifle

wider than the corresponding superomarginals, the rest of about

the same width and length. All except the distal plates are mark-

edly tumid, the ridge of the superomarginals being continued across

the lower series, and the ventral margin of the ray is so evenly

rounded that the plate is regularly curved from the inner to the

outer edge, there being in consequence an exceptionally narrow

actinal face when the specimen is viewed from below. The arma-

ture is of the type of P. croceus and quite distinct from that of the

foregoing species. Just below the outer or upper edge of the plate

is a horizontal, erect, conical spine a little smaller than the corre-

sponding superomarginal. Below this, and forming with it a slightly

oblique transverse comb, are 2 (sometimes 3 and distally only 1)

slender, appressed, slightly flattened, sharp spines, the upper about

as long as width of plate. The erect conical spine is often miss-

ing, there being no regularity in this respect, and on the outer part

of the ray it is regularly lacking. When lacking on the proximal

part of the ray its place is sometimes, but not always, taken by an

extra appressed spine. The plate is covered with delicate spinelets

similar to those of the superomarginals but a little longer on the

ventral end.

Actinal interradial areas small, the interradial diameter slightly

exceeding that of the mouth plates. Intermediate; plates extending in

a single series to the eighth inferomarginal (a little over a third of

ray) and in 2 series to the fourth inferomarginal. Five plates be-

tween the first inferomarginal and mouth plate. Plates covered with

spaced delicate spinelets; several plates in each angle also with a

central slender, much longer, pointed appressed spinule.

Furrow spines 8 (occasionally 7 or 9), long, slender, slightly com-

pressed and pointed, in a regular comb with a nearly straight distal

margin. The spines are about as long as width of plate at base of
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ra}' and slightly longer distally. Subambulacral spinules 10 to 12,

very slender, terete, pointed, in 3 irregular longitudinal series or in

1 series of 5 near furrow, and the others without very definite order,

the size grading from those of first series, which are nearly as long

as the furrow spines, to the outer, which are subequal to the actinal

intermediate spinelets. Some of the proximal plates have fasciculate

pedicellariae with 3 to 5 shortened, sharp spiniform jaws. The first

plate is not very markedly compressed and has a furrow series of 6.

Mouth plates rather narrow but very convex. The oblique vertical

angular series of marginal spines forms a fasciculate group of about

5, the outer limb of the angle being continued along the margin

adjacent to first tube foot by 3 to 5 additional slender spinelets, in

a fan, and thence along the lateral sutural margin, by 7 or 8 delicate

spinelets. The inner tooth is stout, fusiform, blunt, or pointed, about

half as long as plate. The suboral armature includes a series of

8 or 9 short, rather thick, spines along margin of median suture, the

innermost two-thirds as long as the tooth, the others rapidly decreas-

ing in length. There is also an intermediate series of 6 to 8, subequal

to the adjacent superficial spinelets, but not very regular in size or

shape.

Madreporic body a little more than its own diameter from margin,

the ridges with small spiniform protuberances.

Type.—C^t. No. 30528, U.S.N.M.

2'ype-locality.—Station 5606, Gulf of Tomini, Celebes, 83-1: fath-

oms, green mud; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from type-locality.

RemarJcs.—P. monostoechus may be readily distinguished from

any of the preceding species by the presence of the erect lateral

inferomarginal spine, and by the single series of erect superomar-

ginal spines which are at first dorsal in position and gradually move

away from the upper edge of the plate and become lateral on the

outer part of the ray. The superomarginals are formed very much
like those of multicinctus, but the position of the spine, as well as

the inferomarginal armature, will at once distinguish moiiostoechus.

Persejyihonaster croceus Alcock and Wood-Mason is from the Guli

of Manaar, 738 fathoms.

Genus TRITONASTER Fisher.

Tritonaster Fishek, 1906, p. 1017. Type, T. craspedotus Fisher.

TRITONASTER EVORUS Fisher.

Plate 29, figs. 1, 4 ;
plate 30, fig. 6 ; plate 39, figs. 3, 3a-h.

Tritonaster evorus Fisher, 1913a, p. G21.

Diagnosis.—Eays 5. R=31 mm., r=7 mm., R=4.4 r: breadth of

ray at base, 7.5 mm. Eays pointed, fairly stout, very evenly tapering

from narrow base; interbrachia abruptl}'' rounded, abactinal integu-
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ment thin, slightly inflated; p:\xillae small, largest on borders of

paxillar area to which papulae are confined; marginal plates massive;

superomarginals forming a tumid border to paxillar area, each with a

small, conical, upright spine; inferomarginals with very tumid outer

ends bearing, proximally, 2 curved parallel combs of setalike spines

(one covering the other) and, distallj', 1 such comb; adambulacral

plates with 3 long furrow^ and 12 to 15 delicate subambulacral spines,

the latter often forming fasciculate pedicellariae. Differing from T

.

craspedotus in the much larger, tumid superomarginals, smaller

paxillae, double proximal combs of lateral spines, fewer adambulacral

spines and fevrer enlarged teeth.

Descriftion.—Paxillae small, not compact, smallest over a wide

radial area and center of disk, w'here there are no papulae, and dis-

tinctly larger on the papular area which comprises only the border of

the paxillar area. Paxillae are rather low parapaxillae, the summit
of the tabulum being convex and narrower than the base. The larger

paxillae have 1 to 4 central, delicate, minutely thorny spinelets and
to 9 peripheral, while the small ones have 1 to 3 central and 5 to 8

peripheral. The small paxillae differ, however, in having a much
lower tabulum and shorter spinelets than those of the papular areas.

Some of the very small paxillae have only 2 or 3 minute spinelets.

The paxillae of papular areas are arranged in oblique transverse

rows, but this arrangement ends abruptly at the edge of the papular

areas; the other plates are irregular. The paxillae are smaller than

those of T. craspedotus.

Superomarginal plates, 24 to a ray, are, unlike those of craspedotus

robust to the end of the ray and are so shaped that they form a

raised angular or tumid border to the paxillar area. The plates

are wider than long, and each has a lateral and a dorsal face, the

latter being about square and the former longer than high beyond the

basal fourth of ray. Each plate bears qj;i the angle between the 2

faces an upright conical sharp spine about half as long as the

plate. This spine stands on the center of the plate at base of ray

and gradually moves near the distal margin as the extremity is ap-

proached. The general surface of plate is covered with well-spaced,

tiny upright spinelets, very fine about the borders of the plate and
gradually becoming thimble-shaped at the center. On the lateral

face of many plates are 1 or 2 small fasciculate pedicellariae with

about 6 tiny spinelets for jaws. The fascioles between the plates

are very rudimentary.

Inferomarginal plates wider than long, and a little wider in pro-

portion to length than in T. craspedotus. They have a very convex

outer end which defines the ambitus and bears a perpendicular,

curved comb of delicate curved setalike spines. On the second to

fifth plates this comb covers a second parallel comb of smaller spines,
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as in Ctenoj)horaster. This second comb is not found in T. craspe-

dotus. Proximally the first comb consists of about 5 larger spines,

the third from the upper the longest; and forming a continuous

series with these on the distal margin of the actinal surface are 3 or 4

smaller and more delicate ones. In front of them is a row of slightly

enlarged spinelets. Beyond the eight or ninth plate, only the lat-

eral comb remains and consists of 5 or 4 spines, and 3 or 4 at the

very tip. Owing to the tumidity of the outer end of the plate 2 or

3 of these spines are dorsal in position and are pressed against the

sloping side wall of the superomarginals. The second comb is con-

fined strictly to the first 4 or 5 plates, and to the outer end, forming
a parallel series between the base of the regular comb and the distal

edge of plate. There are 3 or 4 smaller spinides to the series; rudi-

ments of these spines persist to about the ninth plate. The spinelets

covering the surface of the plates are spaced and very delicate. On
the upper surface of the tumid outer end, near the first lateral spine

a tin}^ fasciculate pedicellaria often occurs.

Terminal plate longer than wide, and ovoid in shape with a trun-

cate narrower end; proximal end with a slight notch next to paxillar

area, shallower than in craspedotus.

Adambulacral plates proximally wider than long, gradually be-

coming narrower, until distally they are longer than wide. Furrow
spines 3, very long. The central one compressed, and almost trun-

cate. The laterals slender, slightly tapered and blunt. One or two
subambulacral spines stand on the margin owing to the very salient

furrow angle of the plate. These are usually bent away from the

3 furrow spines. On the surface of the plate are from 12 to 15

shorter, very slender spines, decreasing in length toward outer edge

of plate. These are variously arranged, sometimes in 2 longitudinal

series of 3 or 4 each, with 4 or 5 smaller spinules on the outer part

of the plate. The distal member of the first series stands on the

aboral facet of the angular margin; or 4 to 6 spines on the aboral

side of the plate form a fasciculate pedicellaria. This is composed

of 1 or 2 spines from each of 2 or 3 longitudinal series. On the outer

lialf of ray the pedicellaria is rare, and the spinules are in 2 series

with some irregular ones behind them, or in 3 series. The spines are

less numerous than in craspedotus^ and the pedicellariae are higher.

Mouth plates relatively a little smaller than those of ci^aspedotus.

There are 2 large teeth to each pair of plates; all the other spines

are much slenderer and shorter. Furrow series angular as in cras-

pedotus^ composed of rather slender spines bent upward, and con-

tinued to outer end of plate along suture adjacent to first adambula-

cral in 8 to 10 smaller spaced spinelets. The series along the median
suture consists of about 10 to 12 slightly clavate spines and between

them and the marginal series is an irregular intermediate series of
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smaller spines, nearer the size of the nearest marginals. The inner

superficial spines of evorus are smaller than those of craspedotiis^

there being but 2 enlarged teeth at each mouth angle, while in cras-

"pedotus there appears to be a double phalanx of numerous teeth.

Actinal interradial areas small, the distance between the mouth
plates and inferomarginals being less than width of the latter. No
odd interradial series of actinal intermediate plates. A single series

of rudimentary plates extends to the sixth inferomarginal or about

one-fourth the length of ray measured along side, and a second

series does not go beyond the second. The outermost plates are

separated one from another. There are only 3 plates in an inter-

radial direction between the mouth plates and first inferomarginals.

Externally the plates are convex, roundish, or elliptical, with indi-

cations of 4 or 5 sides, and are armed with spaced delicate spinules

similar to those of the inferomarginals; most of the plates nearest

furrow bear a prominent central fasciculate pedicellaria.

Madreporic body very small, situated its own diameter from mar-

ginal plates, with few deep striae (deeper than in craspedotus)

radiating from an eccentric point near the adcentral side. Anal

aperture minute.

Type.—C?it. No. 30529, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5476, off extreme southeastern end of

Luzon (vicinity of San Bernardino Strait), 270 fathoms, fine sand,

bottom temperature 48.3° F.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This species preserves the generic facies, with the ex-

ception of the superomarginal plates which are much larger than in

the only other known species, T. craspedotus from the Hawaiian

Islands. Further differences are the smaller paxillae, the double

comb of lateral spines of the proximal inferomarginals, the addi-

tional actinal members of the primary comb, fewer adambulacral

spines, and higher subambulacral pedicellariae, fewer enlarged teeth,

and smaller madreporic body. The actinal interradial areas are a

little smaller, and the inferomarginals a little wider. T. craspedotus.^

as well as evorus., has both superomarginal and inferomarginal fas-

ciculate pedicellariae, though very inconspicuous. The superomar-

ginal spinelets of evorus are shorter and coarser on the central part

of the plate, the superomarginal spine larger, and the inferomar-

ginal spinelets a trifle finer and more spaced than in craspedotus.

Owing to the smaller size, in craspedotus., of the distal superomargi-

nals, the lateral spines encroach more upon the abactinal surface.

Although Tritonaster is near Persephorumter it differs in having

the abactinal plates a reduced form of paxilla, in having the papulae

confined to a limited area around the borders of the paxillar space,

leaving much of the disk and a conspicuous radial band entirely
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free, in having the actinal intermediate plates reduced to rudiments

on the ray, and in having a decidedly Astropectenlike type of adam-
bulacral armature. When the genus was instituted I thought the

small suj^eromarginals were of generic importance, but such has

proved not to be the case. The curious lateral combs of inferomar-

ginal spines and the extremely tumid plates are characteristic of the

two species, and are an exaggeration of what occurs in some species

of Persephonaster. If T. evorus approaches Persephonaster in the

superomarginals it departs even more than cmspedotus in its

Astropectenlike adambulacrals, reduced paxiliae, and rudimentary

actinal intermediate plates.

Genus ANTHOSTICTS Fisher.

Anthosticte Fishee, 1911c, p. 417. Type, A. aulophora Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Near Tethyaster but distinguished by the presence of

very deep marginal fascioles, the absence of a regular midradial

series of enlarged paxiliae, the extension of the gonads to end of ray,

and the character of the paxiliae, which are tall and slender. Supero-

marginal plates w^ithout specialized spines; inferomarginals with a

single transverse row of small, flattened, sharp, appressed spines;

fascioles between marginals very deep, lined with small spinelets and

in continuation of the actinal fasciolar channels. Abactinal plates

stellate, the shaft of paxilla tall, slender, and crowned by a floriform

group of slender spinelets; papulae all over abactinal surface. Acti-

nal intermediate plates extending nearly to end of ra}^, and traversed,

between marginals and adambulacrals, by deep channels; no en-

larged actinal intermediate spines; an incipient series of odd inter-

radial actinal plates ; adambulacral plates with a very prominent fur-

row angle and an astropectinoid armature; no enlarged sul)ambu-

lacral on distal portion of ray; fascioles between the adambulacral

plates shallow and not lined with spinelets, as in Sideriaster. Tufts

of gonads extending to end of ray. Madreporic body not concealed.

Superambulacral plates large. Tube feet pointed, with simple rod-

like deposits at tip. Small spiniform abactinal pedicellariue.

ANTHOSTICTE AULOPHORA Fisher.

Plate 17, fig. 1; plate 18, fig. 3; plate 19, fig. 2; plate 38, fig. 3; plate 39.

figs. 1, Icu-d.

Anthosticte aulophora Fishek, 1911c, p. 417.

Diagnosis.—Eays 5. K=:162 mm., r=34 mm., K=4.T6+r ; breadth

of ray at base, 40 mm., at tenth superomarginal, 29 mm. Disk mod-

erate, rays long, rather narrow beyond interbrachium, tapering very

gradually to a bluntly pointed extremity; sides of ray and disk

evenly rounded; abactinal surface slightly convex; paxiliae fairly
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close-set and large, floriform, with slender tall pedicels; snpero-

marginals without special spines, but with small spiniform pedicel-

lariae; inferomarginals with transverse series of 2 to 5 small ap-

pressed spines; marginal fascicles very deep and separated by thin

high ridges ; actinal fascioles deep ; actinal interradial area extensive,

the plates with thin high keels covered with slender spinelets; fur-

row spines usually 5, long, compressed ; subambulacrals 5 to 7 ; mad-
reporic body exposed ; tube feet with deposits

;
gonads extending to

end of ray.

Descriftion.—Paxillae fairly compact, and touching, with a slen-

der, tall pedicel crowned by a floriform group of 15 to 20 peripheral,

and 5 to 15 or even more central, terete, bUmt spinelets, the latter

often in a compact group resembling a pedicellarian apparatus, the

former radiating like the rays of a composite flower. On most of

the paxillae 2 to 4 central spinelets are slightly modified with broader

tips, and form actual pedicellariae. The paxillae are unusually

uniform in size, and are only slightly smaller at the end of the rays.

The largest seem to be those of the interradial areas of disk and prox-

imal third of ray, those of center of disk and adjacent radial areas

(as far as base of ray) being slightly smaller.

The slender pedicels spring from 6-lobed (stellate) plates, these

without definite order on center of disk and midradial region, but

elsewhere in oblique transverse rows parallel to interradius. On
the ray these series are slightly spaced, and consecutive plates of a

row barely touch. In the midradial area the plates sometimes touch

or are separated. There is no definite radial series of plates as in

Tethyaster suhinetmiis. Papulae distributed all over abactinal sur-

face, as in Di'psacaster (not absent from midradial line or center of

disk), single, 5 or 6 about each plate.

Marginal plates of the two series corresponding, with unusually

deep fasciolar channels separated by thin high ridges, each of which

is composed of the elevation of a combined superomarginal and in-

feromarginal plate and is thinner than the intervening channels.

The height of this ridge above the bottom of the channel equals

about one-half the dorsoventral dimension of the combined marginal

plates. Superomarginals forming a rounded bevel as in Tethyaster

suhlnermls, covered with short, clavate, papilliform spinelets, becom-

ing slenderer on edge of grooves. Most of the plates bear 1 to 3

pedicellariae, composed of a couple of slightly modified spinelets,

stouter than the others. Sometimes the pedicellaria is pectinate with

4 to 6 spinelets. These pedicellariae closely resemble those of the

paxillae, but are larger. Spinelets in grooves very numerous and

delicate. Superomarginals, about 80. Terminal plate heart-shaped

from above, broader than long, and with a shallow notch at both

ends. The superomarginals underlie the proximal half.
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Inferomarginals projecting slightly beyoimd superomarginals on

outer part of ray, and forming a rounded bevel to margin of actinal

surface, being about one and one-half times wider than upper series.

They are covered with a transverse series of 2 to 5 (usually 2 or o

distally, and 2 to 4 proximally) small, flat, lanceolate, sharp, ap-

j^ressed spines and numerous shorter, slenderer, slightly flattened,

blunt spinelets, which on median line of plate are much longer than

those of superomarginals. The spinelets lining the deep fascioles

are similar to those of upper series. At the upper end of nearly all

the inferomarginals, close to the lower or outer margin of the supero-

marginal, is a pedicellaria with 2 (less often 3 or 4) blunt, slightly

tapered or often clavate spiniform jaws. These pedicellariae are

larger than those of the superomarginal plates.

Actinal interradial areas fairly large, but rather abruptly narrow-

ing at base of ray, along which two series of intermediate plates

extend two-thirds of its length, while one series continues nearly to

the extremity. Between the first inferomarginal and the second

adambulacral the series contains 7 to 9 plates. There is an in-

cipient odd interradial series of actinal intermediate plates. Be-

hind the m.outh plates there is a pair of plates, and from between the

outer ends of these extends an odd series of 2 or 3 plates, the whole

being wedged between the inner ends of the series leading from

the first inferomarginals to the second adambulacral. The odd

series is quite inconspicuous. Deep channels lead from the mar-

ginal fascioles to the fascioles between the adambulacral plates,

these being separated by single rows of intermediate plates.

The marginal and adambulacral plates do not correspond, however.

At the base of furrow the latter are slightly more numerous, while

in the middle third, the former; distally they correspond. The high

keel of the intermediate plates which forms the ridges between the

channels is covered with slender, long, terete, or slightly swollen,

blunt spinelets directed toward ambitus, and similar to those of inner

end of inferomarginals. The channels are not lined with spinelets,

as are the marginal fascioles, but they are thickly roofed by terete,

delicate spinelets, smaller than those on the exposed edge of the keel.

Adambulacral plates astropectinoicl, with an acute furrow angle,

bearing a compressed blunt saber-shaped spine, and on either side of

this, two strongly compressed rather slender blunt spines. Some-

times a third is added, making the total 5 to 7. Surface of plate with

5 to 7 more cylindrical, slender, blunt spines, one forming a series

with the second lateral furrow spines, the rest disposed in about two

longitudinal series behind this, the laterals of the first series often

standing on margin and making on either side the supernumerary

furrow spines. The plates are wider than long, well spaced, with a
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shallow channel between, over Avhich extend several to many small

terete spinelets belonging to the transverse margins of plates, and

not calculated in the above spine counts.

Mouth plates prominent, densely covered with spines, increasing

in length toward inner end of plate, where, directed over actinostome,

is a cluster of teeth. Marginals 7 or 8, distaily with flat side to fur-

row, but at inner end of plate more knife-shaped and vrith edge

thereto.

iviadreporic body exposed, medium-sized, with fine radiating striae.

The ridges near center bear low tubercular prominences. It is sit-

uated about one-third R from margin.

Gonads disposed in independent tufts attached to the abactinal

integument on either side of the median radial area and extending to

end of ray. Ampullae strongly two-lobed. Tube feet pointed, with

deposits at the tip in the form of small, simple, straight, curved, or

irregidar rods. Superambulacral plates well developed.

2'ype.—Cat. No. 28656, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5420, between Cebu and Bohol (lat. 9° 49'

35'' N.; long. 123° 45' E.) ; 127 fathoms; bottom temperature, 59° F.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Beviark,9.—The genera Blolrasfer, Tethyaster, /Sideriaster, and

Anthosticte agree in having unarmed superomarginals, inferomar-

ginals with a few small enlarged spines, naked madreporite, large

actinal interradial areas, and intermediate plates far along ray,

marginal and actinal fascicles, true paxillae, stellate abactinal

plates, an astropectinoid adambulacral armature, and probably also

in having the single papulae uninterrupted all over the dorsal

surface. The first two seem to be a little 'more closely related than

either is to the last two, while Sideriaster and AntJiosticfe are pos-

sibly also nearly related. Unfortunately there is but one species

in each genus, and it is difficult to ascertain what characters are

of generic importance. Applying the standards used in other and

larger genera, Anthosticte differs from Tethyaster chiefly in having

very deep marginal fascioles, gonads to the end of the ray, and no

midradial series of enlarged paxillae. Anthosticte has taller and

more delicate paxillae, but this may not be of generic importance.

Its special points of agreement in addition to the characters listed

above are the deposits in the tube feet (not recorded for Moiraster

and Sideriaster) and shallow interadambulacral fascioles and an

incipient odd interradial series of actinal intermediate plates, less

prominent and regular than in Tethyaster.

Anthosticte differs from Sideriaster Verrill in having very deep

marginal fascioles, shallow interadambulacral fascioles, no distaily

enlarged subambulacral spine. Neither the deposits in the tube feet
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nor the gonads of Sidenaster are described—one of the unfortunate

results of drying unique specimens. I do not know whether Siden-
aster has the incomplete unpaired interradial series of actinal in-

termediate plates. The fascioles between the adambulacral plates,

which I examined in the type-specimen, form one of the most
striking features of the genus. They are densely lined with small

delicate spinelets, and are therefore similar to marginal fascioles.

Such is not the case in Anthosticte, Tethyaster^ or Molraster.

The distribution of gonads and deposits of tube feet are unknown
in Moiraster. Koehler describes the marginal fascioles as '" pen

profonds," while Sladen says they are deep, but the discrepancy

is only apparent, for Sladen knew no genera with very deep

fascioles, such as Dipsacaster. Anthosticte differs from Moiraster

in respect to the marginal fascioles and the thin elevated inter-

vening ridges of the marginal plates. The inferomarginal and

actinal spinelets of Anthosticte are slender, and not flat, spatulate,

and chisel-shaped. Xo pedicellariae are described for Moiraster.

If the gonads are found to extend to the end of the ray, it may
become necessary to unite the two genera, although the difference

in the marginal fascioles will remain. The paxillae of Moiraster

are probably lower than those of Anthosticte^ and less delicate.

The character of the gonads is important, and is apparently very

reliable for generic groups, but not for higher ones.

It seems better to keep Anthosticte separate rather than to unite

it with another genus, especially "as it is not at all evident into

which of the three groups it would go with the least disturbance.

The following table recapitulates the characters mentioned above.

Will some one enlighten us concerning the gonads and tube feet of

Moiraster and Sideriasterf

Conipurisoii of the cliaracters of Anthosticte, Tethyaster, Sidenaster, and
Moiraster.

Genus.
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Genus DIPSACASTER Alcock.

Dipsacaster Alcock, 1893, p. 87. Type, D. sladeni Alcock.

KEY TO THE Sl'ECIES OF DirSACASTEH HEREIN nESrUIRED.

«.^ Paxillae with very numerous, long, slender, terete, sharp spinelets ; no dif-

ferentiated marginal spines.

b.^ Rays narrower ; odd interradial series of actinal intermediate plates nearly

or qiiite reaching the margin
;
paxillar spinelets shorter and less deli-

cate ; furrow spines, 7 or 8 nesiotes, p. 145.

h." Rays broader, not narrowed at base ; odd interradial series of actinal in-

termediate plates reaching only a little more than halfway to margin

;

paxillar spines very delicate and sharp ; furrow spines, 8 or 9.

imperialis, p. 14G.

fl.^ Paxillae with upward of 25 .short, blunt, clavate, or subterete, thorny spine-

lets; 2 or 3 small differentiated marginal .spinules diapJiorus, p. 152.

DIPSACASTER NESIOTES Fisher.

Plate 41, fig. 2.

Dipsacaster nesiotes Fishee 1906, p. 1026, pi. 9, fig. 3, 3«; pi. 10, fig. 2, a~b

;

pi. 12, fig. 1, 2.

Specimens examined.—Two, one from each of the following sta-

tions:*

Station 5623, between Gillolo and Makyan Islands, Molucca Islands

(lat. 0° 16' 30'' N.; long. 127° 30' E.), 272 fathoms, fine sand, mud.
Station 5621, near above locality (lat. 0° 12' 15" N.; long. 127°

29' 30" E.), 288 fathoms, fine sand, mud.
DistriMition.—Hawaiian Islands and Molucca Islands, 272 to 308

fathoms, fine sand and mud.
Remarks.—This species was taken hj the Alhatross in 283 to 308

fathoms among the Hawaiian Islands. None of the specimens were

as large as that from station 5624, which is a veritable giant, having

R=182 mm., r=58 mm., and R=3.14 r. The example from station

5623 is the same size as the type. In this example the superomar-

ginals are \Q,Yy slightly wider than those of tj^pe, but there is varia-

tion among the Hawaiian specimens. The large example has nar-

rower superomarginals even than the type, and matches a specimen

from station 3908, Hawaiian Islands.

A characteristic of both young and adults of this species is the

fact that the interradial series of actinal intermediate plates very

ncarh^ or quite reaches the margin at the interradial inferomarginal

suture. The rays are narrower than in most other species and usu-

ally are narrower at base. The figure of the type shown in figure 2

of plate 10, Hawaiian Starfishes, is a little misleading. Plate 12 is

better. In the first figure the ray is drawn a little too broad.

Although the species resembles Dipsacaster sladeni. I think it is

perfectly distinct. The main differences are as foUoAvs: Sladeni
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lias definite inferomarginal spines which form transverse series on

the proximal plates. Alcock writes (and the figures bear him out)

that the marginal plates correspond plate to plate. In nesiotes the

tAYO series do not correspond, but even alternate on the outer part of

ray. The actinal intermediate plates of nesiotes are not very strongly

carinated, but the character is such a comparative one that it would

be difficult to apply without direct comparison of specimens. The
furrow spines of sladeni are "needlelike," but in nesiotes very con-

spicuously compressed and bladelike. The subambulacral spines

can scarcely be said to form a " rosettelike or paxillalike group of

about 12." There is a very definite longitudinal series, just back of

the furrow spines, of 3 to 5 shorter, terete tapering spinules, and

back of this 12 to 18 spinules in 2 or 3 irregular series, or more or less

scattered. They do not suggest a rosette or a paxilla and are more-

over more numerous than in sladeni. The interbrachia of nesiotes are

more open and rounded, owing to the peculiar form of the ra3^s.

DIPSACASTER IMPERIALIS Fisher.

Plate 32, figs. 1, 2 ; plate 40, figs. 1, la-b ;
plate 41, figs. 1, la.

Dipsacaster imperialis Fishee, 1917&, p. 89. *

Diagnosis.—Differing from D. nesiotes Fisher in having broader

rays, more delicate, longer, and sharper paxillar spinelets; in

averaging 1 or 2 more true furrow spines to the plate, and in

having an odd interradial series of actinal intermediate plates

which reach only a little more than half the distance between outer

end of combined mouth plates and inferomarginals. Differing from

D. sladeni Alcock in respect to the inferomarginal spines, which are

smaller and do not form a definite transverse series, especially on the

proximal plates; in having the distal marginals alternating, instead

of opposite, and in having more numerous actinal intermediate plates

on the ray, the second longitudinal series extending to the twenty-

third or twenty-fourth inferomarginal, and the third extending to

the sixteenth. E=160 mm., r=55 mm., K=3 r; breadth of ray

at base, 62 mm. Rays broad at base, tapering from arcuate inter-

brachia, at first rapidly then more gradually to a subacute extremity.

Description.—The ray is a little broader at the base than in sladeni,

the interbrachia more rounded, and the tip more pointed. The bor-

der formed by the marginal plates is wider, so that on the outer part

of the ray the paxillar area is no broader than in sladeni. The pax-

illae are fairly uniform in size on the disk, though a trifle smaller

at the center than midway to margin; from the latter point the}'

decrease gradually as the margin is approached. The paxillae have a

fairly stout, high, convex pedicel, which is broader at the summit

than at the surface of the integument, and is crowned with a brush-
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like group of very many, very sharp, slender spinelets. About 85

Avere counted on an average large paxilla from the disk, and the

peripheral spinelets, vrhich are blunt and only about one-fifth the

length of the others, form 1 or 2 cycles covering the bases of the

outermost spinelets. The height of the brush about equals that of

the pedicel, and the spinelets are usually bent inward. The inner

ends of the paxillae are small, so that when seen from the coelomic

side they appear to be well spaced. The paxilla is expanded into a

sort of flange above the lower end, this representing the " plate." On
the sides of the paxillar area the contour of the plate is elliptical,

sometimes with notched ends; on the radial area the plates are

roundish, with here and there short lobes. Papulae distributed all

over disk, without interruption at the radial line, where each area

may have 1 to 3 papulae. Between the lateral oblique rows of pax-

illae the papulae form a regular zigzag series (1 to an area) ; but at

base of ra}'^ and on disk they are arranged with 5 or 6 around any

one plate.

Superomarginals 38 to 40, the first being about 2.5 times as wide as

long, while at middle of ray the breadth is about 1.2 times that of

length. In this respect the plates resemble those of nesiotes and

sladeni and differ from those of D. grandissimus Goto. The trans-

verse fascioles are very narrow, and appreciablv shallower than in

nesiotes. The surface of the plates is covered with a fine nap of

small, sharp, delicate, appressed spinelets, like those of the paxillae,

except in the middle of the plate, where they are only about half as

long.

Inferomarginals extending laterally beyond the superomarginals.

and defining ambitus, forming a border about half as wide as the su-

peromarginals. The abactinal surface is covered with spinelets like

those of the superomarginals while the actinal surface is beset with

shorter and thicker, very small, sharp, subconical, slightly squami-

form spinelets, converging and increasing in length toward the

aboral, marginal tumidity of the plate where there is a tuft of con-

spicuous spinelets as in D. nesiotes^ 5 to 8 tapering, rather stout, and

often sharp spinelets being of predominant size.

Actinal interradial areas large, tapering off gradually along the

ray. The series adjacent to adambulacrals extends as far as the thir-

teenth to thirty-second inferomarginal or nearl}' to end of ray. The
second series extends to the twenty-third or twenty-fourth, or three-

fourths the length of ray, the third series to about the sixteenth

inferomarginal or nearly half the length of ray. The front series ex-

tends to the eighth plate, or a fifth the length of ray, while a fifth

series extends to the sixth plate. Between this point and the first

plate the plates in each interradial series increase in number from

5 to 10. Back of the mouth plates is a pair of intermediate plates,.
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and from these the odd series, containing 4 plates, reaches about half-

way to the marginal plates. The intermediate plates have a convex

ridge, not very high, bearing numerous lanceolate appressed squami-

form spinelets, increasing in size toward the furrow.

Adambulacral armature : Furrow spines 8 or 9 (7 far along ray)

rectangular in section, compressed,, bluntly pointed, lanceolate in

contour, the edge to furrow. The median 2 or 3 spines are a little

longer than the base line of the series; the others are increasingly

shorter toward either end of series. Subambulacral spines 25 to 30.

Four to 6 slender, tapering, somewhat flattened, sharp spines, about

two-thirds as long as the furrow spines, form a regular series just

back of the furrow series. The remaining spinelets are much shorter

and form 2 or 3 irregular longitudinal series, with several spinelets

out of line, or there may be no definite arrangement.

The denuded mouth plates have a narrower inner end than in D.

nesiotes^ which has the actinostomial angle of the combined plates

broad and rounded, very much as in D. grandissimus (Goto, 1914,

pi. 8, fig. 137). The margin bearing the oral spines is longer than in

nesiotes and gi^andissiTnus ^ especially in proportion to the edge ad-

jacent to first adambulacral, while the angle formed by the posterior

ends of the two plates is wider and extends farther inward than in

either of the two forms mentioned. (See pi. 41, fig. la.)

Marginal mouth spines 10, similar to those of the adambulacral

plates, but heavier toward the inner end. The convex surface is be-

set with numerous short, thick, granuliform spinelets, increasing

in length at the inner end of the plates. Two or 3 flattened granuli-

form spinelets form a very simple pedicellarian apparatus over

the median suture, near outer end of the plates.

Madreporic body large, 12 mm. in diameter, situated 14 mm.
from inner margin of superomarginal plates and concealed by about

25 large paxillae standing on its surface.

Type.—C^i. No. 37037, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5115, Verde Island Passage, north coast

of Mindoro, 340 fathoms.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—Dipsacaster imperialis is related rather closely to four

species

—

D. nesiotes., D. sladeni^ D. grandissiiiviLS^ and D. laetino-

philus.^ The nearest relative seems to be D. nesiotes., although I have

not been able to make comparisons directly with specimens of

D. grandissimus. The squarish superomarginals characterize sla-

deni, nesiotes, imperialis, and laetmophilus, while grandissimus

1 Alcock, 1893, p. 87, pi. 5, figs. 3 and 4 ; Andaman Sea, 250 fathoms.
2 Goto, 1914, p. 252, pi. 8, figs. 136-139; pi. 9, figs. 140-1-11; o£f Misaki, .Japan, 840

meters.
8 Fisher, IQlld, p. 95, pi. 12, fig. 3 ; pi. 15, figs. 1, 2 ;

pi. 52, figs. 3, 3a, 3& ; pi. 53,

fig. 2; south of Alaska Peninsula, 695 fathoms.

J
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has these plates conspicuously broader than long on the rays.

D. sladeni has larger inferomarginal spines which tend, at least

proximally, to form transverse series, and differs in this respect

from the other four. In addition to the differential characters men-
tioned in the diagnosis. D. imperialis has more subambulacral

spines than sladeni (in which there are 12), and the latter has more
elevated actinal intermediate plates. According to the description
" each plate has the appearance of a veiy large, compact, and beauti-

fulh^ expanded glomerular paxilla, owing to the fact that the

central carina of the plate bears a" multitude of stiff, radiating spine-

lets arranged like the florets of a composite flower." In imperialis

the elevated portion of the plate is too broad and the spinelets are

too short to give this appearance; rather the mostly four-cornered

plates look as if covered with squamiform granules.

In D. laetmophilus the rays are broader, with a distally wider

paxillar area. The superomarginals are narrower, with deeper

fascioles, and thej^ correspond to the inferomarginals on the outer

part of the ray (as in sladeni). The adambulacral furrow spines

are 7, thinner and more bladelike.

The principal differences between this species and grandissimiis

are contrasted below in parallel columns.

D. grandissimus. D. imperialis.

Kays shorter and blunter, with a

subangnlar interbrachuim. R=2.5 r
;

in figiire a little less.

Superomarginals from near middle

of ray outward nearly twice as broad

as long.

Inferomarginals uniformly covered

with a thick coat of very fine, some-

what flattened spines of a silky ap-

pearance.

One of the larger paxillae near mid-

die of disk witli 4.") spinolets.

Aciiiial iiilernicdiate plates 18.j to

cncli of ilic ." areas; actinal spinelets

very small, exactly like those of the

inl'eromarginal plates.

Rays longer and sharper, with wide
arcuate interbrachia ; hence rays are

narrower a short distance above base

;

fv=less than 3 r.

From proximal fifth of ray outward
plates only slightly broader (1.2) than
long.

Actinal surface of inferomarginals

covered with very small, sharp, sub-

conical and slightly squamiform, spine-

lets directed toward the ambitus and
increasing in size tow-ai'd the outer

tumid margin where a tuft is enlarged

on the aboral border. At the base of

ra.v 5 to 8 tapering sharp spinelets are

obviously of predominant size.

One of the larger paxillae from disk

with 8.5 spinelets (some with fewer,

some with more).

Actinal intermediate plates (in

slightly larger specimen) 260± ; actinal

spinelets swollen, papilliform. bent to-

ward the ambitus, and more or less

squamiform, with a broad, lanceolate

contour and a rounded or pointed tip.

1.•',4.^,4—1 •.nil. 100—in- -11
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Subambulacriil spines about 20. Subanihulucral spines 25 to 35. usu-

ally 25 to 30.

Mouth plates where denuded with a Mouth plates where denuded with a

broad rounded inner end to the com- narrow inner end to the combined pair

bined pair and no appreciable angle and a longer spine bearing furrow

between the outer ends ; spine bearing margin ; a conspicuous deep angle be-

margin adjacent to furrow, shorter. tween the diverging outer ends of the

plates.

Dipsacaster pentagonalis Alcock. also from the Andaman Sea,

differs in having conspicuous inferomarginalspinules and an enlarged

subambulacral spine.

Dipsacaster magni-ficus (H. L. Clark) ^ is probably closely related

to D. imperialis. Clark's type is of about the same size as that of

imperialis, the measurements being R, 155 mm., r. 50 mm., R=3 r,

breadth 45 to 50 mm.
The species of Dipsacaster lack large spines or other prominent

tangible features for comparison, so that distinct forms may have

a close superficial resemblance. This is the case with D. magnifictts.

In general appearance it greatly resembles imperialis, but judging

from Clark's careful description the following differences exist:

Although magnifiGUs is slightly smaller its madreporic body is

2 mm. broader, carries 50 instead of 25 paxillae on its surface, and

is 9 instead of 14 mm. from the inner margin of the superomarginal

plates. The latter are 46 or 47 instead of 39 or 40 in number. They

are thus smaller than in imperialis. Of the inferomargmals Clark

says :
" Inferomarginals correspond in number and position with the

superomarginals, but are much larger and project conspicuously

beyond them; the interradial oites are 2 mm. long by 9 mm. wide

(8 mm. wide in imperialis) , while those near the middle of the arm
are 3 mm. by 6 mm. (4 by 5.2 in imperialis) ; their covering consists

of a close coat of short, flattened, blunt spineiets, much coarser than

those on the superomarginals." In imperialis the spineiets are short,

sharp, subconical, slightly squamiform, in general not much larger

than the superomarginal spineiets except for a tuft on the aboral

tumidity of each plate, these tufts giving a serrate appearance to

the ambitus. Clark does not mention these enlarged spinules. and

they are not discernible in the figures. The paxillae are a little

larger than in magni-ficus, the glomerular tuft at the top being 1.5

mm. in diameter on the disk, where the spineiets are compact. There

are 30 or 31 oblique transverse rows of paxillae meeting the first 10

superomarginals, or 3 to a plate (usually 2, but sometimes 3 in

magniflcus) . In imperialis the oblique transverse series of plates

on either side of the midradial line are very distinct. The plates

1 Lonchotaster magniflcus Clark, 1916, p. 30, pi. 6, figs. 1 and 2 ; Great Australian

Fight, 80-120 fathoms.
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virtually form chevrons pointing toward the center of disk, but the

apexes of the chevrons are not defined, because the regularity of the

plates is interrupted along the radial line, as is characteristically

the case in Dipsacaster. There are no means of comparing the form
of the mouth plates, which would probably give valuable data.

AVliile no record is made of the internal anatomy of magniflGus^ I

think there is little doubt that it is a typical Dipsacaster.

LoncTiotaster forcipifer Sladen is based on what is probably an im-

mature specimen. L. tartareus is the first species mentioned, and
may serve as the genotype, since none was designated. The genus, as

based on tartareus^ appears to be a near relative of Dytaster. There
is a small spine on each marginal plate, and one on most of the actinal

intermediate plates. (See Sladen, 1889, pi. 16.)

In this connection it might be well to state the characters which
differentiate D. sladeni and D. laetmophilus, two forms very similar

in general habit. I have compared specimens.

D. JactmopMlus.

Spinelets of inferomarginals flat-

tened and narrow - squamiform on

actinal surface, becoming rather
broadly squamiform on the plates of

proximal third of the ray. These

spinelets overlap and become larger

from the inner edge toward the am-

bitus.

Raised ridge of inferomarginal

plates (at middle of ray) when de-

nuded has the breadth of the actinal

face 3 or a little over 3 times the

length of the inner end of this ridge,

while the outer end (that defining

ambitus) is bent slightly distad.

Actinal intermediate plates vei*y

narrow in the interradial region, the

interradial dimension at least twice

the other, sometimes 3 or 3.5 ; the

fasciolar grooves separating these

plates are wide and clearly marked
(as wide as denuded tabulum of ad-

jacent plates).

Central spinelets of actinal inter-

mediate plates decidedly thicker than

the peripheral in the interradial re-

gion, and somewhat squamiform and
appressed.

Abactinal plates of lateral regions

of area roundish, not strongly lobed.

D, sladeni.

Spinelets of inferomarginals uni-

formly very slender and spiculifornis

on the actinal surface, except for a
few enlarged ones at outer end of
plate.

The extreme breadth of the actinal

aspect of ridge is about 2 times the
length of the inner end, while the
outer end is not bent distad.

Tabulum of actinal intermediate
plate not so compressed, and grooves
more or less masked by spinelets.

The actinal plates are fewer, but, in

proportion to width of inferomargi-

nals are larger.

Central spinelets not thicker than
the peripheral, but slender and radi-

ating.

Abactinal plates of lateral regions

of area strongly lobed, those of me-
dian radial region slightly scalloped.
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DIPSACASTER DIAPHORLS Fisher.

Pl.'ite 12. fig. 3; plate 28, fig. 2; plate 29, fig. 2; plate 31, fig. 1; plate 41,

figs. 3, 3a-c.

J>i/i-s(i('ish r dill j)li(iriis Fishek, ]913«, p. G22.

Diagnosis.—Similar in form to D. sladeni, but ditfering in having

short, thick, chivate, or siibterete thorny paxillar spinelets, more
niiiiierous adanibiilacral spinnles, a small madreporic body and less

conspicuous marginal spinules; all the shorter spines and spinelets

thorny; paxillae with 20 to '2o spinelets; furrow spines 8 or 9, very

slender, pointed, slightly compressed; subambulacral spinules, 15

to 20 in series or forming a sort of rosettelike group on the convex

surface of plate; madreporic body small. Rays rather slender,

disk large, interbrachia abruptly rounded. R=31 mm., r=10 mm.,

11=3 r-f- ; breadth of ray at base, 11.5 nmi.

Description.—Paxillar area compact. Paxillae comparatively

large, largest laterally at base of ray and adjacent interradial regions

of disk; smaller in center of disk. Pedicels rather short, crowned by

'a capitate group of 20 to 25 thick clavate or cylindrical round-tipped

minutely' thorny spinelets, about as long as the pedicels, and rela-

ti\ely fewer and thicker than usual in this genus. Abactinal plates

relati\ely large and close-set, those of the disk roundish, with some-

times an indication of lobing, becoming broadly elliptical on the

radial line and s(mie\vhat four-sided or subelliptical laterally. The
])apulae are absent from center of disk and midradial line, but this

is very likely due to the small size of specimens. In the specimen

from station 5123 many of the paxillae have the spinelets closely

appressed and witli slightly larger tips, resembling a simple pedi-

cellatian ajijjaratus.

Superomarglnals 23, abactinal in position, nearly square except in

the interbrachia. and covered with slightly spaced spinelets similar to

those of the ])axil]ae, though a trifle stouter on the exposed median

area of the phite. Fascioles wide and moderately deep. Terminal

plate broado!' than long, saddle-shaped, with a wide, deep notch

toward the paxillar area.

InlViomarginals extending laterally beyond the superomarglnals

and corresponding to them, plate for plate; in w^idth about equaling

the length of 2 with intervening fasciole. Plates covered with

spaced, appressed, slender, sharp, sometimes flattened and squami-

form spinelets, becoming a tuft of longer spinules on the outer

end. Two or three of these are largei' than the rest, arranged in a

transverse series and similar to the lateral spines of D. sJadcni,

though less conspicuous.

Actinal interradial areas only moderately large; the plates in a

larger and more mature specimen would probably extend farther
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along the ray. One series extends to tenth interomiuginal, or a

little less than half the length of ray; a second extends to fourth

or fifth; and a third extends to the third inferomarginal. An odd

interradial series of about 4 plates extends from the pair of plates

back of the jaws to the margin. The plates have fairly high ridges

crowned by 15 or more slender, very thorny spinelets, larger at the

tip than at base, and longer than the inferomarginal spinelets.

Adnmbulacral plates slightly convex. Furrow spines, 8 or 9,

long, slender, tapering, pointed, and slightly compressed, but not

forming a wide blade as in the foregoing species, the 3 or 4 median

the longest (considerably longer than plate) and the others gradu-

ated in length toward either end of series. Subambulacral spinules

15 to 20, much shorter, thorny, thickest at tip, and graduated in

length from the curAed series of 5 to 7 back of furrow spines to

the outer edge of plate where the spinelets are equal and similar to

those of actinal intermediate plates. The spinules nearest the fur-

row series are about two-thirds as long as the furrow spines, and

the lateral and outer margins of plate are armed with spinelets,

giving the appearance of a rosette on some plates. The subambu-

lacral spinules form about 3 longitudinal series, but often outside

the first series a regular arrangement is not discernible.

Mouth plates with a marginal series of 8 or 9 long, slender, mar-

ginal spines, in a curved series, similar to the furrow spines, in-

creasing in length toward the inner angle where they are consid-

erably larger than the furrow spines. Suborals on the inner end

of plate nearly as long as the marginals, and thence decreasing in

length outward until they are subequal to the actinal intermediate

spinelets. They are numerous in about 3 series parallel to median
suture.

Madreporic body small for the genus, about its own diameter from
the margin and overhung by 3 or 4 large paxillae.

Tijpe.—Cat. Xo. 30530, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5526, between Siquijor and Bohol Ishinds,

Philippine Islands, 805 fathoms, green mud and globigerina, bottom

temperature 52.3° F. ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Sulu Sea, Mindanao Sea. and otl nor! hern S;iniar,

383 to 805 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Five; the type and 4 from the following

stations

:

Station 5423, Sulu Sea, near the Cagayanes Islands. 508 fathoms,

gray mud, coral sand, bottom temperature 49.8"^ F. ; 1 specimen.

Station 5445, north coast of Samar, 383 fathoms, green mud, bot-

tom temperature 44.3° F. : 2 specimens.

Station 5528, between Siquijor and Bohol Islands, 439 fathoms,

globigerina ooze, bottom temperature 53.3° F. ; 1 specimen.
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Remarks.—The specimens probably are all immature, although

the type has the gonads developed, making the generic determination

certain. The examples from station 5445 are small, and, owing to the

lack of development of the papulae and the low paxillae, resemble

narrow-rayed Patagiaster. It would be difficult to distinguish the

young of these 2 genera, since the distinction depends upon the dis-

tribution of gonads and papulae.

This species is similar to D. sladeni in general habit, but the

paxillae are composed of thorny clavate spinelets which can not

by any stretch of the imagination be called " capillary." They are

stouter in proportion to length than in any other oriental species.

The marginal spines are not so well developed, and even though the

specimens are small the adambulacral plates have 8 or 9 furrow

spines and upward of 20 subambulacral spinules. The madreporic

body is rather small.

Gemis PATAGIASTER Fisher.

Patagiaster Fishee, 1906, p. 1029. Type, P. nuttingi Fisher.

PATAGIASTER SPHAERIOPLAX Fisher.

Plate 28, fig. 3 ; plate 29, fig. 3 ; plate 41, figs. 4, 4a.

Patagiaster sphaerioplax Fishee, 1913a, p. 623.

Diagnosis.—Differing from P. nuttingi in having shorter, broader

rays, larger paxillae with more numerous granules; in having the

paxillae in a definite radial, and parallel longitudinal series: in

having broader marginal plates and slenderer actinal spinulation.

E=28 mm., K=12 mm., K=2.3 r; breadth of ray at base, 13.5 mm.
Disk large, rays short, tapering from wide, rounded interbrachia to

a pointed extremity
;
general form depressed ; sides of ray rather thin,

rounded.

Description.—Paxillar area very compact, the paxillae crowded

and large. The smallest paxillae are on the central portion of disk,

in a circle with a radius of about one-half r; they increase rapidly

in size and are largest on the peripheral interradial regions and

proximal radial areas, decreasing slightly in size toward the end of

ray. A regular radial series is clearly discernible, the others being

arranged parallel to this, as in Pseudarchaster and many other

Goniasteridae. In a transverse line across the base of the ray 13 to

15 of these series can be counted. Three series reach the end of the

ra}'. The larger paxillae have a convex flaring crown with about

30 to 40 elongate regular beadlike granules, surrounded by a periph-

eral series of numerous, slender, short sf)inelets, some of which are in-

termediate in form with the central granules. As compared with

P. nuttingi, the paxillae of sphaerioplax are larger, not only com-

paratively but actually, especially on the rays, and there is a smaller
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area of small paxillae on the disk. The median radial series of

paxillae is not easily distinguishable in nuttingi^ as the radial paxillae

generally are smaller than the lateral, and not very regularly ar-

ranged. In nuttingi there are over 20 poorly defined longitudinal

series, as the paxillae arrange themselves more readilj^ in oblique

transverse series. Such an arrangement in oblique series is observ-

able in sphaerioflax, in addition to the longitudinal series. Finally,

the paxillae of sphaerioplax contain many more granules than those

of nuttingi.

Superomarginal plates 19, enci'oaching conspicuously upon abac-

tinal area, rather wide in the interbrachia and decreasing regularly

and rapidly in width toward end of ray. The width of the first

plate equals the length of 3 measured at the outer end, while at

the tip the width only slightly exceeds the length. The plates form

a slight bevel, and the rounded upper edge of the ray is near the

outer end of the plate. The plates are covered with beadlike gran-

ules and a peripheral series of slender spinelets, becoming capillary

in the deep, narrow, fasciolar grooves. Terminal plate ovoid, gran-

ulate.

Inferomarginals corresponding to superomarginals and extending

very slightly beyond them laterally, a longitudinal fasciolar furrow

separating the 2 series. They encroach upon the actinal surface

about as much as do the superomarginals upon the abactinal, but

their lateral surface is slightly more extensive, so that the extreme

width of the plates exceeds slightly that of superomarginals. The
plates are covered with slender, papilliform, slightly appressed

spinelets, and in addition proximally 3, then 2, and distally 1

slender, lanceolate, appressed spinules in the median transverse line.

The armature is similar to that of P. nuttingi^ but the spinelets and
enlarged spinules are slenderer and the latter are a little smaller.

The interbrachial plates of both series in nuttingi are a trifle nar-

rower and the inferomarginals project a little more laterally.

Actinal interradial areas extensive; intermediate plates extending

in a single series half the length of furrow (to sixth inferomar-

ginal) and in 2 series a little over a third the furrow (to third

inferomarginal). The odd interradial series has 4 plates, and
extends from a pair of plates back of the jaws to the interradial

suture between the 2 first inferomarginals (as in P. nuttingi). The
plates have a conspicuous keel and carry a paxilliform group of 15

to 18 slender, rather long spinelets, those in center the stoutest and
prickly at the slightly expanded tips. The spinelets are slenderer

and longer than in P. nuttingi.

Furrow spines slender, pointed, slightly compressed, in a regular

comb of 6, sometimes 7, the contour of the distal margin being

curved. Subambulacral spines, 12 to 16, slender, terete, with prickly
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tips, 3 or 4 along either lateral margin being the smallest, and a

series of 3 or 4 back of the furrow, nearly as long as the furrow

spines. Three longitudinal series can usually be discerned, the spine-

lets in the outermost series being similar to those of the actinal inter-

mediate plates.

Mouth plates rather narrow, forming a salient inner angle. Mar-
ginal spines about 9, gradually increasing in size toward the inner

teeth, which are flattened and bladelike, the outer members being

compressed and similar to adambulacral furrow spines. The series

is continued along the lateral margin in 8 or 10 short terete

pointed spinelets. Suborals similar to the subambulacrals. 15 to 18

in number, in 2 series, one along the median suture and the other

intermediate and parallel to tlie outer margin but not reaching

the inner end of the plate.

Madreporic body small, wholly concealed, a little nearer marginal

plate than center of disk and nearly in the middle of r.

Tube feet with a conical button at tip.

Type.—Cuii. No. 30531, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5178, vicinity of Romblon Island, Philip-

pine Islands (lat. 12° 43' N.; long. 122° 06' 15" E.), 78 fathoms, fine

sand; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This is a well-marked species of Patag taster, differing

from the type P. nuttingi of the Hawaiian Islands in having shorter

rays, larger paxillae with much more numerous granules, in having

the paxillae arranged in very definite longitudinal series parallel to

tne radial series, which, with the adradial paxillae, are subequal to

the lateral plates, not smaller and irregularly arranged. The mar-

ginal plates are broader in sphaerioplax and the actinal spinulation

more delicate.

This genus was established for a single species, but the group is a

well-marked one, for in addition to nuttingi and spJmerioplax^ I

have examined a third species dredged by the Albatross in Japan.

The resemblance between this Japanese species and Pseudarchaster

is very striking, as indeed is that of spliaeHoplax. But the pointed

tube feet, concealed madreporic body, and the character of the fur-

row comb are all different, the first character being the fundamental

one which places Patagiaster in the Astropectinidae. Although the

new species is less like Dipsacaster than is P. nuttingi., I still believe

that the relationship is ratlier close.

Patagiaster differs from Dipsacaster in having the gonads con-

fined to the interradial regions, not festooned along the ray, in lack-

ing papulae on the midradial region and center of disk, and in hav-

ing the paxillar spinelets more granuliform, although this last char-

acter is partly bridged by Dipsacaster diaphorus. It differs from
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Plutonaster in having an odd interradial series of actinal interme-

diate plates, and a different type of marginal armature ; from Tethy-

aster in having the gonads confined to the interradii, and a less

angular and less astropectenoid type of adambulacral armature.

From Leptychaster^ to which it is closely related, Patagiaster differs

in having armed inferomarginals and a less angular and longer

comb of furrow spines, as well as a truly concealed madreporic body.

In Leptychaster the testes are serially arranged along either side of

the ra3^ Avhile the ovaries are strictly interradial and in a single

tuft on either side of the interradial septum.

Genus KOREMASTER Fisher.

Koremaster (subsemis) Fisher, 1913rt, p. 623. Type, Dytaster {Korem-

astcr) evaulus Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Differs from typical Dytasfer in having a very weak

abactinal integument. Astropectenlike paxillae with well-developed

pedicels and relatively long, slender spinelets; and in having the

marginal fascioles well developed. Pedicellariae, marginal armature,

and adambulacral armature, gonads, and alimentary system as in

Dytoster. An odd interradial series of actinal intermediate plates,

often irregular, is present, and the madreporic bod}^ is smaller and

less densely covered Avith paxillae than in Dylaster.

KOREMASTER EVAULUS (Fisher). (

Plate 33, fig. 2 ;
plate 34, fig. 2 ;

plate 40, figs. 2, 2a-e.

Dytasfer {Koremaster) evaulus Fisher, 1913ff, p. 623.

Diagiiosis.—Eays 5. E= 62 mm., r==:15.5 nun.. R= l: r: breadth

of ray at interbrachium 19 mm., at tenth superomarginal 9 mm.

;

interbrachium arcuate or rounded-angular; rays arcuately taper-

ing and narrow beyond the basal fourth; abactinal integu-

ment inflated; paxillae well developed, often penicillate, with fairly

tall pedicels and slender, pointed, thorny spinelets; abactinal. glo-

bose pedicellariae; well-developed marginal fascioles; marginal

plates small, blocklike, with a stout conical spine; actinal inter-

mediate pedicellariae; furrow spines much compressed, 7 or 8; sub-

ambulacral spines, 6 to 10, 1 being enlarged; usually 1 or 2 sub-

ambulacral pedicellariae; first adambulacral plate compressed; mar-

ginal mouth spines much compressed.

Description.—Abactinal integument rather thin, inflated. Paxil-

lae fairly uniform, not crowded, with well-developed pedicels on

disk and proximal half of ray, becoming low and DytasterASk^ on

the outer part. Largest paxillae are on the madreporic body, but

aside from these the next largest are found in the interradial regions

and adjacent portion of the proximal half of ray, the smallest

paxillae being on center of (\'vA.\. midradial line, and distal half
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of ray. The difference in size is not great until the outer third of

ray is reached. The spinelets are slender, tapering, and pointed,

and are slightly shorter to slightl}^ longer than height of pedicel,

the latter being the variable feature. Usually they are borne in a

brushlike tuft, but sometimes radiate apart. A large paxilla has

15 to 20 spinelets, of which 3 to .5 stand on the convex top of the

pedicel and the others, with a slight basal web, form a peripheral

series. The distinction between the two sets is not sharp. When
dried, the spinelets are glassy in appearance and minutely thorny;

and the paxillae resemble, on a small scale, those of Grossaster

papposus.

Scattered over the paxillar area and occurring rather commonly
around the border, are lower paxillae bearing globose pedicellariae

composed of 3 to 5 scalelike granules, or \Q,Yy low, broad, convex

squamiform papillae. The pedicellaria resembles a large globular

granule split nicely into 3 to 5 sections.

Abactinal plates of ray have a generally broadly elliptical out-

line, but are irregular and often indented or scalloped. They are

spaced, except at end of ray and center of disk. Papulae, 4 to 6

about each plate, absent from end of ray and center of disk.

Marginal plates rather small, regular, opposite, and square, as

seen from side, and forming a perpendicular lateral face to ray.

They are separated by pronounced and abrupt, vertical fascicles,

lined with delicate spinelets. Superomarginals, 37 to the ray, en-

croach very slightly upon the paxillar area, and, as seen from above,

are of about the same width throughout the series, this equaling

about one-half the height of the plates proximally, while distally

the height gradually lessens and becomes equal to the width. The
plates form an evenly rounded edge to the dorsal surface, and

each bears on this rounded margin between the dorsal and lateral

faces an erect, stout, conical, sharp spine 3 mm. long proximally

(or equal to 2 plates in length). Sometimes the spine is shorter.

The spinelets covering the plate are very similar to the paxillar

spinelets, delicate, tapering, or slightly swollen and sharp: and

when dried they are thorny, as are all the spines and spinelets.

Inferomarginal plates encroach conspicuously upon actinal sur-

face, the actinal facet of the plate being wider than the lateral in

the interbrachium and about equal on distal half of ray. The cover-

ing of the plates is similar to that of the superomarginals, and simi-

larly on the angle between the actinal and lateral facets of plate is a

conical sharp spine subequal to or proximally a trifle larger than the

corresponding superomarginal spine, the series being very regular,

and the length decreasing toward the extremity of ray.

Terminal plate as seen from above broadly arrow-shaped with a

deep indentation equal to half its length on the proximal side and
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bearing on the rounded tip a stout, sharp central spine with one on

either side, and between them numerous accessory sharp, slender

spinules.

Actinal interradial areas large, but owin<; to the narrowness of

rays the plates do not extend beyond the eighth inferomarginal, or

about a fourth the length of ray measured along side. They are

arranged in not very regular series extending from the adambulacrals

to margin, toward which the plates diminish in size. There is an

odd interradial series. The plates are externally irregularl}^ po-

lygonal to roundish, with a central eminence crowned by a con-

spicuous low pedicellaria, similar in structure to those of the abacti-

nal surface, but much larger, and composed of from 4 to 8 low,

broad, swollen, blunt papillae, surrounded by a circle of several

slender spinelets. The pedicellaria resembles, in miniature, the bud
of a flower with fleshy petals, except 1 or 2 near the mouth plates,

which are pectinate. On the ray the pedicellariae have sometimes

slightly longer jaws. The figure will better show the form. Here
and there are plates without pedicellariae, capped by a group of

divergent slender spinelets. In the small specimen from station

5601 the pedicellariae are much fewer.

Adambulacral plates narrow, being much longer than wide, with a

rounded furrow margin bearing 7 or 8 fairly long, bluntly pointed,

compressed spines, widened and bladelike at the base, and some-

times rather abruptly constricted near the tip, the median spines

being slightly the longest and all forming a vertical comb. Close

to these on the surface of the plate is an irregular longitudinal

series of 6 to 10 cylindrical, pointed spines, of which 1, near center,

is much enlarged and subequal to the furrow spines or sometimes

longer, while the rest are graduated in size toward either end. But
on the outer part of the ray the other spines are abruptly smaller,

one-half to two-thirds the length of the larger, and not clearly ar-

ranged in a series. Most of the plates bear a prominent pedicellaria

with usually 3 jaws (slightly longer than those of interradii) and
usually situated at the aboral end of plate. Many -plates bear a

second pedicellaria, sometimes slightly smaller than the other, near

the middle or the adoral end. The specimen from station 3601

seldom has an adambulacral pedicellaria and the number of sub-

ambulacral spines is therefore greater (8 to 12). The furrow spines

are not widened at the base: perhaps this is an attribute of age.

First adambulacral plate somewhat triangular and compressed.

Mouth plates convex actinally, the combined pair projecting into

actinostome for half their length, and broader at outer than at

inner end. Furrow spines T, the inner heavy and compressed, and
much larger than the adambulacral furrow spines. They are broken

in the type, but they decrease in size toward the first adambulacral,
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and the series is continued along the adanibidacral margin by a

number of smaller, cylindrical, pointed spines. Numerous similar

spines cover the surface of the plates forming 2 or 3 irregular series.

Madreporic body 5 mm. in diameter, or one-third minor radius,

and situated less than its own diameter from margin of paxillar

area. Fine, irregular striae proceed from near the center. About

15 paxillae spring from the surface.

Color in alcohol, bleached yellowish.

Tube feet rather large, pointed, but with a small conical knob at

the tip ; no deposits.

Type.—Q2X. No. 30532, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5606, Gulf of Tomini, Celel)es, bS-t fatli-

oms, green mud.

Distribution.—Known only from Gulf of Tomini, Celebes.

Specimens examined.—The type and a specimen from station 5601,.

Gulf of Tomini, Celebes, sand, globigerina, and pteropods.

Remarks.—This species is remarkable for the typical paxillae and

well-developed marginal fascioles. Among the species of Dytaster

dredged by the Challenger it shows most resemblance to D. spinosuSy

but has perpendicular sides to the ray, taller and more penicillate

paxillae, and characteristic pedicellariae. D. aequivocus Sladen is a

very immature form from the Arafura Sea, west of the Aru Islands,

800 fathoms. Ou this account it can not be compared with Korem-

aster eraidua.

The genus ''Crenaster " of Terrier is based on the absence of actinal

intermediate and abactinal pedicellariae, on the smaller number of

actinal intermediate plates, and on the presi'nce of an enlarged sub-

ambulacral spine. Yet in the descriptions of Crenaster tnollis and

C. spinulosus no mention is made of this enlarged spine. In Dytaster

grandis the enlarged subambulacral is presi'ut on the outer part

of the ray and there are abundant pedicellariae. Both forms of

Koremaster have the enlarged subambulacral spines plus pedicel-

lariae. The distinctioQ based on less numerous actinal intermediate

plates does not hold. In so far as ''Crenaster'''' rests on these char-

acters it is not a workable group.

Koremaster differs greatly in appearance from typical Dytaster

y

such as nohilis and grandis {=madrepoHfer Sladen). The paxillae

are higher, w^ith long spinelets, and are more like those of Astro-

pecten; the marginal plates, at least proximally, have well-developed

fascioles, and are therefore thicker than in typical Dytaster; the

actinal intermediate plates are more convex and paxilliform. while

an irregular odd interradial series of plates is present. In typical

Dytaster this character is apparently variable, but exact data are

lacking in some species. The odd series is present in gilherti, but
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absent apparent in nohlh's and eanlis,- in grandis it seems to be

variable, but the plates are usually irregular, so that it is hard to

trace the series. In g'dherti the paxillae are fairly high, though the

spinelets are short, and at the base of the ray the marginal plates

are separated by fascicles, less aycII developed than in Koremaster.

KOREMASTER EVAILUS SPICULATUS, new subspecies.

Plate 33. fiii'. 1 : phito 34, fig. 1 ; plate 40, figs. 3. 3«-/.

Diagnosis.—Very close to the type-species, but differing in having
more elongate and conical pedicellariae with less modified jaws,

fewer pedicellariae. terete furrow spines, slightly wider mouth plates,

and less compressed first adambulacral plates. E=44 mm., r=12
mm., R=3.66 r. General form slightly variable, the rays either

tapering directly from abruptly rounded interbrachial angle, or

arcuately. the interbrachimn being oj^en and rounded.

Description.—Abactinal surface and paxillae very similar to those

of the type, but the pedicellariae are either few or entirely absent.

They seem to occur only around the edge of the paxillar area next

to the marginal plates, and they have the much slenderer and pro-

portionately higher jaws- less modified. In some pedicellariae the

jaws are very nearly like short sharp spines, such as occur on paxillae.

Abactinal plates irregularly elliptical on rays to subcircular at

renter of disk, where they are close together, but spaced on the rays;

-l or .'i papulae about each plate: the papulae are absent from end of

Ywy and center of disk; abactinal integument thin and flexible.

Marginal plates in proportions and armature practically like those

of ecaulus. One specimen only has a second much shorter accessory

spinule on the inner edge of most of the superomarginal plates.

Superomarginals 30 in type. Terminal plate shorter and blunter

than in evaulns, being only a little longer than wide, but is never-

theless variable. Some approach very close to evaulus. Inferomar-

ginals rarely with 2 spines side by side.

Actinal intermediate plates extending to about the tenth or

eleventh inferomarginal or nearly half the ray—proportionately far-

< her than in evaulus. The odd interradial series is sometimes not so

(M iflent as in evaulus., owing to its having been crowded to one side,

but usually it is perfectly plain. The plates are either wholly with-

out pedicellariae or Avith a variable number. These have 3 to 5

spiniform jaws, which are loss modified than in evaulus. They vary

in form from unmodified spines to elongate curved spatulate swollen

|):ipillae. Only in one specimen do they approach closely those of

'r(n/lu.s, but this specimen also has pedicellariae with the elongate

spinifoi-m ty)">(> of ja\\'. -\ <•( mparison of figures will Ix'st illustrate
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the difference. (PI. 40, fig. 3c'.) Besides the pedicellariae the plates

bear upward of 10 slender spinelets.

Adambulacral armature : Furrow spines 6 or 7, long, fairly slender,

terete, and sharp, and when dry minutely thorny. They show no
sign o:^ the compression characteristic of evaulus, and they usually

extend in a fanlike series horizontally across the furrow, being nearly

equal, except that either or both laterals may be shorter and slenderer,

especially when there are 7 spines to the series. Subambulacral

spines usually in 2 series. In the first are 5 to 8, of which 1 near the

center is enlarged and nearly or quite as large as the median furrow

spines ; the rest are either successively shorter as at the base of ray

or abruptly shorter. The outer series consists of 5 to 8 spinelets

similar to those of the actinal intermediate plates. Along either

transverse margin of plate are 2 or 3 spinelets belonging to the

above series, with sometimes 1 or 2 added. On the outer half or

third of the ray the enlarged subambulacral spine is considerably

longer and stouter than the furrow spines, for the reason that it

remains nearly uniform in size while the furrow spines rapidly

shorten. Subambulacral pedicellariae are so rare as to be a negligible

character. The first adambulacral plate is not compressed, though

a little wider than the succeeding.

Mouth plates broad and convex, a trifle broader in proportion to

length than in evmdus. Marginal spines 6 to 8, terete, tapering,

pointed, the inner about half as long as the plate, the rest successively

shorter. Suboral spines numerous and smaller, in a well-defined

series of 8 to 10 along the edge of the median suture, decreasing in

length from the teeth outward, and in about 2 irregular inter-

mediate series. The marginal series, as in evaulus^ is continued by

smaller spines along the adambulacral margin.

Madreporic body large, less than its own diameter from margin,

and with about 12 paxillae on the surface. One of them is very much
larger than the rest, this difference not being evident in the type of

evaulus^ though indicated in a less extreme form in the small specimen

from station 3601.

Anatomical notes.—Stomach large, and not divided into dorsal and

ventral divisions; hepatic coeca short, extending only about one-

fifth the length of ray ; intestinal coecum small and in the form of a

simple ovoid sac; anal aperture small. Gonads not confined to inter-

radius, but in the form of a series of several independent tufts,

diminishing rapidly in size distad and reaching nearly to the middle

of ray. Polian vesicle in each interradius except that of stone canal

;

ampullae large, 2-parted. Superambulacral plates very small, want-

ing opposite the first, and either very rudimentary or absent opposite

the second ambulacral plates.

Type.—C^t. No. 37013, U.S.N.M.
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Type-locality.—Station 5332, Mindoro Strait, west of Mindoro,

Philippine Islands, 745 fathoms, green mnd, bottom temperature

38.2° F.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Specimens examined.—Seven, from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This form resembles so closely evaulus that it has been

described as a geographical race, although no specimens from inter-

mediate localities have been examined. The differences are mainly

as follow^s: evaulus has fewer and higher pedicellariae with less

modified jaws, and they are not found on the adambulacral plates;

the raj's are a little shorter and the disk relatively a little larger;

the actinal intermediate plates extend farther along the ray; the

furrow spines and marginal mouth spines are terete, not markedl}'-

compressed; the subambulacral spines are in 2 series, but this is

sometimes the case in the foregoing species.

Family LUIDIIDAE Verrill.

Genus LUIDIA Forbes.

Luidia Forbes. Mem. Wernerian Nat. Hist. Soc, vol. 8, 1839, p. 123. Type,

L. fragilissima i=L. ciliaris (Philippi)).

KEY TO THE SPECIES OP LUIDIA HEREIN DESCRIBED.

o\ Raj^s 5, and paxillae never with a conspicuous central spine.

6\ Inferomargiuals with a single conspicuous lateral spine and several short,

appressed actinal spinules.

c*. Adambulacral armature : a furrow spine, a large subambulacral spine,

and adorad to this, a long, slender, two-jawed pedicellaria.

longispina, p. 164.

c^. Adambulacral armature : a furrow spine and, proximally, 5 subambu-
lacral spines ; distally, 3 ; no adambulacral pedicellariae.

prionota, p. 164.

h'. Two or 3 conspicuous spines (sometimes 4 or 5) in a transverse series

on inferomarginal plate; similar in general appearance to L. sarsi

orientalis, p. 16(5.

a\ Rays 7 to 11.

&\ Paxilhie without a conspicuous central spine, or if this is present then

only on outer part of ray.

c\ Rays usually 8 ;
paxillae of lateral rows quadrate or roundish quadrate,

compact, without a conspicuous pedicellaria ; no large naked spaces be-

tween the inferomarginal plates ; never any pedicellariae in furrow

maculata, p. 168.

<f. Rays constantly 11 ; paxillae spaced, delicate, with a conspicuous central

pedicellaria and also several on the sides of the pedicels; inferomar-

ginals separated actinally by large, naked spaces; a few proximal

adambulacral plates with a slender pedicellaria just dorsal to furrow
spine gymnochora, p. 175.

6'. Some of the paxillae of lateral parts of ray, at least, with conspicuous

central spine,

c*. No pedicellaria just dorsal to furrow spine.

d\ Rays 7 (sometimes as few as 5) ; inferomarginal spines usually 3, in

a transverse series mvUjnyi, p. 170.
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d^. Rays 8 to 10 ; inferomarginal spines usually 4 to 6, souietimes only

3 in small specimens aspera, p. 171.

c'. A small two-jawed pedicellaria just dorsal to the furrow spine; rays 10-

avicularia, p. 172.

LUIDIA LONGISPINA Sladen.

Plate 43, fig. 5.

Luidia longujnna Sladen, 1889, p. 254, pi. 43, figs. 3 and 4; pi. 45, figs.

3 and 4.

Two specimens are larger than Sladen's type. The larger has

the following dimensions: E==74 mm., r=:10.5 mm., B,=7 r. The

specimens agree with Sladen's description. There is a fifth regular

series of abactinal paxillae. The paxillae, as noted by Sladen, are

distinctly spaced except along the median area of ray.

Type.—In British Museum.

Type-locality.—Challenger station 203, east of Panay Island,

Philippine Group, 20 fathoms, mud.

Distribution.—Philippine Islands, from Samar and Panay to

Tawi Tawi; 18 to 24 fathoms, mud or fine sand.

Specimens examined.—Five specimens from the following Philip-

pine stations:

Station 5157, 3.3 miles northeast Tinakta Island. Tawi Tawi

Group, Sulu Archipelago, 18 fathoms, fine sand ; surface temperature,

79° ; 1 small specimen.

Station 5182, off eastern Panay (3.7 miles southeast Antonia

Island), 24 fathoms, fine sand, mud; surface temperature, 80°; 3

specimens (1 very young).

Station 5209, off western Samar (1.8 miles northeast Taratara

Island), 20 fathoms, green mud; surface temperature, 84°; 1

specimen.

LUIDIA PRIONOTA Fisher.

Plate 41, figs. 5, 5a
;
plate 45, figs. 1, 2.

Luidia prionota Fishkr, IDlSc, p. 202.

J>iagno.'iis.Sm\'\h\v in general form to Luidm forfcifera Sladen.

but differing in lacking entirely adambulacral pedicellariae, in hav-

ing i)i'oximally at least 5 adambulacrn] spines in tiddition to the

curved furrow spine, the 4 outer forming 2' longitudinally oriented

pairs: central spinelets of paxillae not granulifonn : marginal spine

usually longer than extreme width of inferomarginal phitf; actinal

intermediate pedicellariae usually absent. Kays 5. 11=32 mm.,

r=5 mm., R=6 r; breadth of ray at base, 6 mm. Abactinal surface

slightly arched, usually plane on radial region of ray ; inferomar-

ginals slightly arched, forming a broad border to actinal surface;

marginal spines fairly long, single, forming a prominent frinire to

.ambitus.
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Description.—Paxillae arranged as in L. fovficifera., there being

3 regular series of fairly large, subqiiadrate ones, with a fourth and

even a fifth series of smaller paxillae distinguishable. The paxillae

are slightly spaced, the larger having upward of 15 to 20 peripheral,

slender spinelets, and 10 or 12 stouter and shorter central spinelets,

which are longer and less granuliform than in forficlfera. The
smaller paxillae vary greatly according to their position, an average

median paxilla having upward of 12 peripheral and T or more central

spinelets. The dorsal surface differs from that of L. for-ficifera

chiefly in the longer central spinelets of the paxillae. The dorso-

lateral paxillae are about intermediate betw^een the quadrate and

rotund forms. In a specimen from station 5158 the central spinelets

are little if any stouter than the peripheral.

The tj^pe of inferomarginal armature resembles that of L. for-

ficlfera, but the lateral spine is longer, usually exceeding the width

of the plate, except at the very base of the ray where it about equals

the width. The spine is flattened, narrow, and pointed. Between
the base of the spine and the inner end of plate is a straight series of

about 4 (3 to 5) short, lanceolate spinules; or there may be a second

series of about 3 spinules adorad to the above, as in forftcifera; oc-

casionally the spinules form a zigzag series. A series of very deli-

cate spinelets fringes either transverse border of the plate, and they

are not swollen at the inner end of the plate as in forftcifera. The
marginal fascioles are fairly deep and about as wide or a little wider

than the thickness of the intervening ridges.

Adambulacral armature: (1) A rather long, curved, compressed

furrow spine (about equaling 1.5 times the width of plate), followed

by a stouter, slightly longer, pointed spine, slightly curved at the

base. (2) Just external to this, side by side, are 2 stout unequal

tapering pointed spines, the aboral often the larger and usually a

little shorter than the foregoing. (3) These are followed by another

pair of smaller spines, of Avhich the aboral is usually the larger

—

standing also in a longitudinal series with reference to ray. Beyond
the base of the ray these spines are usually absent. (4) On the

first 2 or 3 plates 1 or 2 small spinules stand behind the second

pair of spines. On the outer part of the ray there are present only

4 spines, namely, the furrow, the inner subambulacral, and the first

pair of spines (No. 2 above). There is no subambulacral pedicel-

laria as in forftcifera., the adoral spine in the first pair occupying

its position. The second pair of spines is present in a very few

proximal plates in forftcifera.

Proximally the actinal intermediate plates bear a very few deli-

cate, short, spinelets, which decrease to 1, and finally disappear on
the distal half of ray. The 2 interradial plates bear a tuft of spine-

lets. Two specimens without locality have two-jawed tapering pedi-

13434—Bull. 100—19 12
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cellariae on the interradial plates (in one of them, not on all). The
other specimens entirely lack pedicellariae, such as are present in

forfcifera.

The mouth plates form a salient angle into actinostome. and at

the inner end of each pair of plates are 2 large two-jawed pedicel-

lariae half as long as the interradial width of the plate and extend-

ing side by side horizontally over actinostome. Seen from the actinal

surface they are slightly tapering, bluntly pointed. Six to eight sharp

spines occupy the outer margin between the pedicellaria and outer

end of plate, and about the same number, close to the above, follow

the margin of the narrow median suture.

Type.—C?it. No. 32622, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5181. off eastern Panaj'^ (6.6 miles northeast

Antonia Island), 26 fathoms, mud and fine sand, surface temperature

80° F. ; 6 specimens (4 young).

Distribution.—Panay to Tawi Tawi Group, 12 to 26 fathoms.

Specimens e.ramined.—^me—6 from the type-locality, 2 without

locality, and 1 from station 5158, 1.9 miles southeast of Tinakta

Island, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archipelago. 12 fathoms, coarse

sand, shells.

Remarks.—L. prlonota., on account of the absence of adambulacral

pedicellariae and the large number of adambulacral spines proxi-

mally can not be confused with L. forfiGifera or L. quhiaria (includ-

ing L. limhata). It differs from L. penangensis de Loriol, which

has constantly 6 rays, and a prominent madreporic body, in having

larger paxillae, in lacking adambulacral pedicellariae, and in having

more than 3 adambulacral spines. Luidia chefuensis Grube is ap-

parently a museum name only. According to Sladen (1889, p. 253)

it has not been described. This form is said b}'^ Sladen to have a

comb of 4 or more spinelets, running parallel to the furrow, behind

2 single curved spinelets, apparently in the position occupied by

the inner pair of spines of prlonota.

The absence of adambulacral and abactinal pedicellariae suggests

Luidia clathrata of the West Indies and southern United States,

and L. foUolata (southern Alaska to Mexico).

LUIDIA ORIENTALIS Fisher.

Plate 43, figs. 2-4
;
plate 44, tig. 1 ; plate 4f5, tig. 3.

Luidia orientalis Fisher, 191 3e, p. 203.

Diagnosis.—Kelated to L. sarsi Diiben and Koren, L. africana

Sladen. and Z. astJienosoma Fisher. Closely resembling L. af<theno-

soma^ from which it differs in having deeper and broader marginal

fascioles, slightly longer inferomarginal and adambulacral spines,

longer inferomarginal spinelets, and actinal intermediate pedicel-
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lariae taperiiii>- f^lighth' when seen from side (iiiitapered or obo\ate

ill asthenosoma) . Eays 5. R=aboiit 120 mm., r=aboiit 14 mm. The
tip of ray is regenerating, so that the original was considerably

longer. Breadth of ray at base, 15 mm.
Description.—The paxillae greath^ resemble those of L. astheno-

soina, having longer and slenderer spinelets than are present in

sarsi., even a little longer than in afriraim. The small paxillae of

median portion of ray have slender pedicels, which usually are

broader at the top and bear 1 to 4 or 5 central and 8 to 12 periph-

eral, thorny, sharp spinelets about three-fourths the length of the

pedicel. The crest of the superomarginal paxillae is crescent i form,

with the concavity abutting on the upper end of the inferomarginul.

Each paxilla bears 20 to 80 long, slender spinelets. There are about

2 regular series of paxillae parallel to the superomarginal, of which

3 correspond to 5.5 of the dorsolateral, Earely an obovate two-

jawed pedicellaria is present on one of the small median paxillae.

These are usually nuuierous in asthenoso'nm.

The inferomarginals have slightly higher special ridges separated

by broader fasciolar furrows than in sarsi and cisthenosoTna^ and the

ridges are slightly thinner in proportion to the extreme width of

the plate. In orientalis the furrow in width equals 1.5 times the

thickness of the ridge, while in asthenosoma the two are very

nearly equal. The inferomarginal plates bear on the outei- half

2 stout, long, sharp, subterete spines, the upper usually tlie

longer and equaling 3 plates in length. A third, considei-ably

shorter spine is usually present, spaced from the lower lateral spine,

and at the base of ray is a fourth still smaller, accompanied by

several slender, accessory spinules. One of these may occasionally

form a fifth spine. On the outer part of ray there are usually 3 sub-

terete, sharp, eqilidistant spines, graduated in length toward the

outer, or 2 lateral and 2 considerably smaller (perhaps only half

the length of the outer) on the inner half of plate. The spaced

superficial s])inelets are long and slender, longer than in saml or

asth't noiioma, and reaching nearly across the intervening furrows.

Actinal intermediate plates broader than long, with a rounded

inner end overlapjnng broadly the adambulacral plates. The plates

bear 1 to 3 spinules on a boss near the inner end, and spaced from
these a pedicellaria with 2 broadly spatulate jaws. (See fig. 3,

pi. 4f,.)

The adambulacral armature is of the type of sarsi and a-stJieno-

soTToa., consisting of a transverse series of 3 long spines, the outer

2 terete, tapering, and subequal, or the median slightly longer, and
two-thirds the length of the longest lateral spine. Just adorad to

the 2 outer spines are usually 2 unequal spinules. In mth^nosoma
the spines are ])ractically the same l)ut a little shorter.
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Mouth plates and armature practically the same as in L. astheno-

soma, but the median suture broader. (Fisher, 1911c?, pi. 21, fig. 1.)

Color in alcohol, bleached yellowish brown.

Type.—C'^t. No. 32623, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5301, China Sea, vicinity of Hongkong
(lat. 20° 37' N.; long. 115° 43' E.), 208 fathoms, gray mud. sand,

bottom temperature 50.5° F.

Disf7'ihution.—Known onl}^ from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This species, as stated in the diagnosis, resembles most

nearly L. asthenosoma, from off the coast of California, to which it

is ver}' closely related. It is also related to L. sarsi, L. elegans, and L.

africana. It differs from L. sarsi in having longer paxillar, marginal,

and actinal spines, broader and deeper marginal furrows; it differs

from elegans in practically the same respects, and in lacking the nu-

merous abactinal pedicellariae of elegans. L. elegans and L. sarsi are

very close, probably but races of the same species. It differs from L.

africana, which represents elegans on the east side of the Atlantic,

in having broader inferomarginal fascioles, longer inferomarginal

spinelets, more tapered actinal pedicellariae, and agrees with it as

well as with asthenosoma in having longer rays than sarsi.

As L. asthenosoma is not known north of central California, its

range is widely separated from that of orientalis. L. africana, th^

nearest form to the westward, is found in the Atlantic off northern

Africa. It would appear, therefore, that L, orientalis is isolated

from its two nearest relatives. L. sarsi, L. elegans, L. africana, L.

asthenosoma, and L. orientalis all bear a rather close resemblance,

and the differences which separate the species are less trenchant per-

haps than are usually relied upon to separate species of starfishes.

The range of variation, so far as known, is slighter than in most

species of starfishes, so that the characters, even if relatively slight,

are apparently constant and trustworthy. The range of variation is

unknown in L. orientalis, since there is only one specimen known.

LUIDIA MACULATA Miiller and Troschel.

Luidia maculata Mulleb and Tuoschel, 1842, p. 77 (Japan). For descrip-

tion and bibliography see: Perrier, 1875, p. 338; Koeliler, 1895. p. 3S7

;

1910?), p. 267.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—The two nearly equal-sized speci-

mens from station 5346, Palawan, 8 fathoms, present some points of

difference when compared with a presumably typical, large example

from Misaki, Japan. The Palawan specimens have 11=135 to 140

mm., although some of the 8 rays arc shorter than this, having

been broken and subsequently^ regenerated. In the Japanese speci-

men, R=175 mm. ; rays 8. The paxillae of the Palawan specimens are

distinctly smaller, and not rectangular as are those of the Japanese
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example, and are evidently similar to those of a specimen from Bata-

via, described by Perrier (1875, p. 339). The paxillae form 5 or 6

regular series in either side of the ray, but present a more open ap-

jDearance, due to their much fewer than normal number of spinelets

and to the rounded corners of the crowns. A large paxilla at the base

of the ray has a circular or broadly elliptical contour to the strongly

convex crown, Avhich consists of 12 to 18 unequal, blunt, peripheral

spinelets, and 7 to 12 shorter, stouter, subtruncate, spaced, divergent

central spinelets. The stoutest commonly stands in the center sur-

rounded by a circle of 6, these in turn surrounded by a partial cycle

of slenderer spinelets, intermediate in robustness between the central

and the outermost. A considerable but variable number of the su-

peromarginal paxillae, as well as a less number in the next series ad-

jacent, have 1 or 2 pedicellariae with 2 tapering jaws varying from a

trifle stouter and longer to a trifle shorter than the spinelets. In the

Japanese specimen the paxillae have upward of 25 central and 25

or 30 much slenderer peripheral spinelets, while the crowns are squar-

ish or transversely oblong, and rather close-set. The superomarginal

paxillae are nearl}^ square, and a variable number have an inconspicu-

ous 2- or 3-jawed spiniform pedicellaria, usually on the outer longi-

tudinal margin. I do not think this has been mentioned in current

descriptions.

The adambulacral armature consists of a curved, strongly com-

pressed furrow spine followed by a much longer, tapering, slighth^

compressed spine. This in turn is followed by 2 (sometimes 3) large

pedicellariae with 3 long, slender jaws, more than one-half, sometimes

two-thirds the length of the subambulacral spine. The outer pedi-

cellaria is situated, as a rule, upon an actinal intermediate plate, of

which a single series is interpolated between the inferomarginal and
adambulacral plates. Barely, at the base of the ray there are 3 adam-
bulacral spines, the outermost much smaller than the principal spine.

In addition there are several small spinelets along the transverse mar-

gins of the plate. Koehler (19105, p. 267) records 3 or 4 adambula-

cral spines on 2 specimens from Aru, and from 1 to 3 pedicellariae.

The Misaki specimen alluded to above has 2 adambulacral spines

(rarely 3), followed by 3 or 4 conspicuous pedicellariae. The num-
ber of adam.bulacral spines is therefore variable. The pedicellariae

of the Palawan specimens are narrower at the base, consequently

longer in proportion to width than are those of the Misaki specimens.

The number of inferomarginal spines is proximally 4 (sometimes

3). the 2 innermost decreasing in size along the ray. The innermost

spine is reduced to an inconspicuous spinulc very soon, while tho

next persists for a variable distance, there being usually on the outer

half only 2 prominent spines, the 2 outer ones of the proximal

half. Between these two there is often 1 or 2 prominent pedicellariae,
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with 2 or 3 jaws similar in form to those of the adambiilacral phites,

but only about two-thirds as long, and a trifle stouter. In the Misaki

specimen the inferomarginal pedicellariae are fewer and only about

half or less than half the' length of the larger adambulacral pedi-

cellariae.

The si3ecimen from the Tawi Tawi Islands is young (R equaling 36

mm.), but more typical in appearance. The paxillae are quadrate,

close-set, and there are 3 adambulacral spines, followed by a large

pedicellaria, which, however, belongs to the actinal intermediate

plate. This pedicellaria is not present beyond tlie middle of ray.

Inferomarginal spines, generally 2.

The Palawan specimens differ, therefore, from typical L. maculata

in having smaller, roundish paxillae with fewer spinelets, and in hav-

ing prominent fiuperotnarginal pedicellariae. Specimens from numer-

ous Philippine localities must be examined before the status of these

vai'iations can be satisfactorily deteimined.

T!/!>('.— In the Museum of Leyden (Miiller and Troschel).

'fi/jx-locality.—Japan.

f)ij<ti-lhiit}(m.—Japan: Macclesfield Bank: Philippine Islands;

Singapore: Malacca; Mergui Archipelago; Andaman Islands; India

(Coromandel. Tuticorin. Madras. Bay of Balasore, Ceylon) ; Mozam-
bi({ue: Ja\a Sea: Am Islands; Torres Straits.

Specimens exanvined

.

—Three.

Station 5164. 8 miles northeast Observation Island. Tawi Tawi

(xi-oui). Sidii Archipelago, 18 fathoms, green nmd; 1 specimen.

Station 5346. Malampaya Sound, Palawan (10° 50' 30" X.: 119°

22' 20" E.). 7 fathoms mud: 1 specimen.

LULDIA SAVIGNYI (Audouin).

AHtcrxaH saritiniii AiDoriN. T>(>scriiili(m de 1' Kg;ypte, Echinodermes. 1809,

p. 209, pi. 3.

Luidia savignyi Guay, 1840, p. 183.

—

Perkier, 1875, p. 840.

LiiuViu xdiif/iiii (part I Mt'M.er and Troschel, 1842, p. 77. For description

;ni<l l>il>lio,ii;raph.v see Perrier, 1875, p. 340; De Loriol. 188."). p. 72; Koehler,

imOii. p. 10, pi. 1, fls;. 5, pi. 6, fig. 3.

A .small seven-iayed specimen is referred to this species. There

is little doubt that it lepresents true L. savigniji, although there are

as yet no adambulacral pedicellariae. R=27 mm., r=5 mm. Adam-
bid a era 1 spines 3, or sometimes 4. there being a spine out of line

(adorally) between the second and third spines. The abactinal

spines are very stout. Koehler (1910r/, p. 10) gives excellent critical

and descriptive notes, and a photographic figure of the abactinal

surface of a specimen from the Andaman Islands and of another

from ^fauritius.
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The specimens recorded from Portuguese East Africa by Simpson

and Brown (1910, p. 49) as L. aspera probably belong to this species.

They have 7 rays. L. savignyi is not mentioned by the authors cited.

Type-locality.—Red Sea.

Distrihution.—Red Sea; east coast of Africa; Mauritius; Andaman
Islands; Sulu Archipelago; Philippine Islands.

Specimen examined.—Station 5159, Tinakta Island, Tawi Tawi
Group, Sulu Archipelago, ]0 fathoms, coral sand.

LUIDIA ASPERA Sladen.

Liiklia fispcra SIaden, 1889, p. 248, pi. 43, figs. 1 and 2; pi. 45, figs. 9 and 10.

The single specimen is small (R=46 mm.) and has 8 rays. Koeh-

Jer (1910«, p, 15) remarks that L. a^rpera is very close to L. savignyi^

and that the differences between the two species concern the number
of inferomarginal spines, and the number of rays (7 in .sang7iyi, 8 to

10 in aspera). It seems to me that the two species are extremely

close. I regret that there is not adequate material to throw more
light upon their relationship.

In the Sulu specimen the spine-bearing paxillae (irregularly dis-

tributed in 3 series on either side) are separated by "2 rows of plain

paxillae from the inferomarginal plates, except at the base of the

ray. where ?> are present, as in Sladen's type. There are 3 well-devel-

oped adambulacral spines in a transverse series, the middle the long-

est, followed by 1 large pedicellaria having 3 (occasionally 2) slender,

sometimes narrowly spatulate. jaws, over half (often three-fourths)

as long as the longest spine. There are commonly 3 prominent in-

feromarginal spines, with or without a small spine at inner end of

])hite; or 2 prominent spines followed by 2 smaller spines. In the

type there are 1 to 6 in a transverse series. The smaller number of

marginal spines and the absence of a second adambulacral pedicel-

laria in my specimen may well be due to its immaturity.

The record of L. aspera from Portuguese East Africa (Simpson
and Brown, 1910, p. 49) probably refers to L. savignyi, as mentioned

under that species.

Type.—In British Museum.
Type-locality.—Xot state<l definitely; description based on speci-

mens from oft' Zamboanga and Tablas Island, Philippine Islands,

10 to 115 fathoms, and from north of Admiralty Island, 150 fathoms.

T>istv\})uth>n.—Philip])in(' Island.s. Admiralty Island; 9 to 150

fathoms, green mud. coral mud. coral.

Specimen examined.—Station 5165, off Observation Island. Tawi
T:iwl rtroiip. Sulu Arcliipclago. 9 fathouis. coral.
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LUIDU AVICLLAKIA Fisher.

Plate 43, fig. 1; plate 44, fig. 2 (see also plate 44, fig. 3, L. moroisoana) ;

plate 46, figs. 2, 2a-c.

Luidia avicularia Fisher, 1913c, p. 203.

Diagnosis.—Very closely related to L. Integra Koehler, which it

resembles in general appearance but from which it differs in the

following particulars: Scattered spinopaxillae among the normal

paxillae of the 3 dorsolateral series; siiperomarginal and abactinal

paxillae with small two-jawed pedicellariae ; central spinelets of

superomarginal and abactinal paxillae, sharp, longer than thick, not

granuliform ; inferomarginals encroaching conspicuously upon abac-

tinal area and with marginal spines varying from 2 to 6; infero-

marginal pedicellariae present on some of the plates; the character-

istic furrow pedicellariae, proximally with dorsal jaw curved over

end of the slightly curved ventral jaw: proximal adambulacral plates

with generally more than 3 spines, and more than 1 subambulacral

pedicellaria, pedicellariae sometimes replacing the spines; gener-

ally 2 large dental pedicellariae, directed over the peristome. Kays

10. E=195 mm., r=18 mm., R=10.5 r; a shorter ray, E=1T5 mm.;

breadth of ray at base, 13 mm. ; breadth 15 mm. from base, at widest

part, IT to 18 mm. Eay gradually tapering, blunt, abactinal surface

slightly convex.

Description.—The most important abactinal feature in which avi-

cularia differs from Integra is in the presence of relatively few,

central, sharp spines (smaller than those of the superomarginal

plates) on the 3 dorsolateral regular rows of paxillae, the rather

more rounded contour of the latter, and the presence on many of the

paxillae (both superomarginal and abactinal) of a small two-jawed,

spiniform pedicellaria. On the abactinal plates the pedicellaria is

generally marginal and about as long as the peripheral spinelets.

On the superomarginal paxillae (where 2 pedicellariae are occa-

sionally present) it frequently is found at the outer adoral corner,

or near the proximal rather than the distal transverse margin.

The armature of the center of the tabulum consists of upward of

15 sharp, short spinelets (not granules) surrounding, without defi-

nite order, the stout, sharp central spinule, which varies in length

from a little longer to a little shorter than the width of paxilla

crown. The peripheral spinelets are slender and upward of 30.

Another (difference, rather striking, but possibly not constant, is the

fact that when viewed from above the inferomarginals form a broad

border to the abactinal area, often equaling the combined width of

the 2 adjacent series of paxillae. I am inclined to think this is

constant and due to the more arched inferomarginals. The upper

end of the inferomarginals, judging by Koehler's photographic fig-

ures, are not at all conspicuous in Integra.
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The inferomarginai plates have a strong crest or ridge and en-

croach narrowly upon the actinal surface. Their armature is less

constant than in Integra and varies from 3 to 6 spines, but is

usually either 3 or 4, less commonly 5, rarely 6. Sometimes there

are 3 large, spaced spines, increasing in length toward the outer

(which equals 2.5 or 3 plates in length) ; sometimes 2 shorter internal

spines are followed by a pair of larger, more widely spaced spines;

again, 1 or 2 small inner spines are followed by 2 (or 3) larger,

the upper end of the plate being occupied by 1 or 2 abruptly smaller

spines (4 to 6 in all). On the outer part of the ray there are

usually 3 spines, and near the tip 2, only. A number of plates,

especially adorally, have 1 or 2 two-jawed pedicellariae near the

middle of the adoral margin of the crest, varying in size but smaller

than the large subambulacral pedicellaria. These are lacking in

Integra.

A single series of actinal intermediate plates is present, which

beyond the twelfth or thirteenth inferomarginai bear no spinelets

or pedicellariae; the proximal ones bear a tuft of slender spinelets.

Beyond the basal fourth of the v?iy the adambulacral armature

consists of 3 spines (often 4, rarely 5) in a transverse series, the

median usually the longest, with a large two-jawed, slender, taper-

ing pedicellaria just adorad of the outer spine and another very

slender one under the saber-shaped furrow spine, much as described

by Koehler for Integra. The subambulacral pedicellaria is lacking

on the outer two-fifths of the ray, its place being occupied by 1 to 3

small, slender vspinelets. On the basal fourth of the ray the arma-
ture is not so uniform. First, in the furrow is the peculiar slender

pedicellaria, oriented as described by Koehler, one valve dorsal,

the other ventral. The dorsal valve (the lower, as viewed with

specimen on its back) is the longer and is frequently curved over

the end of the ventral, which is itself slightly curved, the pedi-

cellaria resembling, perhaps a bit fancifully, the beak of a pro-

cellariform bird in miniature. Next comes the strongly compressed,

curved furrow spine proper, followed by a still longer, compressed

spine, or, not infrequently, by 1 or 2 long two-jawed pedicellariae,

in its place. Following this is sometimes the normal third spine,

here the longest, with its adoral large pedicellaria, or 2 large pedi-

cellariae, accompanied by 2 or 3 unequal slender spinelets or even

1 or 2 small two-jawed slender pedicellariae on the adoral edge

of plate. Instead of the single third spine there may be 2 in a

longitudinal series, or a triangular group of 3, with or without

the large pedicellaria. Sometimes there are 5 spines in a trans-

verse row, with 1 or more pedicellariae adorad to them. Ap-
parently any of the spines, except the true furrow spine, may have
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a pedicellaria substituted for it, all of which aifordy a great variety

to the armature of the proximal plates. The figures will give a

better idea than description of the relative size of the pedicellariae

and spines of typical plates. Even here there is variation in the

size of the pedicellariae and relative lengths of the 3 or 4 spines.

The jaws are very narrow, and the pair form a sort of crest,

along the top of which, bordering the median suture, are upward
of 20 spines to each plate, increasing very rapidly in length toward

the innermost, which is two-thirds as long as the interradial length

of the plates. On the true, short margin, facing actinostome, are

often 2 large two-jawed pedicellariae with a spine or two between

them, that which is under the above-mentioned long superficial

spine having jaws slender and half the interradial length of the

plate, or slightly more. The lateral pedicellaria is smaller—one-

third to two-thirds the length of the larger one. These pedicellariae

are not present in Integra.

AnatomiGol notes.—^The gonads extend in a series of distinct

tufts far along the ray, and each gonoduct opens on the inner proxi-

mal angle, between the processes of the base of the paxillae ad-

jacent to the superomarginal. The paxillae of the 3 regular dorso-

lateral series have a cruciform base, either transverse process being

a little longer than the 2 longitudinally directed ones, but the

superomarginals are more nearly lozenge shape, longer than wide,

with sometimes 2 processes on the side next to the adjacent paxillae.

The median small paxillae have 3 or 4 short lobes, irregularly

placed.

Type.—C?ii. No. 32624, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5391, between Samar and Masbate (lat.

12° 13' 15'' N.: long. 124° 05' 03" E.), 118 fathoms, bottom un-

recorded; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-localit}^

Remarks.—Luidia integra Koehler (1910«, p. 18; pi. 2, figs. 5-8)

w^as taken by the Investigator off the Andaman Islands (lat. 13° 06'

N. : long. 93° 08' E.), 60 to 75 fathoms. L. avicularia very closely

resembles it, and is evidently what is sometimes called a representa-

tive species. As only one specimen of each species is known, some

of the differences enumerated in the diagnosis may not prove to be

constant.

I have been able to compare the type of aviodaria with an excel-

lent example of L. nwroisoana Goto, from station 3739, Sagami Bay,

Japan, 55 to 65 fathoms, volcanic sand, shells, rocks. This specimen

is in the United States National Museum, and a ix)rtion of the ab-

actinal surface, enlarged, is figured on plate 44. figure 3. The two
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species, although greatly resembling one another, appear to be en-

tirely distinct. Their characters are contrasted below:

avicularia.

Color, iu alcohol, yellowish—a faded

\ellow-ochre.

Superoinarginal spines inconspicu-

ous, the series iuteri'upted and the

spines short, very unequal, usually

less than half the length of the adja-

cent inferomarginal spine, and less

than 1.5 the breadth of the paxillar

<?rown in length.

A second longitudinal series of ab-

actinal spines not present except near

tip of ray, with a few scattered spines

proxinially, which are much less con-

spicuous than in irwroitoana.

Paxillae of rays more open, the cen-

tral spinelets distinctly spiniform. and
all spinelets longer.

Largest paxilla from i-adial region

at very base of ray with 10 to 15

slender spinelets, only slightly stouter

than the peripheral, the latter equal

in length to about one-half the width

of tabuliini.

Furrow pedicellariae usually curved

at the tip. the jaw nearer the bottom
of furrow being the longer, and often

curved over the end of the other, just

the reverse of the condition of moroiso-

ana.

morotsoana.

Coloi-, in alcohol, a sort of pinkish

brown or sepia, with a violet shade.

A definite, conspicuous, uninterrupted

row of sharp, acicular, superomarginal
spines, each spine more than half the

length of the adjacent (longest) in-

feroniarginal spine, and length 1.5 to

2 times the breadth of the superomar-

ginal paxillar crown.

A second conspicuous longitudinal

series of spines, miich interrupted, be-

tween which and the superomarginal

spines is a single series of unarmed
paxillae.

Paxillae more compact, the central

spinelets distinctly </ranvlifon)i, and
all sjuiielets shorter.

T^argest paxillae from radial region

at very base of ray, with 8 to 10

mostl.v 8, central, acorn-shaped gran-

ules, much stouter than the 20 or more
))eripheral spinelets, which in length

are less than one-third the width of

the tabulum.

Furrow pedicellariae usually with

straight jaws, that nearest the bot-

tom of furrow often slightly the

.shorter. (Goto. 1914, tig. 101.)

LUIDIA CJY >N(,< H

Plate 42. figs. 1, 2: plate 44, figs. 4, 5; plate 46. figs. 1, la-d.

Lit id id f/iiinnocliord Fishek. 19] 3c, )). 204.

Diagnosis.—Related to Luidia detwiditfd Koehler. but differing in

liaving constantly 11 rays; prominent, central, two-jawed paxillar

]>odicellariae. together with several small two-jawed pedicellariae on
the sides of the pedicels, superomarginal and dorsolateral spino-

paxillae distally; witli the transverse processes of the regular

])axillae longer than the longitudinal (the reverse in deniulata) ;

fro(|uent]y 3 or 4 inferomarginal sj)ines: 1 to 5 infei'omarginal pedi-

cellariae: inferomarginais broader actinally. the iiiter\euiug naked

places much wider than long, and elliptical to oblong in form; 1 or

"2 pedicellariae on the actinai iulerniediate ])lates: no slender fur-
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row pedicellaria beyond a few j)lates at base of ray, except rarely

and sporadically; second furrow spine compressed; several sub-

ambulacral pedicellariae, the principal one situated adorad of the

second and third spine; rays 11. R=230 mm., r=33 mm.; breadth

of ray at base 22 mm., a short distance beyond base 28 mm.; rays

deciduous and usually imperfect, the tips being in the process of

regeneration or absent; many rays are broken into 2 or 3 pieces:

rays thin, plane, with very widely open, shallow ambulacral fur-

rows; tube feet long, sometimes reaching to the margin, and with

a small conical button at tip ; skeleton loose, dorsal integument thin.

Description.—Paxillae of disk rather more closely placed (espe-

cially in the middle) than on v?iys. Each consists of a rather slender

shaft (slenderest at the middle) surmounted by a circle of 8 to 12

very slender, sharp spinelets, about as long as the shaft, and sur-

rounding a large central two-jawed tapering pedicellaria, Avhich is a

little longer than the spinelets. Seen from the side the pedicellaria

is about 2 to 2.5 times as long as the width of the base. The joints

are nearly of an equal width the whole length, or they taper slightly,

or are very narrowly spatulate. Below the base of the spinelets fas-

tened to the side of the shaft are 1 to 5 delicate, slender, blunt, two-

jawed pedicellariae from one-half to two-thirds the length of the

spinelets, and frequently oriented at uight angles to the shaft. In

the type nearly all the paxillae of the disk have the large central

pedicellaria. They are not so numerous in a young specimen.

The pedicellariae are entirely lacking in L. denudata.

On either side of the rays there are 3 regular series of large

paxillae, the outer series of which represents the superomarginals.

Over the median part of the ray the paxillae are smaller and ar-

ranged without definite order. Nearly all the paxillae have the

pedicellariae described above, except in the case of regenerating tips,

where they are much less common. On the outer half of the ray

the central pedicellaria of the 3 regular series is replaced by a slender,

sharp spine. This usually remains small on the median series, but

increases in size on the other 2 series as the end of the ray is ap-

proached. It augments in size more rapidly on the inner series

and attains a length of 5 to 10 times the height of the here much-

shortened pedicels. These distal spinopaxillae are quite constant,

although occasionally a paxilla will lack a spine, or the length of

the spines will vary. Many of the other paxillae of the distal fourth

of the ray have the pedicellaria replaced by a spine, but the latter

does not surpass the other spinelets enough to become conspicuous.

These spinopaxillae are not present in denudata.

The regular paxillae have regularly four-lobed or cruciform bases,

the transverse lobes being longer than the longitudinal ones (the
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reverse in clenudata). The papular areas are nearly square and not

oblong as in denudata. The superomarginals are without external

transverse lobes, being fastened directly to the inferomarginals. Be-

tween the 2 triple ranges of regular larger paxillae, the plates have 3

or 4 usually unequal lobes which overlap a trifle, just touch, or fail to

touch by a narrow interval. This causes the dorsal skeleton to be

^'ery flexible. The papulae extend to very nearly the tip of ray, and

are compound, consisting, when fully developed, of upward of 30

slender coeca, branching from a common base, and reminding one

of a coral fungus in miniature. One compound papula occupies an

iirv-^a, the latter being irregular in shape on the median region of ray.

The inferomarginals have the form of those of denudata^ but the

ventral apophysis, which meets the intermediate plate, and by means

of it is joined to the corresponding adambulacral, is decidedly longer,

so that the prominent naked spaces (covered by thin integument)

which separate consecutive inferomarginal plates are much wider

nian long, and in shape are elliptical, elongate-oval, or oblong with

rounded corners. In denudata the shape is that of an equilateral

triangle with rounded angles. Ventrally each inferomarginal forms

<i low crest, but is produced laterally into a thin ridge, with a

rounded outer free surface. This ridge, which separates wide fas-

ciolar channels, corresponds to the shaft of one of the abactinal

paxillae, while the homologues of the four basffi lobes are readily

traced, the ventral apophysis spoken of above being one. Consecu-

tive plates are joined by 2 longitudinally directed lobes, while the

fourth is very short or wanting where the plate is closely joined to

its corresponding superomarginal. The exact form of the plates

and the dimensions may best be gathered from the figures. The
summit of the lateral crest bears 2 large spines, the outer the longer,

and equaling about 3 plates in length. One or 2 shorter and slen-

derer spines stand in line with the above on the ventral surface, and

dorsal to the large spine are 8 to 12 slender, unequal spinules.

Xunierous spaced similar spinules surround the main spines and are

continued along the ventral surface. Each plate bears from 1 to 5

unequal, rather slender two-jawed pedicellariae, the largest of which

frequently stands on the inner extension of the plate, while other

small ones are found on either transverse margin of the crest, near

the second (lower) lateral spine, or between that and the third.

The pedicellariae are lacking in denudata^ which has only 2 infero-

marginal spines.

The actinal intermediate plates are much wider than long, and

each is truncate where joined to the inferomarginal, but the inner

end which overlaps the adambulacral is rounded and narrower than

the outer. Except on the outer third or fourth of ray. nearly all
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the plates bear 1 or 2 (rarely 3) two-jawed pedicellariae, similar to

the subambulacral and inferomarginal pedicellariae. The second

pedicellaria is usually considerably smaller than the other, which is

about as long as the transverse diameter of the plate. The plates

are armed also with 2 to 5, but sometimes upward of 10, very slender^

fairly long, spinelets about as large as those of inferomarginal

plates. The pedicellariae are lacking in denudata.

Except on the first 8 to 12 plates at base of ray, the characteristic

furrow pedicellaria of denudata occurs very rarely in the type, but

in specimens from stations 5402 and 5406 it occurs more frequently,

at least on some rays. At best its occurrence is sporadic. The
pedicellaria is very slender and resembles a compressed truncate

furrow spine, the thin jaws being oriented distal and proximal, or

at right angles to the pedicellaria of avicularia. It is about two-

thirds the length of the furrow spine.

The adambulacral armature consists of a transverse series of 3

rather long spines, increasing in length outward, the inner 2 being

compressed. The outer is occasionally a little out of line, being

crowded by a large two-jawed slender pedicellaria on its proximal

side, or opposite the interval between the second aijd third spines.

One or tAvo small pedicellariae are usually found just adorad of the

above, while another is sometimes present just external to the outer-

most spine, along f^^ith 2 or 3 delicate spinelets. This outer pedi-

cellaria varies greatly in size. At the base of the ray the spines

are very compressed and form a vertical series between the tube feet,

the outer spine only being bent away. Here there are usually 2 or

3 large subambulacral pedicellariae, with several small ones at

their base. Also the proximal plates frequently have the furrow

pedicellaria. It resembles a supernumerary compressed bladelike

furrow spine below the regular spine. As in L. avicularia^ the

armature at the base of ray is variable and not typical of most of the

adambulacral plates. On the outer third or fourth of ray, or even

over a greater extent of the distal region, the subambulacral pedi-

cellariae are lacking, there being 3 spines in a transverse series,

with a few (2 or 3) slender spinelets standing just adorad of the

outer spine. The armature differs from that of denudata in lacking

usually the furrow pedicellaria, in having the second spine strongly

compressed, not terete, and in having a characteristic pedicellaria

adorad of the third spine, or the second and third, in addition to

1 or more smaller accessory pedicellariae. In denudata the only

subambulacral pedicellaria is situated external to the external spine,

where, in yymnochora, a small or medium-sized pedicellaria is often

present.

The armature of the mouth i)latcs consists of (1) a superficial

series bordering the median suture, consisting of 8 to 12 spines and
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spinules, the "2 innermost long and stout, followed by a number of

small spinelets and two-jawed pedicellariae, the outer end being oc-

cupied by slender spinules of intermediate length. Sometimes tliere

are 3 inner enlarged spines or the second may be replaced by a long,

slender, 2-jawed pedicellaria. (2) At the inner end of plate ex-

tending over the peristome, and near to it is a horizontal fan con-

sisting of a long "tooth," a long two-jawed pedicellaria, and at the

mouth of furrow another smaller spine, at the base of which is some-

times a small pedicellaria. Sometimes this series consists of the tooth

and 2 or 3 pedicellariae, several variations occurring. (3) Near the

inner end of the plate on its sloping face is an intermediate series of

3 (sometimes 4) prominent compressed spines, or a pedicellaria and

2 spines. These spines extend over the mouth of the furrow and

form a series with the innermost superficial spine (which is directly

back of the enlarged tooth).

Color in alcohol: Bleached j^ellowish, the epidermis of the abac-

tinal surface, beneath the paxillae, bleached brown or a decided

burnt sienna.

The gonads extend in a series of tufts to the end of the ray. The
series underlies the row of paxillae adjacent to the superomarginals.

VmnatioriH.—The most important variations have been mentioned

in the foregoing description. I notice that in the specimen from

station 5404 the outer or principal subambulacral spine is occasion-

ally replaced by a pedicellaria, beyond which is another, correspond-

ing to the subambulacral pedicellaria of denudata., making a series

of 2 spines and 2 pedicellariae. The width of the naked spaces be-

tween the inner ends of the inferomarginals is subject to sliglit

variation. They are, however, always broader than long. Speci-

mens from the deepest water (stations 5189 and 5406) have slightly

slenderer pedicellariae than the type.

Young.—A specimen with R 86 mm. (station 5406) is character-

ized bj'^ having less numerous pedicellariae than the adult or large

specimens. The actinal intermediate plates have a pedicellaria at

the base of the ray only, furrow pedicellaria is absent, and beyond

the middle of the ray there are no subambulacral pedicellariae; the

proximal plates have a single pedicellaria adoral to the outer spine.

The inferomarginal pedicellariae are restricted to 1 or 2 on the

proximal plates only.

Type.—Q^t. No. 32625, U.S.N.M.

I'ype-locality.—Station 5409, between Cebu and Leyte, 20.8 miles

southeast of Capitancillo Light, Cebu, 189 fathoms, green mud ; 1

specimen.

Distribution.—Philippine Islands (vicinity of Negros, Cebu. and

Leyte). 188 to 300 fathoms, mud. Temperature range. 55.4° to

62.8° F.
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Specimens examined.—Six, the type and 5 from the following

Philippine localities

:

Station 5189, Tanon Strait, east coast of Negros, 300 fathoms^

green mud, bottom temperature 62.8° ; 1 specimen.

Station 5402, near type-locality, 188 fathoms, gTeen mud, bottom
temperature 56.8° ; 1 specimen.

Station 5404, 6.8 miles northwest Ponson Island, Dupon Bay,
Leyte, 190 fathoms, mud, bottom temperature 55.4° ; 1 specimen.

Station 5406, same locality (10.2 miles northwest Ponson Island),

298 fathoms, mud; 2 specimens.

Remarks.—L. gymnochora—the name referring to the bare spaces

between the inferomarginals—shows a great resemblance to L.

denudata Koehler from the Coromandel coast, India, 133 fathoms.

This resemblance concerns not only the superficial appearance, but

the structure of the skeleton, including the form of the paxillae.

As enumerated in the diagnosis there are a number of important

differences, chief among which are the broader inferomarginals of

gymnochora^ the broader dorsolateral paxillar bases, broader actinal

bare spaces, and the presence of numerous abactinal, inferomarginal,

actinal intermediate, and subambulacral pedicellariae.

The looseness and flexibility of the skeleton, along with the rela-

tively large size of the tube feet suggests that this form can swim.

It would be interesting to know if the tip of so many rays has been

lost in an effort to escape from enemies or from actual attacks of

other animals.

Family ARCHASTERIDAE.

Genus ARCHASTER MuUer and Troschel.

Archaster Muller and Troschel, lS40a, p. 104.

ARCHASTER TYPICUS Muller and Troschel.

Archaster typicus Muller and Troschel, 1840ff, p. 104.

About 900 specimens were taken at the following localities

:

Point Jamclo, Luzon, with seine, 3.

Nasugbu, Luzon, reef, 5.

Subig Bay, Luzon, shore, 31.

Santiago River, Pagapas Bay, Luzon, 3.

Tilig, Lubang, 5 medium-sized specimens and about 800 young

with R, 5 to 15 mm.
Olongapo, Luzon, 2.

Sablayan, Mindoro, tide pool, 1.

Romblon Island, east of Tablas Island, shore, 16.

Pandanon Island, between Cebu and Bohol, 2.

San Pascual, Burias, tide pool, 3.

Busin Harbor, Burias. shore. 8.
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Cuyo Island, west of Panay, 2.

Verde del Sur Island, Palawan, 2.

Makes! Island, Palawan, 3.

Caxisigan Island, Balabac (southwest end of Palawan), 7.

Linapacan Island (north end of Palawan), 5.

Miu'cielagos Bay, Mindanao, 10.

Opal, Mindanao, 1.

Parang, Mindanao, shore, 1.

Capunuypugan, Mindanao, 2.

Zamboanga, Mindanao, Dr. E. A. Mearns, 2.

Mantacas Island, west coast Bohol, shore, 4.

Cagayan Sulu Island, Sulu Sea, 2.

Sandakan Harbor, Borneo, 3.

Papatag Island, Tawi Tawi Group, shore, 4.

Simulac Island, Tawi Tawi Group, 8.

This species is widely distributed over the Pacific and Indian

regions. Although Sladen records Archaster angulatus and not

A. typicus from the Philippines, the latter appears to be the com-
moner form. No specimen of angulatus was taken by the Albatroi^s

at the shore stations, and only one was dredged, as recorded below.

These specimens seem to be typical. Some specimens have a vari-

able number of superomarginal spines and some lack them entirely.

ARCHASTER ANGULATUS MuUer and Troschel.

Plate 45, fig. 3.

Archaster angulatus Mullee and Troschel, 1842, p. 66.—P. de Lobiol,

1885, p. 78, pi. 22, fig. 2.

This species may be readily distinguished from A. typicus by the

presence of 2 or 3 enlarged squamiform spinelets at the outer end
of the inferomarginal plates in place of the single prominent lateral

flattened spine of typicus. The specimen collected by the Albatross

is small, and the rays are decidedly slenderer than in typicus. The
superomarginals encroach conspicuously upon the abactinal area

—

a condition which is not true of large specimens of typical angulatus.

There are no signs of any superomarginal spines. At the outer

aboral corner of the inferomarginal plates 2 to 4 spinelets are en-

larged and become squamiform, but none is prominent. The me-
dian radial row of paxillae is very regular. The first adambulacral
plate has 6 furrow spinelets, the next 3 have 4, and the rest have 3.

The proximal plates usually have 2 longitudinal series of subambu-
lacral spinelets: In the first row, 3, or 2 and a two-jawed equally

long pedicellaria between them; in the outer row, usually 2 spine-

lets, 1 at each outer corner of the plate. A difference in the num-
ber of paxillar spinelets is also noticeable, a fairly large lateral

13434—Bull. 100—19 13
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paxilla having 1 to 4 central and 8 to 10 peripheral spinelets, while

a proximal radial plate bears 8 or 9 central and about 15 peripheral

spinelets (in addition occasionally to an equally long tapering spini-

form pedicellaria). In fully grown examples of typicus from
Samoa corresponding lateral paxillae have G or 7 spinelets only

(usually all peripheral) and the median radial 7 or 8 (occasionally

1 central). The measurements of the specimen are: R = 32 mm.,
r = 6 mm., R = 5.3 r; breadth of ra}^ at base, 7 mm.

Type-locality.—"Java; Isle de France."

Distribution.—Mauritius, Java, Philippine Islands, Port Darwin;
Torres Strait ; Freemantle, W. Australia ; New Guinea ; Fiji Islands

(Studer).

Specimen examined.—Station 5165, off Observation Island, south-

west end of Tawi Tawi Island, Sulu Archipelago, 9 fathoms, coral;

1 specimen.

Family BENTHOPECTINIDAE Verrill.

Genus PECTINASTER Perrier.

Pectinaster Pebbieb, Ann. sci. nat., vol. 19, 1885, p. 70. Type, P. filhoU

Perrier.

KEY TO THE SPECIES AND SDESTECIES OF PECTINASTEH HEREIN DESCRIBED.

a\ Central spine of paxillae absent from a narrow area at either side of paxillar

area of ray ; 15 to 18 adambulacral plates correspond to first 10 inferomar-

ginals ; marginal spinelets fewer, a bare space on the central part of mar-
ginal plates.

b\ Spinelets accompanying abactinal spines not greatly reduced in num-
ber on middle and distal portions of ray; marginal spines moder-
ately robust mimicus, p. 182.

b^ Abactinal plates of ray with very few spinelets accompanying the

spine (1 to 4, distally, 0) ; marginal spines robust.

palaioanensis, p. 185.

a\ Central spine of paxillae distributed abundantly all over abactinal area ; 13,

rarely 14, adambulacral plates to first 10 inferomarginals ; marginal spines

more numerous, no well-defined bare space on the plates.

hylacanthus, p. 187,

PECTINASTER MIMICUS (Sladen).

Plate 49, fig. 1.

Pontaster mimicus Sladen, 1889, p. 48, pi. 4, figs. 1 and 2; pi. 7, figs.

5 and 6.

Pectinaster mimicus, Pereieb, 1894, p. 279.

—

Ludwig, 1910, p. 449.

—

Fisheb,

1911rf, p. 126.

Notes on specimens.—I have experienced great difficulty in apply-

ing a name to these specimens, there being three in the field which

might prove to be applicable: P. mimicus^ P. hispidus (Wood-Mason
and Alcock), and P. forcipatus., var. echinatus (Sladen). Wood-
Mason and Alcock do not state definitely wherein their species differs

from P. mimicus. According to Ludwig, 1910 (p. 450), mimicus
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has the abactinal spines on the disk and along the median portion

of the ray (as stated by Sladen), while in hispidus the spines are all

over the abactinal surface. The first has pedicellariae on the inter-

radial areas only, while in the second they may occur on the mar-

ginal and abactinal plates. Both have 5 to 7 furrow spines and
15 adambulacrals corresponding to the first 10 inferomarginals.

Wood-Mason and Alcock state, however, that the abactinal spines

occur numerously on the disk and along the central axis of ray.

They record intermarginal pedicellariae. These occur, in variable

numbers, in the Albatross specimens from stations 5606, 5608, 5609,

5668, but not in those from stations 5630, 5660, and in 2 examples

from 5608.

In the Albatross specimens the abactinal spines are absent or else

very few and widely scattered on the lateral portions of the paxillar

area of ray, but apparently a little more widely distributed than

in Sladen 's type, and apparently a little less than in Ludwig's con-

ception of hispidus. However, in some specimens their distribution

just about coincides with that in Alcock's figure of hispidus (1894,.

Echinoderms, pi. 2, fig. 5a) . This character is slightly variable.

I have not used the name hispidus for these specimens, although

the abundance of pedicellariae in some of the examples would seem

to indicate their close alliance if not identity with that form, be-

cause the occurrence of pedicellariae is subject to great variation

and also because Wood-Mason and Alcock state that the marginal

plates are closely covered with capillary spinelets. In the Albatross

specimens the spinelets are more spaced, as described for mimicus.

Likewise the Albatross specimens are from nearer the type-locality

of mimiciis. I fully agree with Koehler that the diiferences, so far

as known, between hispidus and mimicus are rather subtle.

The following table indicates some of the variations in the speci-

mens examined:

Station.
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The large specimen from station 5630, it will be noted, has pedicel-

lariae only on the actinal interradial areas. It is of a stouter build

than the other specimens, the marginal spines being very robust.

This, and to a less extent the specimen from station 5660 (also

from a lesser depth than the majority oi examples), resemble the

form called '"'' Pontaster forcipatus^ var. ecJiinata^'' by Sladen. The

stouter habit may be correlated with the difference in depth.

Koehler also notes a similarity to ecMnatus in some of his speci-

mens of hispidud (1909, p. 12). It would be interesting to know if

these specimens are likewise from shallower water (stations 250 and

317, 480 and 590 fathoms).

The number of adambulacrals to the first 10 inferomarginals

varies in full-sized specimens from 15 to 18, but 15, 16^. or 17 is the

usual number.

The abactinal paxillae conform to the figures and descriptions of

Sladen, except that in specimens from stations 5609 and 5668 a few

abactinal pedicellariae are present. These are found on the disk or

base of rays and have 2 to 4 short jaws, thicker than the paxillar spine-

lets. Beyond the interbrachial arc the marginal plates have a

considerable area around the spines in which the spinelets are

irregularly and widely scattered. There are sometimes 2 accessory

inferomarginal spines at the base of the ray. The inferomarginal

pedicellariae, usually 1 but occasionally 2 to a plate, are subcir-

cular and occur on the suture betw^een the inferomarginal and adam-

bulacral plates (with most of the spinelets on the former) or on

the inferomarginal close to the lower edge. There are usually 4 to

C stout, tapering, pointed jaws, much stouter than the neighboring

spinelets. The actinal interradial pedicellariae stand on 1 or 2

plates, and when well developed have 7 or 8 jaws. They are usually

subcircular, but sometimes assume a double-pectinate form, more

as in Cheiraster, but retain the stout jaws. In Cheiraster the jaws

of the pedicellariae are relatively slenderer.

On the outer part of the ray (sometimes for as much as the distal

half) the adambulacral plates have a second smaller upright spine,

situated between the principal subambulacral spine and the furrow

margin. It occasionally nearly equals the principal spine in size, and

seems to be, morphologically, an aboral furrow spine which has

nuoved onto the surface of the plate. This spine is not mentioned by

Sladen, but it might be easily overlooked.

The dorsal muscle bands are each attached to the outer end of

fifth ambulacral plate (specimens from stations 5609, 5668) by a

slender rather inconspicuous tendon, once to twice as long as the

transverse dimension of the ambulacral plate. A second very incon-

spicuous tendon can be traced to the seventh plate, or to one of a

few succeeding plates. The fifth ambulacral is higher than the
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others. This tendon seems to be smaller than in either P. forcipatus

or P. evoplus.

In P. hylacanthus the attachment of the muscle is to the sixth or

aeventh ambulacral plate, and the tendon is even less conspicuous

than in mimicU'S.

Type.—In the British Museum.
Type-locality.—Challenger station 191, Arafura Sea, northwest of

the Aru Islands (lat. 5° 41' S.; long. 134° 04' 30" E.), 800 fathoms,

green mud. bottom temperature 39.5° Fahr.

Distribution.—Arafura Sea, Flores Sea, Strait of Macassar, and.

Celebes; recorded by Alcock and Wood-Mason from Laccadive Sea,

1,000 fathoms.^ Including the race palawanensis, to Palawan Pas-

sage. Bathymetrical distribution 692 to 1092 fathoms. Range in

temperature 36.3° to 39.5° F.

/Specimens examined.—Thirteen, from the following stations:

Station 5606, Gulf of Tomini, Celebes (lat. 0° 16' 28" S. ; long. 121°

33' 30" E.), 834 fathoms, grdin mud, 3 specimens.

Station 5608, Gulf of Tomini, Celebes (lat. 0° 08' S. ; long. 121° 19'

E.), 1,089 fathoms, gray mud, bottom temperature 36.3° F. ; 3

specimens.

Station 5609, same locality. 1,092 fathoms, green mud, bottom

temperature 36.3° F. ; 1 specimen.

Station 5630, near Batjan Island, Molucca Islands, 835 fathoms;:

2 specimens.

Station 5654, Gulf of Boni, Celebes, 805 fathoms, bottom not re-

corded, bottom temperature 38.3° F. ; 1 specimen.

Station 5660, Flores Sea (lat. 5° 36' 30" S.; long. 120° 49' E.),

692 fathoms, gray mud, sand, bottom temperature 39.2° F. ; 1

specimen.

Station 5668, Macassar Strait (lat. 2° 28' 15" S.; long. 118° 49'

E.), 901 fathoms, gray mud, bottom temperature 38.2° F. ; 2 speci-

mens.

PECTINASTER MIMICUS PALAWANENSIS. new subspecies.

Plate 52, fig. 3 ; plate 54, figs. 2, 2a.

Diagnosis.—In general appearance, posture of superomarginal

spine, and restriction of abactinal spines to central axis of ray, re-

sembling P. mimicus., but differing in having, on the raj^, much
fewer granuliform spinelets accompanying the abactinal spines (be-

yond fifth superomarginal reduced to 1 to 5, or sometimes, distally,

to 0) ; in connection with this difference the marginal and actinal

spines are uniformly robust and there are very abundant actinal

intermediate, inferomarginal, intermarginal, and a few abactinal

pedicellariae ; the spinelets of marginal plates are few, being reduced

^ Possibly referable to a distinct race.
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sometimes to a single series, rather widely spaced on edge of plate*,

and the general surface of the marginals, beyond the basal fourth of

ray, is bare, or has only a very few widely scattered spinelets. R=
about 95 mm., r=11.5 mm.; R=about 8 r; rays narrow, long with

a very attenuate distal portion; 15.5 or 16 adambulacrals to first 10

inferomarginals.

Description.—Beyond the fifth superomarginal, the central spine

of the abactinal plates (which is generally absent from the lateral

portions of area) is accompanied by 3 to 5—very rarely more—small

spinelets, or by only 1 or 2. Sometimes the spinelets are entirely

lacking, especially on the distal half of the ray. In some specimens

the reduction is more accentuated. The other plates bear 1 to 5

(sometimes 0) inconspicuous spinelets. The average large paxillae

of disk and basal portion of ray bear 5 to 15 granuliform spinelets

in a single circle around the central spine. A variable, but usually

small, number of fasciculate and pectinate pedicellariae, with 2 to 8

robust jaws, are scattered over disk ami proximal half of ray.

Marginal spines stout. With the exception of the first 2 to 4

plates, the spinelets are relatively few and found mostly around

the borders, sometimes fairly widely spaced and in a single series,

with a few spinelets widely scattered over the general surface. The
marginal series may even not be complete, or along the transverse

borders 2 or even 3 series, usually irregular, may be present, with

only 1 on the longitudinal margin. As a consequence most of the

surface of the marginal plates is bare, and more of the surface of

the superomarginals is unencumbered than of the inferomarginals.

The second inferomarginal spine is stout, and on the first 2 or 3

plates a third is often present (as in miniicus). Certain supero-

marginals may have 2 spines, and inferomarginals 2 primary spines

and 2 secondary, or 1 primary and 3 unequal secondary. These

plates are irregular or inconstant in occurrence.

Adambulacrals with a salient furrow margin and T to 9 furrow

spines, very similar to the armature of the typical form. The sub-

ambulacral spine is rather stouter than usual in mimicus^ and distally

there is a second smaller one (as in mimicus) between the furrow

margin and the principal spine. The first 2 plates in 2 out of the

6 specimens have 2 subambulacrals. Mouth plates with 2 or 3

stout suborals and about 6 marginal spines, in addition to a series

of 6 along the margin of median suture.

Pedicellariae abundant, and present: (1) Sparsely on the abactinal

surface (pectinate and fasciculate)
; (2) in variable numbers on

the suture separating the supero- and inferomarginal plates, both

interbrachially and along the ray, or interbrachially only (fascicu-

late) ; sometimes these occur near the upper edge of an inferomar-

ginal; (3) 1 to 3 pedicellariae near the inner edge of the infero-
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marginals or on the suture between inferomarginals and adambula-

crals (fasciculate), these extending usually half to two-thirds the

length of ray; the jaws are 3 to 6, stout, flattened, pointed, blunt, or

truncate; (4) 10 to 22 fasciculate or fasciculate-pectinate pedicel-

lariae on each interradial area. In addition to the pedicellariae,

which have 2 to 8 jaws, the actinal intermediate plates bear a rela-

tively few subequal papilliform spinelets.

The abactinal muscle bands are attached to the outer end of the

fifth ambulacral ossicle which is conspicuously higher than the pre-

ceding ones; sometimes it is the fourth on one side of ray and fifth

on the other.

Papular areas broadly elliptical, swollen, bisected by a line pass-

ing across ray at outer end of interradii
;
papular pores about 20.

Type.—C2Jt. No. 37003, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5349, Palawan Passage (lat. 10° 54' N.;

long. 118° 26' 20'' E.), 730 fathoms, coral sand, bottom tempera-

ture 40.6° F. ; 6 specimens, all more or less mutilated.

Distribution.—Known only from type-locality.

Remarks.—While this form is evidently very closely related to

P. mimicvs, it is not at all evident whether it represents a geo-

graphical race, or simply a local variation, because the specimens

were all taken at a single haul. The characters seem to call for more

formal recognition than would be accorded them under a discussion

of variations.

This race, we may not unreasonably conjecture, occupies the China

Sea basin at depths between 700 and 1,000 fathoms.

PECTINASTER HYLACANTHUS Fisher.

Plate 48, fig. 2 ; plate 49, fig. 2 ; plate 54, fig. 1.

Pectinaster hylacanthus Fisher, 1913c, p. 204.

Diagnosis.—Belated to P. mimicus Sladen, from which it differs

in having the central spines of the paxillae distributed all over the

abactinal surface, and in having 13 (exceptionally 12 or 14) adam-

bulacrals corresponding to the first 10 inferomarginals. R=79 mm.,

r=10.5 mm., E=7.5 r approximately; breadth of ray at base, 11 to

12 mm. General appearance similar to that of P. mimicus; disk

small, rays long, slender, recurved at tip ; superomarginal plates con-

fined to side wall of ray, with an upright sharp spine close to, or

on upper margin; normally no abactinal pedicellariae; abactinal

spines numerous and generally distributed; ^mall spinelets in 1 or

sometimes 2 circles surrounding base of spine ; adambulacral furrow

spines 7 or 8 at base of ray; pedicellariae variable, present usually

on actinal interradial areas, and sometimes also intermarginally, and
on actinal surface of intermarginals.
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Description.—Most of the abactinal paxillae with a central spinule,

0.75 to 1 mm. long; these spinules are uniformly distributed all over

the abactinal surface, even to tip of ray, which has in consequence a

hirsute appearance. The larger paxillae have 8 to 15 short blunt

papilliform spinelets in a circle around the central slender terete

spine. These stand upright or diverge slightly ; they are not closely

appressed to the base of the spine, as in Sladen's figure of mhnicus,

(But Tnimicus is variable in this respect.) These spinelets are pres-

ent on the outer part of ray, but are smaller, and reduced to 3 to 6.

Papularium very broadly oval, small, with 20 to 25 pores. A line

drawn across the base of ray passes through the middle or outer half

of the papularium. Abactinal pedicellariae normally absent; I find

a single inconspicuous one in the type. There are none on a speci-

men from station 5619, plentifully supplied with actinal pedicellariae.

Superomarginals 41 (in type), confined to side wall of ray and

bearing near the upper edge a stout conical spine, equaling (beyond

the fourth or fifth) about 1^ to If plates in length. It is a little

shorter than that shown in Sladen's figure of mimiciis^ and a little

shorter than in the Albatross specimens of mimicus. The general

surface of the plate is covered with papilliform spinelets similar to

those of the paxillae, but a little longer. These are slightlj'- spaced,

and are present all over the proximal plates, but distally they are

widely spaced and leave an area around the base of the spine, nearly

or quite bare. Rarely, near the middle of ray there are a few

fasciculate pedicellariae on the intermarginal suture. These are

present only in the type, which is from rather deeper water than the

other specimens. There is also, in the type, in 3 interradii, a small

intermarginal pedicellaria, similar to that Avhich is rather char-

acteristic of the form here called mimicus.

Inferomarginals with a stout, sharp, conical spine (3.5 mm. long),

slightly larger than that of superomarginals, and close to upper edge

of plate; below this, a smaller spine, about one-third or one-half as

long. The tapering, bluntly-pointed spinelets are a little longer

than described by Sladen for mhilcus (but suboijual to the spine-

lets in Albatross specimens of mimicus), and while they are rather

widely spaced on the actinal surface, there is no definite naked area

such as seems to be characteristic of mimicus. They can not by any

stretch of the imagination be called granuliform.

Actinal interradial areas small and plates not extending beyond

third inforomarginal. The plates boar spaced, short, slender, equal

spinelets or upward of 8 or 10 pectinate-fasciculate and fasciculate

pedicellariae to each interradial area. The type has 6 or 8 to each

area, while in specimens from station 5619 they are present also on

the ventral surface of upward of 10 or 15 proximal inferomarginals.

The pedicellariae are subcircular, with 4 to 6 short, stout, pointed
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to truncate jaws (2 or 3 times thicker than the actinal spinelets)

confined to a single plate, or sometimes shared by 2 plates (in inter-

radial area). The pedicellariae are similar in form to those of P.

•filholi Perrier {^=forcipatus Sladen).

Thirteen adambulacral plates (exceptionally 12 or 14) correspond

to first 10 inferomarginals. Furrow margin of plate semicircular,

about as salient as in numicus; consecutive plates separated by an

interval equal to about two-thirds or three-fourths the length of

the plate, at base of ray. Furrow spines in type, 8 at base of ray,

then 7, and on outer part of ray 9 or 10. It is difficult to determine

exactly the number of furrow spines, because on the transverse

margins of the plate are 1 to 3 spinules which partly or wholly form

a part of the palmate furrow^ series (especially distally where the

plates are narrow). There is 1 prominent tapering, sharp, some-

times slightly curved subambulacral spine about as long or a little

longer than the adjacent inferomarginal plate. Frequently, but

not always, near the above and the outer adoral corner of plate is

a small spinule distinct from the spinules of the transverse margin,

or rarely 2 or even 3 spinules may be present on a few proximal

plates.

Marginal mouth spines, 6 or 7; about 7 spines along the median

suture, flattened, pointed, and decreasing in length toward outer

end of plate. On the surface of plate, near inner end, an inter-

mediate series of about 3 spines (in small specimens 1 or 2 only),

of which 1 is enlarged but is smaller than the homologous subambu-

lacral spine.

Madreporic body situated about its own diameter (or a little more
or less) from inner edge of marginal plates; striae coarse.

Anatomical notes.—The dorsal muscles are very stout and are

found on the outer part of the ray. The end of the ray is usually

recurved, and sometimes forms a spiral. The muscles of either side

are attached to the dorsal body wall and to the outer end of the

sixth or seventh ambulacral ossicle, w^hich differs from the rest in

being higher and having a special knoblike crest at the outer end

for the attachment of the tendon. This tendon, in spite of the size

of the muscle, is rather inconspicuous. The muscles are much
heavier and the tendon longer and decidedly less conspicuous than

in P. agassizi evoylus (from California) and P. filholi (from the

Atlantic). These two species are also relatives of P, mimicKs. The
difference in the muscles alone will distinguish hylacanthus from

filholi and evoplus. Not infrequently the muscles are so strongly

contracted that the^^ have entirely broken away from the tendon,

which will be found, however, attached to the ambulacral ossicle

(usually easily recognizable by its greater height)

.
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Variations.—The most important variation in this species is in

the occurrence of pedicellariae, which in the southern specimens are

more numerous than in the northern. They may be almost or entirely

absent (specimens from station 5445) or present on the actinal inter-

mediate plates, and intermarginally (the type) , or present interradi-

ally and on the actinal surface of the inferomarginals (station 5619).

The small spinelets of the abactinal plates may sometimes form
2 concentric series around the central spine, the inner series, how-
ever, usually incomplete (station 5629).

Young specimens have few papular pores and few pedicellariae

(when these are present in the adults from the same station). The
relation of 10 inferomarginals to 13 adambulacrals is, however,

maintained. The abactinal spines are present all over the abactinal

surface in the smallest example examined (R=15 mm.).
Type.—C^t. No. 32626, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5467, Lagonoy Gulf, southeastern Luzon,

480 fathoms, green mud ; 1 specimen.

Distrihution.—Molucca Passage to north coast of Samar, 383 to

435 fathoms, green mud, fine gray sand; bottom temperature, 44.3° F.

Specimens examined.—Thirty-four.

Station 5444, north coast of Samar (lat. 12° 43' 51" N.; long.

124° 58' 50'' E.), 308 fathoms, green mud, bottom temperature 45.3°

F. ; 1 specimen.

Station 5445, north coast of Samar (lat. 12° 44' 42" N.; long. 124°

59' 50" E.), 383 fathoms, green mud, sand, bottom temperature
44.3° F. ; 19 specimens.

Station 5619, Molucca Passage (lat. 0° 35' N. ; long. 127° 14' 40"

E.), 435 fathoms, fine gray sand; 13 specimens.

Remarks.—As indicated in the diagnosis this species closely re-

sembles P. mi/nicus, from which it diifers in having only 13 adam-

bulacrals to the first 10 inferomarginals, while mimicus has 15 to 18.

In mimicus the abactinal spines are absent from the lateral portions

of the area, while in hylacanthus they are distributed all over the

area.

P. mimicus inhabits depths of from 692 to 1,092 fathoms, sub-

jected to a temperature of 36.3° to 39.5°, while hylacanthus is found

in less than 500 fathoms, the only temperature record being 44.3°.

P. hylacanthus resembles very closely Ch. niasicus., the two occur-

ring together at stations 5445 and 5619. The differences are pointed

out under the latter species.

Genus CHEIRASTER Studer.

Cheiraster Studeb, 1883, p. 129 ; 1884, p. 49. Type, C. gazellae Studer.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF CHEIRASTER HEREIN DESCRIBED.

o.^ Some of the abactinal plates of either rays or disk, or both, with enlarged

central spine at least 3 times ns long as the peripheral spinelets.
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b.^ Central spine of abactinal plates present on disk and rays, sometimes very

sparsely on the former,

c* Numerous abactinal spines on disk as well as on the rays ; pectinate

pedicellariae on actinal intermediate plates and usually fasciculate

pedicellariae on the inferomarginals niasicus Ludwig, p. 192.

c' Abactinal spines very few on disk; normally no pedicellariae present.

inops Fisher, p. 191.

ft.* Central spine of abactinal plates present on ray only, frequently very

few and confined to the outer attenuate portion of the arm ; pedicel-

lariae on abactinal, inferomarginal, actinal intermediate plates, and
sometimes also on the superomarginals, and over the intermarginal

sutures.

c". Papularia small, with about 25 pores which do not extend farther than

the middle of the third superomarginal ; superomarginals narrow,

about twice as long as wide proximally; furrow spines 10-12; oral

spines 11-13; the innermost spine flattened, the tip of 1 of a pair

grooved or incipiently bifid; second not conspicuously widened; first

adambulacral plate with a single subambulacral spine.

diomedeae Fisher, p. 200.

€." Papularia large, with 35 to 80 pores, which in full-grown specimens

extend to opposite the sixth or seventh superomarginals ; superomar-

ginals wider, distinctly less then twice as long as broad ; furrow spines

in largest specimen 9 or 10 ; in small and medium sized examples about

8; oral spines 8 to 10, the inner 2 broad, spatulate, with truncate often

crenulate tip; first adambulacral with 2 subambulacral spines.

gasellae Studer, p. 196.

a*. No enlarged central spine on abactinal plates.

l).^ Disk medium ; 1 superomarginal spine throughout series ; subambulacral

spine prominent.

c.^ Very large papularia with 35 to 80 pores ; inferomarginal spines long

and rather slender ; inferomarginal spinelets slender, papilliform

;

usually numerous inferomarginal fasciculate pedicellariae ; 15 to 15^

adambulacral plates to first 10 inferomarginals; 1 suboral spine.

gasellae Studer, p. 196.

c' Very small papularia with about 10 pores ; inferomarginal spines short

and thick; inferomarginal spinelets squamiform on center of plate;

normally no fasciculate pedicellariae on the actinal surface of infero-

marginals ; 17 adambulacral plates to first 10 inferomarginals; 2 sub-

oral spines ludwigi Fisher, p. 203.

b.^ Disk large ; distal superomarginals with transverse series of 3 prominent
spines ; actinal interradial areas rather large

; pectinate pedicellariae on
proximal inferomarginals and on actinal intermediate plates ; subambu-
lacral spine rather small triplacantJnts Fisher, p. 205.

CHEIRASTER INOPS Fisher.

Chciraster inops Fisher, 1906, p. 1043, pi. 10, fig. 4; pi. 17, fig. 2.

—

Koehleb,

1909, p. 15.—Ludwig, 1910, pp. 445, 446.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—The largest specimen exceeds the

type in size. R=118 mm., r=16.5 mm., R=7.1 r; breadth of ray at

base, 19 mm., at third inferomarginal, 15 or 16 mm. It is smaller

than Koehler's specimen, in which R=130 mm.
These specimens differ slightly from the type, but the difference

in size must be taken into consideration. The central spine of the
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paxillae is found scattered rather widely over the disk, where it is

of inconspicuous size. On the ray they are larger and more numer-

ous than on the disk, and more numerous in the larger of the 2

specimens, being found on the lateral as well as on the median por-

tions of the area. The furrow spines vary from 7 to 9, and the sub-

ambulacral spine is prominent and curved slightl3\ The plates of

the outer third or two-fifths of ra}^ hav^^a small subambulacral

spinule between the principal spine and the furrow margin, and the

first 2 or 3 plates may also have a similar spinule (but sometimes

placed external to the large one). On the rest of the ray a slightly

enlarged subambulacral spinelet usually stands aborad to the large

spine. A number of spinelets stand merely on the edge of the plate

and form a cordon spaced from the base of the large spine. There

are 13 to 14, rarely 12 or 15, adambulacrals to the first 10 inferomar-

ginals. The actinal intermediate plates are covered w^th spaced,

pointed, slightly swollen spinelets, with usually an enlarged central

spine. I do not think the presence or absence of the enlarged spine

is of much importance for classificatory purposes.

The specimen from station 5111 has 2 small pectinate pedicellariae

—

almost rudimentary—in one interradial area ; otherwise pedicellariae

are absent.

The papularium is flat and distally strongly two-lobed. I am
unable to trace a tendon from the dorsal muscles, but the tenth and

eleventh ambulacral ossicles are slightly higher than the preceding.

It is probable that a very rudimentary tendon is attached to their

outer ends.

Type.—Cat. No. 21157, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 3865. Pailolo Channel between Molokai

and Maui, Hawaiian Islands, 256-283 fathoms, fine volcanic sand

and rocks; bottom temperature 44.8° F.

Distribution.—Hawaiian Islands, Philippine Islands, Indian Ocean

south of Ceylon; bathymetrical range, 256 to 684 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Two

:

Station 5111, Balayan Bay, Luzon, 236 fathoms.

Station 5445, north coast of Samar, 383 fathoms, green mud, sand

;

bottom temperature 44.3° F.

CHEIRASTER NIASICUS Ludwig.

Plate 47, fig. 2 ; plate 54, figs. 4, 4fl.

Cheirastcr niasicus Ludwig, 1910, p. 456.

Diagnosis.—Differing from Cheiraster inops in having pectinate

pedicellariae on the actinal intermediate plates and usually also fas-

ciculate pedicellariae on the inferomarginals, as well as more numer-

ous abactinal spines on the disk. Abactinal spines variable in num-

ber, but scattered all over disk and rays ; superomarginals encroach-
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ing conspicuously upon actinal surface; inferomarginals with more

than 1 accessory spinule proximally, adambulacral furrow spines

8 to 10. In a hirge specimen E= 95 mm., r=:12.5 mm., R=7.5 r;

breadth of raj^ at base, 15 mm. (Station 5447.)

Description.—Abactinal spines variable in number, but more nu-

merous than in Ch. inops and scattered all over the abactinal area;

numerous in the type. Larger paxillae of disk with 10 to 15 short,

pointed spinelets in 1 or 2 circles around the spine. On the ray the

paxillae are spaced (one-half to their own diameter apart) and have

5 to spinelets. Xo abactinal pedicellariae.

Superomarginal plates wdth the dorsal surface broader than long

proximally (in large specimens) and longer than broad distally;

in small specimens they form a conspicuous border to the abactinal

area, but the plates are narrower than long. Each plate is tumid,

and separated from the adjacent plates by a prominent, oblique

groove. Each bears nearer the outer than inner margin a sharp taper-

ing spine equal to the length of 1.5 to 2 plates. The first 2 spines

are shorter. General surface of plate covered with upright spaced

spinelets similar to those of the paxillae. Superomarginals 48 in

largest specimen (that used for description).

Inferomarginals also tumid actinally and laterally; and proxi-

mally wider than long, the actinal surface becoming narrower dis-

tally. There is a stout, tapering, sharp, lateral spine equal to a

little less or a little more than the length of 2 plates. In addition

to this there are proximally 2 or 3 unequal accessory spinules below

or internal to the principal spine, these gradually reduced to 1 dis-

tally which may be one-half to three-fourths the length of the prin-

cipal spine. In small specimens only 1 accessory spinule is present.

The plates are covered with short spinelets, several of which near

the lateral spines are slightly enlarged.

Actinal intermediate plates extending, in the largest specimen, to

the third inferomarginal and covered with numerous slightly spaced

subpapilliform, pointed spinelets, with usually also 1 or 2 central

enlarged spines (except in some young specimens, station 5619).

Furrow spines 8 to 10, usuall}'' 9 or 10, but in small specimens

sometimes 7, and similar to those of Ch. inops. Along the adoral

transverse margin of the plate are 3 or 4 spinelets and a slightly larger

spinelet stands aborad of the subambulacral spine, which is promi-

nent and carried on a central prominence of the plate. On the outer

third of the ray the accessory spinelet moves inward and stands

between the subambulacral and the aboral, inner corner of the plate.

It is lacking in small specimens, except sometimes close to the end

of the ray. The number of adambulacrals to first 10 inferomar-

ginals, 14 or 15.
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Mouth plates with about 8 marginal spines, the inner two con-

siderably enlarged. One prominent suboral spine is present near

the inner end of the plate, and a series of about 7 or 8 spinelets

follows the margin of median suture. Several spinelets are present

on the outer part of the plate between the adambulacral margin and
median suture. The enlarged subambulacral is sometimes absent,

or poorly developed (station 5619, small specimens).

Pedicellariae are present: (1) Rarely on the vertical (interradial)

suture between the first superomarginal plates of either ray (station

5619)
; (2) in a similar position on the inferomarginals (same 2

specimens, but not in all interradii)
; (3) fasciculate pedicellariae

on a variable number of inferomarginals beyond the second or third,

and near inner edge of plate. There are 8 to 12 on either side of

the ray in the largest specimen, and sometimes 1 or 2 spinelets be-

long to an adjacent adambulacral plate. Each pedicellaria, which

is circular, is composed of 5 to 7 sharp spinelets. These pedicellariae

are lacking on small specimens from stations 5626 and 5658, and few

on a specimen from stations 5624, 5618, and 5445. (4) Two or 3

pectinate pedicellariae (sometimes as many as 6) are present in each

interradial area. Rarely a pedicellaria is fasciculate and confined

to 1 plate (stations 5147, 5619).

A small specimen from station 5658 and 2 from station 5348 (the

largest having R equal to 21 mm.) lack pedicellariae. There are 14

adambulacrals to the first 10 inferomarginals, and at most only 2

papular pores to each papularium. These specimens are placed here

rather than under Pectinaster hylacanthus because the superomar-

ginal plates encroach conspicuously upon the abactinal surface and

the superomarginal spines are situated near the outer part of the

plate. In P. hylacanthus the superomarginals are confined to the

side of the raj^ The specimens are classed with niasicus rather than

with Ch. inops on account of the more numerous abactinal spines.

They may really be small examples of Ch. pilosus Alcock. It is not

possible, as a rule, to be entirely certain of the identification of

young Cheiraster and Pectinaster. The specimens just mentioned

do not e«hibit any characteristics which would place them unequivo-

cally in either genus, and without the adults for comparison it would

not be possible to say whether they belong to Pectinaster or Cheir-

aster. As to the specific identification, it must be considered only

as probable. Cheiraster pilosics, Ch. inops, and Ch. niasicus are very

closely related. I am not certain of the characters of Ch. pilosus.

Alcock describes and figures several accessory inferomarginal spines,

while Ludwig (1910, p. 456) writes that there is only 1 (in contra-

distinction to inops and niasicus, which have several). Alcock fig-

ures and not very definitely describes actinal intermediate pedi-

cellariae, indicated also by Ludwig (1910). Koehler (1909, p. 13)
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places pilosus in Pontaster (as restricted by Perrier), thus indicat-

ing that pedicellariae are absent.

In the largest specimen there are 38 spores to the papularium

examined, distributed in 4 irregular longitudinal rows. The papu-

larium is bifurcate distally.

A xQvy small, rudimentary tendon from the dorsal muscle joins

the outer end of the tenth ambulacral ossicle, which does not differ

in form from its neighbors. This tendon can be seen only with

difficulty.

Type-locality.—Not stated (unless the name refers to Nias Island,

off Sumatra).

Distribution.—Gulf of Boni, Celebes, and Molucca Islands to

Palawan Passage and Luzon, Philippine Islands; "Indian region"

(Ludwig).

Specimens examined.—Twelve.

Specimens of Cheiraster niasicus examined.

station.

5348

5445
5447
561S
5619

5624

5626

565S

Locality.

Palawan Passage, lat. 10° 57' 45" N.; long. 118° 3S' 15"

E.
North coast Samar
Lagonoy Gulf
Molucca Passage

do

Between Gillolo and Makian Islands, Molucca
Islands.

Between Gillolo and Kayoa Islands

Gulf of Boni, Celebes

Depth,
(fath-

oms)

375

3.<?3

408
417
435

288

265

510

Nature of bottom.

Coral sand

Green mud, sand
Green mud, coral
Gray mud
Fine gray sand,
mud.

Fine gray sand. .

.

Gray mud, fine
sand.

Gray mud

No.
Bottom
temper-
ature.

2
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lobed. A curious circumstance is that these specimens closely re-

semble examples of Pectinaster hylaccvnthus^ with which they were

at first confused, the two forms having been taken at the same

dredge haul. They are distinct, however, and really belong to dif-

ferent genera, although the presence in both of inferomarginal fas-

ciculate pedicellariae is misleading. In hylaccmthus the superomar-

ginals are more lateral in position, and the spine is nearer the upper

edge of the plate. The pedicellariae have blunter, broader jaws,

and the actinal intermediate pedicellariae of niasicus are gencially

pectinate—that is, on two plates, although subcircular in shape. The
papularium of hylacantlius is more swollen, and when examined from

the inner side the plates are seen to be more modified, especially in

the center of the area, and the area itself shows no sign of being

two-lobed. The superficial similarity of the two species is, however,

very striking.

Ludwig's original diagnosis of Cheiraster niasicus is very brief and

incomplete—scarcely more than enough to technically fix the name.

There are many points about which more information would be de-

sirable ; for instance, the dimensions, proportions of marginal plates,

and minor details of ornamentation. But since a number of major

characters of the present species nearly or quite agree with the diag-

nosis of niasicics, I have given Ludwig's name to the Albatross speci-

mens. The description was based largel}' on a specimen from Station

5447, Lagonoy Gulf, 408 fathoms.

CHEIRASTER GAZELLAE Studer.

Plate 50, figs. 1-3
; plate 51, fig. 1 ;

plate 52, fig. 1 ;
plate 54, figs. 3, 3a

;
plate 56,

figs. 1, 2.

Cheiraster gazellae Studee, 1883, p. 129 ; 1884, p. 50, pi. 4, fig. 8, a, &, c.

The specimens listed below belong to a corner of the genus in

which the features relied upon to differentiate species are subject to

considerable variation. The species of this section look alike, so

that the characters sought to separate them are difficult to handle

because they concern minute, or perhaps subtle, points of structure

which do not come out well in photographs, and whicli may even

escape the notice of a conscientious observer. The specific groups,

into which this section of Cheiraster has been divided, must, there-

fore, be considered as experiments. They may not stand the test.

Ludwig (1910, p. 456) states in his key that the enlarged central

spinule which occurs on the abactinal plates of several species, nota-

bly pilosus, niasicus^ and inops, is lacking in gazellae. He appears

not to have examined specimens personally, judging by a list of

species, given on page 436, which he had examined for the dorsal

nmscle bands. There is no evidence from Studer's figure that the

distal abactinal plates lack the small central spinule (such as cliarac-
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terizes Gh. snyderi)^ for the reason that the ray is recurved and the

terminal third is hidden, and the figure is not large enough to show

such spines. Studer does not mention them. It must be remembered

tliat Studer's type was small, E measuring only 61 mm.
In all the large specimens listed below these spinules are present.

In 3 large examples from station 5538 the maximum of variation is

present. In one the inconspicuous central spinules are found only

on the terminal attenuate sixth of the ray and are few in number.

In the other 2 specimens they extend unevenly to the papularia. In

a large specimen from station 5122 the spinules are present only

near the tip and are few in number. Numerous small examples

(R 45-60 mm.) from station 5388 either lack the spinules or have a

few on the terminal third or fourth of the ray. At best they are in-

conspicuous. There are a few other differences which will be

pointed out the course of the description.

Diagnosis.—Closely related to Ch. snyderi Fisher, but differing

in having in the adult longer marginal, subambulacral, and furrow

spines, larger papularia with more numerous pores, ahnost obsolete

abactinal central spinules, slightly more numerous furrow spines;

pedicellariae numerous on actinal intermediate plates, on inferomar-

ginals, abactinally (very variable), and intermarginally ; in large

specimen 15 or 15^ and in small specimen 14, adambulacral plates

corresponding to first 10 inferomarginals. Large example from sta-

tion 5122 measures: R=120 mm., r=15 mm., R=8 r; breadth of ray

at base, 19 mm.
Description.—As compared with Ch. snyderi., the spinelets of the

paxillae are a little longer. A large paxilla has about 20 and a

medium-sized one about 10 papilliform, pointed spinelets in a flori-

form group. Sometimes the central spinelet is a trifle longer than

the others. The enlarged central spinule, as stated above, varies in

occurrence, being usually confined to the outer third to sixth of ray.

but occasionally straggling as far as the papularium, and sometimes,

especially in small specimens, being entirely absent. The papularia

are large, bifid distally, the total length being about two-thirds the

diameter of disk. In a large specimen (station 5122) there are

about 85 pores to an area, and in a small example (station 5388),

about 42; in Ch. snyderi there are about 30, and the papularium is

about r in length. The outer end of the papularium is opposite the

sixth or seventh superomarginal in gazellae; opposite the end of the

third in snyderi.

Abactinal pectinate pedicelhiriae usually rare. In some speci-

mens from station 5388 they are very abundant. The larger consist

of 7 to 9 sharp spinelets in 2 curved combs (each on a separate plate).

These spinelets are conspicuously larger than the other spinelets and

13434—Bull. 100—19 14
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the pedicellariae occur on the disk and nearly to tip of ray. Other

examples from the same station have only a few abactinal pedicel'

lariae, while in still others they may be all but absent.

Superomarginals with a distinct dorsal surface, the spine being on

the lateral face, spaced from the inner edge and in length equal to

2 to 3 plates. It is a little longer than in snydeH. Below the prin-

cipal inferomarginal spine, which equals in length 2 to 3 plates, is a

transverse row of 2 secondary spines, the median often over half as

long as the lateral spine; or there may be 3 or 4 spaced secondary

spines forming an irregular group. The inferomarginal armature

is more prominent than in snyderi^ where the principal spine scarcely

ever equals 2 plates in length. At the base of the ray there is some

irregularity in the number and position of the secondary spines.

Furrow spines long, slightly curved, commonly 9 or 10, sometimes

11, distally. The ends are usually blunt or truncate and slightly

flattened. The subambulacral spine is prominent and often slightly

curved and equal to 2 plates in length. On the outer part of ray a

second smaller spine is present between the main spine and the fuitow

margin. As many as 10 to 15 spinelets stand on the edges of the plate

and between the subambulacral spine and outer edge of plate. Two
or 3 are conspicuously larger than the others, especially 1 near or

on the aboral margin, which far along the ray moves inward and be-

comes the accessory spinule. The first 2 or 3 plates usually have 1

or 2 accessory subambulacral spines of conspicuous size, but beyond

this point there is but 1 spine and the 2 or 3 enlarged spinelets spoken

of above, until the outer part of the ray is reached when a second

is regularly present.

Marginal mouth spines 8 to 10, the inner 2 broad, truncate, spatu-

late. There is one conspicuous suboral spine near the margin and

15 to 20 suboral spinelets, those near the inner end the longest but all

conspicuously shorter than the spine.

Pedicellariae are present: (1) Sparingly on the abactinal surface.

(2) A few between the superomarginal and inferomarginal plates.

(3) Subcircular fasciculate pedicellariae near the inner edge of the

inferomarginals, often with 1 or 2 of the spines standing on an ad-

jacent adambulacral plate. There are usually 6 to 8 sharp, taper-

ing jaws to each, and they extend upward of three-fourths the length

of the ray, being absent usually from the first 2 plates. There are

1 or 2 to a plate and they occupy the same position as do the pedi-

cellariae in Pectinaatev mimiais, except that here the jaws are slen-

derer and sharp. (4) Upward of 12 prominent pectinate pedicel-

lariae to each actinal interradial area. In the largest specimens

the actinal plates extend to the fourth inferomarginal (sometimes

the third) and bear in addition to the pedicellariae numerous spaced

spinelets and usually an enlarged spinule. The latter is not at all
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constant in occurrence. There are very few, or none, in some of the

areas in small specimens (station 5388), while one or more areas will

have at least a few developed.

In the large specimen from station 5122 the dorsal muscle of each

side sends 2 very inconspicuous tendons to join the upper and outer

end of the twelfth and thirteenth ambulacral ossicles. It is conse-

quently inaccurate to state that the muscle is not attached to the

ambulacral ossicles in CheAraster. There is, however, no specialized

knob as in Luidiaster dawsoni. My key (1911<i, p. 120) should read
" ambulacral ossicle without specialized crest for attachment of ten-

don of dorsal muscles; tendons very inconspicuous." In the speci-

mens of Ch. snyderi and Ch. inops which I examined for this fea-

ture, the tendons can not be seen, possibly because the specimens were

partly dried. Drying does not destroy the tendon in Luidiaster, nor

in typical Pectinaster.

Variations.—The principal variations have already been noted.

Special mention should be made of specimens from station 5388,

which have very numerous pedicellariae, especially on the abactinal

surface. These abactinal pedicellariae, however, are very variable

in number. There are 8 or 9 furrow spines, a trifle broadened at the

tip, which may be rounded or truncate. The first plate has 2 sub-

ambulacrals, the others have 1, until the outer part of the ray is

reached, when there are usually 2, the smaller being next to the fur-

row series. The marginal mouth spines are 8 and the inner is much
enlarged, jQattened, broader at the truncate tip than at base. The
second spine is a little shorter, and about three-fourths the length of
the inner. The remaining 6 are subequal, two-thirds to three-fourths

as long as the second oral spine, and very similar in every way to the

first adambulacral furrow series, though sometimes individually a

trifle broader. The inferomarginal and superomarginal spines are

markedly longer than in Ch. snyderi of nearly equal size. In these

specimens the papularia are much larger than in snydeH, extend-

ing to the end of the fifth or middle of the sixth superomarginal
plate. The papulae are about 40 to 45 in these small specimens.

Type-locality.—L^t. 18° 5' 2'' S.; long. 116° 3' 8" E. (off north-

western Australia), 195 fathoms, gray mud.
Distribution.—Northwestern Australia; Mindoro and southern

Luzon, 195 to 256 fathoms, bottom temperature 51.4° to 53.3° F.

/Specimens examined.—One hundred and eleven from the follow-

ing stations

:

5122. East coast of Mindoro (vincinity Malabrigo Light), 220
fathoms, green mud ; 9 specimens.

5388. Between Burias and Luzon (vicinity Bagatao Island Light) ^

226 fathoms, soft green mud, bottom temperature 51.4° F. ; 99 speci-

mens.
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5538. Between Negros and Siquijor, 256 fathoms, green mud, sand,

bottom temperature 53.3° F. ; 3 specimens (large).

CHEIRASTER DIOMEDEAE Fisher.

Plate 47, fig. 1 ; plate 54, figs. 5, 5a-c.

CJwiraster diomedeae Fishee, 1917&, p. 90,

Diagnosis.—Eays 5, long, slender, with narrow marginals carrying

1 superomarginal and usually 2 inferomarginal spines; abactinal

plates, with 10 to 15 spinelets on disk, and on ray usually 2 to 7;

enlarged central spinules scattered on outer half or two-thirds of

ray ; adambulacral furrow spines 10 to 12 ; 1 subambulacral except on

outer part of ray, where there are 2 ; 11 to 13 oral, and 1 prominent

suboral spine. Papularia small, with about 25 pores, which do not

reach farther than opposite middle of third superomarginal. Pecti-

nate pedicellariae on the abactinal surface, between the proximal

superomarginals, over the intermarginal suture, on the actinal inter-

mediate plates; fasciculate pedicellariae on the actinal surface of

inferomarginals. Related to Ch. snyderi. R=86 mm., r=10 mm.,

R=8.6 r; breadth of ray at base (between first and second supero-

marginals, 10 mm. ; at middle of ray, 5 mm.
Description.—The groups of spinelets of the abactinal plates are

slightly spaced—usually about one-third the diameter of the pseudo-

paxilla, which consists, on the disk of 10 to 15 tapering rough spine-

lets, the 3 to 5 central variable in length, but ordinarily longer than

the peripheral. Some of them have a short central spinule overtop-

ping the rest, but not long enough to rank as an enlarged central

spine, the latter occurring on the outer half or two-thirds of the

ray, where the distinctly spaced pseudopaxillae have 2 to 7 short

delicate spinelets. Only a relatively few along the radial area have

an enlarged central spine. This is slender, rough, pointed, and

variable as to length, being proximally 3 to 5 times the length of the

])eripheral spinelets, and distally upward to 10 times. Some of the

larger spines have 9 or 10 peripheral spinelets. Pectinate pedicel-

lariae are scattered on the disk and base of rays. They consist of

2 combs of 3 to 5 pointed spines, 2 to 4 times longer than the ordinary

spinelets of the same plate. The 2 combs are on adjoining plates, and

appear to be a little less specialized than in Ch. gazellae^ inasmuch

as the plate is scarcely different from the other except for the pres-

ence of the slightly curved comb of sharp spines. Some combs do not

have a vis-a-vis.

The papularia are small, with about 25 pores in 4 rows, the distal

end being scared}' two-parted. The papularium extends to opposite

tlie end of the second or the middle of the third superomarginal

plate, its total length being 6 to 7 mm. and breadth 4 mm., or, re-

spectively, O.G to 0.7, and 0.4, the minor radius. The small papu-
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lariiim alone will readily separate this species from gazellae^ in which

the pores of even small specimens are over 35 in number.

The siiperomarginals, 40 in number, are narrow abactinally, the

extreme length being about twice the abactinal breadth (2.5 mm.

:

1.25 mm.), and the long single spine is lateral in position. This

spine is quite short on the fii-st plate, but increases in length up to

the fifth, where it is exactly 2 plates in length ; this length is main-

tained for a few plates, then the spine decreases gradually and a

little more rapidly than the decrease in the length of the plates, for

on the outer half of ray it is 1.5 plates in length. The first 3 or 4

transverse superomarginal sutures have a small pectinate pedicellaria.

The general surface of the plate is covered with very short, slender^

delicate spaced spinelets, a little longer near the base of spine. No
accessory spinules.

Inferomarginals rather narrow actinally but very tumid laterally,

with one slender, tapering, sharp, lateral spine, ordinarily a little

slenderer and shorter than the corresponding superomarginal spine

on the proximal third of ray; but beyond that point the spine de-

creases very slowly in size, while the superomarginal decreases much
more rapidly. The inferomarginal spine is 1.5 to 2 times the

length of the superomarginal on the outer third of the ray and about

2 to 2.25 plates in length. Just below the principal spine is a sec-

ond one, half to two-thirds its length, while on the proximal fourth

of ray is a third (and sometimes beside it a fourth) about one-half

or two-thirds as long as the inner border of the plate. The general

surface of the plate is covered with well-spaced spinelets similar to

those of the superomarginals. With the exception of the first or

first 2 inferomarginals and those of the terminal third of ray (about

the last 20) , the actinal surface of each plate bears 1 or 2 conspicuous,

circular, fascicular pedicellariae with 5 to 8 sharp, tapering teeth.

In addition, on the longitudinal intermarginal suture, to nearly

every pair of supero-inferomarginals beyond about the tenth, is a

small pectinate pedicellaria with 3 to 5 slightly modified spinelets

to each comb. The 2 combs meet over the intermarginal suture and
may occur up to the last marginals.

Corresponding to first 10 inferomarginals, 16 adambulacral plates.

The latter are distinctly spaced and have a semicircular, prominent

furrow margin bearing at the base of ray 10, increasing on outer

part of ray to 12 slender, round-tipped, slightly curved spines, of

which the median 6 or 7 are the longest. On the actinal surface of

plate is a single slender, tapering, sharp, slightly curved spine about

as long as the inner border of the adjacent inferomarginal; on the

outer two-fifths of ray a second shorter one is added between the

first and the furrow series. There is no second subambulacral spine

on the first ambulacral, as in Ch. gazellae^ Ch. snyderi^ Ch. inopSy
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and Ch. niasicus. One or 2 small spinelets stand on either trans-

verse margin of plate and 1 or 2 near the outer margin.

Actinal intermediate plates 16 to 20 to each area and extending

to middle or end of second inferomarginal. Each area has 8 to 10

conspicuous pectinate pedicellariae, the largest with 5 or 6, some-

times 7, sharp spines, of the characteristic Cheiraster form, to each

curved comb. General surface of plates with short, equal, slender,

spaced spinelets as long as those of inferomarginals, and to each

area 1 to 3 plates have an enlarged spinule.

Mouth plates with 11 to 13, usually 12, marginal spines, the inner

truncate or round tipped, broad, and about half as long as the inter-

radial suture between the 2 plates; the next is blunt, about half as

broad and three-fourths as long, while the remaining spines re-

semble those of the first adambulacral. There is 1 suboral spine to

each plate, near the free margin and a little nearer the aboral than

the inner corner. It is not quite so long as the first subambulacral.

There are 18 to 20 short, tapering, pointed spinelets on the convex

surface of the plates; 1 just back of the inner marginal spine is inter-

mediate in size between the spinelets and the suboral.

Madreporic body large, with a large plate on its inner side and 7

other rather large plates (in addition to about 3 small) surrounding

it. Ridges irregular, transverse, in an interradial direction. It is

situated its own diameter from margin.

Type.—C^t. No. 37035, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5512, Iligan Bay, north coast of Minda-

nao, 423 fathoms, gray mud, fine sand, bottom temperature 52.8°

F. ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This species may be distinguished from Ch. inops by

the absence of scattered, enlarged, central paxillar spines on the

disk and by the presence of abundant conspicuous pedicellariae; by
the more numerous furrow and oral spines and the absence of a sec-

ond subambulacral spine on the first adambulacral plate. It may be

distinguished from Ch. niasicus by its lack of enlarged abactinal

spines on the disk, by its very narrow superomarginals (in niasicus

they are wider than long), by the narrower inferomarginals, moi*e

numerous oral and subambulacral spines, and by the absence of a

second subambulacral spine on the first plate. The marginal plates

of nicsicus are rather heavy; in dio7nedeae they are relatively small.

Ch. snyderi seems to be the nearest relative. It has, however, fewer

adambulacral and oral spines, a second subambulacral spine on the

fii*st plate, broader inferomarginals with longer miliary spinelets,

shorter and stouter major marginal spines, and several conspicuous

accessory inferomarginal spinules. Further snyderi has shorter rays,

shorter abactinal spinelets, lacks the conspicuous inferomarginal fas-
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ciculate pedicellariae of diomedeae^ and has a much smaller madre-

poric body.

The principal differences between gazeUae and diomedeae are as

follows : gazellae has much more extensive papular areas, with more
numerous pores, even in small specimens. Large specimens have

about 80 pores and small examples 35 or 40 or even more, according

to size. In diomedeae there are but 25, or half as many as a similar

sized specimen of gazellae would have. In gazellae there are fewer

marginal mouth si:)ines and furrow spines, which are stouter, and the

first adambulacral has 2 well-developed subambulacral spines. The
abactinal, enlarged spines of the ray of diomedeae are more con-

spicuous and more numerous than usually the case in gazellae^

although this character is variable and difficult to apply.

CHEIRASTER LUDWIGI Fisher.

Plate 48, fig. 1 ;
plate 49, fig. 2 ; plate 55, figs. 2, la.

Cheirastcr ludioigi Fisheb, 1913c, p. 205.

Diagnosis.—Differing from Ch. gazellae Studer (as herein under-

stood) in having only about 10 papular pores, and consequently very

small papularia, which do not extend beyond the first superomar-

ginal upon the rays; in having short, robust inferomarginal spines,

subsquamiform or squamiform central inferomarginal spinelets, no

sign of distal abactinal enlarged spinules, and normally no infero-

marginal fasciculate pedicellariae ; in having 17 instead of 15 to 15.5

adambulacrals to first 10 inferomarginals, and 2 suboral spines in-

stead of 1. Rays 5. R=53 mm., r=9.5 mm., R=5.5 r; breadth of

ray at second superomarginal, 9 mm. Superomarginal spine stout,

near middle of plate; 1 stout inferomarginal spine and 1 conical

accessory spinule below it; adambulacral plates very prominent,

meeting in middle of furrow ; furrow spines 7 or 8 ; 1 subambulacral

spine (2 on first plate and on distal plates) ; oral spines 7 ; suboral

spines 2.

Description.—Abactinal plates only slightly elevated, the groups

of small, subequal, bluntly pointed or obtuse spinelets distinctly

spaced, sometimes more than the diameter of the gi'oup. No enlarged

central spine anywhere on the abactinal surface. The larger paxillae

of disk have 10 to 12 upright or slightly divergent spinelets; the

smaller (in the minority) have 5 to 7, or upward of 10. On the ray

5 to 7 slightly slenderer spinelets surround a single central one, or

3 to 5 form a simple group. One or 2 inconspicuous pectinate pedi-

cellariae are present near the anal aperture. Papularia small, 2

parted with about 10 pores, the distalmost being even with a line

across the ray between the interradial marginal sutures of either

interbrachium. The superomarginals, 25 in number, are longer than

broad beyond the fifth, and encroach narrowly upon the abactinal
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area, the stout, tapering, sharp spine being situated on a slight

tumidity at center of plate, and directed horizontally outward. The

spines increase in length up to the fourth or fifth, which is about

one and one-third times the length of its plate; thence the spines

decrease in size gradually with their respective plates. General

surface of plate covered with spaced small spinelets similar to those

of the paxillae. Sutures between plates prominent and very oblique

dorsally. On the interradial suture between the 2 first superomargi-

nals is a prominent pectinate pedicellaria (in one interradius 2, one

above the other), with sometimes one, also, between the first and

second plates of either ray. On the distal third or fourth of ray,

between each pair of supero-inferomarginals, is a pectinate pedicel-

laria.

For the distance of the first 4 or 5 marginal plates the ray is

unusually thick dorsoventrally. Inferomarginal plates tumid, with a

stout lateral spine similar to the superomarginal, and below this 1

small spine. On the outer part of the ray the lateral spine is about

as long as 2 plates and longer than the corresponding superomarginal.

Surface of plates covered with slender, pointed, appressed spinelets,

larger, more spaced, and squamiform on the central portion of plate.

They are directed away from the inner margin of the plate.

Actinal intermediate areas small, there being but 2 plates in the

series between the mouth and first inferomarginal plates, and about

8 for each area, the plates reaching to the middle of the second in-

feromarginal. Each area has about 4 very prominent semiovoid

pectinate pedicellariae with about 5 or 6 blunt, slightly curved spine-

lets in each comb. The plates also bear spaced subequal spinelets

similar to those of the inferomarginals.

Adambulacral plates with a very prominent furrow margin, which

touches that of the opposite plate and segregates consecutive pairs

of tube feet, the mesial furrow^ spines standing upright, and the

lateral usually also. Furrow spines 8 (sometimes T), the 3 or 4

mesial terete, untapered, or only very slightly tapered, round-tipped,

and upright, similar to the corresponding spines of truUiyes but

longer (equaling the plate in length). On either side of these are

2 slightly tapered, bluntly pointed spines, the lateralmost the shorter.

On the center of the plate is a prominent, upright suboral spine (1.5

times length of plate). On the first plate there are 2, and on the

distal third of the ray there are regularly 2, the second appearing

external to the first, not toward the furrow as in the distal plates of

gazellae. Six to 8 spinelets form a series around the remaining 3

sides of the plate, usually about 2 standing on either transverse

suture margin.

Marginal mouth spines about 7, which decrease in size from the

prominent inner tooth to the third spine, which is only half as long.
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Then the spines increase slightl3% to decrease again, the outer 4 being

independently graduated in length toward the 2 mesial (fifth and

sixth from inner end of series). Snboral spines 2, in a series parallel

to median suture, along which are about 6 spinelets on each plate, in

addition to 1 or 2 in line with the suborals.

Pedicellariae, as detailed above occur: (1) Abactinally; (2) be-

tween the superomarginals interbrachially
; (3) between supero- and

inferomarginals on outer part of the ray; (4) on the actinal inter-

mediate plates. One inferomarginal plate of the type has a small

fasciculate pedicellaria and one-half of a pectinate pedicellaria on

the transverse suture.

Madreporic body situated its own diameter distant from margin,

and with a large plate on the adcentral side ; striae numerous, fairly

coarse.

Type.—Q^i. No. 32627, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5660, Flores Sea (lat. 5° 36' 30'' S. ; long.

120° 49' E.), 692 fathoms, gray mud, sand, bottom temperature

39.2° F. ; 1 specimen.

Dlstrihutlon.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarhs.—This deep-water form differs from Ch. trullipes

(Slaclen) in having a well-developed actinal intermediate area,

actinal and intermarginal pedicellariae, larger abactinal paxillae,

longer furrow spines, 7 oral spines, and 17 (instead of 15) adambu-

lacrals to the first 10 inferomarginals. Ch. trullipes was taken by

the Challenger west of Luzon, in 1,050 fathoms, blue mud, bottom

temperature 37° F. It thus belongs to greater depths and to a lower

temperature belt than the Flores Sea species.

This species is named in honor of the late Dr. Hubert Ludwig,

whose paper on the Notomyota includes a most useful revision of

Cheiraster.

CHEIRASTER TRIPLACANTHUS Fisher.

Plate 48, figs. 3, 4 ; plate 55, figs. 1, la.

Cheiraster triplacanthus Fisher, 1913c, p. 206.

Diagnosis.—Belonging to the subtubeTCulatus group; differing

from subtuherculatus in having actinal pedicellariae, 7 or 8 furrow

spines, longer inferomarginal spines, and especially in having a trans-

verse series of 3 prominent superomarginal spines on the distal half

of ray and 1 spine only on the proximal half. Disk large, rays slen-

derer than in subtuherculatus, tapering very gradually from wide

interbrachial arcs to a bluntly pointed tip. R=49 mm., r=12 mm.,
R=4 r; breadth of ray at first superomarginal 14 mm., at third,

8.5 mm. No abactinal spines; papularia large, flat, two-lobed; 1 in-

feromarginal spine, and proximally 1 or 2 small accessories; 8 or 9

oral, and 1 suboral spine.
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Description.—Abactinal area plane, slightly lower than the mar-

ginal plates, which form a broad border to the area. Abactinal

plates low, slightly convex, not at all paxilliform, and bearing small,

prickly, sharp granuliform spinelets. The largest plates, on the

papularia, have upward of 10 to 12 peripheral and 2 to 4 central

granules, while on the proximal part of the ray 1 or central and

5 to 8 peripheral granules are found. The number of granules de-

creases toward the end of the ray. On the outer third the number

is reduced to 2 or 3, and on the distal fourth, to 1. The group-:

of granular spinelets are rather uniforml}^ spaced on the disk and

proximal half of ray one-third to one-half the width of the group.

No enlarged central spines and no pedicellariae.

Papularia large, as long as the first 4 superomarginals and as broad

as the length of the first 3, strongly two-lobed. In fact, each papu-

larium is double and joined only at the adcentral end. There are

about 80 pores to each.

Anal opening prominent, guarded by 6 plates with longer spinelets

than elsewhere on the area.

Superomarginals 22 or 23, encroaching broadly upon the abactinal

area, slightly tumid, especially toward ambitus, and separated by

prominent, oblique, smooth grooves. The armature is peculiar.

About the first 10 plates bear on the rounded margin between the

dorsal and lateral facets of the plate a short, stout, pointed tubercle,

proximally acorn-shaped, which is shorter there than the length of

plate. This spine increases slightly in length and decreases in thick-

ness distad. Beyond the tenth, the plates are more tumid, and each

bears a transverse series of 3 subequal, tapering, rough spines which

occupy the whole width of the plate. Proximally they are a little

longer than their plate, and near the end of the ray are equal to

about 3 plates in length. Parallel to the major spines is an adoral

series of 3 accessory spinules, while aborally there is an enlarged

spinule which often is nearly as large as the major spines, and is

associated often with 1 or 2 nnich smaller spinules. This abrupt

transition from 1 to 3 superomarginal spines gives a very character-

istic appearance to the armature of the superomarginals, as the

distal spines are bent over and usually cover the abactinal area.

General surface of plates covered with small widely spaced spinelets

similar to those of the abactinal area, which become larger on the

low lateral face of plate. The terminal plate is prominent, wider

than long, and covered with spines.

Inferomarginal plates slightly tumid, bearing a single lateral,

tapering, sharp spine, a little longer than its plate proximally, and

regularly and gradually decreasing in size toward end of ray. The
first 4 or 5 plates have 1 or 2 small accessory spinules forming a
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transverse series below the lateral spine. The general surface of

plate is covered with spaced, pointed spinelets longest on the well-

rounded surface between the ventral and lateral aspect of the plate,

and longer than the superomarginal spinelets.

Actinai interradial areas rather large, the distance between the

inner edge of inferomarginals and outer end of mouth plates e(]ual-

ing first 3 inferomarginals measured on ambitus, or the distance be-

tween interradial suture of marginal plates and the distalmost in-

termediate plate. Each plate bears a few subequal, spaced, papiili-

form spinelets. Each interradial area bears 6 to 8 subcircular pec-

tinate pedicellariae, with 3 to 6 stout, sharp jaws. Sometimes a

pedicellaria consists of only 1 comb.

Adambulacral plates with a semicircular furrow margin bearing

a fan-shaped group of 7 or 8 slender spines, slightly shorter than

their plate, the 2 or 3 median sometimes slightly shorter than those

spines immediately to either side. There is 1 subambulacral spine

about as long as its plate, and proximally 1 to 3 spinelets form a

more or less evident longitudinal series with the above. Distally

the subambulacral spine is not prominent and is accompanied by

1 to 3 spinelets only slightly smaller and all subequal to the furrow

spinelets. Seventeen (or 16.5) adambulacrals correspond to first

10 inferomarginals. '

Mouth plates broad, with 8 or 9 marginal spines, the inner the

longest, tapering, bluntly pointed, the rest subequal to the adambu-
lacral furrow spines and decreasing a trifle in length at outer end

of series. About midway between inner and outer ends of plate is

a short conical suboral spine, about as long' as the subambulacral.

Six or 7 spaced spinelets follow the median suture margin and about

3 the margin adjacent to first adambulacral plate.

In addition to the actinai intermediate pedicellariae a small

pectinate pedicellaria occurs irregularly ventrally on the transverse

suture, between any of the first 5 inferomarginals, but never between

all of them.

Madreporic body small, with few coarse striae, and situated twice

its diameter from the inner margin of the superomarginal plates.

Type.—C^t, No. 32628, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5651, Gulf of Boni, Celebes, 700 fathoms,

green mud ; bottom temperature, 38.7° F. ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This Cheiraster has a very different appearance from
any others herein listed. The transverse series of 3 prominent spines

on the distal marginals is very characteristic and will serve to dis-

tinguish the species from Ch. suhtiiberculatus and Ch. granulatus

(see Ludwig, 1910, p. 456). The presence of only 1 prominent in-
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feromarginal spine and of inferomarginal pedicellariae are addi-

tional differences separating tHplaeantKus from granulatus. Ch. suh-

tuberculatus was taken by the Challenger at station 164, off the

coast of Australia, east of Sydney, 950 fathoms, green mud ; bottom

temperature 36.5° F.

Genus BENTHOPECTEN Verrill.

BentJiopecten Verkill, Amer. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. 28, 1884, p. 218

(footnote).—LuDwiG, 1910, p. 464 (part).—Fisher, IQlld, p. 142.

Type, B. spinosus Verrill.

Parachaster Sladen, 1885, p. 610.—Ludwig, 1910, p. 462 (part). Type,

P. pedicifer Sladen ; figure.

KEY TO SPECIES OF EENTHOI'ECTEX HEREIN DESCRIBED.

a\ Actinal plates with a single spinelet, the long spines of disk graduated in

length into spinelets of ray B. moluccanus, p. 208.

a'. Abactinal plates with more than 1 spinelet, at least on dislv ; the compara-

tively few prominent spines of ray not graduated in length into those

of disk.

h^. Abactinal plates of ray with upward of 5, or even more, .spinelets; odd

interradial superomarginal spine not unusually long (equal in length to

first 1.5 to 2 superomarginals) ; short acce.ssory superomarginal spines;

inferomarginal pedicellariae on outer part of ray B. polyctenius, p. 211.

h'. Only 1 or 2 spinelets to each abactinal plate of ray ; odd interradial

superomarginal spine very long (equal in length to first 4 or 5 supero-

marginals) ; no accessory supei'omarginal spines; no inferomarginal

pedicellariae on outer part of ray B. styracius, p. 213,

BENTHOPECTEN MOLUCCANUS Fisher.

Plate 53, fig. 1 ;
plate 55, figs. 5, 5a-&.

BentJiopecten moluccanus, 1913c. p. 207.

Diagnosis.—Differing from B. hvddlestonii in having only 2 in-

feromarginal and 2 subambulacral spines, and from B, acanthonotus

in having a larger adambulacral furrow comb (with 7 to 9 spines),

pedicellariae between the distal inferomarginal plates, very few or no

accessory abactinal spinelets, a more restricted papular area, and in-

feromarginal spines which are subequal proximally. K=80 mm.,

r=8 mm., R=10r; breadth of ray at base, about 10 mm. Disk

small, rays slender and very flexible. Abactinal plates with a single

spine, those of disk graduated in length into spines of rays ; supero-

marginals with 1 and inferomarginals with 2 spines ; subambulacrals,

2 ; furrow spines, 7 to 9 ; oral spines variable, 5 to 8 ; suborals, 3 to 5

;

abundant abactinal pedicellariae on disk and variable on rays; in-

feromarginal pedicellariae in interbrachium and an outer part of

ray; actinal intermediate pedicellariae often present.

Description.—Abactinal plates each with a single, slender, thorny

spine, those of the disk long and bristling (4 mm., or equal in length

to 1.5 proximal superomarginals). These shorten gradually from cen-
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ter of disk to base of ray, as in B. huddlestonii, the spinelets of ray-

being "well spaced and about 1 mm. long. A few plates have 1 or 2

minute spinelets in addition to the above. Numerous pedicellariae,

with 3 to 5 minutely thorny spinelets in each comb and with 2, 3, or 4

combs to each pedicellaria, are scattered over disk and form an inter-

rupted series along either side of ray near the marginal plates, for

about half the length of ray. The pedicellariae are very variable in

number on the ray. In the cotype there are 15 or 16 in each series ; in

the type about 3 to 5: in small specimens (R=up to 50 mm.) the

pedicellariae do not extend beyond the papular area.

Papulae are distributed over disk and along ray as far as the be-

ginning of the third superomarginal plate. The end of the area is

bilobed.

Superomarginal plates, subelliptical, longer than high, confined to

side wall of vay and with a long slender spine on the middle of the

upper margin, below which is a much shorter and slenderer rather

inconspicuous spinule and a second just aborad. The principal spine

is longest in the fourth, fifth, and sixth plates, there equaling the

length of 1.75 superomarginals (6 to 7 mm.). The surface of the

plate is bare, except for 1 to 3 minute spinelets, near the adoral mar-

gin of the plate. Interradial plate a little over 1.5 times as high as

the adjacent first superomarginal, bearing at its upper end a stout,

long, sharp spine (7 to 10 mm. long, or longer than r) and 3 acces-

sory spinules about 3 mm. long. Terminal plate broader than long,

Avith a broad notch adorad, and the surface covered with numerous

prominent spinules.

Inferomarginals slightly in advance (aborad) of the superomargi-

nals, and with 2 subequul spines, a little smaller proximally than the

corresponding superomarginal spines ; distally the upper spine is con-

siderably longer than the superomarginal spine, while the lower is

conspicuously shorter than its companion. Pedicellariae occur be-

tween the inferomarginal plates irregularly in the interbrachium,

and also on the outer half or two-thirds of rays. The occurrence is

very variable even on different rays of the same example. Small

specimens may lack the distal pedicellariae, and the interbrachial are

lacking in a specimen, nearly as large as the type, from station 5619.

The type has 6 actinal intermediate plates forming a single series.

The plates have a subcentral slender spme and 2 or 3 minute spinelets,

but no pedicellariae. In the cotype there is a pedicellaria in 2 inter-

radii. Three specimens from station 5619 have the pedicellariae and 4

lack them. One is interesting in having the pedicellariae between the

odd inferomarginal and the intermediate plates.

Adambulacral plates wdth 7 furrow spines on the first few plates,

then 8 or sometimes 9. Subambulacral spines 2, in an oblique trans-
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verse series. Nineteen or 20 plates correspond to the first 10 in-

feromarginals.

Mouth plates with 5 to 8 furrow spines, the inner much enlarged,

the second slightly less so. Suboral spines 3 to 5.

Madreporic body convex, prominent, touching an odd superomargi-

nal ; striae radiating ; ridges rather fine.

Variations and young.—In specimens of the same size as the type

and cotype variation is found in the number of abactinal pedicellariae

of the rays; in the occasional presence of 1 or 2 minute spinelets

in addition to the regular spine of the abactinal plates ; in the num-

ber of inferomarginal pedicellariae; presence of actinal interradial

pedicellariae; in the number of oral spines (5 or 6 in type, 8 in

cotype) ; in the number of suboral spines (3 in type, 5 in cotype)

;

length of odd interradial superomarginal spine (7 or 8 mm. in type,

10 mm. in cotype).

Small examples (R==30mm.) have relatively very prominent inter-

radial superomarginal spines, laclc abactinal pedicellariae on rays,

have very small or no accessory superomarginal spinules, have as

few as 4 or 5 furrow spines, 4 oral spines, and 3 suboral spines.

Specimens of intermediate size have 6 or 7 furrow spines, but the

number of oral and suboral spines varies in specimens of the same

size just as in the adult. The same is true of the actinal intermediate

pedicellariae.

There is a very young specimen from station 5619, having R 9 mm.
The odd interradial superomarginal spines are 5 mm. long; furrow

spines 4 or 5, oral spines 6; no pedicellariae.

Type.—Cat No. 32629, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5618, Molucca Passage (lat. 0= 37' N.;

long. 127° 15' E.), 417 fathoms, gray mud; 2 specimens.

Distribution.—Known only from Molucca Passage.

/Specimens examined.—Nine ; in addition to the type, 7 from station

5619, Molucca Passage, near type-locality, 435 fathoms, fine gray

sand and mud.

Remarhy,.—This species differs from B. huddlestonii Alcock in

having abactinal pedicellariae, only 2 inferomarginal spines, 2 sub-

ambulacral spines, and a less complete series of inferomarginal

pedicellariae. Although the type of moluccanus is much smaller

than that of B. huddlestonii.^ there are as many, or even 1 more,

furrow spines. In Ludwig's key to the species of Benthopecten (1910

p. 465) B. moluccanus would occupy a position just after B. huddle-

stonii, with a coordinate subhead reading: inferomarginal plates

with 2 spines: adambulacral plates with 7 to 9 furrow and 2 sub-

ambulacral spines; mouth plates with 5 to 8 oral spines.

B. moluccanus differs from B. semisquamatus (Sladen) and B. ant-

arcticus (Sladen) in having pedicellariae and more numerous fur«
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row spines. It differs from B. spiyiosus V'errill in having pedicel-

lariae, in having only 2 (and larger) iniercmarginal spines, smaller

disk, smaller actinal intermediate areas, and more numerous long,

abactinal disk spines, which are graduated in length into those of the

ray, not abruptly larger as in spinosus. B. spinosus is of a much
stouter habit, as is also B. mutahilis, which does not at all resemble

moluccanus, having the abactinal spines abruptly larger in the middle

of the disk. B. acanthonotus differs in having a shorter furrow

comb with 4 to 5 spines, several prominent accessory inferomarginal

spinules and 1 to 6 accessory spinelets in connection with the abac-

tinal spines of disk, and in having the inferomarginal pedicellariae

confined to base of ra3^

BENTHOPECTEN POLYCTENIUS Fisher.

Plate 51, figs. 2, 3 ; plate 52, fig. 2 ; plate 55, fig. 4.

Benthopecten polyctenius Fisher, 1913c, p. 208.

Diagnosis.—Closely related to B. violaceus (Alcock), but differing

in having abactinal pedicellariae, inferomarginal pedicellariae far

along the ray (in adult specimens), more numerous furrow spines,

and 20 instead of 24 adambulacral plates to the first 10 inferomargi-

nals. R=224 mm., r=18 mm., R=12-|-r; breadth of ray at base,

23 mm. Abactinal area of large specimen with numerous large

pedicellariae extending far along ray; abactinal plates with 4 to 8

short spinelets, and scattered spines on disk only; superomarginals

with 1 spine, together with 2 unequal accessory spinules and 3 or 4

slender spinelets proximally, and only 1 accessory spinule over most

of ray ; 2 inferomarginal spines ; 2 subambulacral spines, with often

a third, smaller accessory; furrow spines 13 or 14 (9 or 10 on first 2

plates) ; 7 or 8 oral spines and 3 to 5 suboral spines; 20 adambulacral

plates correspond to the first 10 inferomarginals. omitting the odd
plate.

Description of type.—Abactinal area with only short spinelets on

rays and a few scattered spines on disk, the largest on the primary

basal plates. Plates of ray with commonly 5 to S very short spine-

lets, which become abruptly longer and thicker on the papular area

of disk and base of ray, where there are usually 4 to 6 to a plate.

The spinelets are round tipped, slightly roughened, and invested

with membrane. The spines of the disk are surrounded by upward
of 10 spinelets. Numerous large pedicellariae composed of 2 or 3

combs of about 5 to 7, slightly curved, pointed or blunt spines are

scattered over disk and for a variable distance along the median
line of ray—usually nearly to the end. The pedicellariae on the disk

are 1.75 to 2.25 mm. in diameter.
Papulae distributed all over disk and on the ray as far as the

fourth superomarginal, the distal margin of the area being tv»'o-

lobed.
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Superomarginal plates confined to side wall of ray, and much
longer than high. Each bears a long, slender, tapering spine, close

to the upper margin, 8 or 9 mm. long (equal to about 1^ plates in

length). The first 4 plates have usually 2 unequal, accessory spines,

together with 3 or 4 slender spinelets. Beyond this point there is at

first 1 accessory spine, much shorter than the principal spine, and

gradually this decreases in size and merges in with the 2 or 3 spine-

lets which accompany the principal spine. The interradial plate is

higher than the rest and bears at the upper end 4 prominent spines,

one of which is generally larger than the rest.

Inferomarginals very nearly opposite superomarginals, not alter-

nate as Alcock states is the case with violaceus. Inferomarginal

spines 2, the lower the shorter. Very conspicuous pedicellariae with

2 semicircular or arcuate combs (containing upward of 10 spines)

are present on the transverse suture between nearly all the infero-

marginal plates except the last dozen. The general surface of the

marginal plates is bare except for a few widely scattered spinelets.

Actinal intermediate areas small, with 8 to 12 large pedicellariae.

The plates bear 1 to 3 slender spinules.

Furrow spines 8 or 9 on the first 2 plates, gradually increasing to

13 or 14. They are very slender and bluntly tipped. Subambu-

lacral spines usually 2, commonly 4.5 mm. (or 2.5 plates) long. A
third small spine, about as large as a furrow spine, stands at outer

end of series and is sometimes enlarged into a regular suboral; an-

other small spine usually stands on the adoral half of the plate, near

the above series. Twenty adambulacral plates correspond to the

first 10 inferomarginals, omitting the odd plate.

Mouth plates with 7 or 8 marginal spines and 3 to 5 suboral spines,

the latter in a series along the middle of the rather narrow exposed

surface, with 1 spine between the innermost spine and the inner

aboral corner of the plate. The 2 inner spines of the marginal series

are enlarged.

Madreporic body convex, prominent, situated its own diameter

from the marginal plate; striae fine, irregular. There is a tuft of

prominent unequal spines on the adcentral side of the madreporic

body.

Variations a7id young.—The type is a very large specimen. The

chief differences in the younger examples are: Fewer abactinal

pedicellariae (comfined to papular area) ; usually fewer spinelets on

abactinal plates; papulae extending to about the inner end of third

superomarginal; less conspicuous accessory superomarginal spines;

inferomarginal pedicellariae confined to base of ray (in small speci-

mens) or interrupted and irregular in occurrence on the outer part

;

fewer furrow spinelets (7 to 9 in a specimen with E=80 mm. and

a maximum of 11 in another with R=120 mm.) ; as few as 2 actinal
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interradial pedicellariae, or even none in a specimen with R equal

to 35 mm.
Type.—C'Ai. No. 32630, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5654, Gulf of Boni, Celebes, 805 fathoms,

bottom not recorded, bottom temperature 38.3° F. ; 12 specimens.

Distribution.—Known only from type-localit}'.

Speoimens examined.—Twelve, from type-locality.

Remarks.—The largest specimen differs very markedly from B.

Holaceus (Alcock) ; but the type of the latter has R about 100 mm.,

and when comparison is made with an equal-sized example of tlie

present form, the differences are by no means so striking. The type

of B. violaceus is probably but half grown. A large specimen would

very likely have more numerous pedicellariae, more numerous ab-

actinal spinelets, and more numerous furrow spines.

The following are the differences between B. violaceus and B.

polyctenius of equal size

:

B. violaceus. B. polyctenius.

24 adambulacral plates correspond 20 adambulacrals correspond to first

to first 10 inferomarginals. 10 infei'omarginals.

No abactinal pedicellariae. Abactinal pedicellariae few, on disk

only. (In the type, numerous on disk

and rays).

Inferomarginal pedicellariae in in- Inferomarginal pedicellariae in in-

terbrachial arcs only. terbrachial arcs and far along ray also.

Furrow spines, 7 or 8. Furrow spines, 9 to 11 (as high as

13 or 14 in type).

B. polyctenius belongs to the genus Pararchaster, as defined by
Ludwig (1910, p. 462). In his key the species would follow directly

after violaceus, with the differential characters just cited.

BENTHOPECTEN STYRACIUS Fisher.

Plate 53, fig. 2; plate 55, figs. 3, Sa.

Benthopccten styracius Fisher, 1913c, p. 208.

Diagnosis.—Similar in general appearance to B. violaceus, but

with numerous abactinal pedicellariae, and ver}^ large odd inter-

radial superomarginal spines; differing from B. polyctenius in hav-

ing only 1 or 2 spinelets to each abactinal plate of the ray, much
larger interradial superomarginal spines, no accessory superomar-

ginal spines, fewer inferomarginal pedicellariae (none on outer part

of ray), fewer furrow spines. R=105 mm., r=:10.5 mm., R=10 r;

breadth of ray at base, about 10 mm.; odd interradial superomarginal

fcpine, 17 mm. long.

Description.—Abactinal surface in general resembling that of

equal-sized specimens of B. polyctenius, but the prominent spines

of disk and basal portion of ray (papular area) fewer and smaller.

13434— I Ui 11. 100—19 15
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Spinelete fewer, there being only 1 or 2 to a plate bej'ond the papular

area, and on papular areas (including center of disk where papulae

are absent) there are 1, 2, or 3 spinelets to a plate. On the scattered

plates which have small spines there are 1 to 3 small spinelets in

addition. In B. polyctenms^ of the same size, the plates of ray have

upward of 5 spinelets, and on the disk 2 to 5. On the disk and as

far along ray as papulae extend are rather numerous prominent

subcircular pectinate pedicellariae composed of 2 or 3 combs having

each 3 to 5 acute spinelets.

Papulae extending to distal margin of third superomarginal plate

(second in cotype), a little farther than in a comparable specimen

of 'polyctenius.

Superomarginal plates in form and posture closely resembling those

of B. polyctenius^ but the accessory spines lacking, there being only

a small spinule on the first 2 or 3 plates. The odd plate bears a rela-

tively immense sharp spine (14 to 17 mm. long), as long or longer

than diameter of disk, and the most characteristic feature of this

species. This spine is about 7 mm. long in a comparable specimen

of B. polyctenius.

The inferomarginals bear 2 spines, the lower one-half to three-

fourths the length of the upper, similar to those of B. polyctenius.

The plates of outer third of ray are very slender and bear, as a rule,

onl}^ 1 spine. Between the plates of proximal half of ray is a pecti-

nate pedicellaria, but these may be absent from a number of plates,

their occurrence being subject to variation.

Actinal interradial areas small, bearing each 2 large pectinate

pedicellariae (one interradius has 2.5 pedicellariae).

Furrow spines 7 or 8, slender, bluntly pointed, the successive

combs spaced a little less than their base line. (In B. polyctenius a

comparable specimen has 9 to 11 spines, the combs spaced only one-

half the length of their base line.) Subambulacral spines 2, the outer

slightly the shorter, with a third quite small spinule usually present

adorad of the outer spine. Nineteen to 22 plates correspond to first

10 inferomarginals, omitting the odd plate.

Oi-al spines G; suboral, 3, in a series along middle of plate. The
armature resembles that of B. polyctenius^ which ma}^ have a feAv

more spines, but the number of spines is variable.

Madreporic body slightW spaced from the odd superomarginal,

convex, with radiating striae.

Type.—Cat. Xo. 32631. U.S.N. M.
Type-locality.—Stixt'wn 560)8, Macassar Strait (lat. 2° 28' 15" S.;

long. 118° 49' E.), 901 fathoms, gray mud. bottom temperature 38.2°

F. ; 2 specimens.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.
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Remarks.—Although this species is close to both B. vlolaceus and

B. polyctenius, its characters seem to warrant its separation. It

differs from B. violaceus in having numerous abactinal pedicellariae,

larger interradial superomarginal spines, no accessory superomar-

ginal spines, rather fewer abactinal spinelets, and fewer adambu-

lacral plates to the first 10 inferomarginals. That styracius is a race,

of violaceus is quite within the range of possibility.

As the foregoing description is largely in the form of a comparison

between polycfenius and styracius nothing further need be added.

Family RADIASTERIDAE Fisher.

Mimasterivac Sladen, 1889. p. 331.—Fisher, IQUd, j). JGl.

Mimasteridae Vekrill, 1914a, p. 282.

Radiasteridae Fisher, 1916a, p. 4.

Diagnosis.—Phanerozonia, with small, subequal. subpaxilliform

marginals, resembling the Astropectinidae abactinally and the Ga-
neriidae actinally, but with sucking disks on the tube feet and com-
plete membranous interbrachial septa, and superambulacral plates;

abactinal skeleton consisting of penicillate, usually independent,

paxillae ; actinal plates imbricated in transverse series, tabulate, with
a coordinated tuft of spinelets ; adambulacral armature a coordinated

tuft of spinelets increasing in length toward the tAvo or three almost
undifferentiated furrow spinelets; first adambulacral somewhat com-
pressed ; mouth plates rather astropectinoid, with a straight or angu-
lar marginal series of spines, with or without an unpaired median
spine at the inner angle.

Remarks.—In respect to its systematic position Mimasfer Sladen
has been a rather restless genus. Sladen recognized its curious com-
bination of apparently incompatible characters and made it the type
of a subfamily of the Pentagonasteridae. It has been variously re-

garded as belonging to the Archasteridae (Perrier, 1894), Plutonas-

teridae (Verrill, 1899), and Goniasteridae (Fisher, 1911^^), until re-

cently it was dignified by being raised to family rank (Verrill, 1914).

Professor Verrill's disposition seems to be the best way out of the

difficulty.

Since the publication of the Asteroidea of the North Pacific, I have
had the opportunity of examining two true Mimasters, M. tizardi

Sladen, and M. notabilis Fisher, as well as the M. cognatus of Sladen,

which appears to be generically distinct.

The abactinal skeleton of MiTruuter is strongly astropectinoid, the

plates being typical penicillate paxillae, but the marginals, while

perhaps neutral, remind one strongly of the marginals of Cycefhra.,

;! resemblance heightened by the actinal and adambulacral armature,

which is decidedly ganeriid. By having definite sucking disks on
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the tube feet 3Ir?naster is removed from proximity to Leptychastei\

iiii association suggested by the dorsal surface, including the mar-

ginals, while it can not be placed in the Ganeriiclae because it pos-

sesses superambulacral plates and lacks the heavily calcified internal

interbrachial pillar, the reticulated, imbricated, abactinal skeleton,

nnd the asterinoid abactinal armature of C'ycethra and Ganeria.

In Mimaster the membranous interradial septum forms a complete

partition from the side wall of the disk to a free margin close against

the stomach; but in Cycethra and in Ganeria (as in Solaster and in

Asterina) there is a rigid pillar running from above the mouth plates

to the abactinal surface, the coelom being undivided between this

pillar and the margin (an incomplete calcified septum).

In this connection I would like to call attention to the resemblance

between Ganeria and the Solasteridae. The marginal plates of

GaneHa falklandica are essentially like those of Solaster, and in the

adambulacral armature we find a very generalized form of the

peculiar pectinate tj^pe of the Solasteridae. The form and armature

of the mouth plates, the actinal intermediate plates, and even the

adambulacral plates can, however, be more nearly matched in the

Asterinidae. The abactinal skeleton, though of an open reticulate

form, especiall}^ on the disk, is more nearly like that of the Aster-

inidae than like that of the Solasteridae.

While perhaps in some way related to the Ganeriidae. I think

Mimaster is well within the Phanerozonia. Gephyreastei\ which I

formerlj^ associated with it in the Mimasterinae, and Priamaster

Koehler seem to belong in this family in a special subfamily, the

Priamasterinae.^ The internal anatomy of Priamaster has not been

described.

The purely nomenclatorial side of the matter is complicated by

RacUaster elegans Perrier. Through the kindness of Dr. H. L. Clark

I have examined the type (unfortunately dried) in the Museum of

Comparative Zoology (No. 909, Dominica, West Indies, 98*2 fath-

oms). From every outward indication this species is a typical

Mimaster. Radiaster has one year priority.

Subfamily Radiasterinae Fisher.

SYNOPSIS OP THE GENERA OP RADIASTERINAE.

a\ Gonads confined to the disk and consisting of several tnfts springing from
' a common point close to the interbrachial septum ; hepatic coeca with

long subdivisions, so that each ray appears to have from six to ten sepa-

rate coeca of unequal length ; tube feet with well-developed sucking

disks ; lateral abactinal plates not cruciform nor regularly imbricated.

Radiaster'- Perrier.

1 Fisher, Wild, p. 172.
= Component species: Radiaster elegans Perrier, genotype; R. tizardi (Sladeii) ; R. nota-

hilis (Fislier).
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«'. (.Jcmads consisting of numerous tufts oxtentlinj; in a rndial series near the

superoniai-ginal plates for over half the lengtli of the ray ; hepatic coeca

two, not appearing multiple on account of long subdivisions as in the

preceding; tube feet with very small sucking disks; lateral abactinal

plates distinctly four-lobed, regularly imbricated MimastreUa^ Fisher.

Genus RADIASTER Perrier.

Radiaster Peeeier, 1881, p. 17. Type, 7?. vlvgans Perrier.

—

Fisher, lOlGrt,

p. 4.

Miniaster Sladen, Proc. Royal Soc. Edinburgh, vol. 11. 3882, p. 702. Type,

M. tisardi Sladen ; 18835, p. 579, pi. 34 ; 1889, p. 331.

RADIASTER NOTABILIS (Fisher).

Plate 41, figs. 6, 6a ; plate 57, fig. 2 ;
plate 58, fig. 1.

Miniaster notabilis Fisher, 1913rt, p. G24.

Radiaster notabilis Fisher 1916a, p. 5.

Diagnosis.—Differing from B. tisardi (Sladen) in" having much
slenderer rays, more numerous paxillar spinelets, more prominent

paxilliform marginal plates, a narrower actinal intermediate area

on ray. and fewer adambulacral spinelets. R=104 mm., r=35 mm.,

R=3 r ; breadth of ray at base, 39 mm. Paxillae spaced with upward
of 75 delicate, terete, pointed spinelets, either closely appressed in a

cylindrical upright group or radiating and forming a subglobose

crown; marginal plates small, paxilliform, the inferomarginals the

larger, about as high as the length of the base, and standing out

horizontally from ambitus ; the crown of spinelets compressed, wider

than long: actinal intermediate plates in 10 or 11 very regular

chevrons and extending to the end of the ray; halfway along ray

about 5 actinal intermediate plates in a transverse series (8 or 9 in

tizardi) ; intermediate plates with spaced, cylindrical, upright paxilli-

form groups of slender spines; adambulacral armature resembling

that of M. tizardi, but with 13 or 14 (instead of 15 to 20) spinelets,

2 or 3 of which (about 1.5 plates in length and considerably stouter

than the rest) occupj- the furrow margin.

Descri'ption.—Paxillae spaced; spinelets numerous, very tlelicate,

terete, pointed, forming sometimes a cylindrical flat-topped group

and sometimes from their radiating position a more or less hemi-

spherical group. The abactinal surface verj^ greatly resembles that

of a Dipsacaster. The paxillae are arranged at the sides of the area

in a sort of quincunx—in series oblique to the radial line, but in

series trending both distad and proximad from any given point. The
paxillae are a little smaller on the center of disk than toward the

margin, where the longest are found, but the difference is not great.

One of the larger paxillae has between 50 and 75 very delicate, sharp,

^ Fisher, lOlGo, p. 5 ; genotype, Miniaster coijnatus Sladen.
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practically capillary spinelets, slighth^ shorter to slightly longer

than the stout cylindrical convex pedicel. On the outer part of the

ray the pedicel is usuallj^ shorter than the spinelets. The madreporic

bod}^ is covered by about 20 very large paxillae, which stand on its

surface and about the edge. The spinelets are delicate and verj^

numerous and when the crown is expanded it is 2 or even 3 times as

broad as that of an ordinary paxilla. The papulae are numerous and
distributed all over the abactinal area.

The bases of the paxillae are very irregularly lobed and are

separated one-fourth to one-half their diameter. On the margin

of the area the plates are sometimes subquadrate in general form,

but elsewhere the plates are roundish with 5 or 6 short lobes or are

quite irregular.

Marginal plates small, paxilliform, both series confined to the

ambitus; margin of ray thin, formed by the united bases of the

marginal paxillae. Superomarginal paxillae, 52 or 53, proximally

with the crown wider than long, distally with the crown cylindrical.

The spinelets are a little longer than the pedicel. Each superomar-

ginal stands directly above and close to the corresponding infero-

marginal which is half again as large, and consecutive pedicels are

separated by 1 or 2 times their diameter. The inferomarginal

I^axillae are wider than long at the crown and are about as high

proximally as the distance between the middle of one crown to the

middle of the next. These paxillae greatly resemble the marginal

paxillae of Solaster. The inferomarginals define the ambitus while

the superomarginals are dorsal in position. Terminal plate sub-

circular, with a shallow notch on the side toward paxillar area. It

is covered with short spinelets.

Actinal interradial areas large, but narrower on ray than in R.

tizardi. A single series of plates reaches the end of ray. The plates

are arranged in very regular series, corresponding to the adam-

bulacral plates, and extending to the marginals but not correspond-

ing to them. The first 10 inferomarginals correspond to about 11

series of intermediate plates. The intermediate plates also form

regular longitudinal series or chevrons. The first chevron has paired

interradial plates behind the mouth plates, but most of the other

chevrons have an unpaired plate at the apex, interradially, though

sometimes out of place slightly. There are 10 or 11 of these chevrons,

the outermost very small. Halfway along the ray in R. tizardi

there are 8 or 9 plates in a transverse series ; in R. notdbilis only 5

;

three-fourths the length of ray, in tizardi, 5 or G plates in a trans-

verse series, and in notahilis. only 2 or 3. Each plate bears on a low

eminence a cylindrical, paxilliform, penicillate group of 20 to 25

slender, sharp, closely coordinated spinelets, the peripheral about
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half as long as the central. The groups are spaced 1 to 2 times

their diameter. The spines are much longer than the low tabulum.

The appearance is very similar to that of R. tisardi, there being shal-

low channels between consecutive transverse rows. From the coe-

lomic side the plates are seen to imbricate strongly in the transverse

series and slightly in respect to the plates on either side.

Adambulacral spines 13 or 14, slender and pointed, in an upright
coordinated group and decreasing very rapidly in length from the 2 or

3 on the furrow margin (equal to 1^ plates in length) to the 3 or

4 small spinelets on outer edge of the group. In some groups an

arrangement in 4 longitudinal series is evident. The shape of the

groups is subcircular or roughly three-sided, and they are spaced from

one another about half the length of the plate. The tips of the

marginal spines are slightly compressed.

Mouth plates narrow, densely covered with slender, tapering,

bluntly pointed, upright spines, which form a coordinated group for

each pair of plates. The outer margin of each plate has only a

slight angle between the furrow margin and that adjacent to the

first adambulacral. The marginal spines proper are 6 or 7, slender,

slightly flattened, bluntly pointed, the innermost the stoutest; 10 to

12 smaller spinelets continue this series to the outer end of the plate.

Another series of similar spinelets follows the margin of the suture

from the outer to inner end of plate, and an intermediate series is

present on the outer part of the plate. There are, in all, between 50

and 60 spines to each plate.

Madreporic body large, Avith an irregular outline, and entirely

obscured by relatively very large paxillae. It is situated with the

inner edge about midway between center and margin.

Gonads in a single tuft on either side of each membraneous inter-

brachial septum. Superambulacral ossicles, broadly elliptical in

form, are present.

Young.—The young specimen from station 5605 has R 10 mm.,
r 5.5 mm. The spinelets are extraordinarily delicate. The chief

difference between this specimen and the adult lies in the fewer and
T-elatively longer spines and the much lower tabulum of the mar-

ginal plates. The rays are, of course, relatively shorter and broader.

The paxillae have ordinarily 10 to 25 spinelets longer than the

tabulum. The spinelets of the marginal plates are very delicate and
in spaced groups on the middle of the convex plates. The proximal

inferomarginals have a low tabulum, scarcely half as long as the

spines, which are as long or longer than their plate. The terminal

plate is prominent and closely covered with delicate spinelets. Ac-
tinal intermediate plates in 3 chevrons; the spinelets long, delicate, in

spaced groups. Adambulacral groups of spinelets relatively a little
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closer than in the adult. The spinelets are so delicate and relatively

so much more prominent than in the adult that this small specimen

might aptly be described as shaggy.

Type.—Cat. No. 30533, U.S.N3I.

Type-locality.—Station 5630, vicinity of Batj an Island (south of

Patiente Strait), Molucca Islands (lat. 0° 56' 30" S.; long. 128°

05' E.), 509 fathoms, coral sand, mud; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Molucca Islands and Gulf of Tomini, Celebes.

Specimens examined.—Two; besides the type an immature speci-

men from station 5605, Gulf of Tomini, Celebes, 647 fathoms.

Remarks.—It is somewhat startling to find such a near relative of

the North Atlantic R. tizardi in the Moluccas. So far the genus has

not been found in the North Pacific, although it most likely occurs

there.

As noted in the synopsis of the genera of this family, the Mimaster

cognatus of Sladen is not congeneric with tizardi., but is separated

by important anatomical features which justify the erection of a

separate genus.

Family GONIASTERIDAEi Forbes, 1841 (emended).

Subfamily Pseudarchasterinae Sladen, 1889, extended.

Genus PSEUDARCHASTER Sladen.

Psendarchaster Sladen, 1889, p. 109. Type, Ps. discns Sladen.

PSEUDARCHASTER JORDANI Fisher.

Pseudarchaster jordani Fishek, 1906, p. 1038, pi. 10, figs. 7, la; pi. 19,

figs. 2, 2a.

Astrogonium jordani Koehler, 1909, p. 49.

Specimens examined.—Five, from the following stations:

Station 5582, vicinity of Darvel Bay, Borneo, 890 fathoms, gray

mud, fine sand, bottom temperature 38.3° F. ; 2 specimens.

Station 5586, Sibuko Bay, Borneo, 476 fathoms, gray mud, bottom

temperature 41.1° F.

Station 5587, Sibuko Bay, Borneo, 415 fathoms, green mud, sand,

coral, bottom temperature 42.3° F.

Station 5618, Molucca Passage, 417 fathoms, gray mud.

Type-locality.—Station 3474, south coast of Oahu Island, Ha-

Avaiian Islands, 375 fathoms, fine white sand.

Distribution.—Hawaii to the Molucca Islands. Borneo, and the

Indian Ocean, off southern India, 375 to 1.085 fathoms.

Remarks.—The specimens listed above differ from typical jordani

in a few minor details. All but the e'xample from station 5618 are

' For a discussion of this family and a key to the genera, see Fisher, 1911d, pp. 158-

174 ; Veil-ill. lOl-lrt, pp. 285-289, gives valnahle critical notes.
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larger than the type, that from station 5586 having R:=141 mm.,

r=-il mm. The specimen from station 5587. which is nearest jordani

in general appearance, has a relatively smaller disk than the large

specimen, and another, Avitli R=:78 mm., from station 5582.

A comparison of the specimens with Koehler's description of Ps.

mozaicus (1909, p. 50, pi. 1, fig. 3) indicates that the principal dif-

ferences are the presence of superomarginal spines in mozaicus,

fewer central granules on the abactinal plates, fewer transverse

series of superomarginal granules, and fevrer subambulacral spine-

lets. However, the large specimen has 4 to 6 short, sharp, lateral

spines on each of the plates of the interbrachium, these becoming

reduced to 2 or 3 on the outer part of the ray. None of the others

show a sign of the spines, yet they appear to belong to the same

species.

Koehler writes that all of his 15 specimens of Ps. mozaicii.s had
superomarginal spines. Moreover, he states that as the external bor-

der of the plate is approached, the granules elongate and become

conical spinelets, among which 1, 2. or even 3 are conspicuous by
being longer than the others. In the large specimen, above men-

tioned, the granules do not gradually become longer, but there is an

abrupt transition at the angle between the dorsal and very low

lateral face of the plate. In Koehler's figure the spines are plainly

shown as being spaced on the outer third or even half of the plate.

In his observations on the Indian specimens of jordani Koehler

states that on the edge of the plates [outer edge, as I understand it]

the granules are somewhat elongated and occasionally form small

pointed cones. His largest specimen had R=64 to 70 mm.; perhaps

there is a tendency in the old specimens of this species to acquire

lateral spines.

The following differences seems to separate the Borneo and
Molucca specimens of jordani from Ps. inozaicus as described and
figured by Koehler. In mozaicus the larger abactinal plates have
5. 6, or 7 central well-spaced granules, in addition to 20 to 26 slen-

derer peripheral ones; in jordani there are 8 to 15 central granules

on the larger plates, and upward of 20 in the largest specimen.

Koehler states that the gi^anules of the superomarginals form about

5 transverse series; in jordani I fuid 7 or 8, and the series are not

at all regular. In mozaicus the furrow spines are generally 5;

in jordani 6 or 7. Koehler describes the subambulacral spines as

forming 2 series close together and a little irregular, with 2 to 4

spines in each; 1 or 2 in the first series is much longer than the

others. This would indicate that the total number of spines does
not exceed 8; 12 to 20 is the usual number in jordani., although in

small specimens it is less, and they do not form series. Three to 5

enlarged subambulacral spines stand on the proximal, and 2 or 3
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on the distal plates of the large specimen of jordani ; the other speci-

mens have 2 or 3 enlarged spines proximally and 1 to 3 distally.

All the specimens but those from station 5582 have a variable

number of post-adambulacral fasciolar pedicellariae or pectinate

fascioles. These were not well pronounced in the type.

In conclusion it may be stated that the relationship of Ps. mozaicus

to Ps. jordani is not at all clear. If the specimens collected by the

Albatross are really all of one species they indicate that the two

forms approach much closer than heretofore supposed.

PSEUDARCHASTER OLIGOPORUS Fisher.

Plate 59, fig. 1 ; plate 60, fig. 3 ;
plate 91, figs. 2, 2a.

Pseudarchaster oligoporus Fishee, 1913a, p. 625.

Diagnosis.—Most nearly resembling Ps. pectinifer Ludwig and

Ps. dissonus Fisher. E=87 mm., r=21 mm.. E=4.1 r; breadth of

ray at base, 24 mm.; rays slender, long, and very attenuate at the

extremity; side of ray low, rounded; marginal plates small, espe-

cially distalh', where the superomarginals are confined to side wall

of ray and are longer than wide, square, or slightly wider than long;

papular area restricted to center of disk, and petaloid radial areas

extending about one-fourth the length of ray ; abactinal plates tabu-

late on papular area, the roundish tabula low, spaced, and bearing

20 to 30 polygonal granules ; outside of papular area plates elliptical

or oblong, arranged in oblique transverse series and with very low

tabulum, or distally none; superomarginal plates with coarse, spaced,

covered granules; inferomarginals with pointed, conical, appressed

.spinelets, and proximally 8 to 12 appressed sharp spines in a zigzag

transverse series, these becoming reduced to 1 or 2 toward the ex-

tremity of ray ; actinal intermediate plates in 5 chevrons, the series

adjacent to adambulacrals extending to tenth or eleventh infero-

marginal, each plate armed with 1 to 3 tapering, sharp spines, and

5 to 20 short, sharp, spaced peripheral spinelets; a variable number

of plates adjacent to adambulacrals with the transverse sutures armed

with fasciolate pectinate pedicellariae, the spinelets being short and

broad tipped; furrow series angular with 8 or 9 short, sometimes

slightly compressed, blunt, or bluntly pointed spines, and 1 or 2

tapering, pointed subambulacral spines, surrounded by 5 to 10

shorter, spaced, pointed spinelets.

Description.—Abactinal plates medium-sized, not at all compactly

placed, but distinctly spaced. The papular area is relatively small,

being confined to the center of disk and 5 petaloid radial areas ex-

tending two-fifths R, or one-fourth the length of ray. Here the

plates are tabulate, the paxillar crowns being roundish and spaced,

and arranged in longitudinal and oblique transverse series, the plates
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decreasing regularly in size from the central area of disk toward the

margin and toward the end of the ray- Outside the papular areas

the plates have scarceh' any tabulum and the crown of granules is

elliptical, oblong, or irregular, and arranged in oblique transverse

series. On the papular area the longitudinal series of plates are

perfectly distinct, but outside this area can not be easily traced. An
average large paxilla of the radial series has between 20 and 30

polygonal granules, some, but not all, on the periphery being in the

form of short spinelets.

The shape of the abactinal plates varies. On the papular area

they are subcircular or broadly elliptical, sometimes with very slight

peripheral indentations. The low plates of the oblique transverse

series outside the papular areas are irregularly oblong, w^ith angular

or rounded extremities. In the midradial region beyond the papular

{•reas the plates are oval, elliptical, or various irregular combinations

of these forms.

Superomarginals, 56 in number, form a steep, arched bevel inter-

brachially, and beyond the proximal fourth of ray are confined to

the lateral wall, very nearly the entire width of the ray being occu-

pied by the area of abactinal plates. The first 8 or 9 plates are

wider than long, the width gradually decreasing from the first plate

to the tip of the ray, so that at the middle of the ray the supero-

marginals are only one-half as wide as at the interradial line. From
the tenth to twenty-fifth or twenty-eighth plates the length equals

or slightly exceeds the width, while on the last fourth the width is

again slightly greater than the length. The plates are covered with

slightly spaced, circular, convex granules, considerably coarser than

those of the abactinal plates, and a row of much vslenderer ones sur-

rounds the plate. The grooves between the plates are shallow, but

well marked. Terminal plate granular, longer than wide, slightly

saddle-shaped, with 3 terminal spines.

Inferomarginals small, corresponding to the superomarginals, and

decreasing in width regularlj^ toward extremity of ray. They are

a trifle wider than the superomarginals on the middle of the ray, but

about the same width proximally and distally, and on the outer half

of ray are very small for this genus, being only a little larger than

the adambulacrals. The side of the ray is rather thin and rounded,

and proximally more than half of the height is occupied by the

superomarginals, but distally each series occupies about half. The
plates are covered with spaced, pointed, conical, or thickly fusiform

spinelets, the median area being occupied by a transverse zigzag

series of tapering, sharp, appressed spinules, 8 to 12, proximally,

becoming reduced to 1 or 2 on the small distal plates. These spines

sometimes are most numerous near the outer end of the plate, and

sometimes form 2 irregular transverse series.
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Actinal intermediate plates in 5 chevrons and an odd plate adja-

cent to margin, the plates nearest the furrow being the largest and

extending to tenth or eleventh inferomarginal, while the second

series extends to the seventh or eighth. The plates are armed with

1 to 3 tapering, sharp spines about as long as the width of the plate,

the periphery being occupied hj short, sharp, spaced spinelets. On
the transverse margins of the first series of plates the spinelets are

stouter and round-tipped and form, with their companions of the

adjacent plate, a pectinate pedicellaria over the suture. These fas-

ciolate pedicellariae are not constant. In the type they extend

about half the length of the first series, but in the cotype from the

same station they are confined to the first few plates. The proximal

pedicellariae have 6 or 7 spines in each comb.

Adambulacral plates longer than wide, with a very angular furrow

margin bearing 8 or 9 subequal, rather short, compressed, blunt

spines. On the outer part of the ray those on the angle of the

apophysis separate consecutive pairs of tube feet, while the lateral

numbers have their broader side to the furrow and act presumably

as protectors of the underlying feet. There are 1 or 2 tapering,

pointed, subambulacral spines, proximally about as long as the fur-

row spines, distally longer, partly surrounded by 5 to 10 shorter,

bluntly pointed, spaced spinelets, which stand on the margin of the

plate, with occasionally 1 or 2 between the subambulacral and the

apex of the furrow angle.

Mouth plates convex actinally, with a broad median suture.

Furrow spines, 8 or 9, stout, blunt, very similar to the corresponding

adambulacral spines, the inner 2 or 3 being compressed and slightly

longer than the others. The unpaired median mouth spine is com-

pressed, heavy and blunt, and largest of all. A series of 9 or 10

stout, rather short, pointed spines follows the median suture margin

and another series of 4 or 5, close to them, continues the furrovv^

series along the lateral suture margin.

Madreporic body small, convex, with coarse ridges, and situated

a little nearer center than margin.

Superambulacral plates present. Gonads in a single tuft on either

side of the interbrachial septum.

Type.—Cdit. No. 30534, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—StSLtion 5609, Gulf of Tomini, Celebes (lat. 0° 11'

S. ; long. 121° 16' E.), 1,092 fathoms, green mud; bottom tempera-

ture 36.3° F. ; 2 specimens.

Distribution.—Known only from the Gulf of Tomini, Celebes,

1,089 to 1,092 fathoms; bottom temperature 36.3° F.

Specimens examined.—Three; besides the types, 1 from station

5608, Gulf of Tomini, 1,089 fathoms, gray mud, bottom temperature

36.3° F.
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Remarl^s.—This abyssal species has the general form of Ps. yec-

tinifer Liidwig and Ps. dhsoiius Fisher, from the east and north

Pacific. It differs in having- longer and slenderer rays, the distal

portion being especially attenuate; smaller marginal plates; a very

restricted papular area ; smaller and distinctly spaced tabulate plates

on the paxillar area, the others being low and not tabulate, and
shorter furrow spines. In Ps. dissonus the abactinal plates are very

compact and the marginal plates are covered with thickened papilli-

form spinelets so closely placed that the outlines of the plates

are difficult to discern. The postadambulacral fasciolar peclicellariae

are valvate or valvate-pectinate, some of them resembling the bi-

valved pedicellariae of the Goniasterinae and Hippasterinae. They
are of a very peculiar form, not to be confused with the regular

spiniform pectinate pedicellariae of oligopovus. In dissonus the

proximal adambulacral plates are widely spaced so that the inter-

mediate plates sometimes come to lie near or on the furrow ; and in

dlsso'nus the furrow spines are considerably longer than in oligo-

forus. Over a considerable portion of the ray of oligoporus the

abactinal plates are low and without distinct tabulum. The small

papular area is a very characteristic feature of this species.

The attenuate, long rays and small marginals will readily separate

oligoforus from tessellatKs^ Tnozaicus., jordani, and myohrachius.

Pseudarchaster roseus (Alcock) from the Laccadive Sea, 740 fath-

oms, is a long-rayed form, H equaling 4 r. Koehler (1909, p. 50)

writes that in the type there are no inferomarginal spines—merely

granules—and Alcock describes the adambulacral plates as having

actinally 3 unequal longitudinal series of close prismatic granules.

Presumably there are no enlarged subambulacral spines. This species

was described as a Mediaster. Koehler states that it is a Pseudarch-

aster. From the description it would appear to bear considerable

resemblance to the new Aphroditasfer herein described. It is cer-

tainly very different from Ps. oligoporus.^ which has armed infero-

marginals and prominent subambulacral spines.

Genus APHRODITASTER Sladen.

Aph7'0(litaster Sladen, 1889, p. 116. Type, A. g)'aciUs Sladen.

APHRODITASTER MICROCERAMUS Fisher.

Plate 59, fig. 2 ; plate 60, fig. 1 ; plate 70, fig. 5 ; plate 91, fig. 1.

Aphroditaster microccranms Fisher, 1913a, p. 626.

Diagnosis.—R=46 mm., r=13.5 mm., R=3.4 r; breadth of ray at

midinterbrachium, 15 mm. Disk fairly large, with open, rounded

interbrachia ; rays slender and pointed; all plates covered with a

close tessellation of flat-topped or slightly convex polygonal gran-
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ules ; no spines except on adambulacral and mouth plates ; abactinal

area narrower on raj^s than width of broad, arched superomarginals;

abactinal plates compactly placed with usually 6 to 8, but sometimes

as many as 12, polygonal crowded gi-anules, or on outer part of ray

3 or 4; marginals much broader than long, forming a smooth, evenly

rounded margin to ray; actinal intermediate plates restricted to

disk and evenly granular; furrow margin slightly convex proxi-

mally, decidedly convex distally with 7 to 9 short, stubby spinelets

and 12 to 14 compact, polygonal subambulacral granules in 3 or 4

longitudinal series; no specialized subambulacral spines; no pedicel-

lariae ; adambulacral armature resembling that of Ceramaster.

Description.—Area of abactinal plates narrower on ray than width

of superomarginal plates as seen from above; this narrow band di-

minishes in width toward the end of ray very gradually, the abactinal

plates reaching the terminal plate. Opposite the fourth superomar-

ginal there are 7 longitudinal series of abactinal plates, counting

across the ray; opposite the eighth, 5, and opposite the twelfth, 3.

This point is about the middle of the ray; the 3 longitudinal series

continue to the end, the plates becoming smaller and more closely

fitted together. Abactinal plates low tabulate, the tabula being ellip-

tical in cross-section and very much narrower than the crown of the

few relatively large polygonal, compactly placed granules. These

granules are about as high as broad and wider at the top than base.

A large radial paxilla has upward of 12. but usually there are only

6 to 8, with 1 or none occupying the center; on the outer part of

ray there are generally 3 or 4, occasionally only 1 or 2. The usual

form for the paxilla crown is hexagonal, but they are not always

symmetrical; the largest are on the radial areas. The papulae ex-

tend only to the fourth superomarginal, and are distributed all over

the disk.

The plates of the papular areas are nearly circular in general out-

line, with 6 short blunt lobes by which they are in contact, or slightly

overlap. Outside the papular areas the carinal plates are circular

or hexagonal, while the laterals are longer than broad, elliptical in

shape, somewhat like half a hexagon.

Superomarginals, 37 in number, are wide and short, encroach con-

spicuously upon abactinal area, and form an arched border thereto;

the lateral face is lower than the width of the dorsal, and passes

very gradualW into it. Plates covered with a close mail of mostly

hexagonal granules, about the size of those of abactinal plates, in

5 or 6 not clearly defined transverse series, proximally, becoming

reduced distally to 4, 3, and 2. The surface of the plates is smooth

and the granules of neighboring plates are fitted so tightly together

that no channel is perceptible. Terminal plate, elongate, elliptical,

covered with closelv placed granules.
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Inferomarginals much wider than long, and corresponding to the

suj^eromarginals, covered with simihir granules, a little smaller and

more numerous actinally. No specialized spines.

Actinal intermediate areas small, the plates in series extending

from adambulacrals to the inferomarginals, and less regularly in

series parallel to the furrow; that adjacent to the adambulacrals end-

ing opposite the suture between the third and fourth inferomarginal

;

the next series ending between the second and third. There are 5

chevrons altogether, with the beginning of a sixth, but no odd inter-

radial plates in any of the chevrons. Plates with a uniform covering

of granules similar to those of the inferomarginals, but not quite SjO

close together.

Adambulacral plates about as wide as long, except the first 2 or 3,

which are wider than long. Furrow margin only slightl}^ convex

proximall}^, gradually becoming decidedly convex pn the outer half

of the ray. Furrow spines, 7 to 9, usually 8, about half as long as

width of plate, subequal, compressed, blunt, the laterals the heavier,

and with the side to furrow ; the central spines are 4-sided in section,

the narrow sides exposed. Subambulacral granules polygonal, in

3 or 4 longitudinal series, the granules increasing in length slightly

toward the furrow, and with flat or convex tips. There are 12 to

14 subambulacral granules and they are very similar in form to the

adjacent actinal intermediate or inferomarginal granules. No en-

larged or specialized subambulacral spines are present, but the last

dozen plates have the last or next to the last of the 5 or 6 furrow

spinelets enlarged into a short clavate spinule, following a tendency

which is usually exhibited by the subambulacral spines or granules of

the Goniasteridae—namely, of having an enlarged subambulacral

spine on the outer part of the ray even if none are present proximally.

jMouth plates narrow, with a pointed, clavate, robust, median, un-

paired tooth, and on either side 2 successively shorter spines. Fol-

lowing these, facing the furrow rather than the actinostome, is an

independent series of 5 slender, slightly flattened, subtruncate spines,

increasing in length and appressed against the suboral spines. A
series of 8 or 9 of the latter follow the median suture margin, the

outer 4 or 5 granuliform, wdiile the furrow series is continued along

the lateral suture by 4 or 5 granules, 2 or 3 slender spinules forming

un intermediate series at the middle of the plate.

Type.—Cat. N.o. 30535, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Stntion 5648, Buton Strait, Celebes (lat. 5° 35' S.;

long. 122° 20' E.), 559 fathoms, green mud, bottom temperature

39.2° ; 1 specimen.

Remarks.—This species differs from Aphroditaster gracilis Sladen

(Azores, 1,000 fathoms), in having larger, fewer, and more compact

abactinal granules, polygonal in form; shorter marginal j)lates armed
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with flattish, polygonal, compact granules (spinelets on inferomar-

ginals of gracilis) ; compact, polygonal, actinal intermediate, and

subambulacral granules, rather than spinelets; and in lacking the

postadambulacral fascicles.

The " postadambulacral fascioles " are identical with those of

Pseiidarc'haster and are now known to be incipient pedicellariae.

In Pseudarchaster they are in some species constantly present, while

in others they are not; not all species have them. In Aphroditaster

the fasciolar pedicellariae are not of generic importance, as shown
by their presence in A. gracilis and their absence in the present

species.

Aphroditaster agrees with Pseudarchaster in general appearance

and in having an odd tooth at the inner end of the combined mouth
plates. It differs in having a straight or only slightly curved furrow

margin to the adambulacral plates, an even comb of furrow spines,

and no specialized or enlarged subambulacral spine or spines. The
two genera are very close, and I doubt if the young of some species

of Pseudarchaster could be distinguished generically from young
Afhroditaster.

Genus PARAGONASTER Sladen.

Paragonaster Sladen, 1889, p. 310. Type, P. ctenipes Sladen.

KEY TO THE SPECIES AND SUBSrECIES OP PARAGONASTER HEREIN DESCRIBED.

a\ Proximal plates of the single series which separates the superomarginals

wider than long, and conspicuously wider than the adjacent radial plates

of disk
;
peripheral granules of the plates of papular area smaller than

the central granules ; the two sorts subequal elsewhere ; central granules

slightly spaced, not compact ; numerous inferomarginal and actinal intex*-

mediate spines ; fasciolate pedicellariae between nearly all the adambu-
lacral plates hypacantlius, p. 228.

a". Proximal plates of the radial series of ray narrower than long and narrower

than the adjacent x'adial plates of disk; peripheral granules of all the

abactinal plates smaller than the central, which are very compactly

placed ; very few inferomarginal and no actinal intermedhite spines

;

incipient fasciolate pedicellariae between the first few adambulacral

plates only, rudimentary distally stenosticJitis, p. 232.

PARAGONASTER CTENIPES HYPACANTHUS, Fisher.

I'late 70, fig. 3 ;
plate 71, fig. 2 ;

plate 72, fig. 1 ;
plate 91, figs. 9, 9a.

Paragonaster ctenipes hypacantlius Fishek, 1913rt, p. 627.

Diagnosis.—Closely resembling P. ctenipes Sladen, but differing

in having more numerous granules on the abactinal plates, more

numerous and conspicuous inferomarginal spinules and smaller and

more distantly spaced inferomarginal granules, a prominent central

spine on many of the actinal intermediate plates, and proximally 2

enlarged subambulacral spines. R=88 mm., r=19 mm., R=4.6 r;
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breadth of ray at midinterbrachium, 22 mm.; at imier limit of the

single row of abactinal plates (distal margin of fourth superomar-

ginal plate) 12.5 mm., or length of first (3.3 superomarginals meas-

ured on ambitus (varies to 5) ;
general form as in ctenipes, but rays

a little slenderer; abactinal plates with 15 to 25 central and 25 to 30

peripheral granules, which are slenderer on the papular areas ; distal

carinal plates of disk with upward of 40 central and 35 to 45 pe-

ripheral granules; inferomarginal plates with proximally G to 10

appressed sharp spinules, reduced to 3 or 4 at middle of ray, then 2,

a single spinule persisting to near end of ray ; furrow spines 7 or 8,

continued along the transverse margins as smaller interlocking

spinelets; subambulacral spines prominent, slender, tapering, sharp,

proximally 2, distally 1; in small specimens 1 throughout.

Description.—P. ctenipes was described from a comparatively

small specimen (R 48 mm.). A comparison of an equal-sized ex-

ample of hypacanthus with Sladen's figure of P. cte7iipes (1889, pi.

51, ligs. 5 and 6) shows that the latter is of stouter build with slightly

broader superomarginal plates, especially interbrachially. The
abactinal area circumscribed by the marginal plates is arcuate pen-

tagonal, the amount of indentation being variable, but slight.

Abactinal plates with more numerous granules than in ctenipes. A
median radial j)late about halfway from the primary radial to base

of ray has about 25 to 30 peripheral and 15 to 25 central granules,

much the same shape as in ctenipes, but on the radial papular area

the marginal granules are much slenderer than the central. On the

center of disk and a narrow interradial area the marginal granules

are as in Sladen's figure (pi. 53, fig. 1). The number of granules

increases from the primary radial to the rectangular plates separat-

ing the superomarginals and then gradually decreases along the ray.

The 2 or 3 plates preceding the rectangular carinals have 35 to 45

rather slender peripheral granules and upward of 40 larger round,

truncate, spaced ones. In medium-sized and relatively small speci-

mens the number is not greatly reduced. A specimen from station

5420, about the size of Sladen's type of ctenipes, has 23 central and

28 peripheral granules on a primary radial plate. The lateral plates

decrease gradually in size toward the margin, and those of the cen-

ter of disk are a trifle smaller than the radial plates. All the

abactinal plates are distinctly tabulate, although the tabulum is low.

Papulae absent from the ray, center of disk, and a narrow inter-

radial band; present, in sixes about each plate, forming a broadly

oval radial area, reaching nearlj' to interbrachial septum. Plates of

papular areas with 6 short lobes by which they touch, the lobes

decreasing in size as the distal carinal plates of the disk broaden.

The other plates of disk are roundish or slightly hexagonal and

closely fitted together; those of the ray are rectangular.

13434—Bull. 100—19 16
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The superomarginals, 44 to the ray in the type, are all broader

than long, as in ctenipes^ the fourth or fifth being the widest, beyond

which they very gradually decrease in breadth, being separated by

but a single series of flat granulose plates, wider than long for about

half the ray, and square or slightly longer than wide on the outer

half. There are 56 to 63 of these plates in the 2 largest s];^cimens,

and they vary from a trifle less to a shade more than half as wide

as the adjacent superomarginal. The granules are spaced more than

their width and are similar to those of the superomarginais. The

superomarginal granules are rather deciduous, truncate, roundish,

and spaced one-half to decidedly more than their own diameter,

especially distally. One can count 8 to 10 granules in the length of

a plate, not including the very regular peripheral series bounding

the narrow well-marked groove between the plates. Terminal plate

obovate, granular.

The inferomarginals correspond to the superomarginais and on

the rays are narrower. Beyond the third or fourth plates they are

in contact Avith the adambulacrals, and 13 of the latter correspond

to 10 inferomarginals at the middle of the ray. The plates are cov-

ered with small granules, rather widely spaced on the inner third of

the plate; and judging by Sladen's figure (pi. 53, fig. 2), much
smaller, more spaced, and less squamiform than in ctenipes. The

granules are shorter in proportion to the width and in form are

somewhat thimble shaped, the ends being sometimes swollen. The

plates have 6 to 10 slender, sliarp spinules arranged in a zigzag series

or 2 irregular series the whole width of the plate and decreasing

slightly in length from the inner to outer sides of the plate. They

are two-thirds to about the length of the outer end of the first plates

and decrease in number distad, there b-iing 3 or 4 at the middle

of ray, then 2, a single spinule persisting to near the end of the

ray. As they are very deciduous, their ]3resence on the outer part

of the ray can be detected usually only by the scar. These spinules

are more numerous and conspicuous and are distributed much farther

along the ray than in ctenipes.

Actinal interradial areas increasing in size with age ; in the largest

specimens the plates extend aborally 3.5 to 4.5 inferomarginals, and

there are 5 chevrons, without an odd interradial plate at the apex.

Plates covered with uniform spaced, small, clavate, papilliform

spinelets bent toward the margin. Nearly all the plates of the 2

chevrons nearest the furrow, and a variable number in the other 3

also (sometimes nearly all, sometimes 2 or 3 only) bear a slender,

sharp, appressed spinule directed toward the margin. These are

usually absent in specimens in which R is less than 50 mm. The

spinules are absent in P. ctenipes. but the type is smaller than any

specimen of hy2)acanthus, M'hich has them well developed.
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Adambuiacral plates similar to those of ctenipes, but narrower,

those of the disk being about as wide as long, except the first 3 or 4,

which are increasingly wider than long as the mouth is approached.

On the outer part of ray the plates are longer than broad. Furrow
spines 7 or 8, the laterals round tipped with flat side to furrow, the

1 or 2 mesial spines with the edge thereto, as in ctenipes. The trans-

verse margins of the plate are armed with 5 to 8 subterete spinelets,

sometimes slightly compressed near the furrow, interlocking with

those of the next plate over the suture. On the ray this number is

reduced to 2 or 3 (occasionally upward of 5), and they do not inter-

lock. The large specimens have proximally 2, rarely 3, prominent,

tapering, sharp spines, about as long or a little longer than the plate,

arranged in a transverse series. On the distal half of ray there is

but 1 to a plate. Five to 8 or 9 small spinelets, like those of the

actinal intermediate plates, are scattered on the surface. Specimens

having E. less than 60 mm. usually have but 1 subambulacral spine,

though occasionally 2 proximally.

The mouth plates are substantially as described by Sladen for

P. ctenipes, but there is an odd tooth at the inner end of the com-

bined mouth plates, which he probably overlooked, as it is not so

prominent as in Pseudarchaster.

iMadreporic bodj^ surrounded by 7 or 8 plates, larger than the adja-

cent basal plate, and situated halfway between center of disk and
inner edge of superomarginals ; ridges relatively few, irregular,

slightly branched, and radiating from center.

Anatomical notes.—Hepatic coeca short, confined to disk ; stomach

with one chamber; intestinal coeca 8 or 9 parted, the lobes short,

irregular, sublanceolate in form, with slight marginal lobules.

Gonads in a single tuft, on either side of the membranous inter-

brachial septa near the margin. Superambulacral plates elliptical,

closely superimposed on the actinal intermediate plates and only

touching the ambulacral ossicles. They are about half as long as the

lower end of the ambulacral plates, are covered with tissue, are

invisible unless treated with caustic potash, and do not extend beyond

the fourth inferomarginal.

Type.—C^t. No. 3053G, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5273, off western Luzon, 27 miles south-

west Corregidor Light, 114 fathoms, mud, shells, and coral sand;

1 specimen.

Distribution.—From Lingayen Gulf, west coast Luzon, to Cebu
and Bohol, Philippine Islands, 114 to 172 fathoms, on green mud,
gray mud, sand and mud, and globigerina. Temperature range, 52.3°

to 59°.

Specimens exaTnined.—Thirty-three, in addition to the type.
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Station.
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the marginals, and the granules of the slightly convex crown are

similar to those of the radial plates of the disk, although the crown
itself is of different form, being oblong or elliptical. In P. cteni'pes

and P. ctenipes hypacanthus the radial plates of the ray are abruptly

wider than those of adjacent portion of disk, always conspicuously

wider than long proximally, fiat, not at all tabulate, and are covered

with spaced, small granules, precisely like those of the abactinal

plates. The paxillar crowns on disk are subhexagonal to roundish,

slightl}^ convex, and in the radial series have 18 to 25 close-set,

coarse, irregularly polygonal central granules and 20 or 25 much
smaller, slenderer, unequal peripheral ones, usually in the form of

tim' spinelets. Near the margin the central granules are reduced

to 5, 6, 7, or even to 2 or 3 on plates adjacent to the marginals.

The primary basal plate adjacent to the madreporic body is the

largest on disk and has 35 or 40 central granules.

Papulae restricted to oval or subcircular radial areas, not reach-

ing the beginning of narrow part of ray. The plates of the radial

areas are strongly stellate with 6 pointed lobes which touch those

of the neighboring plates. The other abactinal plates are roundish

to subhexagonal and rather tightly fitted together.

Superomarginals 28, massive, well-arched, and tumid on disk,

slightl}^ tumid on ray, all wider than long, increasing in width as

Avell as in length up to the fourth and fifth, thence decreasing very

gradually in width, and even less rapidly in length up to end of ray.

In the type the superomarginals from the fifth plate on are separated

only by the radial series of abactinals ; in small specimens from the

third on. Width of first plate equal to length of first 3 measured on

ambitus. The lateral face of plates is low, half or less than half the

vridth of dorsal facet, the margin of the ray and disk being evenly

rounded, and owing to the slight tumidity of the plate, each is very

distinct, the ray appearing constricted at the transverse sutures, or
' cingulate," as if the ray were jointed. This is especially marked
in small specimens. Plates covered with closely placed, polygonal,

rather coarse granules, about the size of those on center of abactinal

plates, the peripheral series being considerably smaller, quite regular,

and truncate. On the first plate 7 granules can be counted from

one transverse margin to the other, including the peripheral series;

these increase to 10, 11, or 12 on the fifth and a few succeeding plates.

Terminal plate rather small, obovate, or chordate, granulate.

Inferomarginals corresponding to superomarginals, the first 2 very

wide, equaling the length of first 3.5 plates measured on ambitus;

beginning with the third they decrease very rapidly in width until

at the seventh or eighth they are only as wide as long, retaining ap-

proximately these proportions to the end of the ray. Sometimes the

distal plates are slight!}^ longer than wide, especially in small ex-
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amples. The plates are slightly tumid, arched, and form an evenlj

rounded margin to the actinal area, as much, or more, of the plate

facing laterallj^ as ventrally on the ray. Plates covered with com-

pact granules, subquamiform ventrally. In addition to these the

plates of first third or half of ray bear on their inner or lower half

or third 2 or 3 short appressed lanceolate spinules, 2 or 3 times as

long as the granules, and arranged in a transverse series or in a

group, these becoming reduced soon to but a single spinule. Ten
inferomarginals at middle of ray correspond to 14 adambulacrals.

Actinal interradial areas rather small, the plates adjacent to adam-

bulacrals much the largest and extending to middle of third infero-

marginal. The first plate extends nearly halfway from outer end of

mouth plate to inner edge of marginals, about 3 irregular chev-

rons filling in this remaining space; no sign of an odd interradial

series. Plates covered with papilliform, spaced spinelets, about the

length of the inferomarginal granules but less flattened and quami-

form. On the interradial suture, between the 2 plates adjacent to

outer end of mouth plates, is a fasciolate pedicellaria with 8 to 10

shorter, tapering, blunt spinelets in each of the closelj'^ juxtaposed

combs.

Adambulacral plates as wide, or only a trifle wider, than long,

with an angular furrow margin, but up to about the fifth the aboral

facet of the angle is so much longer than the adoral that the apex

is close to the proximal edge of the plate, and the comb of 7 or 8

slightly flattened round-tipped furrow spines is largely oblique.

Beyond the fifth plate the apex is near but not quite at the middle,

and the furrow comb is palmate, the median spines being slightly

compressed, while the others are nearly terete or slightly flattened

with side to furrow, and decrease in length regularly to the lateral

spines, which are only one-third to one-half the length of the mesial.

Subambulacral spinelets terete or swollen, blunt, 12 to 15, and in-

creasing in length from the outer edge, where they are subequal to

the actinal intermediate spinelets, to a row or group of 3 to 5 spaced

from the furrow spines and one-half to two-thirds the length of the

mesial. Near the outer side of the plate is a stout, sharp, tapering

subambulacral spine a little longer than the mesial furrow spine

and directed toward the margin.

Mouth plates narrow, with a prominent angle at mouth of furrow,

the margin toward the furrow being concave and having 5 or 6

spines decreasing slightly in length toward the angle above men-

tioned. The other facet, facing the actinostome, bears 2 or 3 addi-

tional spines which continue the series and increase in size to the

median, odd, stout, terete, bluntly pointed tooth. About 10 slender

terete, blunt spines follow the median suture margin and decrease

in length as they proceed outward, the outer 3 or 4 spines sometimes
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meeting those opposite, and forming an incipient fasciolate pedicel-

laria. T^A^o or three additional spines form an intermediate series

near the middle of plate. About 6 small spines stand on the margin

adjacent to first adambnlacral, and form an incipient fasciolate pedi-

cellaria with the adjacent adambnlacral spines.

Madreporic body small, with coarse ridges and overhung by 3 to

5 paxillae. It is situated about halfway between center and imier

margin of superomarginal plates.

Gonads well developed, in a single tuft, on either side of inter-

brachial septum near margin.

Tyfe.—Q2X. No. 30537, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5289, Verde Island Passage, north coast of

Mindoro, 172 fathoms, broken shells, sand; 7 specimens.

Distribution.—Known only from Verde Island Passage, between

Luzon and Mindoro, 172 to 198 fathoms.

Specitnens examined.—Eight; 7 from type-locality and 1 from
station 5297, Verde Island Passage, off Batangas Bay, Luzon, 198

fathoms, mud. sand.

Remarks.—This species is readily distinguished from P. ctenipes

hypacantJius by the shorter, stouter rays; narrower radial plates of

the ray ; by the higher plates of the extra-papular areas, and by the

peripheral granules of the same being uniform with those of the

papular areas ; by the slightly tumid marginals with their compactly
placed granules; by the fewer and more restricted inferomarginal

spinules, absence of actinal intermediate spines, and interadambulac-

ral fasciolar pedicellariae (except on a few proximal plates). The
superomarginals and interbrachial inferomarginals are broader in

P. stenostichus.) and the granulation throughout much more compact.

The very narrow radial series of plates on the ray is one of the

most striking features of this species. P. formosus Verrill has lower

and smaller abactinal plates with much fewer and coarser granules,

especially in the peripheral series, and the marginal granules are

fewer, coarser, and less compact. The same differences will separate

P. subtilis Perrier. P. strlctus and P. elongatus Perrier are closely

related to P. suhtilus. P. cylindratus Sladen has narrow radial

plates on the ray, but in proportion to the breadth of the superomar-
ginals they are wider than in stenostickus. In cylindratus the

adambulacral furrow margin is less strongly angular, the special

subambulacral spine or spines much smaller and nearer the furrow,

and the inferomarginal spines more numerous.

Genus PERISSOGONASTER Fisher.

Perissogonastcr Fisher, 1913a, p. 628. Type, P. hhsignis Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Differing from Paragonaster in having an odd inter-

radial marginal in both series, and an incomplete odd interradial
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series of actinal intermediate plates
;
papulae distributed all over disk

and as far along radii as the adradial plates extend.

This curious genus bears about the same relation to Paragonaster

that PHonaster bears to Goniopecten, or Pectinidiscus to Gtenodhciis.

In all the characters except those mentioned in the diagnosis it is

essentially similar to Paragonaster.

PERISSOGONASTER INSiCNIS Fisher.

Plate 73, fig. 1 ; plate 74, fig. 2 ; plate 91, figs. 8, 8a.

Perissoffonaster inaignis Fisher, 1913o, p. 628.

Diagnosis.—Similar in general appearance to a Paragonaster.

with unusually large disk, stout rays, and the adradial plates ex-

tending in large specimens a third to two-fifths length of ray.

R=:113 mm., r=35 mm., R=3.2 r; breadth of ray at midinter-

brachium, 40 mm., thence tapering gradually to the bluntly pointed

extremity; interbrachia wide and arcuate; superomarginals 37 to 42,

broader than long, and increasing slightly in width up to the tenth

or twelfth, and beyond the eighth to seventeenth separated only by

the rectangular carinal plates; odd interradial plate similar to the

rest
;
plates covered with depressed, roundish, convex, slightly spaced

granules, the outer end being armed with an inconspicuous, short, ap-

pressed, slender, sharp spine extending nearly to end of ray ; infero-

marginals narrower on outer two-thirds of ray than superomargin-

als and covered with conical granules; in addition to these, proxi-

mally 6 to 10 and distally 2 to 4 slender, sharp, appressed spines,

either scattered or in 1 or 2 transverse series; abactinal plates pax-

illiform, with compact subhexagonal crowns, very regularly ar-

ranged in series parallel to the radial; an average radial plate with

9 to 12 roundish or slightly polygonal, spaced, central granules and

20 to 25 flattened, truncate, oblong, or slightly tapered, smaller

peripheral ones, these numbers increasing on the distal carinal plates

and decreasing on the dorsolaterals; papulae distributed all over

dorsal surface as far distad as there are more than 1 series of

abactinal plates ; actinal intermediate plates, each with an appressed,

sharp spine; adambulacral plates with an angular but not very

salient furrow margin bearing 6 or 7 short, blunt spines; subambu-

lacral spines 1 or 2, sharp, appressed, surrounded by 5 to 8 elongate,

subconical granules, in addition to 3 or 4 on outer margin, and 3 to (>

on each transverse margin, the latter often forming a fasciolate

pedicellaria over the suture.

Description.—The rays taper somewhat arcuately from the mid-

intorbrachium and in form are more like those of Pseudarchaster

than the usual verv attenuate condition of Paragonaster. Area of
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abactinal plates broadly stellate, or in small specimens stellato-

pentagonal. All abactinal plates tabulate and paxilliform, with

compact siibhexagonal crowns arranged in regular series parallel

to the median radial, and decreasing gradually in size along oblique

series extending from the radii to the margin. Distally the radial

plates become conspicuously broader, rectangular, the width de-

creasing much more rapidly than the length, so that the plates,

which are broader than long, or square, at the beginning of the

attenuate portion of ray, become distally ordinarily considerably

longer than wide. The series of plates parallel to the median radial

are successively shorter, proceeding from the carina! series outward,

so that beyond the eighth to eighteenth superomarginal plates (not

counting the odd one) the latter are separated onlj'' by the single

series of rectangular plates covered with low convex, roundish,

slightly spaced granules, uniform with those of the superomarginals.

A carinal plate from near the primary radial has 9 to 12 roundish

or slightly polj^'gonal spaced central granules and 20 to 25 flattened,

truncate, oblong, or slightly tapered smaller peripheral ones ar-

ranged with considerable regularity' and ordinarily longer than

broad. On the outer end of the series, just before the adradial

plates end, the central granules are 25 to 30 and the peripheral about

35 and similar to the central. On the lateral plates the number of

central granules decreases from about 8 or 9 on the proximal adra-

dial plates to 3 to 6 near the margin, the smaller number being on

plates near the interradius.

Papulae distributed all over the abactinal surface and as far

along ray as there are more than 1 series of abactinal plates. The

abactinal plates are circular, with 6 regular shallow indentations.

and touch by the very short, broad truncate lobes. Near the margin

the lobes are a little more pronounced.

Marginal plates with an odd interradial in both series, similar in

form and size to the others, though occasionally a trifle longer than

the 2 immediately adjacent. The superomarginals form a bevel and

have a very low lateral face. The width increases, or has the appear-

ance of increasing slightly up to about the eighth or tenth plates

(according to size) and from that point very gradually decreases,

all the plates being wider than long. The length of the plates very

gradually increases up to the tenth or twelfth, and then as gradu-

ally decreases. The width of the odd plate equals its own length plus

that of the first 3 superomarginals, measured on ambitus. Supero-

marginals 37 to 42 to the ray in large specimens. The plates are

covered with roundish, depressed, convex, slightly spaced granules

about the size of the central paxillar granules, and unifonn on the
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abactinal surface, but becoming a trifle longer on the lateral. Prox-

imally 5 or 6 granules can be counted in the length of the plate, this

increasing to 9 or 10. In addition, the plate is surrounded by a regu-

lar series of considerably smaller granules, and on the outer end of

the plate is a slender, sharp, appressed, inconspicuous spine, one-

third to one-half as long as the plate, and persisting for two-thirds

to three-fourths the length of ray. The base is swollen, and the

distal portion abruptly slenderer. Two smaller specimens from sta-

tions 5118 and 5363, having R. 66 mm., lack this spine, which is also

usually absent from the odd plate and the first 2 or 3 plates of each

ray. Terminal plate obovate, granulate.

Inferomarginals, corresponding to superomarginals, of about the

same width in interbrachium, but much narrower on the ray, those

of the distal half or third of ray being either slightly wider than

long or, in a specimen from station 5537, slightly longer than wide.

They are rather evenly arched from the inner to outer margin and are

covered with slightly spaced, conical or acorn-shaped granules, a

trifle larger than those of the superomarginals, the marginal series

being a little smaller and the fasciolar channels very narrow and

shallow. The proximal plates have 6 to 10 slender, appressed spines,

similar to the superomarginal spines, and scattered from the inner

margin to the lateral face of the ray or in 1 or 2 fairly definite series,

the number decreasing gradually to 2 to 4 on the outer part of the

ray, or 1 in smaller specimens, the last half dozen plates usuallj'^

lacking the spinule. The marginal spines are always appressed flush

with the surface of the plate, often lying between the granules. In

many cases they taper evenly to a sharp point without being con-

stricted about the base.

Actinal intermediate areas large, the plates elongate, in irregu-

lar series extending from adambulacral to marginal plates, and reach-

ing distad as far as the ninth inferomarginal of type. Corresponding

to the unpaired inferomarginal there are 2 series, the inner end of

each abutting against the third adambulacral. Inclosed between

the two are a couple of incomplete (short) series opposite the second

adambulacrals, these in turn inclosing a longer and incomplete un-

ixaired series. The latter is irregular, and proceeds from the meet-

ing point of 2 plates, one back of each first adambulacral plate. In

the type this unpaired actinal intermediate series reaches to within

2 plates of the margin, the outer end being crowded between the

outer ends of the 2 series which extend from each third adambulacral

to the unpaired inferomarginal. Plates low, and covered with sub-

conical, rather irregular, skin-covered granules which become slen

derer on drying; and with a central appressed sharp spinule similar

to the inferomarginal spinules.
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Adambulacral plates with a slightly angular furrow margin, bear-

ing 6 or 7 short, blunt, robust spines, the mesial often slightly com-

pressed, the others irregularly 4-sided in section and stouter. The
distal edge of the comb is convex. Along the transverse margin of

the plate are 3 to 6 short granules, often pressed against their fellows

of the adjacent plate. One or 2 sharp tapering appressed spines,

similar in form and size to those of the actinal intermediate plates,

stand on the actinal surface, surrounded by 5 to 8 elongate sub-

conical granules, or short, robust spinelets, with 3 or 4 spaced

granules on the outer margin. About 3 subambulacral spinelets

longer than the rest often form a series spaced from and parallel

to furrow series, between it and the subambulacral spines. The plates

are slightly wider than long, the first 3 or 4 being decidedly wider

than long.

Mouth plates narroAv with 4 or 5 short, sharp, furrow spines, in-

creasing in size toward the median unpaired tooth. Following the

margin adjacent to first adambulacral plate are 9 or 10 spines, which

are soon reduced to granules on the outer part of plate, while close

to them about an equal number follow the median suture margin,

becoming enlarged into sharp spines at the inner end of the plate

near the furrow spines, between which and the superficial spines

there is a row of 3 or 4 intermediate spines.

Madreporic body rather small, crowded between the pedicels of

plates and nearly hidden, situated a little over a third the distance

from center to under edge of superomarginals.

Gonads in a single tuft on either side of the interbrachial septum,

near the margin. Superambulacral plates present, touching the

lower end of the ambulacral plates, the rest of the plate lying upon
the actinal intermediates.

Type.—Ciit. Ko. 30538, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5113, Balayan Bay, southern Luzon, 159

fathoms, dark green mud.
Distribution.—Balayan Bay, Luzon, to Mindanao Sea, 159 to 254

fathoms on dark green mud; bottom temperature 50.2° to 53.5° F.

Specirnens examined.—Six, the type and 1 from each of the fol-

lowing stations:

Station 5116, mouth of Balayan Bay, Luzon, 200 fathoms, bottom
not recorded, bottom temperature 50.2° F.

Station 5118, Balayan Bay, Luzon, 159 fathoms, dark green mud.
Station 5363, Balayan Bay, 180 fathoms, bottom not recorded.

Station 5530, between Siquijor and Bohol [mistake in labeling, as

this was an intermediate haul].

Station 5537, between Negros and Siquijor, 254 fathoms, green

mud, bottom temperature 53.5° F.
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Subfamily GONIASTERINAE Verrill/ 1899 (extended).

Genus ROSASTER Perrier.

Rosaster Perrier, 1894, p. 386. T.vpe, PcntayonaHier (tlcxandri Perrier.- -

Fisher, 1911, p. 164 ; 1913cr, p. 629.

Ncreidaster Verrill, 1899, p. 186. Type, Nympha^ter sym^boUcus Sladen.

[Not Ncreidaster, Fisher, 1911(Z, p. 170, which as used here is synony-

mous with Ccramastcr. I had not then seen the type of the genus

which lias not the anatomical characters given in the key.]

Diagnosis.—Goniasteridae resembling Mediaster in having internal

supplementary ossicles connecting the abactinal plates and in having

the gonads arranged in series extending along the rays, but differing

in lacking rudimentary superambulacral ossicles, and in having the

superomarginals in contact medially over a considerable portion of

the ray (if separated, then only by a single series of small plates for

a considerable distance)
;
pedicellariae always slender, tong-shaped.

not of the low-bivalved form. Resembling Nymphaster in form but

difi'ering in the serial arrangement of gonads, in having strongly

tabulate subpaxilliform abactinal plates, and in lacking the strongly

angular furrow margin to the adambulacral plates. Form stellate,

with well-developed raj^s ; superomarginals in contact distally, some-

times for a considerable portion of ray; abactinal plates strongly

tabulate on papular areas and with internal radiating connecting

ossicles; actinal interradial areas large; adambulacral plates with a

straight or slightly curved furrow margin bearing a regular comb of

few to many, usually compressed, spines, and spaced from these a

subambulacral series of spines, more or less prismatic, the outer part

of the plate being occupied by granules sometimes graduated in size

toward the subambulacral series of spines
;
pedicellariae rather slen-

der, spatulate, and intrenched; no superambulacral ossicles; gonads

in several independent tufts which extend in a series along the ray,

close to, or removed from, the margin and usually parallel to the

radius; tube feet without deposits.

Remarks.—The three species which I have placed here under the

genus Rosaster agree in having the characters mentioned in the

diagnosis above, and in these respects differ from Nymphaster.,

Mediaster, and Ceramaster, the most nearly related genera.

I have long suspected that Rosaster alexandri might be allied to

the section of Nymphaster called Nereidaster by Verrill in 1899. But

1 See Fisher, 1911rf, pp. 160, 161, 196. The subfamily is used here in the same sense.

Verrill (1914a, p. 294) believes that Mediaster should be placed in the subfamily

Mcdiasterinae on the basis of the existence of radiating internal ossiclos connecting the

bases of the abactinal plates. Roxaster would probably be placed in the same subfamily,

although differing in lacking superambulacral ossicles. Mediaster and Ceramaster are

difficult to separate on external characters, and can be easily confused unless they are

dissected. It seems rather unnecessary to place in separate subfamilies two genera

which can bo distinguished only by an expert. Some of the species of Rosaster have
up to now been included in "Nymphaster, and in " 'Nereidaster," both supposedly typical

Goniasterinae.
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Sladen published no anatomical notes. In 190G I raised Nereidaster

to generic rank, including in it a species {Nereidaster bowersi) which

proves not to be congeneric with the type of Nereidaster. It is this

misconception of Nereidaster which I incorporated into a key to the

o-enera of Goniasteridae in the Asteroidea of the North Pacific, 1911f^

\v- 170).

I made a cursory examination of Rosaster several years ago and

thought I found rudimentary superambulacral plates. These are

not present. What I saw, on closer examination, proves to be curious

spiny outgrowths from the lower end of the ambulacral ossicles.

The arrangement of the gonads and the presence of abactinal

internal ossicles, similar to those of the species herein described, in

addition to external similarities, leave no doubt that Nereidaster and

Rosaster are the same. The external appearance of R. alexandri

is much like R. nannus, and even more like R. confinis (Koehler),

especialW with regard to the abactinal surface.

The specimen of Rosaster alexandri (from off Barbados, 103

fathoms) which I examined has R only 16 mm., yet the gonads

are well enough developed to show the serial arrangement. There

are 4 of them in each series, the innermost being near the inter-

radial' septum and on the outer side of the row of plates next the

aclradial. The series follows this row to the margin (only a short

distance), and is then bent inward by the marginal plates. The
structure of the gonad resembles that of R. nannus and R. symhoUcus,

being a simple ovoid sac, or a small cluster of sacs. Sometimes these

show an incipient lobing, but it is slight. The other internal diag-

nostic feature is well developed. Two rows of abactinal plates on

either side of the median radial are provided with internal radiating

ossicles. The median radial plates may have 5 to 8 ossicles. Two
plates have the longitudinally directed ossicles (those connecting

consecutive plates of the same series) split in two, making with the

2 lateral ossicles of each side a total of 8. The other plates have 5 or

6. The ossicles are longer and slenderer than in R. nannus. The
intestinal coecum is divided into long fingerlike sacs, interradial in

position. The coelomic side of the ambulacral plates is raised into

a thin carina, from which arise numerous extremely delicate and
fairly long spiny projections, best developed on the proximal plates,

and on each plate at the lower end, although there are a variable

number along the whole length of the plate. At the lower end of

the plate they resemble a tuft of tiny calcareous hairs. In R. nannus
the plates are similarly produced into a thin knifelike edge on the

coelomic side, this edge separating consecutive ampullae, and show-
ing occasional short spinelike projections, or even appearing like a

saw, but never with the extraordinary delicate hairlike projections
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of R. alexandri. In R. syinbolicus the plates are keeled, the edge of

the keel being very thin, uneven, and rough but not spiny. In R.

mimicus there is no keel.

As there are 2 names in the field for the same group, I have exam-

ined the species with the idea of instituting two subgenera. About

the onlj^ characters I find are as follows: Rosaster (including alex-

andri^ nanirms, and perhaps con-finis) is small and the gonads are

rather closer to the margin, although this may be due to the fewer

abactinal plates, especially of the interraclial regions. The adambu-

lacral spines are generally few—4 to 7 or 8 or, leaving out conflnis,

4 or 5. In Nereidaster (including symhoUcus, hipunctus, and mi-

micus) the size is larger. The gonads are spaced from the margin

in a line parallel to the median radial (but this is strongly indicated

in R. alexandri), and the furrow spines are numerous—8 to 15. In

the present state of our knowledge I do not feel justified in advocat-

ing this distinction. I fancy the slight difference in the gonads will

break down when more species are examined, and the difference in

the number of furrow spines is bridged over by R. confinis, which

is intermediate between the extremes. Even R. symholiciis may have

as few as 8,

It should be mentioned in this connection that R. alexandri differs

from the other species, with the possible exception of R. confinis, in

having more spiniform granules on the abactinal plates, these being

thorny and 1.5 to 2 times as long as wide, blunt, or pointed. The
furrow and subambulacral spines are unusually long. One of the

latter is generally enlarged over the other 1 or 2. These charac-

ters may be of considerable importance, but they seem too slight for

a generic division. In Mediuster tenellus Fisher a somewhat anal-

ogous elongation of the granules into short spinelets has taken place.

Nymphaster protentus approaches this group rather closely, but

it is useless to speculate on external resemblances. The arrangement

of the gonads and the internal structure of the abactinal skeleton is

unknown.

Nymphaster fyorifer possibly belongs to Bfediaster. The internal

anatomy is not known.

The following synopsis will contrast the differences between

Nymphaster, Rosaster, Mediaster, and allies:

c\ With internal radiating ossicles connecting the strongly tabulate plates of

the papuhir areas; gonads three to many arranged in series parallel to

the radius, or following the contour of margin.

^\ With calcified interhracliial septa, supplementary internal actinal inter-

mediate plates, unusually large, and fewer abactinal plates, and large

triangular papular areas Ncctria.

6*. With membranous interbrachial septa, no internal actinal intermediate

plates, and with moderate or small abactinal plates and papular areas.
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&. Rudimentary snperambnlacral plates present; several series of abactinal

plates extending to near end of ray, and normally one or more series

reaching the terminal plate Mediaster.

c^ No rudimentary superambiilacral plates ; distal superomarginals usually

in contact, forming a slender, pointed ray, or if not in contact, sepa-

rated for a considerable distance only by a single series of reduced

abactinal plates Rosaster.

a". Without internal radiating ossicles connecting the abactinal plates ; gonads

always interradial in position.

h^. General form pentagonal or stellato-pentagonal with vei-y short rays;

abactinal plates of papular areas tabulate ; superomarginal plates not

contiguous on the rays, one or more series of abactinal plates reach-

ing the terminal plate (occasionally a few distal plates in contact

medially) ; adambulacral plates with a straight or curved furrow margin

and with a series of subambulacral spines spaced from the furrow

spines, but no strongly angular furrow margin separating consecutive

pairs of tube-feet Ccramaster.

h'. General form stellate with long slender rays ; abactinal plates granulate

but not tabulate, although sometimes a trifle raised ; superomarginals

contiguous throughout the long slender rays ; adambulacral plates with

(at least distally) a strongly angular furrow margin, and angular fur-

row series, separating consecutive tube-feet ; no regular comb of

subambulacral spines spaced from furrow series (although sometimes

the inner subambulacrals are enlarged) Nymphastcr.

It will be seen from this table that Nymphastcr is rather sharply

set off from Rosaster by the low abactinal plates lacking internal

supplementary ossicles, by the strictly interradial gonads (1 tuft),

and by the characteristic form of the adambulacral plates and arma-

ture. The principal likeness between the two groups is in the long,

slender rays and contiguous superomarginals.

KEY TO THE KNOWN SPECIES OF ROSASTER.

a'. Superomarginals contiguous for nearly half to more than half of R; not

separated by a single series of small plates for a considerable distance.

h^. Furrow spines 4 or 5, at least few in number ; size small,

c^. Abactinal paxilliform plates roundish, with subequal, thorny spinelets

;

granules of marginal plates longer than diameter, thorny and re-

sembling very short spinelets ; furrow spiues relatively long, slender,

compressed alexandri.

c'. Abactinal plates hexagonal, witli xniequal granules, the peripheral on the

lateral edges of the radial and adradial plates being enlarged and
opercular, covering the papulae beneath

; granules of marginal plates

small, depressed, hemispherical, broader than high; furrow spines

short nanniis, p. 244.

?A Furrow spines 7 or 8 to 14 or 15 ; size small to large.

c\ Size small ; radial tabulate plates roundish, a few distal abactinal plates

isolated singly between consecutive pairs of contiguous superomar-

ginals ; furrow spines 7 or 8; subambulacral spines and granules in

3 series confinis.

c*. Size medium or large ; radial tabulate plates hexagonal.

d\ Furrow spines 14 or 15; large radial plates with 12 to 23 central

granules mimicvs, p. 250.
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(f. Furrow spiues 8 to 10; large radial plates with 2 to 4 central gran-

ules bipunctus.

a'. Superomarginals separated on outer part of ray by a single series of abac-

tinal plates, but the last few plates may be in contact medially.

b^. Size small ; distal marginals with a small central tubercle ; marginals

tumid ; furrow spines 4 or 5 mamillatus, p. 247.

b^. Size large ; distal marginals not tuberculate ; marginals not individually

tumid ; furrow spines 8 to 12 symbolicus, p. 253.

ROSASTER NANNUS Fisher.

Plate 61, figs. 1, 2 ;
plate 68, fig. 6 ; plate 91, figs. 3, 3a.

Rosaster nannus Fisher, 1913a, p. 631.

Diagnosis.—A small species resembling E. conflnis (Koehler), but

differing in having larger, hexagonal, radial plates, with differently

formed and characteristic marginal granules, fewer furrow spines

(4 or 5) and 2 instead of 3 series of subambulacral spines and gran-

ules. Disk stellato-pentagonal, the rays at first tapering abruptly

to the third superomarginal, which meets its fellow medially, then

very gradually, the extremity being blunt and the general form

resembling that of Paragonaster; breadth of ray at inner end of third

superomarginal equaling first 2^ superomarginals measured on am-

bitus ; radial plates large, with large, valvelike granules on the

lateral borders, and smaller ones on the transverse margins ; furrow

spines 4 or 5; subambulacral armature in 2 longitudinal series, the

inner consisting of 3 or 4 spines ; consecutive plates of median radial

series joined by 2 internal ossicles, and joined to the adradials by 2

transverse ossicles, the former being absent on the adradial series.

R=24 mm., r=6.5 mm., R=3.7 r; breadth of ray at midinter-

brachium, 7 mm.
Description.—Abactinal area stellato-pentagonal, bounded by broad

superomarginals (2.5 of each series). Plates strongly tabulate, even

the few interradial ones being raised as much as is usual for the

radial platQS of NympJiaster. Median radial plates, hexagonal,

wider than long, with very straight edges. Parallel to this are

2 longitudinal series of tabulate plates, the adradial plates being con-

spicuously smaller than the radial and the next conspicuously smaller

than the adradial. Between this second series and the margin are

2 short series of lower interradial plates, forming vvith those of the

other side of interbrachium 2 chevrons. A large proximal median

radial plate has 15 to 25 central hemispherical slightly spaced gran-

ules, gradually decreasing to as fcAV as 2, })ut usually 4 or 5, on the

distalmost plates of the series. The peripheral granules are con-

spicuously larger on the lateral margins, where the,y are flattened,

polygonal, valvelike, and trimmed to conform to the edge of the hex-

agon; but they decrease abruptl}- in size toward the middle of the
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transverse edges, where 3 or 4 granules are smaller than the central

ones and slightly spaced. The primary radial plate has 18 to 25

peripheral granules, and the number decreases to about 10 on the

distal plates. The adradial plates are similarly constructed, but

have only 4 to 8 central granules proximaliy and 1 or 2 distally and

fewer peripheral granules than have the radial plates. The second

longitudinal series has the peripheral gra>iules abutting against the

adradial plates much enlarged, but the others about the size of those

on the adjacent interradial plates. These plates have a curious one-

sided appearance, which is more accentuated in the type than in 1 or

2 other specimens from the same station. The great difference in

size between the peripheral granules of the transverse margins and

those of the lateral longitudinal margins is very striking. The pri-

mary' basal plates are larger than the primary radial in the type

and subequal in other specimens from the same station. As men-
tioned above, the interradial plates are also elevated and covered

Avith relatively few hemispherical granules, sometimes truncate on

the peripliery of plate. No abactinal pedicellariae.

Seen from the coelomic side, the hexagonal radial and adradial

plates are joined by stout intermediate ossicles with a minutely

thorny surface. Consecutive median radial plates are joined by a

pair of ossicles (as in symboUcus), and there are 2 on either side,

making 8 touching each plate. The adradial plates lack the ossicles

binding consecutive plates, so that there are only 4 (the laterals)

around each plate. The plates of center ol disl?: are also joined by
the internal ossicles. Papulae on center of disk and in 4 zigzag

series along each radial area ; 6 about each radial and adradial plate.

Superomarginal plates all longer than wide as seen from above and
rather evenly and fully curved from the inner to the outer margin,

the lateral face being only a trifle narrower than the dorsal. Plates

13 to a ray in type, increasing in size up to the third, which meets

its fellow medially. This plate is slightly longer than wide (or the

2 dimensions subequal) as seen from above, and thence the plates are

increasingly longer than wide. The iirst 3 plates are shorter than
the chord of the extreme width, however, and in the fourth the

length about equals the chord of width. Plates covered with slightly

spaced, depressed subspherical granules subequal to those occupying
the center of abactinal plates. The sutures between the plates are

marked by well-defined grooves. Terminal plates as broad as long
(or broader), blunt distally but pointed proximaliy.

Inferomarginals nearly or quite corresponding to superomarginals,

the length of the second equal to chord of width, but all normally
longer than wide as seen from below. Ten inferomarginals, begin-

ning with the third, corresponding to 32 adambulacrals. Distal

inferomarginals commonly twice as long as extreme width. Granu-

13434—Bull. 100—19 17
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lation similar to that of superomarginalfe. A small entrenched

2-jawed pedicellaria on some of the first plates of type, but not in

other specimens.

Actinal intermediate plates four-sided, in 2 or 3 regular chev-

rons, according to the size of specimen, slightly raised, with con-

spicuous sutures, and covered with spaced tubercular subprismatic

granules, often longer than wide and intermediate between short

spines and granules. The largest have 12 or 14 of these.

Adambulacral plates small, squarish, with a nearly straight furrow

margin proximally and a slightly curved one distally, but no angular

projection or apophysis as in Nymphaster. Furrow spines 4 or 3 in

small specimens, but in the type proximally 4, then 5 over the greater

part of the ray, then 4 at tip, short, compressed, blunt. Spaced from

these is a parallel series of 3 (proximally) or 4 stouter, slightly

shorter, blunt, subprismatic to subterete subambulacral spines, the

adoral the shortest when there are 4. Spaced from these is a par-

allel series of 3 or 4 subprismatic granules, the tip either blunt or

beveled like that of a chisel.

Mouth plates with 6 compressed round-tipped marginal spines

in a straight series and about 8 suboral spines and granules, 3 or 4

forming a series parallel to furrow; 2 more, slightly smaller, aro

parallel to these, while the outer end of the plate is occupied by

2 or 3 granules.

Madreporic body medium sized, sun'ounded by 5 plates (4 in

young) situated about halfway between center and edge of mar-

ginals.

Anatomical notes.—Although the specimens are small, the gonads

are relatively very large and fill up most of the coelom of the base

of ray. They consist of thick imbranched or bifid sacs in clusters of

1 to 5, these extending in a series close to the margin as far as the

third superomarginal or until these join medially. There seem to be

at least 5 of these clusters in each series. The stomach is rather

small. There are no superambulacral ossicles or rudiments.

Variations.—Aside from the variations referred to in the descrip-

tion, the proportion of R to r differs individually and according to

size. In the smallest example R=13 mm.; r=: 4 mm.; R=3.2 r; an-

other specimen measures R=17.5 mm., r=6.5 mm., R=2,7 r. A
smaller specimen measures 16.5 mm.; r=5 mm., R=3.3 r.

Type.—Cut. No. 30539, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5152, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archipelago

(lat. 5° 22' 55'' N.; long. 120° 15' 45" E.), 34 fathoms, white sand;

3 specimens.

Distribution.—From east of northern Palawan to the Sulu Archi-

pelago, 34 to 51 fathoms, on sandy bottom.
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Specimens examined.—Seven; 3 from type-locality and 4 from
the following stations:

Station 5432, off Corandagos Island, east of northern Palawan
(lat. 10° 38' 45" X.; long. 120° 12' 45" E.), 51 fathoms, sand; 1

specimen.

Station 5433. same locality', 54 fathoms, green mud, coral sand; 3

specimens.

Remarks.—Rosastei' nannus is probably congeneric with DoHgona
con-finis Koehler, from the Andaman Islands, 67 fathoms (1910^,

p. 57), although nothing concerning the internal anatomy of the

latter is known. I have indicated the differences in the diagnosis.

R. nannus differs from R. l>ii)\(iiGtus (Sladen) in having larger abac-

tinal plates, which on the papular areas have peculiar and char-

acteristic marginal granules, longer marginal plates, much fewer fur-

row spines. In R. nannus 10 inferomarginals correspond to 32 adam-
bulacrals, while in N. bipunctus only 20 or 21 (according to figure).

ROSASTER MAMILLATUS Fisher.

Plate 5G, figs. 3, 4 ; plate 61, figs. 3, 4 ;
plate 91, figs. 5, 5a..

Rosasfer mamUlatus Fisher, 1913(7, p. 032.

Diagnosis.—Differing from R. alexandri^ and other small species, in

having the superomarginals beyond the third plate separated by a

single series of abactinal plates nearly to extremity of ray, and in the

presence on the distal marginal plates of a small central tubercular

granule, larger than any of the other granules. R=21 mm., r=7.5
mm., R=a little less than 3 r; breadth of ray at midinterbrachium, 7

mm. Superomarginals massive, tumid, 13 in number, and covered

with roundish, rather coarse, subtruncate, slightly spaced granules,

the peripheral being largest on the dorsal facet of plate ; the 5 or 6

superomarginals preceding the last with an enlarged, subcentral, tu-

bercular granule ; inferomarginals corresponding to superomarginals,

tumid, the last 6 or 7 with a subcentral enlarged granule. Area of

abactinal plates stellate; median radial plates wider than long, sub-

hexagonal, the others subcircular, all tabulate; granules relatively

coarse, the peripheral flattened, finger-nail-shaped, 10 to 12 on the

radial plates and 8 to 10 on laterals; central granules roundish, low, 2

or 3 to G on radial plates, 1 to 3 on lateral plates; carinal plates of

attenuate part of ray small, tho.sc opposite the transverse sutures of

superomarginals elliptical or lozenge-shaped, the alternate plates

smaller and oblong ; abactinal plates with a few upright conspicuous

pedicellariae, with 2 oblong or slightly tapered jaws. Adambulacral
plates with a slightly curved furrow margin and 4 or 5 subequal,

slightly compressed, blunt, furrow spines ; subambulacral spines 3 or

4 in an oblique longitudinal seri'^s spaced from furrow, followed by
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proximally 3 or 4 granules in a single series, or distally 5 or 6, usually

in 2 series. Oral spines 8, similar to the adambulacral furrow spines.

Description.—Area of abactinal plates stellate, slightly inflated on

the radial areas and sunken on the interradial. Plates arranged in 2

regular circles surrounding the central plate, the outer circle com-

posed of the primary basals and raclials—10 plates in all. Outside

of these the plates form a regular series along each radius to within

the length of 2 or 3 marginals of the tip of ray ; and from the fourth

superomarginal they are longer than wide, oblong, or elliptical in

shape, and abut against the superomarginals of each side of ray.

The last plate or two may be segregated by the superomarginals meet-

ing mediall}'. The other abactinal plates form 4 chevrons in the inter-

radial region inclosed by 2 adjacent radial series. All the plates are

rather strongly tabulate, except interradiall}^ near margin, and those

of the 2 circles on center of disk which are low tabulate. The radial

plates are wider than long and subhexagonal, the others subcircular.

The granules are relatively coarse, the peripheral finger-nail-shaped,

very slightly spaced and ornate, 10 or 12 in number on the radial

plates and 8 to 10 on the laterals, surrounding, respectively, 2 or 3 to 6

(radial) and 1 or 3 (lateral) roundish or polygonal, sometimes

slightly smaller, granules, spaced a little from the peripheral. The
large primary basal plates have upward of 16 peripheral and 6 cen-

tral granules. About a dozen plates, mostly adradials bear a promi-

nent pedicellaria, with 2 upright, oblong, or slightly tapering jaws

about half as long as the width of the tabulum. The plates of the

series separating the superomarginals are sunken slightly below the

surface of latter and are covered with mostly roundish, slightly

spaced granules. An elliptical or lozenge-shape plate usually alter-

nates Avith a smaller oblong one. the former being opposite the trans-

verse sutures of the superomarginals. Papulae in oval, radial areas,

reaching as far distad as the adradial plates extend, and including

6 longitudinal rows of plates.

Superomarginals 13, massive and tumid, encroaching conspicuously

upon abactinal area, and beyond the third separated only by the

single series of radial plates, the last 2 or 3 being in contact medially.

The dorsal facet of the plate is wider than the lateral, and owing

to the tumidity, which is more pronounced distallj', the contour of

the ray is scalloped and the margin evenly rounded, having the

appearance of being constricted at the transverse sutures of the

plates, wdiich correspond on the 2 sides. The plates are covered

with roundish, rather coarse, subtruncate, slightly spaced granules,

ihose of the regular peripheral series being conspicuously larger

than the others on the dorsal facet but becoming subequal on the

lateral. The 5 or 6 plates preceding the last bear an enlarged sub-

central, tubercular granule 2 or 3 times the diameter of the surround-
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ing granules. Terminal plate fairly largo, longer than wide, with

about 4 tubercles on the end.

Inferomarginals, corresponding to superomarginals, encroach a

trifle less upon the actinal area of rays than the superomarginals

upon abactinal, and the proximal plates are slightly less tumid than

the corresponding superomarginals. The plates are covered with

granules similar to those of the lateral surface of superomarginals,

and the last 6 or 7 bear a subcentral enlarged granule.

Actinal intermediate plates in 3 chevrons, the plates covered with

spaced, prismatic, or four-sided granules 9 to 12 to a plate, rarely

more or fewer. The plates reach to the proximal end of the third

inferomarginal. In each chevron one plate is generally interradial

in position, but there is usually an even number of plates in each

chevron. The plate just back of the combined mouth plates is much
smaller than its neighbors and has 4 granules.

Adambulacral plates about as wide as long, with a ver}' slightly

convex furrow margin bearing 4 or 5 subequal, slightly compressed,

four-sided, untapered, blunt furrow spines, about as long as the

plate and forming a comb with slightly divergent or parallel com-

pact teeth. Subambulacral armature: an oblique, longitudinal,

slightly curved series of 4 or 3 four-sided short spines, stouter and

a little shorter than the furrow spines and spaced from them. Back
of these at outer end of plate is a row of 3 or 4 elongate granules or

sometimes distally 5 or G granules in 2 series, or forming a circle

with the inner subambulacral spines.

Mouth plates small with straight furrow margin bearing 8 spines

similar to those of the adambulacrals, but the inner 2 or 3 a little

heavier. Parallel to these are 3 to 5 spines in line with the inner

series of subambulacrals and subsimilar to them, the outer part of the

plate being occupied by 6 or T spines and granules graded in size

from the above to the actinal intermediate granules.

Madreporic body surrounded by 5 plates and situated About half-

way between center and inner edge of marginal plates, with a few

curved, incomplete, branched striae separated by broad ridges.

Anatomical notes.—Gonads not yet developed ; intestinal coecum
with bifid interradial branches; no superambulacral ]:)lates. The
membranous interbrachial septa have relatively few conspicuous

calcareous plates, some of them shaped like short spines which pro-

ject at right angles to the septum. Ambulacral ossicles with a sharp

ridge toward the coelom, which bears on the proximal plates several

fine spiculiform prolongations midway between the upper and lower

ends.

ry/;^'.—Cat. Xo. 305-11, U.S.X.M.
Type-locaUty.—Station 5481, Surigao Strait, oil' Cnbugan (Ji-ande

Island. Leyte, 01 fathoms, sand shells, gravel ; 1 .specimen.
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Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This species agrees with /**. symholious in having the

snperomarginals of tlie ray, except the last two or three, separated

by a single series of abactinal plates, but differs in having conspicu-

ously tumid marginal plates, the distal half dozen of each series

bearing a small central tubercle. The furrow spines are 4 or 5 in-

stead of 8 to 12, and the species is small while syrribolicus is large.

ROSASTER MIMICUS Fisher.

Plate 62, fig. 1 ;
plate 65, fig. 1 ; plate 70, fig. 1 ;

plate 91, figs. 4, 4a^Z>.

Rosastcr mimicus Fisher, 1913a, p. 632.

Diagnosis.—Resembling somewhat R. hij/unctus (Sladen), but dif-

fering in having sharper rays, compacter paxillae with numerous

crowded central granules, more numerous, compressed, furrow spines

(12 to 14), more numerous subambulacral spines and granules, and

more numerous oral spines. Form stellate with arcuate interbrachia

and gradually tapering rays; sides of ray and disk perpendicular

v.ith a longitudinal depression : breadth of ray, measured at proximal

suture of first pair of superomarginals which meet medially equal to

first 3.5 or 4 superomarginals measured on ambitus ; abactinal plates

strongly tabulate on papular areas and with upward of 23 central and

25 peripheral granules on the radial series; abactinal, marginal, ac-

tinal intermediate, and adambulacral pedicellariae: subambulacral

armature a series of prismatic spines and 2 or 3 parallel series of

granules; furrow spines 12 to 14. R=:56 mm., r=21 mm., 11=2.7 r

(cotype) ; in type R=probably T5 mm. and r=23 mm.
Description.—The general form is sufficientl}'^ shown by the pho-

tographic figure. The raj^s are only of moderate length, the tip of

all of those of the type being missing, but the slightly smaller cotype

has a perfect ray. Abactinal area stellato-pentagonal to pentagonal.

Abactinal plates regular, those of the radial areas and center of disk

(papular area) strongl}^ tabulate, a radial and 3 parallel longitudinal

series being S3anmetrically hexagonal, flat-topped, or slightl}'^ convex.

A radial plate of the type has upward of 23 subcircular or polygonal

fhit.-topped or slightly convex depressed central granules, and 15 to

25 truncate larger periplieral ones, the outer edges conforming to

the contour of the pentagonal form as if dressed Avitli a Imife. The
jn'oximal plates have the largest and fewest peripheral granules. In

the cotype (station 5282) the peripheral granules of the radial series

range from 12 to 18 and the central, 8 or 9 to 12. The plates on

center of disk are irregularly hexagonal or pentagonal Avith clean-cut

edges. The primary basal plates are slightly larger than the largest

radial plates. There are 5 or 6 chevrons of close-set, four-sided, in-

terradial plates covered with a uniform mail of oblate spherical gi*an-
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ules, those of the peripheral series being " trimmed " to a straight

edge on the plates adjacent to the hiterahnost radial series. The

radial papular areas are oblong rather than lanceolate; papulae on

center of disk. There are a very few slender entrenched pedicel-

lariae, with a fairly wide base tapering into very slender jaws, on

the abactinal plates, and similar ones on the dorsal and lateral sur-

faces of a few of the proximal superomarginals. They have no defi-

nite position on the plate.

The plates of the papular areas when examined from the inner or

coelomic side are hexagonal with arcuate sides. The radial and
either adradial series are joined together by internal oblong or

elliptical ossicles at the corners of the plates, and each adradial series

is also joined to the second longitu.dinal series in the same way.

There are, consequently, 4 longitudinal series of the internal ossicles

extending transversely between the plates and 3 series of longitudi-

nally directed ossicles between these. As the papular area increases

in size new ossicles appear, so that in the cotype there are 6 instead

of 4 longitudinal series of transversely directed ossicles ; these do not

encroach on center of disk except in fully grown examples.

Superomarginals forming a slightly to decidedly raised border

to abactinal area. They are blocklike and the angle between the

dorsal and lateral faces is abrupt, swollen, and less than a right

angle, there being a depression all along lateral face of disk and ray.

Superomarginals increasing in size up to the fifth. Either this or the

sixth meets its fellow medially ; dorsal surface of first 4 plates slightly

wider than long; fifth decidedly wider than long; thence the width
decreases more rapidly than the length, the ninth being square and
the succeeding plates slightly, then obviously, longer than wide.

Height of plate interradially and on proximal part of ray slightly

more than half the width of dorsal surface ; near the end the 2 dimen-

sions are nearly equal. Granules small, depressed, circular, close

but not touching, similar to those on the abactinal interradial plates.

Number of plates in cotype, 21 or 22. Terminal plate ovoid, pointed

proximally.

Inferomarginals about as wide interbrachially as superomarginals,

but decreasing regularly in width from the first plate, the fifth being

about as wide as long, and the succeeding longer than wide, as

seen from below. Ten inferomarginals, beginning with the eighth,

correspond to 20 adambulacrals (19-21). Granulation similar to

that of superomarginals. Many of the plates have 1 or 2 slender

entrenched pedicellariae on the actinal surface.

Actinal intermediate plates in 5 chevrons, the outer reaching

eighth inferomarginal. The plates are plane and covered with

slightly spaced, convex, polygonal, or hemispherical, equal granules,

the sutures between the plates being narrow but conspicuous. Many
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of the plates of the innermost chevron, and other scattered plates,

have a pedicellaria with 2 slender, spatulate, denticulate, or entire

jaws, springing from a narrow base; and sometimes they have a

couple of pedicellarialike granules at one side, as in R. symhoUcus.

Adambulacral plates at first with a nearly straight, then a slightly

curved furrow margin, but without an angular apophysis. On the

outer part of the ray this convexity is sufficient to separate consecutive

pairs of tube feet as the plates are placed exactly opposite. Furrow
spines at first 12, increasing to 14 or even 15, sharply four-sided,

compressed to an even thickness, truncate, very comblike, with a nearly

straight distal margin, but the 1 or 2 lateralmost are shorter. The
thickness of the spines is much less than their width (in the trans-

verse axis of plate). Separated from these by a slight space is a

curved series of 6 close-set heavy four-sided spines shorter than the

furrow spines and beveled from the base to tip, like a v\edge. Back

of these are 2 spaced rows of three- or four-sided prismatic granules, 5

or 6 to a row, these increasing to 3 rows on the outer part of ray.

Thus a plate may have 25 to 30 subambulacral granules, as the first

spinose series become& gradually reduced to granules. Manj'^ plates,

near their proximal end, have a stout pedicellaria composed of 3

or 4 incurved spiniform jaws modified from granules. In the type

these are not very numerous, and are lacking on the outer half of ray.

In specimens from station 5282 they occur on a majority of the

plates, and beyond the proximal third of the ray have 2 jaws, becom-

ing gradually transformed on the outer half of ray into the ordi-

nary pincer with narrow strap-shaped or slightly spatulate (variable)

jaws. These specimens also have the actinal intermediate pedicel-

lariae more numerous.

Mouth plates with a straight furrow margin and 15 marginal

spines, the outer 10 truncate and four-sided, the inner 5 increasing

in size and becoming three-sided, compressed, and Imifelike. Parallel

to the furrow series are about 6 prismatic shorter, stouter spines

in line with the first subambulacral series, the outer part of plate

being occupied by 12 to 14 variable granules, in general like those of

the adambulacrals.

Madeporic body very small, three- or four-sided, surrounded by

four plates, with a fifth encroaching, and situated about one-fifth r

from center.

Anatomical noteH.—The gonads form a series of 5 small tufts

(probably more in the larger type), which begin at the middle of

the interradius and, following the fourth longitudinal series of abac-

tinal plates, just outside of the papular area, reaches to the third

superomarginal plate. This arrangement conforms with that found

in R. symholicus and R. nan/nus. The gonads resemble miniature

bunches of grapes, and each tuft lias a separate aperture. The
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intestinal coeciun resembles that of R. symholicus^ but each interra-

dial division is entire and not divided into 2 distal lobes. There are

no rudimentary superambulacral ossicles.

Type.—C^t. No. 30540, U.S.N.M.

'Type-locality.—Station 5281. between Lubang and Luzon (lat. 13°

52' 45" N.; long. 120° 25' E.), 201 fathoms, dark gray sand.

Distribution.—Known only from the vicinity of the type-locality.

Specimens e.i'amined.—Four, the type, and 3 from [•station 5282,

type-locality, 248 fathoms, dark gray sand.

Re7)i-a7''ks.—l do not think this species is so closely related to

R. hipunctuR as is R. nannxis. A small example of R. mimicus with

11^32 mm., and therefore comparable to the tj^pe of bipunctus is

just as different as the larger type, except that the large radial

plates have upward of 12 central granules and the adambulacral

plates have 12 compressed, truncate furrow spines instead of the

maximum of 14 or 15 of the type.

The general appearance of R. mimicus is much like a Ceramaster

or a Mediaster., with long rays and numerous superomarginals in

contact. At the same time it greatly resembles a true NyTnphaster,

from which it is separated by the anatomical features characterizing

Rosaster.

ROSASTER SYMBOLICUS (Sladen).

Plate 91, fig. 6.

yyinpliasivr \iJii:bolicii.s Slaokx, lysi!, p. i::iT, pi. ."0. figs. 1 mv.\ '2; pi. 53,

figs. 7 and 8.

Xercidaster symbolicus Vekrill, 1899, p. 187.

Rosaster symbolicus Fisher, 1913a, p. 630.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—The 2 specimens differ somewhat

from Sladen's figures, but agree more closely with his description,

the latter not being in strict accord with the plates.

The specimen from station 5520 has 9 or more superomarginals

in contact at the end of the ray. Sladen's figure shows them sepa-

rated throughout the ray. But he says, on page 299 :
" Toward the

end of the ray the paxillar plates lose their hexagonal outline and

become square, and finally become so small that their serial succes-

sion is interrupted by the contact of the 2 corresponding supero-

marginal plates from each side of the ray. The radial series then

rapidly aborts and the extremity of the ray is occupied entirely by
the superomarginal plates." On the following page he says:
" Nymphaster symbolicus is readily distinguished from Nymphaster
protentus and its allies * * * by the presence of a medioradial

series of plates which separate the two opposite series of supero-

marginal plates throughout the ray." He contradicts himself in the

same way in his key, his statement being obviously erroneous there,

because in N. bipunctus the distal superomarginals are regularly in
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contact and are not separated throughout the ray, as the heading

of the synopsis would lead one to believe.

In the specimen from station 5520 there is some irregularity in

the form of the plates, after being reduced to a single series on the

ray. At first hexagonal plates alternate with squarish ones, and then,

the latter die out and llie hexagonal plates become lozenge-shaped,

and are interrupted by the superomarginals meeting medially be-

tween them. The central granules of the abactinal plates are less

globular than in Sladen's figures and description. Eather they are

polj'^gonal, subtruncate, with a slight eminence in the center like a

pimple or mamelon. This specimen has usually 10 or 11 compressed

furrow spinelets, less often 9. Sladen gives 10, but his figures show

12 and 13.

The specimen from station 5367 has slightly shorter rays and the

series of abactinal plates reaches the terminal plate. It agrees with

Sladen's variety hreviradiatus in these respects and in having a

pair of enlarged pedicellarialike granules adjacent to the actinal

intermediate pedicellariae. but diifers in having only a few (fre-

quently only 2) depressed subglobular granules on the central part

of the tabulum of radial abactinal plates. There are two kinds of

abactinal pedicellariae. One is the usual slender, entrenched forceps

described by Sladen. These have compressed toothed jaws, and

when the pair is closed they have a broadly elliptical form viewed

from the side. The other form is not common. It consists of 2

slightly modified elongate curved granules. In this specimen the

compressed furrow spines are commonly 9.

The intestinal coecum is very large and consists of a central irregu-

lar pentagonal sac about 5 mm. wide, from which 5 slender coeca

extend interradially to the margin, each being divided at the middle

into 2 distal portions. The stomach is small and the hepatic coeca

extend about half the length of ray. The gonads are in 10 oi- more

independent tufts, which extend along the ray about as far as the

first 6 superomarginals. This condition recalls that in several Astro-

pectinidae, as, for example, Dipsacasfer. There are 2 Polian vesicles

in the hydropore interradius and 1 in each of the others; ampullae

i-trongly double; tube feet with strong sucking disk. Interbrachial

septum membranous. No superambulacral ossicles, or rudiments.

The form of the abactinal skeleton as seen from the coelomic side

is very curious. The plates are bound together b}?^ slender, irregular

rods, much as in Mediaster^ but the rods are often once branched and

have tiny spinelike processes growing downward, which give to tho

coelomic surface of the abactinal integument a spinulose appearance,

suggesting remotely the abactinal surface of some species of 11en^

rif'/a having few sharp spinelets. The plates of the radial series are

-lightly 6-lobed. with 6 to 8 of the rods connecting it with neigh-
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boring plates. Ofton tliore are 2 rods sid? by side connecting con-

secutive plates of the carinal series. The lateral radial plates are

also lobed ; but distally the lobes become obsolete. The papular areas

include 4 longitudinal series of plates on either side of the median

radial plates, and the rods are present connecting these. The inter-

radial side of the fourth row is without rods, being joined rather

tightly to the interradial plateswhich are four-sided and closely joined.

The papulae are present on the center of disk, and the connecting

rods are found here also. The figure will give a better idea of the

exact form of the plates (see pi. 91. fig. 6), which are paralleled by

those of Mediaster.

Type.—In the British Musemn.
Type-locality.—Off Tablas Island, Philippine Group, 100-115

fathoms, green mud, Challenfier station 204.

Distribution.—Philippine Islands to the Banda and Arafura Seas,

28 to 180 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Two, from the following stations:

Station 5367. North coast Mindoro (Yerde Island Passage), 180

fathoms, sand.

Station 5520. Mindanao Sea, off Point Tagolo, Mindanao, 102

fathoms, bottom temperature 61.3'^ F.

Genus MEDIASTER Stimpson.

Mediaster Stimpson. Boston .Toiirn. Xi>.l:. Hist., vul. fi. p. .580.

—

Fishek,

1911 r?, p. 196. Type, M. aequalis Stimpson.

Medhtster is closely related to Iiosasfer, and is separated from it

by the presence of rudimentary superambulacral ossicles and by the

form of the ray. Several series of abactinal plates extend nearly to

the tip of the ray, the last 2 or 3 superomarginals being separated

by a single radial series. Occasionally the last few plates are in

contact mediall3% or more than 1 series reaches the terminnl plate.

Both genera have the internal supplementary abactinal plates and
the serially arranged gonads. Both genera have species with only

a few gonads to the series {Mediaster aequalis and Rosaster alex-

andri or R. nannus) and species with comparatively many {Mediaster

ornatus and Rosaster syTnholicus or R. mimicus). The internal ossi-

cles are slenderer and better developed in Mediaster, having a wider

distribution, in M. aequalis extending to the interradial septa.

Mediaster aequalis has 3 rather large tufts in each series of gonads,

nearer the margin than in BI. ornatus; M. arcuatus has 6 tufts (in the

specimen dissected) ; 71/. hairdii has 6 tufts (in specimen dissected)

;

M. ornatus has 5 to 10 tufts.

Mediaster is closely related to Nectria, an Australian genus. Nec-

tria differs from Mediaster in having calcified interbrachial septa,

suj)plementary, internal, actinal intermediate plates, relatively very
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large tubulate abactinal plates, fewer than in Mediaster, and in hav-

ing large triangular papular areas on the disk, with upward of 10 or

even more (as high as 18 in Nectria ocellata) papulae.

MEDIASTER ORNATUS Fisher.

Mediaster oniatus Fishek, 1906, p. 1046, pi. 16, figs. 3, 3a-& ;
pi. 20, figs. 1

and 2.—KoEHLEK, 1909, p. 78, pi. 10, fig. 4 (Arabian Sea).

Azotes on PhiUppine sjjeclmens.—The 3 examples, very nearly of a

size, are all larger than the Hawaiian specimens and present several

minor points of difference. The ray is a trifle slenderer at the tip,

the abactinal plates more compact, but not necessarily larger, the

actinal intermediate granules a little smaller, more depressed, and

the sutures between the plates not so conspicuous or deep. The fur-

row spines are 6 or 7, but occasionally 5, and the series of subambu-

lacral spines is not quite so prominent. In Hawaiian specimens the

furrow spines vary from 6 to 8, and very rarely a shorter ninth spine

is present. But the Hawaiian examples are rather variable in the

form of the granules, compactness of plates, and in the number of

spines and granules. A character not brought out in the original

descripti,on and one which is exhibited by most species of the genus

is the presence, on the outer attenuate part of the ray, of an enlarged

club-shaped subambulacral, much longer than the furrow spines and

situated in the middle of the inner subambulacral series, the other

members of which are shorter than the furrow spines.

The internal supplementary ossicles of the abactinal plates are

slender and overlap the plates for a third of their diameter. There is

no dilFerence between the Philippine and Hawaiian specimens in this

regard. The Philippine example dissected has the gonads in a series

lof 10 tufts extending from the interbrachial septum (at about mid-

way between center and margin) along the sixth longitudinal series

of plates from the midradial, reaching to the fifth superomarginal.

In a medium-sized (not the largest) Plawaiian specimen there are 5

or 6 tufts, reaching the fourth superomarginal. The series in the

Philippine example is longer than in any species of the genus. 31.

aequalis constantly has only 3 tufts. R= 78 mm., r=33 mm., R=
2.33 r; another specimen, R=78 mm., r=31 mm.

Type-locality.—Station 4022, east coast of Kauai Island, Hawaiian

Islands, 399-374 fathoms, coral sand, foraminifera ; bottom tempera-

ture 41° F.

Distribution.—Hawaiian Islands, Philippine Islands, and the

Arabian Sea, 286 to 492 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Three from the following stations: Station

5450, Lagonoy Gulf, east coast Luzon, 408 fathoms, green mud, coral,

bottom temperature 42.3° ; 1 specimen. Station 54()7, same locality,

480 fathoms; 2 specimens.
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Genus CERAMASTER (Verrili).

Ceramaster Verrill (Sec. C of Tosla), 1899, p. 161. Type, Astcrias

gramilaris Retz.

—

Fisher, 1911f?, p. 204.

CERAMASTER SMITHI Fisher.

Plate 57, fig. 1 ;
plate 58, fig. 2 ;

plate 91, fig. 7.

Ceramaster smithi Fisher, 1913a, p. 640.

Diagnosis.—In general appearance closely resembling C. clarki

Fisher, but differing in having less elevated abactinal plates, with

shorter and differently formed basal lobes ; more numerous granules,

especially on center of tabulum; smaller pedicellariae ; coarser and

characteristically formed subambulacral spines. General form arcu-

ately pentagonal, produced at the corners into short, blunt rays ; body

thin ; margins thin, the plates being small as in G. clarki; abactinal

plates very short-lobed and with hexagonal crowns on papular areas,

composed of 10 to 18 central and 15 to 22 peripheral, subequal,

slightly spaced granules, and oftenasmall,spatulate, two-jawed pedi-

cellaria ; superomarginals longer than wide and with slightly spaced,

flat granules, except the last few plates, which are wider than long

and have a bare area ; adambulacral plates with 4 or 5 coarse furrow

spines and 3 coarser truncate subambulacral spines, the tips truncate

and curiously etched out, pitted, and wrinkled, the grooving extend-

ing down the outer side; oral spines, 8 or 9. E=60 mm., r=31 mm.,

E=nearly 2 r.

Description.—Abactinal plates lower than in C. clarhi^ with

broader tabula in proportion to height, and with more numerous

granules, especially on central part of tabulum. The larger radial

plates have 15 to 22 peripheral, flattened granules, which overhang

the edge of tabulum and have their distal margin square-cut or

slightly rounded, or at the corners of the plate conforming to the

hexagonal form of the crown. The central granules, 10 to 18 on the

larger plates, are circular, flattened, and slightly spaced, but nearly

uniform in size and not unequal as in clarki nor often markedly

smaller than the peripheral. Many of the plates have a two-jawed,

sliglitly spatulate, slender jDedicellaria shaped much as in C. clarki^

but smaller. The median radial plates are the largest, the tabulum

being about one-third to three-foiu"ths as high as wide, occasionally

slight!}^ more on a small radial plate. The plates decrease in size

very gradually toward the small interradial areas, which are paved

with small squarish or roundish plates separated by narrow, shallow

channels. Pedicellariae are scattered also over the interradial areas.

The plates of center of disk are smaller than those of radial area,,

less regular, and a trifle lower.
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The abactinal plates have short lobes, in form much like those of

C. japonicus. They are very short, broad, rounded, or truncate, and
often irregular or unsymmetrical in position, especially on the distal

and lateral portions of the papular areas. The plates are wholly

different in form from those of C. clarln^ which have the lobes bent

downward so that the center of plate is hollowed out. (See Fisher,

1911(^, pi. 59, figs. 6, 6ff.) Papulae distributed over center of disk

and very broad radial areas.

Marginal plates small, as in C . darkly forming a thin rounded

margin to disk. Superomarginals 18, longer than wide up to the

ninth or tenth, then rather rapidlj^ widening, the fifteenth, six-

teenth, and seventeenth being the widest, and of these the sixteenth

is slightly the largest and is the widest of all the superomarginals.

While the other plates are closely granulate, these have a large cen-

tral bare area (the thirteenth and fourteenth, a smaller) and appear

swollen. This is very nuich as in f. clarM^ except that in smithi

the distal superomarginals do not touch medially, while they do in

clarM. Terminal plate broader than long, o^•oid, almost globose

with a semicircular terminal seri(\s of globose granules, and several

tubercular spinelets beneath them.

Inferomarginals very similar to ;;i!per(.marginals, the distal 6 or 7

with a central bare space increasing in size distad. The first 6

are slightly longer than wide; thence the length gradually dimin-

ishes until the distal plates are wider than long, but not wi<ler than

the proximal plates as in the case of the superomarginals.

Actinal intermediate plates numerous, flat, 4-sided, not ver^'

regular, in 12 or 13 chevrons (each, except sometimes the first, with

an odd interradial plate at the apex), the plates decreasing in size

toward the margin and reaching to within •! inferomarginals of

the terminal plate. Granules coarse, well spaced, subspherical or

in the case of the peripheral flattened on the outer side and ap-

pressed to peripheral granules of neighboring plates. One inter-

radius has a single spatulatc pedicellaria.

Aclambulacral plates at first a little longer than wide, then a

trifle wider than long. FurroAv margin nearly straight. Furrow

spines 5, sometimes 4, equal, about as long as width of plate, com-

pressed or prismatic, truncate or round tipped often with a pit,

notch, or groove at the tip, the latter rarely running down the

outer (upper) side of spine. The spines vary in shape within the

same series, being triangular or square or elliptical in section, with

all the intermediate A'ariations. Just back of the furrow series is

a series of 3 coarser, usually four-sided spines, slightly shorter than

furrow series and occupying the full length of plate. The tip is

curiously etched out by grooves which may run part way or all the
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way down the outer face of the tubercle. Scarcely 2 are alike.

The spines increase in thickness toward the outer part of furrow,

sometimes flaring widely at the tip, and finally 1 increases greatly

in size over the rest and becomes a stout conical or clavate tubercle

without a trace of the curious wrinkling. The form of these sub-

ambulacral spines is difficult to describe, as it varies. They have

the appearance of being eaten very unevenly on the outer side by

acid. The outer end of the plate is occupied by 4 to 10 prismatic,

irregular granules in 1 series on the first few plates, 2 on the rest,

or without serial arrangement. I find just 1 plate with a 2-jawed

spatulate pedicellaria.

Mouth plates w^ith slightly curved furrow margin bearing 8 or 9

spines variable in form, but similar to the adambulacral spines.

They increase in size and become more compressed and broader

toward the mouth angle: and the tip. which is usually blunt or

truncate, is irregularly pitted and etched out, as described above.

Parallel to this is a series of .5 or 6 suboral spines similar to, but

larger than, the homologous subambulacral. Six to 12 coarse pris-

matic granules occur on the outer part of the plate, mostly on the

sutural and lateral margins.

Madreporic body fairly large, with fine meandering striae, situ-

ated one-third of r from the enlarged " central " or apical plate.

The anatomy could not be worked out beyond the most salient

features. Gonads single, on either side of the interbrachial septum,

situated about 6 mm. from marginal plates and 4 or 5 from the

septum. Polian vesicle long, reaching nearly to marginal plates.

No subambulacral ossicles or rudiments.

Young.—A specimen from station 5348 with R 23 mm. and r 15

mm. seems to belong to this species. It differs from the adult in

much the same way that a small specimen of clarki diifers from
the large type.

The most conspicuous difference of this young specimen (the

gonads are very small) is to be found in the marginal plates. These

are relatively heavier, and normal for the genus, and all of them
have a dorsal bare spot Avhicli increases in size distad until it occu-

pies nearly the entire surface of the plate. The proximal plates

are a trifle wider than long, the width increasing gradually up to

the eighth, the last 2 plates being smaller. At the same time the

length of the plates gradually decreases so that these distal plates

are more than twice as wide as long and agree with those of the

adult in being larger than the proximal. The abactinal plates have

the same character as in the adult but have only 4 or 5 central

granules, decreasing to 2 or 3 on the smaller plates, and the 10 or

12 marginal granules are slightly larger than the central. The
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adambulacral spines lack the pits and furrows characteristic of

the adult, but the number of the spines is the same. The tips are

smoothly rounded or truncate. Oral spines 10. This specimen

differs from the immature C. clarhi (from station 4407, near Santa

Catalina Island, California, 334 to 600 fathoms) in havmg lower

tabula to the abactinal plates, relatively slightly larger crowns, a

differently formed base (as in adults), smaller pedicellariae, wider

superomarginal plates distally (in young clarhi they are not wider

than the proximal plates) ; shorter and heavier furrow spines, more

crowded adambulacral aramature generallj'^, and no pedicellariae,

such as are frequentlj- present in clarhi.

Type.—Cvit. No. 30551, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5201, Sogod Bay, southern Leyte Island,

554 fathoms, gray sand, mud, bottom temperature 52.8° F. ; 1 speci-

men.

Distribution.—Palawan Passage to Leyte, Philippine Islands, 375

to 554 fathoms, gray sand and mud. Temperature range 52.8° to

54.4° F.

Speeimens exanmied.—The type and a specimen from station

5348, Palawan Passage (lat.
10°"^57' 45" N.; long. 118° 38' 15" E.)

;

375 fathoms, coral sand ; bottom temperature, 56.4° F.

Reraarhs.—The only species of the Indian region with which this

may be confused is Pentagonaster cuenoti Koehler from off southern

India, 1,006 fathoms. The resemblance is not close, however, and

it is probable that cuenoti belongs to a different section of the genus.

Koehler does not state that the radial plates are tabulate, and they

do not appear so in the figure. The plates are small, and each is

covered by 5 to 7 small roundish granules without order. In the

radial regions there are a large number of papular pores irregu-

larly disposed. Likewise the marginal plates do not increase in

size distad, and there are 7 furrow spines. In '''•Pentagonaster''''

pulvlnus Alcock the plates are close set, and no papulae were visible

even after the granules were removed. Although Alcock states that

the angular granules show a paxilliform arrangement, I am uncer-

tain whether the plates are elevated. I suppose not, as he says the

species is related to Pentagonaster 7niral)ills (which is P. placenta^

probably referable to my Sphaeriodiscus) . Pentagonaster {Philon-

aster) mortenseni Koehler seems to be closely related to Cera-

master arcticus (Verrill) and differs from smithi in having much
smaller, higher paxilliform plates with usually 1 or 2 central gran-

ules and 6 or 8 peripheral ones very regularly arranged. This

arrangement is found on the smaller plates near the margin, the

size only changing.

This species is named for Dr. Hugh M. Smith.
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Genus NYMPHASTER Sladen.

Nymphaster Sladen, 1885, p. 612 ; 1889, p. 294. Type, N. protentus Sladen.

by designation, Fisher, 1917.

Dorigona PKrauEii (not Gray), 18S5, p. 39; 1S94. p. 3G5.—Koehi.ee, 1909,

p. 54 ; 1910o, p. 60.

Diagnosis.—Goniasteridae with long rays, composed dorsally of

the superomarginals only; with low, not markedly tabulate, granu-

late, abactinal plates; actinal interradial areas large, granulate;

adambulacral plates with the furrow margin strongly angular, at

least on plates of distal half of ray, the angular furrow series sepa-

rating consecutive pairs of tube feet; pedicellariae spatulate, en-

trenched, or composed of more or less modified granules; no super-

ambulacral ossicles; no internal supplementary abactinal ossicles;

gonads in a single tuft on either side of the membranous interbrachial

septum.

Remarhs.—This genus differs from Rosaster and Mediaster in

lacking internal abactinal ossicles connecting the plates of the papu-

lar areas, and in having the gonads in a single tuft, not serially

arranged. It differs further in the form of the adambulacral plates

and armature. Mediaster has superambulacral ossicles, not found in

Nymphaster. Nymphaster differs from Ceramaster in having single

gonads on either side of each interbrachial septum, angular adambu-
lacral plates, long rays, and in having low, not tabulate abactinal

plates.

In his diagnosis of the genus, Sladen did not mention any specific

names, so that, under existing rules of nomenclature, the genus should

date from the Challenger report of 1889. Here no type is indicated,

and none has been designated. The following species are described

:

symbolicus, hipunctus^ protentus^ alhidits, hasilicus. In 1899 Verrill

set aside symbolicus and hipwictus under the name Nereidaster.

This group, which is more nearh^ related to Mediaster than to

Nymphaster.^ falls within the genus Rosaster Perrier, 1894. The
type of Nympliaster must be chosen from the three remaining species,

and for this purpose Nymphaster protentus is best adapted.

Koehler (1910a, p. 60) has proposed to limit the name Nymphaster
" to the forms in which the superomarginals are separated by a series

of abactinal plates and' to reserve the name of Dorigona for those in

which the marginal plates are contiguous." This course is not pos-

sible, because Verrill has already limited Nymphaster to the genus

which Koehler, following Perrier, calls '"'' Dorigona.'''' The genus

which Koehler calls " Nymphaster " is that previously named
Nereidaster (type N. symbolicus) by Verrill, which in turn is con-

generic with the earlier Rosaster of Perrier (type Pentagonaster

alexandri)

.

13434—Bill 1. 100—19 18
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It is greatly to be regretted that Koehler has lent the weight of

his authorit}' to such an obvious misuse of a name as that of

Dorigona. There is no possible excuse for the use of this name for

Xym,phaster.

In assuming to call this genus Dorigona (Gray, 1866, p. T) it is

also necessary to assume that Gray's genus included originally one

or more true Nyiri'p'haster^ which, as is well known, it did not. The
type of the genus is Dorigona reevesii, the same species as Ogmas-
ter capella von Martens (1865). Dorigona is therefore synony-

mous with Ogmaster and its status in nomenclature is fixed for

all time. It is true that Gray mentioned another species, Astro-

gonium longimanum Mobius, but this is not congeneric with Dori-

gona reevesii^ and is given a distinctly" secondary place by Gray.

Sladen made it the type of his new genus Iconaster^ in 1889. It will

be noted that no true Nymnyliaster is mentioned, and, in fact, this

group was not discovered until many years afterward, during the

expeditions of the Challenger and the Blake.

The following is a short history of the name in Perrier's writings.

In 1875 in the " Eevision," p. 228. Dorigona is used as a subgenus

exacth^ in the sense that Gray uses the name in his " Synopsis " of

1866, with the exception that Ogmaster capella is called Pentagon-

a^ter mulleri instead of Dorigona reevesii. Astj^ogoniuin longimanum

is listed under the name Pentagotiaster longimanvs. In 1884

Pentagonaster ternalis, P. subspinosus, and P. arenatus are described

from the Blake collections, but no mention is made of Dorigona.

But in the following year ^ the last, and a new species, prehensilis,

are placed in the " Genus Dorigona Gray " without comment.

In 1894, p. 365, we find Dorigona again used in the sense of

Nymphastcr. It is interesting to note that Perrier in the syn-

onymy omits the original citation, his first reference being to the

"Revision" of 1875. He then gives a generic description which

obviously applies to Nymplmster and has nothing to do with the

genus Dorigona of Gray, let alone the fact that none of Gray's species

are included. Perrier himself does not believe that Ogmaster

capella is congeneric with Dorigona ternalis, yet by what reason-

ing ternalis is placed in a genus of which Ogmaster capella is the

type, it is beyond me to discover. His only apology is an observa-

tion on page 367

:

The genus Dorigona, in the sense in which we have just limited it, corre-

sponds to the genus Nymphaster of M, P. Sladen, who gave absolutely without

necessity a new name to a generic division long since indicated and of which

the limits demanded revision in relation to recently discovered genera.

»Note prelim, sur les fichlnod. dragu6s par le TravaiUeur et le TaUsmatij Ann. scl.

nat, 1885. p. 39.
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The gist of this quotation is that Sladen did not adopt Perrier's

incorrect use of Dorigona. With such reasoning it is no great won-

der that the nomenclature of the Asteroidea became tangled.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OP NTMPHASTER HEREIN DESCRIBED.

o\ Marginal mouth spines (bordering on mouth of ambulacral furrow) 6 or 7,

exceptionally 8 (if 8, then rays not conspicuously slender, but if meas-

ured at proximal suture of the first pair of superomarginals which meet
medially, equaling length of first 3^ to 4^ superomarginals measured on

ambitus) ; some of the radial plates wider than long; mouth plates small,

and rays stout, the inferomarginals extending laterally beyond supero-

marginals.

6\ Mouth plates nearly or quite inclosed by the first pair of adambulacrals

;

numerous subambulacral spines ; abactinal granules mucronate.

mucronatus, p. 269.

6*. Mouth plates not inclosed; subambulacral spines few or none (granules

only) ; abactinal granules at best only incipiently mucronate, and these

few in number.

c\ Five lon.gitudinal series of abactinal radial plates with the distal as

well as proximal plates obviously wider than long ; no marginal or

abactinal pedicellariae ; inferomarginals and superomarginals wider,

the latter on rays, the former on disk; width of ray as measured in

o\ equaling first 4 or 5 superomarginals euryplax, p. 264.

c'. Radial plates not so obviously wider than long, the difference showing

on the proximal plates of the radial areas rather than on the distal

;

numerous abactinal and a few marginal pedicellariae; superomar-

ginals narrower on ray and inferomarginals narrower on disk; ray

measured as in a\ equaling first 3i superomarginals dyscritus, p. 266.

c'. Marginal mouth spines 8 to 15 (if the lowest number, or exceptionally less,

then rays also very slender throughout).

b\ Abactinal radial plates conspicuously wider than long (much as in mucro-

natus) ; rays very slender leptodomus, p. 272.

b^. Abactinal radial plates roundish or hexagonal, not conspicuously broader

than long,

c*. Second superomarginals meeting in median line across ray (4 supero-

marginals in each intorbrachium) ; inferomarginals of ray very nar-

row and long, the length at middle of ray exceeding the height

(or thickness) of lateral face of ray; rays slender and delicate; oral

spines, 10 or 9 atopiis. p. 285.

c'. Fourth, fifth, and sixth superomarginals meeting in median line across

ray (sometimes third in young specimens), and therefore 6 to 12

superomarginals to each interbrachium) ; length of inferomarginals

at middle of ray equal to or less than height of lateral face of ray.

d\ Ray broader at base, measured as in a^ equaling first 4i siiperomar-

ginals ; supei'omarginals very broad, not tumid ; oral spines, 10 to

12 ; furrow spines 10 ; inferomarginal plates of interbrachia extend-

ing laterally beyond superomarginals moluccanns, p. 274.

d". Ray narrower at base, measured as in a\ equaling first 3 to 4 supero-

marginals; if approaching rZ\ then superomarginals tumid; in in-

terbrachia superomarginal plates extending laterally beyond infero-

marginals.
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e\ Marginal plates iudivitlually tumid; uo adambulacral pedicellariue

;

mouth spines 9 or 10 ; furrow spines 9 to 11 at middle of

ray arthrocMemis, p. 277.

e*. Marginal plates not individually tumid ; adambulacral pedicellariae

;

furrow spines at middle of ray more than 11.

f. Dorsolateral angle of ray about 90°, square cut ; dorsal surface

plane; marginal granulation closer; sixth and sometimes fifth

superomarginal longer than width of its dorsal surface; 10

inferomarginals corresponding to about 16 adambulacrals

;

mouth spines 9 to 11 mesercs, p. 280.

f. Dorsolateral angle of ray more rounded, the dorsal surface being

convex ; marginal granules more spaced ; ninth or tenth supero-

marginal longer than width of its dorsal surface ; 10 infero-

marginals corresponding to 13 or 14 adambulacrals ; mouth
spines 12 to 15 habrotatus, p. 282.

NYMPHASTER EURYPLAX Fisher.

Plate 63, fig. 3; plate 72, fig. 2; plate 92, figs. 6, 6«.

Nymphastcr curyplax Fisher, 1913a, p. 634,

Diagnosis.—General form, similar to that of N. diomedeae Ludwig
and N. ternalis (Perrier), but superomarginals with plane abactinal

surface, not tumid ; rays broad at base and actinal surface conspicu-

ously wider than abactinal, the edges between the 4 faces of the ray

Ijeing abruptly angular, disk arcuately pentagonal, gradually merg-

ing into rays at corners ; extreme width of ray, measured at proximal

suture of the first pair of superomarginals which meet medially,

equaling length of first 4 or 5 superomarginals, measured on ambitus

;

inferomarginals broad; rays not sunken along median radial line;

inferomarginals broader than superomarginals on disk, but narrower

on ray; radial and adradial abactinal plates broader than long, hex-

agonal, elliptical, and lozenge-shape ; adambulacral plates with very

strong furrow angle and 9 or 10 furrow spines, the apices of the

angles of opposite plates meeting in middle of furrow and segregat-

ing consecutive pairs of tube feet beyond proximal fourth of furrow;

mouth plates with 6 to 8 marginal spines; no pedicellariae except

rarely on the first few adambulacral plates. K= slightly over 95

mm. (ray broken), r=:27 mm. R=a little over 4 r.

Descrnqytion.—Abactinal area arcuately pentagonal in shape; peta-

loid papular areas broad, the extreme width comprising about 10 to

12 longitudinal series of plates; plates rather compactly placed,

those of radial and 2 adradial series much wider than long, hexago-

nal, lozenge-shaped or rather pointed ellipitical, the others of the

papular areas roundish or subhexagonal, often slightlj^ wider than
long. A large radial plate has 5 to 12 central, low, subspherical

uncrowded grqinules and upward of 20 squarish depressed periph-

eral granules a trifle smaller. On the lateral parts of papular areas

the central granules become more convex with a short incipient

mucronate tip; interradial granules flat-topped. No pedicellariae.
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Inferomarginal plates broad, wider than high, with an abrupt

nearly right angle between the 2 facets of the plate; plates increas-

ing in width up to the fifth, which at its distal end meets its fellow

of the other side of ray in the median line; thence the plates de-

crease in width. The abactinal surface of ray is nearlj^^ plane but in

interbrachium the plates form a slight bevel. Width of dorsal

surface equals length of the seventh or eighth to fifteenth, varying

on different rays. Covering of plates consists of depressed, sub-

circular, convex granules, slightly spaced, and similar in size to ad-

jacent abactinal granules, but decreasing very gradually in size

toward end of ray.

Inferomarginals extending laterally beyond superomarginals ex-

cept on attenuate terminal portion of ray, the sutural line between

the 2 series being at the bottom of a shallow sulcus of which the lat-

eral faces of the 2 series form the sides. Ventral face of plates broad

in interbrachia—about 3 times height—but they rapidly become nar-

rower, and at middle of ray the ventral facet changes from square

to slightly longer than wide, 10 inferomarginals equaling 18 adam-
bulacral plates; the plates are not conspicuously long as in some

species. Granules small, depressed, hemispherical, except 2 or 3

peripheral series which are acorn-shaped with a mucronate tip. In

interbrachium in the angle between the 2 facets the granules are

much enlarged, subtubercular, acorn-shaped, with a sharp tip.

Actinal intermediate plates extend to fifth inferomarginal and are

arranged in series parallel to furrow ; each series with an odd inter-

radial plate, and there are 5 of these plates between mouth plates

and margin. Granules low, acorn-shaped, slightly spaced, nearly

uniform in size. No pedicellariae.

First 2 or 3 adambulacral plates with 5 or 6 furrow spines, blunt,

nearly equal, slightly compressed, then the plates gradually attain

first a convex then a strongly angular margin, and the furrow^

spines increase to 9 (less often 10), the 3 to 5 median, nearest apex

of angle being more slightly built, compressed, with edge to furrow,

the 2 to 3 at either end of series being stouter, sublanceolate, blunt,

with flat side to furrow. Subambulacral granules 8 to 16, in 2 or 3

series on outer part of ray, but not so regularly arranged, as a rule,

proximally. The outer granules are subconical or acorn-shaped, but

a series of 2, 3 or even more back of the furrow spines are longer,

slightly flattened, and rather tubercular in form. It seems to be

from these spines that the extra furrow spines are recruited, the

original furrow spines remaining at the center of series. A very few
pedicellariae with 2 curved spiniform jaws are pi-csent at the base

of the series and are not of regular occurrence.
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Mouth plates small with short furrow margin. Marginal spines

6 to 8, usually 7 or 6, and similar to adambulacral furrow spines,

only a little heavier. Suboral spines about 10-12 in 2 series, along

the 2 remaining edges of the triangular plates, and granuliform

near the outer end of plate. The spines are graduated regularly in

size away from the furrow margin.

Madreporic body small, irregularl}' hexagonal, about one-fourth r

from center.

r^/pe.—Cat. No. 30542, U.S.N.M.

Type-locaUty.—Station 5516, Mindanao Sea, oif Point Tagolo,

Mindanao, 175 fathoms, globigerina; 1 specimen.

Remarks.—This species, which in form resembles N . diomedeae

Ludwig from the Gulf of Panama region, differs in having more
numerous adambulacral furrow spines, marginal plates which are

not tumid, inferomarginals extending laterally bej^ond superomargi-

nals, enlarged subambulacral granules, and a finer actinal granula-

tion. The abactinal plates of the papular area seem to be broader

and lower, and lack pedicellariae. N. euryplax closely resembles N.

belli (Koehler) from 250 fathoms off the Andaman Islands. It agrees

in having the radial and adradial abactinal plates much broader than

long, in having the ray broad at the base, with the fifth superomar-

ginal conspicuously enlarged and in contact medially, and in the

general absence of abactinal pedicellariae, but differs in having the

inferomarginals extending laterally beyong the superomarginals, so

that the actinal surface is wider than the abactinal. This character

also separates N. euryplax from N. ludtvigi Koehler and the species

identified by Koehler (1909, p. 54) as N. fernalis (Perrier), neither

of which, in addition, have the wide abactinal plates. Further. .V.

euryplax differs from helli in having longer, stouter, rays; the

2 or 3 scries of abactinal plates parallel to the adradial are not so

wide in proportion to length—are nearly round and have more

numerous granules; the madreporic body is surrounded by 6 plates,

not 4; the first row of suboral granules is enlarged into spines; the

furrow spines are 9 or 10 at the middle of ray (Koehler gives 7 or 8

for helli, but possibly he referred only to the proximal plates, where

in euryplax there are at first 5 or 6, then 7 or 8, and finally a maxi-

mum of 9 or 10).

NYMPHASTER DYSCRITUS Fisher.

Plate 62, fig. 2 ; plate 65, fig. 3 ;
plate 92, figs. 5, 5a-&.

Nymphaster dyscritus Fisher, 1913a, p. 635.

Diagnosis.—Differing from N. euryplax in having less obviously

widened abactinal radial plates, slightly narrower superomarginals,

the sixth being as long as or longer than wide (eighth to sixteenth in

euryplax) when viewed directly from above; numerous abactinal
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pedicellariae, a few superomarginal, inferomarginal, and actinal in-

termediate pedicellariae ; narrower inferomarginal plates in the in-

terbrachia : slightly coarser actinal intermediate granules. Rays at

inner end of first pair of siiperomarginals which meet medially as

wide as length of first 3.5 superomarginals measured on ambitus;

interbrachia arcuate ; dorsal surface of ray nearly plane with abrupt

angles on the margin of disk and ray. R=probably nearly 4 r;

r=23 mm. ; breadth of ray at midinterbrachium, 26 mm.
Description.—General appearance is much like that of N. moluc-

canus, and also similar to Koehler's N. ternalis from the Indian

region. The proximal radial and 2 adradial series of marginal plates

arc wider than long, but the width gradually decreases, so that on the

distal half of the papular areas the plates are only slightly wider

than long. The granules are roundish, flat-topped, and the central

are in 2 or 3 transverse rows proximally and 2 distally (in euryplax

often in only 1 row distally). The largest radial plates have 8 to 11

central granules and about 15 peripheral. The small 2-jawed pedicel-

lariae have a broad base and a narrow spatulate extremity and are

about 1.5 as high as width at base. Papular areas comprising 7 to

9 longitudinal series of plates.

Rays broken. Marginal plates with an abrupt angle at edge of

ray. Superomarginals with fifth or sixth plates meeting medially,

the interbrachial plates only a little wider than long, as seen from
above, the sixth being as long as or a little longer than wide, the

subsequent ones longer than wide. In interbrachium. height of plate

about one-half the width. A well-marked sulcus all along side of

ray. Granules small, circular, truncate, spaced, becoming hemis-

pherical on the lateral face. A small, slender pedicellaria on most

of the interbrachial plates has 2 compressed jaws, so that when seen

from the side it is ovate.

Inferomarginals narrower than in euryplax^ slightly arched, the

fourth as wide as long, as seen from below. Twenty or 21 adambula-

crals corresponding to 10 inferomarginals (18 in euryplax). Infero-

marginals extending laterally beyond superomarginals, very slightly

on ray, scarcely at all in midinterbrachium. The lateral angle, except

far long ray, is less than a right angle. Pedicellariae similar to those

of superomarginals, as are also the granules, these becoming coarser

on the exposed angle of ray. Granules of actinal surface are hemis-

pherical as on the lateral face.

Actinal intermediate plates in 5 chevrons, with coarse spaced hemis-

pherical granules, fewer and larger than in euryplax, and larger in

center of plate, as in mucronatus. One or two slender pedicellariae

present at base of ray.

Adambulacral plates similar to those of euryplax, the apophysis

appearing on the first plate, but not becoming conspicuous for 5 or 6
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more plates. The first plate has 5 or 6 furrow spines, which in-

crease to 10, the laterals being broader than the 2 or 3 mesial spines,

which are compressed to an even thickness, but are slightly tapering

and round-tipped when seen from the side, as indeed are the laterals.

Subambulacral granules 10 to 14, in about three series, the inner

slightly longer than the outer. The first few plates have a pedi-

cellaria, with two or three coarse tapering, slightly curved, bluntly

pointed spiniform jaws.

Mouth plates small, with 7, rarely 8, marginal prismatic spines,

and about 8 pointed tubercular prismatic or 4-sided oral spines in a

single row on inner end of plate, becoming 2 rows of granules on

outer end.

Madreporic body pentagonal, surrounded by 5 plates, situated one-

quarter r from center.

Type.—C^t. No. 30543, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5536, between Negros and Siquijor Islands,

Philippine Islands, 279 fathoms, green mud, bottom temperature

53.5° F. ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Mindanao Sea, between Negros, Siquijor, and Min-

danao.

/Specimens examined.—The type and a young example from station

5541, off Point Tagolo, northern Mindanao, 219 fathoms, fine sand,

broken shells, bottom temperature 53.5° F.

Remarks.—It is not possible with tlie material at my disposal to

decide whether this is a distinct species or a variety of N. euryplax.

Although N. euryplax, N. mucronatus, and N. dyscritus appear

different enough, yet each is represented by but a simple adult speci-

men. The course taken seems best even if it is later established that

they are 3 phases of one species. The characters used to discriminate

them are the same that have been employed in separating other forms

represented by several examples. The range of variation in Nym-
phaster is not yet well understood,

N. dyscritus differs from N. teiYialis Perrier in having less tumid

marginal plates, smaller abactinal radial plates, a sharper, more

abrupt angle to margin of ray, longer superomarginals in proportion

to their width (on ray), and in having the marginal apophysis on all

the adambulacral plates (although not conspicuous on the first half

dozen). N. dyscritus greatly resembles N. temails of Koehler (but

not of Perrier) from the Indian region, and I shall not be surprised

if they ultimately turn out to be races of the same species. Koehler's

species has more regularly hexagonal abactinal plates, 8 adambulacral

furrow spines (maximum?), more numerous adambulacral pedi-

cellariae (easily a variable character), 8 or 9 mouth spines, and the

apophysis commences between the third or fourth and fifteenth

adambulacral plate, varying on different specimens. These differences
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are not very great. N. mucronatus differs in the form of its peculiar

granules as well as in having wider plates, no abactinal or marginal

pedicellariae, conspicuous subambulacral spines, smaller .mouth plates

inclosed by the first adambulacrals, and more flaring sides to the

rays. N. leptodomiis has conspicuously narrower rays, less massive

marginals, and a generally more delicate habit. N. moluccanus

differs in having more symmetrical hexagonal abactinal radial plates,

wdder superomarginals, no abactinal or marginal pedicellariae, 10 or

12 mouth spines, more numerous and compact subambulacral granules,

and more uniform actinal intermediate granules.

Nymphaster gardineri (Bell)^ from Saya de Malha Bank, western

Indian Ocean, 125 fathoms, is perhaps related to this species. T

liave examined the type in the British IMuseum, but, of course, was
unable to compare it directly with dyscritus. It resembles dyscritus

in general form and, like it, has few mouth spines (only 5 or 6 in

the marginal series), but differs in having the superomarginals of

disk and ray up to the seventh or eighth beveled in such a way that

they slope off from the median line of the proximal part of ray, as

in hdbrotatus. The dorsal edge of disk and ray is rounded, but

beyond the eighth superomarginal the ray becomes squarish in section.

Furrow spines 8 (6 on proximal plates) the apophysis of the plate

not well marked until the ray proper commences. On the surface

of the adambulacrals are 4 spines slightly shorter than the furrow

spines, and external to these, about 2 rows of granules with 3 in

each row, or an ellipse of 6. The inferomarginals are wider than

long up to the seventh (or sixth), then a plate is square (seventh or

eighth), beyond which the actinal face of the plates is much longer

than wide. In 10 inferomarginals, beginning with the sixth, there

are 16 to 18 adambulacral plates. No well-marked subambulacral

spine on outer part of ray. The median row of paxillae " trans-

versely " hexagonal, the granules being smooth and even. The sixth

superomarginal meets its fellow across ray, while the fifth is the

widest.

N. gardineH falls under a^ of the key, but does not have the broad-

ened radial plates of euryplax nor the mueronate granules of mucron-
atus.

NYMPHASTER MUCRONATUS Fisher.

Plate 63, figs. 1, 2 ; plate 68, fig. 5 ;
plate 69, fig. 6 ; plate 92, figs. 1, la.

Nymphaster mucronatus Fishek, 1913a, p. 636.

Diagnosis.—Very similar to N. euryplax in general form and in

having the radial plates wider than long, but differing in having
much less compact radial plates with fewer and mueronate granules

;

^ Iconaater gardineri Bell, Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond., 1909-10, vol. 13, Zool., p. 22.
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larger madreporic body; narrower inferomargiiials : coarser, and

more tuberculate, sometimes mueronate, unequal, actinal intermediate

granules: smaller month plates, with the first adambulacrals nearly

or quite meeting behind them ; many of the subambulaeral spines of

conspicuous size, and graduated into the tubercular granules of the

actinal intermediate plates. Rays broad at base, the width at inner

end of the first 2 superomarginals which meet medially equaling

first 4 superomarginals measured on ambitus; interbrachia arcuate;

inferomarginals defining contour of ray ; dorsal surface of ray

nearly plane ; normal marginal plates not tumid, though inferomar-

ginals with slightly arched ventral surface; adambulacral furrow

spines 4 or 5 on first few plates, these gradually increasing to 9 or 10;

oral spines 6 or T. R=101 mm., r=30 mm., E=3.4 r; breadth of

ray at midinterbrachium, 34 mm.
Description.—Abactinal plates small, the radial being elliptical

and much wider than long; the median radial plates with 1 or some-

times 2 transverse rows of subglobular granules (4 to 8 in number)

,

surrounded by a not very regular peripheral series of about 15 to 18.

Most of the granules of these as well as of other abactinal plates

have a peculiar form; it is subglobular with often 4 or 5 faces,

slightly broader at tip than base, and from the middle arises a

slender, sharp spine or mucro, often half as long as the granule, or

rarely longer. Many granules do not have the mueronate tip, while

in others there is a slight indication of it. Some of the radial gran-

ules of N. euryplax have a rudimentary mueronate tip, and the

plates are larger and more compactly placed. Papular areas broad,

comprising about 13 longitudinal series, the interradial areas, cor-

respondingly small and with about 5 chevrons of 4-sided plates.

Abactinal area within the marginal plates stellato-pentagonal. Xo
abactinal pedicellariae.

Superomarginals 29, massive, the lateral face visible from above,

and the rounded angle between the 2 facets of the plate more than

a right angle. The plates encroach conspicuously upon the abactinal

area and are slightly beveled in the interbrachia. Fifth or sixth

plates the largest and meeting medially; sometimes a fifth meets a

sixth of the other side. Length of twenty-second plate equal to

chord of width, all the others wider than long; length of seventh

plate equal to Avidth of abactinal surface; the fifth and sixth are

wider than long and the first to fourth vary from a little wider than

long to a little narrower, with regard to the dorsal surface. Granules

slightly spaced (more so on arm than disk) similar to abactinal inter-

radial granules, but the mueronate tip present onh- on lateral face

of ray where the granules resemble miniature acorns. No marginal

pedicellariae. Terminal plate ovoid, about as wide as long.
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Inferomarginals extending laterally beyond superomarginals more

than in euryplax, but the plates narrower actinally, the fourth being

longer than wide as seen from below (eighth or ninth in euryplax)
^

10 plates near middle of ray corresponding to 16 adambulacrals

(about 18 in euryplax). Granules slightly coarser than in euryplax^

acorn-shaped, with short mucronate tips, and not conspicuously en-

larged on ambitus as in euryplax.

Actinal interradial areas large; plates in 5 chevrons, rather ir-

regular, covered with acorn-shaped, pointed granules conspicuously

larger in middle of plate than on margins, and increasing in size

from marginal plates toward furrow ; a few are submucronate. In

euryplax the granules are smaller, uniform in size, and less tubercu-

lar.

Adambulacrals with a slight angle on the third plate which in-

creases gradually on each succeeding plate, becoming fairly promi-

nent on the ninth or tenth, but not meeting across the furrow until

the middle of ray. This is due, of course, partly to the furrow being

more open than in some other species; the plates are not less promi-

nent than in euryplax. First few plates with 4 or 5 prismatic or

4-sided spines, these gradually increasing to 9 or 10, the median
being compressed, broad, and bladelike with the edge of furrow,

the laterals round-tipped with flat side to furrow. Proximally the

median spines are larger than the laterals, but far along the ray they

decrease in size and the distal spines are conspicuously stouter and
wider, though not longer. Plates are at first wider than long, then

for a considerable distance about as long as wide, then longer than

wide. Subambulacral spines and granules at first 7 or 8 increasing

to 15 or 18, arranged in at first 3, then 3 or 4, and finally 3 series,

although often a serial arrangement is hard to make out. At the

base of the furrow most of the subambulacrals are thick tubercular

spines of several lengths, and tubercular granules here and there at

outer end of plate. Farther along, the inner row, and the median
members of the second, are enlarged into stout spines, nearly or

quite as long as the furrow spines, while the others grade off into

the tubercular granules of the actinal area ; far along ray onh?^ the

row nearest furrow margin is enlarged, while the outermost granules

are slightly mucronate. No adambulacral pedicellariae.

Mouth plates unusually small and narrow, the 2 first adambulacrals

nearly or quite meeting at their outer ends, behind the mouth plates.

Furrow spines 6 or 7, stout, prismatic. Suboral spines about 8, thick,

blunt, in a single irregular series.

Madreporic body large, about twice as broad as the widest radial

plate; 6 plates are immediately adjacent, while 2 others encroach

upon it.

Type.—C'At. No. 30544, U.S.N.M.
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Type-locality.—Station 5116, mouth of Balaj'^an Bay, Luzon (o^
Verde Island Passage, north coast of Mindoro), 200 fathoms, bottom
temperature, 50.2° F.

Remarks.—Although this species resembles iV. euryplax in many
ways, it presents numerous points of difference which have already

been mentioned in the diagnosis and description. The most con-

spicuous of these are the smaller and much less compact abactinal

plates with their mucronate granules, the narrower inferomarginals,

coai^ser and unequal actinal intermediate granules, the very small

mouth plates, and the enlarged subambulacral spines.

N . mucronatus differs from N. helU, to which the form of the radial

plates would ally it, in having mucronate granules, larger madreporic

body surrounded by 6 plates, inferomarginals extending laterally

beyond superomarginals, larger, unequal acorn-shaped, often incipi-

ently mucronate, actinal intermediate granules, smaller mouth plates,

and numerous stout subambulacral spines.

NYMPHASTER LEPTODOMUS Fisher.

Plate 66, fig. 1; plate 67, fig. 1; plate 68, fig. 3; plate 69, fig. 3; plate 92,

figs. 2, 2o-&.

Nymphaster leptodomus Fisher, 1913a, p. 637.

Diagnosis.—In the form of the abactinal plates resembling .V.

mucronatus., but differing in having longer, slenderer rays, narrower

superomarginals, inferomarginals extending little or not at all be-

yond superomarginals, subspherical, depressed, sometimes truncate

abactinal granules, abactinal, spatulate pedicellariae, larger mouth

plates, 8 to 10 oral spines, adambulacral pedicellariae, and no con-

spicuously enlarged subambulacral spines. Eay very slender, vary-

ing from plane to convex above, the width at inner end of the first

pair of superomarginals which meet medially equal to length of first

3 superomarginals measured along side; adambulacral furrow spines

proximally 6, distally 10 or 11. E=70 mm., r=17.5 mm., E=4 r;

breadth of ray at midinterbrachium, 20 mm.
Description.—Abactinal area arcuate-pentagonal to stellato-pentag-

onal. Eadial plates broader than long, at least for the 5 median

rows, the midradial the broadest, elliptical to broadly hexagonal or

lozenge-shaped, with a variable number (usually small, 2 to 6) of

spaced central granules in 1 or (proximally) 2 transverse rows, and

15 to 18 slightly smaller peripheral granules. These granules are

variable in form, convex, or truncate, roundish. Many of the radial

plates have a narrow spatulate 2-jawed pedicellaria, the jaws, when

open, reaching nearly across the plate. Papular areas broad, peta-

loid, comprising 9 to 11 longitudinal series of plates. Interradial

areas small, with small four-sided or five-sided not very regular
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plates with small spaced granules. Viewed from the inner or coelomic

side the abactinal plates form very regular longitudinal series, those

of the median radial being conspicuously the largest. Most of the

plates are provided with short lobes, but they are of irregular occur-

rence. On many of the median radial plates there are 6 short lobes.

Superomarginal plates narrow abactinally, the sixth meeting its

fellow in the median line of ray. Interbrachial plates forming a

slight to decided, narrow, bevel; fifth and sixth the largest of series;

dorsal surface of first 4 plates about as wide or slightly narrower

than long; fifth and sixth slighth'^ wider than long, and then the

width gradually decreases, the plates from the eighth being longer

than wide. Edge of ray an abrupt, rounded, right angle, the height

of plates being a little more than half the width (and on ray rela-

tively lower than in mucronatus) . Granules slightly spaced, sub-

spherical, becoming low conical on the lateral face of plate. Ter-

minal plate small, ovoid, about as wide as long, pointed proximally,

and rounded distally.

Inferomarginals narrow, the second, viewed from below, as wide

as long, and the succeeding ones increasingly longer than wide. On
the outer half of ray the plates are extremely narrow actinally, the

surface being rather evenly rounded between the inner and outer

edge of the plate. Ninth to nineteenth inferomarginals (10 nearest

middle of ray) corresponding to 14 adambulacrals. Granules coarser

on actinal than on lateral face, subspherical to depressed acorn shape.

In the interbrachia of the type-specimen some of the lateral granules

are submucronate.

Actinal intermediate plates in 4 chevrons, with an odd plate in

the interradius. Granules fairly coarse, spaced, the central slightly

the largest, and in form depressed conical or acorn-shaped. A
variety has smaller more spaced granules.

Apophysis or projecting angle appearing on the first or the second

adambulacral and becoming prominent on the fifth or sixth. First

and second plates with 6 furrow spines, which increase on the ray

to 10 or 11, the lateral members being often granuliform, the others

of the usual shape, the median compressed with edge to furrow, and
the distal 3 or 4 with flat side thereto. Subambulacral granules,

acorn-shaped, 6 to 12 in 2 or 3 series proximally, and 2 distally, 1 or 2

granules in the inner angle being slightly enlarged. Many of the

plates as far as middle of ray have a rather conspicuous pedicellaria

with 2 or 3 incurved jaws situated on the inner part of the plate.

Mouth plates with 8 to 10 marginal and about the same number
of suboral spines, the former compressed, the latter more conical,

and graduated in length to conical granules on the outer end of

plate. The plates seem to be larger than in mucronatus. but as the
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specimens of leptodomus are all smaller the difference may not be

reliable. The first adambulacrals do not touch behind the mouth

plates.

Madreporic body variable but fairly to decidedly large, sur-*

rounded by 6, 7, or 8 plates and situated about one-third the dis-

tance from center to ambitus.

I have examined this species for rudimentary superambulacral

plates, but can find none. Gonads in 1 tuft on either side of the

membranous interradial septum.

Variations.—One of the specimens from the type-locality differs

from the others in having a larger madreporic body, more convex

rays dorsally, but as the details of structure fit this species well I

have considered it an extreme variant.

Type.—C2it. No. 30545, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5216, between Burias and Luzon, 215 fath-

oms, green mud, bottom temparture 63.1° F. ; 5 specimens.

Disti^hution.—Known only from region between Burias and

Luzon,
Specimens examined.—In addition to the type, 6 from station

5388, between Burias and Luzon, 226 fathoms, soft green mud, bot-

tom temperature 51.4° F.

Remarks.—N. leptodomus strongly suggests N. mucronatus on

account of the form of the abactinal radial plates, but the rays are

much narrower. The characteristic mucronate granules are absent

from the abactinal plates, there are numerous abactinal pedicellariae,

and the characteristic subambulacral spines of mucronatus are ab-

sent. From N. helli, leptodomus differs in having longer, narrower

rays; numerous abactinal and adambulacral pedicellariae; narrower

superomarginal plates ; larger madreporite, surrounded by more than

5 plates (4 in l)elli) ; a maximum of 10 or 11 furrow spines.

NYMPHASTER MOLUCCANUS Fisher.

Plate 64, fig. 3 ;
plate 65, fig. 2 ;

plate 68, fig. 7 ;
plate 92, figs. 3, ^Or-h.

Nymphaster moluccanus Fishee, 1913a, p. 037.

Diagnosis.—Similar in general form to N. euryplax, but radial

paxillae smaller, hexagonal, and not conspicuously widened: peta-

loid papular areas narrower and oral spines 10 to 12; marginal plates

rather broad ; ray broad at base, the width at inner end of the fii-st

pair of superomarginals which meet medially equaling length of first

4^ superomarginals measured on ambitus ; adambulacral plates with

strong furrow angle; minimum number of furrow spines at base of

ray 8 or 7; maximum number 10 (rarely 11). R=86 mm., r==21.5

mm. ; breadth of ray at midinterbrachium, 26 mm.
Description.—Abactinal area arcuately pentagonal, as in most

species; the petaloid papular areas narrower than in euryplax, com-
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prising 7 to 9 longitudinal series of plates, the plates themselves

being smaller; triangular interradial areas large, the base comprising

the 6 median interbrachial superomarginals (about 4 in euryplax)
;

plates of papular areas smaller than in euryflax^ hexagonal, a few
of the proximal median radials being slightly wider than long and
some of the laterals roundish. Proximal median radial plates with

8 to 10 circular depressed central granules (in 3 transverse series)

and 15 or 16 slightly smaller peripheral ones. A specimen from sta-

tion 5625 has 2 to 5 central and 10 to 12 peripheral on the largest

radial plates. Plates low, the top of the granule being about 1.5

times its width above the integument. Interradial plates in regular

chevrons pointing to center. No abactinal pedicellariae.

Superomarginal plates broad, very faintly convex, and with an
abrupt rounded angle at ambitus. They form a slightly raised

border to disk, and one which is a trifle beveled; fifth superomar-

ginals the largest, meeting medially, the dimensions being shown by*

the figures. Granules, depressed hemispherical, slightly larger than

on neighboring abactinal plates, slightly spaced, with a regular

beadlike marginal series. Superomarginals 28 in cotype. Terminal
plate longer than wide, the distal end broad and subtruncate, the

inner half of plate tapering to a blunt point.

Inferomarginals projecting slightly beyond superomarginals in

interbrachia and on base of rays, and encroaching inward toward
center of disk, interradially about as much as superomarginals.

Fourth plate slightly longer than width of ventral face. The length

remaining the same to about the middle of ray, but the width rapidly

diminishing. In euryplax^ in which the inferomarginals are larger,

the length does not exceed the width of the ventral facet until the

seventh or eighth plate is reached. The 10 plates nearest middle of

ray correspond to 18 or 19 adambulacrals. A shallow sulcus along

the side of ray and disk, not so well marked as in euryplax. Gran-
ules are hemispherical, similar to those of actinal interradial areas

;

not tuberculate on ambitus, as in euryplax. No marginal pedi-

cellariae.

Actinal intermediate plates extending to fifth inferomarginal,

there being 4 or 5 chevrons in each interradial area, with an odd
interradial plate at the point of each chevron. Granules hemi-

spherical, slightly spaced or touching, and increasing slightly in size

toward furrow. One or 2 small 2-jawed pedicellariae are present in

"6 interradii.

First 7 or 8 adambulacrals of type with 8 (rarely 7) regular, short,

blunt, 4-sided, slightly tapering furrow spines, which increase to 10

(rarely 11) on the ray. In the cotype tlvj maximum number is 13

or 14. Angle on margin of plate first shoAvs at fourth or fifth plate

and rapidly increases in prominence, the adoral facet of the apophy-
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sis being about two-thirds the length of the aborai, which is slightly

hollowed out. The tube feet may be separated by the spines, as near

the mouth as the sixth or seventh plate,s, according to the width of

furrow^ and position of spines. On plates with a prominent angle

the median spines are the longest and slenderest, being compressed,

slightly tapering and blunt, while the lateral spines are shorter,

stouter, and blunter and have their broad side to furrow. Subambu-

lacral granules 16 to 25 in 3, sometimes 4, irregular rows; outer

granules hemispherical, becoming somewhat 4-sided or prismatic

toward the furrow, and in the disk the innermost series is enlarged

into short tubercular subprismatic spines, which decrease in length

as the base of ray is approached ; on the ray there are only granules.

On the disk a few plates have a small pedicellaria with 3 slender

curved jaws in the inner series of subambulacral spines opposite the

furrow angle.

* Mouth plates with 11 or 12 furrow^ spines (as few as 10) and 2

series of about 15 suboral spines and granules. The furrow margin, at

the end of the plate, is hoUow^ed out for the first tube foot, so that the

marginal series of spines is not straight but in a compound curve.

Near the inner end of the combined plates the suborals form a double

series of 4 to 6 spines, each series diverging and running parallel to

the furrow margin, the outer half of plate being occupied by

granules.

Madreporic body rather small, surrounded by 6 or 5 plates and

situated one-third the distance from center to inner edge of marginal

plates.

Type.—Cat. No. 30546, TJ.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5622, between Gillolo and Makyan Islands,

Molucca Islands, 275 fathoms, gray mud ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Molucca Islands, 230 to 275 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—The type and a specimen from station 5625

;

betw^een Gillolo and Kayoa Islands, 230 fathoms gray mud, fine sand.

Remarks.—This species differs from N. ludwigi (Koehler) in hav-

ing broader rays at the base which taper more abruptly; more

numerous marginals in each interbrachium ; wider adambulacrals

with 3 or 4 rows of granules instead of 2; much more prominent

apophyses proximally on the adambulacral plates; a few adambu-

lacral and actinal intermediate but no marginal nor abactinal pedi-

cellariae; madreporic body surrounded by 5 or 6 plates instead of 4.

The marginals of N. ternalis Porrier are conspicuously tumid and the

oral spines only 9. Perrier states that the apophysis starts at the

twenty-fourth adambulacral plate, while m moluccanus the angle is

well marked on the fifth plate and is apparent even before that.

However, a specimen from the United States National Museum, taken

at station 2398, referred to N. ternalis^ has the apophysis {^^ saillifi
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verticals") apparent on the third plate. This specimen has nar-

rower rays than moluccanus^ larger radial plates, with more numer-

ous granules. It is probably not true ternclis. Among the species

figured by Perrier (1894) moluccanus most nearly resembles in gen-

eral appearance N. arenatus^ but the marginals are not so wide in

proportion to length, there being fewer in each interbrachium than

in arenatus; oral spines more numerous (9 in arenatus) ; furrow

spines more numerous (7 in arenatus) ; subambulacral granules much
more numerous. The form of the radial plates will separate moluc-

canus from belli.

NYMPHASTER ARTHROCNEMIS Fisher.

Plate 64, fig. 1; plate 65, fig. 4; plate 68, fig. 1; plate 69, fig. 1; plate 92,

figs. 9, 9a-6.

Nymphaster artlirocnemis Fisher, 1913a, p. 638.

Diagnosis.—In the form of the marginal plates resembling N. ter-

nalis^ (Perrier) but with smaller disk, longer rays, smaller radial

abactinal plates, smaller papular areas; furrow angle of adambula-

crals beginning with the third or fourth instead of the twenty-fourth

plate; no adambulacral and marginal pedicellariae. Marginal

plates tumid, the median line of ray depressed below the lateral angle

of superomarginals; ray rather slender from the base, the width at

inner end of first pair of superomarginals which meet medially

equaling length of first 4 superomarginals (or a trifle less) ; radial

plates hexagonal; mouth plates with 9 marginal spines and adam-
bulacrals with at first 7 furrow spines and at middle of ray 9 to 11,

usually 10; actinal granulation coarse; no pedicellariae except on
abactinal plates. R=85-[-mm., r=21 mm., R=over 4 r (small por-

tion of tip of ray broken) ; breadth of ray at midinterbrachium,

24 mm.
Description.—Abactinal area, inside the marginal plates, nearly

pentagonal and slightly produced at corners. Abactinal plates very

regularly arranged, the papular areas comprising 6 or 7 rows of

roundish hexagonal plates and the triangular interradial areas about

7 chevrons of squarish or polygonal ones; or parallel with the me-
dian radial series are on either side about 9 series, of which usually

3 belong to the papular area ; basal or interradial plates conspicuous,

slightly larger than madreporic body, and containing about 36 gran-
ules. The larger median radial plates have 10 to 12 central and
about 12 to 15 peripheral, subcircular (sometimes subpolygonal), flat-

topped or slightly convex granules. The adradial plates have com-
monly 5 to 10 central granules. These granules are not crowded,
and a slight space occurs between the central group and the pe-

» Perrier, 1884, pi. 10, fig. 1.

13434—Bull. 100—19 19
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ripheral series. The interradial are involved in a thin membrane.

The entire graniihition of this species is coarser than in euryplax and

moluccanus. A few pLates of the papular areas have a small pedicel-

laria with 2 broadly spatulate, almost truncate jaws.

Superomarginals 33+, tumid, with an oblique abactinal surface

on disk, and a low lateral face; but beyond the fifth, which meets its

fellow medially, the dorsal surface slopes inward toward the suture

between the 2 opposite series and the lateral face is about half as

high as width of abactinal. The angle between the 2 facets is less

than a right angle, and the edge is slightly tumid and evenly rounded.

Also on the side of the ray the suture between the 2 scries is in the

bottom of a broad trough, the sloping sides of which are formed by

the lateral facets of the 2 series. The superomarginals on disk

extend laterally slightly beyond inferomarginals, and the dorsal sur-

face of the plates is wider than long up to the ninth plate, on which

the 2 dimensions are nearly equal ; thence the width decreases faster

than the length. Granulation coarse, spaced, and similar to that of

abactinal plates, increasing slightly in size on the outer exposed

edge of the ray. On a single plate, close to the abactinal plates, is a

small pcdicellaria, but these are not a regular occurrence on the

superomarginals. The fourth and fifth plates are the largest.

Inferomarginals lower and narrower than superomarginals, and

tumid, the first three being slightly wider than long, the fourth about

as long as the width of actinal surface and from here on the width

narrows rapidly. (In N. temalis the eleventh plate is longer than

wide, in arthrocnemis it is the seventh if the chord of the extreme

width is taken and the fifth if the width of the actinal face is con-

sidered.) The 10 inferomarginals nearest middle of ray correspond

to about 14 adambulacrals (18 or 19 in moluccanus). Granules

similar to those of superomarginals, but a trifle larger on ventral

surface. All the marginal sutures are deeper and wider than usual

in this genus and probably act as fascioles.

Actinal intermediate plates slightly convex, in 4 chevrons and

with three plates interradially next to margin, representing the

fifth chevron. The plates of the first chevron reach to the fourth

inferomarginal. The plates are covered with coarse spaced hemi-

spherical granules less depressed than the marginal. Sutures between

the plates distinct and deep.

First adambulacral with a nearly straight furrow comb of 6

slightly flattened four-sided spines tapering to a chisellike edge;

second and third with a curved series; on the fourth plate an angle

appears near the adoral margin which gradually increases in promi-

nence up to the twelfth or fifteenth, and remains prominent to the

end of ray. The spines increase to 9 or 10, the 3 or 4 on the apex
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of angle being the slenderest, somewhat prismatic and compressed.

On the adoral end of the series are usually 2 flattened, roimd-tipped

spines, the side to furrow, and on the aboral end 3 or 4 similar

but larger ones. The aboral facet of the angle is hollowed out to

accommodate the tube foot. Proximally the plates bear 2 or 3

series of tubercular granules (7 to 9 in number) ; farther along ray

where the angle is prominent there are about 15 in three irregular

series parallel to margin. On the outer attenuate part of ray a

granule spaced from the rest and sometimes slightly enlarged is

found just back of the apex of the angle. No pedicellariae. Sutures

between the plates unusually deep.

Mouth plates with a straight furrow series of 9 or 10 spines like

the adambulacrals except that the inner three become gradually en-

larged and more compressed. Suboral granules 8 or 9, following

the other margins of each plate, the inner 2 or 3 of the series adjacent

to median suture being enlarged into short, stout wedge-shaped spines.

It is noticeable that the ventral plates have more distinct spaces or

sutures between them than have those of either euryplax or rrtoluc-

canus.

Madreporic body subpentagonal, surrounded by 4 large plates, of

which the largest, on the adcentral side, is the primary basal. The
madreporite is a trifle smaller than the primary basals of the other

4 interradii, and is situated about one -third the distance between

center and inner edge of superomarginals.

Young.—Two small specimens doubtfully referable to this species

have less tumid marginals, broader rays, with the median abactinal

depression less pronounced than in the adult. Oral spines 9 ; furrow
spines at first 5 increasing to 9.

Type.—Cat. No. 30547, U.S.N.M.
Type-Iocalif7/.—Station 5648, Buton Strait, Celebes (lat. 5° 35' S.;

long. 122° 20' E.), 559 fathoms, bottom temperature 39.2° F.; 1 speci-

men.

Distribution.—Celebes.

Specimens examined.—Three; the type and 2 young specimens
doubtfully referred to this species from station 5651, Gulf of Boni,

Celebes, 700 fathoms, green mud, bottom temperature 38.7° F.

Bcmar/cs.—This species differs from ^V. euryplax in having nar-

rower rays, tumid marginals, narrower and longer inferomarginals,

radial abactinal plates which are not conspicuously wider than long,

and 9 or 10 oral spines. In arthrocnemis the plates are more distinct,

the granulation coarser, the primary basal plates larger, the madre-
poric body surrounded by 4 (not 6) plates, and the dorsal surface of

ray is marked by a shallow sulcus, of which the dorsal facets of the

superomarginals form the sides. From N. moluccanus, arthrocnemis
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differs in having proximally narrower rays, differently formed su-

peromarginals, which on disk extend laterally beyond the infero-

marginals (not the reverse), in having coarser granules, larger

primary basal plates, shorter furrow spines, especially the middle
members, and fewer oral spines, the series of which is not incurved.

The inferomarginal plates are narrower and more bandlike, on the

ray and the superomarginals are much more numerous. Nymphaster
nora Alcock has still longer rays (R=6.3 r) very narrow infero-

marginals in the interbrachia, 12 furrow spines and 3 plates sur-

rounding the madreporite. In the form of the marginal plates

arthrocnemis closely resembles nora.

NYMPHASTER MESERES Fisher.

Plate 66, fig. 2; plate 67, fig. 2; plate 68, fig. 2; plate 69, fig. 2; plate 92,

figs. 4, 4a.

Nymphnster meseres Fisher, 1913ff, p. 639.

Diagnosis.—Similar in proportions and general form to ^V. arthro-

cnemis but marginal plates not tumid (although ray is sharply

4-angled) and dorsal surface is subplane; sixth and sometimes fifth

superomarginal longer than width of dorsal surface (tenth in

arthrocnemis) ; third inferomarginal longer than width of its actinal

surface; superomarginal and inferomarginal 2-jawed slender pedicel-

lariae regularly present. Width of ray at proximal end of first pair

of superomarginals which meet medially equaling first 3.5 to 3.66

superomargijials measured along ambitus; radial abactinal plates

hexagonal to roundish; oral spines 9 to 11; furrow spines increasing

from 5 or 6 to 10, 11, and 12 far along ray. R=about 60 mm., r=17
mm., R=3.6 rdr ; breadth of ray at midinterbrachium, 19 mm.

Description.—The abactinal plates are similar to those of arthro-

cnemis. but the primary apicals are smaller, being subequal to the

largest radial paxillae, which have 8 or 10 central and 12 to 15 periph-

eral granules. The papular areas seem to be relatively a little wider

in meseres^ although the specimen is much smaller; 7 longitudinal

rows are included in the papular areas, with a few plates of 2 addi-

tional rows on some radii.

One of the main differences is in the shape of the superomarginal

plates which are like rectangular blocks with plane (not tumid)

facets. The sutural line along side of ray is a trifle sunken, as also

that of the midradial line on outer part of ray. The plates are

sharply oblique in the midinterbrachia and the width decreases more

rapidly over the length than in arthrocnemis
.^
as indicated in diag-

nosis. Granules depressed hemispherical, rather coarse, and touch-

ing one another, not spaced as in hdbrotatus and atopus. Marginal

pedicellariae few, slender, in the interbrachia. Terminal plate (of
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cotype) longer than wide, broadly lanceolate, the pointed end prox-

imal. Superomarginal plates 26+, a small portion of ray being

missing.

Inferomarginals longer than width of actinal surface (except

first 1 or 2), and very narrow distally; 10 plates near middle of ray

corresponding to about 16 adambulacrals
;
granules alid pedicellariae

as on superomarginals.

Actinal interradial areas with 5 chevrons of plates which are a

trifle swollen as in arthrocnemis ; granules coarse, slightly spaced,

larger in center than on periphery (not so in arthrocnemis where

they are nearly uniform).

Adambulacral plates with 5 or 6 spines on the first furrow margin,

increasing to 11, or even 12 ; a slight angle appearing on the second

or third plate but not becoming at all prominent until the eighth.

Subambulacral granules 15 to 18 in 3 irregular series. A very few

of the proximal plates with a 2- or 3-jawed pedicellaria near the

inner adoral corner.

Marginal mouth spines 9 to 11 (10 or 11 in type), compressed;

suboral granules in 2 series, a few of the innermost slightly en-

larged.

Madreporic body medium-sized, surrounded by 5 or 6 plates; it

is larger than the primary basal plates and is situated slightly less

than one-third r from center—about as in arthrocnemis.

Type.—Cat. No. 30548, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5115, ojff northern Mindoro (Verde Island

Passage), 340 fathoms.

Distribution.—Known only from type-locality.

/Specimens examined.—Two, the type and an example from sta-

tion 5114, type-locality, 340 fathoms, fine sand.

Remarks.—This species, or perhaps only sul^species of arthrocne-

mis, is most likely to be confused with that form and with hahro-

tatus. It differs from hahrotatus in having square-angled rays with

a plane dorsal surface, a closer marginal granulation, the sixth and
sometimes the fifth superomarginal longer than width of its dorsal

surface (ninth or tenth in hahrotatus) ; 10 inferomarginals corre-

sponding to about 16 adambulacrals (13 or 14 in hahrotatus)^

coarser actinal interradial granulation; fewer mouth spines (12 to

15 in hahrotatus)
;
primary apical plates smaller—not conspicuous,

whereas they are in hahrotatus. N. Tneseres seems to be related to

both hahrotatus and arthrocnemis
.^
and rather closely, though it is

separable readily enough with specimens in hand.

Among the species described by Koehler from the Investigator

collections the present form comes nearest to ludwigi, which, how-
ever, has wider superomarginals for they are not longer than wide
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until after the twelfth plate (fourth or fifth in 'ineseres) and the

inferomarginals as viewed from below do not become longer than

wide until after the fifth or sixth. In ludwigi the subambulacral

granules are fewer in 2 regular series, and there are no adambulacral

pedicellariae. N. helli Koehler has the radial plates conspicuously

wider than long, while in N. ternalis (Koehler, but not Perrier) the

marginal i^latcs have different proportions, the adambulacral fur-

row spines are fewer (8) and pedicelUxriae much more numerous.

I do not think the species which Koehler identifies as Nymphaster
ternalis is really that form, apart from the improbability of a West
Indian species being found in the Indian region. Judging by Per-

rier's figure, the marginal plates of ternalis are more tumid and

the abactinal radial plates larger. Perrier states that the apophysis

of the adambulacral plates of ternalis starts with the twenty-fourth

plate. In Koehler's species it starts on the third or fourth to

fifteenth. In most of the species described in this report the apophy-

sis starts near the base of the furrow on the first five adambulacral

plates and is a rather conservative character. It is unlikely that

so great a variation would be present in a single species. I have

examined what purports to be N. ternalis from the West Indies,

but as it agrees with neither the figure nor description of Per-

rier I think it likely that in the United States National Museum
collection other species than true ternalis masquerade under that

name. This species has the apophysis starting on the third or

fourth plate, and its superomarginals, instead of being swollen on

the ray and slightly sunken in the midradial line, slope upward
toward the median radial line.

NYMPHASTER HABROTATUS Fisher.

Plate 66, fig. 3; plate 67, fig. 3; plate 68, fig. 4; plate 69, fig. 4; plate 92,

figs. 8, 8a.

"Nymphaster hahrotatus Fisher, 1913a, p. 639.

Diagnosis.—Rays long and slender as in N. ai'throcnemis^ but not

tumid, the dorsal surface of ray evenly arched proximally and oral

spines 12 to 15; contour of ray as seen from below even, not con-

stricted at intervals ; breadth of ray at inner end of the first pair of

superomarginals which meet medially equal to first 3 to 3.5 supero-

marginals measured on ambitus; superomarginals, as seen from

above, wider than long up to the sixth or seventh; the next 2 or 3

squarish
;
granules round and well spaced ; a few marginal 2-jawed

pediceHariae; median radial plates slightly wider than long, all

slightly elevated; primary apical plates conspicuous; adambulacral

plates with proximally 7 or 8 and farther along ray upward of 14

furrow spines; apophysis beginning on second or third plate, but
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becoming prominent gradually; adambulacral 2- to 4:-jawod pedi-

cellariae; third inferomarginal longer than wide as seen from below.

E=7G.5 mm., r=17 mm., I\=4.5 r; breadth of ray at midinter-

brachium, 19 mm.
Description.—Abactinal area, circumscribed by the superomar-

ginals, arcuate pentagonal with attenuate sharp corners; abactinal

plates slightly elevated even on the interradial areas, but not high

enough to be distinctly tabulate. Papular areas comprising 3 or 4

rows on either side of the median radials which are slightly wider

than long, subhexagonal, and with 3 to 8 central and 12 to 14 slightly

smaller depressed granules; other radial plates subcircular and
smaller. Primary basal and central plates conspicuously larger

than the others and with more granules. A few entrenched pedicel-

lariae with 2 slender jaws are scattered over the radial areas. Plates

of midradial and 2 parallel series on either side (papular area) pro-

vided with 6 short pointed lobes (arcuately hexagonal), by which

the distal plates touch, but do not quite touch proximally. The
4 or 5 distal plates of the radial and adradial series are slightly

wider than long, but the proximal plates are not. The interradial

plates are irregularly roundish without lobes, and as seen from with-

in they are not in contact.

Superomarginal plates about 32, conspicuously sloping in the in-

terbrachia and basal portion of ray, forming thereto an arched dorsal
surface which gradually and at different points on the ray becomes

horizontal or plane. Height of lateral face of ray proximally equal-

ing width of dorsal face of superomarginal but distally slightly ex-

ceeding it. Fourth or fifth plate meeting its fellow medially ; abac-

tinal surface of proximal plates up to the sixth or seventh wider than

long; the next 2 or 3 are about as wide as long, and thence the width

diminishes gradually (in N. meseres, which somewhat resembles this

species, the fifth plate is as wide as long or sometimes slightly longer

than wide and the plates abruptly become longer than wide, not

gradually; also the abactinal surface of ray is plane with abrupt

angles). Lateral angle of ray rounded; side of ray straight as

viewed from above, the plates not being tumid. Suture between

supero- and inferomarginals in a slight depression. Granules cir-

cular, depressed, spaced about their own diameter or slightly less.

A few small, entrenched, slender 2-jawed pedicellariae arc present.

In the interbrachia the superomarginals extend laterally beyond the

inferomarginals. Terminal plate small, ovoid.

Inferomarginals nearly square interradially, but the third is

slightly longer than width of actinal face; height of inferomarginals

about one-half that of superomarginals and on ray about equal to

its actinal width the surface being evenly rounded from the inner to

outer edge. Ten plates near middle of ray correspond to 13 or 14
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adambulacrals. Granulation similar to that of superomarginals,

and a few similar pedicellariae are present.

Actinal intermediate plates perfectly flat, in about 5 chevrons, and

irregular as to size and shape, but usually with 5 sides. Granules

similar in size to those of inferomarginal plates, but more spher-

ical or acorn-shaped. Sometimes 1 or 2 two-jawed entrenched pedi-

cellariae are present in an interradial triangle.

First adambulacral with 7 or 8 slender compressed, blunt spines

in a nearly straight series. The first appearance of the apophysis

is in the second or third plate, but it does not become very prominent

until the eighth to twelfth. The spines gradually increase in num-

ber to 12, 13, or 14. The central 3 to 5 spines on the distal plates are

shorter and slenderer than the laterals, and on the proximal plates

they are slenderer and subequal. In short, they have the usual rela-

tions, and the distal plates are longer than wide. Subambulacral

granules rather variable. In the type there are 15 to 20, in about

3 series, several of the inner series being enlarged on the first 10

plates into short, granuliform, sharp tubercles. Near the adoral

border of a comparatively few of the proximal plates of type is a

2- or 8-jawed pedicellaria in the innermost suboral series. The jaws

are slender and curved inward. In specimens from stations 5423

and 5424, which in several details depart slightly from the type,

the pedicellariae are more numerous. In the specimen from station

5424 the pedicellariae usually have 3 jaws, and with a few exceptions

occur on all the first 25 to 30 plates.

Mouth plates with a long and rather narrow mouth angle; mar-

ginal spines 12 to 15, usually 14 in type, similar to the furrow

spines but stouter and more compressed, gradually increasing in

size toward the inner angle of plate, most of the spines being thin,

petaloid, and round-tipped. Suboral granules 12 to 18; a series of

5 or 6 parallel to furrow series are enlarged into flattened tubercular

spines.

Madreporic body larger than the primary basal plates, and situ-

ated about a third the distance from center to ambitus. It is sur-

rounded by 4 plates, with 2 others encroaching somewhat upon them.

Gonads in a single tuft on either side of the membranous inter-

brachial septum.

Type—Cdit. No. 30549, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5491, between Leyte and Mindanao, 736

fathoms, green mud, coral; bottom temperature, 52.3° F. ; 2 speci-

mens.

Distribution.—Sulu Sea to the Surigao Sea, north of Mindanao,

340 to 736 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Five, 2 from the type-locality and 3 from

the following stations:
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Station 5423, Sulu Sea near Cagayanes Islands, 508 fathoms, gray

mud, coral sand ; bottom temperature, 49.8° F. ; 1 specimen.

Station 5424, same locality, 340 fathoms, coral sand; bottom tem-

perature, 50.4° F. ; 2 specimens.

Remarks.—This species differs from eiiryplax and moluccanus in

having narrower rays, which are arched proximally; in having the

superomarginals extending laterally farther than the inferomar-

ginals, not the reverse; from eiiryplax further in having more nu-

merous oral spines, more numerous furrow spines, and radial plates

not conspicuously widened; from moluccanus also in having nar-

rower superomarginals and marginal pedicellariae; from arthro-

cnerrds in lacking swollen marginals and the characteristic depres-

sion along the ray, in having plane not tumid actinal intermediate

plates, more numerous oral and furrow spines, finer granules, mar-

ginal and adambulacral pedicellariae; from atopus in having 6

(young) to 10 interbrachial superomarginals (not 4), numerous

pedicellariae, larger, slightly elevated abactinal plates, more numer-

ous mouth spines, and stouter inferomarginal plates. The characters

which separate this form from meseres are noted under that species.

NYMPHASTER ATOPUS Fisher.

Plate 63, fig. 4; plate 64, fig. 2; plate 69, fig. 5; plate 70, fig. 4; plate 92,

figs. 7, la.

Nymphaster atopus, Fisher, IdlSa, p. 640.

Diagnosis.—Differing from other species herein described in having

only 4 interbrachial superomarginals ; rays slender, the width at outer

end of second superomarginals (which corresponds in position to the

inner end of the first pair of plates which meet medially, in other

species) equaling length of first 3 superomarginals measured on am-

bitus; superomarginals longer than wide; inferomarginals on ray

very slender, resembling terete rods placed end to end; marginal

granulation relatively coarse, spaced; abactinal plates small, round-

ish hexagonal, with few granules; oral spines 9 or 10; adambulacral

furrow spines proximally 7 or 8, then 10 or 11 ; apophysis is promi-

nent from the third plate on; distal plates much longer than wide,

with 1 series of granules and a few extra in the angle of the apophy-

sis; about 15 or 16 adambulacrals corresponding to 10 inferomargi-

nals of ray. Cotype, E=43-)-mm., r=9 mm., R=at least 5 r (tip of

ray broken).

Description.—Abactinal area, within the marginal plates, pentago-

nal and bounded on each side by 4 superomarginals. Abactinal

plates small, slightly convex, the papular areas comprising 5 longi-

tudinal series of roundish hexagonal plates and the interradial areas,

abour 4 chevrons of still smaller roundish or irregularly polygonal

ones. Radial plates with 1 central and 6 or 7 peripheral subspherical
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beadlike granules; the adradial and next adjacent series with 4 or 5

granules and usually no central; the interradial plates with 4 to 6

g;;in;i]es. A ver\^ few of the radial plates of type (only) have a deli-

cate pedicellaria with 2 slender jaws longer than the granules.

Superomarginals massive proximally, 22 on longest ray, forming

an arched bevel to the margin of interbrachial spaces. Base of ray

very slightly arched abactinally—nearly plane—but v;itli a well-

rounded, abrupt, slightly swollen angle between the dorsal and lat-

eral facets of the plate. On outer part of ray the dorsal surface is

arched so that the distal attenuate portion of ray is subterete. Proxi-

mally the height of the plate is about half the width of dorsal sur-

face, and distally about equal to it. The third plate is about as long

as wide, but thence the width decreases more rapidly than the length,

so that all the subsequent plates are longer than wide. Granulation

coarse; granules circular, depressed, subtruncate or convex, and

spaced slightly less to slightly more than their own diameter apart.

Inferomarginals slightly tumid and very narrow on the ray, and

all iM\' longer than width of actinal surface. Inner edge of first j)late

about as long as chord of extreme width, or exceeding width of ven-

tral surface alone; second plate slightly narrower; third plate one

and one-half times as long as wide. From here the plates become

rapidly narrower; and the surface being evenly rounded from the

inner to outer edge, they resemble short terete rods placed end to end.

Ten inferomarginals near center of ray correspond to 15 or 16 adam-

bulacrals. On the outer part of ray the inferomarginals are about

as wide as the adambulacrals, and about half as wide as ~he siipero-

marginals. In the interbrachia and along proximal half of ray the

lateral suture between superomarginals and inferomarginals is

slightly depressed owing to the slightly swollen lateral facets of the

plates. Granules subspherical, slightly smaller than the superomar-

ginal granules and similarly spaced. Proximally there are about 9

in the length of a plate ; distally about 7 or 8.

Actinal intermediate plates in 3 chevrons, the outer reaching mid-

dle of second plate. Granules thimble-shaped or acorn-shaped, spaced

about as those of inferomarginals and similar to them in size.

First 2 adambulacral plates without perceptible furrow angle and
with 7 or 8 rather slender 4-sided spines of about equal width through-

out, but tapering to a subtruncate tip somewhat like a wedge. Third

plate with angle near proximal side, which rapidly increases in promi-

nence until the sixth to eighth plates, beyond which there is a gradual

broadening of the apophysis, as the plates become much narrower

owing to the tenuity of ray. As a consequence of this the plates are

much longer than wide, the apophysis is broad and less prominent,

so that the circular compartments in which the tube feet are lodged

are separated by more than their own diameter. Where the apophysis
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is most prominent there are 10 or 11 furrow spines, the median slen-

der, pointed, compressed, witli edge to furrow, the laterals stouter, a

trifle longer, tapering, and with flat side to furrow. The distal facet

of each hypophysis is slightly hollowed out. The lateral spines of

4 adambulacral plates bend down over the compartment in w^hich

the tube feet are lodged

—

i or 5 from each distal facet and about 4

from each adoral facet, forming an effective operculum of 16 to 20

converging spines, Suboral granules proximally 6 to 9, conical and

subspinose, shorter and thicker than the furrow spines and arranged

in 2 series. Far along ray are about 8 or 10 conical granules in a

series of 5 to 7 on the outer edge of plate, with a group of 2 to 4 be-

tween it and the angular-furrow series. Two or three of the proxi-

mal plates of each series have a pedicellaria in the inner series of

granules consisting of 2 to 4 tapering jaws.

Mouth plates with a fairly straight furrow series of 9 or 10 spines

similar to the furrow spines of the first 2 adambulacral plates, but

slightly more compressed, and the inner 2 or 3 are conspicuously

larger. Suboral granules 7 or 8 slightly spaced, the inner 1 or 2 of

the [median] sutural series being tuberculate.

Madreporic body small, surrounded by 4 plates, of which the ad-

central basal plate is the largest; it is situated nearly halfway be-

tween center and margin.

Type.—Cat No. 30550, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5428, Sulu Sea, off Palawan (lat. 9° 13' N.;

long. 118° 51' 15" E.). 1,105 fathoms, gray mud; bottom tempera-

ture 49.7° F. ; 3 specimens.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This species is remarkable for having only 4 superomar-

ginal and 4 inferomarginal plates in each interbrachial space; in

other words, the second superomarginal is the largest and is in con-

tact with its fellow medially. No other described species has so few

;

even the young specimens of arthrocnemis have at least 0. HoAvover,

Perricr figures some very immature forms with only 4 interbrachial

superomarginals, but these are tiny specimens.

Nymphaster atopus lives in the great depths of the Sulu Sea, which
are pretty effectually isolated from other abyssal areas.

Genus SPHAERIODISCliS Fisher.

Sphaeriodiscuif Fisher, 1910, p. 171; 1911d, p. 167. Type, Stephanaster

bourgeti Perrier.

SPHAERIODISCUS SCOTOCRYPTUS Fisher.

Pliite 79, fijj. 5; plate 80, fijr. 4; plate S3, figs. 6, 7; plate 92, figs. 10, 10a.

Sphacriodiscus scotocryptus Fisher, 1913a, p. G41.

Diagnosis.—In general appearance greatly resembling Ceramaster
granulans (except as regards the enlarged antepenultimate supero-
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marginals). UiSermg from. S. ammophilus (Fisher) a.nd S.hourgeti

(Perrier) in having much narrower superomarginals, more restricted

papular areas, much longer adambulacral plates, with more numerous

furrow spines and larger mouth plates. Form pentagonal, with

straight sides, produced at angles into rays, only 2 superomarginals

in length. Superomarginals narrow, increasing slightly in size up

to the third, the remaining 2 being smaller; surface bare, except

for scattered granules, and several rows near margin. Abactinal

plates granulate, a comparatively few of the radial and adradial

series being low tabulate; plates hexagonal on radial regions, gen-

erally 4-sided interradially, and irregularly hexagonal on center of

disk. Adambulacral plates longer than wide, or as long as wide,

with a straight-edged furrow comb of 9 or 10 flattened, rather narrow

truncate spines, and spaced from these 2 or 3 subambulacral series

of granules, the inner the larger. Mouth plates large, with 15 to 17

furrow spines. Abactinal, marginal, and actinal intermediate spatu-

late pedicellariae with " sugar-tongs " jaws. E=32 mm., r=22 mm.,

R=1.45 r.

Description.—Abactinal area pentagonal, the plates being flat and

only those of the very restricted papular areas slightly tabulate.

All are covered with uniform, depressed, subtruncate, hemispherical

granules, those in the central part of the plate being spaced one-

third to one-half the diameter of a granule ; those on the periphery

just touching. Scattered over the radial and interradial regions

are numerous small pedicellariae, with 2 narrow jaws abruptly

widened and spatulate at the tip, and with a rather narrow base

;

length of jaw about width of 2 granules. Sometimes the spatulate

part is notched or denticulate, sometimes entire. The papular areas

are restricted to the radial and either adradial series of plates. There

are 9 or 10 radial plates, but only about 6 of the radial and 5 of

the adradial series are tabulate. These plates are hexagonal or (being

usually a little longer than w4de) kite-shaped. In the middle of

the papular areas the lateral peripheral granules are slightly length-

ened, truncate, and have the appearance of acting as opercula to pro-

tect the papulae beneath.' The interradial plates are four or five

sided, or if six-sided the plates appear to be four-sided with 2 oppo-

site corners cut off.

The plates of the papular areas, seen from the coelomic side,

have 6 short, broad lobes, directed slightly downward, by which the

plates join. They are most pronounced on the radial plates, and the

kite-shaped plates have a strong lateral lobe on either side, the

rest being suppressed. The adradial and adjacent series have very

short lobes.

Superomarginal plates narrow. First 2 longer than extreme

width ; third much wider at distal transverse suture than at proximal,
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and touching its fellow of the opposite side by the distal inner corner.

Sixth plate narrower distally than proximally and smaller than the

fifth. It meets its fellow of the other side. Seventh plate small

and tumid. The plates form a well-rounded margin to the disk, but

rather more of the plate faces dorsally than laterally. The plates

are surrounded by a series of regular granules resembling those of

the abactinal plates and the lateral face of the plate has 2 to 5

additional rows of rather deciduous granules. On the inner mar-

gin of the first 4 plates there is an additional irregular series of

granules, which sometimes continues part way along the transverse

margins. The dorsal surface of the first 3 and practically all the

surface of the last 3 plates is bare, except for a few scattered gran-

ules and 1 or 2 pedicellariae. Terminal plate somewhat top-shaped,

with two truncate tubercular granules on the distal truncate end.

Inferomarginals arched actinally and encroaching upon actinal

area more than do the superomarginals upon the abactinal. They
are all longer than wide ; the lateral face is about half as wide as the

ventral and merges with it gradually. The plates decrease gradually

in size distad and correspond pretty closely to the superomarginals.

The ventral service is bare, except for comparatively numerous
widely spaced deciduous granules, but the margins of the plate

are granulate for the width of 4 to 6 series except the last 2 or 3

plates, which have only 1 or 2 marginal series. Some of the plates

have a lateral pedicellaria.

Actinal intermediate plates flat, granulate, in 7 chevrons, the out-

line of the plates being irregularly polygonal, and the granulation

spaced for half the width, or more, of the granules. The series ad-

jacent to the adambulacrals reaches to the middle of the third infero-

marginal and bears an occasional 2-jawed spatulate pedicellaria.

Each chevron has an odd interradial plate at its apex.

Adambulacral plates slightly longer than wide, or square, with a

nearly straight furrow margin bearing a regular straight-edged comb
of proximally 9 or 10, distally 7 or 8, flattened, rather narrow, trun-

cate spines. Proximally these are shorter than the width of plate;

sometimes the broader side is toward furrow (especially proximally)

and sometimes the edge is to furrow (distally). Spaced from these

by a conspicuous interval is a straight longitudinal series of 4 or 5

compressed, tubercular spiniform granules, much shorter than the

furrow spines, one of which distally becomes enlarged into a tubercle

as often occurs in the Goniasteridae. This tubercle is less evident in

S. ammofhilus. The proximal 5 or 6 plates have 1' and the rest

2 or 2.5 additional longitudinal series of small granules (6 to 12)

similar to those of the actinal intermediate plates.
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Mouth plates large with the furrow margin about twice as long

as that adjacent to first adambulacral plate. Furrow series: 15 to

17 compressed chisel-pointed spines, the inner 3 or 4 gradually

enlarged and prismatic, the innermost being widest, and blade-

like. Actinal surface with about 3 series of granules parallel to the

furrow, a pair just back of the teeth enlarged into prismatic spines;

median suture rather prominent; actinal surface of plates slightly

convex.

Madreporic body rather small, surrounded by 6 plates, and situ-

ated one-third r from center.

The gonads are single, one on either side of the membranous inter-

brachial septum, situated between the third and fourth longitudinal

series of radial plates and about 6 mm. from the margin. No rudi-

mentary superambulacral ossicles.

Type.—C?ii. No. 30553, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5425, Sulu Sea, near Cagayan Island, 495

fathoms, gray mud, coral sand, bottom temperature 49.4° F. ; 1

specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from type-locality.

Remarks.—Although this species is very different from 8. hourgeti

and S. ammophilus in having narrow superomarginals and larger

adambulacral plates with numerous furrow spines, I think it is

referable to Sphaeriocliscns. The abactinal plating, marginal granu-

lation, and slightly enlarged antepenultimate superomarginal are

characteristic. I have examined the gonads and abactinal plates of

8. ammophilus and they agree with those of S. scotocrypfus. In the

former the plates of the very restricted papular areas are 4- to 6-

lobed, the lobes being short, sharply truncate, and joining closely

end to end the lobes of adjacent plates. In the radial series the

lateral lobes (2 on either side) are developed more fully than the

other 2, which may be lacking. The form of the lobing is exactly

similar to that of S. ammophilus., even to the larger lateral lobes.

It would seem that the very small papular areas are also character-

istic of the genus. S. ammophilus has single gonads, situated as in

S. scotocryptus.

Genus PELTASTER Verrill.

Peltaster Verbill, 1S09, p. 1G8. Type P. hebes Verrill i=Oonia8ter nidaro-

siensis Storm),

—

Fisher 1911(f, p. 171.

PELTASTER CYCLOPLAX Fisher.

Plate 74,* fig. 1 ; plate 75 ; plate 83, fig. 1 ;
plate 92, figs. 11, llor-d.

Peltaster cycloplax Fisher, 1913a, p. 641.

Diagnosis.—Differing from P. nidarosiensis (Storm) in having

entrenched, 2-jawed, pincer-shaped or " sugar-tongs " pedicellariae
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instead of the sessile, bivalved type ; in having very many more gran-

ules on the abactinal plates, more tumid and longer proximal supero-

marginal plates, and very numerous actinal intermediate pedicel-

lariae; rays longer. General form stellate, with short rays and

shallow, arcuate, interbrachia ; R=109 mm., r— 51 mm., 'R=2.1 r;

breadth of ray at midinterbrachium, GO mm. Abactinal plates finely

granulated, the larger primary plates with 35 or 40 peripheral and

120 central, slightly smaller granules; proximal radial plates sur-

rounded, partially or wholly, by smaller, secondary plates; very

numerous small abactinal, broadly spoon-shaped, denticulate pedicel-

lariae; superomarginals proximally very tumid, 15 or 16 to the ray,

closely granulate except for a central irregular bare space on many
plates ; a few superomarginal and inferomarginal pedicellariae ; actinal

intermediate areas very large, closely granulate, nearly all the plates

with 1 or sometimes 2 forceps pedicellariae, so that in the aggregate

they appear very numerous, the plates being small; adambulacral

plates with 5 or 6 stout, blunt, 4-sided or compressed furrow spines

and 2 arcuate series of subambulacral spines (4 or 5 in each series),

followed by 12 to 15 granules in 2 crowded, irregular series.

Description.—Abactinal plates all clearly distinguishable and

arranged regularly on the radial areas and outer parts of interradial

areas, but not very regularly on center of disk. Primary plates of

radial areas hexagonal, arranged in a radial series and 3 longitu-

dinal series on either side, these interspersed and surrounded by
smaller, irregularly polygonal, roundish, or oblong plates, 6 to 8

about each plate. Proximally the consecutive radial and adradials

are separated by oblong or very much compressed, often irregular,

hexagonal ones, but near the middle of R these disappear from the

radial series and, also successively, a little nearer to center of disk

from the other 3 series. For a short distance beyond the middle

of R the secondary plates are found only at the sides of the lateral

series, but in the other series the lateral plates disappear about as

quickly as the transverse ones. The intermediate plates occupy, then,

a petaloid radial area extending about to the middle of R, and also

the center of disk, but here there is less difference in size between

the 2 kinds. Interradial plates numerous, gradually changing from
hexagonal to lozenge-shaped. There are many irregular forms, 4- to

6-sided or even roundish toward center of disk. All the plates are

covered with a fine, close granulation, the peripheral granules being

flattened, truncate, or finger-nail-shaped and distinctly larger than

the circular depressed central granules, which decrease slightly in

size toward the center of plate. A proximal radial plate has upward
of 35 or 40 peripheral and 120 central granules, all having the

appearance of being immersed in a soft, transparent matrix. Most
of the plates also bear an entrenched sugar-tongs pedicellaria with
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2 broadly spoon-shaped denticulate jaws, the width of the rounded

or ovoid expanded part sometimes nearly equaling the total height,

which equals width of 2 or 2.5 peripheral granules. The base of

the pedicellaria is narrower than the rounded or ovoid distal portion

and the jaw is constricted just above the base.

The edges of the plate fit together tightly, there being no inter-

spaces, and no papulae can be seen. The 5 primary interradial plates

can be distinguished by their slightly greater size.

The papular area is very extensive and can not be seen from the

outside. It includes the whole dorsal surface, with the exception of

a band averaging 5 mm. wide, adjacent to the marginal plates, and on

either side of the interbrachial septum, extending inward nearly to

center of disk. Viewed from the coelomic side the abactinal plates

are even more regular than from an external view. The large pri-

mary plates of the radial area are roundish, with 6 to 8 facets, be-

tween each of which is a papula. The secondary plates are more
irregular, with 5 or 6 slight indentations separating the margin into

as man}' short lobes ; or there may be nq lobing but only 5 to 7 un-

equal facets. The lateral radial plates outside the area of intermedi-

ates are more regularly hexagonal.

Superomarginal plates, 15 or 16 to the ray, the proximal 5 or 6

very tumid and abactinal in position, the succeeding plates less tumid

and with their transverse axis becoming more and more oblique to

the abactinal plane. First plate slightly wider than long; succeeding

5 or 6 plates longer than wide; the remaining plates shortening and

increasing in width so that the penultimate is wider than the plates

of the midregion of ray, but not quite so wide as the first 2 plates.

Granulation close and fine, similar to that of abactinal plate. Most
of the plates have 1 or 2 pedicellariae similar to the abactinal. The
first 4 or 5 plates have an irregular bare space in the middle, and in

this there are irregular groups and lines of granules. Some of the

outer plates show a similar bare space, but much smaller. Terminal

plate rather obovoid, or ovoid, and narrowed at either end.

Inferomarginals confined mostly to side wall of ray, closely granu-

late, and often with a pedicellaria. General surface slightly arched

but not markedly tumid; first plate as wide as long; the next 7 longer

than wide and the remainder wider than long. The fifth or sixth

to fourteenth plates do not correspond in the 2 series but even alter-

nate. The plates of the 2 series have nearly the same area ; sometimes

the superomarginals are a shade larger, sometimes the inferomar-

ginals exceed, especially distally.

Actinal intermediate areas very large, closely granulate, the gran-

ules convex and coarser than those of inferomarginal plates. Nearly

all the plates have 1 or, near the furrow, 2 entrenched pedicellariae

with 2 spatulate jaws often not so wide as those of abactinal surface.
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The pedicellariae are so numerous as to closely dot the surface, the

plates being rather small, 4-sidcd (sometimes 5 or 6 near margin),

those nearest furrow rectangular and largest, the rest gradually de-

creasing in size and changing to lozenge-shape, or lozenge-shape

with 2 corners cut off (6-sided). There are about 12 chevrons of

them.

Adambulacral plates wider than long, close-set. Furrow spines

5 or 6, stout, blunt, 4-sided, or compressed and 3-sided, sube(]ual,

sometimes placed slightly obliquely, so that the aboral end of the

close comb overlaps the adoral end of the succeeding comb. The
spines are as long or slightly longer than the plate, and the armature

of the actinal surface is graduated in size from the furrow spines

gradually into that of the intermediate plates. First there are 2

arcuate series, each of 4 or 5 prismatic or 4-sided spines, heavier but

shorter than the furrow spines, and on the outer part of plate 12 to

15 rather crowded granules in 2 irregular series. Near the end of

ray one of the spines of the first actinal series is enlarged into a

clavate or acorn-shaped tubercle, and here also the plates may bear

a 2-jawed spatulate pedicellaria, but they are not numerous. A
very few of the proximal plates may also bear a 2-jawed pedicellaria.

Mouth plates fiat, with very regular, straight furrow margin, the

5 pairs of mouth plates completely closing actinostome. Furrow
spines 9 to 11, truncate, 4-sided, the innermost much compressed and
bladelike. The end of the spines has 1 or more tiny granuliform

eminences. Parallel to furrow are 2 series, each of 6 or 7 stout

truncate 4-sided or prismatic spines, and on the outer |)art of plate

18 to 20 granules in about 3 interradially directed series.

Madreporic body large, flat, about twice the diameter of a basal

plate, and with very fine, numerous, radiating striae; situated one-

third distance from center to inner edge of marginal plates.

The gonads form 2 or 3 tufts on either side of the interbrachial

septum and parallel to it. Hepatic coeca large, extending half the

length of ray; Polian vesicles large.

One of the rays has been injured at the tip, and now has 2 tips

with the bud of a third.

Type.—Cat. No. 30552, U.S.N.M.
Type-locality.—Station 5279, between Lubang and Luzon, south-

west of Manila Bay, 117 fathoms, green mud.
Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This species differs from P. nidarosiensis (Storm) ^ in

having the abactinal plates perfectly distinct, though closely granu-

lated, very many more granules to a plate, very numerous abactinal

pedicellariae, more tumid and longer proximal superomarginal

^ Grieg, Gonlaster nidarosiensis, Storm og dens synonymer. Bergens Museums Aarbog,
1905. No. 3, p. 10.

13434—Bull. 100—19 20
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plates, very numerous actinal intermediate pedicellariae. The pedi-

cellariae of P. nidarosiensis are of the bivalve, sessile type charac-

teristic of Ilifpastei^ia^ whereas in cycloplax they are of the en-

trenched 2-jawed sugar-tongs type, similar to those of Nymphaster^

and other related genera. If P. hehes Verrill is distinct from ni-

darosiensis it will differ from cycloplax in practically the same char-

acters as P. nidarosiensis. P. planus Verrill lacks pedicellariae en-

tirely, and has fewer abactinal granules to the plate, wider and less

tumid superomarginal plates, and only 3 or 4 furrow spines.

Genus PONTIOCERAMUS Fisher.

Pontioceramus Fisher, 1911c, p. 420. Type, P. grandis Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Stellate, with a large disk and relatively short rays.

Related to Plinthaster Verrill, but differing in having the surface of

the abactinal plates perfectly smooth, not covered with minute

bosses, in having the plates of the papular areas low-tabulate, and

the adambulacral plates with an angular furrow margin armed with

numerous short stubby spinelets; no conspicuously enlarged sub-

ambulacral spine on distal part of ray. Abactinal and marginal

plates bordered by a single series of small granules, the latter also

with some on lateral face of ray, all flush with level of plate. Last

few superomarginals in contact medially. Actinal intermediate

plates reaching far along ray, closely granulate, and with small bi-

valved excavate pedicellariae about as high as wide. Adambulacral

plates proxiihally very narrow, distally becoming wider; with a large

subambulacral toothed bivalved pedicellaria, and 10 or 11 furrow

spinelets in angular series. No smaller secondary abactinal plates.

PONTIOCERAMLS GRANDIS Fisher.

Plate 77, fig. 3 ; plate 78, fig. 3 ; plate 83, fig. 4 ; plate 93, figs. 4, 4a-&.

Pontioceramus grandis Fisheb, 1911c, p. 421.

Diagnosis.—Size large; stellate, with a large disk, shallow inter-

brachia, and short bluntly pointed rays, arcuately tapering from a

very broad base to an attenunate extremity, the last 5 to 8 supero-

marginals being in contact; abactinal plates numerous, with very

smooth surface bordered by immersed granules flush with surface,

the central and radial areas having the plates low-tabulate and
hexagonal; marginal plates conspicuous, decreasing in size gradu-

ally, and bordered by flush granules; actinal intermediate plates nu-

merous, granulate those nearest furrow with 1 or 2 small, denticu-

late, bivalved pedicellariae; furrow spinelets 11 or 12, short, stout,

blunt, forming an obtusely angular series, the apex varying in posi-
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tion between the adoral edge and middle; proximally a large

bivalved subambulacral pedicellaria near furrow, the remainder of

plate being occupied by rather small granules, those in line with

pedicellaria being enlarged and subspinose.

Description.—Abactinal plates numerous, with a very smooth and
slightly convex surface, on the radial region regularly hexagonal,

and on center of disk and in about 9 longitudinal (radial) series dis-

tinctly tabulate, each tabulum surrounded by 6 papulae, the area of

tabulate plates reaching about two-fifths K. The papular areas are

proximally considerably wider than the area of obviously tabulate

plates. Interradial plates flat, irregularly four- to six-sided. All

abactinal plates surrounded by a single series of flat squarish gran-

ules, set in membrane and flush with surface of plate, those on the

radial plates hard to see, and larger on the lateral than on the trans-

verse margins of tabulum.

The median radial plates, as viewed from the inner or coelomic

side, are wider than long with 8 short truncate lobes in the middle

third of the series; proximally the plates are roundish with 6 lobes;

distally there are 6 lobes, and the plates are wider than long; the

adraclial and 2 adjacent series have successively shorter lobes, which

are strongest on the adcentral side, while the other plates of the

papular areas are roundish with slight indentations to allow the

passage of the 6 pupulae. The interradial plates are lozenge-shape,

sometimes with the corners truncated. In the case of the radial

plates the transition between the 6- and 8-lobed plates is caused by
the gradual splitting of each distal and proximal lobe into two.

Marginal plates conspicuous. Superomarginals (30 to a ray)

form an even, slightly arched bevel in interbrachium, but on ray a

rounded angle, being there somewhat wider than high. Proximal
superomarginals decidedly wider than long, the width very grad-

uallj^ and uniformly decreasing toward the end of ray, while the

tumidity of the plates gradually increases. Plates surrounded by a

single series of small flush granules forming an inconspicuous border,

and in addition, on the lateral face of ray, adjacent to the outer or

lower edge, is a second series with a few scattered granules above.

On the outer part of ray there is but the single marginal series. The
distal 5 to 8 superomarginals are in contact medially, while usually

1 or 2 others touch and segregate 1 or 2 of the distal median radial

plates. Terminal plate much broader than long, truncate distally,

but roughly cordiform.

On the outer part of ray the inferomarginals extend laterally a

trifle beyond the superomarginals. The amount to which the infero-

marginals encroach upon disk is variable. The plates form a

rounded bevel in interbrachium, but a rounded angle on the ray, and
are surrounded by 2 series of granules similar to those of superomar-
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ginals, becoming reduced to a single series near the end of ray. In

acldition the longitudinal borders of plate usually have an additional

series, with a few odd granules in the corners or scattered on the

lateral face.

Actinal intermediate plates very numerous, those nearest furrow

the largest and with the next or next two parallel series forming

fairly regular chevrons, the plates reaching to the twenty-first or

twenty-second inferomarginal. The other plates are irregularly

arranged. All are closely granulate, the granules flat and immersed

in thin membrane. The plates next to adambulacrals bear one or

two small, rather delicate, bivalved pedicellariae, whose denticulate

jaws are slightly wider than high (the larger ones) or as wide as

high (smaller) and fit into slight depressions when open.

Adambulacral plates proximally long and narrow, very gradually

widening on outer half of R, until near tip; beyond the last actinal

intermediate plates they are as wide as long. Each plate is angular

toward furrow, the angle being sharper deep in furrow than on

margin, and is usually adoral to the middle of plate, varying in

position between the middle and adoral margin of plate. Furrow

spinelets 11 or 12, stout, short, round-tipped or blunt, much flat-

tened, those near the angle of margin with edge to furrow, the others

with flat side thereto. The aboral spinelet of the series is the broad-

est and stoutest, and often the adoral spinelet is similarily enlarged.

This spinelet or really granule is most conspicuous near the end of

ray, where the furrow angles, meeting medially from the 2 sides,

segregate the tube feet as in Nymphaster. The spinelets near either

end of the series form an operculum, closing this compartment when
the tube feet are withdrawn.

The spinelets are subequal in length, or the median slightly the

shorter. The actinal surface proximally is wide enough for only one

longitudinal series of unequal granules, but as the plate widens more

are added, until distally the plates have an even granular surface,

like that of actinal plates. Proximally most of the plates have a

large bivalved denticulate pedicellaria, the jaws much wider than

high. This occupies a third or a fourth the length of a plate, the

remainder of the first actinal series being filled out by compressed,

rounded, granules, usually larger than the other actinal granules.

The distalmost of these, on the last 6 to 12 plates, is enlarged and

tubercular (although inconspicuous), and this, a goniasterid ten-

dency, is carried out, although in a suppressed form.

Mouth plates small, triangular, Avith a fairly straight furrow

margin, bearing 9 or 10 spinelets, similar to those of the furroAV

series, but heavier, and increasing rather rapidly in size toward the

inner end of plate, where the spines are heavy, compressed, and leaf-

like. Back of these is a row of flattened, shorter, truncate, or round-
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tipped spines, the outer part of the plate being granulate, the gran-

ules being larger than those of the intermediate plates, spaced, and
subspinose. A curious variation is present in 2 specimens from sta-

tions 511G and 5412. One of the teeth at the inner angle is enor-

mously broadened and forms an odd scoop-shovel-like tooth. In
another mouth angle 2 are enlarged, 1 more than the other, so that

they overlap greatly.

Madreporic body small, near center of disk, surrounded by 5

plates; ridges radiating and coarse.

Anatomical notes.—The specimen dissected was smaller than the

type, with K, lOG mm. Intestinal coeca, consisting of 5 long, slender,

simple, radiating sacs, about one-third the minor radius in length;

Hepatic coeca small, about two-fifths of R in length; stomach small,

divided by a constriction into distinct dorsal and ventral divisions;

Polian vesicles large, 1 in each interradius ; ampullae double. Inter-

brachial septa membranous; along the ray are numerous accessory

septa parallel to the interbrachial, and extending from margin nearly

to ambulacral plates. There are 8 of these between the second and
twelfth superomarginals; thence they become very small. Gonads in

a single tuft on either side of the interbrachial septum, at about the

middle of r.

Type.—C2it. No. 28657, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5273, off western Luzon, 27 miles southwest

of Corregidor Light, 114 fathoms, mud, shells, and coral sand; 1

specimen.

Distribution.—Southwestern Luzon to Bohol, 114 to 200 fathoms,

on green mud, mud, shells, and coral sand, temperature range 50.2°

to 54.8° F.

/Specimens examined.—In addition to the type, 4 specimens from
the following stations:

Station 5116, mouth of Balayan Bay, Luzon, 200 fathoms, bottom
temperature 50.2° F. ; 1 specimen (large).

Station 5412, between Cebu and Bohol, 162 fathoms, green mud,
54.8° F. ; 3 specimens.

Station 5417, between Cebu and Bohol, 165 fathoms, gray mud,
sand, bottom temperature 54.4° F. ; 1 specimen.

Remarks.—This genus differs from Circeaster in lacking the ab-

ruptly larger abactinal plates of rays, in having smooth marginals,

and regular tabulate radial plates ; and from Lydiaster in the character

of abuctinal, marginal, and adambulacral plates. Lydiaster is more
nearly related to Circeaster than to Pontioceramus. Ceramaster is

distinguished by the Avholly granulate tabulate abactinal plates and
Eugonianter^ which is perhaps the most nearly related form, has the

abactinal plates arranged without regularity although "tabulate,"

and the adambulacral plates are of uniform width throughout.
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Genus LITHOSOMA Fisher.

Lithosoma Fishee, 1911c, p. 422. Type, L. actinometra Fisher.

Related to Iconaster Sladen, but differs in having the regular longi-

tudinal radial series of abactinal plates completely surrounded by
granules, not on the lateral edges only, and in having the subam-

bulacral granulation short and spaced from the furrow comb, not

crowded and graduated into the furrow armature. All plates smooth

and bordered by a single series of granules, the plates of papular

areas sensibly elevated. Small spatulate excavate pedicellariae on

both surfaces. Disk large, rays long, slender, and beyond base of

ray composed only of marginal plates abactinally.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF LITHOSOMA HEREIN DESCRIBED.

c* R=3.7 r ; marginal plates broad, more or less tumid ; all superomarginals

broader than long; width of ray at proximal end of first pair of supero-

marginals which meet medially equal to length of first 5 superomarginals

;

furrow margin of adambulacral plates slightly convex, slightly angular, or

concavo-convex, but not markedly angular ; adambulacral pedicellaria very

small, the jaws much less than half as high as furrow spinelets.

actinometra, p. 298.

a.* R=4+r; marginal plates narrow, not at all tumid; distal superomarginals

longer than broad ; width of ray, measured as in o,* equal to length of first

I] to 3J superomarginals ; furrow margin with an apophysis separating the

tube feet; adambulacral pedicellaria with jaws nearly or quite as long

as the furrow spinelets penichra, p. 301.

LITHOSOMA ACTINOMETRA Fisher.

Plate 76, figs. 1, 3 ; plate 84, fig. 2 ;
plate 85, fig. 2 ; plate 93, figs. 3, 3a.

Lithosoma actinometra Fishes, 1911c, p. 422.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5. R=155 mm., r=42 mm., R=3.7 r; breadth of

ray at base, 49 mm., at eighth superomarginal, 19 mm. General

form precisely like Nymphaster; disk large, arcuately pentagonal,

and produced at the corners into long slender rays which gradually

taper to a bluntly pointed extremity and which are composed abac-

tinally of the marginal plates only. All plates smooth, porcelain-

like, bordered by a single complete series of granules flush with the

general surface; only the adambulacral and mouth plates with gran-

ules on surface. Abactinal plates regular, hexagonal, slightly ele-

vated, close-set; superomarginal plates massive, wider than long, the

seventh to ninth meeting medially, and encroaching conspicuously

upon abactinal area; inferomarginals similar to superomarginals;

actinal intermediate plates numerous, extending slightly beyond

middle of R ; adambulacral plates slightly wider than long to slightly

longer than wide, with a curved or slightly angular furrow margin

bearing a comb of proximally G to 8, and farther along the ray 9 to

11 short blunt spinelets.
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Description.—Abactinal area stellato-pentagonal. Abactinal plates

hexagonal, in regular radial and parallel series, smooth except for

scattered minute irregular elevations (not granules) and bordered

by a single complete series of flat immersed granules, squarish or

oblong in shape. The plates are very slightly elevated, are very

regular in disposition, and are crowded, those of the center of disk

being slightly the largest. If somewhat higher they would be called

tabulate. No secondary, smaller, intermediate plates. The papulae,

6 about a plate, are practically all over the abactinal area. Many of

the plates have 1 or 2 tiny entrenched pedicellariae with 2 or 3

slender jaws scarcely longer than the width of a marginal granule.

Abactinal plates as seen from the inner or coelomic side with 6

regular short lobes, the interval between being arcuate, and the plates

nearly or quite touching by means of the lobes. The ventral surface

of the plate is raised into a truncate eminence with sloping sides.

Viewed from this side, the plates appear to be of a low conical form

with the apex removed at different distances from the top.

Marginal plates blocklike massive, the superomarginals, 40 in

number, in contact along median line beyond the seventh to ninth,

and encroaching conspicuously upon dorsal surface, being wider than

high. The first plate is abactinally wider than the following 4, the

next 3 plates gradually increasing in width and the following grad-

ually decreasing toward the end of ray, as best shown in the figure.

Surface of plate smooth, porcelainlike, and the abactinal surface of

ray is nearly plane, or a trifle sunken along median line owing to a

slight convexity of the plates. Marginal granules small, immersed
in a membrane which nearly or quite obscures their outlines. A
variable number, usually 1 to 5, tiny 2- or 3-jawed pedicellariae

occur along the transverse margins and also along the lateral mar-
gin on the side of ray. The base of each jaw is half or more than

half as wide as the length and constricts to a narrow spatulate ex-

tremity. The cotype is much more liberally provided with them
than the type. Terminal plate much wider than long.

Inferomarginals correspond to superomarginals proximally; dis-

tally they alternate. The plates decrease regularly in size, although

very gradually on ray, Avhere the lateral face, as seen directly from
the side is about as wide as the ventral facet viewed directly from
below. The ventrolateral margin of ray is slightly swollen and
evenly rounded. Marginal granules and pedicellariae as on supero-

marginals. Ten inferomarginals at middle of ray correspond to

16 adambulacrals.

Actinal intermediate plates flat and very smooth, in about G irreg-

ular chevrons, irregular in size and shape, those next to furrow largest

and usually four-sided, the others less regular, four- or five-sided.

The series next to the adambulacrals extends slightly bpyond the
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middle of R, or to the fifteenth (or sixteenth) inferomarginal, the

plates having upward of 6 small pedicellariae each, with a few

scattered over the rest of the area, and the marginal granules are

similar to those of the marginal plates.

Adambulacral plates with an angular furrow face deep in fur-

row, the margin varying from a slightly convex contour to a slight

compound curve, or a shallow angle near the adoral end or anywhere

between the adoral end and middle. On the outer part of the ray

the plates are evenly convex on the margin, the convexity of oppo-

site plates meeting in the middle of ray and separating consecutive

pairs of tube feet. Furrow comb consisting of proximally 6 to 8,

farther along ray 9 to 11, short, blunt, granuliform, subequal spine-

iets, the mesial more or less compressed with edge to furrow, the

lateralmost somewhat thicker and prismatic or flattened with side

to furrow. On the outer fourth of ray the furrow spinelets are

again reduced to 6 to 8 and at the tip to 4 or 5. Border of plate

with a row of unequal subconical immersed granules, and surface

with several, usually forming a longitudinal series spaced from

furrow comb. One to 3 small pedicellariae usually present, often

taking the place of several granules, being surrounded by a smooth

area. They are slightly larger than actinal intermediate pedicel-

lariae and have 2 or 3 similar jaws. Far along the ray the aboral

granule or spinelet of the furrow series is considerably enlarged

over the others. This gradually becomes the tubercular spine

(though very small) characteristic of the distal plates of many

genera of Goniasteridae. It functions as a sort of operculum to

protect the tube feet.

Mouth plates small, rather evenly triangular, the straight furrow

margin with 7 to 9 furrow spines, the 2 inner enlarged, heavy, com-

pressed, prismatic, sometimes unequal, either round-tipped or bluntly

pointed. Suboral granules 20 to 25 immersed, close-set, the row ad-

jacent to furrow slightly the heaviest.

Madreporic body hexagonal, surrounded by 6 plates, with coarse

irregular ridges radiating from center. In the cotype the striae are

fine, very meandering, and interrupted, but in the type are fairly

straight.

Anatomical notes.—Gonads, a large cluster on either side of the

membranous interradial septum, the aperture about 10 mm. from

inner edge of marginal plates and 5 mm. from interradial septum.

Polian vesicles, 1 in each interradius.

Type.—Q^i. No. 28658, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—^t^tion 5272, western Luzon, 25.5 miles southwest

Corregidor Light (lat. 14° N.; long. 12° 22' 30" E.), 118 fathoms,

mud, shells, coral sand, bottom temperature 57.4° F.

Distribution.—Off western Luzon, 114 to 118 fathoms.
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Specimens examined.—Two, the type and a specimen from sta-

tion 5273, off western Luzon, 27 miles southwest Corregidor Light,

114 fathoms, mud, shells, and coral sand.

Remarks.—Dorigona peyitaphylla Alcock from 271 fathoms, Anda-

man Sea, is closely related to the present form. Although no figures

have been published, I think there is little doubt that the two are

congeneric, and possibly even conspecific.

LITHOSOMA PENICHRA Fisher.

Plate 76, fig. 2 ; plate 77, fig. 1 ;
plate 84, fig. 6 ; plate 85, fig. 1 ;

plate 93,

figs. 6, 6o-&.

Litliosoma penichra Fisher, 1917&, p. 90.

Diagnosis.—Differing from L. actinometra in having slenderer,

longer rays, narrower marginal plates, restricted petaloid papular

areas, and more angular furrow margin to the adambulacral plates,

the consecutive pairs of tube feet being separated, beyond base of

furrow, as in Nymphaster; surface of plates and encircling granules

as in L. actinometra; width of ray at proximal end of first pair of

superomarginals (fifth), which meet medially equal to length of

first 3 or 3| superomarginals measured on ambitus (5 in L. actino-

metra). R=86 mm., r=21 mm., K=4-|-r; breadth of ray at inter-

radius, 24 mm., at proximal end of fifth superomarginal, 9.5 mm.
Description.—Abactinal plates similar to those of L. actinometra

except that the median radial plates are wider than long, and to a

slighter extent the distal adradials also. The pedicellariae are rela-

tively larger, the combined jaws when open being one-third to one-

half the diameter of plate, and each jaw is as broad or broader at

base than one of the marginal granules, while in actinometra a

granule is two or three times as broad as a pedicellaria. Even though

the type of actinometra is very much larger than that of penichra^

the abactinal pedicellariae are slightly smaller. The papular areas

are petaloid and in extreme width comprise 9 longitudinal rows of

slightly elevated plates, leaving a narrow triangular area of flat

plates (of about 5 chevrons) free from papulae. Each radial plate

has from 15 to 25 four-sided marginal granules flush with the level

of the plate. The granules on the corners of the plate are larger

than the others. The edge of the plate is sometimes slightly uneven,

sometimes very straight.

From the coelomic side of the abactinal integument the plates

are arcuately hexagonal with truncate corners (or have short trun-

cate lobes) between which are the circular papular pores. The
plates fit tightly together by the lobes, and the surface is strongly

convex—very similar to that of L. actinometra. In the interradial

areas and center of disk the hexagonal plates fit tightly together

and are without lobes.
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Superomarginals 31 or 32 in number, rather narrow, forming a

bevel in the interbrachia, and sloping slightly on the basal part of

ray, the border of the ray being gradually rounded and the lateral

face of plate low and not sharply marked off from the dorsal. Ex-

treme width of first plate equal to or slightly more than length

(about twice length measured along inner margin of plate in L. acti-

nometra) ; extreme width of fifth plate (meeting medially its fellow)

equal to length of fifth and sixth, measured on ambitus (in L. acti-

nometra corresponding plate equal to nearly 3 plates). Superomarg-

inals of L. actinometra all wider than long, but in L. penichra a

variable number on outer part of ray slightly longer than wide, and

all along ray the plates are narrower than in actinometra. Pedicel-

lariae few. The distal third or half of the ray lacks granules on

the transverse margins of plate; and also to a variable extent the

granules are absent along the median suture and outer margin. (In

L. actinometra the last few plates only may lack marginal granules

on all but the outer margin.) Terminal plate slightly wider than

long, or as wide as long, tubercular, with an obtuse extremity.

Inferomarginals narrow, except interbrachially, and extending

laterally a trifle beyond superomarginals. They are as wide as long,

or a little wider than long, up to the fifth or sixth. The specimen

from station 5510 has shorter plates, so that the length does not

equal width until the middle of ray, or beyond. At middle of ray

17 or 18 adambulacrals correspond to 10 inferomarginals. Pedicel-

lariae scattered along both ventral and lateral surfaces of plates,

very variable in number, and usually few.

Actinal intermediate areas as in L. actinometra^ but the pedicel-

lariae fewer and relatively larger. There are about 6 chevrons of

plates, but with the exception of those adjacent to adambulacrals they

are rather irregularly arranged.

Adambulachral plates longer than wide, with angular furrow mar-

gin (except first 3 to 5 plates), the aboral facet of the apophysis con-

cave and slightly longer than the adoral, which is slightly convex.

Furrow spinelets 5 to 7 on the first few plates, increasing to 9 or 10

farther along ray, the mesial spinelets compressed, prismatic, blunt,

the laterals broader. The 2 aboral members are the broadest, and

have a blunt lanceolate contour, and serve, with the adjacent enlarged

ndoral spinelet of the succeeding plate, as an opercular covering for

the tube feet. In the type there is a distinct interval without spine-

lets on the aboral facet of the apophysis, the 1 or 2 distalmost spine-

lets of the series being separated from the rest. Near the center of

plate is a pedicellaria, with 2 or 3 broadly spatiilate jaws, becoming

narrow on outer part of ray. Outer margin of plate, with 5 or

convex granules larger than those of intermediate areas; and 2 or 3

form a series with the pedicellaria. Whenever the pedicellaria is
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lacking there are 2 series of granules, or sometimes 2.5. In L. actino-

metra the pedicellariae are much smaller, and usually 2 or 3 to a plate,

the jaws being much less than half the length of the furrow spinelets,

but in L. penichra^ despite its smaller size, the pedicellariae are

actually larger, with jaws nearly or quite as long as the furrow

spinelets.

Mouth plates with 7 or 8 four-sided, beveled, chisel-shaped furrow
spines, becoming heavier and prismatic at inner end of series, and
about 8 granules following the other 2 sides.

Madreporic body pentagonal, surrounded by 5 plates and situated

one-third distance from center to marginal plates.

Gonads situated as in L. actinonietra.

Type.—C^t. No. 37004, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5528, between Siquijor and Bohol Islands,

439 fathoms, globigerina ooze, bottom temperature 53.3° F.

Distribution.—Mindoro to Mindanao, 283 to 439 fathoms, globi-

gerina ooze and mud, temperature range 53° to 53.3° F.

Specimens examined.—In addition to the type, 13 from the follow-

ing stations

:

Station 5123, east coast of Mindoro, 283 fathoms, green mud; 1

specimen.

Station 5388, between Burias and Luzon, 226 fathoms, soft green

mud, bottom temperature 51.4° F. ; 11 specimens (1 with 4 rays).

Station 5510, Iligan Bay, north coast of Mindanao, 423 fathoms,

gray mud, fine sand, bottom temperature 53° F. ; 1 specimen.

Remarks.—It is not possible, with the limited amount of material,

to decide whether this form is a distinct species or a deep-water race

of L. actinometra. The differences between the specimens have been

indicated in the diagnosis and description.

This species greatly resembles a slender-armed Nymphaster., with-

out granules on the surface of the plates. The " mimicry " goes even

1,0 the characteristic angular margin of the adambulacral plates, with

the angular furrow series separating consecutive pairs of tube feet,

and to the form of the abactinal, marginal, and actinal intermediate

plates.

Genus ICONASTER Sladen.

Iconaster Sladen, 1889, p. 261. Type, Astrogonium longimanum Mobius.

ICONASTER LONGIMANUS (MBbius).

Plate 77, fig. 2; plate 83, fig. 5; plate 93, fig. 2, 2a; plate 104, fig. 3.

Astrogonium longwuinum McJbius, 1850, p. 7. pi. 1, figs. 5, G.

Iconaster longimanus Sladen, 1889, p. 2G1.

Notes on Philippine specimen.—R=:40 mm., r=12 mm., R=3.3r.

The specimen is immature, since the gonads have not yet appeared.

The abactinal plates are dark brown, bordered by lighter granules,

the marginal granules on the radial areas being ivory white. The
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median radial plates and 2 parallel series on either side lack gran-

ules on the transverse margins, those on the lateral margins being

correspondingly enlarged and acting as an opercular cover to pro-

tect the underlying papulae. The other plates, of which the pri-

mary basals are largest, are bordered by a complete series of small

oblong granules flush with the surface, those at the corners more or

less enlarged and opercular. The surface of the plates is rough-

ened by numerous uniform, spaced, low, minute, blisterlike bosses,

the same occurring on the central portion of the marginal plates.

Madreporic body surrounded by 3 plates. From the coelomic side

the plates are flat and have 6 truncate lobes which meet but do not

overlap those of neighboring plates, the lateral lobes being best

marked, that on the distal and proximal margins being shorter,

often incipient. Papulae G about a plate. Superomarginals 14, the

third meeting its fellow medially (sixth in Doderlein's Thursday

Island specimen; see 1896, pi. 18, fig. 33). These first 3 plates are

of nearly uniform width; they do not increase in size as in Litho-

sonia and Astroceramus (usually). Each interradial pair of plates

is dark brown, while others irregularly along the ray are similarly

colored. Actinal intermediate plates surrounded by flat granules

and arranged in 3 chevrons with 1 or 2 extra plates next to margin

interradially.

The adambulacral armature consists of granules graded in

size from outer margin to the 4 short, blunt, subprismatic, almost

granuliform furrow spines. The latter are in curved series, the

distal end overlapping the proximal end of the succeeding series.

Back of these are 2 crowded series of 3 or 4 granules each; then

(on the proximal plates) a small oval bare spot, followed, on the

outer part of plate, by 5 or 6 small granules like those of the inter-

mediate plates. The subambulacral spines do not become enlarged

and tubercular on the outer part of the ray as in Astroceramus and

Lithosoma. The granules of the mouth plates also have the closely

banked arrangement, 7 or 8 standing on margin, and the inner only

a trifle enlarged. There is no sign of any pedicellariae on the

specimen.

Distribution.—East Indies and northern Australia : Malacca, Bil-

liton, Jolo, Aru Islands, Thursday Island (off Cape York, Aus-

tralia), Percy Island (Queensland).

&-pecimen examined.—Station 5174, 2.G miles west of Jolo Light,

Jolo, Sulu Archipelago, 20 fathoms, coarse sand; surface tempera-

ture, 82° F.

Remarks.—In a recent paper on Australian echinoderms. Dr. H. L.

Clark, 1916, p. 36) contends that this species should be called Dori-

gona longimana for the following reasons: Dorigona as diagnosed

by Gray in 1866 included two species

—

D. reevesii and D. longimana
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{=Astrogonium longimanum Mobiiis). The first species is held,

without dissent, to be synonymous with Goniodiscus capella Miiller

and Troschel, 1842, which in 18G5 had been made the type of

Ogmaster by von Martens. In 1889 Shiden made the second

species—namely, D. longimana—the type of Iconaster. Doctor

Clark states that Gray designated no type, and that since D. reevesii

is invalidated by having been made under another name, the type

of Ogmaster, " Dorigona longimana (Mobius) must be the type of

DoAgonaP If this were correct, Iconaster would naturally be a

name of later application.

The original description of Gray (1866, p. 7) is as follows:

v. Dorigona. Body depressed, 5 raj^ed, smooth ; the dorsal and oral disk

covered with many smooth, flat, polygonal squares ; the marginal ossicules

without any mobile spine.

1. Dorigona rccvcsii (T. 7, f. 3). Inhab. China or Japan; common in boxes

of insects brought from China and Japan.

See a. Dorigona longimana=Astrogonium longimanum, Mobms, Abhandl.

IV (1860) 7, t. 1, f. 5, 6.

The only species in the British Museum was evidently D. reevesii,

which is also the one formally listed, and hence automatically the

type. The reference to D. longimana seems to be casual, an " aside,"

such as Gray frequently indulged in, as, for example, on the same

page under Stellaster. Here we find " 1. Stellaster CMldreni^'' fol-

lowed by " See a, Asterias equestris Retz. * * * j_ Stellaster

gracilis Mobius." We Imow that the first species is the type, because

the genus was described monotypically in 1840. Gray naturally

chose a species with which he was personally acquainted.

The following observations are pertinent in judging the merits of

this case

:

1. A species doubtfully referred to a genus can not subsequently

be made its type, especially in place of a figured or described species

upon which the generic name appears to be based {D. reevesii).

2. The first reviser of a genus can not revise the genus before it is

described. In other words, what von Martens in 1865 did with

Goniodiscus capella does not have a revisional effect on Dorigona

reevesii (the same species) in 1866. Whoever comes after Gray must

choose the type of Dorigona upon the data submitted by Gray, not

upon what von Martens thought or did before Gray's genus was
published. This answers Dr. Clark's statement that D. reevesii is

invalidated for the type-species of Dorigona by having already been

made the type of Oginaster.

3. Since Sladen eliminated D. longimana by making it the type of

Iconaster, he became the first reviser, and automatically fixed the

type of Dorigona as D. reevesii. No one is at liberty to change this

type. The type of Dorigona is D. reevesii. first, because it is the
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only species listed formally " without doubt," and, second, because the

first reviser so fixed it by the simple process of removing the second

species from the genus.

Dorigona is, therefore, a straight synonym of Ogmaster^ and Icon-

aster is a tenable name for Astrogonium longimanum.
l)r. David Starr Jordan concurs in this view.

Subgenus Glyphodiscus Fisher.

Glyphodiscus Fisher, 1917c, p. 173. Type, Iconastcr perierctus Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Differing from Iconaster s. s. in having conspicu-

ously elevated and rough superomarginal plates; a complete series

of peripheral granules on the abactinal plates, which, moreover, are

perfectly smooth, lacking the tiny blisterlike bosses of Iconastei^; a

less compact adambulacral armature.

ICONASTER PERIERCTUS Fisher.

Plate 79, fig. 4 ; phTte SI, fig. 3 ; plate 83, figs. 2, 3 ; plate 93, fig. 1, la.

Iconaster perierctus Fisher, 1913a, p. 642.

Diagnosis.—Differing from /. longimanus in having more elevated

and rough superomarginals ; all the abactinal plates perfectly smooth

and with a complete series of peripheral granules; a less compact

adambulacral armature with fewer spines and granules. R=23 mm.,
r=10 mm., R=2.3 r; breadth of ray at inner end of third supero-

marginals, 6 mm., or the length of the first 3 superomarginals meas-

ured on ambitus. Superomarginals tabulate, separated by conspicu-

ous grooves, the surface having irregular elevations but no granules

nor blisterlike minute bosses; beyond the second plate they are

imited on the median line of ray; abactinal area sunken, the plates

perfectly smooth with a single peripheral series of granules largest

on the radial papular areas; peripheral plates tumid, the others

slightly swollen, with a plane surface, but not tabulate; plates of

center of disk very conspicuously the largest; inferomarginal platey

tumid, the first 3 or 4 perfectly smooth, the remainder with slight

roughening; actinal intermediate plates in 3 chevrons, smooth, with

a single peripheral series of oblong granules; adambulacral plates

small, wider than long with 3 or 4 small, stubby, furrow spinelets and

following these, 2 shorter, compressed, flat-sided granules, the outer

part of the plate being occupied by 4 or 5 small prismatic granules.

Description.—Abactinal area pentagonal, slightly produced at the

corners and sunken below the level of the marginal plates. The
plates are perfectly smooth, without the tiny blisterlike elevations

of /. longimanus^ Astroceramus, and Lithosoma. Five large hex-

agonal plates symmetrically arranged in a quincunx in the inter-
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radial regions, as well as all the plates immediately adjacent to the

siiperomarginals (including 4 or 5 distal median radial plates) are

distinctly tumid either in the middle or over the whole surface.

Three of the above-mentioned interradial plates nearest center of

disk have the convexity in the form of a low mamelon in the middle

of the plate. A circle of 10 plates, including the 5 primary basals

(the largest plates), encloses a stellate area comprising a central

and 5 " infrabasal " plates with a small extra plate between 2 infra-

basals. Outside the circle of basals and " infraradials " is a very

regular circle comprising 15 plates—5 pairs of large subhexagonal

plates abutting against the still larger basals and each with a low

central convexity. Between each pair is the broadly oval primary

radial plate, from which proceeds a very regular series of 8 or 9

radial plates, that adjacent to the primary radial being abruptly

smaller, the rest increasing in size distally. These and a parallel

similar adradial series are margined by subtruncate finger-nail-

shaped granules which are set slightly below the general level of

the plates, and which arch over conspicuous intervals between the

plates, and hide the papulae beneath. The other plates are bor-

dered by smaller, very narrow, elongate granules, with a straight

outer edge and set a trifle below the level of the surface, for all the

plates are very slightly swollen, although the general surface may
be plane. The plates of the radial areas, including the midradial

and 2 series on each side, are the smallest and have the largest

peripheral granules. The papulae are distributed all over the disk,

except 1 chevron of large interradial plates.

The plates of the radial areas are 6-lobed, the 2 lateral lobes of

each side being the most prominent, bent slightly downward and
overlapping a trifle the lobes of adjacent plates. The distal and
proximal lobe is really only incipient, truncate, and tightly joined,

end to end, with the next plates. Coelomic surface plane or slightly

concave, not convex, as in Lithosoma.

Sujoeromarginals 7 or 8 to the ray, very massive, conspicuously

elevated or tabulate, with an uneven surface much as in Astro-

ceramus sphaeriosiictus^ the interval between the plates being a

rather deep sulcus. A similar sulcus follows the midradial line,

as the third superomarginal meets its fellow medially, and the re-

mainder of ray is composed of superomarginals only. Seen from
above, the first 2 plates are slightly wider than long and nearly of

a size, but from this point they gradually, but rather rapidly, de-

crease in size, the outer plates being a trifle longer than wide or

the 2 dimensions equal. Despite the unevenncss of the plate, sug-

gesting strongly the condition of AfitroceraTnns sphaerlostictus
^

there are no granules such as are present in that species, but there
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is a single marginal series of small elongate 4-sided granules over-

hanging and closing a very narrow groove or channel. A very few

plates have a tiny 2-jaAved narrow spatulate pedicellaria near the

inner margin. Terminal plate wider than long, rather large, tuber-

cular, and cordiform, the surface roughened by minute elevations,

but without granules.

Inferomarginals corresponding to superomarginals and much less

tumid, the surface being smooth and Avithout irregular roughening

or elevations (except on the last 3 or 4 plates). The plates form a

rounded margin to the ray, the actinal surface being wider than the

lateral, and as seen from below the first plate is a trifle wider than

long, while the remainder are a trifle longer than wide. Marginal

granules similar to those of superomarginals.

Actinal intermediate plates squarish, smooth, very slightly tumid,

arranged in 3 chevrons with an extra plate adjacent to marginal in-

terradially. The interradial plate at the apex of the 2 outer

chevrons is the largest of its series, but the innermost chevron has

small paired plates behind the mouth plates. What appears to be

the odd interradial of that chevron is really the second enlarged plate

in the left arm of the chevron, the corresponding right plate being

small and wedged out of place. The former usually bears a slender

spatulate pedicellaria. The plates are all margined by oblong gran-

ules in a single series.

Adambulacral plates small, wider than long, with proximally a

slightly convex furrow margin which becomes distally more convex.

Furrow spines small, 3 or 4, about as large as the plate, thick, sub-

truncate, and crowded. Near the end of the ray these are reduced

first to 2 (of which the aboral is the larger) and finally to 1. Back
of these are 2 shorter compressed, rounded or subtruncate granules,

as wide or wider than high, with flat side to furrow and occupying

the whole length of the plate. These are followed by 4 or 5 smaller

prismatic granules, in 2 series, or simply bordering the small plates

so that they appear in 2 series. The small distal plates which have

only 1 furrow spinelet, have usually 1 subequal, subambulacral spine-

let with 1 to 3 additional granules. Although the subambulacral is

slightly enlarged over the furrow spines at the end of the ray, it is

not markedly so, and would not naturally be considered as an en-

larged spine. Instead of the adoral granule of the first series, a few

plates bear a pedicellaria with 2 spatulate smooth jaws which open
across the plate, the outer jaw reaching the marginal granules.

Mouth plates small, flat, triangular, with a straight furrow margin
having 6 spinelets, the inner 2 compressed and enlarged. Suboral

granules, a series of 4 parallel with the furrow series and similar to

the subambulacral ; back of these, a series bordering the median and
outer suture, similar to the outer granules of the adambulacrals.
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Madreporic body small, situated one-third of r from center, and

surrounded by 3 large plates.

Gonads in a single cluster on either side of the membranous inter-

brachial septum.

Type.—C^t. No. 30554, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5166, 4.6 miles southeast of Observation

Island, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archipelago, 97 fathoms, coral

sand, bottom temperature 69.4° F. ; 1 specimen.

D'lstrlhution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Reinarks.—The generic position of this species is very puzzling.

The dorsal skeleton and the very tumid roughened superomarginals

would ally it to Astroceramus. But the actinal intermediate plates

are like those of Iconaster and LithosoTna^ being without central

granules. The adambulacral armature is similar to that of Icon-

aster^ while suggesting AstroceraTnus in the slightly more differ-

entiated inner subambulacral series and in the presence of a con-

spicuous transversely oriented pedicellaria. To put these facts in a

different way, /. pe7'ierctus differs from Iconaster in having the

dorsal radial plates entirely surrounded by granules, and in having

the tumid superomarginals roughened by uneven elevations (which,

unlike those of Astroceramus., do not bear scattered granules). It

differs from Astroceramus in lacking any trace of marginal and
enlarged central actinal intermediate granules, in having the adam-
bulacral armature graded from the short furrow spines to the outer

granules, and in the absence of a conspicuously enlarged subambu-
lacral spine on the outer part of the ray.

The types of Iconaster and Astroceramus are so distinct that I see

no utility in merging the 2 genera. For the present, at least, I think

it is better to regard the arrangement of the peripheral granules of

the radial plates as of less than generic importance, and to rest the

distinction between the 2 groups upon the difference in the adam-
bulacral and actinal intermediate armature, as w^ell as upon the

absence, in Iconaster., of granules on the marginal plates.

Despite the small size of /. perierctus., the gonads are well de-

veloped.

In the transactions of the Linnaean Society of London for

1909-1910 (vol. 13, Zoology, p. 22), Bell diagnoses Iconaster gardi-

neri from Saya de Malha Bank, western Indian Ocean, 125 fathoms.

I have examined the type at the British Museum. It is a typical

Nymphaster related, perhaps, to N. dyscritus Fisher.

Genus ASTROCERAMUS Fisher.

Astroceramus Fisher, 1906, p. 1056. Type, A. callimorphus Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Related to Iconaster Sladen, but differs in having the

marginal plates beset with rather coarse, deciduous granules; in hav-

13434—Bull. 100—19 21
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ing central tubercular granules on the actinal intermediate plates,

and in having the furrow spines stout, often compressed, few in

number, with 1 to 3 more or less swollen, enlarged, subambulacral

spines. Pedicellariae spatulate, entrenched, usually with denticulate

jaws. In addition typical species have the proximal superomarginal

plates, increasing in size up to the third, thence decreasing, the third

or fourth meeting its fellow medially, the ray being composed, dor-

sally, of the superomarginals only.

SYNOPSIS OF THE SI'ECIES OF ASTROCERAMDS HEREIX DESCRIBED.

o^. Abactinal plates perfectly smooth, without pedicellariae or central granules

;

granules of superomarginal plates on edge of ray only ; subambulacral pedi-

cellariae few ; furrow spines proximally strongly compressed.

lionotus, p. 310.

c^ One or two, rarely upward of 5, acorn-shaped, tubercular granules on the

middle of the abactinal plates ; numerous abactinal broadly spatulate

pedicellariae; superomarginal granules scattered over surface of plate;

subambulacral pedicellariae more numerous ; furrow spines proximally

slender, but markedly compressed sphaeriostictus, p. 313.

ASTROCERAMUS LIONOTUS Fisher.

Plate 81, fig. 1 ;
plate 82, fig. 1 ;

plate 84, fig. 3 ; plate 94, figs. 2, 2a.

Astroceramus lionotus Fisher, 1933rt, p. 643.

Diagnosis.—Similar in appearance to A. callimorphus but differ-

ing in having less tumid marginal plates, especially on the ray,

slightly smaller abactinal plates, and very strongly compressed,

bladelike, subtruncate furrow spines; subambulacral pedicellariae

slenderer and longer than the actinal intermediate pedicellariae, not

similar to them. R=79 mm., r=22 mm., R=3.6 r; breadth of ray

at inner end of first pair of superomarginals which meet medially

equal to length of first 3§ or 4 superomarginals measured on ambitus

;

thickness of disk interradially equal to length of 1^ adjacent supero-

marginals. Abactinal plates flat, smooth, except for minute hyaline

bosses, and bordered by small granules flush with the general sur-

face; superomarginal plates massive, increasing in size up to the

third or fourth, which meet medially; margin of ray forming an

abrupt right angle, with uneven elevations bearing scattered de-

ciduous granules, these encroaching upon surface of plates inter-

radially; a few marginal sugar-tongs pedicellariae; inferomarginals

slightly and unevenly tumid, with upward of 30 deciduous granules;

marginals bordered by a moniliform series of small granules; actinal

interradial areas very similar to those of A. caUimorpkus; furrow

spines 4 or 5, compressed, and widened at tip ; subambulacral spines

2 or 3, heav3\ with proximally, between them a slender spatulate two-

jawed pedicellaria ; on outer part of ray subambulacral spine single

and much longer than furrow spines.
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Descn^ipti&n.—Abactinal plates perfectly flat, very close-set, hex-

agonal to roundish-hexagonal, similar to those of A. callimorphus

but smaller and slightly more numerous. Marginal granules small,

with rounded or truncate distal margin, as wide as long, or longer

than wide, and 30 to 35 around the larger plates. Surface of plates

with numerous, spaced hyaline bosses or convexities considerably

smaller than the marginal granules. Papulae all over abactinal sur-

face, except a very small interradial triangle.

Abactinal plates from the coelomic side, flat (not convex as in

Lithosoma) those of the papular area having 6 lobes, which touch

those of neighboring plates, the lateral lobes being narrower than the

proximal and distal, these being sometimes suppressed, or represented

by only a convexity on the edge.

Marginal plates massive, both series with a right angle marking
the margin of ray, the lateral face of ray being vertical. Supero-

marginals 19 or 20, increasing in size up to the third or fourth,,

which meet medially; thence the plates decrease in breadth rather

more rapidly than in length. First plate dorsally about as wide
as long, but the next 2 are increasingly wider than long. There is

some variation in the length of the plates; usually the sixth is-

longer than wide, the length decreasing over the width gradually

on the succeeding plates. Interradially and near the end of ray the-

lateral face is nearly as high as width of dorsal face; elsewhere a

little less to a little more than half the width. Plates are smooth,,

except for 8 to 12 depressed, subglobose, deciduous granules scat-

tered on the margin of ray on slight, uneven elevations of the plate.

In the interbrachia these scattered granules encroach upon the dorsal

surface, and on outer third of ray are lacking. A few of the proxi-

mal plates have an entrenched sugar-tongs pedicellaria with denticu-

late spatulate jaws. Margin of plates with a regular moniliform

series of small pearl-shaped granules, much smaller than those on-

the surface of plate; these are lacking on the last half dozen platesv

Terminal plate large, tubercular, subtruncate, longer than wide, with

2 granuliform tubercles at the tip.

Inferomarginals narrower than superomarginals, and decreasing

regularly in size from the first. Proximally they correspond to the

superomarginals; at middle of ray the}^ nearly alternate, and at the

tip correspond again. The surface of plates (except last 7 or 8)

is irregularly tumid and uneven, with proximally 25 or 30 scattered

deciduous granules, decreasing in number distad, and becoming
more and more confined to the lateral margin of the raj- . The plates

are surrounded by a moniliform series of granules similar to those

of the superomarginals, and on the ventral surface of the first 2:

plates there is an entrenched sugar-tongs pedicellaria.
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Actinal intermediate plates 4- or 5-sided, in 5 chevrons, the

plates reaching to fourth inferomarginal, and isolated plates reach-

ing to sixth. The plates are separated by shallow grooves and bor-

dered by a single series of small subconical or acorn-shaped granules,

considerably larger than those bordering the inferomarginals, the

surface of plate carrying 1 to 5 larger, unequal, acorn-shaped or sub-

globose scattered granules. A few of the plates adjacent to furrow

have a spatulate sugar-tongs pedicellaria, which is gTiarded by 1 or 2

granules, and the broadly spatulate denticulate jaws are dark brown
at the tip. -^

Adambulacral plates considerably wider than long proximally,

gradually narrowing until they are as wide as long, or sometimes

on outer part of the ray longer than wide. Furrow spines 4 or 5,

very strongly compressed and broad at the tip, which is roundly

truncate, the edge being toward furrow. Spaced from these is a

longitudinal series of 2 heavy, though proximally slightly shorter,

clavate, blunt spines with sometimes a third smaller granuliform

member at the proximal end of series. These spines are sometimes

irregularly grooved, on the proximal plates. On the outer part of the

ray the furrow spines become shorter, and the subambulacral spines

are reduced to a single, heavy, tubercular, blunt, slightly tapering

spine, longer than the furrow spines. The outer two-thirds of the

plate is bordered by granules similar to those of the actinal inter-

mediate plates, with 2 or 3 slightly larger acorn-shaped granules

on the surface. A few of the proximal plates have, between the 2

subambulacral spines, a pedicellaria with 2 rather narrowly spatulate

jaws nearly or quite as long as the spines and opening on the trans-

verse axis of the plate. The inside of the jaw is concave.

Mouth plates slightly convex actinally with 9 or 10 strongly com-

pressed furrow spines, the innermost very thin and broad at the

tip, and sometimes concave on one side so as to appear scoop-shaped.

Corresponding to the subambulacrals are 3 suborals, the outer part

of the plate being margined by 8 or 9 granules.

Madrcporic body shield-shaped, surrounded by 5 plates of which

3 are larger than itself. It is situated about one-fourth r from center.

Striations fine, ridges coarse, interrupted.

Color in alcohol, bleached yellowish.

Gonads in a single tuft on either side of the interbrachial septum.

Type.—C2it. No. 30555, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5523, 6.7 miles northeast of Point Tagolo,

northern Mindanao; depth and bottom not recorded; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarhs.—This form is closely related to A. callimorphus Fisher,

from 127 fathoms, between Maui and Molokai, Hawaiian Islands.

The most obvious difference is in the adambulacral armature, the
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furrow spines of lionotus being much compressed, broadened at tip,

and with the edge to the furrow. The form and position of the

subambulacral pedicellaria is also characteristic. The jaws are nar-

rower than those of the actinal intermediate pedicellariae, being com-

pressed, while in caTlimorq)hu8 the occasional subambulacral pedicel-

laria is like those of the actinal intermediate plates. In callimorphus

the madreporic body is surrounded by 3 large plates, and in lionotus

by 3 large and 2 small ones.

ASTROCERAMUS SPHAERIOSTICTUS Fisher.

Plate 81, fig. 2 ; plate 82, fig. 2 ;
plate 84, figs. 4, 7 ;

plate 94, figs. 1, la.

Astroceramus sphaeriostictus Fisher, 1913a, p. 644.

Diagnosis.—Similar in general appearance to A. lionotus, but

differing in having 1 or 2, rarely upward of 5, acorn-shaped, tubercu-

lar granules on the middle of the abactinal plates ; numerous abacti-

nal, broadly spatulate, or narrowly fan-shaped sugar-tongs pedicel-

lariae; more numerous marginal granules, scattered over the entire

surface of marginal plates; larger and more numerous actinal inter-

mediate pedicellariae and coarser tubercular granules; more numer-

ous subambulacral pedicellariae; proximally slenderer furrow spines;

commonly only 1 larger subambulacral spine, or if 2, these frequently

in a transverse series; slenderer oral spines. R=73 mm., r=22.5 mm.,

E=3.2-f-r; breadth of ray at proximal end of third pair of supero-

marginals (which meet medially) equal to length of first 4^ supero-

marginals measured on ambitus.

Desc?'iption.—Abactinal plates of papular areas subcircular, or be-

tween circular and hexagonal, becoming hexagonal on tlie interradial

nonpapular areas, bordered by a single moniliform series of very

small, thin granules which have a rounded outer edge on the papular

areas and are more nearly straight-edged interradially. The center

of the plate bears 1 or 2, or on center of disk upward of 5, broadly

acorn-shaped, tubercular granules equal in diameter to about 2 mar-
ginal granules, but very much more conspicuous, appearing from
above like whitish globular beads, though in reality subconical.

Many of the plates bear a conspicuous 2-jawed, broadly spatulate,

entrenched pedicellaria, often close to a granule or between two.

The jaws are often crenulate on the margin and about as high as

the granule. The surface of the plate is roughened by very regular

uniform blisterlike convexities which have a subhyaline appearance.

Papular areas include the center of disk and petaloid radial areas

comprising about 7 rows of plates. The papulae are crowded, there

being as many as 8 around some of the plates. It should be noted

that the abactinal plates are arranged in regular series parallel to

the median radial.
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Superomarginals, 18 in number, are massive and in form are much
as in A. lionotus^ but more tumid interradially. They increase in

size up to the third, which is very broad and meets its fellow inter-

radially, thence they decrease rather rapidly in width, the first plate

and the fifth being about as long as width of dorsal surface, the sixth

and succeeding plates being a little longer than wide. The plates are

bordered by a moniliform series of tiny elongate granules, and the

surface is tumid, and marked by uneven elevations bearing deciduous

spherical granules singly, in groups, or in irregular lines, these being

all over the surface but most numerous on the rounded margin of ray.

The interbrachial plates are most tumid and have the most numerous

granules (upward of a hundred). Far along ray the plates are not

very tumid, but have slight uneven eminences and granules scattered

all over the surface. On the ray of A. lionotus the granules are only

on the edge, not scattered all over the plate. The longitudinal

suture along the side of ray, as well as the transverse sutures, are at

the bottom of a shallow sulcus, due to the tumidity of the plate. No
superomarginal pedicellariae. Terminal plate large, as broad as

long, with several tubercular granules on the blunt, rounded tip.

Inferomarginals smaller than superomarginals and decreasing

regularlj' in size, being longer than wide beyond the fourth. They
form a tumid ventrolateral ridge all along the ray and each plate is

independently tumid, and provided with irregular eminences crowded

with lines of spherical granules, as in the case of the supero-

marginals. The first 5 or 6 plates, with an occasional omission, have

on the ventral surface or rounded margin a pedicellaria, with fan-

shaped jaws, guarded on either side by a prominent granule. The
plates are margined by small elongate immersed granules, which

overhang a narrow sutural groove. Interradially the plates as seen

from the side are nearly as thick as the superomarginals, but they

rapidly become smaller beyond the middle of ray. Ten infero-

marginals nearest middle of ray corresponding to 30 adambulacrals.

Actinal interradial areas similar in appearance to those of A. calli-

'morphus and A. lionotus^ but pedicellariae more numerous and larger

than in the latter and about the same size -is in callimoi^hus. Plates

with 4 unequal sides, in 5 chevrons, with an unpaired plate at the

apex of each and an extra plate or two interradially adjacent to

margin. They extend to the fifth or sixth inferomarginal with 1 or

2 isolated plates reaching the eighth. They are bordered by small,

unequal, slightly compressed, subconical or subfoliaceous granules

similar to those of A. lionotus, but a little smaller. Three to 5 or

even 6 prominent tubercular acorn-shaped granules stand on the

surface of the plate in a group, a line, or scattered. These are a

trifle larger than the abactinal granules, much larger than the mar-

ginal granules, and slightly larger than the corresponding granules
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of A. lionotus. Most of the plates adjacent to adambulacrals and

upward of a dozen others in each area bear a large sugar-tongs pedi-

cellaria, guarded by a special granule on either side. The 2 jaws are

spatulate or narrow fan-shaped, with a denticulate rounded distal

margin, or the expanded distal part may narrow abruptly to widen

slightly at the base. The depressions into which the jaws fit when
open are very shallow and inconspicuous.

Adambulacral plates wider than long and in the middle region of

ray shorter than in lionotus (about 3 of lionotus equaling 3^ or 3f
of sphaeriostictus. At the same time the inferomarginals of the

latter are a little the shorter, so that in 10 inferomarginals there are

about 30 adambulacrals in both species. Furrow margin slightly

convex; furrow spines 4 or 5, slenderer proximally than in lionotus.

On the first few plates they are slender, tapering and not at all or

only a trifle compressed and slightly swollen at tip. Throughout
most of the ray they are slightly to markedly compressed to a uni-

form thinness, but either taper toward the point or flare slightly in

the other dimension. The tip may be bluntly pointed or broad-trun-

cate or rounded. Subambulacral spines 1 or 2, occassionally 3, heavy

and clavate as in lionotus^ but proximally larger and (as in lionotus)

frequently marked by shallow longitudinal sulcuses at the broadened

end, which sometimes appears to be notched. Instead of forming a

longitudinal series the spines usually, wiieii there is more than one,

stand in an oblique transverse series, the outer spine the shorter.

The majority of plates have but 1 spine. Proximally the enlarged

spine is as long as, or a trifle longer than, the furrow spines, but dis-

tally is increasingly longer. A majority of the plates even on the

outer part of ray (except perhaps the last 12 or 15) have a promi-

nent pedicellaria just adorally to the subambulacral spine and behind

the furrow series. The jaws are rather slender, slightly spatulate,

and hollow interiorly, and the outer one when open folds into a

shallow transverse depression reaching nearly to the outer margin of

plate; the other jaw stands upright behind the furrow spines and is

nearly or quite as long as they are. A similar but trifla smaller

pedicellaria is found on a few of the proximal plates of A. lionotus.

Outer part of plate with 7 or 8 unequal subcorneal granules.

Mouth plates only a trifle convex, forming a salient angle which
nearly closes the actinostome. Marginal spines 8, the outer slender

and tapering, the inner 3 or 4 becoming gradually thicker and more
compressed. Two inner subambulacral spines slender and tapering;

then in the same series parallel to furrow is a prominent two-jawed
pedicellaria (similar to the subambulacral), followed by 1 or 2

thicker spines, near the outer furrow corner of the plate. Six or

7 spaced, unequal, tubercular granules follow the sutural margins of

the plate.
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Madreporic body surrounded by 5 plates, 3 of predominant size,

slightly larger than in A. Uonotics, and with more numerous radiat-

ing branched ridges. Three papular pores are found on the ad-

central margin, and the surrounding plates bear 1 to 3 granules each.

Type.—Cat. No. 30556, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5135, 11.9 miles northeast of Jolo Light,

Jolo, Sulu Archipelago, 161 fathoms, fine coral sand, bottom tempera-

ture 54.7° F. ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-localit3\

Remarks.—This species differs from A. callimorphus and A. lio-

notus in having prominent granules and pedicellariae on the abacti-

nal plates, and differs further from the latter in several characters

enumerated in the diagnosis. A. fsheri Koehler, from 224 to 284

fathoms between the Maldives and India, differs from A. callimor-

phus, A. lionotus, and A. sphaeriostictus in having a larger disk

and shorter vnys, only 7 or 8 superomarginals being in contact medi-

ally. Moreover, the superomarginals do not at first increase in size

and then gradualh^ decrease; they are very nearly of the same di-

mensions up to the eighth, from which they diminish very rapidly.

There are several differences in detail (see Koehler, 1909, pi. 2, figs.

2 and 3). It is quite possible that flsheri will prove eventually to

be the type of a good subgeneric group, as there are now 3 well-

marked species with the marginal plates of the type of callimorphus.

Genus CALLIASTER Gray.

Calliaster Gray, 1840, p. 280. Type, C. childreni Gray.

CALLIASTER CORYNETES Fisher.

Plate 86, fig. 1 ;
plate 87, fig. 1 ;

plate 93, figs. 5, 5a.

Calliaster corynetes Fisher, 1913a, p. 644.

Diagnosis.—E=40 mm., r=15 mm., R=2.66 r; breadth of ray at

base, 18 mm. Disk large, rays rather slender and blunt, the inter-

brachia being wide and rounded. Marginals very massive, wider in

outer part of ray than the abactinal area, very tumid, each bearing a

very robust, rigid, blunt spine (2 on first plate), the general surface

of the plates being smooth ; terminal plate large with 5 heavy spines

;

inferomarginals with 2 stout spines and a few pedicellariae; abac-

tinal plates smooth, bordered by a single series of flat, flush gran-

ules, the 5 primary radials and 1 or 2 other radials, as well as the

central plate with a heavy upright blunt spine, the remaining median

radial plates and most of the larger plates of central part of disk with

a central tubercular granule; numerous very broadly spatulate, folia-

ceous pedicellariae; actinal intermediate plates each with a heavy
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blunt spine (sometimes 2) and a broadly spatulate entrenched pedi-

cellaria ; adambiilacral plates with a palmate furrow series of 5 to 7

unequal, rather slender, more or less compressed spines, and distally

1, proximall}' 2, heavy subambulacral spines, resembling those of the

actinal intermediate plates. DiflPering from C. childreni in having

much heavier marginal and actinal spines and numerous pedicel-

lariae; from C. pedicellarh in having heavy actinal intermediate

spines, more numerous and longer furrow spines, and prominent

spines in the center of disk; from C. haccatus in having longer

spines generally, numerous pedicellariae, more numerous furrow

spines, and a few prominent abactinal spines, instead of tubercles

all over the abactinal area.

Description.—Abactinal plates subcircular, the median radial the

largest and convex, the others slightly convex, and all surrounded by

a peripheral series of depressed subtruncate, foliaeous granules flush

with the surface and overlying the rather conspicuous intervals be-

tween the plates. The apical area, enclosed by the primary radials

and basals, contains smaller plates of two sizes in two circles sur-

rounding the larger very convex central plate, which, like the slightly

larger, but similarly convex primary radials, bears an upright rigid,

robust, blunt tubercular spine 3.5 to 5mm. long, and at the base

as thick as about half the width of plate. The following one or two

plates, or the second following plate, bears a shorter but similar

spine, while the remainder, with the exception of the last 5 or 6,

have a central tubercular granule, decreasing in size distad. The
radial plates inside the apical area, the primary basals, and a few

neighboring plates of the disk also have a central tubercle. A num-
ber of plates on the disk and proximal portion of rays—about 35

in all—bear a pedicularia with two very broadly spatulate, entire,

jaws which fit into well-marked depressions, when open. On some
plates, when open, the jaws reach nearly across. Papulae large, the

area including all the disk except a very narrow interradial portion,

extending on the margin only to middle of the first plate, and the

last six or seven abactinal plates. There are six around each plate.

The abactinal area of the ray is narrow. From the third supero-

marginal to the seventh there are only three longitudinal series of

plates separating the marginals, and beyond the seventh only one,

the width of the area here being less than that of the marginals.

Superomarginal plates, 13, very tumid, and decreasing regularly

in size, the first with tAvo rigid tubercular spines in a transverse

series, the others with one spine on the margins of the ray. The
lateral face of the plate is about as wide as the dorsal. The spine is

borne on the summit of a subtubercular tumidity and in height equals

the distance between its base and the inner margin of plate. It is

smooth, blunt, subcylindrical, very slightly tapering and constricted
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slightly where it joins the plate. On the upper surface of the second

or third to sixth or seventh plates is a small flat granule correspond-

ing to the inner or dorsal spine of the first plate. One superomar-

ginal has a lateral, broadly spatulate, pedicellaria. The plates are

bordered by a single series of small elongate granules, similar to those

bordering the abactinal plates, but longer. Terminal plate large

and subglobular with 5 conspicuous tuberculate terminal spines,

arising from bosses on the plate. These spines are longer than the

distal superomarginal spines.

Inferomarginals less timid than the superomarginals, with two

tubercular spines slightly shorter than the superomarginal spines,

in a transverse series. The upper or outer spine is proximally a

little longer than the low^er, but beyond the middle of ray is reduced

to a small tubercle which is even lacking on the last two or three

plates. The inner or low^er spine retains its length to near the end of

the ray, where it becomes rapidly shorter. These spines are either

directed outward at a right angle to the body or bent toward the tip

of ray. A small but variable number of plates bear laterally or

ventrally a very broadh- spatulate pedicellaria, and all are bordered

by small elongate granules. The first plate usually, and the second

plate exceptionally, has a tubercle or a granule, or two to four on

the ventral surface.

Actinal intermediate plates unequally 4-sided, in 3 chevrons, the

plates reaching along ray, to the fourth inferomarginal and bear-

ing 1, or sometimes 2, heavy cjdindrical blmit spines, sometimes

slightly flattened at the tip, a trifle slenderer than, but fully as long

as, the longest inferomarginal spines. The plates are bordered by
small granules similar to those of the marginal plates, but a little

shorter. The free edge is convex or subtruncate. The spines are

carried on a slight elevation or boss of the plate and at the base of

the spine is a broadly spatulate pedicellaria, similar to those of the

marginal and abactinal plates. The jaws are as wide as long dis-

tally, and hollowed out, while proximally they narrow abruptly.

Adambulacral plates a little wider than long, with a slightly con-

vex furrow margin, bearing a palmate series of 5 to 7 very unequal,

rather slender, blunt spines, sometimes slighth'' compressed, with the

narrow side to furrow, or again with the broad side thereto. The 2

or 3 median spines are the longest, while the 2 laterals on either

side are successively shorter, all being bound together at the base

by membrane. The lateralmost spinelet is usually very short. In a

transverse series on the slightly convex actinal surface of the first

13 to 18 plates are 2 blunt or truncate heavy spines like those of the

actinal intermediate plates; beyond the thirteenth to the eighteenth

plates there is but one spine. At the base of the furrow the inner

of these 2 spines is slightly the larger and scoop-shaped at the tip.
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the concavity being on the outer side. Soon these spines become

blunt and cylindrical, though often a little flattened at the tip, and

the series continues to the end of the ray, the spines becoming slen-

derer on the outer part of the ray, although not decreasing in length

until near the tip. The outer spine decreases in length, and bej^ond

the thirteenth is very short, disappearing entirely at about the middle

of ray. Along the proximal and distal margins of the plates are 3

or 4 more or less pointed granules, and on the outer margin 1 or 2

granules.

Mouth i^lates rather narrow with 8 or 9 furrow or marginal spines,

very short on the outer end of series and increasing rapidly in

length toward the inner end, the 2 series of the combined plates be-

ing webbed at the base and forming an angular group or comb clos-

ing the actinostome. On all the plates but one there is a single

upright, long, compressed, subambulacral spine, chisel-shaped at the

tip. One plate has 2 such spines. Thej^ are similar to the subam-

bulacral, but slightly heavier. The outer and sutural margins are

surrounded by a single series of irregular subcorneal and convex,

sometimes compressed, granules.

Madreporic body convex, situated halfway between center and
margin of abactinal area, surrounded by 5 plates only the 3 larger of

which actually touch the madreporite. Ridges irregular, branching,

without definite direction.

Type.—Cut. No. 30557, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5280, between Lubang and Luzon, south of

Manila Bay, 193 fathoms, gray sand; bottom temperature 49.6° F. ; 1

specimen.

DistHbution.—Known onl}'^ from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This species agrees with G. pedicellaris Fisher of the

Hawaiian Islands, and differs from C. cMldrcni Gray of Japan, and
C. haccatus Sladen from Cape of Good Hope in having numerous
broadly spatulate pedicellariae. Gorynetes is probably most nearly

related to pedicellaris., from which it differs in having very promi-

nent spines in the center of disk (the scars of C. pedicellaris would
indicate rather small tubercles) ; in having numerous abactinal and
a few marginal pedicellariae, in addition to the actinal intermediate

pedicellariae; heavy actinal intermediate spines; 5 to 7 instead of

8 or 9 furrow spines, the laterals being very short instead of sub-

equal to the mesial; pedicellariae which are very narrow at the base,

the jaAYS being broad, orbicular, concave, and entire.

Callia-Hter mamilUfer Alcock^ differs in having the superomar-
ginals (G in number) in partial contact across the distal third of the

rays. These plates " have the form of great globules, each surmounted
centrally with a nipplelike spinelet," while the inferornarginal plates

*Alcock, 18936, p. 172, pi. 8, figs. 3 and 4; Andaman Sea, 270-245 fathoms.
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are long, broad, and tumid, and each bears near the suture line with

the siiperomarginals, a row or a group of large coarse truncated

spinelets." Further, the adambulacral plates have only 4 furrow

spines and a single " large, coarse, truncated " subambulacral spine.

No pedicellariae are mentioned.

Genus ASTROTHAUMA Fisher.

Astrothauma Fisher, 1913a, p. 645. Type, A. euphylacteum Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Differing from Calliaster Gray in having the last

superomarginal plate much enlarged and in having the marginal and

actinal spines with a roughened or thorny surface; plates smooth,

bordered by a single series of granules, and with small 2-jawed

upright pedicellariae; marginal and actinal plates with heavy,

thorny, or roughened spines; prominent upright smooth or slightly

eroded spines on center of disk and basal portion of ray; furrow

spines numerous, small, in a close comb ; subambulacral spines 2 or 3,"

large, rough, tapering, and sharp.

ASTROTHAUMA EUPHYLACTEUM Fisher.

Plate 86, fig. 2 ; plate 87, fig. 2 ; plate 93, figs. 7, la-c.

Astrothauma euphylacteum Fisheb, 1913a, p. 645.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5. R=86 mm., r=24 mm., R=3.5-)-r; breadth of

ray at base, 27 mm. ; thickness of disk at interradius, 8.5 mm. Disk

fairly large; rays gradually tapering, rigid, blunt; abactinal plates

smooth, bordered by a single series of granules; center of disk and

proximal third of radial series with prominent, stout, sharp, upright

spines and a few scattered small 2-jawed pedicellariae; superomargi-

nals with the distalmost plate much enlarged and each with 2 or 3,

abnormally as many as 5, prominent, sharp spines; inferomarginals

with proximally 6 to 8 unequal, tapering, sharp, roughened, or

thorny spines, becoming reduced to 4 at middle of series, then 3,

and finally to 1 or 2 at end ; actinal intermediate plates usually with

a sharp thorny spine, at the base of which is a small blunt spatulate

pedicellaria with 2 swollen jaws; adambulacral plates with 12 to 17

small compressed furrow spines in a close comb, and 2 or 3 sharp,

heavy, roughened, subambulacral spines in an oblique series.

Desci'iption.—Abactinal plates roundish, broadly elliptical, or sub-

hexagonal, those without spines smooth, slightly convex, and bor-

dered by small flattish granules with a convex or subtruncate margin,

the base being obscured by a very thin membrane. The central plate,

the primary radials and basals (except one) and upward of 8 other

median radial plates bear, on a convexity, an upright, tapering, sharp,

heavy spine, the longest (on the primary radials and central plate)
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about 7 mm. in length, and the surface slightly uneven or rugose,

but without thorns or asperities. The radial series extends nearly

one-half R, but the spines do not occur on all the plates, 1 to 3 un-

armed plates being between the armed plates after the first 2 to 4

spines which are on connective plates. There is a good deal of ir-

regularity in arrangement. A few scattered plates, especially on the

radial s-eries, bear a small pedicellaria a little larger than a granule,

with 2 oblong, round-tipped slightly swollen jaws, a little higher

than wide. The plates with their granules are slightly spaced and

are of a chocolate brown, sharply in relief against the dark reddish

brown integument beneath. The plates are arranged in very regular

series parallel to the median radial, which reaches as far as the en-

larged distal superomarginals. The 3 prior superomarginals are sep-

arated by the median radial plates only.

The abactinal plates, from the inner side, are strongly lobed or

stellate, the median radial or carinal plates being the largest, with

6 to 8 subacute lobes, the 2 or 3 on either side being longer than the

distal and proximal. The other plates are smaller, more or less

convex, and with 6 lobes. The plates touch by the ends of the lobes.

The papulae are distributed all over the disk and rays, and each plate

is surrounded by 6 to 10 papulae, the latter number occurring around

the proximal radial plates and the larger plates of disk.

Superomarginal plates 15 or 16, massive and tumid, the proximals

confined to side wall of the ray, the others gradually encroaching

more and more upon the abactinal surface, until beyond the middle,

the dorsal surface is slightly wider than the lateral. Proximally

the extreme width of plate exceeds the length; then the 2 dimensions

become equal; then the length slightly exceeds. The last 2 or 3,

with the exception of the distalmost, are a trifle wider than long.

The distal plate is enlarged and is as long or longer than the 2

preceding plates combined. On one ray a much enlarged distal

has opposite it 3 ordinary superomarginals, and on another ray 2,

while 2 other raj^s have unequal enlarged distals. These enlarged

plates are very characteristic of this form. Near the upper end of

each superomarginal is a long, conical, rigid, usually sharp, out-

standing spine, about as long as the width of its plate, the series

extending to the end of ray. In a transverse line with this, on the

lateral wall of ray, is a shorter, horizontal, sharp spine, or 1 spine

and 1 or 2 smaller companions irregularly placed. Two plates have

4 spines on the lower part of the plate, while 2 others have 3 sub-

equal spines in a transverse series, including the uppermost. The
enlarged distal plate has 2 to 4 spines in a single longitudinal series.

All these spines are prominent, but they vary in length. In general

they become shorter distally. Many of the plates bear a small pedicel-
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laria similar to the abactinal, near the base of one of the lower spines^

and sometimes 1 or 2 little granules; otherwise the surface of plate

is smooth, the margin being provided with a series of granules

similar to those of the abactinal plates. Terminal plate large, tu-

bercular, subglobose, acute proximally, showing scars of 4 to 6

terminal tubercles.

Inferomarginals forming a rounded margin to ray, individually

tumid and decreasing regularly in size up to the last, the distal

not being enlarged. Four or 5 distal plates correspond to the en-

larged superomarginal. The first 5 or 6 plates are wider than long,

while the others, except the last 3 or 4, are longer than wide. The
proximal plates bear a central group of 6 to 8 spines, becoming re-

duced to 4 at the middle of ray, then 3, and finally 2 or 1 on the last

few plates. The spines are prominent, unequal, tapering, and sharp,

the longest being 3.5 to 4 mm. long. A peculiarity which they share

with the actinal intermediate and subambulacral spines, is in being

roughened by longitudinal rather irregular series of thorn}'' ridges

or protuberances, and the perfect spines end in several verj'- short

thorns or points. The protuberances on the sides of the spines vary

considerably in form, being sometimes carinate, interrupted, ridges,

and again formed like blunt rose thorns. The distalmost spines are

nearly or quite smooth. Most of the plates bear 1 or 2 pedicellariae,

similar to those of the superomarginals, and are bordered by a single

series of small oblong semi-immersed granules similar to those of

the superomarginals.

Actinal intermediate plates in 3 chevrons, with an odd plate inter-

radially adjacent to margin. The plates adjacent to adambulacrals

are 6-sided or sometimes distally 4-sided and reach as far as the

middle of the fourth inferomarginal. Nearly all the plates bear a

central, tapering, sharp, thorny spine about as long as the infero-

marginal spines, and at its base a small, blunt, spatulate pedicellaria

with 2 swollen jaws, usually constricted at the middle, 1.5 to 2 times

as high as wide. The plates are bordered by slightly convex, or

flattish granules immersed in membrane.

Adambulacral plates slightly convex, wider than long proximally,

becoming as Avide as long in middle of ray, and again wider than

long at the tip. Furrow margin slightly convex, bearing a close

comb of proximally 12 or 13 spinelets, increasing gradually to 16 or

17 at the middle of ray. The small plates near the tip have a de-

creasing number, the last 10 plates diminishing from 10 or 11 to 4

or 5 spinelets. The spinelets are slender, compressed, blunt, close

together, webbed for nearly half their length, and form a straight

or slightly convex-edged comb, abruptly rounded at the corners,

where 2 or 3 lateral spinelets, sometimes with the flat side to furrow,,

become very rapidly shorter, so that the first and last spinelet is
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quite short. On the actinal surface in an oblique transverse series

are usually 2, sometimes 3. large, tapering, pointed thorny or rough-

ened spines, the longest 4.5 mm, and longer than the actinal inter-

mediate spines. When there are 2, the spines are nearly equal and

about as long as 2 plates. When there are 3, 1 is shorter, and instead

of forming a straight series they stand often in a group. One plate

has 4 spines. Most of the plates of the proximal two-thirds of ray

bear an upright, entrenched pedicellaria with 2 or 3 subspatulate,

often unequal, spiniform jaws, rather larger than the actinal inter-

mediate pedicellariae, and situated usually just adorad of the inner

subambulacral spine. The plate is bordered by convex granules

covered by a thin membrane. The inner granule of 'the distal mar-

gin is often conical and spiniform.

Mouth plates triangular, the margin adjacent to first adambulacral

slightly concave and about as long as that bordering the furrow.

Marginal spines 15, all but the 2 innermost similar to the furrow

spinelets. The innermost spine is abruptly enlarged, heavy, sub-

prismatic, bluntly pointed; sometimes the second spine is slightly

enlarged. In the middle of the actinal surface is a tapering, sharp,

smooth, or slightly roughened suboral spine, or 2 such spines (5 plates

having 1 and 5 plates, 2). A rather irregular series of convex gran-

ules, larger than those bordering the adambulacrals, follows the

outer and mesial margins of plate.

Madreporic body rather large, situated one-third r from center

and traversed by radiating branched ridges separated by fine striae.

The upper end of each ambulacral ossicle is covered with small

spiny projections and the free edge of the plate, between consecutive

pairs of ampullae, is thin, serrulate, and bladelike, the serrations

being a continuation of the spiny projections of the upper end of the

plate.

Tube-feet with a well-developed sucking disk.

Color in alcohol, chocolate brown, lighter beneath, the integinnent

between the abactinal plates being reddish brown.

Type.—C^t. No. 30558, U.S.N.M.
Type-locality.—^t2ition 5412, between Cebu and Bohol, 162 fath-

oms, green mud, bottom temperature 54.8° F. ; 1 specimen.

Bhtribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This genus is virtually CalUaster with swollen or en-

larged terminal superomarginal plates and thorny or roughened
spines. The last character suggests Milteliphaster Alcock, which
has the actinal spines ending in swollen bifid or multifid points. The
structure of the actinal spines is apparently the only character which
separates Milteliphaster from CalUaster. In Astrothauma the
roughened spines resemble those of certain cidaroids. The fact that
the swollen terminal superomarginal may bo replaced by 2 or 3
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smaller plates, abnormally, does not invalidate it, in my opinion, as

a generic character. A similar variation may occur in Pentagonaster

Gray. The growth of the marginal plates must be different from that

of Calliaster and MilteUphaster^ where the superomarginals decrease

in size regularly and gradually at the end of the series.

Genus GONIODISCASTER Clark.

Ooniodi^caster H. L. Clabk, 1909, p. 110. Type, Goniodiscus pleyadella

(Lamarck).

GONIODISCASTER FORFICULATUS (Perrier).

Plate 80, figs. 2, 3.

Ooniodisous forficidatus Peeriek, 1875, p. 234.

—

Koehler, 1910a, p. 61, pi. 7,

tigs. 1, 2, and 3 ;
pi. 11, fig. 1 ;

pi. 14, fig. 2.

Azotes on Philippine specimens,—Koehler has very fully described

and illustrated the specimens from India, and has noted wherein

these depart from the types, of which he had photographs. He
states that figures 2 and 3, plate 7,^ agree very closely with Perrier's

type. The two Philippine specimens also show close resemblance

to these figures.

Koehler writes that his specimens varied somewhat, and I have

been able to compare the example from station 5159 with the Indian

specimen from station 78, coast of Ganjam (Bay of Bengal, south

of Puri), the latter example being now No. 2094, Museum of Com-
paratize Zoology. This example shows a number of differences to

the Philippine specimens, which will be noted below.

Specimen from station 5159. R=37 mm., r=15 mm., R=2.4 r.

The general features are sufficiently shown by the figures. The mid-

radial line of plates is clearly distinguishable, almost conspicuous,

as are also the double series of 3 plates (6 in all) extending from

the " primary basal " to the superomarginals. The median plate of

each of these series is the largest, and the double series is common
to a number of species of this genus. The midradial series of plates

sometimes reaches the terminal plates, sometimes is prevented by the

last pair of superomarginals meeting on the radial line. A single

series of adradials usually extends as far as the third superomarginal

from the end. A second parallel series, however, does not extend

beyond the third superomarginal. The small globular and thimble-

shaped granules are distinctly spaced, at least half the width of the

granule, sometimes more, those on the midradial plates being smallest.

The granules increase in breadth and length rather abruptly on the

adradial plates, although the difference is not gi-eat. The marginal

granules are lower and broader than the adradial and roundish or po-

lygonal in outline. There are two kinds of abaci inal pedicellariae

—

1 Koehler, 1910a, p. 61.
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low bivalved, similar to those of Oreaster^ lower than the granules

and 2 to 2.5 times as long as broad. These occur also on the supero-

marginal and actinal plates. The second sort are tong-shaped with

spatulate jaws, 2 or 3 times as long as the granules, and occur on the

adradial plates and second, adjacent, series. The papulae are well

shown in Koehler's figure 2, on plate 7. They extend nearly to the

end of the ray and to center of disk, but are segregated more or less

into 10 areas by the conspicuous double interradial series and the

radial series of plates. All these 10 merge, however, with the circular

area in center of disk (inside the circle of primary radial plates).

The granules guarding the pores are slightly larger than those of

the surface of the plate, but are not at all squamiform. The anal

aperture is guarded by about 10 granules much larger than the

others.

Superomarginals, 12, tumid, the last 3 or 4 with a group of

enlarged granules in the center. Terminal plate elongate, with a

conspicuous blunt conical spine at the tip. The last 4 or 5 inferomar-

ginals, as noted by Perrier, have a conspicuously enlarged granule

in the form of a robust blunt tubercle near the aboral border of plate

on the rounded ventrolateral angle.

The actinal intermediate plates are clearly outlined and arranged

in 3 chevrons, with 2 plates starting a fourth adjacent to the prox-

imal inferomarginals. On the interradial line are 3 unpaired plates,

the middle much the biggest. Granules, hemispherical to thimble-

shaped, spaced one-half to three-fourths their own diameter apart.

The adambulacral armature conforms to Perrier's description, and
is best shown by the figure. There are 6 furrow spines, webbed for

half their length, usually 3 subambulacral spines, the median much
enlarged, flattened, and subspatulate, and a row of 4 granules on
the outer magin. At the adoral end of the subambulacral series, or

between it and the outer series of granules, is a forceps or tongs

shaped pedicellaria.

Mouth plates with 9 marginal and 5 to 7 shorter subambulacral

spines, back of which are about 7 granules, all these 3 series parallel.

In the angle between the second row of granules of the combined
plates are upward of 20 granules.

The specimen from Ganjam, India, referred to above, differs in

having 8 or 9 furrow spines, while the first series of subambulacral

spines are 4 or 5, graduated in length toward the mesial, which is not

conspicuously larger than the others. In addition to 3 or 4 com-
pressed granules on the outer edge of the plate there is a second sub-

ambulacral series of about 4, somewhat flattened, truncate spines,

shorter than the inner series. The abactinal granulation is coarser,

and there are no actinal intermediate and abactinal slitlike pedicel-

13434—Bull. 100—19 22
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lariae, nor are the granules enlarged about the papular pores. The
distal inferomarginal plates are without tubercles, while the primary

radial plates each have a tubercle. The granulation of the actinal

surface is finer than in typical forficulatus; for instance, the large

unpaired actinal plate just back of the mouth plates has about 30

granules in forflculatiis and 55 or a few more in the Indian specimen,

in which, moreover, the outlines of the actinal plates are very indis-

tinct, while in the Philippine specimens they are very distinct. This

specimen seems to belong to a distinct variety if the Philippine ex-

amples are to be regarded as typical.

Type.—In the British Museum.
Type-locality.—Migupou (probably a Philippine locality).

Distribution.—Philippine Islands to Gulf of Martaban, Burma,
and south along the east coast of India to Ceylon.

Specimens examined.—One from each of the following localities:

Station 5159, off Tinakta Island, Tawi Tawi Group, 18 fathoms, fine

sand and shells. Station 5482, Surigao Strait, east of Leyte, 67

fathoms, sand, shells, gravel.

Subfamily Anthenoidinae, new name.

Leptogonasterinae Perbier {Leptogonaster is a synonym of Anthcnoides).

Genus STELLASTER Gray.

Stellaster Gray, 1840, p. 278. Type, Stcllaster childreni Gray.

STELLASTER INCEI Gray.

Plate 79, figs. IS ;
plate 80, fig. 1.

SteUaster incei Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1847, p. 76; 1866, p. 7, pi. 5,

fig. 1.—Sladen, 1889, p. 322.—DoDERLEiN, 1896, p. 307.—Koehleu,

1910a, p. 80.—Brown, 1910, p. 31.—Simpson and Brown, 1910, p. 50.

StelMster belcheri Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1847, p. 76; 1866, p. 7,

pi. 7, fig. 1.—Sladen, 1879, p. 430 (Korean Straits).

Stellaster gracilis Mobius, Neue Seesterne des Hamburger and Kieler

Museums, p. 12, pi. 4, figs. 3 and 4 (Abhandl. a. d. Gebiete Naturw.

lirsg. V. d. naturwiss. Verein, Hamburg, vol. 4, Abth. 2, 1860).

Azotes on Philippine specimens.—Sladen considers Stellaster incei

and helcheri growth stages of the same species. The specimens col-

lected by the Albatross are mostly small, and as in the case of Dodcr-

lein's specimens from Thursday Island are referable to " belcheri'''*

Among the 26 examples from station 5358, 2 have less than 4

tubercles, 13 have 5 tubercles, not always symmetrically arranged,

10 have 10 tubercles, and 1 has scars of 17, all on the radii. The
largest of these specimens has R=:40 mm., the smallest R=13 mm.
The granules are fine, bead like and spaced, and the membrane very

thin. The furrow comb consists of 7 or 8 rather slender spines, the
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median more compressed than the laterals, and all webbed for half

their length. The subambulacral spines are 2 to 4, flattened, round-

tipped and unequal, and arranged in a longitudinal series. Just

back of the adoral furrow spine is often a prominent pincer-shaped

^lightly tapering pedicellaria. In very small specimens the subam-

bulacral spines are represented by a row of granules.

Three specimens from station 5483 differ in lacking abactinal

tubercles altogether (although larger) and in having a large flattened

truncate subambulacral spine. The largest specimen has R 54 mm.
The rays are broader than in the examples from station 5358. Ven-

trally this specimen resembles Stellaster eqicestris, but the marginal

plates are decidedly narrower than in a specimen of equestris from
Usuki, Japan, and the granulation is finer, and quite evidently spaced

especially on the dorsal surface. A specimen from station 5432

agrees in having the large subambulacral spine, and there are 5

small dorsal tubercles in addition.

A portion of the abactinal wall of a specimen from station 5483

was examined. This specimen was sexually mature although of

only medium size (11=46 mm.). The abactinal plates are large, 5

to 7 in each interradius being the largest, and on the margin bordering

the papular areas, scalloped. The carinal plates have 2 short lobes

on either side, and the adradial plates on the rays have 2 lobes also

on either side, which, as seen from below, overlie the edges of the

carinal and the other adjacent longitudinal series. In the central

area of the disk the plates have 5 or 6 more prominent lobes. There
are 3 or 4 papulae to each pore between the lobes of the plates.

The gonads, form a single large cluster, one on each side of the

membranous interbrachial septum, 10 in all.

Type-locality.—" North Australia," Gray.

Distribution.—East to the Mozambique coast (Simpson and
Brown), India and Cejdon, Mergui Archipelago, Sumatra, and Singa-

pore, Philippines, to Korea (? Sladen), south to New Guinea, Ara-
fura Sea, Torres Strait, North, Northeast and South Australia,

Bathymetrical range, 3 to 74 fathoms, usually under 50 fathoms.

Specimeiis examined.—Fifty-five from the following stations:

Specimens of Stellaster incH examined.

sta-
tion.
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Remarks.—The specimens recorded from stations 5432 and 5483

may be a variety of S. equestris. I have compared them with a fairly

large specimen from Usuki, Japan, which may naturally be regarded

as typical, as it agrees in the main with Miiller and Troschel's figure

(1842, pi. 4, fig. 3). The differences have already been mentioned.

Just how constant the width of the marginal plates and the size of

the granules are in equestris I am unable to state. But in all the

Philippine and Borneo specimens the narrower superomarginals,

especially interradially, and the smaller spaced granules are constant.

The relationship between incei and equesfris is by no means clear, and
some characters other than the dorsal tubercles must be used to dis-

criminate specimens from the territory on the edges of their respec-

tive ranges, if not elsewhere.

Genus ANTHENOIDES Perrier.

AntJienoides Pebkier, 1881, p. 23. Type, A. peircci, Perrier ; also 1884, p. 246.

Leptogonaster Sladen, 1889, p. 326.—Fishee, 1911d, pp. 169. 173.

Anthcniaster Veekill, 1899, p. 173.—Fishee, 1906, p. 1067; 1911d, pp.

169, 173.

A comparison of Anthenoides peircei with Leptogonaster cristatus

reveals no differential characters of generic importance. Anthe-

noides sanssa, the type of Antheniaster, is very closeh' related to

Leptogonaster cristatus. It is certainly not in a separate genus. All

three species have the body overlaid by a skin of variable thickness,

which obscures either rudimentary or fairly well developed granules,

and the pedicellariae vary from a low slitlike bivalved type to

slender forcipiform. In A. cristatus the pedicellariae are extremely

variable. All three species have numerous secondary abactinal

plates, which increase in number with age. These plates are there-

fore not characteristic of Antheniaster alone, as Verrill believed.

There is even greater similarity in their particular form between

those of A. peircei and A. cristatus. A. peircei., A. cristatus., and

A. sarissa have similar inferomarginal spinules, while in A. epixan-

thus, A. granulosus, A. lithosorus, and A. rugulosus special spinules

are always absent, the plates being granulous. Finally, all except

A. sarissa, which has not been examined, have the gonads, not single,

but fairly numerous in a series, on each side of and parallel to the

membranous interbrachial septa.

KEY TO THE KNOWN SPECIES OF ANTHENOIDES.

a*. Actinal intermediate areas with large slit-like bivalved pedicellariae nearly

flush with the general surface ; abactinal membrane thick and tough.

peircei Perrier.

a*. Pedicellariae varj'iug from forcipiform to bivalved, but when bivalved al-

ways small and not sunken flush with surface.
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J\ Inferomarginals with small lateral spines, at least in tlie interbrachial arc.

&. Proximally 2 or 3 subambulacral spines, or prominent pedicellariae

;

abactinal pedicellariae cristatns Sladen, p. 329.

c'. Proximally 1 prominent subambulacral spine ; no abactinal pedicellariae,

sarissa Alcock.

6*. Inferomarginals witbout lateral spines.

c*. Pedicellariae only on the adambulacral plates ; abactinal granules few
and microscopic, visible only when abactinal membrane is dried; the

abactinal area has superficially the appearance of being without

granules epixanthus Fisher.

c*. Pedicellariae on the abactinal and actinal intermediate areas, as well as

on the adambulacral plates; abactinal granules numerous, at least in

center of disk, and easily seen wthout a magnifier.

d\ Superomarginals decreasing regularly and gradually in length from
the first ; granules distributed uniformly all over abactinal area,

e". R=2 r ; central granules of each abactinal plate the largest
;
prox-

imal superomarginal plates coarsely granulated all over; supero-

marginals all wider than long granulosus Fisher, p. 333.

e*. R=2.6 r ; granules smaller, uniform ; superomarginals finely granu-

lated, only a few proximals with coarse central granules ; supero-

marginals at middle of ray longer than wide.

rugulosus Fisher, p. 338.

d". Superomarginals maintaining their width to near end of ray
; gran-

ules numerous in center of disk, becoming much smaller and more
widely spaced as periphery is approached ; superomarginals of

proximal half of ray with coarse central granules.

Uthosorus Fisher, p. 336.

ANTHENOBDES CRISTATUS (Sladen),

Plate 78, figs. 1, 2 ; plate 88, fig. 1 ; plate 89, fig. 1.

Leptogonaster cristatus Sladen, 1889, p. 827, pi. 54, figs. 1-7.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—The large series of specimens

dredged by the Albatros represents all stages from the young to the

adult, while the latter exhibit considerable range of variation, par-

ticularly in the number and form of the pedicellariae.

The change in proportions due to increasing age is shown by th&

following table, the measurements being in millimeters

:
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The chief differences between the young and medium sized speci-

mens (as No. 4) are to be found in the extremely thin membrane
and few or no granules of the former. A very young eristatus does

not appear to belong to the same genus as the adult. In specimen

No. 1, for example, the outlines of the abactinal plates are clearly

visible and the thin membrane might be described as deciduous.

The marginal and actinal intermediate plates are also covered with

very thin deciduous membrane. There are no abactinal, marginal,

or actinal intermediate granules, or pedicellariae. Four webbed

furrow spinelets are present, and the first 2 or 3 adambulacral plates

have the rudiment of a subambulacral granule. The mouth plates

are prominent actinally and each has 7 furrow or marginal spines.

The smooth plates and the deciduous membrane would cause this

specimen to be placed in the genus Ogmaster if it were adult. It is,

in fact, an Anthenoides in an Ogmaster stage. There are no small

secondary adradial abactinal plates.

Specimen No, 2 differs from No. 1 in having 1 or 2 spherical gran-

ules on a few of the interbrachial inferomarginals in the position

of the future spines, and a very few forcipiform pedicellariae have

made their appearance on the actinal intermediate plates; furrow

spines 5 or 6.

In specimen No. 3 the abactinal membrane is thicker and more

pulpy ; 2 or 3 small granules have appeared on the proximal supero-

marginals and the granules on the proximal inferomarginals have

increased to 4 or 5, and are larger, while on the ray a granule takes

the place of the small tubercle of the adult. The inner row of the

actinal intermediate plates is provided with a central granule (or

?) or 4 on each of the pair back of the mouth plates), while in some

specimens of this size a few other intermediate plates may have a

central granule; subambulacral granules proximally 2, distally 1;

furrow spines, 6.

In No. 4 minute abactinal granules have made their appearance,

which, in No. 5, have increased in number, while in the latter the

adult condition is further evidenced by numerous small superomar-

ginal granules scattered all over the plate (in No. 4 only a few), a

few abactinal pedicellariae, inferomarginal spines, actinal inter-

mediate granules on all the plates, and 7 or 8 furrow spines with

a furrow pedicellaria on some plates.

The granules increase in number in the large specimens and the

marginal spines become more prominent and more numerous. Inter-

brachially there are as many as 6 or 7 in large specimens, and ex-

ceptionally 9, some of them beinc: grooved, and bifid. The longest

are about 2 mm. On the outer half or third of the ray there is but 1

aboral appressed spine to a plate. Sladen figures a terminal plate
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with 2 spines. In small specimens there are usually 4 or sometimes 5

(as in A. sarissa). In the adults I find scars of 4 or 5.

An example from station 5520 has small forcipiform pedicellariae,

such as are figured by Sladen (1889, plate 54, fig. 6), scattered

thickly over the abactinal and proximal superomarginal plates, with

a few on the outer end of the proximal inferomarginals. A large

specimen from station 5212 (No. 6 of the foregoing table) has the

abactinal pedicellariae less numerous and of a bivalved form, the

jaws being truncate, as wide as high, or wider than high. A speci-

men from station 5394 has rather more numerous abactinal pedicel-

lariae of the same form, while another from 5395 has pedicellariae

of the forceps shape with shorter jaws than the figure of Sladen,

together with others which might be classed as bivalved with trun-

cate jaws higher than wide. In this specimen the pedicellariae are

intermediate between the two extremes.

In the example from station 5394, above referred to, the pedicel-

lariae on the actinal intermediate plates adjacent to the adambulac-

rals are unlike Sladen 's figure 7, but are of the typical bivalved type,

being quite similar to the pedicellariae of Hippasteria. The jaws
are truncate and sometimes twice as wide as high. A few are scat-

tered over the rest of the interradial area. The example from sta-

tion 5520, which has the very numerous abactinal forcipiform pedi-

cellariae, has the actinal intermediate pedicellariae smaller and
either bivalved or of the type figured by Sladen ; or with spatulate,

rounded jaws intermediate between the two. Specimen No. 6 from
station 5212 has a very few actinal intermediate bivalved pedicel-

lariae, a short conical tubercle occupying its place on the other plates.

A specimen from station 3595 has the tubercles more prominent, and
present on plates near the margin, as well.

I have been able to compare Anthenoides peircei directly with
cristatus. The actinal pedicellariae of peircei are bivalved, but low,

resembling those of Oreaster. The difference is not of generic im-

portance, however. If the jaws were a little higher the pedicellariae

would be like those of cristatus from station 5394. In my key to the

Goniasteridae (1911 d^ p. 173) I relied on the form of the pedicel-

lariae and the presence of abactinal and superomarginal granules to

separate Leptogonaster from Anthenoides. Anthenoides, it appears,

has rudimentary dorsal granules, which, with the variations of

Leptogonaster cristatus, bridge the small gap between the two genera.

The enlarged group should therefore be known by the older name
Anthenoides, which includes also Antheniaster Verrill. Sladen was
in doubt as to the validity of his genus, as he recognized its close

affinity to Anthenoides. His conclusion that Leptogonaster was dis-

tinct was justified, because Perrier described the dorsal skeleton of
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Anthenoides as " reticulated." Although secondary plates are pres-

ent on either side of the carinal series and adradial series, the

skeleton has not the reticulated form which one associates with

Anthenea.

Anatomical notes.—Intestinal coeca composed of 5 long bifid divi-

sions, each terminal division Ijnng on either side of the membranous
interbrachial septum to which it is attached by filaments of tissue.

Hepatic coeca extending nearly half the length of ray; dorsal

stomach sharply divided from the ventral; retractors of stomach

attached to upper end of second ambulacral ossicle, to the proximal

edge of the A -shaped first ossicle, and to the dorsal integument.

Polian vesicle in each interradius. Gonads arranged in a series par-

allel to and near the interradial septum. They are not well developed

in the specimen dissected, but from 6 to 10 small tufts can be counted

in each series. In Anthenoides peircei the gonads are similarly

disposed.

On the proximal part of the radial area and center of disk the

primary plates in regular longitudinal series are surrounded by
irregular small secondary^ plates which on the distal part of their

area are found only between the rows of primary plates. These

secondaries are entirely lacking on the radial areas in immature

specimens. Small examples may have a few in the center of disk, but

the difference in size between them and the primary plates is not so

marked. These secondary plates have 5 or 6 short lobes with trun-

cate facets which join truncate facets of the primary plates. The
number of secondary plates varies with age, an old specimen having^

many, which proximally completely surround the primary plates,

while in smaller examples the plates are fewer and are found be-

tween the primaries. On the coelomic side some of the secondary

plates are raised into a keel, the keels radiating, 4 to 6, quite regu-

larly and acting as connecting ossicles between adjacent rows of pri-

mary plates, and sometimes between consecutive plates of the same

series. Other secondaries, out of position, lack the keel. Distally

beyond the area of secondary plates the primaries are externally

roundish, with truncate facets, or they may touch without a flattening

of the periphery. The papulae are generally distributed all over

the abactinal area in fully adult specimens and occur 1 to an area,,

as a rule, though between secondary plates occasionally 2.

I have examined the dorsal skeleton of Anthenoides peircei and it

conforms to the arrangement in cristatus, although minor specific

differences are observable. For example, the secondary plates lack

a special internal keel, and, the specimen being smaller, there are

fewer plates. When the abactinal integument of peircei is cleared

with caustic potash numerous minute grains are observable, much
smaller than the dorsal granules of ci^tatus.
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Type.—In the British Museum.

Type-locality.—Challenger station 204, off Tablas Island, Philip-

pines, 100-115 fathoms, green mud.

Z>/s^W&M^iow.—Philippine Islands, 102 to 279 fathoms, on green

mud, globigerina, sand, and hard bottom ; temperature range 53.3° to

61.3° F.

Specimens examined.—Eighty-eight.

Specimens of Anthenoides cristatus examined.

station. I
Locality. Depth. Nature of bot-

tom.
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brachium, 43 mm. ; disk very large with open, arcuate interbrachia

and short, tapering, bluntly pointed rays; whole surface overlaid by

soft membrane, obscuring the underlying plates, especially the abac-

tinals, which are covered with spaced granules larger than in epix-

anthus; marginal plates covered all over with spaced granules, coars-

est on outer part of plate, and more numerous than in A. epixanthus ,'

no marginal spines ; actinal intermediate granules coarse and numer-

ous; furrow spines slender, compressed, G to 9, the adoral end of the

plate with a large, slender, foi*cipiform pedicellaria, and 1 to 3 more

on the actinal surface ; subambulacral spines, 1 to 4, according to the

number of pedicellariae, which they partly replace; oral spines 13

to 15, with several suboral pedicellariae and numerous suboral

granules.

Description.—This species so closety resembles A. epixanthus

(Fisher) of the Hawaiian Islands that the description will be in the

form of a comparison. The entire animal is overlaid by a soft,

fairly thick, membrane, obscuring the outlines of the abactmal plates

(which are arranged as in epixanthus). The membrane is thrown

into fine wrinkles and reticulations, partly due to the numerous un-

equal spaced granules beneath. These granules are much more

numerous and much larger than in epixanthus and become visible

when the membrane is partly or wholly dried. They increase in

size from the center of disk toward the periphery, and the central

granules of each plate (especially near margin) are larger than the

peripheral. The number of granules to a plate is between 15 and 20.

In A. epixanfJms the granules are practically microscopic (as in

A. peircei) uniform in size and scarcely a tenth the size of an average

granule in granulosv.s. They are so small that the membrane is

smooth even when dried, while in granulosus it is very rough. Scat-

tered over the abactinal plates are numerous small pedicellariae about

the size of largest granules, with 2 curved truncate jaws as wide as

high, or wider than high. They resemble split granules.

Papulae frequently very dark brown (as in epixanthus)^ con-

fined to petaloid radial areas, confluent at center of disk. As is

usual in this genus, there are smaller secondary plates on the proxi-

mal radial regions. The secondary plates are lobed, and partly or

wholly surround the carinal, and 1 or 2 parallel series, to either side.

They extend on each side of the carinal series nearly one-half K,

while the proximal plates of the same series may be entirely encircled

by 6 or 8 secondary plates. The secondary plates do not extend very

far distad on the lateral portions of the area. The primary plates

become Smaller and also incipiently lobed at the center of disk so that

they are indistinguishable from the secondaries. Over the papular

areas, even where there are no secondary plates, the primaries are

roundish or broadly elliptical with 5 or 6 incipient lobes, sometimes
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reduced to simple facets ; but on the outer third of the ra}'^ the plates

may be much wider than long and without any trace of lobing. The

secondary plates have 3 to 5 ver}'^ irregular lobes and are not raised

internally into a keel as in ^. cristatus.

Superomarginal plates (21 or 22 in type) forming a rounded bevel

in intertrachia, but on outer third of ray strongly arched, with lateral

and dorsal surfaces. The plates are usually decidedly wider than

long, but they vary in this respect, for one specimen (station 5622)

has the plates of the proximal two-thirds of the series as wide as long.

They differ from the sui)eromarginals of A. epixanthus in having the

entire surface (except on outer third of ray) covered with coarse

hemispherical, slightly spaced, granules, those on the border the

smallest. The inferomarginals extend slightly beyond the supero-

marginals and are closely covered with similar granules, which are

coarsest on the rounded margin of the ray and decrease in size toward

the inner margin. In epixanthiis the inferomarginal and superomar-

ginal -granules are very much fewer and more spaced. They do not

cover the whole surface of the plate thickly. On the distal plates the

granules are fewer and scattered. The outlines of the marginal

plates and the gi'anules are partly visible without drying the speci-

men. Terminal plate pentagonal to ovoid, as long as broad, or

broader than long, with 2 stubby terminal spines. The last 3 or 4

pairs of superomarginals are in contact mediallj^

Actinal intermediate plates slightly convex, rather irregular, in

about 8 chevrons, the series of plates adjacent to the adambulacrals

extending to the seventh to ninth inferomarginal. They are closely

covered with coarse spaced granules, those in the center being much
coarser than the peripheral. In ejnxanthtis the large granules are

fewer, and the tiny immersed granules in the majority. Many of the

plates adjacent to the adambulacrals bear 1 to 3 small 2-jawed pedi-

cellariae slightly smaller than the heaviest granules and similar in

form to the abactinal pedicellariae.

Adambulacral plates slightly longer than wide, with a curved or

slightlj^ angular furrow margin, or occasionally a nearly straight

margin, bearing a comb of 6 to 9, usually 7 or 8, slightly divergent,

slender, tapering, but also compressed, bluntly-pointed furrow spines,

webbed for half their length. The margin of the comb is curved,

the mesial spines being the longest and the laterals the shortest.

At the adoral end of the series there is usually a rather long, slender,

2-jawed forcipiform pedicellaria, set back slightly, the jaws being

very narrowly spatulate and about as long or a little longer than

the adjacent adoral furrow spine. The pedicellaria is larger than the

homologous pedicellaria of eplxanthus. One to 3 similar pedicellariae

stand on the surface of the plate sometimes in a longitudinal series.

Two or 3 short, blunt, tubercular unequal spines form a series back
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of the pedicellaria (where these are numerous) or take the place

of 1 or more of the pedicellariae. When there is only the adoral pedi-

cellaria it replaces the others entirely. On the outer part of the

furrow one of these spines is enlarged (or 2 in a transverse series)

and becomes tapering and pointed, and is conspicuously longer than

the furrow spines. The outer margin of the plate has several un-

equal granules. In this species the subambulacral pedicellariae are

much more numerous than in efvxanthus^ while the furrow spines

are more delicate and compressed.

Mouth plate convex actinally as in epixanthns and other members of

the genus. Marginal spines in a slightly convex series of 13 to 15

(9 to 11 in epixanthus) similar to the adambulacral spines except the

inner 3 which very rapidly increase in size and become compressed,

round-tipped, or truncate teeth. The spines are webbed for about half

their length. Back of the furrow spines is a row of upward of 6

pedicellariae similar to the subambulacral pedicellariae, the rest of

the plate being covered with spaced coarse hemispherical or some-

times acute gi-anules. In small specimens only 1 or 2 pedicellariae

may be present.

Madreporic body variable in size, fairly large, nearly flat, irregu-

larly roundish, situated a little more than ^ r from center. Striae

fine, radiating, and branched.

The gonads are arranged in a series of 6 to 8 tufts on either side

of and parallel to the membraneous interbrachial septa.

Type.—C^t. No. 30559, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5626, between Gillolo and Kayoa Islands,.

Molucca Islands, 265 fathoms, gray mud, fine sand; 1 specimen.

Distrihution.—Molucca Islands, 265 to 288 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Five in addition to the type : Station 5622,

between Gillolo and Makyan Islands, 275 fathoms, gray mud, 1 speci-

men ; station 5624, same locality, 288 fathoms, fine sand, mud, 4 speci-

mens.
ANTHENOroES LITHOSORUS Fisher.

Plate 89, fig. 2 ; plate 90, fig. 2 ; plate 94, fig. 6, 6a-c.

Anthenoides lithosorus Fisher, 1913fl, p. 647.

Diagnosis.—Closely related to A. granulosus, but differing in hav-

ing the coarse superomarginal granules confined to the center of plate,

surrounded by a conspicuous area with only spaced microscopic

grains ; abactinal granules fine, subequal, thick on center of disk, be-

coming smaller and more spaced as the margin is approached, fewer

than in granulosus, smaller, and the central granules of the plate not

larger than the others ; superomarginal plates more tumid, the width

remaining the same to within 4 or 5 plates of end of ray (regularly

decreasing in length in granulosus) ; furrow spines 9 or 10 ; oral spines
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15 or 16. R=80 mm,, r=44 mm., Il=about 1.8 r. General form
similar to that of granulosus but the rays are thicker toward the end

owing to the heavier superomarginals, the last 6 or 7 pairs of which

are in contact medially.

Description.—The abactinal area is overlaid by a thick membrane,

which in drying allows the small granules to be seen. These are sub-

equal and about the size of the smallest granules of granulosus. Only
in the center of the disk are they as numerous as in granulosus., and as

just indicated they are not larger in the center of the plate (which is

a characteristic of granulosus) . In granulosus they are numerous all

over the abactinal area, but in litliosoms they are closely placed only

on the center of the disk, becoming more and more widely spaced as

the margin is approached and on the outer part of ray are scarce.

Scattered over the papular areas (which are as in granulosus) are

numerous tiny pedicellariae similar to those of granulosus., but larger

than the granules (since the granules are very small).

Superomarginals 18, massive and tumid, keeping their width

(which exceeds the lengih) up to about the twelfth to fourteenth

plates, and from that point gradually narrowing. As a consequence

the rays are distally wider than in granulosus., in which the plates

narrow gradually from the base of the ray. The first 7 plates have

a central group of coarse hemispherical granules, which in a dried

specimen, remind one of little heaps of stones. The first plate has

about 24 granules and the seventh 5 or 6. The outer plates have

only the microscopic granules such as surround the coarse proximal

granules. These are invisible until the specimen is dried. Terminal

plate pentagonal about as wide as long, with the scars of 5 terminal

spines. Inferomarginals encroaching conspicuously upon actinal

area and extending interradially slightly beyond the superomar-

ginals. They decrease regularly in width and become rather more
tumid as the end of the ray is approached. The first 10 are covered

with coarse granules which decrease in size from the edge of ray

toward inner margin of the plate. The ninth to eleventh plates have

a rapidly decreasing number of granules, the remaining plates, as

well as a widening space along the upper margin of the first eleven,

being occupied by the minute grains referred to above.

Actinal intermediate plates distinctly tuniid with 3 to 10 unequal,

coarse, hemispherical granules surrounded by 10 to 20 spaced, much
smaller ones, very much as in granulosus., except that toward the

margin the small granules are fewer and smaller than the corre-

sponding ones in granulosus ; hence there is more discrepancy in

size between the 2 kinds. The plate adjacent to the adambulacrals

and a few others have upward of 6, usually 1 to 4,. small, 2-jawed

pedicellariae similar to those of granulosus.
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Adambiilacral armature similar to that of granulosus but there

are 9 to 10 furrow spines instead of 7 or 8. Two to 4 forcipiform

pedicellariae monopolize the surface of the plate, except for a few

granules and a short pointed spine or two in place of pedicellariae.

On the outer third of ray there is a well-developed pointed sub-

ambulacral spine, sometimes with a small companion, and usually

but 1 pedicellaria just back of the proximal furrow spine. Mouth
plates similar to those of granulosus, with 15 or 16 marginal spines,

1 fairly well developed pointed suboral spine near the inner end of

the plate, 5 or 6 scattered pedicellariae and rather widely spaced

granules, the 5 or 6 nearest the median suture being largest.

Madreporic body flat, circular, with radiating branched striae.

Type.—Q2,t. No. 30560, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5301, China Sea, vicinity of Hongkong
(lat. 20° 37' N.; long. 115° 43' E.), 208 fathoms, gray mud, sand;

bottom temperature 50.5° F.

Remarks.—This species differs fr,om A. cristatus and A. sarissa

in the absence of inferomarginal spines, and in having much coarser

superomarginal granules, heavier marginals, shorter rays, thicker

abactinal integument, more numerous actinal intermediate granules,

and in numerous other details of armature. It differs from A. epix-

anthus in having coarser and more numerous abactinal granules,

numerous abactinal and actinal intermediate pedicellariae, more

numerous and slejiderer furrow spines and oral spines, more com-

pactly placed superomarginal granules (which, however, in epix-

anthus form a central, though sparser, group), heavier superomar-

ginals distally and numerous subambulacral forcipiform pedicel-

lariae. The abactinal granulation and pedicellariae will alone sep-

arate the two species, the granules of epixanthus being microscopic

and very widely spaced, and the bivalved granuliform pedicellariae

being absent.

ANTHENOBDES RUGULOSUS Fisher.

Plate 85, fig. 4 ; plate 88, fig. 4 ;
plate 90, fig. 1 ;

plate 94, figs. 5, 5a-&.

Anthcnoides nifjitlosus Fisher, 1913a, p. 648.

Diagnosis.—Differing from A. granulosus in having longer, slenderer

rays, narrower marginal plates, rather more numerous and smaller

wm'/o^'m abactinal granules, a fine superomarginal granulation (except

for a few central coarse hemispherical granules on the proximal plates)

and more elevated, pincer-shaped abactinal pedicellariae. K=124
mm., r=47 mm., R=2.6+r; breadth of ray at first superomarginal,

52 mm. Disk large, rays distally narrow, tapering arcuately from

wide interbrachia ; disk more or less inflated; whole body overlaid

by smooth, rather thick, soft skin, minutely wrinkled on the abactinal

area and covering a fine, close, uniform granulation; small forceps-
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shaped, abactinal pedicellariae ; siiperomargiiial plates smooth, the

membrane covering fine, spaced granules, and on the proximal plates

a few scattered coarse central granules; superomargiaals of middle

region of ray in large specimens longer than wide; actinal inter-

radial areas variable, usually fairly smooth, the plates with central,

enlarged, hemispherical granules, as in granulosus; the plates adja-

cent to adambulacrals with a variable number of forcipiform or

spatulate, lower, pedicellariae ; furrow spines compressed, usually 7 or

5 proximally, varying to 6 to 9, the armature in general similar to

that of A. granulosus; oral spines, 14 or 15.

DescAption.—Abactinal membrane fairly thick, about as in epixan-

thus and granulosus, and marked by myriads of fine interlacing

wrinlvles, partly due to the underlying granules. In some specimens

the membrane has a minutely warty appearance. Even when dried

the outlines of the plates are difficult to make out, although their

contours are somewhat indicated by the papular pores. The ab-

actinal area is covered uniformly with tiny spaced spiniform granules

which are often a little higher than wide. One is reminded more

of very short spinelets than of the rounded, hemispherical granules

of A. granulosus. They are subequal, about the size of the inter-

mediate granules of granulosus, and are more closely placed, there

being 45 or 50 on an average carinal plate. They are larger than

the granules of lithosorus and, unlike them, they do not become widely

spaced toward the edge of the area. Scattered over the abactinal

area are numerous small 2-jawed pedicellariae, higher than in granu'

losus. In the type they have 2 slender, slightly spatulate jaws, very

similar to the abactinal pedicellariae of cristatus, as figured by Sla-

den, while in other specimens (as from station 5122) the jaws are

truncate and onl}' 1.5 to 2 times as high as broad, and hence having

somewhat the same variations as in cristatv^. Still other examples

have the jaws spatulate and intermediate between the slender forceps

and the lower bivalve forms. These pedicellariae are not covered by

the membrane. Papulae are found all over the disk except a narrow
interradial streak, and are absent from a small portion of the end

of the TQ.y.

The relation between the primary and secondary abactinal plates

is as in ^. granulosus. On the proximal portion of the radial areas

the small, irregular plates surround the carinal plates, and the plates

of one or more longitudinal series on either side. They gradually

become restricted to either side of the carinal series near the middle
of E. Beyond about the middle of E, there are no secondary plates.

The primary plates usually have 6 short lobes or far along ray, are

roundish without very evident lobes. On the central part of the

disk the lobing is irregular, and near the margin the j)lates are

irregularly 4-lobed or 4-sided.
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Superomarginals, 30 in the type, are not at all tumid, and form a

slightly arched bevel, the first 5 or 6 slightly wider than long; the

succeeding 12 to 14, longer than wide; and the remainder gradually

becoming wider than long. They decrease very gradually in width,

irrespective of the changing length, and are covered with spaced

minute granules, with 5 or 6 spaced coarse hemispherical granules

oil the center of the first 4 or 5 plates. These are the only granules

that show through the membrane, as a rule, although there is varia-

tion in this respect. Usually the plates feel smooth to the touch,

the gi'anules not being so evident as in granulosus or lithosorus.

This is particularly true of the medium-sized and small specimens.

In some of the largest specimens the proximal plates have 1 or 2

small spatulate 2-jawed pedicellariae, but these are present in less

than half of the specimens. Terminal plate pentagonal from above,

with 5 terminal spines.

Inferomarginals extending laterally slightly beyond the supero-

marginals, the actinal face wider than long at base of ray, gradually

becoming longer than wide at the middle. They are covered with

spaced, rather unequal, granules coarsest on the margin (and these

about as large as the largest superomarginal granules), decreasing

in size toward the inner margin of plate. The plates are narrower

than in lithosorus^ but the granules are of nearly the same relative

size, perhaps a little smaller.

The actinal intermediate plates extend to the twelfth inferomar-

ginal or a little over half the length of ray in large specimens, and

are covered with spaced, coarse, hemispherical granules, 3 to 10 in

the center being the largest, and the others of several smaller sizes,

as in granulosus and Uthoso^nis. A variable number of proximal

plates of the series adjacent to the aclambulacrals bear 1 or 2, or

occasionally as man}^ as 6 forcipiform pedicellariae. In this type

these are very few, but a specimen from station 5260 has many.

Some examples (as station 5501) have the pedicellariae intermediate

between the bivalved and forcipiform types, just as the abactinal

pedicellariae vary. In the example from station 5260 the granules

on the inner chevron of plates tend to become pointed and spiniform.

In the large and small alcoholic specimens the outlines of the actinal

intermediate plates are usually visible, but not in the medium-sized

examples where, also, the central granules are less prominent than

in the largest specimens. In the latter, the central granules appear

as spaced clusters overlaid by membrane, the smaller granules being

inconspicuous or invisible until dried.

Adambulacral plates similar to those of granulosus but more vari-

able as regards the subambulacral armature. Furrow spines stout,

compressed, of nearly uniform width when viewed from above, but
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tapering as regards the other dimensions to a rounded, chisel-like

point in the type. They vary a good deal in form. They are gener-

ally 4-sided, the transverse diameter being greater than the longi-

tudinal (as regards axis of ray). The type has proximally 7 or 8,

and on the outer part of the ray 6 or 7 spines forming a basally

webbed, palmate series with a convex distal margin. The number

varies to 6 or 7 and 8 or 9 spines proximally in diJfferent specimens.

At the adoral end of the series is a slender sessile forcipiform pedi-

cellaria as long or nearly as long as the adjacent adoral spine. The

pedicellaria viewed from the side has a lanceolate contour and its

form is best appreciated from the figure. In the type there are proxi-

mally 2 or 3 coarse, tapering, subcorneal bluntly pointed, sometimes

flattened spines, much heavier but shorter than the furrow spines,

and forming a longitudinal series. On the outer part of the ray there

is 1, or sometimes 2, in a transverse series, varying from blunt clavate

to tapering and pointed. At rare intervals a pedicellaria takes the

place of a spine. On the proximal half of the furrow, however, it is

more usual to have 1 to 3 prominent forcipiform subambulacral pedi-

cellariae either grouped, scattered, or forming a longitudinal series

with the nearly constant adoral pedicellaria near the furrow. A few

unequal, prominent, conical granules are present, sometimes standing

in line with the 1 or more pedicellariae, while the outer part of the

plate, as in the type, is occupied by small spaced, sometimes spinuli-

form, granules.

Mouth plates convex actinally, with 14 or 15 marginal spines, the

inner 4 or 5 rather rapidly enlarging and becoming strongly com-

pressed and leaf-like. The type has 6 to 9 suboral tubercles, scat-

tered granules, and a pedicellaria. Most of the specimens have only

2 or 3 tubercles and 2 to 6 pedicellariae, in addition to spaced gran-

ules. The suboral armature is very variable.

Madreporic body similar to that of granulosus^ subcircular, fairly

large, with dichotomously branching, radiating ridges, separated by

fine slightly sinuous striae.

Anatomical notes.—The intestinal coecum is practically as in

A. (ynstatus. There are 5 slender, interradial bifurcate sacs, the dis-

tal divisions passing on either side of the membraneous interbrachial

septum, to which they are firmly attached. The intestine is very

short and slightly eccentric. The gonads are arranged in a compact

series of about 10 tufts on either side of and parallel to the inter-

brachial septum, and extending from about \ r from center to within

about 10 mm. of the marginal plates.

Type.—C^t. No. 30561, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5121, 9 miles southeast of Malabrigo Light,

east coast of Mindoro, 108 fathoms, dark green mud: 1 specimen.

13434—Bull. 100—19 23
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Distribution.—East coast of Mindoro to the Mindanao Sea, 214 to

392 fathoms, green mud and ooze; temperature range, 51.4° to

54.3° F.
Specimens examined.—In addition to the type, 13 from the fol-

lowing localities

:

Specimens of Anthenoides rugulosus examined.

station. Locality. Depth.
Nature of bot-

tom.
Num
ber.

Bottom
temper-
ature.

5198
5260

5501

5503
5527

5536

20 miles southeast Malabrigo Light, east coast of Min-
doro.

10 miles northwest Baliscasag Island, western Bohol ..

Off southeastern Mindoro

8 miles northwest Macabalan Point Light, Mindanao..

6.6 miles northwest Macabalan Point Light, Mindanao.
Between Siquijor and Bohol Islands

Between Negros Siquijor Islands

Fatli-

oms.
220

220
234

214

226
392

279

Green mud.

do
Green mud,
sand.

Fine gray sand
and mud
Green mud
Globigerina
ooze.

Green mud

53.

9

51.4

54.3

5.3.3

53.3

53.5

Remarks.—This species is readily distinguished from A. granu-

losus by its decidedly longer, slenderer rays, narrower supermar-

ginal plates, and the uniform, rather close, and finer granulation

under the smoothish abactinal membrane. In granulosus the gran-

ules of the superomarginal plates are coarse, distributed all over the

plate, and show through the membrane, causing the plates to feel

rough in alcoholic specimens. In rugulosus the granules are fine, like

those of the abactinal plates, and only a few central enlarged gran-

ules on the first 5 or 6 plates show through the membrane. As a

result the superomarginals (with the exception of the central part

of the first few plates) are smooth in undried specimens. The
abactinal pedicellariae are forceps-shaped and like those of A. cris-

tatus. A characteristic of granulosus is the larger size of the central

granules of each abactinal plate ; in rugulosus it is to be emphasized

that the granules are subequal. A. llthosorus differs in having the

abactinal granules very numerous in the center of disk, becoming

smaller and much sparser toward the margin ; in having wider and

more tumid superomarginals, which maintain their width to near

the end of the ray; in having a coarser actinal granulation, coarsei*

superomarginal granules on central part of the proximal plates and

much finer, sparser granulation elsewhere; and in having 9 or 10

furrow spines.

Genus ATELORIAS Fisher.

Atelorias Fishek, 1911c, p. 424. Type, Atelorias anacanthus Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Goniasteridae with unequal marginals, the superomar-

ginals the larger, conspicuously overhanging the inferomarginals

and forming an angular margin to disk and rays; with all the plates
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granulate and covered with thin soft membrane, leaving each plate

distinct; abactinal plates, not elevated, flattish, numerous, extending

to tip of ray; papulae in radial petaloid areas; adambulacrals with

an angular furrow series of rather short, stout, spinelets and sub-

ambulacral granules, actinal interradial areas large; disk large and

thin, rays slender. Entrenched small upright two-jawed pedicel-

lariae on abactinal, marginal, actinal intermediate, and adambula-

cral plates. No specialized spines; the furrow spinelets the only ones

present.

ATELORIAS ANACANTHUS Fisher.

Plate 73, fig. 2 ;
plate 74, fig. 3 ; plate 85, fig. 3 ;

plate 94, figs. 3, 3(J-Z>.

Atelorias anacanthus Fisher, 1911, p. 424.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5. E=205 mm., r=43 mm., R=:4.76 r; breadth

of ray at mid interbrachium, 53 mm., at middle of R, 14 mm. Disk

large, thin, with wide interbrachial arcs. Rays very long, slender,

thin, with an angular margin formed entirely of superomarginal

l^lates. No specialized spines: all plates covered with hemispherical

granules overlaid by a thin membrane which partly or wholly ob-

scures them and fills up the interstices, but which leaves the outlines

of plates distinct; small excavate pedicellariae with tw^o jaws slightly

higher than wide, and usuallj^ with depressions in the membrane

into which they fit when open, are present on plates of both surfaces

;

adambulacral plates with angular furrow margin bearing proximally

10 to 12 and distally 6 to 9 rather short stout spinelets ; no subambu-

lacral spines, but numerous immersed granules.

DescHption.—Abactinal plates numerous, crowded, very slightly

convex or flat, hexagonal on papular areas, but elsewhere irregu-

larly hexagonal, pentagonal, squarish, or roundish, and reaching ter-

minal plates. They are not at all tabulate but are sunken in the

abactinal integument nearly flush with the surface. On the proximal

part of the radial areas a carina! series and about two parallel series

on each side can be made out, but elsewhere the plates are not regu-

larly arranged. They are much smaller on the interradial areas and

center of disk than on the radial areas, and they decrease in size

distad, only a single series reaching the terminal plate. On the

outer part of the ray the outlines of the plates are very indistinct.,

Papulae 5 to 8 about each plate, and inconspicuous, extending only

about a fifth the length of ray measured from the interradius. All,

plates covered with rather small hemispherical granules, overlaid by

soft membrane, a rather large carinal plate having 30 to 40. In

addition most of the plates bear also a small upright pedicellaria

with tapering spatulate jaws, often narrow distally, and a little

higher than the width of the base. The granules are quite indistinct

and normally are entirely covered by the membrane. On some of
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the plates of the papular areas the granules are visible, but over all

the interradial areas they can not be seen, although the skin is pitted

somewhat over the interspaces between the granules. When the

membrane is partially dried the granules become visible. In this

soft membrane the pedicellariae have depressions for the opened

jaws.

When the abactinal integument is cleared, and viewed from the

coelomic side the plates are seen to be spaced. In form they are not

at all uniform, varying from irregularly roundish to lozenge or

ellipical, and the inner end is convex. The outer end flares, being

larger than the inner, and of the various forms mentioned above.

Superomarginals, about 80 to a ray, are dorsally conspicuously

wider than long, and form a beveled margin, sometimes a trifle

arched, to the abactinal surface. They encroach upon the actinal

surface about one-half as far as upon the abactinal, and thus form the

margin of ray. The convexity of the lateral angle of each plate

causes the margin of the ray to appear scalloped, except near the ex-

tremity. The plates are closely covered with small granules, similar

to those of the abactinal plates, overlaid by soft membrane, so that

they are very indistinct, or even invisible. On the proximal half of

the ray the dorsal surface of the superomarginals bears 2, or rarely

3, small pedicellariae, similar to those of the abactinal plates, while

the ventral surface bears 1; the dorsal surface of the plates of the

distal half of ray bears one such pedicellaria.

Inferomarginals very slightly convex proximally, corresponding to

superomarginals, but along the middle region of ray not exactly

corresponding. First 10 plates slightly wider than long, gradually

becoming slightly longer than wide over most of the ray. On the

outer fourth of ray the inferomarginals are only a trifle larger than

the adambulacrals. The plates are entirely confined to the actinal

surface and beyond the interbrachium are only a little wider than

the ventral facet of the superomarginals—that part which extends

laterally beyond the ventral series. Over a little more than the

proximal half of the ray the plates bear, near the outer margin, a

small 2-jawed spatulate pedicellaria, and rarely a second elsewhere

on the plate. When the animal is viewed from the oral side 3 series

of plates occupy the entire width of the surface between the furrow

and ambitus, on the outer half of the ray—the adambulacral, infero-

marginal, and superomarginal series, the first and last of about the

same width, the inferomarginals slightly the widest. The granules

increase slightly in size from the outer toward the inner margin and

are immersed in membrane, with often the tips protruding.

Actinal interradial areas extensive with numerous irregular

slightly convex plates, without regularity of arrangement, and ex-

tending in a single series nearly half the length of ray, a second
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series reaching a little over a fifth. The plates are closely covered

with small granules immersed in membrane, the tips of the granules

often protruding slightly from the membrane or visible yet covered

by membrane. In the former case the granules appear to be em-

bedded in a matrix. A majority of the plates bear 1, sometimes 2

or 3, small spatulate entrenched pedicellariae.

Adambulacral plates slightly longer than wide, with an angular

furrow margin, the 2 facets of the apophysis being somewhat var-

able in length, but the distal always the longer and slightly concave

as in Nymphaster. Spinelets proximally 10 to 12, distally 6 to 9,

rather short, stout, round tipped or truncate, in a crowded series,

the longest on the angle, and compressed in a plane transverse to

the plate, the others gradually shortening slightly and with flat side

to furrow. Actinal surface of plates slightly convex, covered with

20 to 35 granules immersed in membrane. Near or at the inner

adoral corner of the plate there is usually a pedicellaria with 2 to 4

variable granuliform jaws. There is no enlarged subambulacral

spine on the distal plates. On the outer part of the ray the apophyses

of opposite plates tend to meet in the middle of the furrow and

to segregate consecutive pairs of tube feet.

Mouth plates very slightly convex, coarsely granulate, the granules

being conspicuous; marginal spinlets 16 to 19, robust, increasing in

size toward the inner angle, where the spinelets are very strongly

compressed, broad, and leaflike. The furrow surface of each plate

has a shallow vertical depression for the first tube feet.

Madreporic body one-third minor radius from center; ridges

coarse, radiating.

Anatomical notes.—Gonads are arranged in a short series nearly

parallel with the radius and 7 or 8 mm. therefrom. There are 6 or 7

closely placed tufts in the series examined, and it extends only about

10 mm. The coelomic sacs leave a slight interradial area ventrally

and adjacent to margin, lined with very fine fibrous tissue, which
more or less occludes the cavity. Tube feet with conspicuous sucking

disks.

Type.—Csit. No. 28659, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5655, Gulf of Boni, Celebes, 608 fathoms,

gray mud, fine sand, bottom temperature 39.2° F. ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—East coast of Luzon, and the Gulf of Boni, Celebes,

565 to 608 fathoms, green or gray mud.
Specimens examined.—In addition to type, a badly mutilated

specimen from station 5460, Lagonoy Gulf, east coast of Luzon,
565 fathoms, green mud.
Remarks.—This curious species is notable for the development of

the superomarginal plates at the expense of the inferomarginals.

The former define the ambitus, and when the specimen is viewed from
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below the ventral surface of the superomarginals forms a narrow

border outside the inferomarginals. The presence of a more or less

pulpy membrane covering the granular investment suggests an alli-

ance of this form with Anthenoides. An important difference is the

fact that in Anthenoides and Stellaster the membrane covers the

animal without reference to the underlying plates, while in AteloHas

each plate is distinct, the membrane not overlying the sutures.

Family OREASTERIDAE Fisher.

Oreasteridae Fisher, 1911d, p. 18 {—Pcntaccrotidae, untenable).

Genus OREASTER Miiller and Troschel,

Oreaster Muixek and Teoschel, 1842, p. 44.

Pentaccros Schulze, Betrachtuug tier versteinerten Seesterne u. ihrev

Theile, 1760, p. 50 (not binonaial). Many authors.

KEY TO SPECIES HEREIN RECORDED.

a\ No marginal spines or tubercles ; a radial series of very large acorn-shaped

tubercles, the primary radial the largest; tubercles with flat, polygonal,

granules larger than the other abactinal granules, and usually with a

subglobose or conical, bare, knob at summit. In addition to radial

tubercles, others are sometimes present interradially nodosus, p. 346.

".^ Prominent distal superomarginal and inferomarginal spines, and usually a

few small inferomarginal spines in interbrachia ; abactinal spines very

prominent, conical, heavy, and granular (the granules not larger than

others), with a prominent bare conical sharp tip; these spines are

slenderer and higher (as a rule) than those of nodosus and occur radially,

interradially, and usually within apical area alveolatus, p. 348.

OREASTER NODOSUS (Linnaeus).

Plate 102, fig. 2.

Afiterias nodosa Linnaeus, Syst. Nat, ed. IT.IS. p. 661.

Oreaster nodosus Bell, 1884, p. 70.—Clark, 1908, p. 280.

Pentaccros turritiis Perbier, 1875, p. 240 (which see for earlier synonymy.

Figured by Gray, 1866, pis. 9 and 10, under names Pentaccros modestus

and P. iranklinii)

.

Notes on Philijrpine specimens.—The specimens vary considerably

in the number and form of the large acorn-shaped tubercles of the

carina! ridge, as already recorded by Clark.^ In most cases the

tubercles are higher than the breadth at base and are capped by a

blunt or pointed tip free from granules. Seven specimens have the

tubercle in the center of disk. The maximum number of tubercles

is present in specimens from station 5254, where there are .(50 in a

typical specimen and 69 in another, having in addition to the above

69 dorsal tubercles about 28 smaller superomarginal ones. The

tubercle is not always terminated by a blunt or short spine, which

is lacking in most of the Pangasinan Island examples. In these the

1 See Clark, 1008, p. 2S0, foi- variations of specimens from New Guinea.
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tubercles are covered with granules, which are variable in size, some-

times smaller than at the base, sometimes larger. A few of the

tubercles in these specimens may have a blunt spine. The largest

primary radial tubercles may terminate in 2 or 3 points. The num-

ber of pedicellariae is very variable. They may be very numerous

on the dorsal surface or fairly scarce. Their form is also variable;

usually the abactinal pedicellariae have slender upright jaws, con-

siderably longer than wide. But in examples from Burias Island

the pedicellariae are feAv and low, with the jaws as low as or lower

than broad.

The furrow spines vary from 6 to 8. The subambularcral spines

are usually 3 in number, much heavier than the furrow^ spines, and

grooved or eroded at the tip (as well as down the sides in many
large examples). The subambulacral pedicellaria is adoral to the

subambulacral spines and between them and the adoral furrow spine.

Sometimes this pedicellaria is as long as the median furrow spines,

but is ordinarily a little shorter.

One specimen has 4 normal r&js and 2 short ones. A specimen

from Burias Island has lost all the abactinal tubercles, the scars

where they were broken off or torn out are very distinct. Other

specimens have lost 1 or more tubercles b}^ accident, the wound hav-

ing healed.

The most curious variation is exhibited by a specimen from station

5254. which agrees with 2 other examples from that station in all

essential respects except the possession of from 1 to 4 superomarginal

tubercles on each side of the rays (28 in all). These tubercles are

smaller than the dorsal ones. It is possible that this specimen is a

hybrid of O. nodosus and 0. alveolatus^ a specimen of the latter

having been taken in the same haul. The dorsal tubercles are quite

typical of nodosus and not of alveolatus.

It is worthy of note that a series of very small intermarginal

plates (4 to 6 to each interbrachium) is present, but completely hid-

den by granules (see Pentaceropsis).

Distribution.—Eegion of the Indian Ocean, East India Islands

(north to Luzon), thence to New Caledonia, in the Pacific.

Specimens examined.—Thirty-four, from the following localities:

San Pascual, Burias Island (off Luzon), tide pool on sand, flat,

6 specimens.

Papatag Island, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archipelago, shore, 3

specimens.

Tataan Pass, Simaluc Island, Tawi Tawi Group, shore, 1 specimen.

Cagayan de Jolo, 1 specimen.

Pangasinan Island, Jolo, reef, 14 specimens.

Pandanon Island, between Ccbu and Bohol, coral sand, 1 specimen.
Eeef off Cebu. 2 specimens.
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Station 5254, Gulf of Davao, Mindanao, 21 fathoms, sand, coral, 3

specimens.

Philippine Islands, Dr. E. A. Mearns, 3 specimens.

OREASTER ALVEOLATUS (Pftrrler).

Plate 101, fig. 1.

Pentaceros alveolatus Pebriek, 1875, p. 243.

—

Koehleb, 1910o, p. 95, pi. 10,

fig. 1; pi. 14, fig. 7.

Oreaster alveolatus Bell, 1884, p. 73.

Notes on Philippine speciinens.—In 2 specimens (stations 5254

and 5141) the spines are absent from the interradial region of the

dorsal surface; in the others there are from 5 to 10 spines in each

interbrachial area, in addition to those of the midradial line and

apical area. The spines are for the most part very prominent,

slenderer than the tubercles of O. nodosus, and upward of 20 mm. in

length. The granules are absent, as a rule, from the tip, which is

conical and sharp. Those covering the lower part of the spine are

a little larger than the granules covering the plates, crowded, flat,

and polygonal. In the largest example, having R=170 mm.,

3 of the 5 primary radial spines are double, and there are

3 spines within the apical area. In all the specimens the

interbrachial inferomarginal spines are poorly developed, and in

an example from station 5141 there is only a single small tubercle

in 2 interradii, but 2 to 4 prominent inferomarginal spines at the

end of the ray. The superomarginal spines are usually very promi-

nent, especially in a specimen from station 5146, where there are

upward of 14 on either side of each ray, most of them ending in a

bare, conical sharp point. In 2 interbrachia there is a single supero-

marginal spine. This specimen has 3 to 5 interbrachial infero-

marginal small, blunt, tuberculate spines. The trabeculae separating

the papular areas are well marked, except sometimes the transverse

ones of the series of areas just above the superomarginals, where the

areas may be partly confluent. Along either side of the ray, which

is naturally high, are 3 well-marked lines of papular areas, with 1 or

2 additional for a very short distance at the base of ra3^ The upper-

most series may be subdivided into 2 series of alternating triangular

areas, while the areas of the 2 lower series are rectangular, elliptical,

or irregular.

In addition to long, low, bivalved, slit-like pedicellariae on the

trabeculae, there is a very variable number of small upright forceps

pedicellariae on the papular areas. The jaws of these vary in height

from about the length of the surrounding granules (Jolo) which

are subconical or convex, to twice the length (stations 5149, 5254) or

a little over.
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A specimen from station 5141 has numerous much larger pedicel-

lariae with slender, curved, spatulate jaws about 4 times as high

as the granules. These are on the papular areas while the usual slit-

like form occupies the trabeculae.

The adambulacral armature does not agree with the description

of Perrier. There as 7 or 8 furrow spines (5 or 6 in the type), but

in at specimen from station 5254, 9 or 10. Subambulacral spines 2

or 3, heavy, with wrinkled tips. External to these is a second series

of 2 or 3 shorter spines, or rather enlarged granules, likewise with

slightly wrinkled tips. Perrier speaks of but 1 series of subambu-

lacral spines. These specimens are really triplacanthid according to

Bell's classification. The granules of the actinal surface are very

unequal in size, some of them being fairly tuberculate.

A young example with R=:23 mm. has developed low primary ra-

dial spines, several superomarginal spines, and upward of 5 supero-

marginal spines at the end of ray only. The disk is low and the

general appearance goniasterid. A slightly larger specimen has

developed a few additional lophial spines. Furrow spines 5 or 6;

usually 2 subambulacral spines.

Four to 6 small intermarginal plates are present in each inter-

brachium. The largest can sometimes be detected, but the smallest

are obscured by the granules.

Type-locality.—New Caledonia.

Distribution.—New Caledonia and Philippine Islands.

Specimens examined.—Nine

:

Jolo Market, Jolo ; 1 specimen.

Station 5136, off Jolo Light, Jolo, 22 fathoms, sand, shells; 1

specimen.

Station 5141, off Jolo Light, Jolo, 29 fathoms, coral sand; 1

specimen.

Station 5146, off Sulade Island, vicinity of Jolo, 24 fathoms, coral

sand, shells; 1 specimen.

Station 5149, near Sirun Island, vicinity of Siasi, Sulu Archi-

pelago, 10 fathoms, coral, shells; 1 specimen.

Station 5165, near Observation Island, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu

Archipelago, 9 fathoms, coral; 1 specimen (young).

Station 5253, off Linao Point, Gulf of Davao, Mindanao, 28

fathoms coral; 1 specimen (young).

Station 5254, same locality and depth ; 1 specimen.

Mansalay Bay, southeast Mindoro, 5 to 10 fathoms, 1 young.

Remarks.—This species seems to have been known previously only

from New Caledonia, where it has a near relative, O. novae-cale-

doniae (Koehler). It is nearest O. linckii, to which none of the
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Albatross specimens appear to be referable. It is especially char-

acterized by the very prominent, often sharp dorsal spines, together

with siipero- and inferomarginal spines.

Genus PENTACEROPSIS Sladen.

Pentaceropsis Sladen, 1889, p. 350. Type, P. obtusata l=Astcrias obtu-

sata Bory de Saint Vincent].

PENTACEROPSIS TYLODERMA Fisher.

Plate 94, figs. 8, 8a-b ; plate 97, fig. 1 ; plate 98, fig. 2 ;
plate 100, fig. 1.

Pentaceropsis tyloderma Fisher, 1913c, p. 209.

Diagnosis.—Differing from P. ohtusata in having one series of

subambulacral spines, in lacking inferomarginal tubercles, except on

the first few plates, in having less prominent distal superomarginals

without smooth tubercles, and very much smaller granules among
the papulae than on the convex plates. R=94: mm., r=49 mm.,

R=1.9 r; breadth of ray at base, 44 to 54 mm. Disk inflated, rays

convex, much lower than disk; actinal surface subplane; inter-

brachial arcs well rounded ; rays broad, tapering little until near the

end, which is rounded.

Desc7'iption.—Abactinal surface of disk convex or inflated, about

half as high as width of ray at base. No true spines anywhere ex-

cept on the adambulacral and mouth plates. Abactinal surface

paved with plates of about 3 sizes, but only 2 of these are evident

externallj^, because the small ossicles which fill in the spaces between

the large plates are covered with granules. First the appearance of

the abactinal surface before the removal of granules: There is a not

very regular carinal series of about 12 convex, transversely elliptical

plates, starting with the primary radial, spaced about one-fourth to

one-half their longer diameter, which varies from 4 to 7 mm. Be-

tween this and the superomarginal series are 3 others, not at all

regular, spaced, convex, decreasing in size toward the margin, the

adradial plates being transversely elliptical, the others irregularly

roundish. Two dorsolateral series reach the end of the ray, the

third extends about two-thirds or three- fourths the length of ray.

while in the interbrachial arcs are 2 additional series, the plates

being rather small and of secondary size. These primary plates are

covered with close-set, flat, or very faintly convex polygonal gran-

ules, which increase very rapidly in size from the margin toward

the center, where 1 to several are conspicuously larger than the rest

and slightly more convex. The plates of second size are widely

spaced, unequal, and, except near the ambitus, are conspicuously

smaller than the primary plates. They are most numerous on the

disk and proximal portion of ray. rather few on the oivter part of

ray. They are convex, and usually bear a relatively large hemi-
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spherical tubercle, very much larger than the granules surround-

ing it.

Between the primary and secondary plates the integument is

thickly beset with very small, unequal, convex, subcorneal, or even

spinuliform granules, largest on the center of the small intercalary

ossicles and smallest on the margin of the papular pores. Small

pedicellariae with spatulate jaws slightly higher than wide, or some-

times wider than high are scattered among the granules, which they

exceed little or not at all in size. Papular pores, rather evenly dis-

tributed, occupy all this granular area among the primary and sec-

ondary plates, even to the tip of ray, and likewise between angular

dorsal extensions of the superomarginal plates. There is no subdi-

vision into areas.

If a portion of the dorsal surface is cleared of granules the primary

plates are seen to have a scalloped or crenulate margin best marked

on the radial series. The secondary plates also usually have 5 to 7

short lobes or indentations on the margin. The intercalary ossicles

are of various sizes and forms, often elongate and do not extend to

the coelomic side of the body wall. The smaller the ossicle, the more
superficial it is. The body wall is very thick (5 or 6 mm.). Only
the primary and secondary plates form its entire thickness. Viewed
from the coelomic side the plates form regular series in quincunx.

The primary plates have, on either side, 2 elliptical slender ossicles

which bind each to 2 plates on that side. The plates are subequal

and transversely elongate as viewed from the inner side, but the

superficial end of alternate plates (or sometimes 2 together) may be

of only secondary size, or even be obscured by the intercalary gran-

ules. Such are the secondary plates which form longitudinal series

with the primary plates. The secondary plates, which are hetween

the longitudinal series, abut against the small connecting ossicles of

the coelomic side, so that their inner ends are not seen, being obscured

or covered by these lateral connecting ossicles.

The arrangement of the abactinal plates is similar to that in the

genus Asterodiscus, and unlike that of Oreastev.

Ambitus bounded by superomarginals, the inferomarginals being

actinal. Superomarginals 16 to 18, wider than long, convex, unequal,

and triangular in general form, the apex dorsal. The largest plates

are near the middle of ray, whence they decrease in size toward
either end of the series. The largest are about 7 mm. wide by 4

long, and are covered by polygonal granules similar to those of the

dorsal primary plates, largest in center and decreasing rapidly in

size toward the periphery. Between the dorsal angular ends of the

superomarginals are numerous papulae forming a serrate border to

the abactinal papular area. These papulae sometimes extend nearly
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to the inferomarginal plates. In 1 case there is a small isolated

intermarginal papular area with 7 papulae.

The inferomarginal plates are for the most part opposite the su-

peromarginal, but become more numerous at the end of the ray, there

being 20 or 21. They are wider than long and oval in form, the

narrower end toward the furrow. The plates increase rather rap-

idly in size up to the middle of the ray, then decrease very gradually

to near the end of ray, then rapidly. They are very slightly convex,

but plane in the midle and paved with close-set polygonal granules,

which increase in size toward the outer margin, without attaining the

size of the largest superomarginal granules, except on the first 3 or 4

plates. These plates are smaller than the others, and covered by

granules which look as if they had flowed onto the plates from the

actinal intermediate area. The outer end of some of the plates

bears a low flattened tubercle.

The small intermarginal plates are found both at the base of the

ray and irregularly near the tip. The proximal ones, numbering

7 to 10 extend one-third to one-half the length of ray; the outer

3 or 4 of these are isolated. Then, near the end of the ray are 2 to 4

small isolated plates at the corners of the marginals. On one ray

the series extends from interradius to near the tip, skipping only 2

marginals twice. There are about 18 plates in this series, some very

small. The first 2 or 3 usually have a central flattened tubercle, in

addition to polygonal, more or less elevated granules; the others are

granular.

Terminal plate small, convex, abactinal in position. It is granu-

lar and shows the scar of a small terminal tubercle.

Actinal intermediate plates in series from adambulacrals to mar-

gin, the first complete series leaving the fourth adambulacral and

meeting first inferomarginal. It abuts against the corresponding

series of the adjacent ray at the middle of r. In the angular area

thus inclosed, are less regular, more convex plates, the central gran-

ules very prominent, and sometimes tubercular. The other plates

are slightly convex, and covered with slightly spaced polygonal

granules (with rounded corners) 1 or 2 series on the margin of the

plates being considerably smaller than the rest. The plates adja-

cent to adambulacrals extend nearly to tip of ray ; the series parallel

to this is very irregular, but reaches nearly as far, its plates being

separated on outer part of ray by the inner end of the inferomargi-

nals. Eather small, low, beveled pedicellariae are present on the

plates adjacent to adambulacrals.

Adambulacral armature like that of Oreaster. Furrow spines 8,

the 2 central about as long as the slightly curved furrow margin, "the

others rapidly diminishing in size, the laterals being only one-fourth

or one-fifth the length of the mesial. Subambulacral spines 2 (less
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often 3), becoming 1 near the end of ray. They are stout, flat, as long

or longer than extreme width of plate, round tipped or truncate, fre-

quently broader at tip than base, and smooth. The outer edge of

plate is bordered by 6 or more small pinched granules, which also

extend a variable distance along the transverse margins. A slender

slightly curved, 2-jawed, upright pedicellaria stands near the adoral,

inner corner of plate, with frequently a second smaller one a short

distance back of it, or sometimes near the outer adoral corner.

Mouth plates with 14 to 18 furrow spines the adoral 4 heavy, the

rest decreasing very rapidly, the aboral being short. All the smaller

spinelets are slender, more or less flattened, and bent toward the

mouth angle. Subambulacral spines 5, the 2 series uniting at the

inner end and forming a horseshoe-shaped series for each mouth
angle. Outer end of mouth plates granular, with numerous pedicel-

lariae. as in Oreaster.

Madreporic body large, roughly 4-sided (unsymmetrical lozenge

shape), flat, with numerous fine striae. It is at the edge of the apical

area, its outer end a little less than \ r from center.

The color in alcohol is a very deep brown, almost black ; the speci-

men was bleached for photographing.

Type.—Cat. No. 32632, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Tictauan Island, east of Zamboanga. Mindanao.

Distrihution.—Known only from type-locality.

Remarks.—Pentaceropsis tylodenna differs from P. obtusata^ in

having only 1 series of usually 2 (1 to 3) subambulacral spines (not

2 series of 3 to 4 each) ; slightly more numerous furrow spinelets

(8, in obtusata 5 to 7) ; in having larger triangular superomarginal

plates, without special tubercles (small, roundish, and with tubercles

in obtusata). In obtusata the abactinal plates which are convex are

more numerous and closer together, and the medioradial series is not

so clearly distinguishable as in tyloderrria. The photographic fig-

ures will give a better idea of the exact appearance of the creature.

Nearly a year after the original description of P. tyloderma was
published I saw at the Museum d'Historie Naturelle 7 dried speci-

mens of P. obtusata from Mindoro (No. 247875). While I was not

able to make a direct comparison with tyloderma, even a hasty ex-

amination showed me that they belonged to a distinct species. Per-

rier's notes in the Eevision (p. 250) were based largely upon these

specimens. A few weeks later I saw 2 specimens of Pentaceropsis

at the British Museum. One, from Blanch Bay, New Britain (Willey

collection) is almost certainly not obtusata; neither does it appear

to agi'ee well with tyloderma.^ having very small superomarginals,

and also a quite different facies from the Paris specimens. A smaller

1 Description by MllUer and Troschel, 1842, p. 50 ; Perrier, 1875, p. 250.
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example (No. 399, Cebu, Challenger) has been recorded by Sladen

(1889, p. 351). This, also, agrees very j)oorly with the Paris speci-

mens which may be regarded as typical, but as I was unable to make
notes from a direct comparison of specimens, any general observations

would be uncalled for.

Unless Pentaceropis is extraordinarily variable there are prob-

ably at least 2 forms going by the name of ohtusata.

Pentaceroysis euqyJiues Sluiter (1895, p. 56) is a small species (R.

26 mm.) with marginal and abactinal spines. It is possibly a young
specimen and not a Pentaceropsis. The present species is placed in

the genus Pentaceropsis on account of the presence of a conspicuous

intermarginal series of plates and the externally nonreticulate dorsal

skeleton. The first character is of doubtful value. Sladen (1889,

pp. 343 and 350) gives it primary importance, but intermarginal

plates of quite noticeable size are present in large examples of

Oreaster hawaiiensis and O. occidentalis (Fisher, 1906, p. 1073). I

find small intermarginal plates (4 to 6 in each interbrachium) in

even medium-sized examples of O. nodosus^ completely obscured by

the granulation; still larger ones are present in 0. alveolatus and 0.

mammiUatus^ but apparently not in 0. reticulatus. I have not been

able to examine other species, but I have no doubt that the character

is widespread in the genus.

Probably the most importance difference between Oreaster and

Pentaceropsis is the structure of the abactinal skeleton, which exter-

nally is not reticulate, although internally the short connecting

ossicles between the longitudinal rows of primary plates constitute

the beginnings of such a structure. The superficial skeleton is com-

posed of very numerous small ossicles closel37^ packed between the

conspicuous primary plates, and among the former are numerous

papulae not set off into separate areas. The abactinal skeleton is

quite similar to that of Asterodiscus. although internally the skele-

ton of the latter is obviously reticulate, having rather long inter-

mediate ossicles arranged stellately between the primary plates, and

forming sunken triangular areas.

Genus ASTERODISCUS Gray.

Asterodiscus Gray, 3847fl, p. 176; 1847J), p. 75; 1866, p. 5. Type, .4. elegans

Gray.

KEY TO THE KNOWN SPECIES OB' ASTERODISCUS.

0.^ Abactinal tubercles conical, more or less acute to hemispherical, or truncate

hemispherical ; R=less than l.S r.

h} Only the primary abactinal tubercles with a basal circle of granules; no

small granules thickly scattered between the tubercles; inferomarginal

plates subequal to superomarginals, the surface with several large gran-

ules and a small tubercle ; superomarginals abactinal in position, covered

with coarse granules; marginal granules of actiual intermediate plates

very coarse ; four or five furrow spines elegans Gray. p. 355.
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&/ All the abactinal tubercles with a basal circle of granules ; numerous
small granules thickly scattered between the tubercles; inferomarginal

plates conspicuously smaller than superomarginals, the entire surface oc-

cupieil by a conical tubercle ; superomarginals lateral in position, most of

the surface bare ; marginal granules of actinal intermediate plates small

;

six or five furrow spines : tuberculosus Fisher.

a." Abactinal tubercles obconical to obovate, broader at summit than at base,

the surface convex or truncate; R=2 r.

b.^ Superomarginal plates distinguishable, the terminal only moderately

large (S mm. diam.) ; inferomargiuals 9 or 10; abactinal tubercles fewer

and very large (6 to 7.5 mm. diam.) ; actinal intermediate tubercles not

large, nor spatulate or flattened, near furrows ; furrow spines four ; outer

subambulacral spine not flattened nor heavier than the inner.

truncatus Coleman.

Ih' Superomarginal plates not distinguishable, the terminal unusually large

(13 mm. diam.) ; inferomargiuals about 18; abactinal tubercles, especially

the secondaries more numerous, and all smaller (2.5 to 3 mm. diam. for

largest) ; actinal intermediate tubercles hirger toward furrow, and spatu-

late or flattened ; furrow spines three ; outer subambulacral spine flat-

tened and heavier than inner helonotvs Fisher, p. 357.

ASTERODISCUS ELEGANS Gray.

Plate 97, fig. 2 ;
plate 101, fig. 2.

Astcrodiscus elcgans Gray, 1847cr, p. 176; 18476, p. 75; 1866, p. 5, pi. 12,

figs. 1 and 2.

Notes on Phili'ppine specimens.—The specimens are referred to this

species with considerable hesitation, because there is no adequate de-

scription of Gray's types, and his figures do not show the side view

of the ray which is desirable when the description is so meagre. The
specimens are more stellate than Gray's figure ; nearly as much as the

type of A. tuberculosus ; e. g., R=36 mm., r=24 mm., R=1.5 r. There

are more numerous abactinal tubercles than are represented in Gray's

figure, and these are of a low, blunt, conical form, not truncate. A
fairly regular carinal series of 11 is present; and alternating with

them on either side is a less regular adradial series, with the be-

ginning of a second series near the center of disk. These priniar}^

tubercles are surrounded at the base by a ring of convex granules,

but the smaller unequal slightly spaced secondary tubercules which

cover the rest of the abactinal surface are almost always without the

granules at the base, unless the tubercle is nearly as large as the pri-

mary ones. Herein lies a conspicuous difference between this species

and A. tuherculosvs Fisher. In the latter all the tubercles are sur-

rounded by bead-like granules, and between the tubercles are many
minute granules thickly covering the whole test. These are absent

in this specimen of elegans. Nearly all the larger tubercles have at

the base a pedicellaria with 2 slender curved jaws nearly as long as

the. tubercle; these are present also beside many of the smaller

tubercles*.
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What appear to be the superomarginal plates are 2 in number
(omitting the large distal plate) and are relatively widely separated

from the inferomarginals (3 mm.), being actually abactinal in posi-

tion, and the outer is at the proximal third of ray. They are covered

by 4 or 5 tubercles (one larger than the rest) and a circle of tumid

granules.

In A. tuherculosus the 3 superomarginals are relatively less spaced

from the inferomarginals and have a conspicuous bare surface. In

elegans the superomarginals and the tubercular intermarginal plates

may bear a pedicellaria. The terminal superomarginal is broadly

oval, less convex, and larger than in tuberculosiis^ its long diam-

eter being 5.5 mm. or about one-fourth the length of ray meas-

ured on side. Inferomarginals 9, decreasing regularly in size, cov-

ered with coarse granules, with usually a tubercle on the margin.

The proximal 4 or 5 are separated by 1 or 2 vertical series of plates.

They are about equal in size to the superomarginals, whereas in A.

tuherculosus the inferomarginals are conspicuously the smaller, and

moreover bear a large acorn-shaped tubercle occupying all or nearly

all the surface of plate.

The actinal intermediate plates bear 5 to 10 very coarse unequal,

convex or tubercular granules, 1 of which is enlarged into a hemi-

spherical or low acorn-shaped tubercle, 1 or 2 of the granules being

only slightly smaller. These tubercles are most prominent on the

outer half of ray, and near the mouth plates, being smaller inter-

radially. Many of the plates bear a curved slender 2-jawed

pedicellaria.

Furrow spines 4, slightly compressed, round-tipped, the adoral

slightly shorter than the other 3. Subambulacral spines 2, heavy,

round-tipped, in a transverse series, the outer the shorter. The mar-

gin of plate is provided with a series of small pinched granules.

Marginal mouth spines 8 ; suboral spines usually 3 in a series parallel

to furrow.

The differences between this species and A. tuherculosus may be

summed up as follows: tubereulosus differs from elegans in having

numerous small granules between the abactinal tubercles, and sur-

rounding not only the primary tubercles, but also the secondary;

these granules are smaller and more beadlike; the superomarginal

plates are conspicuously larger than the inferomarginal (not sub-

equal), are lateral in position (not abactinal), and are situated nearer

to the inferomarginals; they are mostly naked and surrounded by

a series of beadlike granules; the inferomarginals, instead of being

covered by numerous coarse gi-anules (as in elegans), are provided

with an acorn-shaped tubercle occupying all the surface of the plate

;

the terminal superomarginal is more convex and smaller ; in elegans

the actinal intermediate granules or tubercles of each plate are
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nearer of a size; that is, the marginal granules are very coarse, while

in tiiberculosus they are small. The adambulacral formula of tuber-

7 . 6 (or 5) 6 (or 5). . , ... 4 (or 5) ^. ,

culosus IS '
-. or —^"T^j in elegans it is — '

,
'• The adam-2+

1

1 + 1 1 + 1

bulacral pedicellariae found by Sladen in the Challenger' specimen

of elegans do not appear to be present in the Albatross specimen.

Type-locality.—Gray states that the locality is unknown, but Per-

rier (1875, p. 256) records the type as from northeast China.

Distribution.—Philippine Islands and northeast China(?).

Specimens examined.—Station 5481, 3.8 miles southeast Cabugan
Grande Island, Surigao Strait, east of Leyte, 61 fathoms, sand,

shells, gravel; 1 specimen.

Station 5482, 4.5 miles southeast of Cabugan Grande Island, 67

fathoms, broken shells, sand, green mud ; 1 specimen.

ASTERODISCUS HELONOTUS Fisher.

Plate 95, figs. 1, la ; plate 96, figs. 1, 2.

Asterodisctis helonoUis Fishee 1913c, p. 210.

Diagnosis.—Similar in shape and general appearance to A. trun-

catus Coleman, but differing in having smaller and more numerous

abactinal tubercles (of a similar form), much larger terminal supero-

marginal plate, less conspicuous marginal plates (the superomar-

ginals not distinguishable) ; more numerous inferomarginal plates,

9 underlying the terminal superomarginal, and others bearing a

large, compressed, fan-shaped tubercle ; flattened or spatulate actinal

intermediate spines near furrow, where they are larger than near

margin; only 3 furrow spines; outer subambulacral spine flattened,

and heavier than the inner (the reverse in truncatus) ; inner mouth
spines shorter than the others. R=98 mm., r=48 mm., R=2 r;

breadth of ray at base, about 53 mm.
;
general form depressed,

strongly stellate.

Description.—Abactinal tubercles similar in form to those of A.

truncatus., but much smaller and much more numerous. Larger

tubercles not arranged in evident series, in form resembling inverted

truncated cones, the base of the cone being convex, and the truncated

end immersed as it were in the plate and surrounded by a circle of

small beadlike granules. Packed closely among the largest tubercles

are more numerous smaller ones of several sizes, more numerous than

in A. truncatus. These are clavate, or obovate, more or less irregu-

lar in form, and toward the margin of the disk a certain number be-

come slenderer, and take on a more cylindrical form, with a well-

rounded summit. The secondary tubercles arc all considerably higher

than thick and all except the smallest have at least a few inconspicu-

ous granules around the base. The height of an average primary

13434—Bull. 100—19 24
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tubercle is 2 to 2.5 mm. and its breadth at the top 2.5 to 3 mm. (in

truncatus similar measurements of a comparable specimen are 3.5

to 4.5 and 6 to 7.5). Between the tubercles are widely spaced small

granules similar to those around the base of the tubercles. Numer-

ous long, very slender, 2-jawed pedicellariae straight or curved at

the end stand beside many of the tubercles. Sometimes the tips of

the jaws are widened and truncate. Papulae small generally dis-

tributed. A peculiarity of the abactinal and to a less extent the

actinal tubercles is that they are very deciduous. The specimen

appears to have been well hardened, however.

The marginal plates are difficult to differentiate from the others.

Eighteen inferomarginals (of which 9 underlie the large terminal

superomarginal) can be distinguished, although the 3 or 4 widely

spaced proximals are just like the abactinal tubercles. The distal

plates are closer together and bear each a compressed, almost fan-

shaped tubercle, quite different from the rest. This becomes sub-

conical on the distal half dozen small plates. The papulae extend

up to and even between the inferomarginals, so that the superomar-

ginals can not be positively identified. The terminal superomar-

ginal is larger than in any other species, broadly oval, the broad

end actinad, and is bordered b}^ a single row of beadlike, elliptical,

granules. Although the surface is curved it is not tumid. Major

diameter 13 mm., minor diameter, 10.5 to 11 mm. (In a large speci-

men of truncatus the nearly circular terminal superomarginal is

8 mm. in diameter.)

Each actinal intermediate plate has a conspicuous tubercle accom-

panied by 1 to 3 much smaller tubercular spines of unequal size, and

also often a slender 2-jaAved pedicellaria such as are common on the

abactinal surface. The plates are surrounded by unequal pinched

or prismatic granules, with numerous other smaller granules in the

shallow depressions between the plates. The large tul)ercles are

globose or obovate, sometimes slightly compressed, near the margin

of disk, but increase in length and become decidedly compressed as

the furrow is approached. Those bordering the adambulacral plates

are strongly compressed and subspatulate. with a truncate or

slightly rounded, beveled distal edge. The spines of the next series

are not quite so long or so compressed. Usually 1 or 2 slenderer, but

conspicuous, spines accompany each of the large spines, while on

these inner plates 1 or more of the marginal granules may be consid-

erably enlarged. The series of plates adjacent to adambulacrals

reaches about as far distally as the middle of the large superomar-

ginal. The next series does not reach the inner end of the big

plate. In all there are about 7 chevrons of plates.

Furrow spines 3, rarely 4, subequal, slender, compressed, tapering

slightly, round-tipped, about 1.5 times the length of base line of the
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comb, and when standing upright reaching about half the length of

the inner subambulacral spine. Subambulacal spines 2 (3 on first 2

plates), in an oblique transverse series, the outer conspicuously the

larger and situated adorad of the inner. The outer spine is flattened,

untapered, with a rounded or truncate tip, and is slenderer than the

adjacent spatulate actinal intermediate spines. The inner spine is

slenderer and slightly flattened in a plane oblique to furrow. Near

the end of ray the inner spine is subspatulate at tip and a little

heavier than the outer. Adorad of the inner spine is usually an up-

right pedicellaria with 2 slender, lanceolate, or narrowly spatulate

jaws about as long as the furrow spines. Margin of plate bordered

bv unequal pinched granules.

Mouth plates narrow, with 7 furrow and 4 heavier suboral spines in

a parallel series. The innermost mouth spine of each jaw is shorter

than the next spine. The angle pair of spines is therefore less con-

spicuous than usual in this famil}^

Madreporic body convex, with fine radiating convoluted striae,

situated about two-fifths r from center.

Tlie dorsal skeleton from the coelomic aspect differs from that of

A. truncotus. In the latter the large primary plates are connected by

2 slender ossicles end to end, the junction resting on a secondary plate.

There are 6 of these double ossicles radiating from each plate, and

the triangular meshes of the skeleton thus formed are unusually

large. In A. helonotus the primary plates, with some exceptions, are

connected by a single ossicle, longer, however, than 1 of the ossicles

in A. truncafus. Six of these radiate from each primary plate; the

inclosed triangular meshes are smaller than in A. triincatus. It has

already been pointed out that the primary plates are more numerous

in A. helonotus.

Tyve.—Q^i. No. 32633, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5149, off Sirun Island, vicinity of Siasi,

Sulu Archipelago, 10 fathoms, coral, shells ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from type-locality.

Remarks.—^The chief points of difference between this species and

A. tmmcntus have been alluded to in the diagnosis. In trtincatus the

abactinal tubercles are much larger, as I have had the opportunity

of comparing a small portion of the abactinal surface of A. trunoatus

directly with that of A. helonotus., where the secondary tubercles

closely fill the interspaces betAveen the primary tubercles. In triin-

catus the secondary are less numerous and leave wider interspaces,

and are actually larger than the primary tubercles of helonotua. The
large size of the terminal supcromarginal, as well as the small size

of the other superomarginals, appear to be differences of importance.

In A. truncotus there are 9 or 10 inferomarginals, in elegans 9, in
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tuberculosus 9 or 10, but in helonotus there are about 18, the distal 9

underljnng the hirge superomarginal. It would seem that the mnnber

of inferomarginals is a fairly conservative character and that the

greatly increased number in helonotus affords a distinguishing fea-

ture of great importance. The ray grows not so much by the addition

of new marginals as by the interpolation of additional intermar-

ginals between the already existing inferomarginals. In this species

the furrow spines reach the smallest number for the genus, the 2 sub-

ambulacral spines are unusually long, and the inner, not the outer,

is the slenderer.

A. helonotus differs from elegans and tuherculosus in respect to

the form of the abactinal tubercles, the more numerous inferomar-

ginals, larger terminal superomaginals, indistinguishable proximal

superomarginals, spatulate and spiniform inner actinal intermediate

tubercles, fewer furrow spines, longer subambulacral spines (the

inner being the slenderer) , and the short angle-spines of the mouth

plates. The inferomarginal tubercles of A. helonotus are of a com-

pressed flaring form, somewhat fan-shaped, and entirely different

from the conical tubercles of tuberculosus or elegans.

Genus CULCITA Agassiz.

Culcita Agassiz, Mem. soc. sci. nat. Neucliatel, vol. 1, p. 192. Type,

Asterias discoidea Lamarck=Asfenas schmideUana Retz.

CULCITA NOVAE-GUINEAE Muller and Troschel.

Culcita novae-ouincae Muller and Troschel, 1842, p. 3S.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—Of the 4 specimens from station

5136, 1 shows considerable leaning toward variety plana. These

specimens have not quite such prominent spines on the spaces be-

tween the papular areas as the specimen figured by Doderlein (1896,

pi. 19, figs. 3, 3a), and the ventral side more nearly agrees with his

figure la (same plate) representing variety plana. But the spaces

between the papular areas are very narrow and the short pointed

spines are more numerous than in the specimens of plana listed be-

low, and more numerous than in Doderlein's figures of plana. Fur-

row spines 6 or 7. The largest specimen has R, 97 mm.
Goto has recently published notes and figures of this species and a

review of the literature, as well as a very useful key to the species

and varieties of the genus. (Goto, 1914, pp. 515-604, pi. 17, figs.

252-262.)

Distribution.—Doderlein gives the distribution of the typical form,

Amboina to Samoa. Goto (1914, p. 507) records it from the Eyulq^u

Archipelago, and I have examined a specimen from Kagoshima,
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Japan. The specimens herewith recorded from the Philippine

Islands constitute a new record.

Specimens examined.—Six

:

Station 5136, off Jolo Light, Jolo, 22 fathoms, sand, shells ; 4 speci-

mens.

Tictaiian Island, east of Zamboanga, Mindanao; 1 specimen.

Reef opposite Cebu, Cebu; 1 si^ecimen.

CULCITA NOVAE-GUINEAE, Young.

Two specimens of " Goniodiscus sebae^'' the young of Culcita

novae-guineae, are present in the collection from the following locali-

ties:

Tataan, Simaluc Islands, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archipelago;

1 specimen.

Sablayan Bay, Mindoro, 1 specimen.

CULCITA NOVAE-GUINEAE PLANA Hartlaub.

Culcita plana Haktlaub, 1892, pp. 74 and 84.

Notes on Phili'ppine specimens.—In respect to the size of the papu-

lar areas and the breadth of the interpapular spaces some of these

specimens approach very closely the variety arenosa Perrier. The
ventral surface is almost exactly like that figured by Doderlein for

plana (1896, pi. 19, fig. la). A peculiarity of these specimens is

the fact that the spaces between the papular areas are almost wholly

without spines, but are covered with a very fine uniform granulation,

among which are minute 2-ja^ed pedicellariae, a little larger to

twice as large as the granules. In the roundish papular areas,

which frequently touch, are unequally spaced rather few short coni-

cal spinelets, surrounded by granules slightly larger (or at least

longer) than those of the interpapular areas. On the margin, which

is high, there are usually a very few widely spaced short conical

spinelets on the interpapular spaces, but these are lacking on the

dorsal surface, except in a very large specimen from Cataingan Bay,

Masbate. Here the spinelets are small and very widely spaced, and

absent from a part of the disk.

Distrihution.—Doderlein gives Sumatra to Samoa as the distri-

bution of this form; Hartlaub gives Samoa, Viti, New Guinea,

Philippines, Amboina, and Mauritius.

Specimens examined.—Four

:

Station 5145, off Jolo Light, Jolo, 23 fathoms, coral sand, shells;

2 specimens.

Station 5160, off Tinakta Island, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archi-

pelago, 12 fathoms, sand; 1 specimen.

Cataingan Bay, Masbate, 1 specimen (E=130 mm.).
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Genus HALITYLE Fisher.

Halityle Fishek, 1913c, p. 211. Type, Halityle reyularis Fishee.
Culcitaster H. L. Claek, 1915, p. 144. Type, Culcitaster anamesus Clark.

Diagnosis.—Differing from Culcita in having the marginal plates

visible in the adult, and in having the papulae in very numerous,

regularly arranged triangular areas, resembling those of Oreaster,

usually in sixes around each primary plate; in having regularly

tessellated actinal intermediate areas. Form pentagonal, or pentag-

onal-stellate with very short rays ; no spines on any plates except the

adambulacral and mouth plates; bivalved and spatulate pedicel-

lariae present; end of rays permanently recurved so that the ambu-
lacral furrow becomes dorsal at the apex.

Remarks.—The type-species is of large size and has retained the

phanerozoniate character of young Culcita. This feature and the

regularly arranged, triangular papular areas generally in sixes, and
the very conspicuously, regularly tessellated actinal surface provide

a combination of characters not duplicated in either Culcita or

Oreaster.

I think there is little doubt that Culcitaster Clark will have to be

merged Avith Halityle. The type is from the coast of West Aus-

tralia. It has short rays at the corners of the swollen dispropor-

tionately large disk. The regular arrangement of the abactinal plates

and papular areas, and the tessellation of the actinal surface are

the same as in H. regularis. One important difference, however, is

that the marginal plates are concealed except on the terminal third

of the ray. Whether this is of gene'ric value can not now be deter-

mined.

I agree with Doctor Clark that it is difficult to understand how so

large and conspicuous a form should have so long remained unde-

scribed, and like him I have been unable to find anything in the

literature which would indicate that European zoologists had ever

seen either species.

As Doctor Clark states, the genus appears to occupy a place be-

tween Oreaster and Culcita.

The names Randasia Gray, Goniodhcus Miiller and Troschel, and

Goniodiscides Fisher (for Go7iiodiscus, untenable), do not enter into

competition with Halityle, having been founded upon immature

specimens of Culcita.

HALITYLE REGULAKIS Fisher.

Plate 94, figs. 7, la ;
plate 95, fig. 10 ; plate 98, fig. 1 ; plate 99, figs. 1, 2 ; plate 100,

figs. 1, 2.

Halityle regularis Fisher, 1913c, p. 211.

Diar/nosis.—Differing from the species of Cidcita in having well-

defined marginal plates in the fully adult, no tubercles or spines on
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abactinal or actinal plates, and in having more numerous abactinal

I)lates, forming a very regular triangular reticulum, between which

are triangular papular areas arranged in regular series parallel to

the radial series of plates, and much more numerous than in C.

schinklellana or C. novae- fju'meae^ or their varieties; R=133 mm.,

r=9o mm., E=;1.J: r; form massive, pentagonal with slightly arcuate

sides Avhicli are perpendicular and formed by the marginal plates

and about 1 series of adjacent large papular areas with intervening

perpendicular trabeculae (each of which joins the upper end of a

superomarginal plate) ; abactinal surface more or less swollen, and

marked off into regular triangular papular areas by narrow trabecu-

lae; whole surface finely granular with minute 2-jawed granuliform

podicellariae ; no spines; actinal intermediate plates sharply marked
off by sutural gi'ooves and covered with a close mosaic of unequal,

smooth, very compact granules; the 3 chevrons nearest furrow with

an odd interradial plate, the others without; furrow comb compact,

perpendicular, with 8 to 11 slender spines, the aboral end of 1 comb
slightly overlapping the adoral end of the next younger comb.

Description.—No spines on any plates except the adambulacral.

Abactinal surface, which is variably inflated, marked off into very

regular triangular papular areas, grouped in hexagons, the. center

of each of which is a primary plate, the diagonals (separating the

6 triangles of each hexagon) being the slender connecting ossicles

or trabeculae. The primary plates are arranged in quincunx in very

regular series parallel to the median radial, on either side of which

3 series can be plainly seen (especially if specimen is dry), with 2

more in the angle made by the interradial line (which is marked by
a definite series of ossicles and connectives) and the marginal plates.

These last 2 rows are not so regular. At the center of disk the pri-

mary radial and basal plates mark off a stellato-pentagonal apical

area, within which is a cycle or pentagon of 10 plates, inclosing an-

other of 5 plates, the center of the latter being occupied by the cen-

tral plate, and one of its sides by the anal aperture. These plates are

all connected by regular trabeculae. Between each row of primary

plates is a double row of the triangular papular areas containing

50 to TO pores (sometimes less in small areas). The areas just above

the superomarginal plates are larger than the rest, containing up-

ward of 150 pores, and instead of being triangular are roughly loz-

enge shape or (transversely) elliptical. The trabeculae are covered

with ven' small, crowded, polygonal, unequal, or subequal granules,

slightly convex in alcoholic specimens, strongly convex to subconi-

cal when dried. On the papular areas the granules are slenderer

and longer, in the form of tapering minute s])inelets (when speci-

men is dry). In alcoholic specimens they appear very similar to the
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interpapular granules. Several very small 2-jawed slender spatulate

pedicellariae as long as to twice as long as the granules, are present

in each papular area. In alcoholic specimens they are very incon-

spicuous.

The abactinal body-wall is about 5 mm. thick on the edge of the

apical area, radially ; in C. novae-guineae it is about twice that. The

primary abactinal plates are about half as large and twice as nu-

merous as those of C. novae-guineae. In the latter there are 6 or 7

primary plates in the radial series between middle of disk and end

of ray ; in Halityle there are 13 in a comparable specimen. As seen

from the coelomic side the primary plates are slightly wider than

long, with 6 lobes, the longitudinally directed ones being well-de-

veloped (poorly developed or absent in specimen of novae-guineae

examined). They are slightly slenderer than the lateral lobes. The

connecting ossicles are slender and strongly overlap the lobes of the

primary plates, being dorsal to them. As viewed from above in a

cleared specimen these connecting pieces form a very regular tri-

angular network. Within the apical area certain plates have T or

8 radiating trabeculae. Embedded in the integument of the papular

areas are numerous calcareous granules, many of which have a cen-

tral pit for a pedicellaria.

Marginal plates plainly visible, the inferomarginals the larger,

both sets defining ambitus and perpendicular in orientation. Supero-

marginals. slightly to not at all convex, roughly triangular, the base

against the upper end of the corresponding inferomarginal, and the

height greater than the length. Between the tapering sides of the

superomarginals are the large papular areas above mentioned.

There are about 22 plates to a side. The end of the ray or rather

corner of the disk is turned upward, as usual in Culcita^ and the last

4 or 5 plates are all differently formed ; the fifth from end is rather

oblong and oriented obliquely ; the fourth is unequally triangular ; the

third elliptical, oriented long way to furrow and abruptly smaller;

the second irregularly oblong ; while the first plate usually forms a

yoke over the abactinal surface just behind the small terminal plate;

sometimes this half ring is split into 2 plates. The normal condition,

which is certainly exceptional among starfishes, is the yoke form, the

plate being common to 2 superomarginal series.

Inferomarginals are more nearly rectangular, but the lower end is

rounded. They correspond to the superomarginals as far as about the

sixth plate from interradial line, beyond which they are more numer-

ous, there being 40 to the side. Those corresponding to last 4 supero-

marginals (11 or 12 in number) are transversely oblong and fairly

regular, decreasing rapidly in size to the end of ray. Actinal inter-
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mediate plates impinge upon the lateral wall of disk between the

lower ends of the proximal inferomarginal plates. Marginal plates

covered with close, fine, unequal, polj^gonal granules, the supero-

marginal a trifle larger than the abactinal, these increasing in size

toAvard the middle of the inferomarginals where the granules are

conspicuously larger, irregularly polygonal, and similar to those of

the actinal intermediate plates. Minute 2-jawed pedicellariae, as a

rule smaller than the granules, are scattered over the inferomarginal

plates and A'ery sparingly on the superomarginals (sometimes none).

The surface of the plates is smooth in alcoholic specimens, the pedicel-

lariae being sunk in shallow pits.

Actinal intermediate plates, very clearly outlined by furrows, there

being 3 regular chevrons of oblong plates (long axis transverse) with

an odd plate at apex, followed by about 6 less regular chevrons of

elongate hexagonal plates without an unpaired interradial plate. The
distal plates of each series are less regular and are situated on the

rounded angle between ventral and lateral surfaces. The plates ad-

jacent to furrow are the largest and generally oblong, although the

external side may have 2 facets. The intermediate plates also form
fairly regular series from the adambulacrals to the margin. The
plates are covered with flat, unequal, irregularly polygonal, close-

set granules, the middle of the plate being plane, but curving down
abruptly at the margins, to the conspicuous sutural furrows. The
plates near the mouth angle are surrounded by a fold of the integu-

ment, as if by a frame, on which the granules are nearly uniform in

size, quadrate and not so closely packed as on the plate proper where

they are larger and very unequal. Two-jawed, slightly sunken,

pedicellariae, about the size of the quadrate granules, are plentiful

around the edges of the plates near the furrow, and smaller ones on

the surface of the other plates, especially on the rounded edge of the

disk, adjacent to the inferomarginals. There are no signs of

tubercles, the granules being very flat and smooth.

Adambulacral plates with a compact straight perpendicular fur-

row comb of 8 to 11 slender, blunt spines, the acloral the shorter, and

the longest slightly aborad of the middle of the series, whence the

spines decrease slightly in length to the aboral end of the series.

When there are 8 spines they are of nearly equal length, and the

first and last of the series are conspicuously broader than the others.

The longest spines are slightly longer than the base line of the comb.

Back of these are 2 or 3 short heavy tubercular spines (near tip of

ray only 1) with rounded, wrinkled or eroded tips. The median is

usually slightly the larger when there are 3; and when there are 2

they are subequal, or the adoral is slightly the larger. A large
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2-jawed broadly lanceolate pedicellaria often btands at the adoial

end of the subambulacral series. The outer margin of plate, ju>t

back of the subambulacral series, is occupied by low granules with

frequently a pedicellaria composed of 2 stout subconical, granuli-

form jaws.

Mouth spines 12 to 15, the inner the heaviest, the outer a little

larger than adjacent adambulacral spines; suboral spines swollen

and wrinkled at tip, 4 or 5 to each plate, in a series parallel to

subambulacrals. Back of these 1 to 5 enlarged granules may be pres-

ent, representing a second suboral series. The outer part of the

plates is coA'ered with mostly irregular l:-sided granules, continu-

ous with those of adambulacrals, and also those forming a zone

around the proximal actinal intermediate plates. Sutures of mouth
plates not visible.

Madreporic body ovate, flat or slightly concave, with numerous

fine radiating striae, situated one-fourth the distance from center to

suture between superomarginal and inferomarginal plates.

Color in life, maroon red on ventral surface; darker on dorsal

surface.

Gonads in numerous tufts parallel to interradius; the hepatic

coeca are relatively small, and each is situated close to the inter-

brachial septum.

Tijpe.—CaL No. 32634, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5165, 6.4 miles southeast of Observation

Island, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archipelago, 9 fathoms, coral; 2

specimens.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

SpeoiTnens examined.—Three; besides the type, one without lo-

cality.

Remarks.—Halityle regiilaris will not be readily confused with

any known species of Culcita. Doderlein in his revision of Culcita

(1896, p. 315) reduced the number of species to 5, namely schmide-

Iia?ia, novae-guineae, grex, coriacea., and veneris. The last two may
be eliminated, as they have the papulae uniformly distributed over

the dorsal surface. The first 3 species have small spines or tubercles

on either the papular areas, or interpapular areas, or both. All the

species have the marginal plates obscured, except when young. In

//. regidaris., on the contrary, the marginal plates are distinctly

visible, although not especially conspicuous, there are no spines or

tubercles on the abactinal, marginal, or actinal intermediate plates,

and the papulae are in very regularly arranged triangular areas,

resembling those of Oreaster. The actinal plates are conspicuously

tessellated.
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Genus CHORIASTER Lutken.

Choriaster Lutken, Catalog des Museum Godeffroy, 1869, No. 4, p. 35.

(Also 1871, p. 243.)

,
CHORIASTER GRANULATUS Lutken.

Choriaster (jranulaUis Lutken, Cat. Mus. Godeffroy, No. 4, p. 35, 1871,

p. 243.—Goto, 1914, p. 604, pi. 17, fig. 263 ;
pi. 18, figs. 264-269.

Specinnen examined.—Togian Bay, Togian Island, Gulf of Tomini,

Celebes. Dutch East Indies,

Distribution.—Pelew and Fiji Islands; off Zamboanga, Mindanao;

Celebes; New Zealand; Okinawa Island, Japan (Goto).

Remarhs.—This specimen constitutes a new record for the species.

E=90 mm., r=35 to 37 mm. Furrow spines 7 or 8; subambulcral

spines 3 or 4, rarely 5, in a single series, followed a curved series

of granules, inclosing sometimes 1 to several small granules and

1 or 2 small upright 2-jawed pedicellariae. A large 2-jawed lanceo-

late pedicellaria stands at the inner end of the subambulacral series.

Goto has p.ublished (1914) a description of this species, with fig-

ures, and has given also a useful reprint of the literature referring

to it.

Family LINCKIIDAE Perrier.^

Genus DISSOGENES Fisher.

Dissogenes Fisher, 1913c, p. 212. Type, D. styracia Fislier.

Diagnosis.—Disk large, slightly inflated; rays moderately long

and slender; whole body covered with small granules obscuring the

outlines of all plates except the marginal, which are confined to

side wall of body, and are unarmed except for 1 to 3 small central

spines on the first 2 or 3 superomarginals; abactinal plates of 2

kinds, irregular mostly convex primary plates with 2 to 4 semicircu-

lar excavations in margin overlying and bound together by secondary

elliptical or oblong connecting ossicles, all very irregular in arrange-

ment; primary plates of disk with small rigid central upright trun-

cate spine ; actinal intermediate areas with about 4 chevrons of simi-

lar longer spines; actinal intermediate plates extending in a single

series nearly to end of ray, and a second series two-thirds the length

of ray; adambulacral armature with 4 or 5, sometimes 3, prominent

slender furrow spines on a nearly straight furrow margin; subam-

bulacral spines 2 on disk, 1 on rays, a little longer and much stouter

than furrow si)ines. Papulae single, irregular, abactinal.

^ For a synopsis of genera see Fisher, IQlld, p. 241. As here pointed out, Ophidias-

teridae is the oldest name for the family, but Perrier's shorter name has been used by

everyone since 187."), includins Vcrrill until 1914 (Verrill, 1914a, p. 308). As strict

priority is not insisted upon in family names, I see little utility in changing such a well-

known and long-used name.
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DISSOGENES STYRACIA Fisher.

Plate 102, fig. 1 ;
plate 103, fig. 1 ; plate 131, figs. 1, la^l&.

Dissogenes styracia Fisher, 1913c, p. 212.

Diagnosis.—Disk large, somewhat inflated; rays moderately long,

narrow, tapering at first rapidly then gradually to pointed ex-

tremity; interbrachial arcs wide, rounded. R=110 mm., r=28 mm.,

R=4 r; breadth of ray at base, about 34 mm. Marginal -plates small

confined to side of ray, unarmed except for a small central spine on

the first 2 or 3, Body overlaid by a close granulation obscuring out-

lines of all plates except marginals; abactinal plates irregularly

lobed, irregular in arrangement and connected irregularly by smaller

secondary plates; primary plates of disk and basal part of ray con-

A-ex with a central rigid, short, stout, subtruncate tubercular spine;

about 4 chevrons of similar longer spines on actinal interradial areas

(not reaching margin) ; furrow spines slender, rather long, 4 or 5

proximally, 4 over most of ray; subambulacral spines heavier, sub-

truncate, 2 on disk and 1 on ray. Papulae single, all over disk and far

along ray, numerous but irregular in arrangement ; no 'pedicellariae.

Description.—Abactinal plates of disk convex, the convexity

diminishing on the ray, the distal plates being nearly flat.

The plates are strongly overlapping, without order (even the

carinal series being irregular) and are covered with closely

placed small, irregularly polygonal to subcircular granules which

obscure completely the sutures. Many of the plates of disk

and proximal fifth of ray bear a central robust slightly tapering

round-tipped tubercular spine 1.5 mm. long. These spines aro ar-

ranged in an irregular carinal series and 3 or 4 subparallel series on

either side. On some of the spiniferous plates the granules de-

crease slightly in size near the base of the spine, Avhile on the edge

of the spiniferous area a few plates bear low thimble-form tubercles.

Near the end of ray a number of plates have a small central

naked area. The papulae extend to within about 25 mm. of the end

of ray. They are irregularly distributed and on the outer part of

ray tend to form lines of 2 to 4, outlining the larger plates; on the

disk and proximal part of ray they are single, spaced, and surround

the large and small plates irregularly. Some or all of the granules

immediately bordering papular pores are smaller than the others.

The abactinal plates when denuded of granules are seen to be of

2 kinds. Larger irregular plates overlie smaller irregular connecting

plates. The 2 kinds intergrade in size. The former are slightly to

markedly convex and have 2 to 5 semicircular excavations in the

margin bordering papular apertures. The smaller connecting plates

as seen from the coelomic side are either oblong, irregularly ellipti-

cal, or irregularly triradiate in form. The latter seem to develop

into primary plates.
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Marginal plates forming a rounded border to each surface, the

sides of ray being perpendicular. Marginal plates confined nearly

wholly to side wall, encroaching very little upon either surface ex-

cept in the interbrachial arc where the superomarginals form a nar-

row border. The plates of the 2 series are nearly opposite, except

near tip of ra}^ Superomarginals 41, the first 3 wider than long, the

others a little longer than wide, the adoral transverse margin some-

times slightly curved (convexity adorad), and the other transverse

margin correspondingly concave. About the last dozen plates have

a naked central area which increases in size distad, the last 3 or 4

plates having only a marginal series of granules. The plates other-

wise are covered with granules similar to those of dorsal sur-

face, which decrease in size toward the center of plate ; largest

granules on transverse sutures. The first 2 or 3 plates bear 1 to 3

small thimble-shaped tubercles, smaller than abactinal spines. The
inferomarginals are similar to the superomarginals, but are a little

narrower, the last IT or 18 having a central naked area. The inter-

brachial inferomarginals are not tuberculate (only 1 plate an ex-

ception in type). Terminal plate nearly pear-shaped, small end

distal, and with a small terminal cylindrical spine.

Actinal intermediate areas rather extensive and covered with

granules slightly coarser than those of abactinal and marginal plates

(except marginal granules of latter) becoming more spaced and
slightly higher toward the furrow and mouth angle, where the

plates bear each 1 or sometimes 2 terete, slightly tapering, truncate,

or round-tipped spinee, 2 to 2.5 mm. long. There are 45 to 55 spines

in each actinal interradial area and those adjacent to adambulacrals
extend about one-third the length of furrow ; the spines are in about

4 chevrons, and the outer spine on the interradial line is about two-

thirds r from center. One series of plates reaches to within 10 infero-

marginals of tip of ray; a second series about two-thirds length

of ray; a third series one-third; while in the interbrachium numer-
ous additional small plates are wedged in irregularly. In general the

outlines of the plates are invisible.

Furrow narrow. Adambulacral plates longer than wide, with a

nearly straight furrow margin bearing proximally 4 or 5, but over

most of ray 4 (sometimes 3) rather long (2.5 mm.) subterete or very

slightly compressed, truncate spines, the adoral slightly shorter as

a rule than the other 3, which are subequal. On the first 7 to 12

plates are 2 slightly longer but much heavier, truncate, slightly taper-

ing and slightly compressed subambulacral spines in a longitudinal

series just back of the furrow series. The adoral is usually the

smaller after the first few plates, which may have a third much
shorter adoral spinule. The other plates have 1 subambulacral a little

larger than the proximal. A few plates irregularly near end of ray
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have 2 spines in a transverse series. The first plate has 3 or -i full-

sized spines. The surface of the plate external to the subanibiila-

crals is covered with granules uniform Avith those of the adjacent

actinal intermediate plates, obscuring completely the external suture

of the plates.

Mouth plates small Avith a straight furrow margin bearing 10 fur-

row spines. Suboral spines 4 to 6 in about 2 series parallel to fur-

row. Outer part of plate with spaced granules, 8 to 10 in number.

Madreporic body circular, flattish, medium-sized, with fine undu-

lating, branched, radiating striae ; its inner edge is about one-third r

from center.

Color in life, abactinal surface scarlet, tips of arms pale buff;

spines pale ; actinal surface pale buff.

No superambulacral plates; ampullae double; tube feet with

strong sucking disks.

Type.—C2it. No. 32635, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5617, off Ternate Island, west of Gillolo

Island, Molucca Islands, 131 fathoms, bottom not recorded ; 1 speci-

men.

Distribution.—Known only from type-locality.

Remarks.—This genus, like Narcissia and Ferdina, might reason-

ably be included in the Goniasteridae. It is placed in the Linckiidae

on account of the irregular abactinal skeleton, small marginals, and

the close granulation which covers the body and obscures the out-

lines of the actinal and abactinal plates, and on account of the gen-

eral appearance.

The long, slender, furrow spines and prominent subambulacral

spines are unlike those of any other genus of Linckiidae, while the

abactinal and actinal intermediate spines are exceptional, and with-

out parallel in any of the Linckiidae having a large disk.

Metrodira^ which I have placed provisionally in a special family,

has a smooth skin, much smaller disk, and an altogether different

adambulacral armature. That of Dissogenes is essentially goni-

asterid.

The genus is not closely related to any other, and the fact that it

shows affinities to tAvo families has suggested the name, which sig-

nifies a two-fold descent.

Genus FEKDINA Gray.

Ferdina Gray, 1S40, p. 2S2. Type, F. flnrescens Gray.

FERDINA GLYPTODISCA Fisher.

Plate 56, fig. 5 ;
plate 9.j, figs. 4, 4a-?> ;

plate 104, fig. 2 ;
plate 106, fig. 4.

Ferdina ghjptodisca Fishek, 1913c, p. 213.

DiagTiosis.—Resembling F. offreti Koehler; differing in having

all the prominent abactinal plates, and all the marginal plates with
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an extensive, central, naked area; the smaller abactinal plates less

distinct and not at all convex; granules smallest on center of ob-

scured plates, largest over the sutures (reverse in o/freti) ; abactinal

area narrower, about equal to extreme width of first superomarginal

plate; inner series of small actinal intermediate plates lacking;

adambulacral spines 3 (2 in ofreti). Rays 5; E==35 mm., r=ll mm.,
K=3.2 r. ; breath of ray at base, 13 mm. Rays and disk very rigid;

abactinal surface subplane, actinal surface convex.

Description.—Abactinal plates of two kinds: Large, subcircular,

convex, numerously lobed and centrally bare plates, interspersed

with numerous small, flat, irregular plates covered with a fine close

granulation obscuring their outlines. The granules become smaller

toward the center of the obscured plates. The large plates, with

conspicuous bare areas, comprise five primar}- interradials, a group

of 3 or 1 at the base of the ray (including the primary radial)

and, extending along the ray, a series of groups, rather than

a series of plates. Each little group has 2 to 4 plates, the groups

being sometimes isolated, sometimes connected by large plates so

as to form an irregular carinal series. The distal 4 or 5 plates

are sometimes separated hj small plates. The last three superomar-

ghials meet medially. The width of the abactinal area at base of ray

is only about that of the first superomarginal plate. The naked areas

on the plates are subcircular to broadly elliptical, quite smooth,

and the granules decrease slightly in size toward the edge of this

bare area, which comprises most of the area of the plate. Papulae
single, and varying in number from 3 to 10 about each plate.

Superomarginals 9, prominent, slightlj^ convex, encroaching widely

upon actinal surface, the first, eighth, and ninth wider than long,

the others longer than wide; all with nearly the whole surface

bare, and with the margin toward the abactinal plates strongly

arched and (when cleaned) notched by papular pores. The fine

granulation covering the margin of the plates is continuous and
similar to that of the abactinal surface. Terminal plate small, sub-

conical, Math a row of little tubercles along either side of the end of

the furrow.

Inferomarginals much smaller than superomarginals, but corre-

sponding to them. The first is wider than long, the rest longer than

wide, except the last or last two. which are subcircular and convex.

The third, fourth, and fifth are the longest being 2 to 2^ times as

long as wide. Each plate has an elliptical central naked area. This

is very slightly concave on the first 5 plates, but there appears in

the middle of the fifth or sixth a slight pimplelike eminence which

increases in size toward the end of ray and on the last 3 or 4 plates

bears one to several low granules. On the plate where the eminence
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first appears there is no granule. With the exception of the hist 3

the inferomarginals are not at all tumid.

Actinal intermediate plates squarish, slightl}'' tumid. The series

adjacent to adambulacrals extends to within about 3 inferomarginals

of end of ra}^; a second row extends to the beginning of the sixth

inferomarginal ; a third row to the beginning of the fourth infero-

marginal, while the beginning of a fourth row is present in the inter-

brachial arc. The plates are not uniform in size but tend to become

larger and convex opposite the transverse sutures of the inferomar-

ginal series. Granulation uniform with that of abactinal surface,

largest on the sutures and decreasing in size toward middle of plate.

It is very close and covers the aclambulacral plates also, rising on the

outer side of the aclambulacral spines nearly to their tip.

Adambulacral plates slightly wider than long, about 15 corre-

sponding to the first 10 actinal intermediate plates of the inner series.

Adambulacral spinelets truncate, slightly flattened, in a single series

on the edge of the furrow. Each plate has 3, or near the end of ray,

2 spines, but there is no break in the series. Ambulacral furrow

closed.

Madreporic body small, elliptical, resembling in miniature half

a peach stone.

Color in alcohol, light brownish, the granules encircling the bare

areas and the center of small abactinal plates whitish, elsewhere dull

orange, especially on disk; actinally the orange hue is duller. The

naked areas are light yellowish brown, sometimes with a dark center.

Type.—Cdit. No. 32636, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5640, Buton Strait, Celebes (1 mile west

of Labuan Blanda Island), 24 fathoms, sand, broken shells; 1 speci-

men.

Distribution.—Known only from type-locality.

Remarks.—Although this species resembles F. offreti (Ceylon and

Andaman Islands) in the prominent superomarginal and abactinal

plates, the resemblance is general only. A very important difference

is the absence in glyptodisca of a series of small actinal intermediate

plates subequal to the adambulacrals, which in ojfreti reach the

extremity of the ray, and are only about Jialf as large as the second

series. In glyptodisca all the prominent abactinal plates and all the

marginals of both series are naked centrally, and the small abactinal

plates are much less tumid. The granules of the central part of the

covered plates are larger, in o^freti^ than those near the margin, while

in glyptodisca the reverse is the case. A comparison of figures will

show that the superomarginals of glyptodisca are much larger in

proportion to the width of ray, and the abactinal area much narrower

than in offreti. Finally, ajfreti has 2 adambulacral spines while

glyptodisca has 3.
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Fromia cancellata Grube (Fiji Islands, according to Sladen) has

a very characteristic appearance. The rays are broader than in

glyptodisca and each has 6 regular spaced transverse series of cen-

trally bare plates. The superomarginal plates are alternately large

and small, the latter being wholly granulated, the former only about

the periphery. The larger plates correspond to the interval between

the transverse series of tumid plates.

Fromia huhlii Miiller and Troschel (Java) is insufficiently de-

scribed. The abactinal plates are small, and irregular as to form and
arrangement. Among them are larger, more convex isolated plates

naked centrally. The marginal plates are large, and presumably

covered with granules. The relation of R to r is as 5 to 1, hence the

ra}' is longer than in glyptodisca.

Genus FROMIA Gray.

Fromia Gray, 1S40, p. 286. Type, F. miUeporcUa (Lamarck).

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF FROMIA HEREIN DESCRIBED.

a\ Superomarginal plates of distal half of ray large and small alternating;

granules surrounding papular pores, larger than the others.

japonica, p. 373.

a". Superomarginal plates not large and small, alternating.

b \ Abactinal plates of proximal half or two-thirds of ray in regular longi-

tudinal series ; marginal plates very regular, most of them longer

than wide ; rays slender ; furrow spines 2 or 3, subambulacral spines 2

;

actinal pedicellariae eusticha, p. 375.

b -. Abactinal plates not in regular series.

c\ Most of the marginal plates with 1 or more central enlarged tubercular

granules ; rays slender, about 3 times as long as width at base.

hemiopla, p. 377.

c*. Marginal plates without central tubercles; rays usually about 2 to 2i

times as long as width at base milleporella, p. 378.

FROMIA JAPONICA Perrier.

Plate 105. fig. 4 ; plate 106, fig. 2 ;
plate 107, figs. 1, 7.

Fromia japonica Perriek, 1881, p. 14; 1884, p. 227, pi. 4, fig. 2 (Japan).

—

De Loriol, 1891, p. 31 (New Caledonia).

Fromia major Koehler, 1895, p. 339, pi. 9, figs. 3 and 4 ; 1910o, p. 140 ; 1910&,

p. 283, pi. 15, fig. 7, pi. 16, figs. 6 and 7.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—Through the kindness of Dr.

H. L. Clark I have been able to examine the type of Perrier's Fromia

japonica^ No. 743, Museum of Comparative Zoology, and have com-

pared it directly with the specimen from station 5159. The type of

Koehler's Fromia major is considerably larger. The major radius

measures 55 mm., while that of the type of japonica is 32 mm. I do

not think the two forms are specifically distinct. The slight differ-

ences which may seem apparent from a comparison of the figures

and descriptions are more than covered by the variations shown by

13434—Bull. 100—19 25
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the 2 Philippine examples. Doctor Koehler does not compare major
with japonica in the references given above.

The example from station 5251 is remarkable for having numerous
actinal pedicellariae (resembling split granules with from 2 to 4
jaws) from 3 to 6 times the diameter of the actinal granules. These
are largest and most numerous in the actinal interradial areas and ex-

tend about half the length of the ray, being found on the actinal inter-

mediate plates, with a very few also on the proximal inferomarginals.

There are 2, 3, or 4 furrow spines in this specimen and 2 subambul-

acral spines (often 3 proximally) . When there are 3 the middle spine

is the longest, and when there are 2 usually the aboral is the longer.

For the distance of about 6 inferomarginals from the end of ray only

1 subambulacral reaches any size. The outer edge of the plate is

occupied by 1 (or occasionally 2) series of 4 to 6 granules, or granules

and pedicellariae, the former being uniform in size with the actinal

granulation (pi. 92, fig. 2),

In the specimen from station 5159 there are 3 furrow spines at the

base of the ray, then either 2 or 3, and finally only 2 on the outer

half or third of the ray. There are usually 2 subambulacral spines,

the adoral a trifle the larger, but near the end of the ray frequently

only 1 reaches any size. External to the subambulacral spines, which

are flattened, slightly tapering, round-tipped, and a trifle shorter and
stouter than the furrow spines, are 2, 3, or even 4 longitudinal series

of granules belonging to the adambulacral plates. In both specimens

the mouth spines are longer than the corresponding adambulacral

spines, and instead of being blunt are sharp. The granules surround-

ing the papular pores are only a trifle larger than the others.

Fromia monilis Perrier (1875, p. 179) has never been figured, and

Doctor Koehler did not see the type when working up his Indian

material (1910a, p. 140). No one has compared it. therefore, directly

with F. Tfrmjor or F. japonica. It apparently has alternating large

and small superomarginals and a narrow abactinal area. In fact,

the description fits japonica fairly well up to the adambulacral plates,

which have 2 furrow spines and regularly a single subambulacral,

which is described as being much larger than the furrow spines,

cylindrical, and terminated by an obtuse point. These spines, isolated

on each plate, form the second row. On the distal half of the ray

of the type of japonica there is only one subambulacral spine, but it

is shorter and thicker than the furrow spines.

Fromia japonica differs from F. milleporella in having longer and

slenderer rays, regularly alternating large and small superomarginal

plates (at least on outer part of ray), and slightly larger granules

surrounding the papular pores.

Type.—No. 743, Museum of Comparative Zoology.

Type-locality.—Japan.
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DiMribution.—Japan, Mindanao, Siilu Archipelago, Billiton, Kei

Islands, to 20 fathoms. Also reported by Koehler (1910a, p. 140)

from Indian region (" station 148, 15 to 30 fathoms," no locality).

Specimens exammed.—Two

:

Station 5159, off Tinakta Island, Tawi Tawi Group, Suln Archi-

pelago, 10 fathoms, coral sand.

Station 5251, Gulf of Davao (off Linao Point), Mindanao, 28 fath-

oms, coral.

FROMIA EUSTICHA Fisher.

Plate 95, fig. 2 ; plate 105, fig. 1 ; plate 106, fig. 1 ;
plate 107, figs. 3, 5.

Fromia eusticha Fisher, 1913c, p. 213.

Diagnosis.—Differing from typical F. milleporella in having

longer slenderer rays, more regularly arranged abactinal plates, only

2 adambulacral furrow spines on distal half of ray, and abundant

actinal pedicellariae. R=41 mm., r=8.5 mm., R=4.8 r, breadth of

ray at base, 9.5 mm. Rays slender, evenly tapering, abactinally

plane; disk slightly convex; marginal plates very regular, mostly

longer than wide, regularly decreasing in size, not alternate large and
small; abactinal plates, roundish or hexagonal, sometimes with

faint indication of lobing, arranged in quincunx in regular longi-

tudinal series; actinal plates in 3 regular series at base of ray;

adambulacrals with proximally 3 rather narrow furrpw spines, 2

distally; 2 subambulacral spines and 1 to 3 subambulacral pedicel-

lariae.

Description.—Abactinal plates in 5 fairly regular longitudinal

series at base of ray, becoming reduced to 3 at the middle, the plates

of the lateralmost series being there quite small. Three series per-

sist to near the tip, the last 2 or 3 superoniarginals being separated

by only a single series. While the plates form fairly regular longi-

tudinal series, they do not form transverse series as in Nardoa semi-

regularise but are arranged in quincunx. Each carinal plate borders

on G other plates^—2 plates of its own series and 2 of each adradial.

Sometimes there is a slight break in the regularity, and a carinal

plate is surrounded by 5 or 7 abactinal plates, roundish or hexagonal.

Papulae single, at the corners of the plates. The plates are nearly

flat on disk and proximal half of ray, but become slightly convex

on outer third. Granules of abactinal surface polygonal, close-set^

fairly uniform, not larger in center of plate, about 8 or 10 in the

transverse diameter of a carinal plate. Granules surrounding papu-

lar pores unequal, some of them a little larger than the granules of

plates.

Superomarginal plates. 18 ; beyond the third, longer than high, but

last 4 broader than high, the upper margin rounded and with 1 to 4

shallow notches (opposite papulae). Superomarginals encroaching

conspicuously upon abactinal surface. Inferomarginals 20, the first
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wider than long, the second to sixteenth longer than wide, thence

wider than long. Marginal plates slightly convex, the last 4 to 6

rather conspicuously so and the granules instead of being flat-topped

are convex, and conspicuously larger on the middle of plate than
borders. On the other marginal plates the 1 to 3 marginal series of

granules are slightly smaller than the rest. Proximally a few inter-

marginal papulae.

Actinal intermediate plates very regular, forming transverse series

as well as longitudinal. Series adjacent to adambulacrals rectangu-

lar, wider than long, and reaching to within 3 or 4 marginal plates

of tip of ray. Secondaries composed of square plates about two-

thirds as large as those of first series and extending three-fourths

length of ray. Third series reaching one-fourth length of ray, com-

posed of about 6 or 7 plates. Two intermediate plates correspond to

1 inferomarginal. Two series of actinal papular pores. Actinal

granules increasing in size toward furrow. On proximal half of

ray there are rather abundant granuliform, 2- or 3-jawed pedicel-

lariae, from 2 to 5 times the diameter of adjacent granules, and up-

ward of 10 to a plate (inner intermediate series). Figures will give

a better idea than description of these pedicellariae.

Adambulacral plates a little wider than long. Furrow spines 3

on proximal half of ray, usually 2 on distal half, rather heavy, blunt,

the median of 3 untapered, the laterals sometimes slightly tapered.

Subambulacral spines 2, the aboral frequently slightly the longer,

both shorter and heavier than the furrow spines. Near the tip of

ray, the aboral spine only reaches any size. External to these is a

series of 3 or 4 large granules, then usually an irregular series of

several small granules. In the first series there are frequently 1 or

2 pedicellariae, with sometimes a third external to these. In such an

event each jaw of a pedicellaria, in a way, replaces a granule.

Mouth plates with an unpaired sharp, slightly curved tooth at the

inner angle (a pair on 1 plate) and 4 or 5 similar toothlike spines

along the straight furrow margin. There are usually 2 similar sub-

oral spines, all by their difference of form contrasting with the first

adambulacral spine.

Madreporic body circular, situated its own diameter distant from

inner border of marginal plates.

Type.—QdX. No. 32637, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5146, vicinity of Siasi, Tapul Group, Sulu

Archipelago, 24 fathoms, coral sand, shells; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from type-locality.

Remarks.—The exact status of this form is difficult to determine,

owing to there being but one specimen. It differs from F. japonica

and F. monilis in having regular, uniform superomarginals, not

alternately large and small ones. F. monilis has but 1 subambula-
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cral spine, longer than the 2 furrow spines. F. halansae is a thickset

form with less regular, more tumid abactinal plates, which, judging

from Perrier's description (1875, p. 178) and Koehler's figures (1910«,

pi. 18, figs. 7 and 8) does not differ very markedly from variations of

F. milleporella. F. eusticha differs from F. andamanensis in having

slenderer rays, regularly arranged abactinal plates, large marginal

plates, and a different adambulacral armature.

I might add that the presence of pedicellariae forms a distinguish-

ing characteristic if I were certain that these are constant. A speci-

men of F. japonica herewith recorded is supplied with similar pedi-

cellariae.

FROMIA HEMIOPLA Fisher.

Plate 95, fig. 3 ; plate 105, fig. 2 ; plate 106, fig. 3 ;
plate 107, figs. 2, 4.

Fromia hemiopla Fisher, 1913c, p. 214.

Diagnosis.—Differing from F. armata Koehler (Andaman Is-

lands) in the absence of abactinal conical tubercles, and the slighter

development of the marginal tubercles; differing from F, inille-

porella in having 1 or more tubercular granules in the center of

the marginal plates of the distal three-fourths or half of ray, in

having slenderer rays, and broad, but thin, spatulate furrow spines.

R==36 mm., r=9 mm., R=4 r; breadth of ray at base, 10 mm.
Description.—Abactinal plates irregular as to form and arrange-

ment, convex, the granules small, not crowded, even a trifle spaced

and usually very slightly larger on middle than periphery of plate.

Granules surrounding pores not larger than others.

Marginal plates convex, the granules increasing in size toward the

center, where the plates of at least the distal half of ray bear 1, 2,

or even more enlarged tubercular granules, there being as high as

5 to 10 on the distal marginals of the type. The first half dozen

plates usually lack a tubercle, and the tubercles become a trifle more
prominent as the end of the ray is approached. Superomarginals 19

or 20 ; inferomarginals about 23 or 24. Here and there in the supero-

marginal series a small plate is wedged between 2 large ones, but

there is no regularity of occurrence ; the small plates may be entirely

absent. A series of rather prominent intermarginal pores is present.

One series of slightly tumid actinal intermediate plates extends

three-fourths the length of ray; another series about half, and a

third series, at the base of ray, comprises a few plates onlj'. Proxi-

mally 2 series of pores, becoming 1, which extends as far as the inner

actinal intermediate series of plates. Granules of actinal interme-

diate plates becoming slightly larger toward the center of plate

where, distally, they are sometimes subtuberculate.

Adambulacral plates with proximally 3 or 4, or near the end of

the ray 2, broad, flat, subtruncate (spatulate) furrow spines, the end
of the series with a curved contour and part or all of the aboral
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spine usually underlying the adoral spine of the succeeding plate.

Subambulacral spines 2, sometimes 3. considerably shorter, round-

tipped, heavier but not broader than the furrow spines (thicker in a

transverse direction), and forming a straight series. External to

these are 2 or 3 granules larger than the succeeding. Part or all of a

second series of smaller granules belongs to the adambulacral plates.

Mouth plates small with 4 or 5 acute marginal spines and 2 to 4

similar suboral spines. These are slightly longer than the coiTe-

sponding adambulacral spines.

Madreporic body, subcircular or elliptical, slightly variable in size,

situated a little less than its own diameter from inner edge of mar-

ginal plata.

Type.—Q^i. No. 32638, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality

.

—Tonquil Island, Gumila Reef, south of Zamboanga,

Mindanao.

Distribution.—Sulu Archipelago, Mindanao and eastern Palawan,

reefs.

Sfecimens examined.—Three; besides the type 1 from each of the

following localities : Tataan Pass, Simaluc Island, Tawi Tawi Group,

Sulu Archipelago, coral reef.

Port Langcan, Dumaran Island, eastern Palawan, coral.

Remarks.—This form may turn out to be a variety of F. miUe-

porella, although it shows decided similarities to F. armata Koehler,

and F, halansae Perrier. It differs from the latter in having nar-

rower rays, tuberculate marginals, and spatulate furrow spines. The
width of the rays ma}' be well within the possibilities of F. mille-

porellu but they are longer than specimens from Samoa.

FROMIA MILLEPORELLA (Lamarck).

Asteriaft viiUejyoreUa Lamarck, 1816, vol. 3, p. 2.53, No. 35.

Fromia milleporella Gray, 1840, p. 286.

Distribution.—Red Sea, Mauritius, Madagascar, Ceylon, to Samoa
and Fiji Islands, via the Moluccas and .southern Philippines; New
Caledonia; also Ryukyu (Liu Kiu) Islands, Japan.

Specimen examined.—One from Babuan Island, Jolo, coral reef.

Remarks.—This specimen is small and imperfexit. It does not

show the characteristics of hemiopl<t.

Genus NARDOA Gray.'

Nardoa Gray, 1840, p. 286. Type, N. vai-iolata (Lamarck).

This old and well-known genus is greatly in need of a thorough re-

vision. A number of species have not been figured. Koehler has

rendered a great service by his descriptions and photographs of sev-

eral East Indian forms (1910a).

During a brief visit to London in 1914 I had the opportunity of

examining the specimens of Nardoa in the British Museum. I was

^Melia Gistel. Naturgeschlchte des Thierreichs, 1848, p. 176. T.vpe, MeUa variolaia

(Lamarck).
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able to compare several species, including the types of Perrier's N.

gomophia and N. obtusa. The latter is small and, I think, immature.

It seems to be scarcely comparable with large specimens of other

species, Perrier compares it with variolafa, but I could not see a

close resemblance. Its relationship is with the strongly tuberculate

forms, such as frianti and twinulosa. Perrier has also compared his

gomophia with aegyptiaca^ a comparison which threw me entirely

" off the track " until I saw the type. It does not resemble aegyptiaca

at all but closely resembles novae-caledoniae, judging by the speci-

mens of the latter in the British Museum, which Perrier himself men-

tions (1875, p. 164) and presumably identified.

Dr. H. L. Clark kindly loaned me a number of specimens which

he collected at Mer (or Murray) Island, Torres Strait. These have

been most valuable, and three are figured on plate 108 together with

a specimen of variolata (No. 838, Museum of Comparative Zoology)

from Mauritius. I am not at all certain of the identification of the

specimen figured on plate 108, figure 2, which I have called novae-

caledoniae. Without a photograph of the type, or an authentic speci-

men for comparison, any identification of this species must be re-

garded as tentative.

The few notes I was able to make in London are included in the

following synopsis, which is in no sense intended as a revision of

the forms studied, since much time and material will be required

for that. I have suggested that N. -finschi is synonymous . with N.

pauciforis. N. ohtusa is not included in the key, since it is too young
to be comparable with adult examples of even its nearest relatives.

Only such species as I have seen are in the synopsis.

SYNOPSIS OF SOME INDO-PACIFIC SPECIES OF NAEDOA.

o \ Abactinal plates very slightly convex to markedly convex, but not high

enough to be considered hemispherical or tuberculate.

h \ Abactinal plates forming very regular longitudinal and transverse series

;

furrow spines 6 or 7__ semiregularis, p. 383.

I) '. Abactinal plates not regularly arranged in longitudinal and transverse

series.

c\ Abactinal plates very much larger than the papular areas, elliptical in

contour and usually with long axis of the ellipse transversely ori-

ented. In specimen with R 68 mm. there are 5 longitudinal series of

large alternating plates between the 2 rows of superomargiuals

;

adambuUicral spinelets in 3 series, viz., 4 (or 3), 3, 3, the last granuli-

form. Granules surmounting the depressed convex plates nearly

uniform in size, polygonal, close-set, and 2 or 3 times the size of the

the granules in the depressions between the plates.*

variolatus Gray (pi. 108, fig. 4).

1 From Gray's specimen, Mauritius. The rays are shorter and blunter than In any
other species in this section, and are not so tapered as those of species under C*.

R=68 mm., r=13 or 14 mm., R==about 6 r. The specimen figured (pi. 108, fig. 4) is

from Mauritius (No. 838, Mus. Comp. ZoiJl.)
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&. Abactinal plates not ordinarily oriented transversely and in specimens
with R about 70 mm. there are 7 to 10 rows of primary abactinal

plates (always more than 5). The plates are smaller and roundish,

but conspicuously larger than the papular areas, and those of distal

third of ray are markedly small and close-set. Adamhulacral armature
in 3 series.

cZ\ Abactinal plates in 7 rows on basal third of ray, but fewer and ir-

regular distally ; no intermarginal or actinal papulae ; abactinal

papular ai*eas with granules conspicuously larger than the rest;

furrow spines about 6 squamulosa, p. 383.

d'. Abactinal plates 7 to 10, counting across ray, much larger than pap-

ular areas (whose granules are subequal to or smaller than those of

plates) ; an intermarginal series of papulae and an incomplete series

of actinal intermediate papulae; furrow spines 3 or 4.

e*. Rays longer, slenderer, tapering to an attenuate, rather sharp, ex-

tremity; R=about 6 to 7 r; abactinal plates nearly plane, or only

faintly convex, their contour excavated by the papular areas,

forming short irregular lobes (which can be seen only when the

plates are denuded) lemonnieri, p. 382.

e*. Rays shorter and thicker, not especially attenuate at the tip; R.

variable, but about 5 r; abactinal plates markedly convex, the

primary plates without lobes or with only very faint lobing.

f. Abactinal plates a little larger and more convex, especially on
disk; granules relatively larger on the convex part of the ab-

actinal plates, and abruptly larger, by 4 or 5 times, than

granules of interstices betvreen plates ; adamhulacral armature,

3, 8, 3, or 4, 3, 3; contour of plates of type, unknown (see foot-

note) " gamopliia " Perrier.^

f. Abactinal plates by direct comparison a little smaller and a little

less convex; rays slightly longer and a little more attenuate

distally
;
granules of the convexity of plates smaller and grading

more gradually into the smaller granules of margins of plates

and papular areas novae-caledoniae Perrier.*

1 The differences between gomophia and novae-caledomae are rather difficult to express

In a key, being somewhat subtle. I have, of course, relied upon the correctness of the

label which designates Perrier's type in the British Museum—or, rather, upon the

authenticity of the specimen. Perrier compares his specimen to Nardoa aegyptiaca in

the following manner (1875, p. 167) :

" II existe dans la collection du British Museum un bel 6chantillon d'une espfece de

Scytaster trfes volsine par ea forme et eon aspect g^n^ral des indlvldus de grande taille

de I'espfece pr^c^dente [aegyptiaca] ; nous proposons de lui donner le nom de Scytaster

gomophia en souvenir du nom de genre cr66 par Gray pour celle-ci."

But the type does not particularly resemble N. aegyptiaca. It Is, on the contrary,

very close to the specimens of N. novae-caledoniae mentioned by Perrier (1875, p. 164)

as being in the British Museum. I think the names refer to a single species.

The type of gomophia measures: R=71 mm., r=13 mm., breadth of ray at base, 16

or 17 mm. The Mer Island specimen measures : 11=79 mm., r=13 mm., breadth of ray

at base, 14 or 15 mm.
The type-locality of both species Is New Caledonia.

1 have figured (pi. 108, fig. 2) a specimen taken by Dr. H. L. Clark at Mer (Murray)

Island, Torres Strait. I do not feel at all sure that this is really N. novae-caledoniae, but

It seems at least pretty close to that species. As will be seen from the figure, it resembles

vaHolata, but the abactinal plates are round instead of elliptical, and those of the distal

half of the ray are much smaller and close-set. The primary abactinal plates show a

very faint lobing, although a few plates are nearly entire. The adamhulacral armature

is 3, 3, 3, or 4, 3, 3, and a series of actinal Intermediate papulae extends a little over

half the length of the ray.
2 The chief differences between the type of " N. gomopliia" and the British Museum

specimens of novae-caledoniae are mentioned in the key. In gomophia the rays are a little
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&. Abcictinul plates small, numerous, irregular, scarcelj' at all convex,

subequal to or slightly larger than the papular areas and 10 to 13

or even more between ihe superomarginals, counting across ray at

base; abactinal granules increasing slightly in size toward center of

plates, where they are about twice as l>road as in the intervals be-

tween.

d\ Abactinal plates larger, 9 to 11 across ray at base, those of the

distal third smaller and more crowded than over rest of ray, form-

ing thus a rather definite distal area distinguishable from the prox-

imal two-thirds; a definite series of papular areas between the

inferomarginals and the actinal intermediate plates (of which there

is a single series extending to end of ray).

mollis ^ de Loriol (pi. 108, fig. 1).

d'. Abactinal plates smaller, the smallest of any known species, at least

12 or 13 across ray at the base, those of distal third or fourth

small and crowded, but the area not differentiated at all conspic-

uously from the rest of the abactinal surface ; lateral abactinal

plates abruptly much smaller than the regular superomarginals

which are thus very conspicuous, a series of fairly large intermar-

ginal papular areas but no series of actinal intermediate papulae,

although 1 to a very few areas sometimes occur sporadically at

base of the ray ; a single series of actinal intermediate plates

extending to the end of the ray; adarabulacral armature: 3 (or 4),

3, 3 pauciforis'^ (von Martens), pi. 108, fig. 3.

shorter and less attenuate at the extremity ; the abactinal plates are slightly more con-

vex, and the granules are abruptly larger than those of the papular areas and interspaces

between the plates—about 4 or 5 times greater. In novae-caledoniae the granules of

the convexity of the plates are actually smaller by direct comparison (about one-half to

two-thirds as broad) and they grade more gradually into the small granules. In novae-

caledoniae the length of the ray is variable, among the British Museum specimens at least.

1 See de Loriol, 1891, p. 26, pi. 3, fig. 4 ; New Britain. The specimen figured (pi. 108,

fig. 1) was collected by Dr. H. L. Clark on Mer (Murray) Island, Torres Strait.

* Probably identical with pauciforis is Nardoa finschi de Loriol, 1891 (p. 28, pi. 2,

fig. 4, 4ar-g). De Loriol compares his new species with N. mollis and N. novae-caledoniae.

He says :
" Dans le Nardoa Novae Caledoniae Perrier, les ossicules sont plus sailliants,

plus d6velopp&, plus serres, les deux series de chaque cote de la face ventralo sont moins
differentes de taille, les aires porifSres sont bien plus petites relativement aux ossicles,

le disque est plus grand avec un plus grand nombre de plaques intercal^es dans les

espaces interbrachiaux de la face ventrale, les piquants ambulacraires sont differents."

Judging by de Loriol's figure of finschi, the abactinal plates are considerably smaller

than those of novae-caledoniae, and the whole animal resembles more nearly the British

Museum specimens of paucifons. In an example of paudforis (pi. 108, fig. 3), or what I

believe to be this species, from Mer (Murray) Island, Torres Strait, kindly loaned by Dr.
H. L. Clark, the adambulacral armature closely resembles that figured by de Loriol. The
furrow spines are proximally 4, then 3, with 2 or 3 heavier spines in the first subambu-
lacral series, and 3 or 4 granules, abruptly larger than the actinal granulation, in

the third series.

Linckla paucijoris von Martens, 1866, p. 69. " Fiinf platte Arme, Scheibenradius

zum Armradius wie 1 : 5i. Breite der Arme an threr Basis au ihrem Radius = 1 : 4-5.

Hohe (an getrockneten) nur die Halfte der Breite. Furchen papillen der inneren

Reihe 3, zuweilen 4 auf jeder Platte, flach, gleich gross, nach aussen davon glelch

lange dickere, im Durchschuitt drei-vieleckig. In awei verworrene Reihen gestellt, all-

mahlich in die Granulation der Bauchseite iibergehend. Eine Reihe klcinerer Pliittchen

an der Bauchseite nach aussen von diesen Furchenpaplllen, dann zwei Reihen doppelt

60 grosser Flatten. Flatten der Rlickenseite wleder nur halb so gross, rundlich, nicht

In Reihen gestellt ; Granulation auf Rlicken- und Bauchseite gleichmassig. Porenfelder
auf der Rilckenseite zablrelch zwischen den Flatten vertheilt, jedes nur 4-6 Poren
enthaltend ; Madreporenplatte einfach.

Farbe (der trockenen Exemplare) hell gelbbraun. Armradius bis 100 Mill.

Insel Adenare bei Flores.
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a'. Some of the abactinal plates nearly or quite hemispherical, while others are
less markedlj' convex ; or else plates variably convex and some others

here and there in the form of hemispherical, subcylindrical, or subconical

tubercles, as high as their breadth at base.

6\ Abactinal tubercles very prominent, acorn-shaped, or conical with the tip

bare (rarely completely granular). Only 1 row of subambulacral spines,

the granules on outer part of adambulacral plates being equal to those

of the actinal surface aegyptiaca Gray.
6*. Abactinal tubercles entirely granular; outer granules of adambulacral

plates larger than adjacent actinal intermediate granules, so that in a
measure the adambulacral armature grades into that of the actinal sur-

face,

c*. Abactinal plates very numerous, more nearly equal, some more con-

spicuously convex than others, the most prominent, hemispherical,

but not so high as wide tuberculata, p. 384.

c". Abactinal plates very unequal in size, larger ones forming thick sub-

conical or dome-shaped tubercles covered with granules.

d\ Abactinal tubercles numerous, 30 or 40, more cylindrical in form.

frianti, p. 385.

(Z". Tubercles fewer, usually about 10 to 15, some of the larger subellipti-

cal and oriented transversely, relatively larger than in frianti, lower

in proportion to width, and evenly rounded or dome-shaped.

tunwlosa. p. 386.

NARDOA LEMONNIERI Koehler.

Nardoa Le Monnieri KoEHLEaj, 1910a, p. 161, pi. 18, figs. 1 and 2.

Koehler^ has given figures and a detailed description. In the

Philippine specimen, K=:110 mm., r=15 mm., R=:7 r; breadth

of ray at base, 16 mm. to 20 mm. If the dorsal plates are denuded,

their contour is irregularly scalloped and short-lobed, the arcuate

indentations being on the margin bordering papular areas. Accord-

ing to Viguier's figure of ^V. novae-caledoniae (1879, pi. 9, fig. 8)

the dorsal plates are entire. The actinal series of papular areas, be-

tween the inferomarginals and actinal intermediate plates comprises

only 6 to 9 areas, and is therefore shorter than in the type. There

are usually 9 marginal mouth spines, and 6 in the parallel suboral

series. >.

Type-locality.—Andaman Islands.

Distribution.—Known only from Andaman Islands and Sulu

Archipelago.

Specimen examined.—Station 5159, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu

Archipelago (off Tinakta Island) , 10 fathoms, coral sand ; 1 specimen.

Remarks.—T\\Q nearest relatives of this species are A'', mollis de

Loriol (New Britain), N. novae-ccdedoniae Perrier (New Caledonia),

and N. galatheae Liitken (Nicobar Islands and Togean Islands, Cele-

bes). N. galatheae is not well understood. It is near N. mollis ac-

cording to de Loriol, who mentions as the only differences that gala-
* ——

» 1910O, p. 161, pi. 18, figs. 1 and 2.
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theae has 4 adambulacral spines in each of the 2 series, while in mollis

there are rarel}'^ 4 in the furrow series, and 3 or 2 in the second series;

and the rather negative character that Liitken does not describe the

peculiar condition of the distal abactinal plates of mollis.

Koehler has pointed out the differences separating N. lemonnieri.

from N. novae-caledonide and N. mollis. The scalloped abactinal

plates of the Albatross specimen will furnish a further distinguish-

ing feature.

NARDOA SQUAMULOSA Koehler.

Plate 105, fig. 5 ; plate 111, fig. 1.

Nardoa squamulosa Koehlee, 1910a, p. 168, pi. 1, fig. 8 ; pi. 15, fig. 7 and 8.

The larger of the 2 specimens has R=41 mm., r=7 mm., and

despite slight differences I think both are referable to Koehler's

species. The enlarged adambulacral granules are a trifle less con-

spicuous than in the type. The distal marginal plates have a dis-

tinct central tubercle surrounded by granules, and the central gran-

ules of the distal abactinal plates are enlarged. The characteristic

enlarged granules of the papular areas number usually 4 to 8,

although distally they may be fewer. The abactinal plates have

5 or 6 short, usually overlapping, lobes.

Type-locality.—Off Cape Negrais, Burma, 40 fathoms.

Distribution.—Burma; Philippine Islands, 28 to 67 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Two

:

Station 5253, Gulf of Davao, Mindanao, 28 fathoms, coral.

Station 5482, Surigao Strait, east of Leyte, 67 fathoms, broken

shells, sand, green mud.

NARDOA SEMIREGULARIS (Miiller and Troschel).

Plate 105, fig. 3.

Scytaster semiregularis Muller and Teoschel, 1842, p. 36.

Nardoa semiregularis Sladen, 1889, p. 412.

The specimen is small and is characterized by the great regularity

of the abactinal plates which are arranged in transverse and longi-

tudinal series. R=29 mm., r=5 mm., R=6 r; breadth of ray at

base, 5 to 6 mm. There are 6 or 7 spinelets in the furrow series,

and usually 5 in the second series, while the original description calls

for but 4 furrow spines. In the Japanese form (Misaki) there are

frequently 5, and sometimes 6 furrow spines. The distal abactinal

plates are very regular, not irregular, but as only the carinal series

occupies the outer third of ray, separating the superomarginal plates,

it is likely that the regularity may be explained by the immaturity

of the specimen. This would also account for the presence of but

1 to 3 pores to each papular area. Near the end of the ray 1 to 2

subambulacral granules to each plate are enlarged, as in N. squamu-
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losa. I find this true also of the Japanese form, as well as of N,
tuberculata^ N. aegyptiaca^ N. goTnophia, N. frianti^ and N. lemonnieri

(to a slight extent). The character is not confined therefore to N.
squamulosa^ nor to a few species only.

This species is readily distinguished from N. squamulosa by the

greater regularity of the abactinal plates, and by the absence of the

enlarged granules on the papular areas. It may be distinguished

from N. semiscriata (von Martems) by the abactinal plates forming
regular transverse and longitudinal series. In N. semiseriata the

abactinal plates are described as being arranged in quincunx^ with

a single papular pore at the corners of the plates. This strongly

suggests the genus Narcissia^ in which semiseriata would seem to be-

long.

Type-locality.—Java.

Distribution.—Java, Palawan, and (including the form japonica)

Japan. Sluiter^ (1895, p. 61) records the species from the Moluccas.

Specimeiis examined.—Station 5357, North Balabac Strait (south

end of Palawan), 68 fathoms, coral, sand.

NARDOA TUBERCULATA Gray.

Plate 110, fig. 1.

Nardoa tuberculata Gray, 1840, p. 287; 1866, p. 15.—Sladen, 1889, p. 413.—
KoEHLEE, 1910rt, p. 157, pi. 17, figs. 1 and 2.

OpMdiaster tuberculatus Mulleb and Teoschel, 1842, p. 32.

Scytaster tuberculatus Perkier, 1875, p. 157.

Notes on Philippine specimeiis.—Perrier^ has described this spe-

cies and Koehler (1910a, pi. 17, figs. 1 and 2) has already figured it.

The only important variation in the Albatross specimens is the pres-

ence in 3 examples (starred in the list of specimens) of numerous

actinal and abactinal pedicellariae. These resemble large split gran-

ules. The abactinal pedicellariae are found on the papular areas and

are several times larger than the small granules of the papular areas,

and conspicuously larger than the granules on the convexity of the

plates (which exceed in size those of the sunken papular areas) . The
actinal pedicellariae are also larger than the granules, and are found

on the intermarginal papular areas, between the inferomarginal and

actinal intermediate plates, and on the single series of actinal inter-

mediate plates of the ray. Two small chevrons of actinal interme-

diate plates in addition to the complete series are present on the disk.

Some of the actinal pedicellariae have 3 jaws

In the Buton Strait specimen the abactinal plates are considerably

less convex than in the Philippine examples and if it is really tuber-

culata it is a variety intermediate between sections a^ and a^ of my

»BiJd. tot de Dlerk. Konink. Zool. Genoot., Afl, 17.

«1875, p. 157.
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foregoing synopsis. Without an abundance of material it is prac-

tically impossible to handle this genus with any degree of precision.

In the specimen in question none of the plates is really tuberculate.

In the Celebes specimen R=106 mm., r=about 18 mm., E=about
6 r ; breadth of ray at base, 20 mm. The largest Philippine example

(Port Binauga, Subig Bay) has the following measurements: R=91
mm., r=15 nmi., R=6 r; breadth of ray at base, 18 mm.
In the United States National Museum collection there is a small

specimen bearing the number 3293 (and another number, 2100).

There is no locality. This specimen has R, 48 mm. and on the abac-

tinal surface are 25 to 27 prominent low-conical plates forming

tubercular eminences among the others. Although larger than Per-

rier's type of iV. ohtusa this example resembles it and suggests the

possibility that ohtusa is a young tuberculata with the tubercules a

little more prominent than usual.

Type-locality.—Luzon.

Distribution.—Philippine Islands (Luzon, Cebu, Surigao Sea,

Masbate, Sulu Archipelago) to Buton Strait, Celebes; Batjan^,

Flores/ Batavia,^ Amboina, New Guinea.^

SpeciTnens exaTnined.—Ten, from the following localities

:

Mariveles, Luzon, 2 specimens.

Port Buanga, Subig Bay, Luzon, 1 specimen.

* Tilig, Lubang Island, off Luzon, 1 specimen.

* Port San Miguel, Ticao Island (off southern Luzon), shore; 1

specimen.

Camiguin Island, Surigao Sea, sand and coral ; 1 specimen.
* Catanigan Bay, Masbate, 1 specimen.

Tataan Pass, Simulac Island, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archipel-

ago, shore ; 2 specimens.

Great Tobea Island, Buton Strait (Cebeles), tide pools on coral;

i specimen.

NAKDOA FRIANTI Koehler.

Plate 109, fig. 1 ; plate 111, fig. 3.

Nardoa frianti Koehlek, 1910a, p. 158, pi. 17, figs. 3 and 4.

Koehler has given a full description with figures. The Albatross

specimens are nearly typical. It is to be noted here that the example

from station 5190 has the granules, especially on the tuberosities,

acorn-shaped and very slightly spaced, while on the other specimen

the granules are flattish and closely crowded. The latter specimen

has R=126 mm. and on the proximal third of the ray a series of

papular areas have appeared between the inferomarginal and ac-

iDoderlein, 1896, p. 319.

2n. L. Clark, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. 51, 1908, p. 283 (Sorong, New Guinea,

Thomas Barbour).
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tinal intermediate plates, with 2 or 3 pores to each area. The
smaller example with R=:72 mm. has a few of these small areas at

the base of the ray.

Type-locality.—Andaman Islands.

Distribution.—^Andaman Islands; Sulu Archipelago.

Specimens examined.—Two

:

Station 5159, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archipelago (off Tinakta

Island), 10 fathoms, coral sand; 1 specimen.

Station 5163, Tawi Tawi Group (off Observation Island), 28

fathoms, coral sand ; 1 specimen.

NARDOA TUMULOSA Fisher.

Plate 95, fig. 9 ; plate 109, fig. 2 ; plate 111, fig. 2.

Nardoa tumulosa Fisher, 1917&, p. 90.

Diagnosis.—In a general way resembling N. fHwnti Koehler in

having prominent, large, hemispherical, abactinal plates, but these

much fewer and relatively slightly larger than in frianti., lower in

proportion to width and evenly rounded or dome-shaped. They are

confined to the abactinal surface and the proximal tw-o-thirds of

ray
;
plates of distal third of ray small, crowded, convex ; disk high.

E,=about 90 mm., r=about 14 mm. R=6.4 r ; breadth of ray at base,

17 mm. ; height of disk, 21 mm.
Descinption.—The general form of this species, as well as the prin-

cipal differences between it and N . frianti are shown fairly well by
the figure. The prominent tubercles number about 10 to 15 on each

ray and are confined to the proximal two-thirds of the ray. Each
of these prominent plates is subcircular or elliptical (in which case

the long axis is transverse) and the edge of the plate is very slightly

and irregularly lobed, each lobe articulating with one of the irregu-

lar smaller and lower intermediate or secondary plates. The promi-

nent plates are dome-shaped and lower in proportion to the width

than are those of friamti. On the outer third of the ray the plates

are all small, rather strongly convex, and oriented longitudinally

(at least the more prominent ones, vv'hich are irregularly elliptical

in form). The abactinal granules are largest on the tuberosities,,

polygonal, and close-set, gradually diminishing in size toward the

papular areas, where they arc about half the diameter. The lower

convex plates also have the central granules enlarged. The papular

areas are smaller than the plates and in the type contain 15 to 30

pores, and in the smaller specimen only 6 to 10.

The proximal marginal plates are not at all globular as are some

of the superomarginals in frianti^ but are slightly convex, and the

central granules are enlarged as in the case of the abactinal plates.

The last 10 or 12 plates of both series frequently have the central

granule enlarged into a definite thimble-shaped tubercle, or there
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may be 2 or 3 such granules larger than the others. Some of

the distal abactinal plates are so armed. A single series of small

actinal intermediate plates extends about a third the length of ray;

for the remainder of the ray the large inferomarginal plates are in

contact with the adambulacrals. There is a series of intermarginal

papular areas but no papulae between the inferomarginal plates

and the furrow. In the type there is a series of a few intermarginal

plates at the base of each ray.

Adambulacral armature: Three or 4 furrow spines, blunt and

usually irregularly 4-sided in section; back of these is a series of

about 3 slightly thicker and much shorter, usually quadrate,

truncate, or round-tipped granules; then a definite series of 3 or

4 decidedly smaller granules, intermediate in size between the

first series and the actinal granulation. The outer edge of plate is

filled in with 1 or 2 irregular or angular series of granules identical

with those of actinal intermediate and inferomarginal plates.

Madreporic body small, circular, about midway between the mid-

dle of the elevated disk and the lower edge of the superomarginal

plates.

Type.—C^it. No. 37028, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5160, off Tinakta Island, Tawi Tawi

Group, Sulu Archipelago, 12 fathoms, sand; surface temperature 82°

F. ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from Tawi Tawi and Jolo, Sulu

Archipelago, 12 to 34 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Two, the type and 1 from station 55.55, off

Cabalian Point, Jolo Island, 34 fathoms, coarse sand.

Remarks.—There is a very slight possibility that this form may be

the adult of Nardoa ohtusa Perrier (1875, p. 169). I examined Per-

rier's type, in the British Museum. Perrier does not give measure-

ments nor does he indicate that the specimen is small. The meas-

urements are: 11=35 mm., r=8 mm. The abactinal plates are nearly

hemispherical and more prominent toward the end of ray than at

the base. The adambulacral armature is: Furrow spinelets 4, then

2 series of 3 granules each. I Avas able to compare this specimen

with young variolata., from which it differs in having 7 plates across

the base of ray (5 in variolata) .^ the plates circular in form, and the

secondaries larger than in variolata. The type of ohtusa is from
Siquijor, Philippines.

The type of ohtusa has relatively blunter rays than the smaller

specimen of tumulosa (R=63 mm.), and the tubercles are less

prominent on the disk and the base of the rays. Just what ohtusa

would look like, if adult, is rather difficult to conjecture. A detailed

comparison of the type with that of tumulosa is therefore omitted^

because the specimens are not really comparable.
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Genus OPHIDIASTER Agassiz.'

Ophidiaster Agassiz, M6m, soc. sci. nat. Neuchatel, vol. 1, 1835, p. 191,

Type, O. opMdianus (Lamarck).

KEY TO SPECIES OF OPHIDIASTEE HEREIN DESCBIBED.

a\ Center of some of the abactinal and marginal plates with 1 or more en-

larged, tuberculate granules, or with single tubercles, or spines.

6*. Adambulacral armature in 2 series, the subambulacral spine of irregular

occurrence; marginal and abactinal plates with conspicuous central

spine, or serial tubercles fuscus, p. 388.

6'. Adambulacral armature in 3 series.

c*. Papulae normally in 6 longitudinal series; plates with single central

tubercle ; sheath of pedicellariae with margin of depression entire,

not toothed or crenulate; papular areas large (except in young speci-

mens) with 10-12 pores tuberifer, p. 393.

c*. Papulae in 8 longitudinal series ; plates with several enlarged tubercu-

late granules ; sbeath of pedicellariae with crenulate or toothed

margin; papular areas small, with 3 or 4 pores trychnus, p. 390.

a^ Abactinal and marginal plates covered with a fine granulation without a

sign of central tubercles or spines ; adambulacral armature in a double

series on furrow, but the regular subambulacral spine lacking except in

a rudimentary condition at end of ray dtibiosus, p. 394.

OPHIDIASTER FUSCUS (Gray).

Plate 95, figs. 5, 5a-c ;
plate 103, fig. 4 ;

plate 104, fig. 1 ; plate 111, figs. 5, 6.

Tmnaria fusca Gkay, 1840, p. 283 ; 1866, p. 13.

Ophidiaster fuscus Perkier, 1875, p. 132.

Linckia megaloplax Bell, 1884&, p. 126.

I made some notes and sketches of Gray's type and the specimens

listed below appear to be fairly typical examples. The species is

somewhat variable. In most cases the color is a striking combina-

tion of " Bougainvillea " purple and brown. The accompanying de-

scription and figures will probably be useful for a comparison with

nearly related forms, O. hirsutus Koehler, for example.

Description.—General appearance very similar to that of 0. hir-

sutus. The abactinal and marginal plates are strongly convex and

form 7 regular series. The granules are smallest around the border

of plates, increasing in size toward the center, where they are unequal,

some of them being more convex than others. The granules of the

papular areas are unequal in size, some being subequal to the gran-

ules of the borders of the plates, others 2 or 3 times as large. The

center of the abactinal and marginal plates bears either a stout coni-

cal spine or a spine with 1 to several tubercular granules at the base,

or some plates may bear 2 to 5 tubercles shorter than the spines. The
largest specimen from station 5641 is remarkable for having on prac-

tically all the abactinal and on many of the superomarginal plates

as well a heap of upward of 9 or 10 unequal subconical or acorn-

shaped, enlarged granules instead of the spine. Most all the infero-

* Chione Gistel, Naturgeschlchte des Thlerrelchs, 1848, p. 176. Type, Chione ophidianua

(Lamarck).
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marginal plates have the spine. Many of the abactinal and marginal

plates have a large alveolar pedicellaria, sometimes 2, with a figure

8 depression into which the jaws closely fit when open. The entire

apparatus is two-thirds to three-fourths the length of plate. The
jaws are semicircular with 8 to 10 fine teeth and narrow abruptly

into a very slender stem. The alveoles have a smooth border ; rarely

with 1 or 2 indentations.

Papular areas conspicuous, in 6 longitudinal series (none actinal).

Each area is smaller than the neighboring plates and contains 7 to 10

pores scattered among granules of diverse sizes.

Adambulacral armature variable so far as the actinal spine is con-

cerned. Each plate has 2 furrow spines, or in some cases 3 at the

base of ray. These are flattened, truncate, and slightly hollowed or

faintly grooved on the furrow face. The adoral spine is commonly
broader at tip and the aboral narrower at tip than at base ; the lat-

ter appears to be slightly smaller. The subambulacral spine is thick,

broadly lanceolate to subconical, blunt, and separated from the fur-

row spines by 1 or 2 rows of granules. It is very irregular in oc-

currence. At the base of the ray there is likely to be 1 to a plate

(1 to every 2 furrow spines), but farther along ray any number of

plates may be skipped, so that sometimes only a very few are present

throughout the whole length of the furrow. Its place is usually

taken by a granule slightly larger than the rest.

One series of actinal intermediate plates extends nearly to end of

ray while a second series sometimes nearly reaches the middle. They
are very slightly convex with slightly larger granules near the mid-

dle than on the edge. A few pedicellariae may be scattered over

the actinal surface or they may be entirely absent.

Madreporic body large, but variable, subcircular with fine radiat-

ing branching striae.

Color in alcohol, light brown marked on the disk, base of rays, and

by 2 cross bars on the rays, with a brilliant light pinkish purple. The
specimen from station 5641 lacks purple and is mottled with darker
brown.

Tyfe.—British Museum.
Type-locality.—Migupou (probably a Philippine locality).

Distribution.—Philippine Islands (Gulf of Davao, Mindanao),

Celebes, and northwestern Australia, to 39 fathoms.

Specimens examined.-—Six

:

Station 5248, off Lanang Point, Gulf of Davao, Mindanao, 18

fathoms, coral; 1 specimen.

Station 5251, off Linao Point, Gulf of Davao, Mindanao, 20 fath-

oms, coral; 1 specimen.
Station 5252, same locality, 28 fathoms, coral : 1 specimen.

Station 5253, same Jocality, depth and bottom; 2 specimens.

13434—Bull. 100—19 26
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Station 5641, off Kalmo Point, Buton Strait, Celebes, 39 fathoms,

sand, shells; 1 specimen.

Remarks.—Koehler (1910«, p. 149, pi. 18, figs. 5 and 6) has de-

scribed a very closely related form, 0. Mrsutus from the Andaman
Islands, 11 to 25 fathoms, which may prove to be but a race of fuscus.

It lacks pedicellariae and has an inconspicuous actinal intermediate

series of papulae at base of ray, as well as a few other minor differ-

ences, including color.

I have examined a specimen of Linckia Tnegaloplax from the Alert

collection (Museum of Comparative Zoology) and I think it is very

probably the same as Ophidiaster fuscus.

OPHIDIASTER TRYCHNUS Fisher.

Plate 84, fig. 5 ; plate 95, figs. 6, Qa-d ; plate 103, figs. 2, 3 ; plate 107, fig. 6.

Ophidiaster trychnus Fisheb, 1913o, p. 215.

Diagnosis.—Differing from 0. pusillus Miiller and Troschel in

having the papulae in 8 longitudinal series, and the central granules

of the abactinal, marginal, and actinal plates enlarged, and subtu-

berculate on outer part of ray, and in having the pedicellaria sheaths

toothed, not entire; differing from O. tuberifer in having 8 longi-

tudinal series of papular pores, much larger and broader pedicel-

lariae, with the sheaths toothed, not entire, and in having a number

of enlarged granules on the plates, not a single conical tubercle of

predominant size. R=19 mm., r=4 mm., R=about 5 r. ; breadth of

ray at base, 5 mm. Eays cylindrical, only very slightly tapering, with

a blunt extremity capped by a dorsal, convex, roundish terminal

plate.

Description.—Seven series of abactinal and marginal subcordate

plates, the adoral narrower end overlying the broader aboral end ; 2

series, on either side, of smaller actinal intermediate plates, the inner

extending to within 4 inferomarginal plates of end of ray, the second

extending nearly half the length of ray. Abactinal and marginal

plates slightly tumid, each longitudinal series forming a low convex

ridge, separated by relatively shallow, but very evident, furrows, con-

taining the series of papular areas (8 in all). Granules slightly

spaced to contiguous, but not crowded; very unequal as to size and

form. Those covering papular areas are small and unequal, but

usually a little smaller than the pores themselves; next larger are

the granules between consecutive pore areas and along the transverse

margins of the plate, whence they increase very rapidly in size toward

the center of plate, the greater part of whose area is occupied by

blunt, broadly subconical, unequal, sometimes tuberculate granules, of

which 3 to 10 are of preeminent size, and either touch or are very

slightly spaced, the groups being usually wider than long—that is,
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transversely oriented. These granules increase slightly in length on

the outer part of the ray, especially on the marginal plates, 1 to 4

having the form of blunt conical tubercles. On the actinal inter-

mediate plates the granules are also unequal, several in the middle

of plate being subtuberculate and only a little smaller than the adja-

cent outer series of adambulacral tubercles. At the base of the ray

8 or 9 granules can be counted across the widest part of the plate.

Terminal plate dorsal in position, subcircular, or a little wider than

long, convex, with 2 or 3 tubercular prominences in a transverse series.

Relatively large 2-jawed excavate pedicellariae occur in very vari-

able numbers on the abactinal, marginal, and actinal intermediate

plates. They are more numerous in the cotype than in the type,

there being 1 or sometimes 2 on a majority of the plates. The form

into which the jaws fit when open is of the usual figure- 8 shape,

obliquely and longitudinally oriented, and is nearly as long as the

plate. Each jaw is broadly spatulate, semicicular distally, broader

than in 0. germani, and has 4 or 5 relatively large teeth with corre-

sponding indentations on the edge of the form. In well-formed pedi-

cellariae the diameter of distal expanded part of the jaw is about that

of the large granules. The alveolar " form " is excavated from the

plate itself and has a conspicuousl}^ elevated rim. The exact form

is best seen from the figure (pi. 95, fig. ^a-b).

Abactinal papulae do not reach the end of ray, but the intermargi-

nal series comes within about 3 superomarginal plates of the tip.

Actinal intermediate series extends about half the length of ray.

Abactinal and intermarginal papulae, usually 3 to an area; actinal

intermediate papulae, 3, 2, and 1.

Adambulacral plates wider than long, obliquely oriented; furrow-

spines 2 flattened, the adoral broadly spatulate, roundly truncate,

about twice as long as breadth at tip, the aboral slightly shorter,

much narrower, slightly tapering, and blimt. Forming a transverse

oblique, adorally trending series with the larger furrow spine, and

without intervening granules, is first a shorter compressed, broad,

round-tipped granule, then a longer, much thicker ovoid or acorn-

shaped slightly flattened tubercle, about as long as the larger fur-

row spine, but much more conspicuous. Between these consecutive

transverse series is a transverse series (occasionally 2) of elongate,

bluntly pointed granules ; and external to the series of tubercles is a

less regular series of shorter actinal intermediate tubercles, inter-

spersed with a few longitudinally oriented pedicellariae. The outer

adambulacral tubercle is directly behind the median, and that is

nearly opposite the interval between the adoral larger spine of one

plate and the aboral spine of the adjacent (adoral) plate. This is

due to the oblique orientation of the plates.
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Madreporic body large, with irregular, branched, centrifugal striae.

It is situated on the adradial series of plates, nearer to margin than

to center of disk.

Anal aperture surrounded by about 6 subtriangular granules, larger

than the other granules.

Type.—Q2ii. No. 32639, U.S.N.I^T.

Tyjye-locality.—Port Palapag, north coast of Samar; no record of

depth or bottom, but probably collected on reef ; 2 specimens.

Distribution.—Samar and vicinity, to 67 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—The types and a very small specimen, prob-

ably belonging to this species from station 5482, Surigao Strait, east

of Leyte, 67 fathoms, broken shells, sand, green mud.

Remarks.—This species is distinguished from the great majority

of Ophidiasters by having the adambulacral armature in 3 series.

It seems to require comparison chiefly with O. pusillus Miiller and

Troschel, from which it differs in having the papular areas in 8,

not 6, longitudinal series, in having the sheaths of the pedicellariae

toothed to correspond with the serrate blades, not entire as described

by Perrier (1875, p. 131). The granules are more tuberculate on the

center of the plates, especially the marginals, and the inner sub-

ambulacral spine is opposite an interval between 2 furrow spines,

whereas in pusillus Perrier states that this spine is opposite the

smaller of the furrow spines. 0. pustulatus von Martens is described

as having the furrow spines in 3 series, which would seem to ally it

with the present form, but Doderlein (1896, p. 317) believes that this

species is identical with O. purpureus Perrier, which is figured by de

Loriol (1885, p. 14, figs. 3-3A). 0. purpureus has the adambulacral

armature in 2 series, and furthermore is characterized by having a

granule between the furrow spines (and facing the furrow), a fea-

ture which it shares with 0. cylindricus Miiller and Troschel and

O. squameus Fisher. If Doderlein is correct, O. pustulatus is not

closely related to O. trychnus. But aside from this, 0. pustulatus has

longer rays (R=9 r) a more uniform granulation (not at all tubercu-

late), and less numerous subambulacral spines.

The few Indo-Pacific species of Ophidiaster having the adambu-

lacral armature in 3 longitudinal series along the ray may be briefly

contrasted as follows

:

o\ Some of the abactinal antl marginal plates with a central tnbercle, or sev-

eral cons])icuous tuberculate granules, especially on the distal part of

the ray.

6\ Excavate pedicellariae present; subambulacral spines of a plate con-

tiguous.

c\ Papulae normally in 6 longitudinal series; plates with single central

tubercle; sheath of pedicellariae with margin of depression entire,

not toothed or crenulate; papular areas large (except in young speci-

mens) with 10-12 pores 0. tuherifer Sladen

(Andaman Islands, Sulu Archipelago, Torres Straits).
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c". Papulae in S longitudinal series; plates with several enlarged tuber-

culate granules ; sheath of pedicellariae with crenulate or toothed

margin
; papular areas small with three or four pores.

0. tryclmus Fisher (Samar).

W. No pedicellariae ; subanibulacral spines of a plate separated by granules.

O. ornatus Koehler (Ceylon).

a^ Abactinal and marginal plates without tubercles or tuberculate granules.

6\ Excavate pedicellariae, with entire, not crenulate, sheaths; abactinal

and marginal plates not strongly convex and naked centrally.

O. pusillus Miiller and Troschel (New Caledonia, Philippine Islands).

h". No pedicellariae; abactinal and marginal plates tumid or nodose, with
naked central area 0. iriocriattis Fisher (Hawaii;!u Islands).

OPHIDIASTER TUBERIFER Sladen.

Ophidiaster tuberifer Sladen, 1889, p. 404, plate 65, figs. 1 to 4.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—There are two specimens, one

quite small and. the other unusually large. Both differ from typical

0. tuberifer.^ but nevertheless seem referable to this species. The
smaller example, with R equaling 20 mm., differs in one important

respect from the type. In Sladen's specimens the papular areas are

large, with 10 to 12 or sometimes more, papulae, but in the Philip-

pine example there are only about three papulae to each area. The
pedicellariae are a little larger than in Sladen's figure, and many of

the adradial plates are provided with a central tubercle. The gran-

ules are also somewhat coarser. Whether these differences are racial

or fall within the normal age or individual variation of O. tuberifer

can not be determined. The presence of six series of papular areas,

and numerous pedicellariae with smooth bordered sheaths, together

with a triseriate adambulacral armature would suggest 0. pusillus

Miiller and Troschel, but so far as known that form does not have

central tubercles on any of the abactinal or marginal plates. In the

specimen under consideration most of the marginal, carinal, and
many of the distal adradial plates (as well as a fcAv of the proximal)

have a central tubercle, sometimes two.

The measurements of the larger specimen (station 5147) are as

follows: R=67 mm., r=9 mm., R = 7.4 r; breadth of ray at base, 10

mm. The most important difference presented by this specimen is

the irregularity of the adambulacral armature which is biseriate ex-

cept for a short distance at the base of ray. The armature appears

to be demoralized, as there is no regularity. Many plates lack sub-

ambulacral spines altogether. When one is present it is usually sep-

arated from the furrow spines by 2 rows of granules; when 2 are

present, which is relatively seldom, a series of granules separates

them, and also the inner from the furrow spines. The outer spine

is also smaller than in Sladen's figures. There are usually 2 but some-

times 3 furrow spines, the adoral the largest. The carinal series

lacks tubercles, as did Koehler's Andaman specimen. The granules.
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pedicellariae, papulae, and general appearance indicate that this

specimen is O. tuberifer or at most a variety. The papular areas

are large and in 6 longitudinal series with upward of 18 pores to an

area on the disk, and 15 on the ray, the number decreasing toward

the end of ray.

The abundant pedicellariae would readily distinguish this speci-

men from 0. ornatus Koehler, to which the granules between the

subambulacral spines would suggest an alliance. The biseriate and
generally irregular character of most of the adambulacral armature

does not at all conform to the triseriate separated armature of

omotus. This specimen is certainly not normal.

Type.—In the British Museum.
Type-locality.—Challenger station 186, Torres Strait, off Cape

York, 8 fathoms, coral mud.

Distribution.—Torres Strait; Andaman Islands, 53 fathoms

(Koehler) ; Thursday Island (Doderlein) ; Sulu Archipelago.

Specimens examined.—Two

:

Station 5153, off Tocanhi Point, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archi-

pelago, 49 fathoms, coral sand, shells.

Station 5147, 8.4 miles southwest of Sulade Island (near Jolo),

Sulu Archipelago, 21 fathoms, coral sand, shells.

OPHIDIASTER DUBIOSUS (Koehler).

Plate 110, fig. 2 ;
plate 111, fig. 4.

LincJcia duMosu Koehler, 1910a, p. 155, pi. 18, fig. 10, 11.

Notes on Philippine specimen.—In the possession of a few excavate

slender pedicellariae, this specimen differs from the type. The abac-

tinal plates are a trifle more convex, and, as noted in the description

beloAV, there is present a rudimentary subambulacral spine or granule

near the tip of ray. Otherwise the specimen agrees very well with

the description given by Koehler. To be sure the madreporic body

is subtriangular, but that is always subject to considerable variation

in this genus.

The species may be characterized as resembling 0. sclerodermus

Fisher and O. tenellus Fisher, but with more tumid and more regu-

larl)'^ arranged abactinal and marginal plates, few or no pedicellariae,

and no subambulacral spines, except in a rudimentary state at end

of ray.

The following is a description of the specimen

:

R=55 mm., r=7.5 mm., E=7.3 r; breadth of ray at base, 8 to 8.5

mm. Plates arranged in very regular longitudinal and transverse

series. Abactinal and marginal plates roughly shield-shaped, nearly

equal, separated b}^ very regular series of papular areas, 6 in all.

Plates evenly convex, the sulcuses separating the longitudinal rows
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of plates being deeper than the transverse sutures. Papular areas

much smaller than the plates, containing 3 to 5 pores; no papulae on

actinal surface. Plates overlaid by a close covering of nearly uni-

form small granules, about 20 in the diameter of a proximal carinal

plate. They are very slightly smaller in the sulcuses between the

plates. A very few alveolar pedicellariae with slender curved jaws

are present on abactinal surface. They resemble the pedicellariae of

O. sclerodermus (Fisher, 1906, pi. 31, fig. 2).

One series of actinal intermediate plates extends nearly to tip of

ray, a second series about half length of ray, and a third series to

about the fourth inferomarginal. These plates are covered with

a close uniform rather fine granulation similar to that of the abacti-

nal and marginal plates.

Adambulacral plates with an apparently double furrow series but

no subambulacral spine or granule until near the tip of ray. Proxi-

mally the plates have 3 short, broad, subtruncate spinelets set slightly

obliqueh', so that 2 appear to be on the edge of furrow, and the third

(which is the adoral) back slightly, partly behind the middle spine

of its own plate and the aboral spine of the adjacent adoral plate.

This spinelet is a little heavier than the other 2, which are marked
by a shallow sulcus running the whole lengih. On the outer third

of ray a fourth granule, subspherical, and similar to the adoral

granule just spoken of, stands obliquely adorad of the latter and rep-

resents apparently the true suboral spine. It forms with the median

and adoral furrow spine (the latter being oif the furrow margin)

an oblique transverse series, usually without intervening granules.

Throughout most of the ray, therefore, there is only the double fur-

row series, the true subambulacral granule appearing in a rudimen-

tary form at the end of ray.

Madreporic body subtriangular, slightly nearer the margin than

center and marked by fine, irregular, radiating striae.

Color in alcohol, light brown mottled with darker, the sulcuses fre-

quently marked with darker brown.

Type-locality.—Andaman Islands.

Distribution.—Andaman Islands and Surigao Strait, to 67 fathoms.

Specimen examined.—Station 5482, Surigao Strait, east of Leyte

(4.5 miles southeast of Cabugan Grande Island), 67 fathoms, broken

shells, sand, green mud.
Remarks.—Despite slight points of difference, such as the posses-

sion of a very few pedicellariae, I think the Philippine specimen is

referable to Koehler's species, the type of which is smaller (E=28
mm.). This would partly account for the absence of pedicellariae.

I have placed the species in Ophidiaster because the plates are very

regularly arranged in longitudinal series, a few pedicellariae are
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present very similar to those of O. sclerodermus^ and lastly because

near the extremity of the ray a rudimentary subambulacral spine or

granule makes its appearance. I recall that the species presents

several analogies to Linckia; it will not be surprising if the genera

actually intergrade.

O. dubiosus resembles O. rhdbdotus Fisher (Hawaiian Islands) but

the latter has an actinal series of papular pores (8 series in all) and

large, spatulate subambulacral spines. 0. sclerodenrms Fisher and

0. tenellus Fisher (Hawaiian Islands) and O. tmnescens Koebler

(Aru Islands) are characterized by having no actinal papulae, but

all three are provided with well developed subambulacral spines.

In fact the absence of these in 0. dubiosus separates it from all

other Ophidiasters.

I have never seen Ophidiaster pusiUus (Miiller and Troschel) , but

judging by Perrier's observations (1875, p. 128) that species resem-

bles a Linckia. Perrier states that in certain respects its adambula-

cral armature is intermediate between that of Linckia and Ophi-

diaster. The pedicellariae have a different form to those of duMosus,

being shorter and denticulate.

Genus LEIASTER Peters.

Leiaster Peteks, Monatsber. d. k. preuss, Akad. d. Wiss. Berlin, Apr. 1852,

p. 177. Type, L. coriaceus Peters.

LEIASTER ANALOGUS Fisher.

Plate 84, fig. 1 ; plate 95, fig. 7 ; plate 112, fig. 1.

Leiaster analogus Fisheb, 1913c, p. 215.

Diagnosis.—Resembling L. coriaceus Peters in having grooved fur-

row spines, but differing in having longer, slenderer rays, numerous

pedicellariae, and the abactinal papulae in very definitely circum-

scribed areas. Differing from other species of Leiaster in having

channeled furrow spines. R=125 mm., r=:13.5 mm., R=9 r; breadth

of ray at base, 15 mm. Rays unequal, the longest 8.5-9 times as long

as width of ray at base.

Desoi'iption.—General form closely resembling that of L. leachii.

Whole body overlaid by thick tough skin obscuring, unless dried, the

outlines of the 4-lobed, smooth plates, which are arranged in regu-

lar longitudinal and transverse series. There are 7 longitudinal

series of abactinal and marginal plates, and on either side 2 series of

smaller actinal intermediate plates, 11 series in all. Pedicellariae

very inconspicuous unless specimen is dry ; after drying they become

conspicuous. They are situated on the edge of the plates or on mar-

gin of papular areas, and each consists of 2 very slender spatulate

curved jaws which fit into smooth depressions of a roughly crescent-

shaped calcareous piece, embedded in the skin. One to 4 of these
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are present on most of the papular areas. Each apparatus is about

one-fourth or one-fifth the transverse diameter of the plate in length.

A few calcareous grains are scattered in the skin of the papular areas

and can be seen only when specimen is dry. There are no granules

whatever on surface of plates as in L. leachii.

Papular areas slightly sunken, in 8 regular longitudinal series,

each area before drying appearing slightly larger than the adjoining

plates; after drying, slightly smaller. Before drying the areas of a

series appear to be nearly or quite confluent; after drying they be-

come sunken and this appearance is lost. There are 15 to 35 pores to

an area.

Adambulacral spines slender, of uniform width, truncate or round-

tipped, subequal, and one-half to one-third longer than the base line

of the comb. They are marked by a shallow grove from near the

base to near the tip—the groove not reaching either end. This mark-
ing is best shown on the proximal half of ray, being often rather

faint on the spines of the distal half. Three is the commonest
number, but many plates of the type have 4. The furrow spines are

united by a continuous membrane, their tips forming a scalloped edge

to the furrow margin. The actinal spine is heavy, subcylindrical. and
a little longer than the furrow spines, having often a slightly swollen

and flattened tip. On the outer part of the ray the spine usually

skips 2 plates, but at the base frequently occurs on every other plate.

One specimen has 4 rays, the rest 5.

Type.—C^t. No. 32640, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5165, off Observation Island, Tawi Tawi
Group, Sulu Archipelago, 9 fathoms, coral: 4 specimens.

Distrihution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—^This form agrees with Leiastev coriaceus Peters in

having grooved furrow spines. It differs from coriaceus in having

abundant pedicellariae, longer, slenderer rays, less flattened dorsally,

in having the abactinal papulae in perfectly circumscribed areas (not

scattered indefinitely everywhere), and in having the furrow spines

untapered and truncate. The skeleton appears to be more regular than

in adults of coriaceus. L. analogus differs of L. leachii in having
perfectlj'^ smooth plates, not finely granulated ones, in having more
numerous and grooved adambulacral furrow spines, and in having

abundant pedicellariae. L. speciosus is described as differing from
L. leachii only in possessing pedicellariae. On account of the pres-

ence of pedicellariae I was at first inclined to regard analogus as a

race of speciosus.^ but if speciosus is really so close to leachii the rela-

tionship of analogus can not be in that direction, for it lacks the fine

granules figured and described by de Loriol as characterizing the

plates of leachii; moreover both leachii and speciosus have only 2

ungrooved furrow spines, while coriaceus and analogus have 3 (or 4)
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grooved spines. Apparently, then, analogus bears much the same

relation to coriaceus as speciosus does to leachii. On the other hand,

in the form of the ray and the regularity of its plates, analogus re-

sembles more nearly leachii.

L. glaher and L. callipeplu^ lack pedicellariae and have furrow

spines without grooves.

Genus BUNASTER Doderlein.

Bunaster Doderlein, 1S96, p. 317, pi. 22, figs. la-g. Type, B. ritteri Doder-

lein.

BUNASTER LITHODES Fiaher.

Plate 95, figs. 8, 8a-h
;
plate 124 ; fig. 4.

Bunaster Uthodes Fishee, Idllb, p. 91.

Diagnosis.—Very close to B. Htteri in general appearance, but

differing in lacking the curious ball-and-socket granules of that

form, and in having abundant, low, bivnlved pedicellariae on the

papular areas, and a few narrow spatulate tongs-shaped pedicellariae

on the abactinal plates ; outer actinal intermediate plates larger than

the inner, and subambulacral spines slightly narrower; granules

between the naked areas of plates smaller and more numerous.

E = 22 mm., r = 5 mm., R = 4.4 r; breadth of ray at base, 6 mm.
Description.—In the arrangement, form, and surface of plates

very similar to typical Bunaster ritteri, but on account of the speci-

men being much larger than the type of ritterl, the interniarginal

and adradial plates extend farther along the ray, and the second, or

outer, actinal intermediate series is lacking only on a trifle less than

the terminal third of the ray. The number of plates in each of the

marginal and in the radial series has increased. The form of the

naked part of the plates is best seen in the photogi'aph. They re-

semble, in miniature, irregular boulders set in coarse, pebbly mortar.

The surface of the plates, like that described and figiired for ritteri,

is rough with regular microscopic bosses which, when viewed under

the microscope, remind one very strongly of the compound eye of

an insect. These bosses decrease in size toward the middle of the

plate, and are found also on the surface of granules. The larger

plates also have whitish swellings on the surface, sometimes elongate,

sometimes small, roundish, and upward of 5 or 6 in number. Abac-

tinally the plates are separated on the oblique transverse sutures by

2 or 3 series of granules, and usually by 3 to 5 along the longitudinal.

Superomarginals 17 or 18 ; inferomarginals the same ; visible inter-

marginals about 13 or 14. A second row of intermarginals consist-

ing of about 3 small plat€s is found in the arm-angle ventral to the

main series. Both supero-and inferomarginals are oriented as in

htteri—obliquely with the actinal end pointing toward the mouth,
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and the relative size and form of the exposed surface is as in ritteri.

The inferomarginals are nearly elliptical and narrower than the

superomarginals "which are oval, the broad end actinad. Terminal

plate large, almost identical with that of Titteri.

The outer row of actinal intermediate plates has the exposed sur-

face, which is elliptical or roundish, conspicuously larger than that

of the inner row, at least for half the length of ray. The outer series

extends about two-thirds the length of ray, and 2 or 3 irregular

series of granules separate them from the inferomarginals, and 1

or 2 from the inner series, while transversely, the plates of each

series are separated by 2 or 3 rows of granules.

Each adambulacral plate has 2 furrow spines, rounded truncate,

about twice as long as broad, and the adoral a trifle narrower than

the other. The subambulacral spines are narrower than figured for

ritteri^ elliptical in shape, separated from the furrow spinelets

(which extend above the level of the granules for about half their

length) by usually a single series of granules, and from one another

by 1 or 2 series. Usually at the base of the spines in the interval

between them is an enlarged granule which is most prominent on

the middle third of the ray. These granules, which vary in size

from 2 to 5 times the diameter of the others usually are separated

from the adjacent spines by a single series of very small gi-anules.

Papular areas in 10 longitudinal series with usually 3 papulae to

an area: 4 abactinal, 2-f-2 intermarginal, and l+l actinal interme-

diate.

The peculiar sphaeridialike structures described as pedicellariae

by Doderlein in B. ritteri seem to be entirely absent. But each

papular area has 1 to 3 low bivalved pedicellariae, whitish in color,

and each valve is about 1.5 to 2 times the size of an adjacent granule.

The contour of the pedicellaria is that of a fairly broad ellipse with

the ends truncated. A few of the abactinal and marginal plates

have a tongs pedicellaria with two slender spatulate jaws, 1.5 to 2.5

times as long as their breadth at base, which fit into conspicuous de-

pressions of the plate when open. (See figs. 8a-&, pi. 95.)

The madreporic body, just outside a primary basal plate has

branched radiating ridges and narrow deep striae.

Color of dried specimen, burnt umber marbled on the rays with

Naples yellow.

Type.—No. 2498, Museum of Comparative Zoology.

TTjpe-locality.—Apo Reef, Mindoro Strait, Philippines.

Specvmen examined.—The type is the only known specimen.

Remarks.—I am greatly indebted to Dr. H. L. Clark for permis-

sion to describe and figure this form, which was not taken by the

Albatross expedition.

Bunaster ritteri is from Amboina.
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Genus LINCKIA Nardo.

Lin[c]kia^ Nardo, Oken's Isis, 1834, p. 717. Type, L. typus Nardo=Z/. lae-

vigata (Linnaeus).

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF LINCKIA HEREIN LISTED.

a\ Furrow spines separated by several granules in a perpendicular series.

b *. In large specimens R=more than 6 r ; rays 9 times as long as wide ; papu-

lar areas numerous, small, about the size of the plates, 6 to 12 pores

;

no median radial area free from papular areas; 2 or 3 madreporic

bodies multifora, p, 400.

b *. R=about 6 r ; rays 5 times as long as wide ; papular areas superficially

larger than the plates ; a median radial area free from papular areas

;

1 madreporic body laevigata, p. 400.

a *. Furrow spines not separated by several granules in a perpendicular series.

guildingii, p. 401.

LINCKIA LAEVIGATA (Linnaeus).

Asterias laevigata Linnaeus, 1858, p. 662.

Linckia laevigata Lutken, 1871, p. 265.

Specimens examined.—Twenty-four from the following localities:

Apra Bay, Guam, 4.

Tilig, Lubang Island, off Luzon, coral reef, 2.

Pandanon Island, between Cebu and Bohol, coral, 2.

Port Palapag, Samar, 1.

Port Langcan, Dumaran Island, eastern Palawan, coral, 1.

Machesi Island, eastern Palawan, coral, 1.

Tara Island (small island off west coast), Mindoro Strait, 2.

Tataan Pass, Simaluc Island, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archipelago.,

shore, 6.

Station 5558, Cabalian Point, Jolo Island, 15 fathoms, coral, 1.

Balayan Bay, shore, 1.

West coast Palani Island, 2.

No locality, 1.

Distribution.—Red Sea, Mozambique, Mauritius, Zanzibar, Per-

sian Gulf, Madras, Andaman Islands, Flores, Timor, Celebes, Batjan,

Philippines, Amboina, New Guinea, New Caledonia, Guam, Caroline,

Fiji, Samoan and Hawaiian Islands.

LINCKIA MULTIFORA (Lamarck).

Asterias multifora liAMAEcic, 1816, p. 565.

Linckia multifora Lutken, 1871, p. 267.

Specimens examined.—Three from the following localities

:

Bay of Apra, Guam.
Tomahu Island, near Bouro Lsland, Molucca Islands, tide pools.

Papatag Island, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archipelago.

^Johannes Gistel, Naturgeschlchte des Thlerreichs, 1848, makes a new genus Vndina
for Linkia Nardo. Undina is preoccupied In fishes. He also makes a new genus
Catantes for " Linckia Agasslz." In other words, he coins two new names for the same
generic group. There was no necessity for these new names.
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Distribution.—Red Sea, Mozambique, Mauritius, Sulu Archipelago,

Celebes, Molucca Islands, Amboina, New Caledonia, Fiji, Samoa,
Guam, Hawaiian Islands.

Remarks.—The specimen from Tomahu Island is a comet form,

and has only a very few gi^anules between the furrow spines. The
subambulacral series of enlarged granules is, however, separated

from the furrow spines by 1 or 2 series of small granules. The ex-

ample from Papatag Island is quite small (11=26 mm.) and no
granules have yet appeared between the furrow spinelets. This speci-

men would be classified as L. ehrenbergii if the subambulacral en-

larged granules were not well spaced from the furrow spines; in

L. ehrenbergii they are contiguous.

These three specimens appear to be quite distinct from a young
L. laevigata (R=25 mm.) from station 5558. The latter has a median
radial area free from papulae and 1 madreporic body; the 3 speci-

mens of multifora have 2 madreporic bodies, and no median radial

area free from papulae.

LINCKIA GUILDINGn Gray.

Linckia guihlingii Gray, 1840, p. 285 (St. Vincent).

LincJcia pactflea Geay, 1840, p. 285 (Tahiti).

Linckia diplax Muller and Troschel, 1842, p. 30.

One specimen with R equaling 215 mm. from Jolo (shore).

Distribution.—West Indies, Bermuda, Vera Cruz, Bahia, Abrol-

hos Reefs, Cape Verde Islands, Mauritius, Madagascar, Persian Gulf,

Andaman Islands, East Indies, Tahiti, New Caledonia, Fiji, Tonga,
Samoan, and Hawaiian Islands.

Remarks.—Linckia guildingii, L. pacif^ca, and L. diplax have

been separated on the basis of very variable characters, such as the

number of madreporic bodies and length of ray. No one has been

successful in pointing out any constant differences of importance

between L. guildingii and L. paciflca. Much the same difficulties have

been encountered in separating diplax and paciflca., while guildingii

and diplax are practically identical, even to the duplication of the

madreporic body.

The specimen collected by the Albatross is large, has one madre-

poric body, and would therefore be ranked with L. pa/^ifica of

authors.

Family GANERHDAE Perrier.

Genus TARACHASTER Fisher.

Tarachasfer Fishee, 1915c, p. 216. Type, T. tenuis Fisher,

Diagnosis.—Rays slender, disk small; dorsolateral plates 4-lobed,

imbricated in regular transverse and longitudinal series; plates

of median radial region mostly 3-lobed, irregularly imbricated,
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marginal plates actinal in position, separated from adambulacrals

over most of ray by a single series of actinal intermediate plates,

and on disk by small plates in transverse series; actinal interradial

areas small
;
papulae single in the small interspaces between abactinal

plates; plates convex and armed with a group of short, blunt, spine-

lets resembling parapaxillae or pseudopaxillae, 15 to 20 to a plate;

marginal and actinal spinulation compact ; adambulacral plates small

with slightly curved furrow margin ; spines small, crowded, grading

into actinal spinulation; proximally 5 or 6, distally 3 or 4 furrow

spines, with 2 to 4 crowded series each of 2 or 3 subambulacral spines.

Well-developed superambulacral ossicles ; ampullae double ; tube feet

rather small, with well-developed sucking disks.

Remarks.—It is difficult to place this genus. The presence of

double ampullae, closely placed and regularly imbricated plates, and
presence of superambulacral ossicles debar it from the Echinaster-

idae. The two other available families are the Ganeriidae and Aster-

inidae. While Tarachaster resembles Nephantliia superficially, on
account of the radial zone of irregularly arranged plates, I think its

relationships are more with the Ganeriidae. Superambulacral ossicles

have not been reported in either the Ganeriidae or Asterinidae. The
imbricated pseudopaxillae, with definite lobes, the definite but not

particularly conspicuous marginals, the actinal intermediate plates

in transverse columns, and the character of the adambulacral arma-

ture are not dissimilar to these features in the Ganeriidae. The
slender rays and very reduced actinal interradial areas are new to

the Ganeriidae, but in the Asterinidae a parallel case is found in

Nepanthia, where the character varies within the genus. But Tara-

chaster does not seem to me to be closely related to any known genus

of the Ganeriidae. The superambulacral plates remain something

of a problem.

TARACHASTER TENUIS Fisher.

Plate 41, figs. 7, 7a; plate 120, fig. 4; plate 121, fig. 3; plate 126, fig. 1.

Tarachaster tenuis Fishee, 1913e, p. 216.

Diagnosis.—Eays 5. R=67 mm., r=12 mm., R= 5.5+r; breadth of

ray at base 14 mm.; rays depressed, rather slender, long, bluntly

pointed ; disk small ; sides of ray rounded and occupied by the abac-

tinal plates; abactinal plates small, those on disk and along radial

area of ray irregularly three-lobed, imbricating ; dorsolateral, lateral,

and narrow portion of ventral surface occupied by four-lobed plates

in about 10 longitudinal series at base of ray, also forming transverse

series; 3 series of larger plates adjacent to adambulacrals, the outer

two being the marginals; plates covered by small, stout, upright,

round-tipped, often clavate, close-set spinelets in groups resembling
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low parapaxillae, 15 to 20 to a group; single papulae between the

abactinal plates ; adambulacral plates small, armature dense, upright,

the spinelets grading from the furrow series into those of the actinal

intermediate and marginal plates; furrow spines proximally 5 or

6, distally 4 or 5, prismatic or four-sided, blunt or truncate, the proxi-

mal and distal shorter than the central 3 or 4 ; subambulacral spines

in 2 or 3, sometimes 4, series, with 2 or 3, or proximally 4, shorter,

less stout spines in each series. General appearance suggestive of a

Henricia with closely placed plates.

Description.—The center of disk and a broad radial streak is paved
with close-set, irregularly placed plates bearing a paxilliform group

of 15 to 20 short, cylindrical, untapered, round-tipped spinelets either

standing erect or diverging. On either side and occupying the dorso-

lateral, lateral, and part of actinal surface are 10 longitudinal series

of close-set plates which also form regular transverse series, and
each bears a roundish, flat-topped, paxilliform, group of 15 to 20

short, equal, blunt spinelets, in every way similar to those of the

radial areas. As noted above the plates are not arranged in quincunx,

but in fours, four of them forming a nearly perfect square. At the

corners of the regularly arranged plates as well as on the radial

areas and disk are single papulae. Adjacent to the adambulacral

plates, and actinal in position are 3 series of close-set, rather irregu-

larly elliptical plates, abruptly larger than the dorsolaterals and

without papulae between them. The outer 2 are the marginals and

the imier series is actinal intermediate. The superomarginals are

slightly the largest.

The marginal and the actinal intermediate plates on the ray,

usually, also form pretty definite transverse series and all are cov-

ered closely with short, relatively thick, round-tipped spinelets a

trifle larger than the dorsolateral spinelets. The spinelets form not

very regular 4-sided groups—about 20 to a plate. On the disk

several additional series of small actinal intermediate plates are in-

terpolated so that the marginals withdraw to about the middle of r,

and become smaller as the interradial line is approached so that it is

difficult to distinguish them except that the superomarginals are here

larger than the dorsolateral plates (here actinal in position). The
latter also become smaller on this actinal interradial portion of the

disk, and the papulae are lacking proximad of the tenth supero-

marginal.

Between the first superomarginal and second adambulacral of

each ray are 6 intermediate plates. Opposite the first adambulacral

is a short series joining a couple of unpaired plates so as to form a

Y-shaped group. A large plate just back of the mouth plates is

embraced by the arms of the Y. Opposite the seventh inferomar-

ginal are 2 intermediate olates in a transverse row. Opposite the
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sixteenth plate there is but a single plate between the inferomar-

ginals and adambulacrals. This single longitudinal series persists

to within about 12 mm. of the tip of ray. Between the first and

seventh inferomarginals the number of plates in the transverse se-

ries decreases from 6 to 2. The whole actinal interradial area

proper is very small, as half of the actinal surface of the disk is

occupied by " abactinal " plates.

If a portion of the abactinal skeleton is denuded and cleared the

irregular plates of the median portion of ray are seen to be mostly

3-lobed and very strongly but irregularly imbricated. The plates

themselves are not of uniform size and scarcely 2 are of exactly the

same shape. The dorsolateral plates, on the contrary, are regularly

4-lobed and the proximal longitudinally directed lobe overlies the

corresponding distal lobe of the next plate adorad, while the trans-

verse lobe directed toward the radial line overlaps the external lobe

of the next plate. The dorsolateral papulae occupy singly the small

interspaces and are consequently in regular longitudinal and trans-

verse series.

Adambulacral plates small, close- set, with a slightly curved fur-

row margin. The adjacent actinal intermediate plate encroaches

upon the surface which is usually a little longer than wide. Fur-

row spines proximally 5, the 3 median 3-sidcd or quadrate in section,

round-tipped or truncate ; the proximal and distal spines are shorter

;

usually the distal is about one-third or one-half as long as adjacent

spine and the proximal about one-half or three fourths. The first

few plates usually have the spines more flattened at the end. Occa-

sionally there are 6 spines and distally usually 5 or 1. Just back of

the furrow spines (which stand upright) are 3 or 4 shorter spinelets

with thicker ends, and back of these about 3 or 4 slightly smaller

spines, which stand so near the actinal intermediate plate that it is

difficult to determine sometimes to Avliich plate they belong. The

plates at about the middle of ray have 3 or 4 longitudinal series of

spines, 2 or 3 in each series. The adambulacral spines are ail blunt,

very close-set, and they grade from the furrow spine into the actinal

intermediate spines.

Mouth plates very small with nearly straight furrow margin bear-

ing 5 to 7 compressed furrow spines with broad tips and edge

to furrow, heavier than the adambulacral spines, and increasing

slightly in length toward the inner angle. Behind these on each

plate is a row of 4 or 5 smaller subambulacral spines which occupy

about all of the remaining surface of the plate.

Madreporic body small, surrounded by 6 plates of which 1 on

the adcentral side is largest, and situated slightly adcentral to the

middle of r.
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Superambulacral plates present. These are attached to the lower

end of the ambulacral ossicles and the upper end is subtruncate and
often broader than the lower, which is more or less rounded.

Tyfe,—Q2X. No. 32642, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5543, oft' Point Tagolo, northern Minda-
nao, 162 fathoms, sand; bottom temperature, 54.5° F.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Family METRODIRIDAE Fisher.

Metrodirinae Sladen, 1889, p. 415.

Metrodiridae Fishee, 1917d, p, 171.

Diagnosis.—Whole skeleton overlaid by a rather thin skin par-

tially obscuring the outlines of the plates; rays slender; abactinal

plates tessellate, partly imbricated, with small spines; marginal

plates large, forming side wall of ray, there being 1 or more series

of intermarginal plates on the proximal part of ray; actinal inter-

mediate plates reduced to one, between mouth plates and infero-

marginals; papulae isolated, strictly abactinal; tube feet with suck-

ing disk devoid of calcareous deposits; ampullae single; interbra-

chial septa rudimentary, practically absent.

Genus METRODIRA Gray.

Metrodira Gray, 1840, p. 282. Type, Metrodira subulata Gray.

Scaphaster de Loriol, 1899, p. 27, pi. 3, fig. 1. Type, Scaphaster humherti
DE Loriol.

This puzzling genus was placed in the Linckiidae by Sladen (1889,

p. 415), and other authors have followed his lead.

It shows an outward resemblance to the Asteropidae, however,

barring the single fact of the very slender rays. De Loriol (1899,

p. 27) described a very young example as a new genus which he

placed in the Gymnasteridae (=Asteropidae) near Asteropsis

{=Petricia)

.

Sladen stated that " its external facies and general structure ap-

pear to indicate an intermediate position between the Linckiidae

and Echinasteridae."

Unfortunately the specimens at my disposal are small. The char-

acters which would lead one to place this genus in the Asteropidae

(restricted to Asterope and Petrkia) are as follows:

The thin skin which covers the plates and spines; the conspicuous

marginals not unlike those of Petricia; the loosely tessellate abac-

tinal skeleton, bearing skin-covered spinelets. The characters which
are adverse, so to speak, are : The conspicuous series of intermarginal

plates, the absence of actinal intermediate plates, except a single

plate back of the mouth plates; the rudimentary interbrachial sep-

tum without a calcareous pillar (perhaps, however, due to small size

of disk)
; the single ampulla to each tube foot.

13434—Bull. 100—19 27
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The features which seem to ally Metrodira to the Echinasteridae

are: The single ampullae, spinose abactinal plates, and the adambu-

lacral armature. The intermarginal plates and the very reduced ac-

tinal intermediate areas are quite consistent with this family, but

the very conspicuous marginal plates are not. The interbrachial

septa are very rudimentary, practically absent, although it is not

possible in the small specimens at my disposal to be certain of this

point.

Beyond a certain similarity due to the outward form, particularly

to the slender rays, the Linckiidae have little claim to this genus.

The presence of intermarginal plates and of single ampullae, and

the absence of actinal intermediate plates and of interbrachial septa

with calcified pillar will debar Metrodira from the Asteropidae,

Ganeriidae, and Poraniidae, while additional differences in the abac-

tinal skeleton make the last two families unsuitable homes.

Even the Echinasteridae appear to be incompatible. The abactinal

plates of Metrodira are tessellated, not at all reticulate, while the

marginal plates are large, compact, and form a vertical side to the

ray. The interbrachial septa are almost lacking.

It seems better to place this genus in a separate family rather than

to enlarge the Echinasteridae and in a measure spoil its homogeneity.

The case of Metrodira is much like that of Acanthaster, Mithrodia,

and Valvaster. which have at one time or another been in the Echi-

nasteridae.
METRODIRA SUBULATA Gray.

Metrodira subulata Gray, 1840, p. 282.

—

Perriek, 1875, p. 180.

—

Koehleb,

1910a, p. 172, pi. 4, figs. 1 and 2; pi. 18, fig. 9; 1910b, p. 284, pi. 15,

fig. 3 ; pi. 17, fig. 3, 4, 5.

Scaphaster humberti de Lobiol, 1899, p. 27, pi. 3, fig. 1.

Doctor Koehler^ has given a detailed description and figures

of this species. The Philippine examples, the larger measuring

R, 25 mm., and r, 4 mm., are less spiny abactinally. The proximal

plates of the intermarginal series are nearly as large as the adjacent

inferomarginals, and there is usually an odd interradial intermargi-

nal plate, but not an odd supero- or inferomarginal. The intermar-

ginals extend about half the length of ray.

Type-locality.—Migupou (probably a Philippine locality).

Distribution.—Macclesfield Bank; Philippine Islands; Torres

Strait ; Aru ; Amboina ; northwest of Australia ; northeast Australia

;

George Sound, New Zealand ; Bay of Bengal ; Ceylon.

Specimens examined.—Two from the following stations

:

Station 5431, off Corandagos Island, eastern Palawan, 51 fathoms,

sand.

Station 5432, same locality, depth, and bottom.

lAbhandl. Senckenberg. Naturf. Gescel., vol. 33, 1910, p. 284.
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Family PORANIIDAE Perrier.

Poraniidae Perbtek, 1894, pp. 163, 227.

—

Verrill, 1915, p. 68.

Asteropidae (part) Fisher, 1908, p. 90; 1911(Z, p. 247.

—

Verrill (part)

1914a, p. 304.

The family Asteropidae is restricted to Asterope and Petricia {As-

teropsis)^ while the Poraniidae, which appears to be allied to

the Asterinidae. includes the old genera DerTnastenas, Porania, Tylas-

ter^ Marginastei\ and Poraniomorpha'^ (including Rhegaster and
Lasiuster) as well as the more recently defined genera : Ohondraster ^

Verrill, Culcitopsis^ Verrill, Poranisca- Verrill, Poraniella^ Verrill.

Genus MARGINASTER Perrier.

Marginaster Perrier, 1881, p. 16. Type, M. pectinatus.

MARGINASTER PAUCISPINUS Fisher.

Plate 131, figs. 2, 2a.

Marginaster paucispmus Fisher, 1913c, p. 216.

Diagnosis.—Differing from M. capreensis (Gasco) [M. ftmhriatus

Sladen] in having no actinal intermediate and A^ery few abactinal

spinelets, broader marginal plates with slightly longer spines, more
distinct lobes to the carinal plates, and 2 narrowly spatulate, webbed,

subambulacral spinelets in a longitudinal series near the furrow

margin; furrow spines 2 on the first 2 plates, then 1. It=ll mm.,
r=8 mm., general form arcuate pentagonal ; whole body overlaid by
skin; a few carinal, apical, and superomarginal spinelets, all incon-

spicuous; a conspicuous marginal fringe of webbed, flattened, nar-

rowly spatulate spines
;
plates not superficially visible.

Description.—Abactinal plates obscured by the skin, which is

smooth. Spinelets few. There is present a carinal series of short,

clavate spinelets, about twice as long as broad, and few in number.

Near center of disk these outline a rude star, and within this are a

few small scattered almost granuliform spinelets. On either side of

the ray there are a very few small spinelets.

The abactinal skeleton is revealed by immersion in weak caustic

potash solution. In the arrangement of plates it is very similar to

that of M. capreensis, figured by Ludwig (1897, pi. 7, figs. 13 to 23),

but the plates themselves are slightly different in form. The skeleton

1 Professor Verrill is in error in regarding Rhegaster as the oldest name for this group.

Poraniomorpha dates from 1881 (Danielssen and Koren, Nyt. Mag. for Naturvidenska-
berne, vol. 26, p. 189; type, P. rosea). Rhegaster Sladen was described in 1883 (Trans.

Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. 32, p. 155 : type, Solaster tumidus Stuxberg) . Lasiaster Sladen dates

from the Challenger Asteroidea (1889, p. 371, type L. villosus). See Verrill, 1914b,

p. 17.

^ For these genera, see Verrill, 1914b, pp. 17-21, and 1915, pp. 68-80. Chondraster
was described originally as a Rub<;enus of Porania (Amer. Journ. Scl.. vol. 49, p. 137,

type Porania grandis). The type of Porania, s. s., is P. puvilla (O. F. Miiller).
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is open, leaving large meshes or interspaces and is of the reticulate

type. The center of disk is occupied by plates forming a conven-

tional star, the tips of whose rays are the primary radial plates; the

interradii are large five-lobed primary ba,sal plates. The side of the

rays of this star is formed by a long slender ossicle. Within the

star is a pentagon of plates inclosing the central plate, which is at-

tached to the pentagon by short connectives, and the corners of the

pentagon are the basal plates. The carina! series consists of about 7

plates, the primary radial being elongate cordiform, the others prom-

inently four-lobed, except the last 2 or 3, which are irregular. These

imbricate so that a lobe extends laterally on either side. In contact

with the prominent inferomarginals, which form a flange to the edge

of ray, is a series of three-lobed superomarginal plates, which are

connected with the lateral processes of the carinals bj'^ 1 or 2 (second

and third carinals) slender ossicles. There are 7 supevomarginals,

and 5 of the transverse trabeculae, the last 2 superomarginals touch-

ing the reduced carinals (or sometimes the last lateral has no carinal

opposite). Two slender ossicles end to end extend from the first

superomarginal to the basal plate, close to the companion of the ad-

jacent ray, so that the inner ossicles of each series touch along their

whole length. These clasp the small madreporic body, which is on

the outer lobe of a basal plate (Ludwig's JRl).

The inferomarginals, 7 in number, are much broader than long,

flat, slightly spaced, with a curved border bearing, 4 or 5 webbed, flat-

tened narrowly spatulate spines as long as the base line of comb, the

whole forming a flangelike ambitus. The outer end of the plate is

slightly broader than the inner and the transverse margins are

slightly concave. Parallel with the marginal series of spines and

close to them on the upper surface of the plate is a series of 3 or 4

very small spinelets scarcely visible until specimen is treated with

caustic potash.

Papular areas in 2 series on each ray, the outer being "intermargi-

nal." The largest area is the proximal adradial. which has 8 or 9

papulae, while the others have 2, 3, or distally 1 papula. The larger

areas have several white grains scattered in the integument.

The actinal intermediate plates are in general similar to Ludwig's

figure 23. A series of oblong plates, one interradial, is adjacent to

the inferomarginals. These are the largest intermediate plates. The

largest, interradial in position, is scalloped on the inner border and

constricted in the middle. The other 4 plates of each ray alternate

wdth the inferomarginals and the outer end underlies the inner end

of the marginals; moreover the plates are distinctly spaced. The

other actinal intermediate plates are in transverse columns. Three

columns start from the interradial and, bv branching variably, have
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3 or 4 branches touching the proximal 4 or 5 adambulacrals of each

ray. From the second inferomarginal there are usually 2 short col-

umns of 2 plates each, while the third and rudimentary fourth infero-

marginals touch the adambulacrals. Conspicuous spaces exist be-

tween the columns of plates, the plates themselves being compara-

tively large and elongate cordiform or elongate ovate in form.

Adambulacral plates small, wider than long, and obliquely ori-

ented. The first 2 plates have 2 small, blunt, slightly tapering fur-

row spinelets; the subsequent plates 1. Near the furrow margin in

a longitudinal series are 2 webbed, narrow^-spatulate truncate spine-

lets about as long as width of plate, and 1.5 the length of the fur-

row spinelets which they generally obscure by bending over furrow.

Mouth plates narrow with 4 furrow and 2 suboral spinelets similar

to those of the adambulacral plates except that the inner furrow

spine is larger.

Type.—C^t. No. 32641 U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—State 5310, China Sea, vicinity of Hongkong (lat.

21° 31' X.; long. 116° 13' E.), 100 fathoms, sand, shells; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from tj^pe-locality.

Remarks.—This species resembes M. capreensis (Gasco) whicli

Ludwig considers the same as the subsequenty described J/, fmhria-

tm Sladen. In M. paueispinus there are few abactinal and no actinal

intermediate spinelets, w^hile in capreensis the former are abundant,

and Sladen 's figure (1889, pi. 58, fig. 5) shows a few actinal spinelets.

The carinal plates of M. paucispiniis have more prominent lobes than

are figured by Ludwig. and the inferomarginal plates are much
wider than long while the marginal spines are longer. In 31. capreen-

sis the 2 subambulacral spines are tapering, cylindrical and form a

transverse series, while in paucispinus they are spatulate, flattened,

and in a longitudinal series. In M. pectinatus Perrier, M. echinula-

tus Perrier, and 3/. pentagonus Perrier the subambulacrals are either

in a transverse or an oblique series. The first has 1 furrow and 1 or 2

subambulacral spines; the second, 3 to 5 furrow and 2 or 3 subam-

bulacral spines; the third, 1 furrow and 2 or 3 subambulacral in the

same transverse series. M. paiwispinvs alone, therefore has the sub-

ambulacral spines in a longitudinal series.

Family ASTERINIDAE Gray, emended.

Genus AvSTERlNA Nardo.

A-<iteyinu Xardo, Oken's Isis, 1834, p. 716. Type, .4. minnta Xardo=.l. (jih-

bosa (Perrier).

—

Verrill, 1913, 477-485.

Professor Verrill has divided the old genus Asterina into the fol-

lowing genera:

Asterina; type. A. gibhosa; included species: A. trochiscus (Ret-

zius).
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AsteHnides Verrill; type, A. folium (Liitken) ; included species:

A. cefheus (Miiller and Troschel), A. wega (Perrier), A. minuta

(Linnaeus), A. modesta Verrill.

Patiria Gray, 1840; type, P. coccinea (Gray) ; included species: P.

miniata (Brandt), P. chilensis (Liitken), P. gayi (Perrier), P. gran-

ulosa (Perrier), P. fectinifera (Miiller and Troschel), P. granifera

(Gray), P. novae-zelandiae (Perrier).

Patiriella Verrill; type P. regularis (Verrill); included species:

P. exigua (Lamarck), P. calcar (Lamarck), P. -fimbriata (Perrier),

P. squamata (Perrier), P. calcarata (Perrier), P. pusilla (Perrier),

P. gunnii (Gray).

Asterinopsis Verrill; type, A. penicillaris (Lamarck); included

species: A. pilosa (Perrier), A. lymani (Perrier).

Enoflopatiria Verrill; type, E. marginata (Hupe)=^. stelUfera

(M6bius)=4. hraziliensis (Liitken) =4. minuta (Miiller and Tro-

schel, not Linnaeus),

I have examined one or more representatives of these groups. Pro-

fessor Verrill in his synopsis (p. 479) relies upon the absence of

pedicellariae to distinguish Asterinides from Asterina and Patiria

from Enoplopatiria.

I do not think that the pedicellariae form a reliable generic char-

acter in this family. They are absent in Asterina, coronata cristata

and present in Asterina coronata euerces. Relying upon the abactinal

skeleton and spines I find it very difficult to separate Asterinides from

Asterina. The ventral genital pores of Asterina giUhosa., if re-

stricted to that species, are certainly an important character, but in

practice it is often very difficult or impossible to find them. Asterina^

as used in this paper would include, therefore, Professor Verrill's

Asterinides. and similarly I would unite Patiria and Enoplopatiria.

Following Professor Verrill's table somewhat, the genera as herein

used are contrasted as follows

:

a\ Abactinal plates of papular areas all of one kind, the exposed part usually

roundish, elliptical, cordate, or shield-shaped, wholly or partly spinulose.

Two-bladed pedicellariae present or absent Asterina.

a*. Abactinal plates of papular areas of 2 or more diverse kinds, the larger

proximally arched or crescentic, and notched for passage of papulae; be-

tween these are groups of small ovate or pyriform ossicles inserted end-

wise, mostly bearing small roundish clusters of spinules.

6\ Actinal intermediate plates each with a fan-shaped group of 2 to 8 spines,

usually webbed. Pedicellariae present or absent Patiria.

b'. Actinal intermediate plates each with 1 or sometimes 2 spines; fewer

secondary abactinal ossicles than in Patiria; no pedicellariae Patiriella.

6*. Actinal intermediate plates each with a fascicle of slender spines; pedi-

cellariae, absent or present Asterinopsis.
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ASTERINA CEPHEUS (Muller and Troschel).

Plate 115, fig. 4.

Asterina burtonii? Gray, 1840, p. 289.

Asteriscus cepJievs Muller and Troschel, 1842, p. 41.

Asterina cepheus von Martens, 1866, p. 85.

—

De Loriol, 1885, p. 69, pi. 21,

figs. 1 to 5.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—The largest specimen has the fol-

lowing dimensions: K=:20 mm., r=:8 mm., R=:2.5 r. The spinelets

are all rather longer than in de Loriol's figure.

Type-locality.—Batavia.

Distribution.—Ked Sea, Indian Ocean (Zanzibar in the south,

Nicobar Islands, Ceylon, Mergui at the north), Java, Philippines,

Torres Strait, Australia, New Guinea, New Caledonia.

Specimens examined.—Five

:

Tataan Pass, Simulac Island, coral reef; 2 specimens. Maricaban

Island, off Batangas Bay, Luzon, shore ; 3 specimens.

Remarks.—The type of Asterina hurtonii has been lost, according

to Professor Bell.^ Although the name probably refers to this

species, in the absence of an authentic specimen Gray's description is

quite insufficient. It seems better to retain the well-known name so

long as a reasonable doubt exists as to the identity of hurtonii.

ASTERINA CORONATA CRISTATA Fisher.

Plate 115, fig. 3 ; plate 131, figs. 4 4a.

Asterina cristata Fisher, 19166, p. 27.

Asterina coronata cristata Fisher, 1918, p. 111.

Diagnosis.—Related to A. cepheus, but with a variable number
(30-55 to a ray) of the abactinal plates elevated and tubercular in

form, and surmounted by 1 to 5 unequal, robust, pointed spines, the

largest 4 or 5 times as long as the spinelets of the other plates, and

many times greater in diameter ; the other abactinal plates with 5 to

10 short, sharp spinelets in spaced groups situated usually on the

adcentral border; these spinelets are tapering, slender, 3 or 4 times

as long as the width of their base, and in each group are placed with

the bases touching, the spinelets themselves radiating apart. In cen-

ter of disk a poorly defined pentagon of elevated plates. At base of

ray are 6 regular series of papulae on either side of a radial area of

irregularly arranged pores, the two areas corresponding to regions

of regularly and irregularly arranged plates. The plates of the

regular lateral series (of which there are 10 at the base of ray) are

arranged in quincunx and those of the papular areas are hollowed

out or excavated on the mesial border for the papula which is over-

iBell, 1884, p. 131; Perrier, 1875, p. 316 (unable to find type).
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hung and evidently protected by the group of spinelets. In the

radial area the slight hollow is on the adcentral border. Inferomar-

ginal plates with a conspicuous tapered spine surrounded by smaller

spinelets. Actinal intermediate plates with a group (not a comb)

of 2 to 4, mostly 3, basally webbed spinelets. Furrow spines usually

6, webbed for alDout half their length, the 3 or 4 median conspicuously

larger than the laterals ; subambulacral spines usually 4, the 2 median

much longer than the laterals (in the cotype there are 5 or 6, of which

2 are enlarged). Oral spines 5, webbed, the 2 innermost conspicu-

ously enlarged ; suboral spines 3 to 5, upright, webbed, 2 of them of

predominant size. Rays 5, rather narrow, longer than usual, and

with a rounded extremity. R— 37 mm., r=14.5 nun., R=2.5 r;

breadth of ray at base, 15 mm.
Tyye.—No. 689, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge,

Massachusetts.

Type-locality.—Ponape, Caroline Islands.

Distribution.—Caroline Islands.

Reinarhs.—The number of protuberances probably varies somewhat

with age and local conditions. In the cotype, Avhich has R, 25 mm.,

they are fewer.

In the Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte (vol. 32, 1866, p. 73), von

Martens describes Asterina coronata from Batjan, Molucca Islands,

and from Larentuka, Flores Island, and records its occurrence at

Amboina. His description states that the relation of the minor to

the major radius is as 1 to 2 or 2^, that the abactinal plates are

so arranged that the dorsal surface has a honeycombed appearance,

the plates bearing 5 or more spinelets, and that scattered over the

dorsal surface are groups of 2 to 4 heavy spinelets with a common

base, such groups being found on the sides and radial regions of

the ray, but not close to the border. On the disk these special spine-

lets outline an irregular pentagon.

The elevated specialized abactinal plates of cristata., with their

tuft of enlarged spines, I take to be the same as von Martens's

" Biischel von 2-4 starken Stacheln mit gemeinsamer Basis," which

he says, " stehen auf den Armen ziemlich zerstreut, sowohl auf

dem Riicken als an den Seiten, aber nie ganz nahe am Rande."

Thus the chief character of the two species is the same. As Dr.

H. L. Clark has suggested in a letter, the two species are probably

the same, although there exist certain discrepancies. Von Martens

does not mention subambulacral spines, but states that the furrow-

spines are "in einer Reihe, 4 oder 5 fast gleich Grosse auf jeder

Platte." and that the actinal intermediate plates have 2 relatively

long sharp spines. The type of Asterina aetata has 2 to 4, mostly

3, actinal intermediate spinelets, usually 6 furrow-spinelets webbed
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for about half their length, the 3 or 4 median conspicuously longer

than the laterals, and usually 4 subambulacral spinelets, of which

the 2 median are much longer than the laterals. I think it is pos-

sible that von Martens overlooked the small lateral furrow-spinelets,

although not likely: but certainly in no specimens seen by me are

the furrow-spinelets ever subequal.

The case is somewhat complicated by 2 specimens of a race of

ooronata which I saw some years ago in the British Museum. One
was contained in a box with Nepanthia inaculata^ labeled " Mig-

upou, 7 to 12 fathoms, fine sand coral—Cuming.-' The other was

labeled " Port Essington. Australia." In the first specimen there

are 20 or 25 of the prominent plates to each fifth of the body. The
actinal intermediate plates have, in the neighborhood of the furrow,

about 5 or 6 spines in a rude circle, one spine being longer than

the others; near the ambitus there are 3 spinelets, with often 1 or

2 standing niesad from the principal comb. The furrow-spinelets

are 5 or 6 webbed, the laterals shorter than the mesial spinelets;

the subambulacral spinelets are 4 or 5, shorter and stouter than

the furrow-spinelets, and also graduated in size, the mesial spine-

lets being longest. I made no notes on the Australian specimen, but

my impression is that it does not materially differ from the other.^

Thus the actinal intermediate spinelets are more numerous than

in the types of coronata and cristata^ while the adambulacral arma-

ture is about the same as that of cristata. The prominent abactinal

plates are fewer than in cristata^ and more like the condition in

Japanese specimens.

Dr. Seitaro Goto, in his work on Japanese Asteroidea, carefully

figures and describes a species from the southern parts of Kyushu
and adjacent islands which he calls Asterina novae-zelandiae, Per-

rier, but which I believe is a form of coronata^ as it possesses the

prominent abactinal plates so characteristic of coronata. Thus
there are records from southern Japan to northern Australia.

As a beginning towards straightening the tangle of apparent

races, I would suggest the subjoined scheme. Any further evidence

for or against it or in any way bearing upon the status of Asterina

coronata., will be most welcome:

ffl'. Abactinal spiniform pedicellariae present; 2 adambulacral furrow spine-

lets; 8 or 9 marginal mouth spinelets; 12 to 14 enlarged abactinal

plates Asterina coronata euerces (Fisher). (Palawan.)

a. '. No spiniform pedicellariae present ; furrow spinelets 4 to 6 ; marginal

mouth spinelets 5 or 6.

* For the privilege of examining those and many other specimens of Asteroidea in the
British Museum (Natural History) I am indebted to Prof. F. Jeffrey Bell.
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&\ Actinal intermediate spinelets usually more than 3; near the furrow 5

or 6, forming a circle or group (not a tsraight comb) ; furrow spinelets

5 or 6; 20 to 25 prominent abMctin.il plates to each fifth of body,

Asterina coronata fascicularis Fisher* (Migupou; Port Essington?)

6 '. Actinal intermediate spinelets 2 or 3, but not often 4.

G *. Furrow spinelets 4 or 5 ; actinal intermediate spinelets usually 2 ;
promi-

nent abactinal plates moderate in number (up to 25 to each fifth of

body) and with as many as 25 spinelets to a plate.''

Asterina coronata coronata, von Martens. (Southern Japan, Batjan,

Larentuka.)

c^ Furrow spinelets 6; actinal intermediate spinelets usually 3 (2 to 4) ;

prominent abactinal plates numerous (more than 30 and as many as

50 to each fifth of body) and with not more than 15 spinelets to a

plate, frequently 10 or less,

Asterina coronata cristata (Fisher). (Caroline Islands.)

Prof. A. E. Verrill in his Revision of the Genera of Starfishes

of the Subfamily Asterininae (1913, pp. 479, 480) gives primary im-

portance to abactinal pedicellariae in distinguishing two of his new

generic groups. The presence of pedicellariae abundantly in the

Palawan race and their absence in Japanese and Caroline Island

specimens show the character to be unreliable for generic dis-

tinctions. Of course, I recall that in the case of Astenna Professor

Verrill has pointed out that the type, A. gihhosa^ has the gonoducts

opening just back of the mouth plates. If this character is confined

to the restricted Asterina it will furnish a very important additional

feature.
ASTERINA CORONATA EUERCES Fisher.

Plate 115, figs. 1, 2 ;
plate 116, figs. 1, 2 ; plate 131, figs. 5, 5a.

Asterina cristata euerces Fishee 1917&, p. 91.

Asterin<i coronata euerces Fisher, 1918, p. 110.

DiagTwsis.—Very close to typical A. coronata cristata but differing

in having abactinal, spiniform pedicellariae, only 12 to 14 swollen

abactinal plates to a ray, 8 furrow spines, and 8 or 9 marginal mouth

spines. R=20 mm., r=9 mm., R=2.2 r; breadth of ray at base, 10

mm.
1 Fisher. 1918, p. 110. This new race is certainly different as regards the actinal inter-

mediate armature. Von Martens states that there are two spinelets in coronata. Of

course, specimens may prove to be variable.

Mr. Alvin Scale, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, who has lived many years in

the Philippine Islands, tells me he has sailed past a fairly well-known Migvpou Point;

but I have not been able to locate it. with available maps, on Mindanao or on Luzon. Mr.

Scale does not recall upon which of the two islands the point is found. It is quite pos-

sible that this is the locality from which so many of Gray's types were derived.

^ So far as true coronata is concerned, the remarljs concerning the number of prominent

plates and the number of spinelets on these plates are conjectural. These observations

refer to the Japanese form, described and figured by Dr. S. Goto ("A Descriptive Mono-
graph of .Japanese Asteroidea," 1914, p. 650, pi. 19, figs 279-281), which may, of course,

be quite distinct from typical coronata of the Moluccan region. There are indications

that a second race of this species, apparently distinct from cristata, is found in .Japanese

waters. In the Museum of Comparative Zoology is a specimen labeled as from Japan
with only about 5 prominent abactinal plates to the ray, 6 furrow spines, 5 to 7 subambu-

lacral spines (2 enlarged), and 3 to 5 actinal intermediate spines. The spinelets of the

ordinary abactinal plates are shorter than in either cristata or euerces. It would seem

to fit in near fascicularis.
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Description.—^Abactinal plates tilted obliquely as in the typical

form so that the papular pore is at the bottom of a funnel-shaped

depression, somewhat overhung on the abcentral side by a crescentic

group of upward of 15 or 16 slender, tapering, sharp spinelets 3 to

5 times as long as their width at base. Plates arranged as in typical

form, but with a well-developed pentagon of elevated plates in the

center of disk, inclosing an apical area containing about 28 small

plates having each 1 to 10 spinelets. On each median radial area

12 to 14 plates in an irregular double series (or scattered) are much
higher and more prominent than the others, and bear a conspicuous

tuft of spinelets, which increase rapidly in length toward the mid-

dle of the plate where there are 3 to 5 tapering sharp spines much
larger than the others. The spinelets of the other plates are in more
or less crescentic groups on the radial regions at base of ray, and
on disk outside of the apical area, but only a part of them are

so formed on the distal portion of ray. On the lateral areas of ray

where the plates are arranged in regular series the groups are fascic-

ulate, and are not crescentic except sometimes on the innermost of

the regular series.

Numerous plates bear, on the concave side adjacent to a papular

pore, a simple pedicellaria consisting of 2 to 4 sharp spinelets slightly

stouter than the rest. These resemble somewhat the fasciculate

pedicsllariae of Pectinaster. Papular pores in about 4 regular series

on either side of the median radial area; over the latter they are,

at least proximally, arranged in quincunx but not very regularly;

about 5 pores can be counted across it at base of ray.

Inferomarginal plates rather prominent, forming a narrow flange,

the outer end of the plates bearing a double or a triple series of

spinelets, or a tuft, the central being much the largest. The plates

are relatively more prominent than in A. cepheus.

Actinal intermediate plates in 7 chevrons; 2 longitudinal series

practically reach the tip of ray, while a third very nearly reaches it

;

a fourth extends two-thirds the length, measured along side, and a

fifth about one-third. The plates bear 3 to 5 spines, webbed for

about half their length. When there are more than 3 they form a

fascicular group ; when 3 are present they form a single series.

Furrow spines slender, scarcely tapered, 8 or occasionally 9, united

by membrane nearly to the tip, and forming a scoop-shaped fan.

The 5 central spines are of nearly equal length, and 1 aboral is only

about half as long, while 2 adoral spines are successively two-thirds

and one-third the length of the central spines. Subambulacral spines

6, united by membrane, the median 2 or 3 tapering, pointed, much
heavier than the laterals, and much stouter than the furrow spines

and adjacent actinal intermediate spines. Wlien expanded these

spines form also a scoop-shaped or concave fan lying over the fur-
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row series. Usually, however, they are bent upward and form a

group.

Mouth plates with a marginal series of 8 or 9 spines, increasing

very gradually in size toward the innermost, and all united by mem-
brane. On the outer part of the plate is a suboral fan of 5 or 6

spines on a slight eminence. These stand parallel to the margin ad-

jacent to first adambulacral, and the inner end of the series bends
inward toward the median suture, sometimes inclosing a single spine.

Madreporic body situated just external to the ring of raised apical

plates and with 2 spines on the convex irregularly pitted surface.

Type.—Q^t. No. 37036, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Ulugan Bay (near mouth of Baheli River)

Palawan Island, 2 to 5 feet, mud, sand, seaweeds.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—The following differences are observable between

Asterina coronata cristata and A. coronata eu/t'ces.

Asterina coronata cristata.

N'onprominent abactinal plates with

usually only 5 to 10 spinelets on the

radial region of ray.

No abactinal pedicellarlae.

Actinal plates adjacent to adambu-
lacral plates with 2, 3, or 4 spinelets

(regularly 4 on cotype, which has R,

25 mm.)
Furrow spines usually 6. sometimes 7.

Subambulacral spines 4, the 2 me-

dian much enlarged (in the cotype 5

or 6, the 2 median enlarged).

Marginal mouth spines o.

Asterina coronata eurces.

Nonprominent abactinal plates with

usually 10 to 15 spinelets on the radial

region of ray.

Numerous abactinal spiniform pedi-

cellariae.

Actinal plates adjacent to adambu-
lacral plates with 4, 5, or 6 spinelets

—

usually 5.

Furrow spines 8, sometimes 9.

Subambulacral spines 6, the 2 me-

dian not so much enlarged as in

cristata.

Marginal mouth spines 8 or 9.

Genus PATIRIELLA Verrill.

Patiriella Vebrill, 1913, pp. 480, 483. Type, A.<iteriiui regnlaris Verrill.

PATIRIELLA EXIGUA (Lamarck).

Plate 109, figs. 3, 4.

Asterias exigua Lamarck, 1816, p. 554.

Aster-ina exigun Pekrier. 1875, p. 302.

—

Koehler, 1910a, p. 129, pi. 9, figs. 6

and 7.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—The largest example has the fol-

lowing dimensions: R=20 mm., r=14 mm. There are a consider-

able number of six-rayed specimens, and a very few four-rayed.

The papulae are restricted to the disk and a rather broad petaloid

area on the radii comprising about a dozen longitudinal series. On
the interradial line the papulae extend a little more than one-half r

toward the margin. Outside the papular area the plates carrj' 7 to 10

relatively coarse, thimble-shaped granules in a group. On the papu-
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lar areas the granules are also few, slightly spaced, and about 7 to

12 in number. Adambulacral spines: Two on edge of furrow (3

may occur on first few plates) and 1 much coarser subambulacral

spine. Between the base of latter and first row of actinal inter-

mediate spines is a conspicuous naked space. Actinal intermediate

spines 1 to a plate, and lacking on a small area back of the mouth
plates.

Type-locality.—Unknown.
Distribution.—Cape of Good Hope, Madagascar, Mauritius,

Andaman, and Nicobar Islands, Java, Moluccas, Philippines, south

and east Australia.

Specimens examined.—One hundred and one

:

Maricaban Island, off Batangas Bay, Luzon, shore; oo specimens.

Port Binanga, Subic Bay, Luzon; 14 specimens.

Besoga, Luzon ; 4 specimens.

Jamelo Bay, Luzon; 1 specimen.

Mantaquin Bay. eastern Palawan, sand; 5 specimens.

Panbutan Bay, western Mindanao, reef ; 1 specimen.

Little Santa Cruz Island, Zamboanga, Mindanao; 1 specimen.

Babuan Island, Jolo, coral reef; 8 specimens.

Pangasinan Island, Jolo ; 1 specimen.

Tataan, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archipelago, shore; 1 specimen.

Sandakan, Borneo, beach; 7 specimens.

-No label, 3 specimens.

Genus ASTERINOPSIS Verrill.

Astciinop.'iis Verrill, 1913. p. 480. Type, Asterinu penicillaris (Lamarck).

The following species is by no means typical. There are very few
secondary abactinal ossicles and there are small abactinal spiniform

pedicellariae. It is apparently related to Paranepa/nthia.

ASTERINOPSIS PEDICELLARIS (Fisher).

Plate 114, figs. 2, 3 ; plate 121, fig. 1 ;
plate 132, figs. 2, 2a.

Nepanthia pedicellaris Fisher, 1913c, p. 217.

Diagnosis.—Eays 6; R = 22 mm., r = 8 mm., R = 2.75 r; breadth

of ra}' at base, 7 or 8 mm. ; abactinal surface arched, actinal surface

plane ; rays tapering, bluntly pointed ; radial area of crescentic plates

proportionately very broad and not cleai'ly marked off from" the

lateral areas which at base of ray are only about 5 plates broad, these

being subcircular pseudopaxillae ; larger crescent plates bearing

35 to 45 minute, sharp spinelets, and sometimes a simple pedicellaria

composed of 2 spinelets stouter than the others, furrow spines 6 or 7

webbed, the adoral much the smaller; subambulacral spines webbed,

8 to 12; proximal actinal intermediate plates with 7 to 9 slender,

webbed spines.
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Descri'ption.—Abactinal plates crescentic, those of disk not reg-

ularly arranged ; along median radial region is an area 6 or T plates

wide where the plates are arranged in quincunx with sometimes a

small roundish plate in the concavity of the crescent; then on either

side are regular longitudinal series of plates, about 10 at the base

of ray and 3 to 5 at the tip, which meet the superomarginal series

obliquely. Near the margin, forming an area 5 plates wide at base

of ray, the plates are in transverse series (between the outermost

oblique longitudinal series of crescentric plates and the ambitus),

are elliptic or quadrate in form, have no papulae between them, and

bear subcircular groups of radiating spinclets. The crescentic plates

bear 35 to 45 very delicate sharp spinelets r.nd have a papula on the

concave side.

There is no lateral flange. The superomarginal plates are clearly

distinguishable and are about the same size as the small adjacent

abactinal plates, while the inferomarginals are considerably larger,

are set obliquely, and bear an elliptical group of numerous fine spine-

lets.

On either side of the interradial line 9 actinal intermediate plates

can be counted between the adambulacral plates and margin. The

series opposite the first and second adambulacrals do not reach the

margin, while the third is complete. The plates also form longitu-

dinal series, 4 extending to the middle of ray, but only 1 attaining

the tip. The proximal plates bear 7 to 9 slender, slightly tapering,

pointed spines united for half their width by membrane ; the smaller

plates bear 6 or 7 spines. The spines form a group rather than 2

series, as it frequently happens that 5 to 8 spines form a circle

around a central spine, and all flare apart, more or less, but are

nevertheless directed toward the margin.

Furrow spines 6 or 7, slender, very slightly tapering, blunt, and

webbed for nearly their whole length. The adoral spine is quite

short; the next is half again as long, the third about twice as long

as the first, the fourth and fifth each slightly longer than the pre-

ceding; the sixth about equal to the fifth. When there are 7, the last

spine about equals the third. Subambulacral spines 8 to 12. There

is a semicircular webbed series parallel in general to the furrow

series, consisting of about 8 (as many as 10) spines increasing in

length from the short adoral to the fifth or sixth, then decreasing,

the last spine being longer than the first, unless there are 10, when

the series is symmetrical. Often 1 or 2 -ipines stand in the hollow

of this series segregated from the others. The subambulacral spines

are a trifle stouter and are more acute than the others.

The oral armature is of the same character as the adambulacral.

Marginal spines about 9, slender, untapered, blunt, the inner 3 or 4

being the stoutest. Subambulacral spines about 12, sharp, and ar-
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ranged parallel to the others, increasing in length from the outer to

the inner.

Incipient pedicellariae are present on the abactinal surface. These

consist of 2 spinelets stouter than the rest, which meet over the hol-

low of a strongly crescentic plate, the spines standing on the concave

edge of the plate near either end. They are thus either over or close

to the papula. Pedicellariae are rare in this family.

Madreporic body small and on account of the encroachment of 3

plates is trilobate. It is situated about one-third r from center.

Type.—Cfit. No. 32643, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5482, off Cabugan Grande Island, Surigao

Strait, east of Leyte, 67 fathoms, broken shells, stones, green mud.

Distribution.—Known only from type-locality.

Remarks.—The classification of this species has given considerable

trouble. It resembles both Parasterina, and Asterinopsis. I have

placed it in the latter group because the papulae extend nearly to the

margin and there is no sharply defined radial area of irregular abac-

tinal plates. The actinal intermediate spinelets are in fascicles, and

the adambulacral armature is sufficiently near that of Asterinopsis

penicillaris in plan, although the spinelets are more numerous in

pedicellaris. There are, however, very few secondary abactinal os-

sicles, and there are small spiniform pedicellariae present. The gap

between Asterinopsis and Paranepanthia is not great.

Although this species resembles Nepanthia hrachiata Koehler, I

think that species is nearer platydisca and a Paranepanthia.

Genus PARANEPANTHIA Fisher.

Paranepanthia Fishee, 1917e, p. 172. Type, Nepanthia platydisca Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Similar to Asterina in form, but with the adambulacral
armature of Nepanthia; actinal intermediate plates in transverse

series, and bearing a tuft of spinelets which becomes compressed and
pectinate toward the margin of disk ; bases of these spinelets webbed

;

abactinal plates imbricated, divided into 2 areas: On center of disk

and along a radial band they are rather crescentic with a few smaller

plates intermingled (usually placed adorad to the hollow of the cres-

cent)
;
while between this area and the ambitus the plates lack the

crescentic form and are arranged in transverse series. Superficially

the plates resemble low parapaxillae, as they bear truncate groups of

slender spinelets.

Remarks.—This genus is distinguished from Asterina, in the wider
sense, by the sharp differentiation of the plates of the center of disk

and radial areas from those of the lateral portion of the abactinal

surface ; by having an adambulacral armature of the Nepanthia type,

though less extreme than that of mxLCulata\ and by the arrangement
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of the actinal intermediate plates which are not in chevrons, in the

ordinar}^ sense, but form transverse series, separated by shallow

grooves, proceeding from the adambulacrals to the ambitus. The

first few series do not reach the ambitus, but end rather irregularly

on the inner half of the interradial line. This may be true to a cer-

tain extent in Asterina, but its plates, as in Nepanthia, form series

more obviously parallel to the adambulacral series. In Paranepan-

thia the spinelets of the actinal intermediate plates are in bunches or

tufts near the furrow but pectinate toward the margin. Nepanthia

differs in having the rays slender and cylindrical, or narrow, flat-

tened actinally and arched abactinally (hemicylindrical) with a cor-

respondingly nar)-owed actinal intermediate area, the plates of which

have numerous short spinelets like the abactinal plates.

CaUopatiria Verrill ^ differs in lacking the differentiation of the

abactinal plates into 2 areas, in having the adambulacral armature

more nearly like that of Asterina, and in having many small second-

ary abactinal plates.

Paranepanthia seems to me to include N. hrachiaia Koehler (1910a,

p. 133), a six-rayed species from the Andaman Islands.

PARANEPANTHIA PLATYDISCA (Fisher).

Plate 114, figs 1, 4 ;
plate 116, figs. 4, 5 ; plate 132, figs. 1, la-h.

Nepanthia platydisca Fishee, 1913c, p. 218.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5- 11=54 mm., r=23 mm., R=2.3 r; breadth of

ray at base, 36 mm. ; interbrachia rounded, rays tapering evenly from

base to bluntly pointed extremity
;
general form much flattened and

resembling an AsteHna with thin disk: edges of disk and ray thin;

abactinal plates divided into 2 areas, a median radial, where the

plates are irregularly distributed, and lateral areas, where the plates

form transverse (and also to some extent longitudinal) series, the

transverse with about 26 or 27 plates at base of ray
;
plates resembling

small flat-topped pseudopaxillae ; actinal intermediate plates small,

in transverse series, the larger plates with 15 to 20 slender, very sharp,

webbed spines; furrow spines 7 or 8, webbed into a very convex

fan ; subambulacral spines 12 to 20, also webbed.

Description.—^The general form is flat, the body being thin, much

as in Anseropoda. The radial areas of irregularly arranged plates

are sharply marked off and their width at base of ray is about one-half

r, while on the interradial line they occupy a trifle more than one-half

r. Between the margin of the median area and the ambitus extend

transverse series of small elliptical plates, which also, on the adradial

half or two-thirds of this area, form longitudinal series. The trans-

verse series sometimes bifurcate at the outer ends, and the plates of

1 CaUopatiria Verrill, May, 1913 ; type. Patina bellula Sladen. Amer. Journ. Scl.,

vol. 35, p. 480.
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each series decrease regularly in size toward the ambitus. In a com-

plete series reaching the margin at middle of interbrachium about 26

or 27 plates are present, while at the middle of ray about 17 or 18

can be counted. These plates are roundish or broadly elliptical and

overlap strongl3\ They bear elliptical groups of short papilliform

spinelets, about 10 on the small plates and 20 or 25 on the larger.

On the median radial areas and central portion of disk the plates

are of several sizes, especially at base of ray. They are small and

roundish or larger and crescentic or elliptical. On the distal part of

ray nearlj^ all the plates are small and bear a roundish group of 10 to

18 very short spinelets, while the larger bear 25 to 35. These groups

of spinelets are distinctly spaced and resemble, along with those of

the lateral areas, low parapaxillae or pseudopaxillae. Papulae are

scattered over the area of irregular plates and extend about two-

thirds the length of ray, but are not present on the lateral areas.

The marginal plates are very small. The inferomarginals define

the ambitus, while the subequal superomarginals are abactinal in

position.

The actinal intermediate areas are broad, the plates forming well-

marked transverse series, the plates decreasing gradually in size to-

w^ard the ambitus, where they are very small. In the first complete

series, at base of ray, are 35 plates ; at the middle of ra}'^ there are 20.

The larger plates bear about 15 to 20 slender, very sharp spinelets

about 1 mm. long and webbed into a circular group. Usually, how-
ever, they are bent toward the ambitus and form a double series, one

covered up by the other. The combs of one plate overlie the base of

the spines of the next plate toward the margin. Sometimes the spine-

lets stand more erect, and then the combs of a series do not imbricate.

The transverse series are separated by shallow well-marked grooves.

Furrow spines 7 or 8 slender, untapered, blunt, united by a web
into a fan-shaped group wnth a strongly convex distal margm. The
adoral spine is usually short, about equal to base line of comb in

length. The next 2 are increasingly longer, the next 3, subequal, and
the last slightly shorter; or where there are 8 the last is nearly as

short as the first. Subambulacral spines proximally 18 to 20, but

distally only about 12. They usually stand erect, are w^ebbed, and
in favorable places may be seen to form a very convex series, with

6 or 8 spines in the concavity of the series, and involved in the same
membrane. Sometimes there is an appearance of 2 concentric series

with several irregularly disposed spines externally.

Mouth plates with 11 or 12 marginal spines, increasing in length

toward the inner end of series, the companion series united by a

common Aveb. Suboral spines 20 to 25, in 2 series, parallel to free

margin, with 5 or 6 extra spines between the second series and the

13434—Bull. 100—19 28
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median suture. The first series contains 7 or 8 spines increasing in

length toward the median suture. The second, less regular, contains

5 or 6 spines.

Madreporic body medium-sized, situated one-third r from center.

It is roughly 3-sided and surrounded by several plates larger than

the neighboring abactinal plates.

Type.—C2it. No. 32644, U. S. N. M.
Type-locality.—Station 5645, Buton Strait, Celebes, 206 fathoms,

bottom not recorded; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from type-locality.

Genus NEPANTHIA Gray.

Nepanthia Geay, 1840, p. 287. Type, A'', maculata Gray.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF NEPANTHIA HEREIN DESCRIBED.

aK Rays 5, marginal plates small, not defining ambitus, actinal surface convex,

ray cylindrical maculata, p. 422.

a\ Rays 5 to 7 ; inferomarginal plates conspicuous, defining ambitus ; actinal

surface subplane, abactinal surface convex jouMni, p. 42R.

NEPANTHIA MACULATA Gray.

Plate 113, figs. 3, 4.

Nepanthia maculata Gray, 1840, p. 287.

—

Pebeiek, 1875, p. 322.

—

Sladen,

1889, p. 388, pi. 64, figs. 1-4.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—It is not possible to be certain

whether these specimens are really N. maculata or a closely allied

species. They present some points of difference from Sladen's figures,

and, as he states, the few descriptions are rather vague. In the

largest specimen 11=50 mm., r=8 mm.; R=6.25 r; breadth of ray

at base 9 mm.
The differences which these specimens present when compared with

Sladen's plate will be noted. The form of the ray is practically the

same. The abactinal area of crescentiform plates shows this differ-

ence, that the little plate just adorad to each papula, as clearly shown
in Sladen's figure 3, is lacking in all the Albatross examples. This

median area is about 6 to 8 plates wide, counting along an oblique

series (as in Sladen's figusie). Then come on either side between the

crescentic plates and the inferomarginals, at base of ray, about 6

longitudinal series of superficially rectangular plates, the plates of

the outer 2 series being smaller than the others. Then, counting

toward the furrow and including the inferomarginal series, 5 series

of plates (close to intcrbrachium 7 series) the plates of the 2 inner

series much larger than those of the outer 3 or 4.

The greatest difference is observable in regard to the disposition of

the adambulacral spinelets. Sladen states that his figure 4 represents
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the spinelets in what he believes to be the natural posture and that

thft condition was found on only a few plates. In our specimens

onlj- the 2 innermost fans are clearly distinguishable, the spinelets

on the outer part of the plate being less regular in arrangement, and

similar in arrangement to those of N. brevis, although more numer-

ous, as well as slenderer and more sharply pointed.

In 2 small specimens (R=14 mm.) which have the proportions of

N. hrevis but which are believed to be young of maoulata, the arma-

ture is more as in Sladen's figure 4, although not quite so regular;

and of the 2 specimens 1 has the armature more regular than the

other. A peculiaritj'^ of these 2 specimens is the grouping of the

spinelets of the abactinal crescentic plates in 3 or sometimes 2 distinct

tufts to each plate. This gives the appearance of numerous small

plates.

These small specimens are distinct from N. hrevis and N. suffar-

cinafa, and of course may represent a third species. Their affinities

are close to N. maculata.

The largest specimen has 2 madreporic bodies. The others have

one.

All the specimens are bleached yellowish, and unspotted.

Type-locality.—Migupou (Gray)

.

DistHhution.—Philippine Islands; Arafura Sea.

Specimens examined.—Four.

Station 5157, off Tinakta Island, Tawi Tawi Group, Sulu Archi-

pelago, 18 fathoms, fine sand ; 1 specimen.

Station 5161, same locality, 16 fathoms, fine sand ; 1 specimen.

Station 5335, Linapacan Strait, vicinity Linapacan Island, north

end of Palawan, 46 fathoms, sand, mud : 2 small specimens,

NEPANTHU JOUBINI Koehler.

Plate 113, figs. 1, 2.

Nepanthia joubini Koehlee, Description d'une Ast^rie nouvelle (Nepanthia
Joubini), provenant du cap Saint-Jacques (Cochin-chine). Bull, du
mus. d' hist, naturelle, July 1908, No. 5, p. 232.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—The Leyte specimen is larger than
Koehler's: E=32 mm., r=7 mm. There are 6 rays, 2 large ones

opposite each other with a pair of small ones between on either side.

There is only 1 madreporic body. The adambulacral armature
greatly resembles Sladen's figure (1889, pi. 63, fig. 5) of that of N.
hrevis. In the furrow series are 7 webbed spines, the median the

longest; the first subambulacral contains about 7 spines forming a

very convex fan, parallel to the furrow series, while 3 to 5 spinelets

stand just back of the subambulacral series and are invested by the

same membrane. The plates of the median radial area are less regu-
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lar than in Koehler's type, but the specimen is larger, which may ac-

count for the difference. j»

Numerous papulae are guarded by simple pedicellariae consisting

of 2 to 4 sharp spinelets, which meet at a common point and resemble

somewhat the fasciculate pedicellariae of Pectinaster. Similar

pedicellariae are common in Asierr/iopsis pedicellaris.

The inferomarginal plates are larger than the others, longer than

wide, and define the ambitus. I am in considerable doubt as to

whether this specimen, which is regenerating 4 rays is not really a

6-rayed N. hrevis Perrier.

The smaller specimen has perfectly regular abactinal plates.

Type-locality.—Cochin China (Cape St. Jacques).

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality, from off Leyte

(vicinity Surigao Strait), 57 fathoms, shells, and from near Jolo.

Specimens examined.—Station 5478, off Tacbuc Point, Leyte

(vicinity of Surigao Strait), 57 fathoms, shells.

Marongas Island, north of Jolo, from a coral head, small specimen.

Genus ANSEROPODA Nardo.'

Anseropoda Nardo. Oken's Isis, 1837, p. 716. Type, A. membranacea
(Retzius).

ANSEROPODA MACROPORA Fisher.

Plate 110, fig. 3; plate 131, figs. 3, 3(/-b.

Anseropoda macropora Fishee, 1913c, p. 219.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5. R = 16 mm., r = S.5 mm.. R = slightly less

than 2 r. Proportions and form variable; a four-rayed specimen

has the following dimensions: R = 17.5 mm., r=13 mm.,; in the

latter the margin of ray curves outward and has a broad leaflike

contour. Species characterized by presence along radial line of a

zigzag series of 7 to 11 wartlike conspicuous protuberances composed

of 4 upright spinulate plates guarding a large papular pore; other

abactinal plates with divaricate tuft of 8 to 12 very delicate spine-

lets; actinal intermediate area with spaced combs of 3 to 5 delicate

sharp spinelets; furrow spinelets 5, webbed, the adoral set back

slightly from margin; subambulacral spinelets 1 or 2, near adoral

margin of plate.

Desci^iption.—Body very thin and raised only along the radial

lines, where there are 7 to 11 large papular pores forming a zigzag

series and each guarded by 4 plates, the edges of which are raised

so as to form a little mound or wartlike protuberance. The free

edges of the plates, bordering the relatively large pore, are semicir-

cular and the free surface of the plate is nearly perpendicular. These

plates are covered with numerous short, terete, delicate, blunt spine-

^ Carna Gistel, Naturgeschichte des Thierreichs, 1848, p. 176. Type, Asterias mem-
branacea.
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lets, which guard the pore, and also extend part Avay down the sides

of the plates, which appear to be slightly movable. The single papula

is large. The other abactinal plates arc iirranged in very definite

series parallel to the interradial line, and in the four-rayed cotype

they also form longitudinal series parallel to the radial line. This

is true also of the type but the longitudinal series are less evident.

The dorsolateral plates bear a tuft of 8 to 12 radiating, slightly

spaced, A'ery delicate terete spinelets, either blunt with several fine

points, or slightly tapered and sharp. These groups are spaced about

one-half their own diameter and the spinelets are considerably

smaller than those of the pore-plates. The marginal plates are very

small with a marginal fringe of small spinelets.

Actinal intermediate plates in very definite series leading from

the furrow to margin and also in series parallel to furrow. Each
plate has a comb of -1 or 5 very delicate, sharp, spinelets becoming

reduced to 3 distally and toward the margin. The median spinelet

is the longest, and slightly overlaps the base of the next comb toward

margin.

Furrow spinelets 5, webbed, very slender and delicate, pointed,

the adoral set back from the margin slightly and about two-thirds

or three-fourths the length of the others, which are subequal, and
about twice as long as the base line of the comb. Back of the adoral

spinelet near the transverse margin are proximally 2 shorter, slender,

subambulacral spinelets, becoming 1 distally, and disappearing near

end of ray. *

Type.—Csit. No. 32645, U.S.IS'.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5146, Sulu Archipelago, off Sulade Island,

southwest of Jolo, 24 fathoms, coral sand, shells: 2 specimens, 1

imperfect.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This species belongs to the section of the genus in

which there are few papular pores, in a single series on either side

of the median radial line. Its distinguishing peculiarity is the spe-

cialization of these pores, which are guarded by elevated plates form-

ing tubercular spinulate protuberances. The papulae themselves

are large.

Anseropoda macropora is most nearly related, I think, to ^1. peta-

loides (Goto), Misaki, Japan. It also bears a considerable resem-

blance to A. tenuis (Goto), Misaki, Japan. (See Goto, 1914, pp.

656-662, pi. 19, figs. 282-285.)

ANSEROPODA, species

There is a fragment comprising the greater part of 1 ray, from sta-

tion 5433, off Corandagos Island, eastern Palawan, green mud, coral

sand. The species is new and resembles A. diaphana (Sladen) but

is of a stouter habit apparently. It is not possible to be sure that
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there are 5 rays, as none of the disk is present. The species differs

from A. diaphana in having more numerous spinelets in the abacti-

nal tufts, much more numerous papular pores, these being arranged

in 2 irregular, sometimes zigzag, series along either side of a narrow

median radial area. The abactinal plates usually have, near base of

ray and radius, 3 tufts of spinelets, of which the median is large and
carries l2 to 20 delicate sharp spinelets, and the small lateral tufts

only 2 to 5. Sometimes there is 1 small tuft. Near the margin, only

the large tuft persists. The furrow spinelets are 6 or 7 (6 in di-

aphana) . Subambulacral spinelets proximally 5, then 4, then 3. The
median 1 or 2 are much the stoutest. Actinal intermediate spinelets

3 to 5, in a single series, basally webbed, the median 1 or 2 much the

stoutest.

Sladen states that in diaphana the papular pores are large and

spiraclelike, margined by 7 or more plates, each of which bears a

small comb of rather elongate spinelets directed over the opening.

In the present species the pores are margined by 3 to 5 plates. It is

possible that on the disk there were more.

Family ECHINASTERIDAE Verrill (restricted).

Genus ECHINASTER Mullet and Troschel.

Evhinaster Mulleb and Tboschel, 1840a, p. 102; 1840&, p. 321. Type,

Asterias seposita Lamarck (not Retzius, 1783) =Asterias sagena Ret-

zius, 1805, first species (designated, Fisher, 1913?>).

—

Fisheb, 1911d,

p. 260; 191«&, p. 194.—VEEEII.L, 1914a, p. 206 {+OthiUa) ; 1915, p. 35

i+Othilia).

Rhopia Geat, 1840, p. 282. Type, R. seposita Gray=J.. sagena Retzius, not

A. seposita Retzius as stated by Gray (designated, Fisher 19136).

The genus Echinuster Miiller and Troschel (April, 1840) is usually

understood to include Othilia and Rhopia Gray (December, 1840).

In a key to the genera of Echinasteridae in Asteroidea of tRe North

Pacific, etc. (1911, p. 259), I recognized Othilia for those species

which have, in addition to iftactinal papulae, also intermarginal

papulae or both intermarginal and actinal papulae, while the name
Echinaster by implication was reserved for Echinxister sepositus and

allies, in which there are neither intermarginal nor actinal papulae.

Professor Verrill, in a letter, dissented from this course. I pub-

lished a short note (1913&) in explanation of my point of view,

which is here largely reproduced.

Professor Verrill considers that Asterias spinosa Retzius (1805),^

which I made the type of Othilia Gray, is really the type of the

previously described Echinaster, by designation (Miiller and Tres-

is This name Is preoccupied by Asterias spinosa Pennant, 1777 [= Asterias glacialis,

1758]. Asterias echinophora Lamarck, 1S16, is the tenable name for the species.
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chel, 1842, p. 22, footnote). This would make Othilia a synonym of

Echinaster Miiller and Troschel. Echinaster would therefore be the

correct name for the genus which I call Othilia, while the genus here

called Echinaster would receive, as I pointed out in 1913, the name of

Rhopia Gray. Verrill has since published his views (1914^^, p. 207,

1915, p. 36) but appears not to have seen my note of 1913.

The distinction between the restricted Echinaster and Othilia may
seem a trifle subtle. In practice, however, it has not been difficult to

use the two groups—at least so far as species which I have person-

ally examined are concerned. It may be noted that the same differ-

ence separates Henrida and Cribraster, the latter corresponding to

Echinaster. The following notes will present my reasons for retain-

ing the name Othilia for the American species.

The original description ^ of Echinaster is not accessible, but it was
reprinted ^ in September of the same year in the Archiv fiir Natur-

geschichte, with the following enumeration of species: "4 Arten: A,

sepitosa Lam. [=J.. seposita], A. echinophora Lam. {Pentadactylo-

saster spinosus Linck), E. spongiosus Nob. (Linck, t. 36, n. 62) und
eine neue Art." As a footnote is the following :

" Echinaster ist der

alteste von Luidius und Petiver fiir ein hierher gehoriges Tier

gebrauchte Name." There was no designation of type. Two years

later in the System der Asteriden (p. 22), the species of

Echinaster are cited in different order, namely : spinosus, hrasiliensis,

crassus, gracilis, sepositus, fallax, eridanella, serpentarius, oculatus,

eschi'ichtii, solans. In a footnote referring to Echinaster, the note

quoted above is somewhat amplified as follows :
" Ein von Luidius,

Petiver und Linck zur Bezeichnung eines hierher gehorigen Tieres,

Asterias echinophora Lam., angewandter Name." This seems to me
to be not a designation of type but an explanation of the derivation

of the new generic name, employed previously by Petiver in the

following polynomial: '''' Echinaster sen stella coriacea pentadactyla

echinata." Asterias seposita was given first place in the original

description of Echinaster and it is reasonable to consider the Euro-
pean species as the type, as is very generally done when the genotype

is in doubt.

Professor Verrill (1914&, p. 207) says: "The type of the latter

{^Echinaster Miiller and Troschel] was E. spinosus=Asterias echi-

nophora Lam., both by virtual tautology and by designation." As
pointed out in the preceding paragraph, Miiller and Troschel's
" designation " is simply an explanation of the derivation of their

name. The alleged tautology seems to me to be rather strained, inas-

much as echin/>phora was not a tenable name according to Miiller

* Monatsber. d. k. preuss. Akad. d. Wlss. Berlin, April, 1840, p. 102.
* Archiv f. Naturgesch. 6. Jahrg., vol. 1, p. 321.
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and Troschel's views, and '-'' ecMno'phora'''' is certainly not '•' EcM-

nasterP

As noted under the synonymy, Rlioijia Gray (1840, p. 282) was

founded upon two species, Rhopia sejyosita and B. mediterranean

the first of which I have already designated as type (19136, p. 195).

Gray states that Rhopia seposita is the same as Asterias seposita

Ketzius, 1783, and Aste7ias seposita Lamarck, 1816. He was appar-

ently mistaken in regard to Retzius' species, which is said by Miiller

and Troschel (1842, p. 127) to be the same as the species now known

as Henricia sanguinolenta (O. F. Miiller,. 1776). Lamarck's A.

seposita originally included the species now called Echinaster seposi-

tus and Henricia sanguinolenta, but was restricted to the former by

Miiller and Troschel (1842, p. 23, 126, but synonymy on p. 23 is cor-

rected on p. 126 and 127). Gray must have had in mind the Medi-

terranean species for his type, because he had already made the

true Asterias seposita of Retzius the type of HenHcla under the

name of oculata Pennant (1777) [this being antedated by A.

sanguinolenta O. F. Miiller, 1776]. Likewise his short diagnosis

refers to Echinaster and not to Henricia., and the inclusion of

Rhopia mediterranean a synonym of E. seposita (Lamarck) indicates

the group intended, namely, what I call Echinaster.

It is evident from the foregoing that the name seposita occurs

under two different meanings. In any event the Asterias seposita

of Lamarck is invalidated because it is a homonym of A. seposita

Retzius, 1783. Now A. seposita Retzius is itself a synonj^m of A.

sanguinolenta O. F. Miiller, and is therefore shelved. In order to

use seposita as the name of the Mediterranean Echinaster, it would

be necessary to show that Retzius referred to this species. He did

not refer to it, because his locality and description indicate Henricia^

and he later described the Echinaster in question as Asterias sagena

and A. sanguinolenta (Dissertatio, 1805, pp. 21, 22). Naturally the

second of these names is rendered untenable by being a homonym of

A. sanguinolenta O. F. Miiller, 1776. But Asterias sagena is ap-

parently available, and should be used m place of seposita. The type

of Echinaster is therefore Echinaster sagenus (Retzius).

ECHINASTER CALLOSUS von Marenzeller.

Plate 112, fig. 2 ;
plate 122, figs. 4, 5 ;

plate 132, figs. 5, 5a-e.

Echinaster caUosus von Makenzeller, tjber eine neue Echinaster-Art

von den Salomons-Inselu, Denk. k. Akad. Wiss. Wien, vol. 62, p. 531,

1 pi.—^KoEHLEB, 1910a, p. 174.

Notes on the specimens.—The largest specimen is larger than the

type, having R=215 mm., r=22 mm., R=9.8 r. The disk is, there-

fore, as in the type, quite small, and the rays are a trifle swollen
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above the base, about as indicated in von Marenzeller's figure. Thif?

character is also present in a young specimen with R=42 mm.
I have examined the outer layer of the integument for the holo-

thurianlike deposits described by von Marenzeller and find them

present in the form of irregular!}'- branched rods scattered irregu-

larly and not crowded as in the following species. These rods are

of variable size and form; sometimes the branches unite and form

open lattice-plates with 1 to 5, or even more, unequal and irregular

perforations. There are fewer perforated plates than rods. (See

pi. 114, figs. 5, 5rt-<?.

The young specimen is chiefly noteworthy in showing the double

row of marginals much more clearly than the adult. In the inter-

brachial arc there are about a dozen small plates interpolated be-

tween the two series. The papular areas are sharply limited hj the

superomarginal plates, there being no intermarginal or actinal

papulae. The same is true of the adult. What appear to represent

the inferomarginal plates (in the young specimen) is a series of

roughly elliptical or oval plates adjacent to the adambulacrals.

Closely apposed to these is a similar series representing the supero-

marginals, but separated from them in the interbrachial arc. Im-
mediately above the superomarginals the irregular mesh-work skele-

ton begins, so that there is really no other interpretation possible for

these plates unless the superomarginal series is wanting. About
every fourth or fifth superomarginal bears a stout conical spine, and
about every fourth inferomarginal a similar spine, but the spines of

the 2 series are not exactly opposite; they may even alternate. (See

pi. 122, fig. 5.) Just external to the mouth plates and wedged between
them and the first inferomarginal of each series is a prominent un-
paired actinal intermediate plate bearing a spine. A rudimentary
plate is present on either side of this. The presence of these plates

pretty well establishes the identity of the inferomarginals. In the

adult several additional plates are present on either side of the odd
plate forming short series which do not extend beyond the sixth or

seventh adambulacrals.

Type-locality.—Solomon Islands.

Distribution.—Solomon Islands; Celebes; Sulu Archipelago;
xVndaman Islands (Koehler).

SpeciTTiens examined.—Three

:

Station 5138, vicinity of Jolo. 19 fathoms, sand and coral; 1

specimen (young).

Ligpo Point, Balayan Bay, Luzon; 1 specimen (adult).

T'na Una Road, Binang Unang Island, Gulf of Tomini, Celebes:
1 specimen (large).
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ECHINASTER STEREOSOMUS Fisher.

Plate 122, figs. 2, 3 ; plate 132, figs. 6, 6a-e.

EcMnaster stereosomus Fishee, 1913&, p. 195.

Diagnosis.—Eays 5. K=52 mm., r=10 mm., R=5.2 r; breadth of

ray at base, 12 mm. Disk fairly large; rays tapering at first rather

rapidly, then very gradually, the distal two-thirds being attenuate;

abactinal surface of rays well arched, actinal surface slightly convex.

Spines short, conical, sharp, spaced 2 to 4 times their length, forming

2 marginal and proximally 5 (distally 3) abactinal, longitudinal

series; papulae, 1 to 5 to each of the roundish, or more or less quad-

rate areas; no intermarginal or actinal papulae; skin fairly thick,

covering everything except the tips of spines, and crowded with

minute perforated plates and rods; a few true actinal intermediate

plates present, all but 1 (which bears a spine) rudimentary; adam-

bulacral armature a vertical series of 3 spines, the uppermost on

border of furrow, the lower deep in furrow ; upper spines with their

membrane investment forming a continuous serrate web closing

mouth of furrow. Eelated to E. callosus, but with larger disk, shorter

rays broader at base, shorter spines, 3 adambulacral spines, and

thinner skin, crowded with much more numerous, evenly distributed

perforated plates of a different form.

Description.—Abactinal skeleton rather open, forming quadrate or

roundish meshes, becoming elongate near end of ray. Most of the

nodal points bear a short, stout, conical spine on an eminence of the

plate. These spines form at base of ray 5 abactinal, 1 lateral, and 1

actinal series, the last two borne by the superomarginal and infero-

marginal plates, respectively. The abactinal series adjacent to

superomarginals ends at about the distal third of ray, so that beyond

this point there are only 3 abactinal series of spines. The spines are

well-spaced and proximally the abactinal series are sometimes rather

irregular. The larger abactinal plates are three- or four-lobed and

are connected proximally by a secondary ossicle (sometimes 2), three-

lobed or subtriangular, oblong, or roundish. On the outer part of

the ray 3 or 4 smaller, overlapping secondary plates may stand in a

longitudinal series between 2 spine-bearing plates which are convex,

while the connecting plates are not. The marginal plates form per-

fectly regular series. The inferomarginals have 4 rounded corners

and are adjacent to the adambulacrals. The first 4 or 5 plates usually

each bear a spine; beyond this point every third or fourth plate is

spiniferous. The superomarginals are directly above the inferomar-

ginals and leave only small skeletal spaces between. Near the base

of ray the series turns upward as in other species of Echinaster,

leaving a triangular space filled with about 3 series of small inter-

marginal plates. On the proximal third of ray usually every third
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plate bears a spine ; beyond this about every fourth. Terminal plate

small, with a semicircular series of about 5 small spines on the distal

margin.

There are no papulae between the marginal plates, nor actinally.

The larger papular areas (those on the median proximal region of

ray) contain 3 to 5 papulae ; the others 1 or 2.

The body is overlaid by a tough skin of medium thickness which

covers everything but the sharp tips of the spines. It contains numer-

ous glands which are rendered visible by a short immersion in caus-

tic potash. The skin is crowded everywhere with minute perforated

plates sometimes as many as 4 deep but usually about 2 deep. They
are always so close that several overlap one another. They vary in

form from dumbbell-shaped rods with 1 or 2 perforations to round-

ish or oblong, elliptical, smooth plates with from 4 to 8 perforations,

the plates being predominant. The border of the plates is irregular,

with short protuberances. The medium-sized plates measure about

0.04 mm., and the largest 0.05 mm., longest diameter.

Adambulacral plates with proximally 3 (distally 2 or 3) rather

slender spines in a vertical series, the 2 lower standing one above the

other on the furrow face of the plate, while the third is on the furrow

margin proper, and the series is united along the whole length of the

furrow by a continuous membrane, forming a serrated border to

furrow and usually closing it by interlocking more or less with the

spines of the opposite side. This spine is the longest of the 3, being

about one and one-half times the width of plate, acicular, sharp.

On account of the heavy membrane it appears stouter than it really

is. The spine below this is a trifle smaller, while the lowest is com-

pressed, curved at the base and shorter still. The three are united

by membrane, at least basally. Some of the proximal plates have

only 1 spine in the furrow, but usually there are 2.

Mouth plates with 2 spines on the margin of furrow, and on the

furrow face of the plate 2 smaller spines, the upper usually but not

always larger than the corresponding (middle) adambulacral spine.

Just back of the mouth plates and between them and the infero-

marginals (which extend proximad as far as the third adambulacral)"

is a fair-sized actinal intermediate plate bearing a spine similar to

those of the inferomarginals. On either side of this, and wedged
in between the third and fourth adambulacrals and first inferomar-

ginals, are 2 or 3 very small, almost rudimentary actinal intermediate

plates. These are, of course, invisible unless the integument is

thoroughly cleaned off. There are thus 5 or 6 actinal intermediate

plates entirely distinct from the rather numerous intermarginals

which form a large part of the actinal area of disk.

Madreporic body small, raised, flat-topped, with few striations.

It is situated a trifle less than one-half r from center.
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Color in alcohol, bleached reddish brown.

Type.—C2it. 37001, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5483, Surigao Strait, off Cabugan Grande
Island, 74 fathoms, sand, broken shells; 2 specimens.

Distribution.—Philippine Islands, 74 to 76 fathoms, on sand.

Specimens examined.—Three ; 2 from type-locality and 1 from sta-

tion 5140, off Jolo, Sulu Archipelago, 76 fathoms, fine coral sand.

Remarks.—This species bears a certain resemblance to E. callosus.,

but the disk is much larger, the ray shorter, and broadest at base,

not slightly constricted as in callosus; the spines are much less

prominent; the skin is thinner, especially around the spines; papulae

fewer; skeleton more regular; there are usually 3 adambulacral

spines in a vertical series (2 in callosus), and the deposits of the

skin are very numerous, fairly evenly distributed, and in the form
of perforated plates, rather than branched rods or rather open

plates in streaks or areas. The plates are so numerous in the speci-

men from station 5140 that they form several layers in places and
nearly always overlap. In E. callosus, which I examined, the de-

posits might be described as being scattered.

Echinaster acanthodes H. L. Clark (1916, p. 61) from Queens-

land is nearly related to the present species and greatly resembles

it. E. acanthodes has, on every other adambulacral plate, except on

the 12-16 plates nearest the mouth a conspicuous subambulacral

spine, in addition to the three spines in the furrow. Deposits in the

skin are not described.

Genus OTHILIA Gray.

Otliilia Gray, 1840, p. 281.—'Type, Astoria s spivosa Retzius, 1805 (not

Peuuant, m7)=Asterias ecJiinophora Lamarck, first species (by desig-

nation, Fisher, 1913&).—Fisher, 191M, p. 260; 1913b, p. 195.

EcJiinaster MtJLLEK and Troschel (part), 1840a, p. 102; 1840b, p. 321;

1842. p. 22.—Authors generally.—Verrill, 19140. p. 206; 1915. p. 35.

Considerations which have led to the retention of Othilia as the

name of this restricted group, instead of EcJiinaster Miiller and

Troschel, have been discussed under the preceding genus.

OTHILIA PURPUREA Gray.

Plate 122, fig. 1; plate 132, figs. 7, 7a-b.

Othilia purpurea Gray, 1840, p. 282.

Notes on Philippine specimens.—The specimens vary as to length

of ray. One with long, slender rays has E=86 mm., r=12 mm.,

R=7 r; ray 7 times as long as its breadth at base, measured along-

side from interbrachial angle. Another specimen w'ith stouter,

broader rays has R=81 mm., r=15 mm., R=5.4 r; longest ray 5 times

its breadth at base. The rays are generally unequal in length.
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Of the 24 specimens, 12 have 6 rays and 2 madreporic bodies, 4

have 5 raj^s and 2 madreporic bodies, 1 has G rays and 1 madreporite,

1 has 5 rays and 1 madreporic body, 3 are comet forms (6 rayed, and
1 has 2 madreporic bodies) ; 2 six-rayed and 1 five-rayed specimens

each have the madreporic bodies (which are normalh' small) too in-

conspicuous to determine exactly.

The photographic figures will sufficiently show the external form
of the species. It remains to note the arrangement of papulae and
a few other features which are not very well known. Just external

to the adambulacral plates, and without intervening papular pores is

a straight series of inferornarginal plates, about 10 corresponding

to 16 adambulacrals. These plates are four-lobed and extend from
behind the mouth plates, where there is an odd plate, to the tip of

the ray. This is similar to the arrangement in Tlenricia except that

the prominent actinal intermediate series is lacking. The odd plate

just referred to probably corresponds to the odd actinal intermediate

plate which I have found in EcMnaster callosns and E. stereosorwus,

and is not a true inferomarginal. The superomarginal plates are im-

mediately above, and separated by a series of papular areas, contain-

ing usually onh^ a single papula (sometimes 2 or 3 at base of ray).

Near the base of the ray (as in Hew^cia) the superomarginal series

bends upward and reaches the interradial line about midway between

mouth and anus. The angular space between the 2 series is filled in

with intermarginal plates and about 6 or 7 papular areas.

The abactinal plates form roundish or more or less irregular

meshes, 10 to 12 of which can be counted across ray from one supero-

marginal series to the other. These meshes are largest in the mid-

radial region, and contain between 5 and 10 papulae. Most of the

abactinal and all the marginal plates bear a short central, conical,

blunt spinelet, heavily invested in membrane.

The skin contains crowded holothurianlike perforated plates hav-

ing an irregularlj' elliptical, oval, or subcircular form with 10 to 20

perforations. Many are very irregular and in the form of branched

and perforated rods. These are incomplete plates. The largest

plates arc about 0.05 nnn. in diameter (see pi. 132, figs. 7, la-h). If a

light-colored specimen is immersed for a short time in caustic potash

the crowded deposits can be readily seen with a strong hand lens as a

minute grayish granulation in the skin. These deposits are slightly

thicker around the edges of the papular pores where they form

rings. This immersion in caustic also reveals numerous glands scat-

tered over the body, such as have been described for EchinasteT cS-

losus by V. Marenzeller and E. sagenus by Ludwig.

The adambulacral armature consists of 3 spines. Deep in furrow

is a short, slightly curved, blunt, strongly compressed spine of a

rather spatulate form but oriented with edge to furrow. The tip
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of this just about reaches the base of the second spine, which stands

on the edge of the adambulacral plates and is stouter, longer, com-

pressed, and truncate at the tip. This series is united by thick mem-

brane, and forms a serrate border to the furrow, the spines of one

side usually fitting into the intervals between the spines of the oppo-

site side. The spines of the same series are separated by a space

about equal to their own thickness. Just back of them is the third

spine, the bases almost touching, but as ^he outer spine is directed

away from the furrow it appears in the undried and uncleared speci-

men to be considerably spaced from the second. The adambulacral

plates are small, wider than long, and separated by an interval aJDOut

one-half their oAvn length.

This species practises autotomy as shown by the comet forms, both

of which have the buds of 5 new rays. In one specimen two tiny

madreporites are visible.

Type-locality.—Mauritius.

Distribution.—Red Sea, Zanzibar, Mauritius, Mergui Archipelago,

Madras, Philippines, Molucca Islands, Timor, Torres Strait, north-

east Australia, New Zealand.

Specimens examined.—Twenty-four

:

Specimens of Othilia purpurea examined.

sta-
tion.

5109
5158

5159
5159
5159
5160
5164
5165
5165
6165
5165
5218

6248
5249
6253

Locality.

25.8 miles SW. Corregidor Light, Luzon..
Off Tinakta Island, Tawi Tawi Group,
Sulu Archipelago.
do
do
do
do

Off Observation Island, TawiTawi Group.
do
do
do
do

Off Anima Sola Island, between Burias
and Luzon.

Gulf of Davao, Mindanao
do
do :

Cataingan Bay, Masbate

Depth,
fathoms.

.do.
Tataan Pass, Simaluc Islands, Tawi Tawi
Group.

San Miguel Harbor, Ticao Island between
Masbate and Luzon.

18
23
28
Seine, off
beach.
do

Shore ,

Nature of
bottom.

Coral
Coarse sand,

shells.

Coarse sand...
do
do

Sand
Green mud
Coral

do
do
do

Coarse sand . .

.

Coral
Coral, sand.
Coral

Num-
ber.

No.
of

rays.

No. of
madre-
porites.

K-h?)

(?)

2
(?)

2
2
1

2
1

2
2

2
2
2

2

(?)

Remarks.—Writers who have seen this species and the subsequently

described O. eridavella—notably Miiller and Troschel, Perrier, de

Loriol, and Koehler—do not say wherein the two differ. The range

of eridanella is coextensive with the eastern part of that of purpurea^

while both forms have either 5 or 6 rays and 2 maderporic bodies.

The authors referred to above have recorded the species as follows:
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O. eridanella is recorded by Miiller and Troschel from New Ireland

(1842, p. 24) ; by Perrier (1875, p. 105) from New Caledonia; by de

Loriol (1893, p. 391) from Amboina (alsoby Doderlein,1896,p.322)

;

by Koehler (1910a, p. 174), who compared his specimens with the

types, from Ganjam, India. O 'purpurea is recorded by Miiller and
Troschel (as E. fallax) from " India and the Red Sea " (1842, p. 24)

;

by Perrier from the Philippines and the Red Sea (1875, p. 106) ; by

de Loriol from Mauritius (1885, p. 10) ; by Koehler from the Aru
Islands (1910Z>, p. 288).

I suspect that the two names refer to one variable species. Even
if the specimens in the eastern part of the range differ sufficiently

from those of Mauritius and westward, the former are not likely to be

separable from Gray's previously described Othilia luzonica (1840,

p. 282). De Loriol, an astute systematist, compared specimens of

purpurea from Mauritius with six-rayed examples from the Philip-

pines without finding any important differences. What differences

do exist between eridanella and purpwrea%

0. purpurea has been listed by Farquhar ^ (1898, p. 315) from New
Zealand, and by R. N. Rudmose Brown (1910, p. 35) from the Mergui
Archipelago.

Through the kindness of Dr. H. L. Clark, I hav& seen several

specimens, both five- and six-rayed, collected by him in Torres Strait,

at Thursday Island, and Emb (Murray Islands)

.

Genus HENRICIA Gray.

Henricia Gkay, 1840, p. 184. Type H. oculata Gray [Asterias sanguino-

lenta O. F. Miiller].

With few exceptions the species of this genus are very variable and
consequently difficult to identify accurately, even with specimens for

comparison. Identifications based upon descriptions and figures are

less reliable.

Although the three forms listed below have been given full specific

rank, and are apparently very different, experience with Henricia in

the North Pacific has taught me to go carefully, because wide dif-

ference in appearance is not a barrier to intergradation. However,
in this case there is no alternative, because material is scanty. It will

not be surprising if Henricia arcystata is a Philippine race of the

Andaman H. mutans. As for H. densispina, the identification can
only be made certain by a comparison with specimens from the type-

locality. The type is certainly an immature form. I have no sug-

gestions to offer as to the relationship of H. microplax. Its resem-

blance aborally to H. sanguinoleuta is very superficial. I do not
think its relations lie in that direction.

* On the Echinoderm Fauna of NfiW Zealand. Proc. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 1898,
pt. 3, Aug. 31.
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The student will find the figures a more reliable means of identi-

fication than the descriptions, which are susceptible of being mis-

understood, or of being stretched to cover variations which they are

not meant to include.

HENRICIA DENSISPINA (Sladen).

Plate 118, figs. 2, 3 ;
plate 119, figs. 1-3.

CribreUa densispina Sladen, 1879, p. 432, pi. 8, figs. 5-9.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5, slender, either subcylindrical or depressed, tap-

ering, rather long, but varying according to size; abactinal papular

areas about same size, or larger than plates, sometimes including a

secondary plate or two within the mesh; papulae usually 1 to 3;

spinelets numerous, very delicate, ending in a sharp point or points

;

3 regular series of plates adjacent to adambulacral plates, the median

the larger; adambulacral plates with 2 or 3 compressed spinelets in

vertical series in furrow and upward of 25 on surface. R=:53

mm., r=7 mm., R=7.5 r; breadth of ray at base, 7 mm.
BescTvption.—The meshes of the abactinal skeleton are smaller

than in H. arcystata, with usually 1 to 3 papulae. Most of the

meshes have no secondary plates and Avhere these are present there

are only 1 or 2. Although the trabeculae are narrow, as in arcystafa,

the spinelets are more numerous and fully twice as long, ending in

several exceedingly delicate points. The abactinal surface has much
the appearance of that of the less extreme specimens of HenHoia

leinicscula multispina Fisher, while arcystata would correspond to

H. I. annectens, but with slenderer, generally smaller spinelets.

Parallel to the adambulacral series are 3 regular rows of plates,

the inner extending two-thirds to three-fourths the length of the

ray, the other 2, the marginals, reaching to the tip. The actinal in-

termediate and superomarginal plates are subequal, oblong to sub-

circular, with 30-35 spinelets. The inferomarginals are larger, sub-

triangular (the base distad and slightly excavated or concave) and

correspond to the superomarginals in position and generallj'^ also to

the intermediate plates, so that the three form a transverse series. A
series of single papulae ocur intermarginally and inframarginally.

Sometimes the inferomarginals have more the T shape of those of

arcystata^ but in that case the spinelets are more numerous and

longer.

Adambulacral plates with 2 or 3 small compressed spinelets form-

ing a vertical series on the furrow face. Subambulacral spines 10

to 25 on proximal third of ray. An angular group of 6 to 8 con-

forms to the angular furrow margin of the plate, of which 5 usually

stand on the projecting margin while the other spines rapidly dimin-

ish in length, the outer half of the plate being occupied by 15 to 20

small spinelets, which grade into those of the actinal intermediate
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plates. The longest spines next to furrow are equal to 1.5 adam-

bulacral plates in length, and are shorter than in arcystata. The

spines are webbed together by their bases, as also are those of the

abactinal and marginal plates (but less conspicuously). In this

form the adambulacral spines are very much more numerous than in

arcystata, while the spines along the furrow margin are slightly

shorter.

Madreporic body situated at about the middle of r, variable in

size, usually rather small, with few ridges which are closely covered

with spinelets.

Type-locality.—Straits of Korea (Sladen).

Distribution.—Straits of Korea ; central part of Philippine Archi-

pelago, 169 to 423 fathoms.

SjJecimens examined.—Eleven, from the following stations

:

5510, Iligan Bay, north coast of Mindanao, 423 fathoms, gray mud,

fine sand, bottom temperature 53° F. ; 1 specimen,

5517, 10.5 miles northeast Point Tagolo Light, Mindanao, 169

fathoms, bottom temperature 54.3° F. ; 1 specimen.

5519, near 5517, 182 fathoms, globigerina, sand, bottom temper-

ature 54.3° F.; 5 specimens.

5523, 6.7 miles northeast Point Tagolo, depth and bottom unre-

corded; 2 specimens.

5524, 17 miles northeast Point Tagolo, 360 fathoms, sand, bottom

temperature 52.8° F. ; 1 specimen.

6536, between Negros and Siquijor, 279 fathoms, green mud, bot-

tom temperature 53.5° F. ; 1 specimen.

Remarks.—From station 5523 is a small specimen having E, 23

mm., and r, 5 mm., hence almost exactly the size of the type of

den^ispina, which, of course, is a young specimen. As a conse-

quence the abactinal skeleton is much less open than in the specimens

described above, and the spinelets are fewer. On the furrow face

of the proximal adambulacrals are two spinelets.

HENRICIA MICROPLAX Fisher,

Plate 120, figs. 3, 5 ;
plate 121, fig. 2 ;

plate 132, fig. 3.

Henricia 'microplax Fishek, 1917&, p. 91.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5. R=45 mm., r=7 mm,, R=6.4 r; breadth of

ray at base, 8 mm, Rays slender, depressed, slightly swollen at

base; disk small with an interradial sulcus near margin. General

appearance of abactinal surface similar to that of E. sanguinolenta;

superomarginal plates forming an inconspicuous series; inferomar-

ginals in a regular conspicuous series; several series of actinal in-

termediate plates at base of ray; adambulacral spines about 15, be-

sides 3 or 4 on the furrow face of plate.

13434—Bull. 100—19 29
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Description.—The abactinal plates are much smaller and closer

together than in de'iisispina, the papular areas are smaller and have

but one papula, and there are fewer, shorter, and slightly stouter

spinelets, about 10 to 15 to each separate group and arranged in 2

or 3 series. These plates are frequently crescent-shaped and

sometimes tvro groups will be merged into one, partly surrounding

a papular area. In densispina there are actually much fewer plates,

which are larger and have a variable number of crowded spinelets

—

usually 25 to 50.

Along the lateral face of the ray is a rather indistinct line of su-

peromarginal plates, which are about twice as large as the adjacent

intermarginal plates, 2 to 3 rows of which form a triangular

area prolonged in a single series half the length of ray, beyond

which point the superomarginals are adjacent to the inferomar-

ginals. The latter are broader than long, perfectly distinct, 2 or

3 times larger than the superomarginals, and are separated from

the adambulacrals for three-fourths the length of ray by a series of

actinal intermediate plates; a second series extends nearly half the

length, a third about one-sixth, while 4 or 5 plates of a fourth

series are present close to the interradial line.

On the furrow face of the adambulacral plates is a vertical series, or

sometimes a group of 3, occasionally 4, small spinelets. As a rule only

the uppermost is visible when the furrow is closed naturally. Sub-

ambulacral spines about 15 or 16 on proximal half of ray. Three

form a triangular group on the margin and are spatulate, sometimes

grooved at the end and much larger than the others. There are

usually 2 smaller spinelets behind these, while the remainder form 2

or 3 irregular series and are granuliform in appearance.

Madreporic body situated at about middle of r fairly large, but

inconspicuous on account of the ridges being covered with spinelets

;

striae radiating.

Type.—Cut. No. 37006, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5518, Mindanao Sea, off Point Tagolo,

Mindanao, 200 fathoms, gray mud, globigerina, bottom temperature

54° F. ; 1 specimen.

Remarks.—This species was taken in the general locality at which

H. densispina was collected. There is no way to decide whether it

is a variety of densispina, or a distinct form, on account of lack of

material. The differences in the spines and abactinal plates have

already been pointed out. In densispina the superomarginals are

much more conspicuous, and are in contact with the inferomarginals

for the length of the ray, there being only a fcAv intermarginals on

the disk. There is but 1 series of actinal intermediate plates, while

in microplax there are several at the base of ray. This causes the

inferomarginals to be bent outward so that they reach the interradial
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line at the ambitus. The general facies of the two forms is different.

Both, however, have 3 small spinelets in the furrow, and numerous

subambulacral spines. In densispiyia the latter are more numerous,

however, and the furrow margin forms a more prominent angle.

This species differs from H. praestans (Sladen) in lacking the

large primary meshes of the abactinal skeleton (which resemble those

of H. miitans) and in having more than 1 spinelet on the furrow face

of the adambulacral. Superficially at least there is considerable

similarity between the actinal surfaces of the 2 forms.

HENRICIA ARCYSTATA Fisher.

Plate 118, figs. 4, 5 ; plate 119, fig. 4 ; plate 120, fig. 2 ;
plate 132, fig. 4.

Henricia arcystata Fisheb, 1917&, p. 91.

Diagnosis.—Similar in general appearance to H. mutans (Koeh-

ler), but with shorter rays, 2 or 3 spinelets on the furrow face of

the adambulacral plates (instead of apparently 1), and with a dis-

tinct series of T-shaped inferomarginals and crescentic superomar-

ginals. R = 72 mm., r= 10 mm., E = 7.2 r; breadth of ray at base,

9 to 10 mm. Rays slender, depressed, curved at the end, tapering

very slightly.

Description.—Eays slender, depressed, and of the general form

of those of H. mutans (but shorter), and the primary meshes of the

skeleton usually smaller on the disk and proximal fifth of ray as

in that species. In a specimen from station 5536 the meshes are as

large on the disk as on the rays. These large meshes are irregular

and contain 1 to 5 or 6 smaller plates which are not so prominent as

the others, and form a secondary network separating fairly conspic-

uous papulae, of which there are 1 to 5 or 6 in each primary area

on the ray. The rather narrow skeletal pieces bear about 3 or 4

rows of delicate, sharp, very small spinelets.

Extending about four-fifths the length of ray adjacent to the

adambulacral plates and corresponding to them is a series of inter-

mediate plates, the elevated spine bearing tabulum being wider than

long and covered with numerous sharp, short spinelets. The inter-

vals between the plates are as wide as the length of the tabulum,

rather deep and without papulae. External to these is a fairly reg-

ular series of three-lobed or T-shaped plates oriented with the arms

transverse to the axis of ray. The vertical portion of the T (which

is very short) is parallel to furrow and separates a couple of papu-

lae, this double series continuing to the end of ray. Adjacent to

these is a series of smaller, mostly crescentic, plates, oriented

obliquely, representing the superomarginals. Both series of mar-

ginals have numerous tiny spinelets similar to those of the abac-
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tinal surface. At base of ray there are 1 or 2 extra short intermediate

series of plates and 1 short intermarginal series, sometimes extending

a third of the length of ray.

On the furrow face of the adambulacral plates, which are slightly

wider than long, is a vertical series of 3 or 2 compressed spinelets.

On the actinal surface are about 8 or 9 prominent spines of which 3

form, usually, a triangle on the furrow jnargin, 2 slightly shorter

stand back of them, and 3 or 4 decidedly shorter, but much longer

than the actinal intermediate spinelets form a group on the outer

end of plate. The prominent spines are tapering, pointed, and about

2 plates in length. The subambulacral spines form a bristling arma-

ture along the borders of the furrow, notable by their superior length

over all the other spines.

The madreporic body is slightly convex, small, and situated at

about the middle of r. The striae are few, transverse, and bear tiny

spinelets, usually in a single series on the tup of the ridge.

Type.—C?it. No. 37067, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5536, between Negros and Siquijor, 279

fathoms, green mud, bottom temperature 53.5° F. ; 3 specimens.

Distribution.—Central part of the Philippine group, 279 to 530

fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Four ; besides the types, 1 from station 5219,

between Marinduque and Luzon, 530 fathoms, green mud, bottom

temperature 50.8° F. (typical).

Remarks.—This slender-rayed form differs from H. tnutans Koeh-

ler in having w-ell-defined marginal plates, and a vertical series of

usually 3 spinelets on the furrow face of the adambulacral plate. The
lowest of these 3 spinelets is close to the end of the ambulacral plate.

I am uncertain whether mutans has more than the 1 furrow spine-

let. In the description, the plates are said to have " 3 spines on the

inner edge directed into the furrow." The furrow spinelets of

arcystata are in a distinct vertical series and not on the furrow mar-

gin as generally understood. In mutans the actinal plates are de-

scribed and figured as being arranged without order. II. mutans

was dredged near the Andaman Islands in 480 fathoms.

From H. praestans (Sladen), arcystata differs in having the 3

furrow spinelets, slenderer raj's, less compactly placed actinal plates

with larger actinal papular areas, and longer spines bordering the

furrows. This species was taken off the Crozet Islands in 210

fathoms, and is a subantarctic form.
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Family ACANTHASTERIDAE Fisher, 1911.

Genus ACANTHASTER Gervais.

Acanthaster Gervais Diet. sci. nat., suppl., vol. 1, 1841, p. 470. Type, A.
echinus {=A. plaiici Linuaeus.)

ACANTHASTER PLANCI (Linnaeus).

Asterias planci Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., ed. 10, Appendix, 1758. p. 823. Quotes

Columna, Phytobasanos, pi. 33, fig. A.

—

Veerill, 1914rt, p. 364 ; 1914&.

p. 16.

Asterias echinites Ellis and Solandee, Nat. hist, zooph., 1786, pi. 60 to 62.

Acanthaster echinus Gervais, Diet. sci. nat., suppl., vol. 1. 1841, p. 474.

Acanthaster echinites Ltjtken, Vidensk. Medd., 1871, p, 292.

Acanthaster planci Veerill, 1914a, p. 373.

The largest specimen, from Pangasinan Island, has: R=185 nun.,

r=:85 m., 6 madreporic bodies, and 15 rays. The abactinal spines of

the disk are of medium length (10 to 15 mm.), those of the distal

two-thirds of the ray being much stouter and longer (25 mm.).

The spines have prominent pedicels or columns to which they are

articulated, and the abactinal pedicellariae are long and slender.

There are generally 3 furrow spines of conspicuous size, with a

very short, stubby spinelet at either or both ends ; or in place of the

adoral spinelet, a short, obtuse, slightly tapered two-jawed pedi-

cellaria. A majority of the plates have a prominent compressed,

tapered, two-jawed pedicellaria, about three-fourths as long as the

longest furrow spine, situated on the furrow face of the plate, near

the adoral edge. It is usually oriented so that the jaws are dorsal

and ventral. The subambulacral and actinal intermediate spines are

prominent and grooved on the outer side of the distal half or third.

In the specimen from near Zamboanga, which is smaller than the

last (R=130 mm.), the spines are all longer, the abactinal spines

of disk being 20 to 25 mm. long and those near the end of the ray

about 35 mm. There are 13 rays and 8 madreporic bodies. Furrow
spines usually 3, sometimes 4. The prominent furrow pedicellaria

is usually present. The subambulacral and actinal intermediate

spines are slenderer and not so prominently grooved at the tip.

The abactinal pedicellariae are long and slender (about 2.5 mm.).
In the specimen from Cataingan Bay (R=160 mm.) the abactinal

spines are still longer, being about 25 to 35 mm. in length on disk

and 45 mm. on ray; rays 13; madreporic bodies, 4; furrow spines

usually 3, with an adoral, rather prominent, pedicellaria, and an-

other in the furrow. The subambulacral and actinal intermediate

spines are tapered and grooved for a short distance at the tip.

A relatively small example from Destacado Island (R=73 mm.)
has long abactinal spines, 14 rays, and 5 madreporic bodies.

Type-locality.—Goa, Portugese India (Columna's figure).
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Distribution.—Bed Sea to the JPhilippine and Ryukyu Islands,

Molucca Islands, Viti, Fiji, and Samoan Islands.

Specimens examined.—Four

:

Pangasinan Island, vicinity of Jolo, coral reef ; 1 specimen.

Little Santa Cruz Island, vicinity Zamboanga, reefs; 1 specimen.

Cataingan Bay, Masbate, coral reefs ; 1 specimen.

Lode Bay, Destacado Island, between Samar and Masbate, rocks

and coral ; 1 specimen.

ACANTHASTER BREVISPINUS Fisher.

Plate 117 ; plate 118, fig. 1 ; plate 131, figs. 6, Qor-d.

Acanthaster hrevispmus Fishee, 1917&, p. 92.

Diagnosis.—Resembling A. mauritiensis de Loriol, but differing in

having the abactinal spines of disk reduced to mere spinelets, in

having smooth or nearly smooth disk spines on both surfaces, and
in having only 2 or 3 furrow spinelets, shorter than the length of

their plate instead of decidedly longer. Rays 14 to 16. R=90 mm.,

r=51 mm.; R=:1.7G r.

Desc7^iption.—Abactinal surface of disk beset with numerous,

slightly tapered, skin-covered spinelets, 2 mm. or less in length.

They frequently end in a slightly expanded three-edged, pointed

tip. Most of the spinelet is smooth, but a few granules are found

around the base of the spinelet proper and sometimes for a third of

its length. On some of the spinelets the granules, which are hidden

by membrane until dried, mount up one side nearly to the expanded
tip. The spines of the rays are more widely spaced and vary from
5 to 10 mm. in length. They increase in size toward the end of the

ray and have a sparse fine granulation usually hidden by skin. In

A. planci the spines are articulated to an elevated tabulum or column,

but in this form the column is almost wanting.

The abactinal spines are more numerous and much closer to-

gether on the disk than in A. planci., as the abactinal skeleton has a

closer mesh. Granulation of abactinal surface spaced and fine on

disk, increasing in coarseness and density toward the margin.

Abactinal pedicellariae small, two- or three-jawed, and 0.5 to 0.75

mm. high. The jaws are thick, round-tipped, and the whole pedicel-

laria may be nearly as broad as high. In A. planci the abactinal

pedicellariae are very slender, the jaws being 3 to 6 times longer

than the width.

Furrow spinelets 2 or 3, occasionally 1, short, unequal, tapered,

the longest generally a little shorter than its i^late. When there

are 3 the median is the longest. In the furrow, abactinad to the

adoral furrow spinelet is a prominent two-jawed pedicellaria and

about the same length as an average furrow spine. Its jaws are

oriented dorsal and ventral. The subambulacral spines are about as
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long as two plates, or a trifle less, slightly tapered, bluntly pointed,

and sometimes faintly grooved on the outer side near the tip.

The actinal intermediate spines (of which the innermost series

extends nearly to end of ray) are about two-thirds the length of the

subambulacrals on the disk, and subcqual on the ray. On the disk

the intermediate spines are in about 3 irregular chevrons, including

that adjacent to the subambulacrals. Inferomarginal spines, IT

or 18 ; superomarginal spines about 7, the longer 6 to 9 mm. in length.

Actinal granulation rather coarse, though the skin magnifies the size

of the actinal granules. This granulation is found also on the base

of the spines, but not on the shaft.

Mouth plates narrow, with usually 5 stout flattened spines, fol-

lowed by 3 short spinelets, just back of which is a prominent

suboral spine.

Madreporic bodies, 3 to 5.

Type.—Cat. No. 37027, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5149, off Sirun Island, Sulu Archipelago,

vicinity of Siasi, 10 fathoms, coral, shells; 2 specimens.

Remarks.—The differences between this form and A. mauritiensis

and A. planci can be best appreciated if put in synoptical form.

c\ Adambulacral spines 3 to 5 ordinarily conspicuously longer than their own
plate; spines at least of abactinal surface obviously granulated usually

for nearly their whole length ; abactinal pedicellariae with long, slender

jaws.

&\ Abactinal spines long, acicular, borne on high columns or pedicels belong-

ing to the cruciform and rather widely spaced plates ; spines of disk,

including pedicels, one-third to one-fourth length of ray, measured

along side; actinal spines with a fine granulation, or with a large part

of the spine nearly smooth ; subambulacral spine equal to about 3 adam-
bulacral plates in length, occasionally 3.5 A. planet.

b". Abactinal spines distinctly short, those of disk (including pedicel) not

exceeding, and usually not attaining, one-sixth the length of ray, meas-

ured alongside; actinal spines with a course granulation covering greater

part of spine, at least on one side; subambulacral spine less than 3

adambulacral plates in length A. mauritiensis.

a\ Adambulacral spines 2 or 3, occasionally 1, not longer than their plate;

abactinal spines of disk usually smooth for most of their length, with a

three-edged tip, and usually less than one-twelfth the length of ray meas-

ured along side; abactinal pedicellariae with short, thick jaws; nctinal

spines smooth for the gi-eater part of their length ; subambulacral spines

equal to 2 adambulacral plates in length A. brevispinus.

As compared with planet the disk spinelets of brevispinus are much
more numerous, owing to the closer meshed skeleton, and are insignifi-

cant in size.

A. ellisii Gray is not well known. It is described by Perrier as

having the spines disposed very nearly as in planci, but completely

devoid of granules. The pedicellariae are very short. The rays are

either 19 or 15, madreporic bodies 7, and the adambulacral furrow
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spinelets are 2 or 3, nearly equal and divergent. Gray's original

diagnosis (1840, p, 281, Echinmter Ellisii) states that the type, which

is from South America, has 11 or 12 rays, 15 madreponc todies

("dorsal warts"), and large thick spines. In his generic diagnosis

of Echinaster {=Acanthaster, s. s.) he states that the spines are very

long and covered with granular skin, and have generally a second

articulation about one-third the length from base. This would in-

dicate that both his E. ellisii and E. Solaris are large-spined species

with high pedicels or tabula, and granules on the spines.

Family SOLASTERIDAE Perrier, emended.

Genus SOLASTER Forbes.

Solaster Forbes, Mem. Wernerian Nat. Hist. Soc, vol. 8, 1S39, p. 120.

Type, Asterias endeca Linnaeus.

SOLASTER TROPICUS Fisher.

Plate 125; plate 126, fig. 2; plate 133, figs. 2, 2a-&.

Solaster tropicus Fisheb, 1913c, p. 221.

Diagnosis.—Rays 9 or 10; R=145 mm., r=53 mm., E=2.7-f-r;

breadth of ray at base, about 35 mm. Disk large, rays fairly broad

at base, tapering to a pointed extremity. Pseudopaxillae very small,

well spaced, with 4 to 6 small spinelets ; inferomarginal plates promi-

nent, with numerous spinelets increasing very rapidly in size toward

the inner or lower end of the compressed, transversely oriented

tabulum or pedicel; distal marginals with mostly large spinelets

only; furrow spines 5 or 6, rather long; subambulacral spines 5 to

7, subequal in length to furrow spines but heavier ; the inner end of

the transverse comb is turned aborad, and the innermost spine is

shorter than the second; superomarginal paxillae small, alternating

with the inferomarginals. Resembling somewhat S. paxillatiLs, but

with more numerous furrow spines, less conspicuous subambulacrals,

heavier inferomarginal spinelets, less conspicuous superomarginals,

and fewer paxillar spinelets.

Description.—Abactinal surface covered with very small pseudo-

paxillae about 0.5 to 0.75 mm. in diameter and spaced 2 to 4 times

their width. On the disk they bear 5 or 6 and on the ray about 4

small prickly spinelets, united into a fascicular group by membrane.

The paxillae are about 0.5 to 0.6 mm. in height and are relatively

more widely spaced on the rays than on disk. On the sides of the

rays they are arranged in slightly oblique transverse series. Papulae

prominent. In each interradiaus midway between center and margin

there is a streak or area where the paxillae are sparse. Abactinal

plates delicate, 4-lobed in the small specimen but in the type often

three-lobed, or in the form of rods. The plates of the lateral por-
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tions of ray are united into transverse series independent of each

other, or the lobes may touch, depending somewhat upon the amount
of inflation of the integument. In the radial region, the plates are

frequently independent, and small as well as medium-sized plates

are present in the large incomplete meshes of the skeleton. These

growing plates are oval, elliptical, or incipiently 3-lobed.

In the small specimen the inferomarginals define the ambitus, but

in the type the}^ retreat slightly onto the ventral surface in the inter-

brachium. Inferomarginals 48, compressed as in S. paxillatus with

proximally a low fan-shaped pedicel, the width of which diminishes

distad. Proximally, the spiniferous margin is about twice the height

and bears about 30 spinelets, small at the outer end and increasing

in length toward the inner, where 5 or 6 spinelets are 6 or 8 times

the length of the outermost, sharp, and invested in pulpy membrane.

On the outer part of the ray the pedicels become narrower and the

larger spinelets occupy the greater part of the free margin, the small

spinelets becoming greatly reduced in number, usually to a few at

the upper or outer end. As compared with paxillatus the inner spine-

lets of the inferomarginals are decidedly larger and are more as they

are in S. horealls, but the spinelets are more numerous and the pedicels

lower. In horealis the lateral spines are very conspicuous on the

distal marginals.

Superomarginals very small, with 8 or 10 spinelets, and situated

usually above an interspace between 2 inferomarginals.

Actinal interradial areas large, containing 6 chevrons of plates (4

in small specimen), bearing each 5 to 8 pointed spines, heavily in-

vested in membrane. These fascicles of spines are well spaced

(usually about the length of the spines apart). Two series of inter-

mediate plates extend to the eighth inferomarginal and a single

series (each plate with usually only 1 spine) extends nearly to the

tip of ray.

Furrow spines, 5 or 6, the median slightly the longest, all united

by web for two-thirds their length, the membrane often forming a

spatulate pad at the tip of each spine. The spines are tapering,

pointed, and rather long, being 1^ to 1^^ the length of base line of

comb, and long enough when erect to extend well above surface of

plate. Subambulacral spines usually 5 to 7, tapering, pointed, basally

webbed and heavily invested in membrane, about equal in length to

the furrow spines, but much heavier. The inner spine is shorter

than the other 4 or 5 and situated aborad of the transverse line made
by the series; or 2 spines form a longitudinal series just back of the

furrow series, and 3 or 4 others a transverse series across plate op-

posite the interspace between first 2 spines. The subambulacrals are

joined by a slight web to the furrow fan.
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Marginal mouth spines, 11 or 12, the inner 3 of each plate pointed,

long, the innermost as long as the base line of entire series ; the outer

8 or 9 much slenderer and shorter and decreasing in length toward the

outer end of margin. All are united b}^ membrane. Suboral spines

about 10 (6 in small specimen), in an irregular series parallel to

median suture. In the type they are smaller than the marginal

spines, but in the small specimen the inner 1 or 2 are about as long

as the fourth or fifth marginal spines. Along the median suture

margin is a row of low papillae without a calcareous core.

Madreporic body, 4 mm. in diameter, prominent, surrounded by

about 6 pseudopaxillae, and situated its own diameter adcentral to

the middle of r.

Type.—Qd^t. No. 32647, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5654, Gulf of Boni, Celebes, 805 fathoms;

bottom not recorded, bottom temperature 38.3° F.

Distribution.—Known only from Gulf of Boni and Molucca

Passage.

Specimens examined.—The type and a specimen from station

5619, off Mareh Island, Molucca Passage, 435 fathoms, fine gray

sand and mud.
Remarks.—This species is allied to S. paxillatus Sladen, but proba-

bly not very closely, while it also shows some resemblance to S.

horealis Fisher, though it is not related to this form, unless remotely.

The following differences separate tropicus from paxillatus: In

tropicus the paxillae have fewer, relatively coarser spinelets; mar-

ginal plates lower, with conspicuously heavier spinelets at the inner

or lower end than at the upper or outer, and distal marginals occu-

pied almost entirely by a relatively few large spinelets (somewhat as

in S. horealis) ; in ,6'. paxillatus the inner marginal spinelets are only

a little larger than the outer, and the armature of the distal margin-

als does not differ materially from that of the proximal; in tropicus

the superomarginals are lower and less conspicuous, the furrow

spines more numerous (5 or 6 instead of 3 or 4) and in large speci-

mens the subambulacral spines are decidedly less prominent (sub-

equal to furrow spines). Tropicus differs from horealis in having

less prominent marginal plates and much more numerous and smaller

marginal spines, distinguishable superomarginal plates, more numer-

ous and longer furrow spines and more numerous and longer sub-

ambulacral spines. S. torulatus Sladen from north of the Kermadec

Islands has less prominent marginals actinally situated, and with

subequal spinelets; the furrow spines are shorter, the subambulacral

spines fewer and in a straight series; the actinal interradial areas

smaller, and the abactinal paxillar spinelets slightly more numerous.

8. regularis Sladen has larger and more widely spaced paxillae,

more prominent marginal plates, and the subambulacral spines form
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a straight series. S. subarcuatus Slaclen has fewer inferomarginal

spines (10-12), fewer furrow spines (3 or 4), and fewer oral and

suboral spines. The species is said to resemble S. endeca, which

S. tropicus does not.

Genus CROSSASTER Mullet and Troschel.

Crossastcr Muller aud Troschel, lS40a, p. 103. Type, Asterias papposa

Linnaeus.

The two genera, Solaster and Crossaster, have been united by
most recent writers,^ although in practice it is not very difficult to

recognize them. Since new species of the Crossaster type are con-

tinually being described, it is becoming more and more desirable to

keep them separate. A good differential character is the presence

in Crossaster of a complete membraneous interbrachial septum be-

tween the internal interradial calcareous dorsoventral pillar and

the margin. The pillar arises from the mouth plates and passes

upward, its point of union with the abactinal skeleton being usually

marked by a smooth spineless area. In Crossaster papposus be-

tween this calcified buttress and the margin there is a definite

septum separating the gonads of adjacent rays, while in Solaster en-

deca^ S. horealis^ and S. ahyssorum the pillar is present, but not the

membranous septum; as a result the gonads of adjacent rays are

not separated, and the coelom is continuous.-

CROSSASTER SCOTOPHILUS (Fisher).

Plate 124, fig. 1 ;
plate 133, figs. 3, So.

Solaster scotophilus Fisher, 1913c, p. 222.

Diagnosis.—Related to Crossaster 2}cepposus, but differing in being

of a much more delicate habit, with more numerous furrow and sub-

oral spines, smaller paxillae, smaller and more numerous marginal

paxillae, and a much more delicate skeleton. Rays 9; R=48 mm.,

r=14 mm., R=:3.4 r; breadth of ray at base 10 mm.; disk large,

rays slender, flexible, tapering to a sharp point; skeleton delicate,

open, irregular; paxillae small, the pedicel about 0.5 mm. high and

the longest spinelets 1.25 mm. long; marginal paxillae 24 or 25, deli-

cate; furrow spines very delicate, 8 or 9; subambulacral spines 7 to 9;

marginal mouth spines, 15.

Description.—Abactinal skeleton very open with widely spaced

pseudopaxillae consisting of a low pedicel and ordinarily 15 to 25

very slender and sharp glassy spinelets, short about the periphery of

tabulum and increasing in length to the center where they are 3 or

1 For some of the reasons for uniting them see Fisher, Wild, p. 389. Professor Ver-

rill, 1914a, p. 259, recognizes Crossaster and remarks that " the dorsal ossicles do not

form definite, oblique, transverse rows on tlie sides of the rays as they do in Solaster."

2 Fisher, 1916a, p. 5.
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4 times the length of the pedicel. There are 2 to 5 or 6 prominent

papulae to each mesh. The primary plates have 4 slender lobes,

which are connected to neighboring plates by upward of 4 or 5 ellip-

tical overlapping ossicles, forming slender trabeculae. The meshes

are not symmetrical and often several are confluent, especially on

outer part of ray.

Marginal plates 24 or 25 prominent, with compressed pedicel bear-

ing 50 or more very delicate spines which are decidedly longer at the

lower end of the pedicel than at the upper, being 1^ to 1^ times the

width of the pedicel. The marginal spines are also shorter than the

central, as in the case of the abactinal plates. Between 2 marginal

plates are 1 to 3 small abactinal paxillae. The marginals define the

ambitus on the ray, but at the base pass to the actinal surface, keeping

close to the adambulacral plates in consequence of the small size of

the actinal intermediate areas.

Furrow spines very slender, 10 on the first plate, then 9, then 8

or 9, and on the outer part of the ray, 6, The median spines are

longest and about 1^ to 2 times as long as the base line of comb,

while the lateralmost are commonly only one-half as long as the base

line, the intermediates being graduated in length between the two.

They are united for about one-third their length by membrane. On
the surface of the plate is an oblique, arcuate, transverse comb of

7 to 9, usually 8 or 9, slender, basally webbed spines, the inner 5 or 6

subequal and about 1^ to 1^ the length of the median furrow spines,

but slightly stouter, the outer 2 or 3 considerably and progressively

shorter. The spines are borne on an elongate slightly crescentic

tumidity of the plate, the inner end of which is at the aboral furrow

corner of the plate and the outer near the outer adoral corner.

When the spines are spread fanwise with the points adorad (instead

of being bent aborad and obliquely away from furrow) the base of

the comb is nearly a semicircle and the special ridge has the appear-

ance of a low pedicel comparable to the marginal pedicels but much
less conspicuous.

Mouth plates with 15 slender, marginal spines united basally by

a web, and increasing in length from the outer toward the inner end

of the plate, the innermost spine being as long as the base line of

the marginal series. Suboral spines about 13, in a zigzag series the

length of plate, basally webbed, and when standing erect forming a

rather dense group on the companion plates, the ends of the spines

rising well above the marginals (except the innermost to which the

suborals are nearly equal). The spines, when separated, seem to

form 3 oblique transverse series from the median suture aborad

toward the margin.

Madreporic body situated a little nearer margin than middle of

r, and with a large paxilla on the adcentral side.
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Type.—Csii. Xo. 32648, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 6651, "Gulf of Boni, Celebes, 700 fathoms,

green mud, bottom temperature 38-7° F-; 1 specimen.

DistHhution.—Known only from type-locality.

Remarks.—The only species, besides Crossaster papposus^ to which

C. scofopkilus shows close resemblance, are C. penicillatus Sladen,

from off Marion Island, 140 fathoms, and C. japonicus (Fisher) from
the Sea of Japan. C. japonicus is of the habit of G. papposus., hav-

ing large penicillate paxillae, and heavier spines generally than occur

in scotophilus. From penicillatus., scotophilus differs in having much
more numerous furrow spines (4 or 5 in penicillatus) , more numer-

ous marginal paxillae, and smaller and more delicate abactinal pax-

illae.

Genus LOPHASTER Verrill.

Lophaster Verrill, Amer. Journ. Sci., ser. 3, vol. 16, 1878, p. 214. Type,

Solaster furcifer Diiben and Koreu.

LOPHASTER SULUENSIS.

Plate 123, fig. 2; plate 124, fig. 3; plate 132, figs. 8, 8fl-.

Lophaster stiluensis Fisher, 1913c, p. 219.

Diagnosis.—Eesembling L. furcilliger Fisher in general form but

with much lower paxillae, especially marginal, the pedicels being

much shorter than the spines; inner or lower inferomarginal spines

consi^icuously longer than upper ; furrow spines 5 or 6, rather long

;

subambulacral spines 3 or 4, heavier and longer than furrow spines,

and equal to about 2 plates in length. Bays 5 ; R = 82 mm., r = 16

mm., R = 5 r : breadth of ray at base, 19 or 20 mm. ; rays slender,

gradually tapering, bluntly pointed; abactinal surface arched; ac-

tinal surface plane.

Description.—Abactinal plates strongly 4-lobed, with a low ped-

icel, bearing 7 to 10 tapering, thorny, pointed spines, the median
slightly longer than the peripheral. The spines vary from 1 to 2

mm. in length, while the pedicel is ordinarily about one-half the

length of the spines, slightly wider than high on the rays and slightly

higher than wide on central portion of disk. Papular areas of apical

region with 5 to 7 papulae; those of proximal part of ray with 3

or 4 papulae; those of distal portion of ray with 1 or 2. Counting
across the base of ray there are about 18 longitudinal series of plates,

rather irregular in the median radial region.

Marginal paxillae comparatively small, the superomarginal de-

cidedly smaller than the inferomarginal and usually alternating

with them. The inferomarginal paxillae have low pedicels, about
as high as broad, surmounted by about 1.5 to 18 spines of which 3 or

4 on the side toward furrow are about 2.5 mm. long, while the others
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decrease in size to about 0.75 mm. on the dorsal side of the paxilla.

The proximal siiperomarginals have 12 to 15 spines and the pedicel

is about two-thirds the height of the inferomarginal pedicels, while

the tuft of spines is of about half the bulk of the inferomarginal

spines. Actinal interradial areas small, the plates bearing 3 or 4

spinelets and extending in a single series about two-thirds the

length of ray.

Furrow spines 5 or 6, usually 6, slender, tapering, webbed for two-

thirds their length, the 4 median the longest, and about 1^ times the

length of base line of comb. Consecutive combs are separated by an

interval equal to one-half to the entire length of the base line comb.

Subambulacral spines 3 or 4, tapering, pointed, the outermost com-
monly the longest, or the 2 or 3 outermost subequal and about twice

as long as the median furrow spines, as well as much stouter, the end
of the spines being sometimes a trifle swollen. They are united by
web at the base only.

Marginal mouth spines 12 or 13, webbed, and increasing in length

toward the innermost. Suboral spines, 2 to 4 on the median suture

margin near outer end of plate.

Madreporic body prominent, situated at about the middle of r.

Type.—Co^t. No. 32646, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5423, Sulu Sea, off Cagayan Island, 508

fathoms, gray mud, coral sand; bottom temperature 49.8° F. ; 1

specimen.

Remarks.—This species is characterized, so far as the single speci-

men allows one to judge, by the very low pedicels and relatively

long spines. The marginal paxillae are small, but the subambulacral

spines are unusually large. L. suluensis differs from L. furcifer in

having longer, slenderer rays, longer paxillar spines, and relatively

shorter pedicels, longer and unequal marginal paxillar spines, more
numerous furrow spines, and very much longer subambulacral spines,

the latter being longer than the marginal paxillae with their spines.

The mouth plates of L. suluensis are larger, with more numerous and
longer marginal spines (12 or 13). L. suluensis differs from L.

stella.ns Sladen, and L. ahhreviatus Koehler (Antarctic species) in

having a much less robust form, longer rays, more numerous furrow

spines (4 short ones in stellans and 3 rather long ones in ahhreviatus)

and much more prominent subambulacral spines (longer, not shorter,

than marginal paxillae with their spines). L. suluensis resembles,

in general form, more nearly 2 Antarctic species: L. antarcticus

Koehler and L. gaini Koehler, but differs in having 5 or 6 instead of

4 furroAV spines, and 12 or 13 instead of 7 or 8 marginal mouth
spines. L. antarcticus has 20 to 40 paxillar spines and much less

prominent subambulacral spines Avhen compared either with the

fairly long furrow spines or the more prominent inferomarginal
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paxillae. L. gaini has more prominent paxillar pedicels, less thorny

paxillar spines, more prominent inferomarginal paxillae, and the

actinal intermediate paxillae are reduced to about 4 in each inter-

radial area. In L. suluensis they extend at least two-thirds the length

of the ray.

Genus XENORIAS Fisher.

Xenorius (subgenus) Fisher, 1913c, p. 222. Type, RMpidaster (Xcnorias)

polyctenius Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Differing from Rhipidaster Sladen in the position of

the marginal plates which are oblique, but instead of being parallel

with one another are inclined at an angle of 45° and touch by the

intermarginal ends, forming a series of chevrons along the side of

ray. Abactinal plates and adambulacral plates essentially as in

Rhipidaster.

XENORIAS POLYCTENIUS (Fisher).

Plate 120, fig. 1 ;
plate 123, fig. 1 ;

plate 133, figs. 1, la-h.

Rhipidaster {Xenorias) polyctenius Fishek, 1913c, p. 222.

Diagnosis.—Rays 7; R=50 mm., r=14 mm., R=3.5+r; breadth of

ray at base, 12 mm. ; rays slightly convex, tapering evenly to bluntly

pointed extremity. Differing from Rhipidaster vannipes in having

very much shorter abactinal spinelets invested in a common sheath

;

curiously compressed, obliquely oriented, lateral superomarginal

and inferomarginal plates (with intermarginal ends adorad) bear-

ing a transverse comb of webbed spines, those at the aboral end of

each plate much larger than the others; furrow spines 9 or 10; sub-

ambulacral comb of 4; abactinal integument pulpy, hiding the

skeleton which consists of 3 or 4 lobed closely imbricated plates;

papulae 1 to 3 to each mesh.

Description.—Abactinal surface covered with rather uniformly

distributed fascicular tufts of small spinlets invested in a common
pulpy sheath from which the tips of the spinlets protrude a short

distance. These fascicles with their investment are about 1 mm. long

and 0.75 mm. in diameter, and resemble tubercular projections of the

integument. In those which appear to be nearly normal the in-

vestment forms a collar surrounding the spinelets which are them-

selves embedded in the central pulpy part of the sheath. These

fascicles are spaced about once their own diameter, or less, on disk

and base of rays, and are arranged in quincunx on the sides of the

rays. Each pseudopaxilla consists of a low pedicel or convex plate,

surmounted by 8 to 12, or sometimes fewer very delicate tapering

glassy spinelets closely bound for their basal half by tissue, and
ending in several very sharp glassy points. On the central part of

disk and outer part of ray many plates have 5 or 6 spinelets. The
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abactinal integument between the fascicles of spinelets is thrown

into numerous irregular wrinkles.

On the midradial region the abactinal plates have usually 3 trun-

cate lobes and on the lateral region 4, by which they overlap strongly,

the small meshes containing 1, 2, or rarely 3, papulae.

The marginal plates are conspicuous, low, transverse ridges

oriented obliquely and bent aborad, so that each pair of marginals

appears to form a chevron, the angle of which is toward base of ray,

for the reason that the lower end of each superomarginal touches the

upper end of the corresponding inferomarginal. A long series of

chevrons thus occupies the side of each ray. Superomarginals 40.

The spine-bearing crest has the appearance of being bent aborad and

the upper end is in the form of a slight knob which bears 3 promi-

nent, tapering, sharp, closely appressed spines (the median usually the

longer), which, relative to the width of plate, are more prominent

distally ; 6 to 9 much slenderer, shorter spinelets continue this series

to the lower end of the plate, and at the same time become shorter;

these spines are united by a web.

The inferomarginal plates are formed and armed just like the

superomarginals, except that the long spines (3 or 4 in number) are

at the lower or actinal end and are longer than the corresponding

superomarginal spines, being slightly longer than the extreme width

of plate. Three to 5 small spines continue this series toward the

intermarginal line. The large inferomarginal spines are on the

angle between the lateral and actinal faces of the ray, and proxi-

mally a fourth spine is added to the actinal end of the series. The
points of the spines frequently converge (the median being longest)

and the group has then the appearance of Sladen's figure of the

" actinal intermediate " spines of R. vannipes. The inferomarginal

series of X. polyctenius evidently corresponds to the series of plates

described by Sladen as actinal intermediates. When the marginals

are cleaned they are seen to be imbricated in their own series, the

adoral end slightly overlapping the aboral end of the next plate

toward the mouth. The plates are curiously formed and slightly bent,

the outer end of each suggesting the end of a femur flattened or the

dorsal end of a rib. The intermarginal end is narrower as if the bone

had been cut off at that point.

Actinal intermediate plates about 3 only, just back of the mouth
plates, and bearing a very few spinelets.

Furrow spines 9 or 10, distally 8, united by membrane for two-

thirds their length into a prominent scoop-shaped fan very much as

in R. vannipes. The central 3 or 4 are longest, and are equal in length

to about 1^ the base line of the comb. On the surface of the plate is

an oblique comb of 4 stouter, tapering, sharp spines, the 2 median

the longest and slightly longer than the furrow spines. The sub-
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ambulacral comb resembles the inferomarginal comb, and the arma-

ture of the adambulacrals closely resembles that of B. vannipes, except

that the furrow spines are slightly more numerous. The actinal sur-

face of the adambulacral plates is short and wide, the outer end

underlying the ventral swollen end of an inferomarginal, to which

the adambulacrals correspond in number. The surface midway be-

tween the outer and inner ends bears an oblique tumidity for the

reception of the subambulacral comb. The inner end of the plate

broadens fan-wise for the reception of the furrow comb. The sutures

between consecutive plates are actinally 2^ to 3 times the actinal

length of the plate at its most constricted part.

Mouth plates prominent and strongly convex at the outer end.

Marginal spines 15 to IT, the 3 inner long, slender, pointed, and

directed over actinostome, the remainder usually standing upright

and much shorter and slenderer. They are united for about two-

thirds their length by a web which is continuous between the series

of companion plates. Near the inner end of the plate stands a

slender, sharp, prominent, suboral spine adjacent to median suture

and near its companion of the other plate ; 3 shorter spines stand on

the convexity near the outer end of plate midway between suture

and furrow margins.

Madreporic body medium-sized, with 3 plates close to margin, and

situated at about the middle of r.

Type.—Cut. No. 32649, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5622, off Makyan Island, Molucca Islands,

275 fathoms, gray mud ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—Xenorias is more comparable to Rhipidaster than to

any other known genus, and the most important difference has been

indicated in the generic diagnosis. It may be well to mention other

differences, which are not necessarily generic. The abactinal skele-

ton of X. polyctenius has small meshes, with generally only 1 papula

to a mesh, while R. vannipes has a wide-meshed, reticulated skeleton,

with upward of 5, 6, or even more papulae to a mesh. In the latter

the plates bear a penicillate tuft of 4 or 5 prominent, sharp spinelets,

apparently free from thick membrane, while in polyctenius the spine-

lets are very small and are immersed in a common sheath.

The marginal plates of Xenorias are peculiar in their orientation.

They are situated on the side of the ray and are oriented at an angle

of about 45° to its long axis, in such a way (pi. 133, fig. la) that the

inferomarginal forms a chevron with the superomarginal, pointing

toward base of ray. The free end of each plate is larger than that

meeting its fellow at the intermarginal line and bears the largest

spines.

13434—Bull. 100—19 30
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Family MYXASTERIDAE Perrier.

Genus MYXASTER Perrier.

Myxaster Perrier, Comptes Rendus, vol. 101, 1885, p. 886. Type, M. sol

Perrier.

MYXASTER MEDUSA (Fisher).

Plate 134, figs. 2, 2ar-c.

Asthenactis medusa Fisher, 1913c, p. 224.

Diagnosis.—Rays 9. R=225 mm., r=52 mm., R=4.3 r; breadth

of ray at base, 25 mm. Rays very flexible, slightly swollen at base,

tapering, elevated, and somewhat trigonal in section; integument

yielding, the plates very thin, and the skin soft and slimy ; spinelets

about 6 to a fascicle, the fascicles membrane invested and close-set;

adambulacral spines webbed, 9 or 10, the outermost belonging to the

next, adoral, plate; mouth spines, 13 or 14, webbed. Differing from
Myxaster sol in having more numerous and longer mouth spines, a

thicker skin, and 2 instead of 3 spines on the apophysis of each adam-

bulacral plate.

Description.—Abactinal plates very thin, imbricated, each bearing

a fascicle of extremely delicate spines, usually about 6, although

sometimes slightly more numerous, and resembling fine glassy hairs.

The abactinal surface is covered with soft membrane, which forms an

investment to the spines. The fascicles are 6 to 8 mm. long and

spaced 2 or 3 mm. apart. The form of the plates is variable; some

are four-lobed, others hourglass shaped. The figures will give a

better idea of the form. Owing to the softness of the integument and

the overlying slime I have not been able to discover any papulae on

the outside, but an examination of the coelomic surface of a portion

of the dorsal body wall shows single papulae in the interspaces be-

tween the lobes of the plates.

Adambulacral armature similar to that of Asthenactis papyraceus

(but lacking, of course, the actinolateral membrane). Each curved

oblique comb consists of 9 or 10 very delicate spines, webbed to their

tips and increasing in length from the inner to tlio outermost,

the last spine standing on an extension of the next adorally situated

plate. The innermost spine is one-fourth to one-third the length

of the outermost, and the latter is joined to the side of the ray

by a flange-like extension of the web, about as broad at base as one-

third the length of outer spine. This flange of tissue narrows rapidly

in width up to the tip of the spine, and near the outer edge envelops

a tiny fascicle of 2 or 3 setalike spinelets of a lateral plate. These

are hidden by the membrane.

Mouth plates large, with a straight median suture, the form and
armature being shown by the figure. The marginal spines form
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an angular series, the first to sixth or seventh being on the ac-

tinostomial margin, the seventh or eighth on the angle of the plate

at mouth of ambulacra! furrow, and sometimes directed across

mouth of latter, while the remaining 5 or 6 form a fascicle or

group on the surface of the plate adjacent to the very short furrow
margin and to the first adambulacral comb. All the spines are

joined by membrane, the innermost being nearly as long as median
suture; the others decrease in length to the spine at the angle of

plate, which is one-half the length of the median suture, while the

longest of the remaining 5 or 6 spines is slightly longer, the others

nearly as long.

Madreporic body slightly convex, 6 mm. in diameter, and situated

slightly adcentral to the middle of r. The actinostome is wide

(38 mm.) and the tube feet large, with large sucking disks. Gonads
large, in a compact mass at base of ray. Apparently there are 2

ducts, one opening near ambitus and another about one-third r from
margin, on the interradial line. The eggs are large, 1 to 2 mm.
in diameter. A membranous interbrachial septum is present. It

extends about one-third r from margin toward center of disk, and
not so far as the inward extension of the gonads.

Type.—C?it. No. 32650, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5605, Gulf of Tomini, Celebes (lat. 0° 21'

32" N.; long. 121° 34' 10" E.), 647 fathoms, bottom not recorded.

Remarks.—In the original description, I suggested that this species

might really belong in Myxaster, if the type of that genus should

be found to possess the same peculiarity in respect to the disposi-

tion of the adambulacral spines. On account of the structure of the

adambulacral plates, I placed medusa in Asthenactis, in which each

adambulacral fan is divided between 2 plates, the outer spines of

each series standing on an oblique aboral extension or apophysis of

the next adorally situated plate. No mention of this highly char-

acteristic arrangement of plates and spines was made by Perrier in

his description of Myxaster sol. In June, 1914, I examined the

type of this species at the Museum d'Historie Naturelle of Paris.

In Myxaster sol the adambulacral plates are constructed essentially

as in M. medusa., 3 spines, as a rule standing on the apophysis, while

5 or 6 continue the series on the body of the next aboral plate.

It becomes evident, therefore, that the structure of the adambu-
lacral plates and the peculiar arrangement of spines are the same in

both Asthenactis and Myxaster, and that the presence of an actino-

lateral membrane is the one trenchant character which separates

Asthenactis from Myxaster.

Myxaster medusa differs from M. sol in having a much thicker

skin, which completely hides the underlying plates; the mouth plates

are broader, with a broader actinostomial margin and a decided angle
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to the plate at mouth of ambulacral furrow; the mouth spines are

13 or 14 instead of 8, and the outer spines form a fascicle on the sur-

face of the plate near the margin, instead of a series, without a web,

on the margin. The apophysis of the adambulacral plate, in Tiiedusa,

has 1 long spine; in sol^ 3. There seems to be a difference in the

form of the plates of the abactinal and lateral surfaces of the body,

but it is not possible to determine how constant this is.

The family Myxasteridae includes only 3 genera, Myxaster^ Asthe-

nactis^ and Pythonaster.'^

Family PTERASTERIDAE Perrier.

Genus PTERASTER Miiller and Troschel.

Pteraster Mullee and Troschel, 1842, p. 128. Type, P. 7nilitaris (O. F.

Miiller).

PTERASTER CORYNETES Fisher.

Plate 127, figs. 2, 3 ; plate 128, fig. 1 ;
plate 133, figs, 5, 5a.

Pteraster corynetes Fisher, 19166, p. 28.

Diagnosis.—Abactinal surface resembling superficially that of

P. pulvillus; probably more nearly related to P. semireticulatm.

Paxillae with low pedicel surmounted by 7 or 8 longer, radiating,

peripheral spinelets surrounding a central shorter one ; tips of periph-

eral spinelets united by fibrous tissue; spiracula in lines between

spinelets; no deposits in supradorsal membrane; furrow fans with 7

spines (distally, 6) ; actinolateral spines stout, the tips defining am-

bitus ; 5 oral spines, the 10 united by a continuous membrane ; suboral

spine may be entirely lacldng; when present, slender, tapering. Pays

5; R=24 mm., r=13 mm., R=1.8 r; breadth of ray of base, 14 or 15

mm. ; thickness of disk, 9 mm.
Description.—Abactinal surface resembling somewhat that of P.

pulvillus and also that of P. semireticulafus. Supradorsal mem-

brane very thin, so that the 7 or 3 widely radiating peripheral spine-

lets of each paxilla can be easily seen, a much shorter erect spinelet

occupying the center of each circle. The paxillae, in consequence,

have a stellate appearance, and a peripheral fibrous band connects

the tips of all the spinelets (except the central), marking off the

abactinal surface into areas, somewhat as in semireticulatus., but

these bands are not at all conspicuous, except on the sides and outer

half of ray. Between any 2 radiating spines is a linear series of 4

to 7 spiracula, usually quite small. Pedicel of paxillae short and

stout on the rays, being about half the length of the peripheral spine-

lets, which are also stout, and tapered from the truncate, minutely

denticulate lip toward the base. They resemble little clubs with
5

iVerrlll, 1914a, p. 204, has made a special family of Pythonaster, but without diag-

nosis. I do not know in what particulars, therefore, it differs from the Myxasteridae.
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spiny tips, whence " corynetesP On the largest paxiUae, at base of

ray, the peripheral spinelets are a trifle short of 2 mm. long, while

the central, clavate, truncate in form, is about 1.5 mm. long. There

are no deposits in the supradorsal membrane. Osculum small, closed,

the special spines forming a low protuberance.

Adambulacral combs with 7 spines, the inner end of each series,

comprising the first 3 spines, bent obliquely downward and aborad.

The inner spinelet is very short, one-half to two-thirds as long as

the second ; the second, two-thirds the length of the third ; the next

4 increasing slightly in length, the outermost being generally the

longest, although the difference in the length of the outer 3 is not

great. Membrane between the spines, which are sharp, slightly

emarginate. Aperture and papilla small, the papilla broad, and

round-tipped. Distal combs with 6 spines.

Mouth plates with 5 marginal spines, increasing rapidly in length

from the outer, which is short, toward the innermost, which is half

again as long as the median suture. All 10 spines of each mouth pair

united by a continuous membrane. Three pairs of plates are entirely

without suboral spines; one pair has a spine on 1 plate, while the

fifth mouth angle has a suboral spine on each plate. This spine is

nearly as long as the imier marginal spine, and is slender, tapering,

with a sharp hyaline tip.

Actinolateral membrane broad, the margin defining ambitus, but

not forming a conspicuous fringe. The tips of most of the actino-

lateral spines can be seen from above. Actinolateral spines stout, the

tip slightly flaring as a rule and truncate; sixth spine reaching mar-

gin of membrane. The first 5 spines meet or cross the tips of their

fellows of adjacent ray along the interradial line. Owing to propor-

tions of r to R, the actinal interradial areas are not very board, al-

though the entire actinal floor outside the adambulacral fans is oc-

cupied by the actinolateral membrane. At the sixth actinolateral

spine, half the distance from furrow margin to ambitus is occupied

by the adambulacral fans ; at middle of ray, measured along side, a

little more than half.

Type.—C2ii. No. 37014, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5623, Molucca Passage, 7.5 miles northeast

Makyan Island (lat. 0° 16' 30'' N.; long. 127° 30' E.), 272 fathoms^

fine sand, mud; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—In my key to the species of Pteraster (1911<Z, p. 368)

Pt. corynetes belongs to the second section, although the rays are

slightly longer than in the other species. Among those species having

all the oral spines united by a continuous membrane, only 5 are

comparable with corynetes., namely pulvillus^ tem/nochiton, rugdtus,
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semireticulatus^ and ingolfi^ to none of which it is closely related.

The following synopsis will contrast the characters

:

o\ Adambulacral combs with 5 to 7 spines.

6\ Siiboral spine, when present, slender ; aperture slits small ; no deposits

in supradorsal membrane.
c\ Paxillae with high pedicel and 5 to 15 spines; R=1.3 r; actinolateral

membrane narrow, not defining ambitus; suboral spines always pres-

ent pulvillus.

c*. Paxillae with low pedicel and about 8 spines ; R=1.8 r ; actinolateral

membrane defining ambitus; suboral spines absent from some plates.

corynetes.

&^ Suboral spine with 3 sharp edges; aperture slits unusually large; minute

branched rods in supradorsal membrane temnochiton.

o". Adambulacral combs with 3 to 5 spines.

&\ Adambulacral spines usually 3, sometimes 4, short, scarcely projecting

beyond web ; R=1.4+r rugatus.

b\ Adambulacral spines 3 to 5, usually 4, projecting far beyond web.

c\ R=1.75 r^h ; dorsal membrane thin, evidently reticulated.

semireticulat-us.

c^. R=1.4 r^; ; dorsal membrane thick, not at all reticulate inyolfi.

Three species are said to lack the suboral spine entirely: ^^er-

sonaius, sordidus, and reductus. It is not possible to determine

Avhether the three suboral spines in the single specimen of corynetes

are abnormally present. The species differs, however, from perso-

natus and sordidus in having more numerous adambulacral spines,

and from reductus in having only five oral, and fewer paxillar spines.

P. sordidus has a straight series of adambulacral spines, the inner

4 of the 6 oral spines are webbed independently, and the actino-

lateral membrane interradially extends beyond the true margin of

the ray. All three forms are from the east Atlantic.

PTERASTER OBESUS MYONOTUS Fislier.

Plate 127, fig. 1 ;
plate 128, fig. 3 ; plate 133, fig. 4.

Pteraster obesiis myonotus Fishee, 1916&, p. 28.

Diagnosis.—Closely related to P. ohesus Clark of Japan and re-

sembling superficially P. pulvillus Sars. Differing from ohesus in

being nearly pentagonal in form; in having a fairly tough supra-

dorsal membrane in which there are well-developed bands of muscle

forming a reticulum of hexagons and triangles, and in having fewer

paxillar spines. E=28 mm., r=24 mm., E=1.2 r; height of disk 18

or 19 mm.
Description.—The general form is nearly pentagonal, there being

only slight interradial indentations, and the disk is thick and cush-

ionlike. Supradorsal membrane fairly thick and bristling uni-

formly and thickly with the tips of the paxillar spines which raise

the membrane or project about 1.5 to 2 mm. above the general level.
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The apexes of these projections (there being usually three spine-tips

to each) are connected by strong muscle bands so as to outline more

or less regular hexagonal spiracular areas, in the center of which a

single spine (the central one of a paxilla) projects, and this is con-

nected by radiating muscle bands, somewhat weaker than the others,

with the 6 peripheral projections outlining the area. Six, more or less

evident, triangular subareas are thus formed. Each hexagonal area

contains 50 to 60 small spiracles. The spiracular areas and bristling

spines extend to and occupy large actinal interradial areas, as the

actinolateral fringe is narrow. Osculum of conspicuous size sur-

rounded by a fringe or web forming a truncated cone 3.5 mm. high

and about 7 in diameter at base ; aperture slightly stellate. Pseudo-

paxillae with tall pedicels (4 mm.* on radial areas) and with usually

7 (sometimes 1 or 2 more) slender, webbed spinelets, subequal to or a

little shorter than the pedicels, which have 4 short lobes at the base.

No calcareous bodies in supradorsal membrane.

Adambulacral spines 5 (6 on first few plates), the innermost very

short and the succeeding spines increasingly longer, all united by a

web, which extends to tip of spines but is rather deeply emarginate

between. Aperture about a third as long as outermost spine. The
latter is connected by a web to the actinolateral membrane, which is

narrow as in ohesus and of nearly uniform width except near the

extremity of ray, its spines being subequal in length and one-third

to one-half again as long as the outermost adambulacral spine.

Tube feet in 2 series; furrow rather narrow, about two-thirds width

of actinolateral membrane.

Mouth plates with the innermost of the 7 or 8 free oral spines flat-

tened and truncate, and one-fourth to one-fifth as broad as long.

The next is three-fourths as long, much slenderer, slightly tapered,

and flattened. The next 3 or 4 are about three-fifths as long as the

second and quite slender. Two similar spinelets are placed above

the outer 2 marginal spinelets, really on the edge of the actinal face

of the plate, making a group of 4 at the mouth of the furrow. Sub-

oral spine sharp, much more robust than inner oral spine and

one-fifth longer. The distal half is hyaline, tapering, three-edged.

Young.—A specimen from station 5483 has been referred, not with-

out some hesitation, to this species. Its dimensions are: K=13 mm.,

r=9.5 mm. The rays are more apparent than in larger examples,

and on either side of the tip of each is a conspicuous brown spot.

The supradorsal membrane is tough and the muscle bands of the

adult are well developed, though the projections are much more

irregularly distributed than in the type and the hexagonal areas are

not apparent. The spiracles are less numerous but are conspicuous,

the rim of each being brown. The mouth plates have 6 or 7 oral

spines, the innermost being relatively a little slenderer than in the
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adult, but the small outer spinelets are placed on 2 slightly different

leA'els as described in the t5'^pe. Most of the adambulacral plates

have 5 spines joined by a transparent web. This specimen can be

readily separated from P. ohesus on the character of the reticulated,

fairly thick, supradorsal membrane.

Type.—Cvit. No. 37015, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality,—Station 5518, Mindanao Sea, off Point Tagolo, 200

fathoms, gray mud, globigerina; bottom temperature 54° F. ; 1

specimen.

Distribution.—Mindanao and Surigao Seas, and vicinity Philip-

pine Islands, 74 to 279 fathoms, mud.

Specimens examined.—In addition to the type, 7 from the follow-

ing stations

:

Station 5483, Surigao Strait, east of Leyte, 74 fathoms, sand,

broken shells; 1 specimen.

Station 5523, 6.7 miles northeast Point Tagolo Light, Mindanao
Sea; 1 specimen.

Station 5536, between NegTos and Siquijor, 279 fathoms, green

mud, bottom temperature 53.3° F.

Remarks.—I have given this form the status of a subspecies be-

cause it is obviously very close to ohesus and is separated from it by
what may be termed minor characters. In other words it seems to

be a " small species." Pteraster ohesus is known only from a single

specimen from Sagami Bay, Japan. In my key to the species of

Pteraster (Asteroidea of the North Pacific, pt. 1, p. 368) the present

race would be placed next to ohesus under e^ with the following dif-

ferential characters

:

/. No supradorsal reticulations ; paxillar spines 8 to 10 or more ; R=1.4 r.

ohesus.

/^ Well developed supradorsal reticulations; paxillar spines usually 7 (or less

than 10) ; R=1.2 r myonotus.

The disposition of the outer, small, oral spinelets of myonotus.,

which appears to be constant, may be a further difference.

The "key," referred to above, will show by the position assigned

to myonotus^ the principal characters by which the new form differs

from others species of Pteraster.

Genus RETASTER Perrier.

Retaster Pebrieb, Nouv. Archiv., 1878, p. 56. Type, Pteraster capensis Gray.

RETASTER INSIGNIS Sladen.

Retaster insignis Sladen, 1882, p. 200; 1SS9, p. 482, pi. 76, figs. 3 and 4;

pi. 77, figs. 11 and 12.

In the largest specimen from station 5253 R=74 mm. and r

about 36 or 37 mm. The specimen agi'ees fairly well with Sladen's

description of R. insignis. There are 3 or 4 spinelets to each
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pseudopaxilla, the longest about 3 times the length of the pedicel.

The long sj)inelets, which push up the supradorsal membrane and

form protuberances, are in groups of 4 (sometimes 2 or 3, and in a

few cases, near the osculum, 5). Each spinelet of a group belongs

to a different pseudopaxilla, so that ordinarily 4 pseudopaxillae con-

tribute a spine to each protuberance, the center of the rhomboidal

spiracular areas (marked by the center of the cross mentioned by

Sladen) being directly above a pedicel. The pedicel which springs

from a strongly cruciform base is 2 mm, high, and an average spine-

let 6.5 or 7 mm. long. In the radial region of the disk each of the 4

triangular areas, into which the rhomboidal spiracular areas are sub-

divided, contains 18 to 30 pores which in the alcoholic specimen have

very dark brown rims. The actinolateral spines and their web form
a vertical palisade about 8 mm. high near the mouth plates. The
first few adambulacral plates have 6 spines to each comb, the rest 5.

The mouth plates have 8 or 9 marginal spines, webbed to the tip,

and the innermost is commonly slightlj' shorter than the second and
is usually connected, not with its fellow of the adjacent plate, but

with the suboral spine of its own plate, the web extending halfway

to tip of latter. This suboral spine stands back of the 2 inner mar-

ginal spines and is 7 mm. long. In Sladen's type of R. insignis the

suboral spine is not connected with the marginal. The first adambu-
lacral combs of adjacent rays (commonly with 7 spines) are webbed
together over the outer end of the prominent mouth plates.

I have examined a specimen of R. cribrosus (M. C. Z. No. 963),

a species with which insignis has been lately merged. It seems to me
that the two are perfectly distinct. In true cribrosus the cross men-
tioned by Sladen as characterizing the spiracular areas is absent and
the much fewer pores (about 35) are pretty evenly distributed—not

segregated into triangular subareas. At the nodal points of the

meshes of the supradorsal membrane 2 spines project, sometimes 1

or 3. There are only 3 furrow spines ; 1 (not 3) stands on the furrow
margin, while the other 2 form a transverse series with the actino-

lateral spine.

Type.—In British Museum.
Type-locality.—Arafura Sea, 25 fathoms.

Distribution.—Philippine Islands ; Amboina; Banda Sea; Arafura
Sea ; Torres Straits ; Thursday Island ; Port Jackson and Port Molle,

Australia; Samoa,
Specimens examined.—Four, from the following stations

:

Station 5144, viciiwty of Jolo, 19 fathoms, coral sand ; 1 specimen.

Station 5252, Gulf of Davao, Mindanao, 1.5 miles southwest Linao
Point, 28 fathoms, coral ; 1 specimen.

Station 5253, same locality, depth, and bottom; 1 specimen.

Station 5356, North Balabac Strait, Palawan, 58 fathoms, sand,

shells; 1 specimen.
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Genus DIPLOPTERASTER Verrill.

Diplopteraster Vekkill, Amer. Journ, Sci., vol. 20, 1880, p. 400.

—

Fisher,

1911, p. 370. Type, Pteraster multipes Sars.

DIPLOPTERASTER MULTIPES PATAGIATUS Fisher.

Plate 130, fig. 2.

Diplopteraster multipes patagiatus Fisher, 1916&, p. 28,

Diagnosis.—Closely resembling D. multipes, but differing in hav-

ing narrower paxillar areas (exclusive of actinolateral membrane)

and in having the same number of spines in both sorts of furrow

combs (or if an unequal number, then one more in the nonprominent

combs instead of one less, as in multipes) ;
adambulacral spines

longer. E=95 mm.; r=60 mm. (measured to edge of actinolateral

membrane) ; E=:1.5 r; r=50 mm., measured to edge of paxillar area;

breadth of paxillar area at interradius, 50 to 57 mm. In patagiatus

breadth of paxillar area at interradius=60 per cent or less of R; in

multipes it equals 80 per cent, or more, of R.

Description.—The dorsal surface closely resembles that of mul-

tipes. The pseudopaxillae have pedicels slightly longer than the

2 central spines and decidedly longer than the 7 to 9 peripheral

spines. There are usually about 7 spiracular areas radiating from

the prominent central spines of a paxilla, with 6 to 9 spiracles to

each (thus fewer than in similar large examples of multipes; see

Fisher 1911(^, p. 371). The actinolateral membrane forms a fleshy

border to the entire ray, projecting beyond the paxillar area, so

that in life the contour of the specimen was probably nearly pen-

tagonal. Paxillar areas, broadly petaloid, convex, sharply differ-

entiated from the patagial membrane.

Adambulacral spines slightly longer than in multipes. This is

very apparent upon comparison of specimens but is a little difficult

to describe. In multipes the longest spine of a comb equals the

length of 4 adambulacral plates, measured along the edge of fur-

row ; in patagiatus the longest spine equals 5 to 5.75 plates, in each

case starting with the adoral margin of the plate upon which the

spine has been measured, and omitting the fleshy flap of tissue at the

tip of spine. The number of spines along the ray, beginning with

the first plate, runs as follows, a star marking nonprominent plates:

6, 6*, 6, 6*, 6, 6*, 5, 5*, 6, 6*, 5, 6*, 5, 6*, 5, 5*, etc. In the nonprominent

combs the first or inner 2 spines are ordinarily short, the innermost

the shortest, while the next 4 are abruptly longer and subequal or

increasing slightly in length toward the outermost, which equals as

stated above, 5 to 5.75 adambulacral plates measured along edge of

furrow (rarely 6). When there are 6 spines to a prominent plate
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the innermost is usually abruptly much shorter than the other 5,

which are subequal or increase slightly in length toward the outer-

most. The spines of both kinds of combs are normally webbed be-

yond their tips, each spine being prolonged by a fleshy sacculus; but

in most cases this is destroyed.

Mouth plates with 6 or 5 oral spines, united by a web to the tips,

and the 2 series united by membrane. Inner oral spine 10 mm. long,

while the length of the straight suture between the mouth plates,

to outer beaklike projection is 7.5 mm. Suboral spine slenderer

than inner oral spine and 8 mm. long.

Madreporic body large, convex, 10 mm. in diameter by 7 mm. high.

There is a stout pedicel arising from the outer side near the edge,

while in muUipes the pedicel is at the edge. In some species of

Retaster and Pteraster this paxilla arises from the summit (see

Fisher, 1911c?, p. 370, footnote).

Tyjye.—Ciit. No. 37016, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Stsition 5656, Gulf of Boni, Celebes (lat. 3° 17'

40" S.; long. 120° 36' 45" E.), 484 fathoms, gray mud, bottom tem-

perature 41.2° F.

Distribution.—Known only from type-locality.

Remarks.—D. ven^cosus (Sladen) differs in having 15 paxillar

spines and short adambulacral spines—much shorter than in mul-
tipes., while in D. peregvinator (Sladen) the central paxillar spines

do not protrude beyond the rest, and the supradorsal membrane is

not conspicuously spiny. The former species was dredged from the

Atlantic entrance to the Strait of Magellan, while the latter was
taken off Cumberland Bay, Kerguelen Island.

This race or small species is a long way geographically from its

nearest known relative. Z>. multipes., differing in some particulars

from typical Atlantic specimens, has been taken in Suruga Gulf,

Japan, 475 fathoms, bottom temperature 39.1° F. (see Fisher, 1911<3?,

p. 372).

Genus HYMENASTER Wyville-Tboitison.

Hymenaster Wyville-Thomson, Depths of the Sea, 1873, p. 120. Type,

H. pelluddus Thomson.

HYMENASTER RHODOPEPLUS Fisher.

Plate 129; plate 130, fig. 1; plate 133, fig. 6.

Hymenaster rhodopeplus Fisher, 1916b, p. 29.

Diagnosis.—Closely resembling H. nohilis Sladen but differing in

having 7 instead of 6 rows of paxillae to each ray, in having a stouter

and longer adambulacral spine (much longer than aperture papilla),
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and in having 2 acicular suboral spines to each plate (instead of 1

resembling an aperture papilla). Marginal contour pentagonal;

E=82 mm., r=55 mm.; breadth of paxillar area at base, 35 mm.;

distance from center of disk to margin of paxillar area on interradial

line, 30 to 32 mm.
Description.—General appearance of abactmal surface very similar

to that of H. nohilis, the paxillar areas being raised above the level

of the very fleshy lateral membrane, and paxillae usually with 3

spines oriented as in nohilis. But there are 7 series of paxillae,

instead of 6, to each ray, and in proportion to the 2 lateral, or outer,

series of each side, the radial and either adradial are smaller than in

n-ohilis. In rhodopeplus the paxillae of the 3 median series are

abruptly smaller than the marginal paxillae, while in nohilis the

paxillae are nearly uniform in size so far as outward appearance is

concerned; at least there is no sharp break. Pedicel of superomar-

ginal paxillae near base of ray 3 mm. long, spines 7 mm.; pedicel

of radial paxilla, 1.75 mm., longest spine 6 mm., shortest 3.5 mm.
The 3 spines are usually unequal on the radial and adradial paxillae,

sometimes but much less often also on the marginal. Supradorsal

membrane rather thin, but thicker between the spines of a paxilla

than between the paxillae. Spiracula in lines around the paxillae

but never among the spines of a paxilla, these lines meandering and

joining to form an irregular meshwork. Extending laterally upon

the interradial membrane from margin of paxillar area are about

15 to 20 linear spiracular tracts, such as occur in nohilis, the longest,

the fifth or sixth, at about the middle of K, being one-half or two-

thirds the width of the paxillar area. Some of these linear areas are

branched once. Oscular orifice large, the bases of the oscular valves

being raised above the general level of the paxillar area. The spines

of the valves are about 1.5 times the length of the outer spines of the

same paxilla; the membrane between the 2 sets of spines with a

moderate number of paxillae.

Adambulacral armature consisting of a single (but on first plate, 2)

slender tapering sharp spine (the point of which is frequently

broken), normally much longer than the calcareous portion of the

aperture papilla, and sometimes exceeding twice its length. A sac-

culus is present, but mutilated, owing to injury of the specimens in

the net. The aperture papilla is broadly ovate to obovate, usually

asymmetrical, and relatively large. Tube feet large, in 2 rows; pur-

ple, with a small light-brown sucking disk.

Armature of mouth plates consisting of 3 or 4 slender, tapering,

sharp marginal spines, the series directed across mouth of furrow

and spaced from the inner end 'of plate. These spines are very

similar to the adambulacral spines and are either subequal or the-
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spines at either end of the series are the longest. Two stout, tapering,

sharp, suboral spines, much longer and stouter than the marginal,

stand close to the median suture, the inner fairly on the actinostomial

margin; the outer is slightly the longer and about as long as the

straight median suture of the mouth plates, or sometimes only three-

fourths as long.

Actinolateral membrane fleshy, thick, obscuring the very delicate

actinolateral spines, which increase in length and nearly meet in the

interradial line, up to the eleventh or twelfth spines, which are the

longest. From here on the tips of the spines of adjacent rays become

mxDre and more separated, although the next 10 are nearly subequal in

length. Near the end of the ray the spines project slightly at the

edge of the actinolateral membrane.

Color in alcohol, bright pink, lighter on paxillar areas.

Type.—C?it. Xo. 37017, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—^t^iiion 5606, Gulf of Tomini, Celebes (lat. 0° 16'

28" N.; long. 121° 33' 30'' E.), 834 fathoms, green mud; 2 specimens.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—The principal characters upon which this species is

founded have been indicated in the diagnosis. Although rhodopeplus

bears a very striking resemblance to nohilis., the differences are very

important, especially in the number of rows of paxillae. H. koehleri.,

from Bering Sea, is a close relative of nohilis, but, like the latter,

differs from rhodopeplus in having only 6 series of paxillae, which
are nearer equal in size than in rhodopeplus.

This species has a thick, fleshy, actinolateral membrane and very

weak spines, while in H. hartschi the membrane is relatively thin

and the spines much stouter.

HYMENASTER BARTSCHI Fisher.

Plate 124, fig. 2 ;
plate 133, fig. 7.

Hymenaster hartschi Fisheb, 1916&, p. 29.

Diagnosis.—Very similar to H. pullatus, but differing in having

the paxillar areas of the 5 rays separated interradially nearly to the

oscular valves and in having numerous spiracula in the supradorsal

membrane, there being a series of bandlike spiracular areas along

either side of the paxillar areas extending toward the interradial

line. General contour originally probably nearly pentagonal, pro-

duced at the corners into attenuate tips. R=about 70 mm. It

is not possible to measure r accurately, as the lateral membrane is

distorted and in some cases torn. Breadth of paxillar area, 22 to

26 mm.
DescHption.—The five paxillar areas petaloid, broadly lanceolate,

distinct, separated one from another to within a short distance of
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the oscular valves ; interradial spaces broad near margin, narrowing

at the middle of r to about 3 to 5 mm., this narrow area separating

the prominent paxillar spines of adjacent areas to within 5 mm. of

the oscular valves. This narrow area is abundantly supplied with

small spiracles to a point a little short of the middle of R, where

begin a series of irregular, bandlike, dark-brown spiracular areas

extending upon the grayish lateral membrane from the margin of

the paxillar area, these forming a series, of which the fourth, fifth,

and sixth from the inner end are the longest and extend nearly or

quite to the interradial line. They are 12 to 15 mm. long, accord-

ing to tension of actinolateral membrane. The lateral membrane
adjacent to the paxillar area is colored browm. Supradorsal mem-
brane very thin and transparent between the numerous conspicuous

criss-crossing muscle bands, the interspaces provided with from 1 to 6

conspicuous spiracula. Pseudopaxillae in 7 rows along each ray.

The outermost row consists of paxillae of conspicuous size, with

pedicel 3 mm. long and 4 (sometimes 3) slender unequal spinelet?>,

the longest 8 mm., the shortest 3 mm. The next row (toward the

median line) consists of very much smaller paxillae, with pedicel

about 0.5 mm. high, or less, and about 3 spinelets (or less) 2.5 mm.
high. These paxillae are in a transverse line with the outermost.

The paxillae of the next row alternate with these and with the

median radial. Both the median and aclradial are rudimentary,

with 1 to 3 sessile spinelets from 0,5 to 1.5 mm. long, so that the

supradorsal membrane rests upon the ambulacral ridge. The paxil-

lae have 4 long, slender lobes, forming in the delicate dorsal integu-

ment a calcareous network with irregular meshes along the lateral

regions and irregular rhomboidal meshes along the median area.

The supradorsal membrane is raised at numerous points by the

paxillar spinelets, from which the very definite branching muscle-

bands radiate. Osculum prominent, the valves with 8 or 10 spines;

about 4 spines belonging to the same paxilla radiate toward the.

end of the ray, the membrane between their tips and the base of the

valves having numerous spiracula. The width of the real ray,

omitting the supradorsal membrane, is only about 10 mm. at the

base.

Ambulacral furrows narrow; tube feet large in 2 series. Fur-

row spinelets 3, flattened at the base and tapering to a point, the

adoral slightly the longest (1.5 to 1.75 mm.). Each spinelet is

capped by a narrow sacculus of variable length, but usually short.

Aperture papilla very broadly obovate, about as long as the longest

furrow spinelet. The calcareous part is slightly shorter than the

longest spinelet as the papilla is bordered by a flange of tissue.

Armature of mouth plates very similar to that of pullatus; 4 mar-

ginal spines (the innermost not always spaced from the other 3) and
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2 suboral in a series parallel to median suture. The inner suboral

stands on the margin of plate close to the inner marginal spine, but

is much thicker than the latter, and in turn is a little less robust,

though longer, than the outer suboral. The mouth plates have all

been more or less rubbed and injured.

Actinolateral membrane broad, rather thin, deep brown in color.

Where this colored layer has been rubbed off a gray, finely fibrous

layer is revealed. The longest actinolateral spines are the twelfth

to seventeenth or eighteenth, which are about subequal and 13 or

14 mm. long.

Type.—C^i. No. 37018, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5428, Sulu Sea, off eastern Palawan (lat. 9°

13' N. ; long. 118° 51' 15" E.), 1,105 fathoms, green mud, bottom tem-

perature 49.7° F. ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—The description of H. puUatus ^ does not state the num-
ber of series of pseudopaxillae to each ray, nor whether those of the

radial regions are so reduced in size as to be considered rudimentary.

Neither the figures nor description indicate the presence of spiracula

which are so plentiful in hartschi. The lateral areas of small spi-

racula, marked by a brown pigment against a grajdsh ground, are

very conspicuous in the Philippine form, and probably not present

in puUatus. In hartschi the adambulacral spines are more attenuate

at the tips than in puUatus., while the aperture papilla is slightly

broader. In proportion to the size of the aperture papilla and the

base lines of the furrow comb, the actinolateral spines of hartschi are

decidedly smaller at the base than are those of puUatus.

Hymenaster hartschi seems to be a representative species occupy-

ing the deep basin of the Sulu Sea. Whether it is to be regarded as

a distinct species or only as a geographic race of 11. puUatus will

depend upon the value assigned to the absence of spiracula in pul-

latus. The characters of the paxillae are very positive in hartschi.^

and upon certain important points information in regard to puUatus

is lacking. H. puUatus was dredged by the Challenger at station

218 off the north coast of New Guinea, southwest of the Admiralty

Islands, in 1,070 fathoms, blue mud.

This species is named for Dr. Paul Bartsch, of the United States

National Museum, who was naturalist during the Philippine cruise

of the Alhatross.

Genus HYMENASTERIDES Fisher.

Eymenasterides Fishee, 1911a, p. 425.

Diagnosis.—In general structure similar to Hymenaster but with

two kinds of adambulacral plates alternating; (1) prominent plates

I Sladen, 1889, p. 519.
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bearing a transverse series of 3 rather long, slender spines, and (2)

nonprominent plates with only 1 spine. Tube feet in 4 series, the

feet of the outermost series corresponding to the nonprominent plates.

Combined mouth plates produced actinally into a cone, the apex of

which is about the middle of median suture. Two suboral spines.

HYMENASTERroES ZENOGNATHUS Fisher.

Plate 127, figs. 4, 5 ;
plate 128, fig. 2 ;

plate 134, fig. 1.

Hymenasterides zenognathus Fishee, 1911o, p. 42.5.

Diagnosis.—Paxillar area raised above the actinolateral membrane

which forms an even narrow border
;
paxillae in 9 longitudinal series,

5, or laterally, as many as 7 spines to a paxilla, one being longer than

the rest; no visible muscle-fibers; scattered spiracula. Prominent

adambulacrals with 3 slender membrane invested sacculate spines;

nonprominent with one, each of which is opposite a tube foot of outer

series. Mouth plates conical actinally with 2 suborals, and 3 or 4

marginals. Fourteenth actinolateral spine the longest. E.=36 mm.,

r=22 mm., R=1.64 r. Breadth of ray, over all, 21 to 25 mm.; of

paxillar area alone, 17 to 21 mm.
Description.—The paxillar area is sharply defined from the lateral

fringe, or actinolateral membrane, which is interradially deeply in-

dented and follows the contour of the raised supradorsal membrane.

Thus the actinolateral membrane forms a narrow border of nearly

uniform width, and the spines do not project beyond the edge. They

are clearly visible, as the membrane is translucent. The supradorsal

membrane is thin and translucent, without visible muscle-fibers, and

with small, rather widely spaced, inconspicuous spiracula, which are

not in definite areas but sometimes form irregular lines. With the

exception of an interradial area they are pretty uniformly distributed

all over the membrane. Membrane everywhere rough with the points

of the paxillar spinelets, of which there are usually 5 (laterally some-

times 7) to a paxilla. The latter are in 9 quincuncial longitudinal

series. Each paxilla springs from a cruciform or four-lobed base, the

lobes overlapping those of 4 other plates leaving quadrate or lozenge-

shaped papular areas. The pedicels are longest on the lateral paxillae

;

those of midradial series about half as long as the laterals, and the

spines, which are webbed, are in all cases longer than the pedicels.

One spine is usually longer and stouter than the others. The spines

are three-edged or triradiate in cross section. The papulae (1 to an

area) are attached to the pedicels. The valves guarding the osculum

have a truncate summit and are strengthened by about 12 spines, of

which the 5 or 6 median arc longest. About 8 other spines, much
shorter, form a comb just back of the valves, and are attached to the

same pedicel. The membrane at the base of the fans is pierced by
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scattered spiraeula, and that between the fans has numerous spiracula

in short irregular lines. The supradorsal membrane is dotted with

numerous very small whitish spots of unequal size, due probably to

groups of gland cells. There are rather large, well-spaced, brownish

rings or spots on the outer half of R.

Ambulacral furrow wide; tube feet, with small disks, in 4 longi-

tudinal series. Adambulacral plates of two sorts, prominent and non-

prominent. The former project farther into furrow and bear an

oblique transverse series of 3 or 4 slender spines invested in mem-
brane which forms a small sacculus at tip. The outer spine is the

longest (equals the length of 5 plates at base of furrow), the other

two decreasing slightly in length. The innermost often projects be-

tween 2 feet of the outermost series and is deeper in the furrow than

the outer. The nonprominent plate corresponds to a tube foot of the

outermost series, is set back slightly, and bears only 1 spine, which

stands in the same longitudinal series (with reference to long axis of

ray) with the outermost spine of the prominent plates, and is of

about the same length as this spine. Aperture papillae short, broadly

ovate, with a membranous envelope produced into a short, blunt sac-

culus. The calcareous part is only about one-fourth the length of the

adjacent subambulacral spine, and there is no difference between the

papillae of the two sorts of plates. The apertures are narrow and not

completely covered by the papillae. The first adambulacral plate,

sometimes prominent, sometimes nonprominent, has 2 equal or

unequal spines and a large aperture papilla immersed in the actino-

lateral membrane.
Mouth plates small and very high, the combined pair produced

actinally into a conical eminence, the apex of which is situated at

the middle of the median suture. The height of this extraordinary

beak or cone equals the interradial diameter of the pair of plates.

From the blunt point at the top the plates slope straight and steeply

to the actinostomial margin, which is produced into a slight beak,

but in the opposite direction the plates diverge, leaving an open

suture, and the margin of the plates is arcuate and nearly perpen-

dicular. Marginal spines 3 or 4 (sometimes only 2), the lateral-most

usually the strongest and longest, situated on a slight angle of the

margin and directed across mouth of furrow. The innermost spine

which is well spaced from the median beak of actinostomial margin is

nearly as long as the lateral-most and the 1 or 2 intermediate spines

are somewhat shorter. Suborals 2, nearly like the subambulacrals

and situated in a line parallel to and near median suture, on the

actinostomial face of the cone.

Actinolateral membrane translucent forming a broad margin which

decreases in width evenly from interradial angle. The fourteenth

spine is the longest, and is the first to meet the free edge of mem-
13434—Bull. 100—19 31
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brane. The first is articulated to the second adambulacral. The

spines do not meet interradially their fellows of adjacent ray, but

leave a narrow wedge-shaped area. The length of this wedge (the

apex touching mouth plates) is about half the extent of the free

edge of one ray measured along edge of actinolateral membrane.

This actinolateral membrance is nearly flat.

Madreporic body globular, and without a paxilla on its surface.

Type.—C2,t. No. 28660, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5623, Molucca Passage between Gillolo and

Makyan Islands (lat. 0° 16' 30'' N.; long. 127° 30' E.), 272 fathoms,

fine sand, mud ; 25 specimens.

Distribution.—Sulu Archipelago, and Molucca Passage, 258 to 272

fathoms, mud and fine sand.

Specimens examined.—Eight, 4 from type-locality and 4 from the

following stations

:

Station 5549, vicinity of Jolo Island, Sulu Archipelago, 263

fathoms, sand, globigerina, foraminifera, bottom temperature, 52.3°

F. ; 1 specimen.

Station 5550, same locality, 258 fathoms, fine sand, shells, 52.3° F.

;

2 specimens.

Station 5622, Molucca Passage, near Makyan Island (lat. 0° 19'

20" N.; long. 127° 28' 30" E.), 275 fathoms, gray mud; 1 specimen.

Remarks.—This genus constitutes a very distinct, new type, which

differs from Eymenaster in much the same way that Diplopteraster

differs from Pteraster. The most easily recognized characters of

Eymenasterides are the alternating prominent and nonprominent

adambulacral plates, correlated with the quadriserial arrangement

of the tube feet.

Family ZOROASTERIDAE Sladen, 1889.

KET TO THE KNOWN GENERA OF ZOROASTERIDAE.

a^ Dorsal surface not devoid of spines and not covered with a smooth tough

membrane in sharp contrast to the spiniferous or squamiferous actino-

lateral regions.

6* Superambulacral plates absent; no conspicuous buttress connecting upper

enlarged end of first 2 pairs of ambulacral plates with the body wall

at interradial angle.

& All the adambulacral plates carinate on the furrow face. Prognaster*

Perrier.

c' Adambulacral plates alternately carinate and noncarinate on the furrow

face.

^Prognaster Perrier, Comptes rendus, vol. 112, May 5, 1891, p. 1226. Type, P. gri-

tnaldii, monotyplc. Also 1894, p. 120, where it is stated that the genus Is new and where
only one species, P. longicauda, is mentioned. In 1896 in R6sultats des campagnes scien-

tlfiques du Prince de Monaco, fasc. 11, p. 22, Prognaster is redescribed, with P. grimaldii.

P. longicandua is probably not congeneric with grimaldii. The internal structure of both

is unknown.
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d^ Rays long, slendei-, disk small; abactinal, marginal, and actinolateral

plates arranged in regular longitudinal lines along ray, a series of

adradial plates being always present; all but the median radial, or

carina!, which are longer than the I'est, form also transverse series

with one another
;

plates covered with small papilliform skin-

covered spinelets, and most of them bear an enlarged spine; papular
areas small; forficiform pedicellariae present; actinolateral plates

In 3 to 5 series, the upper subequal to the inferomarginal plates;

superomarginal plates not conspicuously larger than inferomarginal

plates Zoroaster Thomson.
dj' Abactinal plates arranged in regular longitudinal series (the carinal

plates the largest), bearing large skin-covered scales, which mask
all plates except some of the primary apical plates of disk, and
the carinal series of ray; no pedicellariae; actinolateral plates in 2

or 3 series, much smaller than the inferomarginals ; superomarginal
plates much larger than infei"omarginal plates. Pholidaster Sladen.

6* Superambulacral plates present; a conspicuous buttress, the specialized

first superambulacral plate connects the upper end of the first 2 ambula-
cral plates with body wall at interradius.

c^ Well developed adradial plates ; with 2 series of well developed papular

areas between the carinal and superomarginal plates, the latter not

conspicuously enlarged nor overlapping the carinals. Myxodcrma
Fisher.

c* No adradial plates ; 1 series of very small adradial papular pores

;

superomarginals alternating larger and smaller, overlapping strongly

and dominating the carinals which are sunken below the level of the

superomarginals BytMoloplms, Fisher.
' Abactinal plates of disk, the carinals, adradials (when present), marginals,

and sometimes one series of actinolateral plates devoid of spines or any
conspicuous armature but mostly smooth and covered with a tough mem-
brane of variable thickness, often partly obscuring the plates; 2 to 4

lower series of actinolateral plates covered with squamiform fleshy spine-

lets and with sometimes a conspicuous appressed spine; superambulacral

plates present, the first conspicuously enlarged into a buttress connecting

upper end of first 2 ambulacral ossicles with the body wall.

6^ With a series of adradial plates more or less well developed ; 4 or 5 series

of actinolateral plates Cnemidastcr Sladen.

6* Adradial plates absent, the inner lobe of the superomarginal plates over-

lapping the carinal plates; 3 series of actinolateral plates with the

beginning of a fourth in large examples Mammaster, Perrier.

Genus ZOROASTER Wyville-Thomson.

Zoroaster Wyville Thomson, Depths of the Sea, 1873, p. 154. Type,

Z. fulgens Thomson.

KEY TO SPECIES HEREIN DESCRIBED.

. Carinal, marginal, and lateral plates all with central spine; carinal spine,

stout and conical ; marginal and lateral spines acicular, prominent
;
pedi-

cellariae long and slender, usually 4 times as long as width at base;

miliary spinelets long, very slender, spaced opliiactis, p. 473.
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a". Siiperomarginal and pi'oximal inferomargiuals without central spine ; lateral

plates with prominent spines; carinals with inconspicuous central spine

and several enlarged spinelets, or enlarged spinelets only
;
pedicellariae

small, only slightly longer than width of base; miliary spinelets papilli-

form, close-set philippinensis, p. 477.

fll Carina! and all but distal superomarginal plates without central spine or

enlarged spinules ; inferomarginal and lateral plates with central spine

;

carinal plates very prominent, subquadrate, arched ; adradial plates in-

conspicuous, nearly entirely covered by carinals and superomarginals

;

rays very long and slender (R=17 r) ; adambulacral plates with 2 trans-

verse series of spines on actinal surface and 1 on the furrow keel of

alternate plates; papular pores very small viicroporus, p. 475.

KEY TO THE INDO-PACIFIC SPECIES OF ZOROASTER.^

u\ Carinal, marginal, and lateral plates all with central spine.

b\ Carinal plates not unusually large ;
pedicellariae conspicuous.

c*. R=9 r. Spinelets grooved ; central spine of abactinal plates often ob-

solescent: pedicellariae more conspicuous than spines, except those of

the 2 lowermost rows; prominent adambulacral plates with 2 large

bunches of pedicellariae (12 to 20 to a bunch) deep in furrow.

alfredi Alcock.

c^. 11=18 r. Spinelets not grooved ; central spine of abactinal plates well

developed ;
papular pedicellariae very slender, less conspicuous than

spines, and less numerous than in alfredi; prominent adambulacral

with a small group of pedicellariae on lowest furrow spine, not 2

large bunches ophiactis Fisher.

Ir. Carinal plates not unusually large
;
pedicellariae not conspicuous ; sub-

ambulacral spinelets not in 2 deiinite transverse series.

c'\ R=16 r ; rays hemicylindrical, depressed ; raadreporic body large, tumid.

conspicuous; carinal spines conical, stout, fluted planus Alcock.

c^ R=10 to 11 r; rays strongly carinated; madreporic body 6mall. incon-

spicuous; carinal spines small, not fluted spinulosus Fisher.

?>'. Cai-t»nal plates very large, tumid, vertebra-shaped, each with a globular

or squatly conical^ spine; papular pores very small; adambulacral

plates with 3 or 4 actinal spines in 2 transverse series, and itroini-

nent plates with 2 or 3 additional spines in the furrow, the outer with

1 large pedicellaria, the inner with 6 to 10 small ones^-angulatus Alcock.

a\ Superomarginal plates without central spine; carinal plates with small

central spine and several enlarged spinelets, or with tuft of enlarged

spinelets only.

» b\ Prominent adambulacral plates with 4 or 5 spines, 1 within furrow with

1 or 2 pedicellariae; pedicellariae fewer, small; inferomarginal plates

with central spine carinatus Alcock.

Ir. Prominent adambulacral plates with 6 or 7 spines; at least 2 furrow

spines with pedicellariae, the upper with a pedicellaria as long as spine

;

proximal inferomarginal plates without central spine; pedicellariae

numerous, small philippinensis Fisher.

rtl Carinal plates without trace of enlarged central spine.

b\ Adradial plates conspicuous ; carinal plates medium-sized, oval or rounded,

granular ; no superomarginal spines ; R=12 r ;
papular pores medium-

sized adami Koehler.

^ Z. tenuis Sladen, from off the north coast of New Guinea, 1,070 fathoms, is too young

to compare with these species. It belongs in section a>.
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6^ Adradial plates inconspicuous, largely obscured by tbe large carinals;

R=16 to 17 r ;
papular pores very small.

c\ Carinals hexagonal ; 2 or 3 lateral rows of spines ; 1 transverse series

of subambulacral spines on both kinds of plates ; rays hemicylindri-

cal ; tube feet quadriserial barathri Alcock.

c*. Carinals squarish ; .5 lateral rows of plates witli central spines ; 2

transverse series of subambulacral spines on both sorts of plates;

rays strongly carinated ; tube feet biserial microporus Fisher.

ZOROASTER OPHIACTIS Fisher.

Plate 135, figs. 2, 2a-'b
;
plate 13G, fig. 1 ;

plate 139, fig. 3.

Zoroaster ophiactis Fisher, 1916&, p. 29.

Diagnosis.—Closely related to Zoroaster alfredi Alcoclc, from

which it differs in having longer rays, stouter, conical, carinal spin-js,

relatively smaller papular pedicellariae, ungrooved spinelets, less

numerous adambulacral pedicellariae, and in lacking, deep in the

furrow, the 2 large bunches of pedicellariae characteristic of alfredi.

11=282 mm., r=15.5 mm-, R=18 r. Breadth of ray at base, 17 mm.
Disk very small, fairly level on top in large specimens, tumid in

small ; rays slender and stronglj^ carinate, the carinal plates forming

a definite spiniferous ridge; median tube-feet smaller and more

crowded than the lateral.

Desonption.—Primaiy plates of disk fairly conspicuous, but, like

the others, covered with slender, rather long hirsute spinelets, inter-

spersed among which, on the papular areas, are several large 2-jawed

pedicellariae. The primary plates bear a central robust spine, much
stouter and a trifle larger than the spinelets. Carinal platos foi-ni-

ing a conspicuous ridge, each with 2 lobes on either side which

overlie and partly cover the small adradial plates. Between the

adradial plates and adambulacrals, at base of ray, 7 series of

plates, which are tumid and have 4 obtuse lobes by which they

imbricate. The plates increase in tumidity toward the furrow.

Plates covered M'ith slender, relatively long, slightly spaced unequal

spinelets, which, however, var}^ in length on different specimens,

but are much longer and more hirsute than in the carlnatus group.

These spinelets increase slightly in length toward the furrow. Each
carinal plate has a central robust conical spine or sharp, deciduous

tubercle of variable length but very much thicker and usually de-

cidedly longer than the spinelets. The other plates (except the

small adradials) bear a central, conspicuous, slender, tapering, sharp

spine, that of the superomarginal about 1 to 1.5 plates in length

while those adjacent to the adambulacrals are 2.5 plates in length.

The spines of the lower 3 longitudinal rows are flattened, appressed,

and have lengthwise sliallow grooves. The papular areas are fairly

large in big specimens, with 1 or 2 papulae. Each area is guarded by
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1 long, slender, pedicellaria, and sometimes by 1 or 2 additional

small ones. The pedicellariae are frequently as long as the longest

spinelets and the slender tips are often slightly curved. They

usually stand on the lower, transverse lobe of a plate.

Prominent adambulacral plates with 1 spine deep in furrow armed

with 1 to several pedicellariae at its base (not always present) and

a terminal three-cornered sacculus covered with upward of 10 un-

equal, medium-sized, and small pedicellariae. This spine is usually

bent toward the nerve cord. Above this a row of 4 or 3 spines is

directed upward, the third usually the longest. The first, that above

the true furrow spine, has a large pedicellaria, shaped like a minia-

ture ibis beak, attached to its middle or its base. The second spine

sometimes has a similar pedicellaria. The outer end of the plate has

1 or 2 spinelets and 1 or 2 small pedicellariae. The nonprominent

plates have a small spine on the adoral furrow corner and on the

surface of the plate a group of 4 or 5 spines and spinelets, 1 to 3

near the aboral marginal being of conspicuous size and sometimes

forming an oblique series toward the outer adoral corner. Two or

3 small, slender pedicellariae stand on the outer margin of plate.

The figures will best show the disposition of the adambulacral spines.

See also the figures of a half-grown specimen with R, 115 mm.
Madreporic body, medium sized, convex about half the diameter

of the adjacent basal plate.

Young.—A specimen from station 5299 has R=53 mm., r=:5.5 mm.,

R=:9.6 r. The carinal plates have a stout conical upright spine or

tubercle, but the other central spines are very slender, that of the

superomarginal scarcely longer than other spinelets on some plates.

Five series of lateral plates, including superomarginals. Prominent

adambulacral plates with transverse series of 3 or 4 spines, the

innermost with 1 large pedicellaria. The large pedicellariae guard-

ing the papulae are present only at the base of ray and on disk.

Tube feet in 2 series.

Type.—C^t. No. 37008, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5606, Gulf of Tomini, Celebes, 834 fath-

oms, green mud; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—From southern Luzon to Celebes, 559 to 890 fath-

oms, bottom temperature 38.3° to 39.2° F.

Specimens examined.—Four, the type and 1 from each of the fol-

lowing stations:

Station 5299, China Sea, vicinity of southern Luzon (lat. 20° 05'

N. ; long. 116° 05' E.), 524 fathoms, gray mud, sand.

Station 5582, vicinity of Darvel Bay, Borneo, 890 fathoms, gray

mud, fine sand, bottom temperature 38.3° F.

Station 5648^ Buton Strait, Celebes (lat. 5° 35' S. ; long. 122° 20'

E.), 559 fathoms, green mud, bottom temperature 39.2° F.
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Remarks.—The type of this species (or perhaps subspecies) is much
larger than that of Z. alfredi^ which measured R, 190 mm., and in

which E, equals 9 r. A specimen of ophiactis from station 5648 has

R 120 mm. and R=12 r. Thus the ray is relatively longer than in

alfredi, while in the type of ophiactis the ray is relatively twice as

long, but the specimen is much larger. Alcock describes the disk

pedicellariae of alfredi as being as large as grape stones. This is

certainly very much larger than in ophiactis^ where the longest, nar-

rowly lanceolate as viewed from the side, measure 2 mm. They
are usually about 1.5 mm. long. As for the pedicellariae of the rays,

Alcock says that they are much more conspicuous than any of the

spines except those on the plates of the 2 most actinal rows. This

is not true for ophiactis. The pedicellariae are not so long as the

spinelets, as a rule, and those which are longer than the spinelets

are too slender to be very conspicuous. The stout carinal spines are

much heavier than those of alfredi and much larger than any of

the pedicellariae. There seems to be considerable difference in the

details of the adambulacral armature.

Z. alfredi was dredged in the Bay of Bengal 1,300 to 1,380 fathoms,

Globigerina ooze.

ZOROASTER MICROPORUS Fisher.

Plate 134, fig. 4, 4a ; plate 136, fig. 2 ;
plate 139, fig. 4.

Zoroaster microporus Fishee, 1916&, p. 30.

Diagnosis.—Related to Zoroaster harathri Alcock, from which it

differs in having squarish instead of hexagonal carinal plates, smaller

miliary spinelets, longer central spines on 5 lateral rows of plates

(instead of on the 2 or 3 lowermost series only), more numerous

pedicellariae, in having 2 inner spines of the prominent adambu-

lacrals with pedicellariae (3 in harathri?)^ and in having 2

transverse series of spines on the actinal face of both sorts of

adambulacrals. R=205 mm., r=12 mm., R=:17 r; breadth of ray at

base, 13 mm. Disk small, scarcely more than the united bases of the

rays ; rays long, slender, with a conspicuous, rounded, unarmed cari-

nal ridge, and a well-defined sulcus along either side; 5 series of

lateral plates with a central spine ; tube feet biserial.

Description.—Major portion of abactinal surface of disk occupied

by primary apical plates, forming 2 circles around the large tumid

central plate (see figure). Plates covered with short papilliform

spinelets spaced about half to two-thirds their length, the calcareous

portion slender, but their membranous investment giving them an

ovoid, often asymmetrical, form. No enlarged central spines. Two-
jawed pedicellariae, slightly longer than the spinelets, rather numer-

ous around the papulae and along the sutural lines. Papulae 1 or 2
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to an area, small; pores very small. Carinal plates forming an

evenly rounded, prominent, carinal ridge, the general form of the

plates being square. The transverse sutures, which are arched, are

nearly straight, while either border of the proximal plates is shal-

lowly notched in the middle to accommodate a small papula, and

each of the four corners of the plate is rounded, on account of a

small adjacent papular pore. Beyond the basal third of the ray this

notch disappears, on account of the absence of the pore (the corner

pores persist irregularly far along ray) and the lateral borders of

the plate are slightly convex. Proximally there are two transverse

rows of lateral plates to each carinal, but the regularity is soon lost.

Adjacent to the carinals is a series of small, flat, sunken adradials,

overlapped by the carinals and superomarginals, the widest being

about one-third the width of the carinals. Between these and the

adambulacrals are 6 series of regular broadly elliptical slightly

tumid plates, wider than long and forming also regular transverse

rows. The 2 upper series (the marginal plates) are not larger than

the others, except that the 2 most actinal series are more covered by

the overlapping of the adjacent plates above, and appear to be

smaller. Very small papulae occur at the junction of any 4 plates,

except adjacent to adambulacrals. The surface of the plates is

covered with short, pointed, papilliform spinelets spaced one-half

to two-thirds their length, and the inferomarginals, and the actinal

intermediate plates (proximally 5 rows in all) have a central ap-

pressed, slender, needlelike spine, which on the inferomarginals is

scarcely longer than the plate (and is sometimes obsolete), but in-

creases in size regularlj'^ toward the furrow, the lowermost spines

being 2 or 2^ plates long. Near the end of ray the superomarginals

have also a small central spine. There are many small 2-jawed

pedicellariae along the sutures between plates, especially near the

papulae.

Prominent adambulacral plates with a transverse oblique series

of 5 prominent spines, and adorally to the outer 2, a second trans-

verse series of 2 much shorter spinelets. A similar additional

spinelet sometimes stands at the outer end of the first series. The

innermost spine, deep in the furrow, bears a saccular investment, with

upward of 20 small pedicellariae, while the next spine, directed

across furrow has at the middle or base a large pedicellaria, with

slightly curved jaws as long as or a little longer than the spine.

The nonprominent plates have on the actinal surface usually 5 spines,

in 2 transverse series, the aboral the larger and containing 3. In

the furrow, near the adoral margin, on a level with the second spine

of a prominent plate (that bearing a large pedicellaria) is a short

spine with a bunch of 6 or 8 small pedicellariae. Proximally, along

the suture between the adambulacral and intermediate plates is a
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row of small pedicellariae, 1 to 3 to each adambulacral plate. Some-

times they stand on an intermediate plate. Furrow narrow, tube

feet in 2 series; the pedicels opposite prominent plates are smaller

than the others, and a trifle out of line at the base of the ray.

Madreporic body small, about one-third the diameter of the ad-

jacent basal plate.

Type.—C^t. No. 37009, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5637. 21 miles southwest of Amblan Island

(off Bouro Island), Moluccas (lat. 3° 53' 20'' S.; long. 126° 48' E.),

700 fathoms, gray mud; 1 specimen.

DistHhution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—Among the species described by Alcock from the Bay
of Bengal and adjacent waters this species stands nearest to Z.

harathri, dredged in 1,520 fathoms in the Bay of Bengal. It differs

from Z. planus (Laccadive Sea, 1,200 fathoms) and Z. angulatus

(Gulf of Manaar, 597 fathoms) in lacking the series of conical cari-

nal spines. In addition, Z planus has hemicylindrical depressed rays,

a very large madreporic plate, and central spines on the supero-

marginals as well as on the other lateral plates, while the adambu-

lacral plates do not have 2 transverse rows of spines on the actinal.

face. The disk is very definitely delimited from the base of the rays,

the covering of spinelets is sparser, and the central spines are longer.

Z. angulatus agrees in having the double series of subambulacral

spines, but differs in the distribution of adambulacral pedicellariae,

has superomarginal central spines, and quadriserial tube feet.

ZOROASTER CARINATUS PHILIPPINENSIS Fisher.

Plate 116, fig. 3 ; plate 135, figs. 3, 3a ;
plate 137.

Zoroaster carinatus philippinensis Fisher, 1916&, p. 30.

Diagnosis.—Differing from Z. carinatus (Andaman Sea) in hav-

ing more numerous adambulacral spines (6 or 7 instead of 4 or 5),

with many more pedicellariae; less tumid apical plates, less promi-

nent central spinelets to carinal plates ; more numerous pediccllariao

generally. Disk small, rays long, slender, pointed, with a midradial

ridge or carina; central spinelets of carinal plates slightly enlarged;

4 rows of slender appressed spinelets along side of ray (3 in small

specimens) ; superomarginal and proximal inferomarginal plates

without central spine (the latter sporadically with a spine in cari-

natus)
;
prominent adambulacral plates with transverse series of 6

or 7 spines (5 in small specimens), the inner 2 with several large and

small pedicellariae; 11=194 mm., r=:13.5 mm., R=14 r; breadth of

ray at base, 14 or 15 mm.
Description.—Disk flat-topped, or only slightly domed, and ele-

vated above midradial ridge of ray. Primary apical plates not
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prominent, except in small specimens, and in large specimens not

very distinct one from another, the borders being obscured by the

dense covering of small, papilliform, blunt or sharp, spinelets (1

mm. long in the type). These spinelets are usually more or less

swollen on account of their membranous covering and are inclined

slightly toward the center of disk, the 2, 3, or 4 central spinelets of

each plate being, as a rule, enlarged slightly, especially in large

specimens. One of the central spinelets may surpass the others a

trifle and be more tuberculate in form, but usually the excess is not

at all conspicuous. One or 2 small lanceolate forficiform pedicel-

lariae about as long as the spinelets, but more robust, stand on the

edge of the papular areas, which in the type usually contain 2 or 3

papulae, but in moderate or small-sized examples has generally 1

papula. In medium-sized specimens the spinelets are decidedly

granular in appearance, owing to the fact that they are relatively

shorter and nearly always blunt or truncate.

Degree of carination of ray variable, best marked in medium-sized

specimens (R, 125 mm.) and in large specimens such as the type

it is rather more pronounced on the proximal part of the ray.

Arrangement of plates and spinelets closely similar to that of Z.

carinatus^ but in specimens with R more than 90 mm. there are

6 longitudinal series of plates between the adradial and adambu-

lacral plates, instead of 5 as described for carinatus. In the present

species some specimens of the size of the typa of carinatus (R=90
mm.) have 5 series and some 6. Plates of carinal series slightly

wider than long, or the 2 dimensions subequal, with 1 or 2 lobes

on either side, which overlap the sunken adradial plates, the

exposed surface of the latter being one-third or one-half the width

of the carinal plates. The next 2 series probably represent the

marginal plates. They are wider than long, hexagonal, and the

upper series overlaps the adradial plates and the inferomarginals.

The exposed surface of the plates of the remaining 4 rows de-

creases in width as the furrow is approached, and each bears a sharp,

appressed, dagger-shaped spine, which increases in size toward the

furrow, where they are about twice the length of their plate. These

spines thus form vertical series of 4 along the side of the ray.

Toward the end of the ray, after the lowermost series of plates ends,

the spines appear on the inferomarginal plates, and sometimes occur

here and there, but not numerously, on the proximal inferomarginals.

The superomarginals are without central spines.

All the plates are closely covered with pointed, appressed, papilli-

form spinelets, which are directed toward the midradial line, 3 or

4 in the center of the carinal plates being enlarged, and forming an

inconspicuous tuft. The central spinelet may be enlarged into a

short, robust, bluntly pointed tubercle. In some specimens the
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spinelets of the superonuiringal plates increase slightly in size toward

the inner margin, but there is much variation in this character.

There are 7 series of papular pores, but the lowest are very small.

Most of the pores are guarded by 1 or 2 pedicellariae, subequal to

the spinelets, or larger. There is considerable variation in their

occurrence. Sometimes nearly all the pores are guarded, at least

on the proximal half of ray, while in others less than half. Pedicel-

lariae sometimes occur proximally on the transverse sutures between

the carinal plates.

Prominent adambulacral plates of type with a transverse series of

6 or 7 spines, 3 or 4 on the projection. There is usually 1 deep in

the furrow, with a large, and 1 or more small, pedicellariae at the tip

(or small pedicellariae only). Above this forming a nearly vertical

series are 3 other spines, usually flattened. The lowest has a large

pedicellaria as long as the spine, sometimes with additional small

ones; the next 2 are usually without pedicellariae. Two or 3 shorter

spinelets follow, on the actinal surface of the plate, but in line with

the foregoing, while 2 or 3 (or less) additional spinelets form an

independent transverse series adorad to the outer 2 of the principal

series. These 4 or 5 spinelets form a group, and are subequal to the

spinelets of the adjacent actinal plates. The nonprominent plates

have a group of 4 or 5 spinelets subequal to the outer spinelets of

the prominent plates. One stands on the furrow margin, adjacent

to a tube foot, and has 1 or 2 medium-sized pedicellariae at the tip.

In a large specimen from station 5326, the 3 inner spines of each

prominent plate are provided with pedicellariae. Many plates have

only the single transverse row of spines without the additional

adoral spinelets. In small specimens, the pedicellariae tend to be

relatively smaller. There is considerable variation in the relative

numbers of large and small pedicellariae, but thej are much more
numerous than in Z. carinatus. In some specimens pedicellariae are

lacking on the nonprominent plates.

Madreporic body small, about half as broad as adjacent basal plate.

Young.—The smallest specimen (station 5453), and the only one

with 6 rays, measures R, 24 mm., r, 3.5 mm., R=:6.8 r. The carinal

plates are conspicuous, and touch the superomarginals. In addition

to the inferomarginals there are a series of actinal intermediate

plates, the inner of which extends two-thirds the length of ray.

These plates bear a central spine as in the adult, and the central

spinelets of the carinal plates are slightly enlarged. Four series of

papulae—one on either side of the carinal plates, and one inter-

marginal. The prominent adambulacral plates have 3 permanent
spines in the furrow, the lowest with 1 or 2 pedicellariae, and on the

actinal surface 2 or 3 additional spinelets, 1 usually out of line. The
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other plates have 3 to 5 spinelets, the one on the furrow usually with

a small pedicellaria. Terminal plate large.

Type.—C^t. No. 37010, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5587, Sibuko Bay, Borneo, 415 fathoms,

green mud, sand, coral, bottom temperature 42.3° F. ; 1 specimen.

DistHhution.—Philippine Islands, from northern Luzon to Tawi
Tawi, and Sibuko Bay, Borneo. 96 to 604 fathoms, usually on green

mud.

Specimens examined.—Ninety, from the following stations:

Specimens of Zoroaster c. philippinensis examined.

sta-
tion.

5123
5124
5183
5215
5216
5259
5265
5268
5272
5273
5278

5282
5297
5298
5325
5326
5371
5388
5411
5412
5417
5418
5453
5476
5527
5528
5538
5565
5587

5589

Locality.

03 Malabrigo Light, east coast Mindoro
Off Point Oripou, east coast Mindoro
Between Panay and Ncgros ,

East of Masbate Island ,

Between Masbate and Luzon
Off northwestern Panay
Batangas Bay, Luzon

do
China vSea, off Corregidor Light, Luzon

do
Chtaa Sea, between Lubang Island and
Manila Bay.
do

Oflt Batangas Bay (Verde Island Passage)
do

on Hermanos Island, northern Luzon
do

Off Tayabas Light, Marinduque Island
Between Burias and Luzon
Between Cebu and Bohol

do
do
do

Albay Gulf, southern Luzon
San iSernardino Strait
Between Siquijor and Bohol Islands

do
Between Negros and Siquijor
Between Jolo and Tawi Tawi
Sibuko Bay, Borneo

.do.

Depth
(fath-

oms).

283
281
96

604
215
312
135
170
118
114

102

248
198
140
224
230
338
226
145

162
165
159
146
270
392
439
256
243
415

260

Nature of bottom.

Green mud
Soft green mud

do
Green mud

do
Gray mud, globigerina
Sand, mud
Sand, pebbles
Mud, shells, coral sand.

do
Fine sand, mud, shells.

Dark gray sand .

.

Mud, sand
Sand
Green mud
Mud
Soft mud
Soft gi-een mud .

.

Green mud
do

Gray mud, sand

.

do

Fine sand
Globigerina ooze

do
Green mud, sand
Sand, Pteropod shells

.

Green mud, sand,
coral.

Fine gi-ay sand, gray
mud.

Bottom Num-
temp- ber of

erature speci-
" F. mens.

63.4
50.5
63.1
49.3

57.4

59.6

53.2
55.4

51.4
55.2
54.8
54.4
54.4

48.3
53.3
53.3
53.3
52.3
42.3

45.7

Gen-a.s CNEMIDASTER Sladen.

Cnemidanler Si-aden, 1889, p. 423. Type, C, wyvillii Sladen.

CNEMIDASTER WYVILLII Sladen.

Plate 134, figs. 3, 3ff ; plate 138.

Cnernidaster wyvillU Sladen. 1889. p. 424, pi. 67, fisrs. 3 and 4 ;
pi. 68, figs.

3 and 4.

The genus Cnernidaster Sladen was based upon a single, very

immature specimen of the present species, dredged by the Challenger

in 800 fathoms in the Arafura Sea. The measurements of this type

are : E, 22 mm., r, 4.25 mm. The smallest specimen in the Albatross

collection has R=33 mm. When adult, Cnernidaster bears a very
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close resemblance to MaTumaster Perrier, the only differential charac-

ters that I can find being stated in the key to genera. It may be

necessary eventually to merge the 2 genera. Perrier (1894, p. 128)

states that there are forcipiform (croise) pedicellariae on the disk;

I have found numerous forficiform pedicellariae. The former are

not supposed to occur in this family.

In both Gneinidaster and Maminaster superambulacral plates are

present and the first is modified into a conspicuous buttress or stay

extending from the upper end of the combined first 2 ambulacral

platas to the body wall at the interradius, as in Myxod&nna and

Bythiolophus.

There are in the collection no specimens strictly comparable with

the very small type of wyvillii, although 1 example, as already

stated, is only slightly larger. This specimen seems to be referable

to Sladen's species, although it must be admitted that the specific

determination of very young specimens is difficult, owing to the

fact that important characters, such as granules, spines, and pedicel-

lariae may not appear until comparatively late. The young of dif-

ferent species may, therefore, be very closely similar. Owing, how-
ever, to the similarity between the 2 forms, and the geographical

proximity of the Challenger station, I have thought it better to list

the Albatross specimens as wyvilUi. They are closely related to both

Cnemidaster zea, and G. squameus. For instance, there is consid-

erable variability, one specimen, otherwise perhaps referable to G. zea

has central spines on the distal carinal and marginal plates, and

spaced granules on the disk plates, while another from the same

station (5602) has no granules on the swollen disk plates. The fol-

lowing description will aid in determining specimens

:

Description.—Taken from specimens from Gulf of Tomini, Celebes.

R=109 mm., r=12 mm., 11=9 r (station 5607). Disk flat-topped and

elevated above base of rays, the plates essentially as in the young, but

definitely scalloped or indented for papulae. In the grooves are a

few fair-sized pedicellariae (1.5 mm. long) about 3 times as long as

broad at base, and a few scattered immersed granuliform spines. One
specimen from station 5602 has scattered small granules under the

skin of the disk and proximal abactinal plates of the ray, while an-

other from station 5606 has fewer granules on the disk only. Four

other adult specimens, one from 5602, lack the granules. Eays evenly

arched, without a marked carinal ridge. There is a carinal series of

slightly convex plates proximally wider than long, distally longer

than wide. On either side of this is a close double row of papular

pores emerging on either side of a nearly hidden series of small ad-

radial plates. Then follows 3 (or 4) series of overlapping, smooth,

skin-covered plates, followed by 3 series covered with spaced, lan-

ceolate, flat, squamiform spinelets, which in the interbrachial areas
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cover the first 1 or 2 plates of the other series, as far up as the lower

border of the siiperomarginals. These three lower series (or 2 in

smaller examples) have a central flattened, sharp spine on many of

the plates, often arranged so that alternate transverse rows lack one,

or all of the central spines, which are therefore in spaced, often in-

complete transverse combs. On the outer third of the ray the carinal

and marginal plates (the latter being the only naked plates reaching

end of ray) are armed with an appressed, tapering, sharp spine about

as long as its plate. There is no trace of this on the young specimen,,

although present on an adult from the same station (5607). Very

small pedicellariae occur sparingly on the 3 lower rows of armed

plates, and distally on the abactinal naked plates.

Prominent adambulacral plates with a transverse series of 4 or

5 spines, the innermost rather deep in the furrow and directed hori-

zontally between 2 tube feet; the next 2 longer, erect, flattened,

acute, slightly curved, and tapering from a stout base; the outer 1

or 2 shorter, flattened, and more or less leaflike. The innermost

2 spines (or the second only) bear each a large pedicellaria, fre-

quently as long or even longer than the spines, and sometimes accom-

panied by one to several small pedicellariae, especially at the base of

the ray. One jaw of the pedicellaria is spatulate, larger, and more

curved than the other, resembling a miniature duck's beak; or the

jaws are nearly equal and the distal half of the pedicellaria is curved,

something like a miniature ibis's beak. Along the adoral, transverse

margin are usually two squamiform" spinelets. In the specimen with

granular disk plates from station 5602 there are sometimes 3 spinelets

in this series, and the one nearest furrow is tapered and bears one

small pedicellaria (or at the base of the furrow, several). Nonpromi-

nent plates with usually 5 spines, in 2 transverse series (3 spines

in the adoral). Usually the 2 aboral spines are flattened and

squamiform, and the adoral tapered but often the outermost of the

adoral spines is also squamiform. The innermost of that series is

short, tapered, and stands a little out of line on the furrow margin

of plate. It usually (but not always) bears a pedicellaria longer than

the spine, solitary or accompanied by 1 to 3 very small ones at its base.

In the young specimen from station 5202 the plates are subequal

and armed with a transverse series of 4 or 5 spines, the inner-

most slender, tapering, and sharp, the others increasing in thickness

and becoming more flattened toward the outer end of the plate.

Adorad to these there is often but not always 1 short spinelet, rarely 2.

Sladen mentions, in the description of the immature t3^pe, only the

series of 5 spines, but his figure (1889, pi. 68, fig. 4) shows the small

adoral spinelet.

Madreporic body small (1.5-2.5 mm.), and surrounded by gran-

ules or very short, stubby spinelets. Tube feet in 4 crowded series
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proximally, becoming 2 on the outer third or two-fifths of ray. There

are small triangular superambulacral plates. Ampullae double, but

the outer division very short, while the inner is vermiform and 3 or

4 times as long.

Specimen from vicinity of Darvel Bay^ Borneo^ station 5582.—
R=205 mm., r=l7 mm., R=12 r. In this example there is no sign of

granulation on the abactinal plates of the disk and only the last

dozen marginals at the tip of ray have an inconspicuous armature.

The superomarginals usually have 2 appressed spinelets, and the in-

feromarginals 1. On the basal third of the ray there are 4 lateral

series of naked plates, covered with smooth skin, then 3, and finally

near the tip of ray, 2. The enlarged central spine of the 3 actinal

intermediate series occurs almost always only on alternate transverse

(or vertical) series. The prominent adambulacral plates have gen-

erally a transverse series of 4 spines, the furrow spine only bearing

an equally long pedicellaria with jaws curved at the ends, accom-

panied by 1 or 2 small ones. The 2 outer spines are flattened and
squamiform, while the second is intermediate. There are 2 much
shorter lanceolate leaflike spinelets adoral to the spines. The non-

prominent plates have 5 squamiform spines, but the furrow spine has

a pedicellaria only irregularly and at the base of ray.

This example is extremely close to Cnemidaster zea (Alcock), the

only difference of importance seeming to be the restriction of the

lateral spines to alternate vertical rows of plates. The description of

zea does not particularize on this feature, so that the arrangement

may be somewhat irregnilar, as in the specimens from the Gulf of

Tomini. Of the adambulacral armature of zea^ Alcock says: The
adambulacral plates are covered with flat foliaceous spinelets ; every

alternate plate has a prominent intraambulacral ridge, bearing a row
of 3 saber-shaped spines, and deep within the furrow a slender spine-

let furnished with several pedicellariae one of which is large." The
type of zea has R, 144 mm., r, 12 mm.

Type.—In the British Museum (Natural History).

Type-locality.—Challenger station 191, Arafura Sea, northwest of

the Aru Islands (lat. 5° 41' S.; long. 134° 4' 30'' E.), 800 fathoms,

green mud, bottom temperature 39.5° F.

Distribution.—Vicinity of Darvel Bay, Borneo; Gulf of Tomini,

Celebes; Arafura Sea; 761 to 1,089 fathoms; temperature range,

36.3° to 39.5° F.

Specimens examined.—Seven, from the following stations

:

Station 5582, vicinity of Darvel Bay, Borneo, 890 fathoms, gray

mud, fine sand, bottom temperature 38.3° F. ; 1 specimen.

Station 5602, Gulf of Tomini, Celebes (lat. 0° 22' N. ; long. 132°

03' 30" E.), 962 fathoms, gray mud; 2 specimens.

Station 5606, same locality, 834 fathoms, green mud; 1 specimen.
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Station 5607, same locality, 761 fathoms, fine sand ; 2 specimens.

Station 5608, same locality, 1,089 fathoms, gray mud, bottom tem-

perature 36.3° ; 1 specimen.

Genus PHOLJDASTER Sladen.

PhoUdaster Sladen, 1889, p. 426. Type, Ph. squama tus Sladen, first spe-

cies; not designated. (See also 1885, p. 616, no binomial.)

PHOLroASTER SQUAMATUS Sladen.

PJioUdaster squamatus Sladen, 1889, p. 427, pi. 67, figs. 5 and 6; pi. 68,

figs. 5 and 6.

Specimens examined.—Sixty-two from the following stations

:

Station 5212, east of Masbate Island, Philippines, 108 fathoms,

gray sand and mud ; bottom temperature, 59.9° F. ; 35 specimens.

Station 5214, east of Masbate Island, 218 fathoms, green mud ; bot-

tom temperature, 51.4° F. ; 1 specimen.

Station 5391, between Samar and Masbate, 118 fathoms; 1 specimen.

Station 5392, between Samar and Masbate, 135 fathoms, green mud,

sand ; 13 specimens.

Station 5393, between Samar and Masbate, 136 fathoms, hard sand

;

12 specimens.

Type.—In the British Museum (Natural History).

Type-locality.—Challenger station 204, off Tablas Island, Philip-

pine group (lat. 12° 43' N. ; long. 122° 9' E.) 100 fathoms, green mud.

Distrihutien.—Known from the central part of the Philippine

group, 100 to 135 fathoms, mud and hard sand.

Remarks.—These specimens are from near the type-locality and

agree well with Sladen's description and figures cited above. There

are no superambulacral plates in this species.

Genus BYTHIOLOPHUS Fisher.

Bythiolophus Fishek, 1916&, p. 31. Type, B. acanthinus Fisher.

Diagnosis.—In general structure i-^sembling Zoroaster, except in

the presence of subambulacral plates, in the specialization of the first

superambulacral plate as a conspicuous buttress running from the

body wall at the interradius to the upper end of the 2 first ambulacra!

ossicles, and in the arrangement of the abactinal skeleton. In this

the adradial series is more prominent than the carinal, consisting of

alternately larger and smaller, transversely elongated plates, the

larger of which overlie the lateral third of the carinals; both sorts

strongly overlap the upper end of the superomarginals. Two series

of marginal, and 4 series of intermediate plates. Adambulacral

plates as in Zoroaster.

Remarks.—In Zoroaster the carinal plates are always larger than

the adradial plates. The latter are very often nearly hidden by the
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carinals and superomarginals which overlap them. In the present

genus just the reverse is the case. The adradials are large and rest

upon the superomarginals and carinals. In the arrangement of the

dorsal skeleton Pholidaster and Cnemidaster are in essential agree-

ment with Zoroaster.

BYTHIOLOPHUS ACANTHINUS Fisher.

Plate 135, figs. 1, lo-c; plate 139, figs. 1, 2.

Dythiolophus acanthmns Fisher, 1916&. p. 31.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5. R=:105 mm., r=13 mm. R=:8 r; breadth of

ray at base, 14 mm. Rays 4-sided, very gradually tapering ; abactinal

surface of ray sunken along median line except near tip, where the

surface is nearly plane; sides forming a steep bevel; interbrachial

arcs angular; radial plates sunken, but tumid, with a short, sharp

appressed spine; adradial plates prominent, forming margin of

abactinal surface, larger and smaller alternating, the larger and some

of the smaller with a central spine similar to the carinal spines; 6

lateral series of plates, each with a prominent central spine, the

third and fourth from top the longest; prominent adambulacral

plates with transverse series of 4 pines, and about 3 spinelets (on

actinal surface), the inner with 1 to several pedicellariae.

Descriytion.—Disk distorted, but apparently subplane abactinally,

like the rays. The primary plates are not especially prominent.

Disk plates with a central, short, sharp, lanceolate spinelet 1.5 mm.
long, borne on a well-marked boss or mgimelon. General surface of

all plates of disk and rays covered with slender sharp membrane-

invested spinelets about 1 mm. long and spaced one-third to one-half

their length. On the disk they are a little stouter and the mem-
brane a little thicker than on the rays. Three or 4 stout, broadly

lanceolate pedicellariae surrounding each papula of the disk.

Rays 4-sided, the side walls forming a steep bevel with abruptly

rounded upper and lower margins. Carinal plates tumid, broader

than long, overlapped by either adradial series, the plates of which

are much more prominent and decidedly broader than the exposed

portion of the carinals and form the margin of a shallow sulcus, at

the bottom of which are the tumid carinals. These adradial plates

are much broader than long and are of two sorts, larger and smaller

alternating (with some irregularities), the larger being roughly

lozenge-shaped or elliptical, the smaller irregularly elliptical and

wedged betAveen the outer half or two-thirds of a couple of larger

plates. Opposite the inner end of a small plate is a large papular

pore, there being thus a series along either side of the carinal plates.

Between the adradial and adambulacral plates are 6 regular longi-

13434—Bull. 100—19 32
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tudinal series, the plates of which also form regular vertical series,

•which correspond fairly regularly to the adradial plates. The 2

upper series represent the marginals, which are larger than the

plates of the 4 inferior rows, the superomarginals being slightly

smaller than the smaller adradial plates, and the inferomarginals a

trifle smaller than the superomarginals. A series of tiny papulae
is present between the adradial and superomarginal plates, another

between the marginals, a third below the marginals (not complete)

and a fourth, very incomplete, between the first 2 intermediate rows.

Each carinal and adradial plate bears a sharp, appressed, lanceolate

spine similar to those of disk, and forming 3 series along the dorsal

surface of ray, the outer series being on the margin between the

dorsal and lateral faces of the ray. On the distal adradial plates

the spinelets are arranged in 2 transverse series, and on the last 25

in a single series. The marginal plates bear each a slender, needle-

like spine, that of the inferomarginals being proximally one and a

half or two times the length of the superomarginal or about 3 mm.
This spine increases in length to about 5 mm. along the middle

third of the ray, then decreases, while the superomarginal spine

remains 1.5 to 2 mm. long until near the end. Each of the interme-

diate plates bears a large flattened, slender, sharp, appressed spine

borne on a prominent boss which occupies most of the available sur-

face of the plate. The spines are arranged thus in vertical series of

4 proximally and 3 distally; the upper is 5 to 5.5 mm. long, the

next subequal or a little shorter (especially distally) ; the third, 3.5

to 4 mm., and much slenderer, while the lowermost is about 3 mm.,

and still slenderer. These spines which are in line with the margi-

nal spines form a dense armature all along the side of the ray. Two
or 3 short, stout pedicellariae a trifle shorter than the spinelets guard

the dorsal papulae, while usually 1, but occasionally 2, occur close

to the lateral papulae of the 2 upper series. The lower row of these

2 extends only a short distance along ray.

Prominent adambulacral plates have a single series of 3 slender

spines directed into the furrow, the middle the longest ; on the actinal

surface are 1 or 2 spines (similar to the foregoing, and in line with

them) and 3 shorter spinelets, the 4 or 5 forming 2 transverse series.

The innermost furrow spine has 1 to 4 pedicellariae at the tip, the

largest about one-half to three-fourths the length of the spine. Non-
prominent plates with 4 spinelets surrounding a subcentral spine. A
spinelet on the furrow margin carries 1 or 2 small pedicellariae. The
inner furrow spine of the first 4 or 5 plates has numerous pedicellariae,

while those on the mouth plates proper have upward of 40. These
form a circle surrounding the mouth, the clusters touching one an-

other. Tube feet in 4 series for three-fourths the length of ray.
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Madreporic body small, convex, very inconspicuous. There are

short superambulacral plates passing from the ambulacrals to the

inferomarginals. The first superambulacral is much enlarged and

acts as a stay or buttress connecting the upper swollen end of the

first 2 ambulacral ossicles with the body wall at the interradial angle.

Between this buttress and that of the adjacent ray is a very small

membranous interbrachial septum. At the base of the ray the ambu-

lacral ridge bends sharply upward, a fact which renders the buttress

rather conspicuous.

Type.—C2it. No. 37011, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5648, Buton Strait, Celebes, 559 fathoms,

green mud, bottom temperature 39.2° F. ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from type-locality.

Family ASTERIIDAE Gray (emended).

Genus DISTOLASTERIAS Perrier.

Distolasterias Perkier, 1896, p. 34. Type, Asterias (Stolasterias) stichantJia

Sladen.
DISTOLASTERIAS EUPLECTA Fisher.

Coscinasterias (Distolasterias) euplecta Fisher, 1906, p. 1105, pi. 41, figs.

4, 4a--c; pi. 42, figs. 1-4.

The specimen, which measures R, 155 mm., and r, 9 mm., is larger

than the type, with relatively smaller disk. The adambulacral sj)ines

are a trifle more attenuate and tapered (with compressed tip) at the

base of the ray than are those of the type. Distallj'^ the spines are

less compressed than those of the type, most of them being practically

terete. One or 2 actinal intermediate plates on each raj^ carry, ab-

normally, a small spine, where in hypacantha there is regularly a

spine.

Type.—Q^i. No. 21188, U.S.N.M.
Type-locality.—Station 3885, Pailolo Channel, Hawaiian Islands,

136 to 148 fathoms, sand and j)ebbles, bottom temperature 64.8° F.

Specimen examined.—One from station 5371, northwest of Marin-

duque Island (lat. 13° 49' 40" N. ; long. 121° 40' 15" E.), 83 fathoms.

Distribution.—Hawaiian Islands and Philippine Islands. The
vertical range in the Hawaiian Islands is 63 to 182 fathoms.

DISTOLASTERIAS HYPACANTHA Fisher.

Plate 141, figs. 2, 3 ; plate 151, figs. 5, 5ff.

Distolasterias hypacantha Fisher, IQllb, p. 92.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5. R=129 mm., r=8 nun., R=16. r; breadth

of ray at widest part near base, 14 or 15 mm. Resembling
D. mazophora (Alcock) and D. euplecta Fisher, from both of which
it differs in having, on the proximal half of the ray, a series of small
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spines between the adambulacral spines and the inferomarginal

spines (of which there are 2). On the abactinal surface, between

the 2 siiperomarginal series, are 3 series of spines proximally, and

only 1 (the carina!), distally; only 1 kind of major pedicellariae

present, slender and lanceolate in form; rays pentagonal in section,

the width of the lateral face proximally being about two-thirds that

of either dorsal face (between superomarginal and carinal row of

spines) while distally all four are nearly equal; disk very small,

sunken below the dorsal surface of rays ; rays constricted at basp.

Description.—Plates arranged as follows: A carinal series, and on

the dorsolateral angle of the ray a superomarginal, alternate plates

of each series bearing a conical sharp spine; nearly midway between

the two, a series of usually 3-lobed, much smaller, adradial plates,

bearing somewhat irregularly a small conical spine on the proximal

half of ray, and extending nearly to the tip of ray. Frequently

they are so arranged that the alternate plates are connected with the

carinals either directly by a dorsal lobe or by a short elliptical inter-

mediate ossicle, while the other plates are joined to the superomar-

ginals by a longer intermediate ossicle. Actinolateral border of

ray very abrupt and formed by the inferomarginals, each bearing 2

slightly tapering flattened truncate or blunt spines in an oblique

series, the outer a little longer, and above and adorad to the other.

Extending two-thirds the length of the ray, between the inferomar-

ginals and adambulacrals is a single series of small plates which are

separated one from another by a papular area equal to their own
length and extending two-thirds the length of the ray. For a third

or a half the length of ray (depending upon size of specimen) each

intermediate plate bears a small acicular spine about three-fourths

the length of the outer adambulacral spine. The base of the inner-

most marginal spine is spaced from the outer furrow spine about

the length of the latter.

The abactinal and superomarginal spines are surrounded by a

basal sheath closely crowded with small forcipiform pedicellariae,

while only the upper side of the upper inferomarginal spine is so

provided—there being but a half circle of pedicellariae. These pedi-

cellariae are about 0.35 mm. long, have about 5 lateral teeth and a

broad terminal portion armed with many small teeth. There is but

one sort of major pedicellariae—in form, slender, lanceolate, and

pointed—scattered rather numerously on the abactinal and actinal

surface. There are 2 series of papular areas between the carinal

and each superomarginal series of plates, each with about 10 to 15

papulae; an intermarginal series on each side with 5 to 8 papulae

to the area; and an actinal series alternating with the actinal inter-
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mediate spines with 1 to 5 papulae to an area extending about half

the length of ray.

The integument is marked by fine channels, somewhat irregular,

extending from the carinal plates to the inferomarginals. There are

usually 2 of these lines between the superomarginal spines.

Adambulacral spines 2, slender, flattened, slightly tapered, and

truncate. The inner is a little shorter than the outer, which is equal

to about the length of 4 plates. On the furrow face of about every

other plate, or sometimes on that of several consecutive plates, is a

fair-sized, pointed, lanceolate, forficiform, pedunculate pedicellaria.

Each mouth plate with 2 spines at the inner actinostomial end : a

short one, with 2 pedicellariae at the base, directed across mouth of

furrow, and the second, over twice as long and much heavier, flat-

tened and truncate, directed, w^ith its near neighbor of the other

plate, over the mouth. At the outer end of each plate an upright,

flattened, sometimes subspatulate suboral nearly or quite as long-

as the longer apical spines.

Type.—C^t. No. 37032, U.S.N.M.

Tyye-localiUj.—Station 5417, between Cebu and Bohol, 165 fath-

oms, gi'ay mud and sand, bottom temperature 54.4° F. ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known onl}^ from near type-locality, 88 to 165

fathoms.

SpecimeTis examined.—In addition to the type, 1 from station

5415, between Cebu and Bohol (near type-locality), 88 fathoms, fine

sand, bottom temperature 62.4° F.

Remarks.—This species closely resembles D. eustyla (Sladen),

which is known only from the vicinity of Tristan da Cunha. Both
species have a single series of actinal intermediate spines, but in

eustyla, judging from Sladen's figure, the series extends practically

to the tip of the ray. Sladen mentions these as a third inferomargi-

nal spine, but they seem to belong rather to actinal intermediate

plates. In hypacantha the inferomarginal spines are more spaced

from the adambulacral spines, the major pedicellariae are much more
numerous, and are present on the actinal surface, as well as in the

furrow, the rays are longer. D. dubia Clark, from Botany Bay,

has shorter, relatively stouter rays, stouter abactinal skeleton, larger

major pedicellariae, broader and more flattened outer inferomarginal

spines, deeply furrowed on the actinal side. I). mazopJwra (Alcock),

D. euplecta Fisher, and D. mollis Hutton lack the actinal intermedi-

ate spines of hypacantha. In D. euplecta the inferomarginal spines

are closer to the furrow spines than in hypacantha, the actinal inter-

mediate plates being smaller and more tightly wedged between the

adambulacrals and inferomarmnals.
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Genus TARSASTER Sladen.

Tarsaster Sladen, 1889, p. 439. Type, T. stoichodes Sladen.

TARSASTER DISTICHOPUS Fisher.

Plate 141, fig. 1 ; plate 155 ,figs. 3, Sa-c.

Tarsaster distichopus Fisher, IQllb, p. 92.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5. R=48 mm., r=5 mm., R=9.6 r; breadth of

ray at base 6.5 mm. Disk very small, convex; rays long, slender,

bluntly pointed; abactinal surface prominently arched, with a very

slight midradial carinal ridge; actinal surface nearly plane, the sides

of ray as defined by the 2 series of marginals, nearly perpendicular,

but sloping inward toward the furrow, slightly. Differing from

Tarsaster stoichodes Sladen in having 1 adambulacral spine, 1 spine

on the midradial plates, prominent, unguiculate forficiform pedicel-

lariae in the furrow, and biserial tube feet.

Description.—Plates arranged as follows: a carinal, a supero-

marginal, and an inferomarginal regular longitudinal series of

4-lobed, strongly imbricating plates, the transverse lobes nearly

obsolete on the inferomarginals, which are contiguous to the ndam-

bulacrals (no actinal intermediate plates present). Between the

carinal series and the superomarginals, for the proximal half of the

ray, there are 2 not very regular series of smaller 4-lobed and

3-lobed plates, which on the distal half of the arm are reduced

to a single series. These plates imbricate directly with one another

in a longitudinal direction, as in the case of the carinals and margi-

nals, but laterally they join the superomarginals on the one hand
and the carinals on the other by one or, sometimes proximally, by

two elliptical secondary ossicles, as shown, perhaps, better in the

figure than by description. There are thus proximally 3 dorsolateral

series of papular areas and distally 2, containing 1 or 2 papulae,

while there is, in addition, on each side, an intermarginal series of

smaller areas with 1 papula to an area. The small disk is composed

chiefly of primary apical plates, not very regularly arranged, with

1 or 2 papulae in the intervening areas.

The carinal plates, the dorsolaterals, the superomarginals, and the

secondary elliptical, or smaller connecting, plates each bear a short

conical spine on a central boss of the plate, those of the dorsolaterals

and secondary ossicles being one-half to two-thirds the size of the

other spines, which are 1.25 to 1.5 mm. long. The inferomarginals

(except the first plate) have each a stouter spine 2 mm. long, the

series standing on the actinolateral margin of the ray. Each plate

also carries, scattered over its surface, 3 to as many as G or 8 con-

spicuous, ovoid (as seen from side) forcipiform pedicellariae, usually

about 0.45 mm. long. They give the appearance of an open, rather
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uniform, granulation to the half-dry specimen. There are usually

1 or 2 of these pedicellariae between any 2 inferomarginal spines.

All the plates, spines, and pedicellariae are covered by a rather thin,

soft skin, which hides the outlines of the plates. Between the infero-

marginal and adambulacral spines is an area of bare membrane
crossed by shallow creases or furrows opposite the interspaces be-

tween the spines.

Adambulacral plates, small, wider than long, slightly constricted

or excavated along each transverse margin, and when they are

cleaned, a distinct notch is visible on the furrow margin. On the

proximal half of the ray there are 10 plates opposite 4.5 infero-

marginals, and beyond the middle of the ray 10 plates correspond

to about 5 inferomarginals. Each plate bears a single lanceolate,

obtusely pointed, slightly flattened spine 1.5 to 1.75 mm. long on the

furrow margin except the first 5 or 6 plates, which carry each a

second subequal spine on the outer half of the plate- Irregularly

scattered along the fairrow are 5 to 8 unguiculate pedicellariae, with

3 curved tines. (PI. 155, fig. Sh.)

Wedged in between the interradial pair of unarmed inferomargi-

nals and the mouth plates are 2 or 3 small actinal intermediate plates,

wholly obscured by skin.

The oral plates are narrow and form a projection toward the

mouth, impinging upon the furrow in such a way as to lessen its

diameter at its junction with the actinostome about one-half. The
plates bear each 3 stout, tapering, bluntly pointed spines, one on the

actinostomial face, and directed toward its fel-low of the opposite side

of the mouth of furrow, while the other 2 are more robust and are

on the actinal face of the plate. Two cat-claw j)edicellariae are on
the furrow face of the plates.

Madreporic body small, somewhat prominent, with a few fine radi-

ating irregular striae and coarse intervening ridges. It is situated

at about the middle of r and has 7 conical spines, like those of the

rest of dorsum, in a half circle on its adcentral side. Tube feet in

2 series.

Type.—C&t No. 37031, U.S.N.M.
Ty2?e-locaUty.—Station 5664, Macassar Strait (lat. 4° 43' 22" S.;

long. 118° 53' 18" E.) , 400 fathoms, hard bottom, bottom temperature

43.3 F. ; 1 specimen.

Remarks.—The known species most nearly related to the one here

described is Tarsaster stoichodes Sladen, taken by the Challenger at

station 219, off D'Entrecasteaux Reef, north of the Admiralty Islands

(lat. 1° 54' S.; long. 146° 39' 40" E.), in 150 fathoms, on coral mud.
There is some doubt as to the generic identity of the present species on

account of its biscrial tube feet. The specimen is small, and larger in-

dividuals may have the feet in 4 series, just as happens with Coronas-
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ter and other forms. If it has permanently the biserial arrangement it

will form a connecting link with the Pedicellasteridae, which have
very few characters, other than the biserial tube feet, that can not

be duplicated among the Asteriidae. The type of Hydrasterias^ H.
ofhidion Sladen, is figured as having biserial tube feet, however.

Family PEDICELLASTERIDAE Perrier.

Subfamily Labidiasterinae Verrill. ^

In Verrill's scheme of classification this subfamily is placed in

the Brisingidae, following the usual treatment of Ldbidiaster. I

would suggest however, that Lahidiaster has few essential charac-

ters in common with the Brisingidae, but rather exhibits greater

structural similarity to Coronaster. This genus seems to be more
nearly allied to Pedicellaster than to either Heliaster or to any of

the recently proposed genera of Asteriidae. I would therefore place

Lahidiaster in the Pedicellasteridae. I have dissected a large example

of Lahidiaster 7'adiosus Liitken, from the Straits of Magellan.

Lahidiaster differs from Brisinga, Odinia, Freyella, and similar

genera in the following important particulars: (1) Its abactinal

skeleton is not duplicated in the Brisingidae; (2) forficiform, or

straight, pedicellariae are present; (3) the adambulacral plates are

crowded, very short in proportion to width, and entirely unlike in

form and armature the same highly peculiar plates of all Brisingidae;

(4) the ambulacralia are shorter, especially the dorsal ends, which

overlap, or imbricate with, the next adoral ambulacral plate, while

in the Brisingidae there is no sign of imbrication, the ambulacralia

resembling the centra of chordate vertebrae, with vertical articu-

lating adoral and aboral facets.

In the Brisingidae (in the narrower sense) the abactinal skeleton

of the rays is variable, being in the form of transverse, independent,

parallel ridges or costae, separated by areas of integument without

plates ; or the intervals may be partially or completely filled in with

more or less imperfectly developed plates immersed in the body-wall

;

or the arches may be absent and a tessellation of thin plates may
cover the genital region of the ray ; or there may be thin plates, more

or less spiniferous, together with differentiated transverse costae.

In Lahidiaster the skeleton of the ray is closely similar to that of

Coronaster. There is a longitudinal series of trilobate inferomarginal

plates, one of quadrilobate or cruciform superomarginal plates, and

one of cruciform median radial plates. The marginals and radials form

regular transverse series. On the basal portion of the ray there is a more

or less irregular zigzag series of trilobate dorsolateral plates. The
primary plates either gonnect directly by their slender lobes, or these

M'erilll 1914a, p. 26.
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are joined by one or two overlapping, oblong, intermediate ossicles.

There results an open, fairly regular, reticulate skeleton having

large tetragonal meshes (except where the dorsolateral plates frame

pentagonal openings). On the outer part of the ray the longitudinal,

intermediate, connecting plates and the longitudinally oriented lobes

of the marginals and radials gradually disappear, so that there re-

mains only a series of independent, transverse, slender skeletal bands,

simulating those of Brisinga, but having a very different history.^

The skeletal meshes contain numerous papulae. The form and arma-

ture of the adambulacral plates are as in Corona-ster. The arrange-

ment of the pedicellariae either on retractile wreaths surrounding

the spines or on retractile transverse cushions is not unlike that found

in Coronaster. The mouth plates of the Brisingidae, of Gorona8ter,

Pedicellastei\ and of Lahidiaster are similar in general form, those

of Labidiaster being relatively the smallest.

The features which are chiefly relied upon to distinguish the Bri-

singidae, and to which the family in part owes its characteristic ap-

pearance, are conspicuous by their different form in Lahidiaster.

Such, in the Brisingidae, are the elongate and peculiarly formed
adambulacral plates; the long needle-like subambulacral and mar-
ginal spines, with their characteristic sacculate sheaths ; the variable

but always non-reticulate abactinal skeleton of the rays ; the presence

of only crossed or forcipiform pedicellariae.

The genus RatKbunaster (type, RatKbunaster californicus, from off

California, deep water) was described by me as a neighbor of the

curious polybrachiate Pycnopodia of Stimpson. I think the genus

is related, instead, to Coronaster. It is notable for the suppression

of the alternate superomarginal plates and the reduction of the abac-

tinal skeleton to spaced circular plates without trace of connectives.

The marginal and abactinal plates bear an acicular spine surrounded

by a retractile sheath with an expanded distal crown covered with

numerous pedicellariae. The ambulacral, adambulacral, and oral

plates are similar to those of Coronaster.

In Labidiaster^ Coronaster^ RatKbunaster, and certain genera of

the Brisingidae there are two gonads to each raj'' ; each gonad opens

upon the side of the ra}^ at some distance from the base. All three

genera, as well as the Brisingidae, have a single ampulla to each

tube foot.

1 Verrill, in his " Monograpli of tlie Sliailow-water Starfislies of tlie North Pacific Coast,"
1914, p. 352, proposes a new genus, Lahidastrclla, for Lahidiaster annulatuK, Sladcn. " Tt

differs considerably in structure from L. radioHus, especially in having the dorsal and
superomarginal plates nearly abortive distally, on the rays, beyond the genital regions."
It is evident that this tendency to lose the dorsal skeleton of the distal part of the ray
manifests itself in L. radinsus, and is carried further in /.-. anniilatus. I agree with
Koehler that it does not form a safe basis for a generic division between two otherwise
similar species (Koehler, Ann. de rinstitut oceanographique, vol. 7, fasc. 8, May 1917,
p. 8).
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The family Pedicellasteridae, if these views are correct, would
consist of the subfamily Pedicellasterinae with Pedicellaster^ Lytas-

ter^ and Gastraster^ and of the Labidiasterinae with Ldbidiaster^

Coronaster, and Bathhunaster.

Genus CORONASTER Perrier.

Coronaster Pekkiee, Ann. sci. nat., art. 8, 1885, p. 13. Type, C. parfaiti

Perrier, 1894, p. 92, pi. 8.—Veerill, 1915, p. 31.—Fishee, 1917a, p. 26.

Stolasterias (subgenus) part Sladen, 1889, p. 584.

Heterasterias Verrili,, 1914a, p. 46. Type, Asterias {Stolasterias) volsel-

lata Sladen.

The generic term as here used is in an extended sense, including

Sladen's Asterias volsellata and hence the genus Heterasterias Ver-

rill, founded upon that species.

Coronaster^ as formerly understood, comprised the following nomi-

nal species: G. 'parfaiti Perrier, the type, from the Cape Verde
Islands ; G. antonii Perrier, a very immature specimen from Morocco

;

C. l>riareus (Verrill), from off the southern Atlantic coast of the

United States ; G. hisfinosus Ives, locality unknown, perhaps identi-

cal with hriareus; G. octoradiatus (Studer), from South Georgia

Island.

I have compared a specimen of Goronaster hriareus from 90

fathoms. Gulf stream, south of Key West, with the examples of G,

volsellatus {=^Asterias volsellata) listed in this report. In my speci-

men of hriareus 'the tube feet are crowded and quadriserial, or ar-

ranged in what one might prefer to call two crowded zigzag series,

inasmuch as the pores remain biserial, or nearly so. Professor

Verrill (1915, p. 31), in the most recent diagnosis of Goro7iaster,

writes that the tube feet are biserial (as, indeed, they are in the

small type and in small specimens of hriareus). This character is

determined by age. Even in the very small G. antonii^ as mentioned

by Perrier (1894, p. 9G, pi. 8, fig. 2(7), the pedicels are incipiently

quadriserial on a part of the ray. In full-sized specimens of G.

volsellatus the tube feet are quadriserial, or biserial at the tip and

base and quadriserial throughout the greater part of the ray. In

small regenerating rays of volsellatus the pedicels are biserial, and

these small rays correspond exactly to the rays of immature speci-

mens of other species.

Furthermore, the highly characteristic skeleton of volsellatus is

nearly exactly duplicated, with minor specific differences, by that of

hriareus. This skeleton, which holds good also for G. parfaiti and G.

antonii. as figured by Perrier (1894, pi. 8), consists of slender-lobed

plates, joined by more or less elongate connecting ossicles in such a

way as to form a median radial, and two marginal regular longitu-
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dinal series, joined together at the intervals of the primary plates by

transverse ossicles, leaving four series of large, rectangular papular

areas. At each node of this skeletal mesh is a sharp spine with a

retractile wreath of abundant pedicellariae. The inferomarginal

plates abut closely against the adambulacrals. Both species have the

curious hand-shaped unguiculate major pedicellariae of conspicuous

size, characteristic of the genus very probably.

Perrier (1894, pi. 8) has given carefully drawn figures of C.

parfaiti and C. antonii. The skeleton is the same as that of hnareus

and of volsellatvs. It seems reasonable, on account of the small size

of Perrier's specimens, to consider them immature. They match

very well the immature regenerating rays of volsellatus, which, as

noted above, also have the pedicels biserially arranged.

Coronaster volsellatus has one adambulacral spine, the other species

generally 2. In G. parfalti there are 3 spines on the first 5 plates

and 2 on the others. C. antonii has the spines " solitary on the major-

ity of the plates, but in pairs on certain others among them." I do

not think the monacanthid condition of volsellatus of sufficient impor-

tance to warrant a generic separation. The new Philippine and
Moluccan species, G. halicepus is diplacanthid and is apparently a

close relative of volseUa.tus.

Coronaster is therefore represented in the East Indies by 2 species,

and in the Atlantic by 5 nominal forms.

The family affiliations of Goronaster are somewhat involved. Its

only strong Asteriid character is the quadriserial arrangement of the

tube feet. Yet the ambulacral plates are not crowded, the pedicel

pores being nearly or quite biserial as in the Brisingidae, to which

family its strongly brisingoid mouth plates, as prominent as those of

Odinia, would also ally it. Its skeleton is more like that of a

simplified Pedicellaster than like that of Asterlas, or allied genera.

Pedicellaster has mouth plates of the same sort as Goronaster.

They are more prominently " adambulacral " than those of any

genus of the Asteriidae, even of Goscinasterias, and are nearlj'' or

quite as prominent, relatively, as the oral angles in Brisinga. So
also in Pedicellaster the ambulacral plates are uncrowded, as in

Goronaster, rather brisingoid, and the pedicel pores are in 2 series.

As noted above the pedicel pores in large specimens of Goronaster

form 2 slightly zigzag rows, but much less pronounced than in small

specimens of GoscinasteHas (in the broadest sense), in which group

the ambulacrals are quite compressed and crowded.

On the whole the relationship of Goronaster does not appear to be

so close to the Asteriidae as to the Pedicellasteridae, even though one

of its species long occupied an undisputed corner in the former

family.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OP COKOXASTEK HEKEIN" DESCRIBED.

a^ Rays 11 ; 1 adambulacral spine ; adambulacral furrow pedicellariae slender,

the tips of jaws not conspicuously crossed ; abactinal forcipiform pedicel-

lariae with 5 or 6 lateral teeth in one row; the large major unguiculate

pedicellariae with proximal half abruptly narrowed voUellatus, p. 496.

a" Rays 10; 2 adambulacral spines; adambulacral furrow pedicellariae fairly

stout, the tips of jaws conspicuously crossed ; abactinal forcipiform pedicel-

lariae with 12 or more lateral teeth in 2 series proximally
;
proximal third

of major unguiculate pedicellariae narrowed halicepns, p. 497.

CORONASTER VOLSELLATUS (Sladen).

Plate 135, figs. 4, 4a ;
plate 151, figs. 2, 2a-c.

Asterias (Stolasterias) volsellata Sladen, 18S9, p. 584, pi. 107, figs. 1-4.

Heterastcrias volsellata Veeeill, 1914a, pp. 27, 47.

Coronaster voUellatus Fishek, 1917a, p. 25.

This species has been fully described and figured by Sladen in the

Challenger report. The specimens collected by the Albatross agree

in all essential particulars with the type. I have figured the pedicel-

lariae as they differ from those of halicepus, described below. The

small pedicellariae arming the sheaths of the abactinal and marginal

spines are smaller than those of halicepus, averaging about 0.45 mm.

in length. In addition to 2 terminal teeth each jaw has usually 5

small teeth in a single series along the inner side. The forficiform

pedicellariae from the ambulacral furrow are about 1.25 mm. long,

and are quite slender, the tips of the jaws not crossing conspicuously.

Similar but smaller pedicellariae occur scattered over the integument

among the papulae, and on the trabecular ridges of the skeleton. The

unguiculate major pedicellariae are longer than those of halicepus,

and are narrowed into a longer proximal portion, forming a sort of

wrist to the miniature hand.

Type.—In the British Museum (Natural History).

Type-locality.—^e,^v Cebu, Philippine Islands, 95 fathoms.

Dhtrihution.—Vh\\\^]i'm% Islands, 95 to 165 fathoms, on sand.

Specimens examined.—Four, from the following Philippine sta-

tions :

Section 5226, 9.5 miles southwest Corregidor Light, Luzon, no

depth or bottom recorded ; 1 specimen.

Station 5391, between Samar and Masbate, 118 fathoms; 1 speci-

men.

Station 5393, between Samar and Masbate, 136 fathoms, hard

sand, 1 specimen.

Station 5417, between Cebu and Bohol, 165 fathoms, gray mud,

sand, bottom temperature 54.4° F. ; 1 specimen, incomplete.

Remarks.—The stomach of a specimen from station 5391 contained

portions of se\eral small shrimps and a small fish. The very nu-
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meroiis pedicellariae are capable of holding fairly active animals and

are probably used to capture prey. The loose skeleton renders the

rays very flexible, so that any crustaeans or fish held fast by the

pedicellariae could be readily reached by the tube feet and conveyed

to the mouth.

CORONA STER HALICEPUS Fisher.

Plate 135, figs. 5, 5a
; plate 140 ;

plate 151, figs. 1, la-d.

Coroiiaster halicepus Fishek, 1917fl, p. 26.

Diagnosis.—In general appearance closely resembling C. volsella-

tus, but differing in having 10 rays, 2 adambulacral spines, relatively

broader and shorter unguiculate pedicellariae, with longer claws,

heavier ambulacral pedicellariae, with the jaws conspicuously crossed

at tips, and longer forcipifonn minor pedicellariae, each jaw with

upward of 12 or even more small teeth in addition to the large ter-

minal teeth (5 or 6 in volsellatus). R=:260 mm., r=17 mm., R=
15±r; breadth of ray at base, 11 mm.; at 25 mm. from base, 14 or

15 mm.; height of disk, 10 mm.; breadth of disk, 34 mm.; breadth

of actinostome, 20 mm.
DescHption.—Skeleton similar to that of volsellatus^ there being

abactinally 3 lines of ossicles extending the length of the ray (the

carinal and superomarginal), and adjacent to the adambulacrals an

inferomarginal series. Equally narrow transverse bands of plates

divide the integument into quadrate papular areas of large size, the

intermarginal areas being regular, wider than long proximally, and

longer than wide distally. The areas between the carinal and supero-

marginal plates are longer than the foregoing, and irregular as to the

transverse trabeculae. The cruciform primary plates at each node

are connected by 1 or 2 intermediate oblong ossicles and bear a single

slender acicular spine, the inferomarginal the longest, equaling prox-

imally the distance between the base of the inferomarginal and corre-

sponding superomarginal spines (7 mm). The superomarginal

spines are one-half to two-thirds as long, and the carinal spines are

subequal to the superomarginal, though a trifle more robust. In

large specimens 2 or 3 small spines stand on the transverse irregular

trabecula between the superomarginal and carinal plates.

Each spine is surrounded by a heavy, retractile, globular sheath

covered with small forcipifonn pedicellariae, about 0.5 to O.G mm.
Jong, whose jaws have 3 terminal teeth and a double row of upward

of 12 small teeth, while similar pedicellariae in volsellatus have 2

terminal and about 5 lateral teeth. The difference is best seen from

the figures. The trabeculae and papular areas have numerous large

6-clawed unguiculate pedicellariae about 1.5 mm. long. These are

much more numerous than in volsellatus and are shorter and broader.
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In addition, there are numerous small forficiform pedicellariae scat-

tered among the papulae. The papulae occur in tufts or clumps,

about 6 or 7 to each area.

Adambulacral plates small and bandlike, separated by an interval

slightly in excess of their length. Spines, 2, slender, slightly tapered,

blunt, situated on the furrow margin in an oblique series, the inner

being aboral to the outer and about two-thirds to three-fourths as

long; the latter is one-half to three-fifths as long as the inferomargi-

nal spine. About every other plate has on the furrow^ face 1 or 2

forficiform pedicellariae about 1 to 1.25 mm. long. These extend

between the tube feet, and are at the end of a thick, apparently highly

extensible stalk or peduncle, around the base of which are 1 to several

very small pedicellariae. These pedicellariae have the ends of the

jaws crossed and are broader than in volsellatus, where the jaw tips

fit together snugly. In the small regenerating rays of a specimen

from station 5217 (the tube feet being 2-ranked) the adambulacral

plates have 2 truncate, slightly tapered, subequal spines.

Mouth plates resembling those of the Brisingidae, excavated on the

furrow margin for the first tube foot. On the middle of the actinal

surface of each plate is a robust, flattened, truncate spine about as

long as the median suture. On the actinostomial margin are 2 simi-

lar shorter spines, 1 directed across mouth of furrow, the other mid-

way to the median suture. From the base of the latter is a short

flap of membrane, and from the former are 2 long, slender sacculi

crowded with very numerous small pedicellariae. Two large pedun-

culate, unguiculate pedicellariae (similar to those of the abactinal

surface) extend over the actinostome from between the inner mar-

ginal spines of each mouth-pair. Numerous small forficiform pedi-

cellariae with short, thick pedicels are scattered over the surface of

the plates, and sometimes 1 or 2 major unguiculate pedicellariae in

addition. In volsellata there are the same number of spines, but the

marginal spines lack the streamers of pedicellariae. The unguicu-

late pedicellariae are present, but very few small pedicellariae on the

surface of the plate. In the type the first 10 pairs of tube feet are

obviously 2-ranked ; then they become crowded and 4-ranked, return-

ing to 2 series on the outer attenuate part of the ray. A smaller

specimen from station 5217 has the feet less obviously 4-ranked. It

is wholly a matter of age.

In halicepus the disk has more numerous spines^—about 30—and

more numerous unguiculate pedicellariae. The madreporic body is

slightly larger.

Type.—Cat. No. 37012, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5281, between Lubang and Luzon, 201

fathoms, dark gray sand, bottom temperature 50.4° F. ; 1 specimen.
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Distribution.—Philippine and Molucca Islands, 105 to 298 fathoms,

on sand.

Specimens exannined,—In addition to the type, 1 specimen, and
fragments from the following stations

:

Station 5217, between Biirias and Luzon, 105 fathoms, coarse gray

sand, 1 specimen.

Station 5417, between Cebu and Bohol, 165 fathoms, gray mud,

sand, bottom temperature 54.4° F. ; 4 rays.

Station 5621, Molucca Islands, off Molucca Passage, 298 fathoms,

gray and black sand ; 4 rays.

Subfamily Pedicellasterinae Fisher.^

Genus PEDICEIXASTER Sars.

Pedicellaster Saks, Oversigt af Norges Echinodermer, 1861, p. 77. Type,

P. typicus Sars.

PEDICELLASTER CHIROPHORUS Fisher.

Plate 142, fig. 2 ;
plate 155, figs. 2, 2a-b.

Pedicellaster chirophorus 1917&, p. 93.

Diagnosis.—Rays 5. R=27 mm., r=4 mm., R=7 r± ; breadth of

ray at base, 4.5 mm. Pays slender, tapering, disk small; plates cruci-

form, in regular series, each bearing a short thorny spinelet and l*to

3 ovoid forcipiform pedicellariae. Adambulacral armature : a trans-

verse row of 3, then ^, spinelets 2 to 3 times longer than those of the

adjacent actinal and marginal plates, and here and there along the

ray a large unguiculate pedicellaria usually borne on or near the

furrow margin; 5 oral spinelets.

Description.—Plates of ray 4-lobed or 3-lobed and arranged in

longitudinal and less regular transverse series. There is a midradial

or carinal series, a superomarginal, inferomarginal, and 2 actinal

intermediate series. Between the carinal and superomarginal^ series,

which are regular, is a zigzag series of dorsolateral plates, or what

might equally well be considered 2 series of 3-lobed plates alternating

in position, with reference to the plates of the neighboring series.

At the base of the ray an elliptical secondary plate is interpolated

(usually) between the alternate adradial plates and the carinals

and between the other dorsolaterals and the superomarginals. A
similar plate connects the proximal superomarginals with the corre-

sponding inferomarginals. On the disk there are 2 or 3 plates of a

third actinal intermediate series adjacent to the adambulacral plates.

The first intermediate series reaches about half the length of ray,

the second a little less than one-third. The inferomarginals are

therefore contiguous to the adambulacrals on the outer half of the

1 Fisher, 1918, p. 108.
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ray. The plates each bear a short, somewhat four-sided, only

slightly tapered, spinelet, superficially truncate, but really terminat-

ing in 3 or 4 minute sharp prongs, with sometimes accessory points

below them. These spinelets are 0.4 to 0.6 mm. in length and 0.15

to 0.18 mm. thick just above the base. These spinelets are borne on
a slight rounded eminence at the middle of the plate. A few abacti-

nal plates have a smaller accessory spinule on one of the lobes.

Each plate bears also 1 to 4 forcipiform, ovoid pedicellariae, usually

on the margin of the papular areas, and about 0.36 to 0.38 mm. in

length. These have the appearance in the dry specimen of being

pretty uniformly scattered over the surface of the body.

There are 8 longitudinal rows of somewhat quadrate papular areas,

which usually contain a single papula. In addition between the

first and second actinal intermediate series of plates is a very short

series of narrow subtriangular papular areas.

The terminal plate is large and subcircular except on the side

toward the ray, where there is an obtuse angular notch or indentation.

The plate is covered with spinelets 2 or 3 times as long as those of the

adjacent abactinal and marginal plates.

Adambulacral armature, a regular transverse series of 3 slender,

tapering pointed, slightly thorny spinlets, the median a trifle the

largest, borne on a moderately developed ridge of the plate. On the

outer two-thirds of the ray there are only 2 such spines. About 6 or 8

plates along either side of each furrow, and irregularly spaced, bear

on the inner edge, near the furrow spine, a relatively huge unguicu-

late forficiform pedicellaria, with usually three curved claws or

teeth. These are 1 to 1.2 mm. long and resemble 2 minute clasped

hands (with 3 short fingers). On 2 rays there is a large pedicellaria

on the outer side of the third plate. Most of the adambulacral plates

have also an ordinary forcipiform pedicellaria just external to the

outermost spine.

Mouth plates fairly prominent and with a prominent median

suture. The form of the combined pair is a truncated oval, the sub-

oral surface being narrower toward the inner than at the outer end.

Armature: a single series of tapered spinules, there being usually 3

larger ones on the actinal surface and 2 conspicuously smaller ones,

one above the other, on the actinostomial face of the plate. One plate

has a large cat-claw pedicellaria on the outer, furrow corner.

Tube feet strictly biserial. Madreporic body flat, with radiating

coarse striae. It is situated about midway along the minor radius.

Type.—C^t. No. 37030, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5656, Gulf of Boni, Celebes (lat. 3° 17'

40'' S.; long. 120° 36' 45" E.), 484 fathoms, gi-ay mud, bottom tem-

perature 41.2° F. ; 1 specimen.
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Remarks.—This species differs from all others of the genus in

having relatively enormous unguieulate adambulacral pedicellariae

in combination with proximally 3 adambulacral spines, Pedicellaster

atratus Alcock, from the Andaman Sea and Bay of Bengal, 220 to 290

fathoms, is of very large size for this genus, has 2 adambulacral

spines only, and lacks the large cat-claw pedicellariae. Its color is

described as uniform jet-black.

PEDICELLASTER, species.

There is a mutilated specimen of a Pedicellaster differing from the

preceding in having 2 adambulacral spines throughout the ray, in

lacking large forficiform cat-claw pedicellariae, in having rather

feAver minor pedicellariae (which, however, are closely similar to

those of chirophorus) . The spinelets are enveloped in a very evident

sacculus.

Station 5630, south of Patiente Strait (lat. 0° 56' 30" S.; long. 128°

05' E,), 569 fathoms, coral sand, mud.

Family BRISINGIDAE G. 0. Sars.

SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN GENERA OF BRISINGIDAE.^

o\ Abactinal surface of disk and genital region of ray provided with numerous

conspicuous papulae ; 2 gonads to each ray ; mouth plates broad and fan-

shaped toward the actinostome, nearly closing the entrance to the ambu-

lacral furrow
;
genital region of ray with transverse slieletal arches, be-

tween which the Integument is strengthened by immersed plates and

pierced by papular pores ; ray with regularly spaced, lateral, transverse

combs of upward of 7 conspicuous, slender spines ; adambulacral plates

higher than long, with a single, prominent subambulacral spine, frequently

truncate and more or less spatulate proximally ; first 3 to 5 pairs of

adambulacral plates united in each Interradius, and above them the

marginal plates are similarly united; a syzygy between first and second

adambulacral plates, and also sometimes a partial syzygy between the

second and third and between the third and fourth plates. Genotype,

Brisinya semicoronata Perrier Odinia Perrler.

a'. A single circle of rather small papulae near margin of disk, 2 papulae cor-

responding to each ray ; rays, as in Brisinga, without papulae. First and
second adambulacral plates united by a syzygy (nonmuscular symphysis)

and upper part of second and third ambulacral plates united by syzygy

;

gonads numei'ous, in series ; first pair of adambulacral plates in each

interbrachium closely united (as in figs. 2 and 2a; pi. 156). Genotype,

Brisinga mimica Fisher Brisingenes Fisher.

i'. No papulae present either on disk or on rays.

h^ No visible abactinal skeleton on rays but embryonic plates may be con-

cealed in the thin integument ; gonads unknown.
c\ Minute embryonic lattice-plates are present in abactinal integument of

rays ; functional skeleton of ray reduced to ambulacral and adam-

^ For Lahidiaster, see under Pedicellasteridae.

13434—Bull. 100—19 33
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bulacral plates ; disk finely spinulate, a few spinelets extending upon
ray; interbrachial skeleton resembling that of Brisingella, but the

first marginals unequal in size ; first adambulacral plates entirely sep-

arated ; adambulacral armature very simple. Genotype, Hymeno-
discus agassisi Perrier Hymenodiscus Peri-ier/

<f Rays composed of ambulacral and adambulacral plates and an abactinal

integument devoid of skeleton, but covered with numerous, relatively

large pedicellariae arranged in transverse bands. Disk not known.

Genotype, Oymnohrisinga sarsii Studer Oymnobrisinga Studer.

b'. Abactinal skeleton present on disk, and on proximal portion of rays at

least, either in the form of transverse independent skeletal arches or

as a continuous covering of thin plates, or both arches and intervening

thin plates.

c\ Disk plates large, with a comparatively few, fairly large, disk spines,

and a vertical series of about 4 conspicuous, lateral spines to each

successive skeletal arch of the rays, these lateral combs occurring at

regular intervals all along side of ray ; mouth plates expanded fan-

wise toward actinostome, nearly closing entrance to ambulacral fur-

row ; subambulacral spine with a modified truncate tip ; first pair of

adambulacral plates of each interbrachial angle united, but the

united pair of conspicuous first marginal plates is interpolated from

above between their distal ends; syzygy (?); related to Odinia.

Genotype, Brisingasicr rohillardi de Loriol Brisingaster de Loriol.

c^ Disk plates small, bearing 1 to several small spinelets; on the ray

only 1 lateral or marginal spine corresponding to the variably spaced

inferomarginal plates; never a vertical comb of conspicuous lateral

spines.

d^ First and second adambulacral plates as well as the upper part of the

second and third ambulacral plates united by syzygy (nonmuscular

symphysis).

^ For description see Perrier, 1884, p. 189, pis. 1 and 2. The type of Hymenodiscua
agassizi (No. 1448, Museum Comparative Zoology) is almost certainly a very immature
specimen, as it is small, and there are no gonads. There are no skeletal arches on the

rays and the greater part of the thin abactinal integument has been removed. The fine

spinulation of the disk extends upon the base of the ray. The abactinal integument of

the ray, although very delicate, contains a single layer of latticework holothuroid plates,

some of which at the very base of the ray bear minute spinelets. From this it would
seem that the abactinal wall of the ray is destined to be similar to that of Freyella,

unless in the fully adult animals the plates retain their embryonic character.

The interbrachium resembles that of Brisingella, but differs in having the first mar-
ginals (those which bound the apex of the interbrachial angle) unequal in size. (See

Fisher 1918, p. 104, figs. 1 and 2.) In Brisingella these plates arc equal, and the suture

between the interradlal ends is on a line with the interradial, or median oral, suture.

There is a distinct syzygy between the first and seconcj adambulacral plates. The inter-

brachia are not so open as in Brisingella, as the inner ends of the first adambulacral plates

are normally In contact, or very nearly so. In an adult specimen we would expect to

find these plates still closer together. It is worth noting that in Freyellaster and in

Brisinga, s. s., the first marginal plates are of unequal size. (See pi. 156, figs. 1 and la.)

Yet In its present juvenile form the interbrachial angle is different from that of either

Freyellaster or Brisinga, while the entire absence of costal arches, as well as of gonads,

may reasonably be attributed to immaturity. It does not seem possible to identify this

problematical form with any other genus, except the even less known Oymnohrisinga of

studer.

Gymnohrisinga sarsii (Abhandl. Akad Wiss. Berlin, Anhang, Abth. 2, 1884, p. 13, pi. 3,

fig. 5) is based upon a brisingoUl ray only. This lacks a dorsal skeleton, and while the

large podiccllaria figured by Studer is different from those of Hymenodiscus agassizi, I am
quite unprepared to offer an opinion as to the generic distinctness of the two species.
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2\ Abactinal skeleton of rays in tlie form of independent spaced arches

or costae composed of elongate, more or less compressed, over-

lapping plates, projectiiig well above the level of the intervening

integument and bearing small spinelets; intercostal integument

not fortified by thin, immersed, spineless fenestrated plates.

f. Gonads numerous, in a series along either side of each ray ; the

interradial (first) pair of adambulacral plates is joined by their

lateral faces, and above them is a united pair of first marginal
plates—four in all. (Figs. 1 and lo, pi. 156.)

g^. Subambulacral spines of proximal adambulacral plates slender,

acicular; the accessory subambulacral spine, if present, is on
the adoral half of the plate; adambulacral armature is

not dense and crowded. Genotype, Brisinga endecacnemos
Asbj0rnsen Brisinga Asbj0rnsen.

g^. Subambulacral spines of proximal adambulacral plates with
modified, capitate, often truncate, tips ; second subambulacral
spine regularly present, prominent, and near aboral end
of plate; adambulacral plates short, with crowded arma-
ture. Genotype, Brisinga panopla Fisher.

Craterobrisinga Fisher.

f. Gonads 2 to each ray (one on each side) ; subambulacral spines

all delicate and acicular.

g". The interradial (first) pair of adambulacral plates is joined by
their lateral faces, and above them is a united pair of first

marginal plates—4 in all. (Figs. 2 and 2a, pi. 156.) Geno-
type, Brisinga moluccana Fisher Astrostephane Fisher.

g\ The interradial (first) pair of adambulacral plates is not joined,

but separate, the outer end of the combined mouth plates

being usually interpolated between the inner ends of these

adambulacral plates; first pair of marginal plates is not
closely united by their lateral faces but only by the adoral
ends, to which also is closely united the lower end of the
interradial plate, forming a rude reversed Y, of which the
angle is the apex of the interbrachial angle and the arms
are the first marginal plates (figs. 3 and 3a, pi. 156) ; adambu-
lacral plates slender, with delicate subambulacral spine ; rays
delicate, very deciduous. Genotype, Brisinga fragiUs Fisher.

Brisingella Fisher.
'. Abactinal skeleton of rays consisting of independent compressed

arches or costae as in Brisinga, but the integument between the
arches is crowded with numerous, spineless, immersed, fenes-

trated, thin plates, sometimes slightly overlapping, yet leaving

the integument quite flexible
; gonads 2 or 4 to each ray.

f. First pair of adambulacral plates united, and joined to their

upper side is a united pair of marginal plates, 4 in all, as in

Brisinga; proximal adambulacral plates higher than long;

gonads 2 to each ray. Genotype, Brisinga (Stegnobrisinga)

placoderma Fislier Stegnobrisinga Fisher.

f. First pair of adambulacral plates not joined together by their

lateral faces, but separate; first pair of marginal plates is not
closely united by their lateral faces, but only by the adoral
ends, to which also is closely united the lower end of the
interradial plate, forming a rude inverted Y, of which the
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angle is the apex of the interbrachial angle and the arms are

the first marginal plates (figs. 3 and 3a, pi. 156) ;
proximal

adambulacral plates not higher than long
;
gonads 2 or 4 to each

ray. Genotype, Brisinga panamensis LiuAwig-Astrolirus Fisher.*

e^ Abactinal skeleton of genital region of ray composed of a uniform

armor of thin spiniferous, more or less overlapping plates, but

not of independent arches or costae.

f. Primary plates of disk much larger than the others which are

small ; gonads 2 to each ray ; an interradial plate, vertical in

position, is interpolated between the proximal ends of the first

adambulacral plates, and touches the mouth plates, but does not

encroach upon the actinal surface as In Colpaster. Genotype,

Belgicclla racovltzana Ludwig Belgicella. Ludwig.

f. Primary plates of disk not conspicuous, and not distinguishable

from the other abactinal plates of disk.

g^. An azygous interradial plate, shield-shaped and conspicuous

superficially on the actinal surface, separates the first pair

of free adambulacral plates; gonads unknown. Genotype,

Colpaster scutigerulus Sladen Colpaster Sladen.

g\ First pair of adambulacral plates not separated by an azygous

plate, but united as in Brisinga, and above them is a pair

of conspicuous, united, first marginal plates—4 in all in each

interradial angle
;
gonads numerous, in a series along either

side of the ray. Genotype, Freyclla fecunda Fisher.

FreyeUastcr Fisher.

d'. No syzygy, or nonmuscular symphysis, between the first and second

adambulacral plates nor between the upper part of the second and

third ambulacral plates, but a normal muscular symphysis not

different from the others ; no marginal plates directly above the first

pair of adambulacral plates ; the latter are usually not united except

sometimes by the proximal ends ; touching the lower end of the inter-

radial plate is a pair of very inconspicuous plates lying in the same

plane, and superficially appearing to be a part of the interradial

plate.^ These are really the outer ends of the mouth plates which

project dorsally behind the first pair of adambulacral plates. The

latter, by sometimes touching at their inner ends or apposing their

lateral faces, segregate this dorsal portion of the mouth plates from

the actinal, spine-bearing part. For this reason they may easily be

mistaken for 2 entirely independent plates (see fig. 4, pi. 1.56).

e\ Abactinal skeleton of ray composed of a uniform armor of thin,

spiniferous more or less overlapping plates as in Freyellaster, not

of spaced, independent arches or costae; furrow spinelets not

modified or expanded at the tip. Genotype, Freyella spinosa

Perrier Freyclla Perrier,

e'. Abactinal skeleton of ray composed of independent transverse

arches, composed, on radial area, of flattened, overlapping plates

(not of elongate, narrow, more or less compressed ossicles as in

Brisinga) ; these costae bear spinelets and are separated by inter-

vals devoid of plates ; furrow spinelets with curiously modified

expanded tips. Genotype, Astrocles actinodetus—Astroclcs Fisher.'

1 Fisher. 1917f, pp. 424, 428.
- The interradial plate described by Ludwig in Belgicella is very probably the true

Interradial plate plus these extreme outer ends of the mouth plates, which, unless treated

U'lth potash, appear to be a part of the Interradial plate (Ludwig, 190.3, p. 60).

3 Fisher, 1917f, pp. 426. 430.
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GeniiS ODINIA Perrier.

Odinia Pekrier, Ann. sci. nat., Zool., vol. 19, art. 8, 1885, p. 9. Type, 0.

semicoronata Perrier.

ODINIA PENICHRA Fisher.

Plate 142, fig. 1 ;
plate 151, figs. 3. 3«-c.

Odinia penichra Fisher, IQlQh, p. 31.

Diagnosis.—Eays 16. Eays rather slender, the costal region ex-

tending about half the length of ray and containing 10 to 12 com-

plete, rather weak, conspicuously spiniferous costae, widely and

nearly equidistantly spaced; disk with steeply beveled margin and

conspicuous, terminally denticulate spinelets in ones and twos on

its slightly convex plates; adambulacral armature with 1 slender

aboral furrow spinelet and 1 actinal spine proximally bifid; oral

plates with 4 or 5 actinostomial spinelets, and 1 aboral furrow spine-

let; no suboral spine. E=100 mm., r=7.5 mm. (to edge of disk),

R=13.3 r; breadth of ray at base, 3.5 mm.; breadth of actinostome,

9 mm.
Description.—Disk with a beveled margin and closely placed,

slightly convex, plates bearing usually 1, but sometimes 2 or 3

slender, tapering, spaced spinelets one-half to once their length apart

and about 0.75 nun. in length. The tip of the spine consists of

several very minute points, and there is usually a tiny pedicellaria

at the base. Papulae conspicuous and distributed all over disk.

Eays slender, only slightly inflated at base, and with 10-12 com-

f)lete, rather weak, widely spaced costae, extending nearly half the

length of ray. Beyond these are 3 or 4 rudimentary costae hidden

by pedicellariae. The first costa is about one-third the diameter

of disk from the base, and the first 6 or 7 intercostal spaces are paved

with irregular contiguous plates, becoming disconnected in the 7th

and 8th spaces. Scattered plates of the first 2 intercostal areas bear

small sharp spinelets. The costae bear spaced, conspicuous, slender

spines, usually about 10, of which 3 on each side are much the long-

est, and the 4 or 5 median are the shortest, except on the first 2 or 3

costae, where the lateral spines are obsolete. The median costal spines

of the first 2 or 3 arches are about 2 mm. in length and decrease

slightly in length aborad while the lateral 3 spines increase. Of
these the outermost is longest and equals the length of about 3.5 con-

secutive adambulacral plates. The spines are covered with pedicel-

lariae and the papulae extend to the last complete arch, decreasing

gradually in number distad. Beyond the eleventh or twelfth costal

arch only the 3 lateral spines persist, the median portion of the

costa becoming at first rudimentary, these disappearing.

First 10 adambulacral plates a little higher than long, but length

and width about equal as seen directly from below. First 3 subam-
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bulacral spines tapering and pointed, then compressed, broad and

often bifid at tip, the 2 parts being truncate. These spines are about

2-2.5 adambulacral plates in length, and increase very slightly up to

the fifteenth, whence they soon lose the truncate tip and decrease

gradually in length. At the end of the costal region the subambulac-

ral spine is about three-fourths the length of the adjacent lateral spine.

On the aboral apophysis of the plate is a single furrow spinelet about

the length of the plate. Beyond the proximal two-thirds of the

costal region this is usually lacking.

Mouth plates with an expanded, curved, actinostomial border, a

very excavated furrow margin and a less expanded margin adjacent

to first adambulacral. No suboral spine. At the outer furrow corner

is 1 furrow spinelet about one-third the sutural length of plate. Acti-

nostomial margin with 4 or 5 spinelets (8 to 10 for the combined

plates) spread fan-wise toward actinostome and mouth of furrow,

where they interdigitate but do not fuse. The lateral spinelets are

slightly the longest as a rule. They bear a few pedicellariae.

Gonads are 2 to each ray.

Madrepodic body small and turned toward the margin.

Type.—C2ii. No. 37019, U.S.N.M.

Tyye-locality.—Station 5217, between Burias and Luzon, 105

fathoms, coarse gray sand ; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—In general appearance this species resembles Odinia

austini Koehler and is about the same size as that form, from which

it differs in having a more extensive costal region, the first costa

being opposite the fifth instead of the fifteenth adambulacral plate;

in having on the proximal adambulacral plates an aboral furrow

spinelet, and, judging by Koehler's figure (1909, pi. 13, fig. 6), a

differently formed oral angle. In 0. penichra the mouth plates are

much larger than in austini^ the actinostomial margin is broader, the

pair of plates are more constricted medially, the spinelets bear pedi-

cellariae, and there is a distal furrow spinelet. According to Koeh-

ler's figure the rays are joined together as far as the beginning of the

sixth adambulacral plates; in O. 'penichra only the first three are

joined. The mouth plates also differ from those of 0. dlarhi Koeh-

ler (1909, pi. 4, fig. 7) both in form and in lacking a suboral spine.

In O. fenichra the plates are much expanded at the outer as well

as the inner end, and there is an aboral furrow spinelet. In neither

clarki or austini is this the case. O. clarki differs further in having

more numerous costae, more conspicuous costal spines, a greater dis-

tance between the disk and the first costal spine, and 1 suboral spine.

In O. pacifica Fisher, from the Hawaiian Islands, the disk spinelets

are cylindrical or swollen at the tip, which ends in many minute

points, and there are more often 2 or 3 spinelets to a plate than 1;
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there are only 6 or 7 easily recognized costae (only about 5 being

conspicuous), confined to the proximal fourth or less of the ray, and

the proximal ridges are very indistinct, with a few scattered spines

in the median region and none on the sides ; there is a short suboral

spine, and the marginal oral spinelets are shorter.

ODINIA MAGISTER Fisher.

Plate 143, figs. 1, 2; plate 144, fig. 2; plate 151, fig. 4; plate 152, figs. 3, 3a (see

also plate 152, fig. 2, Odinia pactflea).

Odinia magistcr Fisher, 1917?;, p. 93.

Diagnosis.—Differing from O. pacifica Fisher in having a per-

fectly smooth integument on the genital region, in having more nu-

merous, stouter and shorter spines (6 or 7) on the largest lateral fans

beyond the genital region, and in having a differently formed artic-

ulating surface to the first pair of ambulacral plates of the ray. Disk

and number of rays unknown. Ray 350 to 360 mm. ; breadth at base,

measured at fifth adambulacral plate (the first one which is not

joined to its vis-^i-vis of the adjacent ray) 10 mm. Size very large;

genital region occupying about one-fourth total length of ray, and

crossed by about 10 costae, the first 4 or 5 being very irregular and

hard to distinguish; lateral spines 5 to 7, 4 and 3 distally; only 1

actinal adambulacral spine, proximally flattened and grooved at

tip; pedicellariae all small; none on the integument of genital

regioi?; no integumentary prickles or spinelets.

Description.—Ray greatly swollen for about a fourth of its length

by the gonads, the highest portion being 25 mm., about 25 mm. from
the base. The breadth at this point is 17 to 20 mm. The swollen

region tapers from this place into the distal two-thirds of the arm,

which is not enlarged. The skin of the genital region is smooth and
entirely devoid of prickles or minute spinelets of any sort, and there

are no thickly and evenly distributed pedicellariae, such as charac-

terize O. paciflca. This skin hides the reticulated skeleton of the

basal portion of the ray. For the first 40 mm. of the ray the costal

bands of plates are evident superficially only in the mid-dorsal

region, where each spaced ridge bears 1 to 3 stout acicular spines

about 7 mm. long, incased in a sacculus of pedicellariae. The inter-

vals between the ridges are 5 to 10 mm., differing with the distension

of the integument. If a portion of the body wall is treated with

caustic potash and dried the plates are seen to be very irregular in

shape and diverse in size. The costal plates are elongated, with

often 1 or 2 lateral lobes, while the plates which bear the spines are

stellate, with 5 or 6 broad, more or less unequal, lobes. The inter-

costal plates are thin, flat, and overlapping. In the very irregular

spaces between them 1 to 5 long vermiform, pointed papulae emerge.
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Beyond the first 40 mm. of the ray the costae become well defined

and increasmgl}'^ more prominent, especially on the sides, and bear

about 10 spines, spaced all the w&y across the arm, and longest lat-

erall}^ (10 mm.). Beyond the 80 mm. mark they become more and

more localized laterally into fans of sacculated spines borne on a

prominent transverse ridge, while the median portion of the ray is

devoid both of spines and plates. Proximally there are 6 or 7 spines

to a comb (the second and third from the lowest usually the longest,

about 12 mm.), then 5 for a considerable distance, then 4, and finally

3 at the end of the ray. (See pi. 143, fig. 2.) As soon as the spines

are segregated on lateral combs, pedicellariae in circular cushions

appear on the radial area and between the combs, and these pads or

flaps sometimes coalesce into incomplete transverse bands. The
spines themselves are invested with a thick sacculus, covered with

small pedicellariae.

The papulae extend about 110 mm. from base of ray (one-third the

total length), and the lateral papulae are often very much swollen

at the base, as if distended by products of excretion.

The adambulacral plates are higher than long and bear only 1

large erect spine, which, proximally, is usually flattened and sub-

truncate at the tip. The terminal portion is not much widened, but

there is usually a very evident longitudinal furrow (sometimes 2).

The spine then has a couple of incipient truncate or sharp extremi-

ties. Beyond the basal third of the ray the extremity of the spine

is tapered and either sharp or truncate, and often retains the groove

and the 2 more or less well-defined tips. On the outer side of the

spine is a thick felting of pedicellariae on a flange of tissue which

extends as a flap or pennant beyond the tip of the spine for half or

fhree-quarters its length. The combs of lateral spines are opposite

about every third adambulacral plate ; there are thus 2 plates inter-

polated between the plates which have the lateral spines opposite

them.

The proximal half of the " genital region " is packed witli the

gonads which consist of long, slender, mostly dichotomously branched

tubules. These converge and open to the exterior 19 mm, from the

base of the ray and 12 mm. above the actinal surface of the adambu-

lacral plates. The distal half of the inflated region is filled with

the lobulated tubules of the hepatic coeca, which extend nearly half

the length of ray. The lobes seem to be solid and are attached to a

long axial canal which is scarcely evident above the testes. The
lobules when crushed give out numerous oil globules.

Type.—Cat No. 37026, U.S.N.M.

TT/pe-Jocality.—Station 5258, off southern Panay (lat. 10° 27' 45''

N. ; long. 122° 12' 30" E.) : marked intermediate haul in list of dredg-

ing stations.
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Remarks.—This large species differs from 0. pacliica in liaving

more numerous, stouter, and shorter spines on the largest lateral

fans. In facif,ca the spines are 4 to a comb, very slender, and the

longest equal 7.5 to 8 plates in length while in magister there are

6 or 7 spines, G to 6.5 plates in length. In maghter the skin of the

genital region is perfectly smooth ; in facijica it is thickly peppered

with minute pedicellariae. The articulating surface of the first pair

of ambulacral ossicles (at base of ray) has, in magister.^ a nearly

elliptical contour, but in paciflca the upper end is much broader than

the lower (see pi. 152, figs. 2 and 3a).

Odinia fenichra Fisher and 0. clarki Koehler have a furrow

spine : the former has spinelets on the integument between the proxi-

mal costal ridges, and scattered pedicellariae, while clarki has a long

genital region with numerous complete costae, bearing each a com-

plete series of robust conspicuous spines, and has only 4 spines in

the lateral fans beyond the genital region.

In O. austini Koehler, which is of a delicate habit, like pem'cAra,

there are no furrow spinelets, but at the very base of the ray there

are abactinal spinelets scattered among the papulae, the well spaced

7 or 8 costae are quite distinct, and there are only 3 or 4 lateral

spines beyond the costal region.

Genus BRISINGA Asbjornsen.

Brisinga Asbj0rnsen, Fauna Litt. Norvegiae, 1856, andet hefte, p. 95.

Type, B. endecacnemos Asbj0rnsen ; Fisher, 1917/, p. 421, figs. 1 and 2.

Diagnosis.—Brisingidae without papulae ; with the abactinal skele-

ton of rays in the form of transverse independent arches separated by
intervals lacking plates (except sometimes microscopic plates carry-

ing minute prickles) ; with numerous gonads forming a series along

either side of each ray; with a syzygy or nonmuscular symphysis
between the first and second adambulacral plates, and between the

upper end of the second and third adambulacral plates ; with a united

pair of first adambulacral plates, and first marginal plates in each

interbrachial angle—4 plates in all; Avith the subambulacral spines

of proximal plates acicular, unmodified; accessory subambulacral
spine, if present, on adoral half of plate.

Remarks.—In B. trachydisca Fisher the distal ends of the first or

united pair of adambulacral plates of each interradius are wedged
apart by the united first marginal plates—or, rather, appear to be.

In Sars' admirable monograph of Brisinga coronata^ two figures of

B. endecacnemos (Sars, 1875, pi. 8, figs. 8 and 9) show that the first

adambulacral plates are not joined so closely as in Brlsingenes., As-
trostephane^ or Stegnohrisinga. But the structure of these inter-

radially situated adambulacrals and marginals is quite different

from that of the same plates of Brisingella^ as may be readily de-
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termined by examining plate 4, figures 4 and 6 of the same work.

These figures show the structure of the plates on Brisingella coronata

(G. O. Sars).

B. trachydisca is the only species of the restricted genus Brisinga

which I have examined.

In the descriptions of the species of Brisinga and of related genera

a formula has been introduced to denote briefly the adambulacral

armature. This is useful for a comparison of the armatures of re-

lated forms or for indicating variations within the species. If a

transverse line is drawn through the middle of the plate, all the

spines aborad of the line are listed as the numerator of a fraction,

and all adorad to the line as the denominator. The spinelets within

the furrow are each denoted by ^, the smaller subambulacral spines

each by i, and the large subambulacral spine, nearly always single,

by /. Thus if there is an aboral and an adoral furrow spinlet, one

adoral subambulacral spine of small size, and the major subambu-
lacral spine is situated exactly in the middle of the plate (it is very

often aborad of the middle) the formula would read ^j^^ -f /; or

i + I
if the large spine is aborad of the middle, ^tt- I^ practice it

is sometimes hard to decide whether a small spinelet should be classed

as a minor subambulacral, or as a furrow spinelet ; that is, whether it

should be written i or i.

BRISINGA TRACHYDISCA Fisher.

Plate 145 ; plate 149, fig. 5 ;
plate 152, figs. 1, lo-c ; plate 156, figs. 1, la.

Brisinga trachydisca Fisher, 1916 b, p. 31.

Diagnosis.—Rays 13 or 12; a multicostate form with the spinelets

of disk in groups of 2 to 6, spaced like pseudopaxillae ; costae 40-45

very prominent, irregular and sinuous, without intercostal bands of

pedicellariae, and with relatively coarse spinelets, the costal region

occupying more than a third of the total length of ray but less than

one-half; adambulacral plates not crowded; armature with 1 aboral

furrow spinelet, 1 adoral actinal spine, 1^ to If the length of the

plate, and 1 prominent actinal spine 3 times the length of plate.

Kays slender, very long; breadth of disk equals 4 to 4^ times width
of ray at base.

Description.—Disk moderate, with rounded margin, the abactinal

surface plane and not much elevated above base of rays; spinelets

in groups of 2 to 6 on small, spaced, convex plates resembling

pseudopaxillae; spinelets slightly tapered, sharp, the tip ending in

several minute points, the base sometimes provided with a minute
crossed pedicellaria, these scattered also over the intervening integu-

ment.
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Rays rather slender, but slightly swollen at base. Costae 40-45

occupying more than a third of the total length of ray, but less than

one-half. They are irregular, compressed, and very prominent, the

sinuous ridge or summit being armed with comparatively coarse,

sharp, conical spinelets, their bases flaring, often touching. Some-

times there are two series of them. The costae are frequently in-

complete. There are numerous, microscopic pedicellariae on the

costae, but no bands of them between the ridges, or at any rate only

rudiments, but these bands occur on the outer part of the ray, be-

yond the region of the ridges. At the base of the ray there

are about C lateral plates joined, in a series, and the first lateral

spine, very slender and sharp, is at about the fifth adambulacral.

The succeeding spines occur opposite every other adambulacral, to

which the plate is firmly fastened, and are very slender, increasing in

'

length until in the outer part of the costal region they equal in

length about 6 adambulacrals.

Adambulacral plates proximally a trifle longer than wide and

shallowly excavated toward the furrow. The formula of the arma-

i-\-

1

. i
ture is —^-^ or near the disk—,-v + 1' The aboral furrow spinelet (i) is

o + i + 1 1 \ /

about as long as the plate measured in tlie middle of the actinal sur-

face; the large actinal spine (/) is slender and sharp and 3 times

the length of the plate, while the adoral actinal spine is 1^ to If the

length of the plate. A specimen from station 5494 has a few prox-

imal plates with 2 adoral actinal spines, forming with the large spine

an oblique series of 3 ( ~^rp ) ' ^^i infrequent variation is 2 aboral

furrow spinelets ( -—^ j
• The lateral spines are thickly covered

with a sheath of pedicellariae. while the adambulacral spines are

somewhat less thickly covered, and tend to be free from them on the

side toward furrow.

Mouth plates with a furrow spine extending halfway across mouth
of furrow, and another at the aboral end of plate; a small actino-

stomial spinelet just mesad to the base of the former and two-thirds

its length ; at the outer end of plate a large suboral, pointed spine 5

times the length of plates, invested with a pedicellaria-covered

sacculus which extends half the length of the spine or more beyond
the end. Tube feet covered with microscopic lanceolate glands.

Madreporic body small. The articular surface of the pair of am-
bulacrals of the disk, where a ray has broken off, is much broader

above than below, the breadth being about equal to the height,

measured from the radial water tube.

(jonads and proximal adambnlaer:il plates as in generic diagnosis.

Type.—Cat No. 37020, U.S.N.M.
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Type-locality.—Station 5491, between Leyte and Mindanao, 736

fathoms, green mud, coral, bottom temperature 52.3° F. ; 1 speci-

men.

Distribution.—Philippine Islands, 604 to 772 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—Besides the type, 11, from the following

stations

:

Station 5215, east of Masbate, 604 fathoms, green mud ; 1 specimen.

Station 5487, between Leyte and Mindanao, 732 fathoms, green

mud, bottom temperature 52.3° F. ; 3 specimens.

Station 5488, same locality, 772 fathoms, green mud, bottom tem-

perature 52.3° F. ; 3 specimens.

Station 5494, same locality, 678 fathoms, green mud and sand, bot-

tom temperature 53.3° F. ; 3 specimens.

Station 5515, Iligan Bay, north coast Mindanao, " about 700

fathoms."

Remarks.—There are 2 multicostate forms described by Alcock from

the Indian region, B. andamanica ( —-. + -^ )' ^^^ ^- 9'^'^''^^^
( TTZTi "^ ^ )'

having practically the same adambulacral formula as the present

species, although the description of B. gunnii does not state the lo-

cation of the smaller actinal spine. The formula might be i -^ + / j-

From B. andamanica., this species differs in having more closely

crowded costae, with strongly, not feebly developed plates, in having

a longer costal region, in lacking well-developed bands of pedicel-

lariae between the costae, in having fewer (12 or 13, not 15) less

deciduous rays, and a relatively longer minor subambulacral spine

(the adoral). B. gwnnii differs in having more numerous rays, much
thinnor disk, which has a downy appearance (spiny in tracJiydisca)

^

only 20-30 ridges, especially prominent laterally but becoming in-

conspicuous or obsolete abactinally, intercostal bands of pedicellariae,

a much shorter major subambulacral spine (/ of formula), a slightly

shorter minor subambulacral spine, and mouth plates composed of 2

incompletely fused abambulacrals, leaving a " ligamentous symphysis

between."

Genus CRATEROBRISINGA Fisher.

CrateroWisinga Fisher (subgenus), 1916&, p. 33; 1917f, p. 624, Type, B.

panopla Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Differing from typical Brisinga (which it resembles

in appearance and in the possession of serial gonads, and of closely

opposed first adambulacral and first marginal plates of adjacent

rays) in having proximally 2 subambulacral spines of conspicuous

size, the larger of which (and also sometimes the smaller) has an

enlarged, modified, capitate, often truncate tip. Costae usually
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numerous, and genital region extended ; first adambulacral plate, and

sometimes the first 2, joined to corresponding plate or plates of the

adjacent ray, or if rays are less than 10, the joined pair of first mar-

ginal plates may be more or less interpolated between the distal ends

of the first adambulacral plates. But the first adambulacral plates

of adjacent rays are never separated to their proximal ends so that

the mouth plates form the apex of the interradial angle as in

Brisingella. No matter what the number of rays may be, the first

pair of marginal plates is closely apposed for the whole length of

the plate, and, as stated above, their lower sides may be squeezed in

between the outer ends of the first or interradial pair of adam-

bulacral plates. T\nien there are fewer than 10 rays these plates

descend and separate the outer ends of the normally united pair of

adambulacrals in such a way that the marginals can be seen from
below. This seems to be a means of strengthening the actinostomial

ring. A nonmuscular symphysis or syzygy between the first and

second adambulacral plates, and between the dorsal end of the second

and third ambulacral ossicles. Adambulacral plates short, with a

crowded, characteristic armature consisting of an aboral, obliquely

transverse series of 2 subambulacral spines and 1 or 2 furrow spine-

lets, and usually also 1 adoral spinelet. The lateral spines and the

major adambulacral spines are typically long and bristling. Mouth
plates small, with 1 to 3 suboral spines.

Rewurks.—This genus is not so sharply differentiated as either

Brisingella or Stegnohrisinga, but is readily to be recognized by the

crowded adambulacral armature and the curiously modified, capitate

proximal subambulacral spines, which are similar to those of Brising-

aster de Loriol.

The species to be included in this group are: Craterohrisinga fa-
owpla (Fisher), C. parallela (Koehler), C. cricophora (Sladen), G.

alberti (Fisher), C. eucoryne (Fisher), C. analoga (Fisher), G.

variispina (Ludwig), G. rtiulticostata (Verrill), and probably also

the aberrant G. evermanni (Fisher). In the last species the proximal

subambulacral spines are longer and slenderer than is usual in Gra-

terohrisinga, and the modified tip is not so heavy as in typical species,

nor is the adambulacral armature so crowded. The second sub-

ambulacral spine is frequently quite small and easily mistaken for

an aboral furrow spinelet, but on certain plates, without any regu-

larity that I can discover, this inner subambulacral spine becomes
nearly as large as the outer. On such plates there is usually also an
aboral furrow spinelet, making 3 in an oblique transverse series, with
the lateral spine additional, if such happens to be present. These en-

larged, inner subambulacral spines are present on the outer part of

the costal region and beyond and are not shown in the figures of the
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adambulacral plates given by me in connection with the original de-

scription (Fisher, 1906, pi. 48, figs. 2, 2a). In these figures only the

dwarfed inner subambulacral spines are shown. The adoral spinelet

appears never to be present.

CRATEROBRISINGA EUCORYNE Fisher.

Plate 143, fig. 3; plate 148, figs. 4-6; plate 149, fig. 2; plate 154, figs. la-c.

Brisinga (Craterobrisinga) eucoryne Fisher, 1916&, p. 33.

Craterohrisinga eucoryne Fisheb, 1917/, p. 426.

Diagnosis.—Eays 11. Related to 0. alberti (Fisher). Five or 6

inconspicuous rudimentary costae at base of ray, followed by 17 to

20 well-spaced prominent ridges occupying proximal third of ray;

numerous small integumentary spinelets, and about 3 inconspicuous

bands of pedicellariae between the costae, which are composed of

elongate elliptical plates, usually not compressed, bearing 1 or 2

spinelets in center; disk small, with crowded, rather long, solitary

spinelets giving a hirsute appearance; adambulacral plates proxi-

mally wider than long with crowded armature; first dozen plates

with also the slenderer of the 2 subambulacrals often truncate and

slightly flaring ; typical formulae —-—I- / or -.—
, ^. ; 2 (instead

of 1) large subambulacral spines characteristic; each mouth plate

with 2 large pointed suboral spines. Breadth of disk=3^ times

width of ray at base (6 mm.) ; actino3tome=2 times same; height

of disk=| breadth of ray at base. R=2054-mm. r=10.5 mm.
(small section from tip of ray missing).

Description.—Disk small, with an abrupt rounded border and

rather prominent, vertical, interradial plates. Disk covered with

relatively long, solitary, delicate, glassy spinelets, which by reason

of their thick saccular investment have usually a blunt papilliform

appearance and give a hirsute appearance to the disk. These spine-

lets are about 0.75 mm. long, are longest at center of disk, decreasing

to 0.5 mm. at the margin, and are spaced one-fourth to one-third

their length. The spinelets are frequently directed toward a com-

mon center forming conical groups resembling incipient spiniform

pedicellariae. Scattered among the spinelets are relatively few

forcipiform pedicellariae of small size.

Ra3's relatively short, swollen on the costal region, which occupies

the proximal third of ray. At the base of ray are 5 or 6 incon-

spicuous costae, followed b}'^ 17 to 20 well-spaced, fairly prominent

costae, which in the midradial region are almost always distorted in

some way. The plates composing the ridges are not compressed.

Each plate is very distinct and is in form a long, slender ellipse, con-

stricted slightly in the middle where there is a short, upright, slen-

der, sharp spinelet (sometimes 2). Tlie surface of the plates is
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usually evenly rounded except for the central boss, and the ends are

spatulate and overlapping. The integument between the ribs is thin

and is provided with delicate glassy prickles about half or two-

thirds the length of the costal spinelets. These are very numerous

on the proximal third of the costal area, gradually thinning out

until there are few or none in the last 5 or 6 intercostal spaces.

There are about 3 very inconspicuous bands of pedicellariae be-

tween the costae and relatively few pedicellariae on the ridge itself.

Lateral spines, beginning at about the fourth costa, articulated to a

small subtriangular plate, which occurs opposite every other adam-

bulacral, but occasionally opposite 2 consecutive plates. The first

spine is very short, but they rapidly increase in size, attaining the

maximum length (12 or 13 mm.) near the end of the costal region,

where they are as long as 5^ consecutive adambulacral plates, and

very slender.

Adambulacral plates proximally wider than long, with a crowded

i + 1
armature, which for the first few plates has the formula —^—}- 1

i +

1

i
on the fourth or fifth plate becoming

—

-—\-I or ^ + 1+ 1; then to

= or —. . • At either end of the plate pointing across fur-

row is a slender spinelet, usually a little longer than the plate, but

if there is an adoral actinal spinule the furrow spinelet is shorter. On
the actinal surface are 2 large actinal grooved spines sometimes in a

transverse series at middle of plate, or in an oblique series from the

inner aboral toward outer adoral corner. The outer spine on the

first 10 plates has a flaring truncate tip, ending in numerous points,

which is broadest on the most proximal spines, thence decreasing in

width as the spine increases in length. The eleventh is usually also

truncate, but from here on the spines become pointed. The first

spine is equal to 3^ consecutive (short) adambulacrals, the eleventh,

4^ or 5 (or the first 7 plates of the ray) ; thence the spines become
slenderer and longer, equaling 6^ to 7 consecutive, longer, adam-
bulacral plates on the outer part of the costal region. The other

actinal spine on the first 2 or 3 plates is slender, pointed, and about
three-fourths the length of the very stout outer subambulacral. From
the fourth to the twelfth it varies from three-fourths to the length of

the outer spine, but is slenderer and frequently has a truncate, slightly

flaring tip, though often also a bluntly pointed one. Beyond about
the twelfth plate it is two-thirds to four-fifths the length of tlie outer

spine, is slenderer than proximally, and always is acicular. A vari-

able number of plates have an adoral actinal spine, one and a half to

twice the length of the adoral furrow spine. This species has an
unusually long secondary actinal spine. Spines covered with pedi-

cellariae.
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Mouth plates small. Armature consists of a spinelet at outer

furrow corner and 2 at the inner, one directed across mouth of

furrow and the other, which is near median suture, is directed over

actinostome. These spinelets are a little more than half to three-

fourths length of plate. The median suture on its outer half is

abruptly much wider than on the inner half. (2) There are 2 suboral

pointed spines, hea\aly sheathed with pedicellariae, one at either end

of the plate, their bases occupying most of the surface of the plate.

They are 2 to 2^ times the length of the mouth plates, and they vary

somewhat in robustness. The inner is a little the larger. Sometimes

the tip is bifid.

Madreporic body very small and prominent, with a few meander-

ing striae. The articular surface of the ambulacral plate, at junc-

tion of ray with disk, imusually small, higher than wide, with a very

conspicuous suture (broader at the bottom) between the two plates.

Gonads numerous, serially arranged; interradial pair of adam-

bulacral plates and first pair of marginal plates all closely united.

Type.—CB,t. No. 37024, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5348, Palawan Passage, 375 fathoms, coral

sand, bottom temperature 56.4° F., 2 specimens.

Distribution.—Known only from vicinity of type-locality.

Specimens examined.—Besides the types, a fragment of a ray from

station 5349, near type-locality, 730 fathoms, coral sand; bottom

temperature 40.6° (identification not positive).

Remarks.—This species closely resembles C. alberti from the Ha-
waiian Islands. It differs in having 11 rays which are relatively

narrower at the base (9 in alberti) ; longer and thicker proximal

subambulacral spines, the inner of the two being nearly as long as

the outer on the first 10 or 12 plates, and sometimes also with an
expanded tip; relatively longer secondary subambulacral spines

throughout ray ; larger suboral spines 2 in number instead of usually

3; longer disk spinelets; narrower articulation surfaces of ambu-
lacral plates where the ray joins disk. The differences between this

and the following species are detailed under C. analoga.

CRATEROBRISINGA ANALOGA, new species.

Plate 148, figs. 7, 8 ; plate 149, fig. 1.

Diagnosis.—Rays 11. Closely related to C. eucoryne^ from which
it differs in having more numerous costal ridges, which occupy a

little more than the basal half of the ray, these ridges being also

more regular, more nearly parallel, and closer together on the swollen

portion of the ray; instead of 5 or 6 rudimentary ridges at base of

ray, as in cucoryne., there nro only 1 or 2; disk with slightly shorter

spinelets. E=:235 mm., r=10 mm.
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Description.—The disk is very similar to that of eucoryne^ but the

spinelets are a trifle shorter, a character which may or may not be

constant. The costal region extends a little over half the length of

the ray instead of a third, and there are about 35 costae, 1 or 2 at

the base of the ray being incomplete and the last 10 very slender,

but complete. The costae on the main swollen portion of the costal

region are closer together than in eucoryne^ more regular, and more

nearly parallel. Two adambulacral plates, each with a rib opposite,

are followed by a plate without a ridge ; then come two ridges close

together: then may follow 2 costae opposite alternate plates, and

so on. There is much variation, but beyond the fifteenth or six-

teenth costa they occur only opposite alternate plates. The proximal

lateral spines seem to be a trifle weaker than in eucoryne.

The adambulacral armature is very similar to that of G. eucoryne^

with the exception that there is never an adoral subambulacral spi-

nule in addition to the adoral furrow spinelet. The adoral furrow

spinelet in analoga is probably really an actinal spinelet moved to

the furrow margin. The furrow spinelets are a little less to a little

more than the length of the plate. The second subambulacral is a

little stouter and more often truncate on the first dozen plates than

in eucoryne.

The pedicellariae are similar to those of eucoryne, but are a trifle

narrower.

Type.—C2it. No. 37034, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5348, Palawan Passage, 375 fathoms, coral

sand ; bottom temperature, 56.4° F. ; one specimen.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—The specimen upon which this species is based was in

the same bottle with two of C. eucoryne. B. parallela holds a some-

what analogous position with reference to C. panopla., both analoga

and parallela differing from their near relatives in having more
regular and more nearly parallel costal arches. B. analoga is at

once separable from both panopla and parallela in having tegumen-

tary prickles and much fewer costae.

Genus BRISINGENES Fisher.

Brisingenes Fisher, 1917/, pp. 419, 427. Type, Brisinga mimica Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Closely similar in appearance to typical Brisinga, but

differing in having on the margin of disk, directly over the first pair

of enlarged ambulacral plates of each ray, a pair of papulae. There
is thus a circle of these papulae, twice as numerous as the number of

rays, and the papulae of each pair are separated slightly less than

the space between the pairs. Gonads numerous, in close series on
either side of each ray; first adambulacral plate and first marginal

13434—Bull. 100—19 34
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plate joined for their whole length to the respective plates of adja-

cent ray; thus there are 4 closely joined plates in each interradius ; a

nonmuscular symphysis or syzygy between first and second adam-

bulacral plates and between the dorsal part of the second and third

ambulacral plates, as in Brisinga.

Remarks.—The two species which are included in this genus are in

most respects closely similar to Brisinga, s. s., except for the regular

circle of papulae near the margin of the disk, there being 2 papu-

lae for each radius. The first pair of adambulacral plates is more

closely joined than in true Brisinga, judging by the figure of B.

endecacnemos Asbj0rnsen, given by G. O. Sars (1875, pi. T, figs. 8

and 9.), and the condition of these plates in B. trachydisca. The
outer ends of the plates tend to radiate apart somewhat, and in the

second species the united first pair of marginals slips down between

them.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF BRISINGEXES HEREIN DESCRIBED.

o\ Conspicuous costae 25 to 30, occupying proximal fifth of ray ; peclicellariae

larger, the proximal serrate edge of each blade inconspicuous, semi-

circular ; articular surface of proximal ambulacral ossicles smaller ; rays

16 mimica, p. 518

a'. Conspicuous costae about 40, occupying proximal fourth of ray
;
pedicellariae

smaller, with the proximal serrate edge of each blade relatively larger in

proportion to total length of blade and different in form ; articular surface

of proximal ambulacral ossicles larger, the pair being 1.5 times higher than

broad; rays 14 anchista, p. 521

BRISINGENES MIMICA (Fisher).

Plate 147, figs. 3-5
;
plate 149, fig. 4 ;

plate 152, figs. 4, 4a-d.

Brisinga mimica Fisher, 1916&, p. 32.

Brisingenes mimica Fisher, 1917/, p. 427.

Diagnosis.—Rays 16. Costae numerous (25 to 30), closely placed,

prominent, irregular, with relatively coarse spinelets, without inter-

vening bands of pedicellariae ; costae confined to basal fifth of ray,

beyond which for an equal distance are about 15 very inconspicuous

ridges composed of small plates, but carrying a fairly heavy felting

of pedicellariae; disk large, with isolated delicate spinelets not in

groups; adambulacral plates proximally wider than long and

crowded in appearance ; armature typically 1 aboral furrow spinelet,

1 aboral actinal spinule and 1 longer adoral actinal spine (equal-

ing 2 plates in length), and 1 major spine about 3 plates in length.

Rays slender, very long; R=385 mm., r=:19 mm.
Description.—Disk large, with rounded borders. The small,

granuliform abactinal plates, with solitary, delicate spinelets, about

0.75 mm. long and spaced about their own length, give the abacti-

nal surface of disk a very finely hirsute or downy appearance.
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Thickly scattered among the spinelets are relatively large, forcipi-

form pedicellariae with very slender jaws. In B. anchista the pedi-

cellariae are minute.

Eays very long, swollen beyond the base by the gonads. Promi-

nent costae 25 to 30 confined to basal fifth of ray, beyond which

for an equal distance are about 15 very inconspicuous ridges com-

posed of small plates, but carrying a fairly heavy felting of pedi-

cellariae. The prominent costae are in the form of narrow, elevated,

irregular ridges, bearing comparatively coarse spinelets, 2 or 3 to a

plate. No intercostal felted bands of pedicellariae until beyond the

region of prominent costae, where the bands occur at regular inter-

vals but are not particularly prominent. Dorsal integument very

thin. No integumentary prickles. About 5 closely joined lateral

(or marginal) plates at base of ray, beyond which on the first promi-

nent lateral plate is a tiny sharp, decidious lateral spine, which in-

creases rapidly in length until at the outer end of the costal region

it is about 12 mm. long or 5.5 times the length of an adambulacral

plate. The lateral spines are opposite every other adambulacral

plate and proximally their plate forms the base of a costal arch.

There is also a costal arch between every 2 lateral spines, but these

have no prominent marginal plates, as do the alternate arches.

Adambulacral plates crowded ; near the disk viewed from the side,

their height equals 1.5 their length, and width actinall}^ equals 1.25

times length measured in the middle, or about the length measured

on furrow margin. Opposite the last prominent costae the dimen-

sions are relatively nearly the same and it is not until the middle of

ray that the length begins to exceed the width. The typical formula

for costal region is . . Sometimes the formula seems to be

ii+

1

—3— , because the minor aboral spinule (1) moves furrowward and

stands close to the true furrow spinelet but even then is usually

directed at an angle from the latter. The aboral furrow spinelet is

about 1.25 the length of the plate, the minor aboral actinal spinule

varying from slightly more to slightly less than the above. The
large actinal spine equals 3 plates in length and the adoral actinal

spine 2. On the outer attenuate part of ray the formula is —^~, the

adoral actinal spinelet having moved fairly into the furrow. On
some the large spine stands exactly in the middle, the formula then

being -. +1. The spines are all fluted and richly provided with pedi-

cellariae, which also occur on the surface of the plate.

Mouth plates with the following armature: a furrow spine at either

end of the furrow margin about equal in length to width of com-
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bined plates at middle; an actinostomial spinelet just mesad to the

base of the inner furrow spine ; at outer end of plate a long acicular

suboral spine usually joined with its fellow in a common sheath

which is prolonged beyond the tip. All are heavily clad with pedi-

cellariae.

Madreporic body very small, on rounded margin of ray. The
articular surface of the pair of ambulacrals of the disk, where a ray

has been broken off, is oblong elliptical in form, not oval as in B.

trachydisca^ and the height is equal to 1^ times combined width.

The pedicellariae are distinctly larger than those of B. anchista^

being 0.4 to 0.5 mm. long. In the case of the pedicellariae of the

furrow spinelets, ,the proximal serrate portion of the jaw has fewer

teeth than in anchista^ and is relatively smaller in proportion to the

length of the jaw (see figures).

The papulae, gonads, first adambulacral and first marginal plates

as in generic description.

Type.—C2,t. No. 37021, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5648, Buton Strait, Celebes (lat. 5° 35' S.;

long. 122° 20' E,), 559 fathoms, green mud; bottom temperature 39.2°

F.

DistHhution.—Known only from type-locality.

Remarks.—This species differs from Biisinga insularum Alcock

and Wood-Mason in having 16 instead of 13 rays, isolated disk spine-

lets, not tufts, no intercostal ridges of pedicellariae, more numerous

costal ridges (13-17 in insularum)., a small madreporic body, much
shorter lateral spines (= 5.5 adambulacral plates as against 10 or 12

in iiisularutn) , somewhat shorter major subambulacral spine, longer

adoral minor subambulacral spine. If I understand the arrange-

ments of spines correctly, the formula for i7isularum^ would be

i +1
7^-—-^ -I- 1, which numerically is the same as the most characteristic

formula of mimica. B. hengalensis has 14 rays, a small disk, with

the abactinal spinelets in tufts, 20 costae occupying basal ninth of

the ray, and intercostal bands of pedicellariae equally salient with

the ribs. The adambulacral formula is similar to that of mimica,

but the minor adoral and aboral subambulacral spines are not half

as long as their plate, from which it may be surmised that the plates

themselves are longer than iu mimica, and the aforesaid spines

shorter. They may also be true furrow spinelets in the sense I have

used the term, in which case the formula would be a bit unusual,

-^-l-I. Of course the generic position of B. insularum and B. henga-

letisis is not yet ascertained.

This species superficially resembles Stegnohrisinga placoderma,

Avhich I have placed in a separate genus. The types of both spe-

cies were taken at the same haul.
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BRISINGENES ANCHISTA, new species.

Plate 146 ;
plate 153. figs. 3, Sa-d

;
plate 154, fig. 4.

Diagnosis.—Closely resembling B. mimica, but differing in having

14 rays, smaller pedicellariae, of which the proximal serrate portion

of each blade has more numerous teeth, and is of different form ; in

having more numerous and more regular prominent costae, longer

costal region, longer oral spines at mouth of furrow, longer mouth

plates, and decidedly larger articular surface to the ambulacral plates,

where ray is detached from disk. Adambulacral armature typically

-—
. Breadth of disk=4^ times width of ray at base; actino-

stome=3 times same; height of disk=breadth of ray at base. R=
360+mm., r=19 mm. (tip of ray missing). Rays, 14.

Desciiption.—Disk covered with fine spinelets, 1 to a plate, spaced

about their own length (0.5 mm.) apart and decreasing very slightly

in length toward the center of disk. Many of the spinelets have a

small pedicellaria attached to them, distinguished from those of S.

placoderma and B. mimica by difference in form and smaller size.

The margin of disk is rounded and at the base of each ray, on this

rounded border, are a couple of prominent papulae.

Rays long, distall}^ slender, swollen beyond the base into a de-

pressed genital region. The difference in the costal region between

mimica and anchista is not great, but easily discernible, especially if

the rays are placed side by side. In anchista there are about 40

jorominent costae which occupy the proximal fourth of the ray, and

in addition there are about 10 or 12 very slender ridges beyond these.

The costae are straighter; that is, less sinuous, as a rule, than in

mim,ica, and the inconspicuous distal costae are fewer and occupy

less space. There is little, if any, difference in the structure of the

ridges themselves. In a few of the proximal intercostal spaces are

single rudimentary bands of pedicellariae. Usually the intercostal

spaces are without such bands. There is a subtriangular marginal

plate opposite every other adambulacral; and opposite each inter-

vening plate is a costal ridge which has no enlarged lateral plate and

usually does not touch the adambulacral. The first lateral spine is

opposite about the fifteenth adambulacral plate and only 1 mm. long.

At the end of the region of prominent costae they are about 10 mm.
long, or the length of 4 consecutive plates; opposite the last rudi-

mentary rib they are 16 mm. long or ^ adambulacral plates in length.

The}' have a heavy membranous investment.

Proximal adambulacral plates wider than long with an armature

very similar—almost identical—to that of B. mimica. The typical

formula is
j

The principal variations are occasionally an

/i+2 + 1\
additional aboral subambulacral spinule ( ^ )t or the aboral
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spinule moves nearer the furrow spinule, so that the formuUi is more
ii +

1

properly—
j

— The aboral furrow spine is a little longer than the

chord of the furrow margin and slightly longer than the adjacent

subambulacral spinule. The adoral subambulacral spine is usually

about two plates long, measured in the middle of the actinal sur-

face. The major spine is rather short, being 2 to 2^ plates in length

at base of ray, and 3 at the end of the costal region. The saccular

investment of the spines is conspicuous, often forming a wide flange

or sheet of tissue. Sometimes several major subambulacral spines are

joined together by their sacculi (by means of pedicellariae) so that the

spines appear to be merged in an actinolateral membrane.

The mouth plates are longer than those of mifnica and the spine

which is directed across the mouth of the furrow reaches the other

side, being longer and stouter than in mimica. There is a short

actinostomial spinelet and a short aboral furrow spinelet. The slen-

der, acicular, suboral spine stands at the extreme outer end of the

plate and is usually invested in a common sacculus with its fellow, as

shown in the figure.

Madreporic body on the margin, rather small, and surrounded by a

zone of plates free from spinelets. The articular surface of the am-

bulacral plates, where a ray has been broken from disk, is unusually

large, the height of the pair being Ih times the width, and about 1^

times that of the same structure in B. mdmica (the disks are almost

exactly the same size). The figure will best show the exact form.

Gonads, first adambulacral plates, and first marginal plates as in

generic diagnosis.

Pedicellariae are best recognized from the figures. They are every-

ivhere smaller than in B. mimica. A disk pedicellaria is about 0.25

to 0.28 mm. long (0.45 mm. in ^nimica) and the proximal serrate por-

tion is longer in proportion to the length of the jaw. In the case of

the pedicellariae from the furrow spinelets, the difference is even

more noticeable (0.22 to 0.27 mm. in length, with more numerous

teeth in the serrate portion). Compare, also, figures of pedicellariae

from marginal mouth spines.

Type.—C^t. No. 37033, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5648, Buton Strait, Celebes (lat. 5° 35'

S. ; long. 122° 20' E.), 559 fathoms, green mud; bottom temperature,

39.2° F.

Distribution.—Known only from the type-locality.

Rem,arks.—This species might easily be confused with B. mimica,

and superficially it greatly resembles also Stegnohinsinga placo-

dermit. The types of all three were taken at the same haul, and loose

arms were thoroughly mixed together. In the absence of disks,

B. anchista may be distinguished from B. mimica by the size and
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form of the pedicellariae, and by the more numerous prominent

costae. The other differences have been fully detailed in the diag-

nosis and description. (See also the key.)

Genus BRISINGELLA Fisher.

Brisingella Fisher, 1917/", pp. 423, 427, figs. 5 and 6. Type, Brisinga fragilis

Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Differing from typical B^nsinga in having only one

gonad on either side of each ray; in having the first adambulacral

plate separated from that of the adjacent ray by the outer ends of the

combined mouth plates; in having the interradial pair of marginal

plates joined only by the adoral ends, and forming a Y-shaped struc-

ture with the unpaired interradial plate. Rays slender, usually very

deciduous, a nonmuscular symphysis or syzygy uniting the first and

second adambulacral plates, and the dorsal part of the second and

third ambulacral plates ; adambulacral plates longer than broad, with

few or no furrow spinelets, and a sharp, unmodified, subambulacral

spine ; integument of disk thin, weak ; mouth plates small, with small

suboral spine ; entrance of furrow from actinostome broad.

Remarks.—This genus includes a number of species of the old genus

Brisinga which are very distinct from the type, B. endecacne'mos.

They are outwardly distinguishable by the delicate rays which are

very deciduous, by the delicate dorsal skeleton, both of disk and of

rays, by the thin disk, and more definitely by the fact that the first

adambulacral plate is not united with its neighbor of the adjacent

I'ay, but is separated by the outer end of the combined mouth plates.

Correlated with this the first marginal plate is not joined to its

vis-a-vis, as in typical Brisinga., forming thus a pair of plates, snugly

apposed, above the closely apposed first adambulacrals. But instead

they join only by their adoral or inner ends, and with the interradial

plate form a Y-shaped structure, the two arms of which represent

the first marginal plates, while the acute angle represents the inter-

brachial angle bounded by these plates. If the lateral face of a disk

which has lost several rays is examined it will be noted that the rays

have broken at the syzygial or nonmuscular symphysis between the

first and second adambulacral plates. In Brisinga one sees 2 distal

facets close together and immediately above them 2 smaller, usually

unequal, closely joined facets—the distal ends of the first marginal

plates. The 2 lower (adambulacral) facets are slightly spaced. In

Brisingella the adambulacral and marginal plate of each ray are

joined, the latter above the former, but never those of adjacent rays.

Always the interbrachial angle or sinus extends to the proximal end

of the plates and keeps those of adjacent rays apart.

More important still, in Brisinga the gonads are numerous in each

ray and form a series of independent bodies along either side of the
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genital region. In Brisingella there are always 2 gonads to each ray,

and although they may be branched each gonad has but a single

aperture on the side of the ray at a little distance from the base (see

Sars, 1875, pi. 1, fig. 12a).

Brisingella includes the following species: B. fragilis (Fisher),

B. coronata (G. O. Sars), B. exilis (Fisher)), B. pusilla (Fisher),

B. tenella (Ludwig), and probably the following species described

by Sladen; B. verticillata, B. armillata^ B. discincta, and B. mem-
hranacea. B. mediterranea (Perrier) probably belongs in this genus,

although the gonads are not described.

In his paper entitled Researches on the Structure and Affinity of

the Genus Brisinga, based on the study of a new species, Brisinga

coronata, George Ossian Sars describes and beautifully figures the

anatomy of Brisingella coronata and Binsinga endecacnemos. The
former is a typical Brisingella, and the special differential charac-

ters are clearly shown on plate 3 (several figures of the gonads in

situ and removed) and plate 4, figures 4, 5, 6 (characters of first

adambulacral, marginal, and interradial plates)
;
plate 5. figures 1,

2, 11, 12, 15 (same ossicles). For comparison, plate 7 of the same

work is valuable, as the serial gonads (fig. 18) and the plates of the

actinostomial ring and base of rays (figs. 2, 5, 8, and 9) of Brisinga

endecacnemos are clearly shown. Figure 18 may be compared with

figure 4, plate 3; figure 7 with figure 1, plate 4; figures 8 and 9 with

figures 4, 6, and 5, of plate 4.

BRISINGELLA FRAGILIS (Fisher).

Plate 156, figs. 3, 3a.

Brisinga fragilis Fisher, 1906, p. 1115, pi. 46, fig. 1; pi. 48, figs. 3. 3a-c.

Brisingella fragilis Fisher, IQllf, p. 423, figs. 5 and 6, p. 427.

One specimen from station 5123, east of Mindoro, 283 fathoms,

green mud ; 8 detached rays, only.

There is no disk, so that the number of rays can not be ascertained.

The secondary costae are almost obsolete as in variation A described

and figured in the above citation. There seems to,be only 1 (adoral)

furrow spinelet throughout the ray, and 1 comparatively small

subambulacral spine, the formula being — . or ^ + I. In typical
V V

fragilis the first few adambulacral plates have an aboral furrow

spinelet thus —^-, this extending a variable distance along the ray

in the varieties. The pediccllariae of the Philippine specimens are

like those of the Hawaiian.

Type-locality.—Station 3824, south coast of Molokai Island. Ha-
waiian Islands, 222-498 fathoms, coral rocks, broken shells.

Distribution.—Hawaiian and Philippine Islands, 253-387 fathoms.
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Genus ASTROSTEPHANE Fisher.

Astrostci)hane Fisher, 1917/, pp. 421, 422, figs. 3 and 4. Type. Brisvnga

moluccana Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Differing from typical Binsinga in having but 2

gonads to a ray, and the proximal adambulacral plates longer than

high, as in BnsingeUa. In appearance, especially that of rays, closely

resembling Brisingella.^ but differing in having the first adambulacral

plate tightly joined for its whole length to that of the adjacent ray,

and in having directly above these a closely joined pair of first mar-

ginal plates, as in Btisinga^ Craterohrisinga^ Brisingenes^ and Stegno-

brisinga; in having very prominent suboral spines bent at the base

so that they extend horizontally into the actinostome. A nonmuscu-
lar joint or syzygy between the first and second adambulacral plates

and between the upper part of the second and third ambulacral

plates; costae thin, well spaced; intercostal integument without

spinelets and rather delicate; only 1 subambulacral spine; gonads

large, with numerous lobes emptying by a single aperture just above

the ambulacral plates, a little over 2 r from the base of ray; disk

with close-set, small spinelets.

Remarks.—It seems probable that this genus is more nearly related

to Brisingella than to B^'isinga. Fortunately, there are two very

distinct species, so that the characters given in the diagnosis as of

generic value are probably reasonably accurate.

If it is contended that the condition of the interradial pair of

adambulacral plates, whether separated {Brisingella^ Astrolirus) or

united (Brisinga, Craterohrisinga., Stegnohrisinga., Astrostephane)

,

is dependent upon the number of rays, it may be stated that A.

acanthogenys., with 11 rays, has the plates as tightly joined as A.

moluccana, with 16 rays. In Brisingella, where this interradial pair

of adambulacrals is separated by the outer end of the combined
mouth plates, so that they do not touch by the lateral faces, the first

marginal plates have a different relation, also. They form a ^
with the unpaired interradial plate, each arm being applied to the

upper edge of the first adambulacral plate, and the angle of the /^

being that of the interradius. In Craterohrisinga alherti (Hawaiian
Islands), which has 9 rays (less than in Brisingella fragilis). the

mouth plates do not separate the first or interradial pair of adambu-
lacrals as might be expected if the number of raj^s only determined

the characteristic structure of the interradial angle of Bns'mgeTla.

The proximal part of the plates in alberti are normally joined, and
the closely apposed jSrst pair of marginals has slipped down between
the outer ends of the adambulacrals, cementing firmly the ring of

plates. There is no hint of the separation of the marginals to form
the /^ of Brisingella.
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^ KEY TO THE SPECIES OF ASTROSTEPHANE HEREIN DESCRIBED.

a\ Rays 16, with prominent, complete costae and 1 to 3, usually 3, conspicu-

ous intercostal bands of pedicellariae ; disk medium sized, with abruptly

rounded (not beveled) margin; actinostome relatively very large; 1 sub-

oral spine to each mouth plate ; disk plates with solitary spinelets only

;

lateral spines equal in length to 5 or 6 consecutive adambulacral plates;

i+I i+I
adambulacral ai*mature t-t— or ^^t- moluccana, p. 526.

i+l ti

a\ Rays 11, with about 20 complete prominent costae and 1 complete and 1 or 2

incomplete bands of intercostal pedicellariae ; disk decidedly small, with a

beveled margin; actinostome relatively small; 2 large suboral spines to

each mouth plate; disk plates with 1, 2, and 3 small spinelets in about

equal numbers ; lateral spines equal in length to 7 or 8 consecutive adam-
i+I

bulacral plates ; adambulacral armature jt:j acanthogenys, p. 52S.

ASTROSTEPHANE MOLUCCANA Fisher.

Plate 147, figs. 1, 2 ;
plate 149, fig. 3 ; plate 154, figs. 2, 2a-c ; plate 156, figs. 2, 2a.

Brisinga moluccana Fishek, 1916&, p. 32.

Astrostephane moluccana Fisher, 1917/, pp. 421, 422, figs. 3 and 4.

DiagTwsis.—Kays 16. Costae 25, complete, prominent, well-spaced,

with 1 to 3 intercostal bands of pedicellariae; costal spinelets rela-

tively coarse; disk medium, with isolated, papilliform, small spine-

lets, and minute pedicellariae; adambulacral plates about as wide

as long, proximally; armature typically .——^ or ^r^- Costal area

swollen, occupying somewhat more than basal third of ray ; integu-

ment thin, devoid of prickles. Breadth of disk=5 times width

of ray at base (6 mm.); actinostome=3^ times same; height of

disk=breadth of ray at base. R=410 mm., r=15 mm. (ray perfect,

with long attenuate extremity).

Description.—Disk medium sized, with abruptly rounded margin;

abactinal integument fairly thin. The spaced, granuliforni abactinal

plates each with 1 papilliform spinelet about 0.5 mm. long, or less,

the calcareous part of which is delicate and sharp. The investment

gives the spinelets a stubby cylindrical form; some appear to be

scarcely longer than granules. Around the base of each are 5 or 6

very minute pedicellariae. The spinelets around the anal aperture

are longer than the others.

Rays swollen throughout costal region, which occupies more than

a third and less than a half the length of ray. Costae, about 25, ver}^

prominent, well spaced (for half or a third width of ray). They
are all complete, being opposite alternate adambulacrals and are

frequently bent or bowed aborad. Between them are from 1 to 3,

usually 3, broad, conspicuous bands of minute pedicellariae, which
are continued beyond the costal region, slightly more frequently than
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1 to each adambulacral plate. The membrane between the ridges is

thin and without integumentary prickles. The costae are com-

pressed, higher than thick, and along the summit is a row of com-

paratively coarse, conical spinelets (one-third to one-half total height

of the ridge), spaced in twos and threes. First lateral spine, usually

at second complete costal ridge, acicular, sharp, equal in length to

1| or 2 adambulacral plates. On the outer third of the costal area

the spines are equal in length to 5 consecutive adambulacral plates

( 12 mm. ) and increases to 6 at the beginning of the distal third.

Adambulacral plates of costal region about as long as wide. The
armature consists of a true furrow spine at either end of the plate

and equal to about two-thirds length of plate; aboracl and actinad

to the adoral spine is a slightly shorter one, generally pointed away
from the furrow; the large actinal spine, equail to 2 to 3 plates in

length, is situated on the aboral half of the plate. The formula is

-^^y, but on the outer half of ray is ---j-I, the small adoral second

spinelet disappearing, while the large actinal spine moves to the

middle of the plate. The distal plates are also longer than wide,

as is generally the case. On some of the proximal plates the formula
{JL.J

would stand .

.

. The spines are incased in a sheath armed with

minute pedicellariae.

Mouth plates small, with 1 spine at each end of the excavated

furrow margin, nearly as long as the plate. The inner of these two

is strongly bent at the base. Just mesad to it is a small actinostomial

spinelet, about half its length. The suboral spine, fluted and sharp.

is strongly bent at the base, so that with its fellow it is pointed

horizontally across the actinostome. The pedicellariae are grouped

along one side only of the spines, and the sheaths are thin.

Madreporic body convex and prominent, 1.5 mm. in diameter. On
the adcentral border is a conspicuous, nearly naked area composed
of 7 plates. The articular surface of the ambulacrals, where a ray

has been broken off, is about as broad as high, and the scar of each

plate is ovoid in outline, the lower ends being bent away from each

other. Gonads, first adambulacral plates, first marginal plates as in

generic diagnosis.

Type.—Cat. No. 37022, U.S.N.M.
Type-locality.—Station 5626, between Gillolo and Kayoa Islands,

Molucca Islands, 265 fathoms, gray mud, fine sand; 1 specimen.

Distribution.—Vicinity of Celebes and Molucca Islands, 265 to

559 fathoms.

Specimens exarriined.—The type and 1 arm from station 5648,

Buton Strait, Celebes, 559 fathoms, green mud ; bottom temperature,

39.2° F.
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Remarks.—This species has more numerous rays than any of the

4 species described by Alcock, none of which have isolated spinelets

on the disk, nor a similar adambulacral armature formula, with 2

furrow spinelets adorally. Craterohrisinga evermanni Fisher of

the Hawaiian Islands resembles the present species but differs in hav-

1 ^ J,
• 1 .A 1

'i + -?+^ o + ^+/\
mg 15 rays, no adoral furrow spinelet( formula ^— or ^ I

very much slenderer and shorter suboral spines which are not bent

at the base; only a rudimentary aboral marginal mouth spinelet, or

none. The superficial appearance of the rays is very similar, but

the ray of moluccana is more depressed and relatively broader than

is usual in ever7nanni. The condition of the gonads and first few

subambulacral spines is quite different in the 2 species, as their

generic position indicates.

ASTROSTEPHANE ACANTHOGENYS Fisher.

Plate 148, figs. 1-3
;
plate 153, figs. 1, la-d.

Brisinga acanthogenys Fishee, 1916&, p. 33.

Astrostephane acanthogenys Fisher, 1917/, p. 421.

Diagnosis.—Eays 11. Costae 20, complete, prominent, well-spaced,

vvdth 1 complete and 1 or 2 incomplete bands of intercostal pedi-

cellariae; costal spinelets fairly prominent, few in number; disk

small, with beveled margin
;
plates granuliform, spaced, with usually

2 or 3 very small spinelets, but no pedicellaviae; lateral spines long,

equaling length of 7 or 8 adambulacral plates; no integumentary

prickles on rays; adambulacral plates about as wide as long proxi-

i + I
mally; armature proximally ^X7' mouth plates with 2 suboral

spines. Breadth of disk=3i times width of ray at base (6 mm.),

actinostome=2^ times same; height of disk^three-fourths breadth

of ray at base. R=350 mm. (complete ray), r=ll mm.
Description.—Disk small, the abactinal surface scarcely at all

raised above abactinal surface of ray; margin beveled. The tiny

granuliform platelets bear 1 to 3 extremely small, delicate, and sharp

spinelets, which by reason of their membranous sheaths appear to

be rather robust, tapering, and pointed. In the central part of the

disk they are 0.25 to 0.3 mm. long, decreasing gradually toward the

border, and are spaced about one-half to their own length; pedicel-

lariae seem to be lacking.

Costal region swollen, occupying not quite one-third length of ray.

Costae 20, complete as a rule, except in the case of the first 2 or 3

;

well spaced, prominent, fairly straight, and armed rather sparsely

with sharp conical spinelets, about half as high as the ridge. The
ridges are spaced a distance equal to three-fourths to once the width
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of ray at base, and midway between them is a broad band of micro-

scopic pedicellariae, with an incomplete band on either side of this,

proceeding from the adambulacral plates a variable distance toward

the median line. The costal ridges are also covered with pedicella-

riae, and beyond the costal region the broad bands occur quite regu-

larly opposite each lateral spine, with 1, rarely 2, between; hence

1 opposite each adambulacral plate. Lateral spines very prominent

and longer than in A. moluccana, which this species resembles. The
first spine, at the ends of the second or third rib, is quite short,

slender, and sharp. The succeeding spines often stand out rigidly

from the sides of the ray and occur regularly above every other

adambulacral plate articulated to a prominent boss of the lateral

plate. They attain their full length in the distal half of the costal

region, where they are about 20 mm, long, or the length of 7 to 8

consecutive adambulacral plates.

Proximal adambulacral plates, viewed from the side, are distinctly

lower than long, and they are a trifle longer than broad. On account

of the adoral furrow spine, the margin appears deeply excavated.

The adambulacral armature consists of 1 true furrow spinelet at each

end, nearly as long as the plate, 1 adoral minor subambulacral

spinule a little longer than the plate, and a major subambulacral

spine situated on a prominence of the aboral half of the plate. It is

equal to 3| or 4 adambulacral plates in length and forms an oblique

series with the subambulacral spinule and the adoral furrow spine-

let. The formula is ^—y. On the outer part of the ray it is t

or .+1. This armature resembles that of A. moluccana, but the
^ '

actinal spinule is farther from the furrow and longer. The lateral

and adambulacral spines have a thin felti'.ig of pedicellariae which
are usually lacking on the side of the spine nearest furrow in the case

of the big spines.

The armature of the mouth plates is as follows: Directed over the

furrow at either end of the plate is a slender furrow spine, and mesad
to the inner one a little actinostomial marginal spine about half as

long; in the middle of the actinal surface is a tapering, sharp, glassy

tipped suboral spine about 2^ times the length of plate and sheathed

with membrane covered with pedicellariae. Between this and the

outer end of tlie plate there is usually a second subambulacral spine,

varying from slightly more than the length of the plate to the size

of the primary suboral. The suboral spines are usually bent over
the actinostome.

Madreporic body circular, very prominent but flat-topped, with 2

nearly equal, naked or only slightly armed plates on its inner border.
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Articular surface of the ambulacral plates at junction of ray with

disk considerably broader than high. Each scar is rather oval in

contour, and the lower ends do not diverge very markedly from the

median vertical suture. Gonads, first adambulacral plates, and first

marginal plates as in generic description.

Type.—C2it. No. 37023, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5440, mouth of Lingayan Gulf, Luzon, 172

fathoms, fine gray sand, giobigerina, bottom temperature, 53.2° F.

;

1 specimen.

Distribution.—^Known only from the type-locality.

Remarks.—This si^ecies resembles A. iiioluccana., but lias only 11

rays, a much smaller disk with a beveled border, and 1 to 3 minute

spinelets to each plate of the disk, instead of only 1, no abactinal

disk pedicellariae, much longer lateral spines, and the minor sub-

ambulacral spinule is larger, as well as further from the adoral

furrow spinelet. There are 2 suboral spines, relatively larger than

in moluccana.

Genus STEGNOBRISINGA Fisher.

Stegno'brisinga Fisher (subgenus), 19166, p. 33; 1917f, pp. 423, 428. Type,

Brisinga (Stegnobrisinga) placoderma Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Resembling Brisinga in general appearance, and espe-

cially in having definite transverse skeletal ridges, or costae, on the

genital region, but differing in having the integument between the

costal arches of ray strengthened by many close-set, mostly contigu-

ous or sometimes overlapping, papery, spineless plates of irregular

form, completely filling the interspaces; in having 2 gonads to each

ray. Proximal subambulacral spines acicular; first adambulacral

plate and first marginal plate joined for their whole length to the

respective plates of adjacent ray; thus there are 4 closely joined

plates in each interradius; a nonmuscular symphysis, or syzygj^,

uniting first and second adambulacral plates and between the upper

parts of the second and third ambulacral plates, as in Brisinga.

Remarks.—The numerous prominent costae will at once separate

this genus from Freyella and FreyeUastc'}\ while the number of gon-

ads, 2 to a ray, is an added distinguishing feature so far as Freyel-

laster is concerned. The structure of the first adambulacral plates,

and the presence of proximal marginal plates will sharply distinguish

Stegnobrisinga from FreycUa.

The genus AsfroU7iis, type Brisinga panamensis Ludwig, differs

from Stegnobrisinga in having the first adambulacral plates and first

marginal plates arranged as in Brisingella, and in having slenderer

adambulacral plates, which proximally are not higher than long.
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STEGNOBRISINGA PLACODEBMA (Fisher).

Plate 150 ; plate 153, figs. 2, 2a^d.

DrisUuja (Stegnohrisinga) plaooderma Fishek, 1916&, p. 34.

Diagnosis.—Rays 13 or 14. Costae 35-40, close together, and not

very prominent ; the intercostal areas paved with close-set, irregular,

often overlapping, papery plates devoid of spinelets; costal arches

fairly regular and parallel, opposite every adambulacral, or occa-

sionally more frequent, but only every third to fifth with a lateral

spine; disk with beveled border and with close-set isolated spinelets

and conspicuous slender-jawed pedicellariae ; adambulacral armature

variable ; in type usually —rr- or ^^^ ; subambulacra! spine equal

to about 2^ or 3 adambulacral plates in length. Breadth of disk=

3|-4 times width of ray at base (8 mm.) ; actinostome=2| times

same; height of disk=seven-eights breadth of ray at base. R=370-}-

mm.j r=17 mm. (small portion missing from tip of ray).

Description.—Disk moderately large, with a beveled border of

conspicuous width, the central area sunken a bit and plane. Plates

of disk small, subcircular, or irregular, and convex. Each plate

bears a single, central, sharp, tapering spinelet, which from being

sheathed in membrane has a papilliform appearance. These spine-

lets are about 0.5 mm. long and are spaced about their own length

apart. In the type about a third of the plates bear also a relatively

large slender-jawed pedicellaria, about as long as the spine, and

attached to the plate by a slender, short stem. In the cotype these

pedicellariae are nearly as numerous as the spinelets and are a

little larger than those of the type.

Rays very long, swollen for a distance from base equal to a little

over twice diameter of disk. Costal region proper extending about

3 times diameter of disk from base, which is also about the extent

of the area paved with plates. This is less than a fourth the length

of ray, but none of the rays is quite complete. For a little over

twice the diameter of disk from base of ray the costae, 35 to 40 in

number, are close together and fairly regular, 1, occasionally 2, oppo-

site each adambulacral plate. The lateral spines occur only at the

ends of every third to fifth arch—that is, with 1 or 2 adambulacral

plates between them. The arches corresponding to the lateral spines

are more prominent than the others, especially laterally. Some of

the intermediate arches are rudimentary or incomplete in the mid-
dorsal region. The costal plates are irregularly elliptical or some-

times have short lateral lobes by which they are joined to the inter-

costal plates. Costal spinelets short, slender, tapering, sharp, all but
hidden in alcoholic specimens by the thick felting of slender-jawed
pedicellariae. The intercostal spaces are paved with thin overlap-
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ping paperlike plates irregular in form. Near the end of the costal

area they tend to thin out first midway between 2 costae, and at the

end of the costal area there is a transverse band of thin, unarmed

integument between the costae, interrupted in the specimen from

station 5274 in the middorsal region, where the thin plates extend

beyond the costal area proper for a distance equal to 1^ disk

diameters.

The plates of these rays, which have a very swollen costal area,

are very slightly spaced ; but aside from this the plates of the speci-

men from station 5274 are more closely crowded, which is due to their

larger size rather than greater numbers. At base of ray there is a

row of about 7 closely placed lateral plates. First lateral spine

about 1 disk diameter from base; at outer end of costal area they

average 4^ consecutive adambulacral plates in length and at about

twice the length of costal area from disk 6| or 7 adambulacral plates

(16-18 mm.) in length.

Adambulacral plates of costal area wider than long and, viewed

directly from the side, very nearly as high as long. The armature is

somewhat variable, but for the proximal part of the ray is usually

either l^^^ or .. The furrow spinelet at either end of plate

(about as long as the plate, or the adoral a little shorter) is accom-

panied by a second subequal spinelet, obliquely actinad, which com-

ports itself more like a furrow than an actinal spinelet. The adoral

one, however, is often bent away from the furrow, and the formula

misht be written •
, ., or ^—^ • Some plates have -. » and in the

* %+ 1 1+1 1

type a few •

-^.^^
••-. • The subambulacral spine is, when fully devel-

oped, 2^ to 3 adambulacral plates in length and rather less than half

the length of the corresponding lateral spine. The lateral and adambu-

lacral spines are thickly covered with pedicellariae, which are lacking

on the side of the large subambulacral spine toward the furrow.

The furrow spinelets have relatively large pedicellariae. In the

specimen from station 5274 the plates have a variable armature -^
—

or -. and irequently ^ » but not ^.

Mouth plates small, each with a long needlelike suboral spine 3^

to 4^ times as long as the plate and very heavily sheathed. On some

mouth plates the sheath seems to be common to 2 spines, and is

always very thickly covered with pedicellariae. There are 3 marginal

spinelets, 1 about as long as the plate at the outer end and another at

the inner end, directed across furrow, and 1 slightly shorter on the
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actinostomial margin. These carry numerous slender-jawed pedi-

cellariae.

Madreporic body prominent, flat-topped, with numerous, rather

coarse, interrupted, sinuous furrows. The articulation surface of

the ambulacral plates at junction of ray with disk is about as broad

as high, equally broad at top and bottom and with a prominent

median suture.

Type.—C^i. No. 37025, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Station 5648, Buton Strait, Celebes, 559 fathoms,

green mud, bottom temperature 39.2° F. ; the type-specimen and 2

incomplete specimens.

Disfjihufion.—China Sea, off southern Luzon, and Buton Strait,

Celebes, 525 to 559 fathoms.

Specimens examined.—In addition to the types, rays without a

disk from station 5274, China Sea, vicinity of southern Luzon, 525

fathoms, gray mud and sand, bottom temperature 41.3° F.

Remarks

.

—Brislnga gracilis Koehler, from the Bay of Bengal,

east of the Andaman Islands, resembles this species in having plates

between the costae and at the base of the ray before the costae com-
mence, but they bear spinelets. Koehler does not state that the plates

are close together nor unusual in number, as in the case of the present

species. However, in gracilis the costae begin at a distance from the

disk and the "plates which were invisible on the dorsal surface of

the disk become distinct on the rays; they are irregular, roundish,

and bear each a little conical spinelet, rough and pointed, broader at

the base and shorter than those on the disk." (Koehler, 1909, p.

115.) In typical Binsinga the spaces between the costae are either

free from plates or have embryonic spaced platelets which bear each

a minute spinelet or prickle, but which do not form an armor such

as exists, in a more perfected form, in Freyella.

KEY TO THE INDO-PACIFIC SPECIES OF BRISINGA AND EUISINGA-LIKE GENERA.

In the following more or less artificial key I have not been able to

assign the species described by Alcock and Wood-Mason to the newer
genera described by me. They have been listed as Brisinga.

c\ Intercostal integument of proximal part of ray thin, with or without rudi-

mentary spaced plates bearing a minute spinelet; proximal subambulacral
spines acicular, not broadened into a more or less truncate capitate tip.

6\ Intercostal membrane without integumentary prickles.

&. Plates of disk each with a group of several spinelets.

(Z\ Costae numerous—more than 30.

e\ Costae close together, very prominent, without intercostal bands of

pedicellariae ; rays 12 or 13 ; disk moderate, with rounded margin
and spinelets in groups of 2 to G resembling pseudopaxillae ; adam-

1-1-7 '/

biilacral armature
, ^ or ^ . ^-\-I Erisingn irachi/disca Fisher.

13434—Bull. 100—19 35
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e^ Costae spaced with 1 or more intercostal bands of pedicellariae

;

rays, 15.

f. Costae 45, feebly developed ; in addition to the large subambulacral

spine (4 times the length of its plate), an aboral apophysial

furrow spinelet, and 1 adoral, not so deep in furrow.

Brisinga andamanica Alcock and Wood-Mason.

f. Costae 30 to 35, mostly complete, prominent though compressed

and narrow ; in addition to the large subambulacral spine (4.5

consecutive plates in length), 1 minor aboral subambulacral

spine, and sometimes au aboral apophysial- furrow spinelet

/- , i+l+I i+I o+l+I\ „, • 1 u(formulas — or or j- The proximal eub-

ambulcral spines are slightly modified, with a truncate tip.

Craterohrislnga ecermanni (Fisher),

d'. Costae less than 30, alternating with 1 or more intercostal bands of

pedicellariae.

e\ Disk large with vertical edge ; rays 13, not very deciduous ; costae

13 to 17, very salient ; spinelets of disk coarser ; adambulacral

i+1
armature -^7— +7, the minor subambulacral spinelets being on

furrow margin, and small major subambulacral spine 4 to 5 times

length of plate Brisinga insularum Alcock and Wood-Mason.

e'. Disk small with beveled margin; rays very deciduous; major sub-

ambulacral spine 2 to 2.5 times length of plate.

f. Rays 14, not very fragile ; costae about 20, close together on basal

ninth of ray, and not much more salient than the bands of

i+l
felted pedicellariae; adambulacral armature -rn+I-

Brisinga bcngalcnsis Alcock and Wood-Mason.

f. Rays 14 or 15. very fragile, slender; costae 20 to 30, very con-

torted, salient laterally, inconspicuous abactinally ; disk very

i-f-o
thin, with a downy appearance; adambulcral armature -tt^+Z-

Brisinga gunnii Alcock.

/*. Rays 11, costae 20 ; adambulcral armature ^nry; ^^^ below.

Astrostephane acanthogenys (Fisher).

c*. Most or all of the disk plates with a single spinelet; sometimes a few

near margin with 2 or 3.

d\ Rays more than 10; rays not especially fragile, though deciduous;

suboral spines large ; first pair of adambulcral plates and first pair

of marginal plates in each iuterbrachium joined by their lateral

faces,

e*. Costae generally opposite each adambulcral plate, hence close to-

gether, and without conspicuous bands of intercostal pedicellariae

;

a single series of papulae around the disk close to edge, 2 opposite

base of each ray.

f. Conspicuous costae 25 to 30, occupying proximal fifth of ray;

pedicellariae larger, the proximal serrate edge of each blade in-

conspicuous, semicircular ; articular surface of proximal am-

bulacral ossicles smaller; rays 16. Brisingenes mimica (Fisher).

f. Conspicuous costae about 40, occupying proximal fourth of ray;

pedicellariae smaller with the proximal serrate edge of each

blade relatively larger in proportion to total length of blade and
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different in form ; articular surface of proximal ambulacral os-

sicles larger, the pair being 1.5 times higher than broad
;
rays

-|^4 Brisingenes anchista (Fisher).

e\ Costae opposite alternate ambulacral plates, heuce well spaced;

with conspicuous intercostal bands of pedicellariae.

f Ravs 15 : costae 30 to 35 ; disk medium, some of its plates with

, , , i+l+I o+l±I,
more than 1 spinelet ; adambulacral formula —~— or -

,

suboral spine rather small and delicate; gonads serial, more

than 2 to each ray; proximal subambulacral spines slightly

modified, blunt Craterobrisinga cvennamii (Fisher).

f Rays 16, with 25 prominent, complete, costae and 1 to 3, usually 3,

conspicuous intercostal bands of pedicellariae; disk medium-

sized with abruptly rounded (not beveled) margin; actinostome

relatively very large ; 1 suboral spine to each mouth plate and

with an angle at base so that it is directed into actinostome;

disk plates with solitary spinelets only ; lateral spines equal in

length to 5 or 6 consecutive adambulacral plates ;
adambulacral

armature V^ or ^4j^; gonads 2 to each ray.

Astrostephane mohiccana (Fisher).

f. Rays 11, with about 20 complete, prominent costae and 1 complete,

and lor 2 incomplete, bands of intercostal pedicellariae; disk,

decidedly small with a beveled margin ; actinostome relatively

small ; 2 large suboral spines to each mouth plate ;
disk plates

with 1, 2, and 3 small spinelets in about equal numbers
;
lateral

spines equal in length to 7 or S consecutive adambulacral plates;

i+I
ajfibulacral armature v-^-^; gonads 2 to each ray.

Astrostephane acanthogenys (Fisher).

d' Rays 10 or less; rays very fragile; disk small; suboral spines small;

first pair of adambulacral plates of interbrachium not joined by

lateral face; first pair of marginal plates joined by adoral end of

plates only ;
gonads 2 to each ray.

e\ Rays 10; costae rather variable, usually 24 to 28 complete ones and

a varying number of intermediate incomplete ridges in the median

area ;' marginal mouth spinelets 4, 3 on the actinostomial margin;

suboral spines 2, small Brisingclla fragilis (Fisher).

e». Rays 7; costae few—less than 15; marginal oral spinelets 2 on

actinostomial margin; 1 small suboral spine; a few isolated

spicules in the intercostal integument.

BriHingella armillata (Sladen).

b' Tegumentary prickles in abactinal membrane of ray.

V Rays 13 to 14 ; base of ray for some distance provided with conspicuous

prickles springing from irregular roundish plates, which do not form

definite costae; intercostal plates beyond this basal area usually un-

armed ; costae 18 to 24, the alternate ones complete, and the first at

a distance about equal to r from the base of ray.

Stegnobrisinga gracilis (Koehler).

(f Rays 7, costae few, less than 15 ; tegumentary prickles few.

BrisingeUa armillata (Sladen).

' Intercostal integument of proximal part of ray thin, with or without rudi-

mentary spaced plates bearing tegumentary prickles ; 1 or 2 subambulacral
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spines of proximal adambulacral plates with a modified, more or less

truncate, capitate, sometimes papillose lip.

6\ Intercostal membrane without tegumentary prickles; costae numerous,

close togethei", without intercostal bands of pedicellariae on the proxi-

mal half of the costal region ; a costal arch opposite each adambulacral

plate.

c\ Costae decidedly irregular in the median radial region; costal spinelets

equal in length to height of costal ridges, or slightly exceeding same

;

costae 35 to 50 Craterohrisinga panopla (Fisher).

c*. Costae regular and parallel in the median radial region, passing directly

from one margin to the other ; costal spinelets shorter, less than

height of ridges ; costae upward of 80.

Craterohrisinga parallela (Koehler).

b\ Intercostal membrane with tegumentary prickles ; intercostal spaces with

bands of pedicellariae, sometimes inconspicuous ; costal arches usually

not regularly opposite each adambulacral plate, but variable.

c*. Rays 9 ; proximal adambulacral plates with only 1 capitate subambu-
lacral spine, the associated spinule being conspicuously smaller, and

truncate or bluntly pointed ; suboral spines usually 3, small.

Crateroltrisinga alberti (Fisher).

c*. Rays 11 ; proximal adambulacral plates with usually the second sub-

ambulacral truncate and slightly capitate, and nearly as long as,

though slenderer than, its companion ; suboral spines 2, large.

d^. Costae 17 to 20 (in addition to 5 or 6 rudimentary ones at base of

ray), well spaced, prominent, rather irregular, and occupying about

the proximal third of ray Craterohrisinga eucoryne (Fisher).

d*. Costae about 35 (in addition to only 1 or 2 rudimentary ones at base

of ray), but last 10 are inconspicuous; costal region occupying

about half length of ray ; costae fairly regular and parallel and the

proximal ones closer together than in rZ\

Craterohrisinga analoga Fisher.

6*. Intercostal integument without tegumentary prickles and with conspicu-

ous intercostal bands of pedicellariae; costae opposite alternate ambu-
lacral plates, hence well spaced ; rays 15 ; costae 30 to 35 ; disk medium,
some of its plates with more than 1 spinelet ; suboral spine rather small

and delicate; proximal subambulacral spines only slightly modified,

truncate Craterohrisinga evermanni (Fisher).

a*. Intercostal integument of most of costal region strengthened by rnnny close-

set, contiguous, or overlapping papery plates of conspicuous size, com-

pletely filling the interspaces ; proximal subambulacral spines acicular.

&\ Costae 35 to 40, beginning at base of ray; no intercostal spinelets, the

plates being smooth ; first subambulacral spine pointed.

Stcgnobrisinga placoderma (Fisher).

h*. Costae 18 to 24, the alternate ones complete, and beginning at a conspicu-

ous distance from disk, the interval being covered with irregularly dis-

posed, spiniferous plates without arches ; intercostal plates beyond this

spiniferous basal area without spinelets; first subambulacral spine

slightly broadened at tip, the following spines acicular.

Stcgnobrisinga gracilis (Koehler).*

^ I am not sure of the generic position of this species, as the gonads and condition of
the first adambulacral plates are not known to me.
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Genus FREYELLASTER Fisher.

Freyella Fisher, not Perrier, lOlTf, pp. 424, 428.

Freijellaster Fisher, 1918, p. 103. Type, Freyella feciinda Fisher.

Diagnosis.—Brisingidae with numerous gonads arranged serially

along either side of the more or less inflated genital region of ray,

each opening bj?" its own pore; plates of genital region forming a

continuous covering or armor, more or less spiniferous, and not segre-

gated as independent skeletal arches, separated by intervals without

plates; no papulae; in interbrachial angle the first pair of adambu-

lacral plates (of adjacent rays) closely joined throughout their

length, and directly above them is a pair of closely joined first mar-

ginal plates; primary apical pilates not conspicuous; a nonmuscular

symphysis or syzygy between the first and second adambulacral

plates, and between the upper part of the second and third am-

bulacral plates.

Remarks.—This group includes those species of the old genus

Freyella in which the gonads are numerous and arranged in series

along either side of the ray, as in typical Brisinga. In this restricted

genus Freyellasfer, as in the restricted Brlsirtga^ the first adambulacral

plate is closely united to its fellow of the adjacent ray, at the apex

of the interbrachial angle; and immediately above them, and joined

to their upper sides is a closely apposed pair of marginal plates, the

first of a series which extends a variable distance along the base of

the ray, just above the adambulacral plates. The adoral end of these

marginal plates abuts against the base of the interradial plate. In
some species part of the second adambulacral plate, as well as the

first, is joined to its vis-a-vis.

In a preliminary revision of the Brisingidae (Fisher 1917 /) I

divided the old genus Freyella into two groups, Freyella and Frey-
ellidea. The name Freyella was restricted to those species having
supposedly the characters enumerated in the preceding paragraph,
and Freyella spinosa Perrier was kept as the genotype. The name
Freyellidea was bestowed upon the group called Freyella in the fore-

going synopsis of genera. Unfortunately the most important char-

acters of Freyella spinosa are not shown in Perrier's figures nor
mentioned in the description, since such details have generally been
omitted as of no particular importance.

Through the courtesy of Dr. H. L. Clark, of the Museum of Com-
parative Zoology, I subsequently examined an authentic example of
Freyella spinosa received from the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle. It
belongs to the group which I called Freyellidea. This specimen, No.
1447, has two gonads to each ray, each gonad consisting of a good-
sized clump of tubules with a single aperture to the exterior. There
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is no sj^zj^g}' between the first and second adambulacral plates; no

syzygial joint between the upper end of the second and third ambu-

lacral ossicles, although the interval is very narrow; there are no

superomarginals directly above the first adambulacrals. The first

and second, and in one interbrachium also the third, adambulacral

plates are joined to the corresponding adjacent plates of the next ray,

although not so closely as in the other generic group, there being

considerable tissue between the apposed plates. It was this feature,

figured by Perrier, which led me to suppose that F. spinosa belonged

with the group containing F. fecu7ida, F. spatuUfera, and others, in

which the first adambulacrals are always tightly joined. For the

present it is best to consider this character as of secondary impor-

tance in true Freyella, which is really not very closely related to the

genus containing F. fecunda. The latter is distinguished by a syzygy,

well-developed marginals for the interbrachium, and serial gonads.

The species which I have personally examined are Freyellaster

fecundus Fisher (California), Freyellaster spatulifer (Fisher), and

Freyellaster scalaris (A.H.Clark) (Galapagos Islands). Among the

species described by Sladen in the Challenger report, Freyella poly-

cnema appears to belong here.

I have examined the following species which belong to the genus

Freyella: spinosa Perrier, elegans Verrill, insignis Ludwig, pro-

pinqua Ludwig, pacifica Ludwig, and rrdcroplax Fisher. Without

knowing the disposition of the gonads it is not possible to be certain

that the following species belong in Freyella. As nearly as can be

judged by the fig-ures given they appear to. Such species are: sexra-

diata Perrier, henthophila Sladen, fragilissima Sladen, heroina Sla-

den, dimorpha Sladen, remex Sladen, tuberculata Sladen. F. hrac-

teata Sladen is a synonym of elegans, according to Professor Verrill.

FREYELLASTER SPATULIFER Fisher.

Plate 144, fig. 1 ; plate 154, fig. 3 ;
plate 155, figs. 1, lor-h.

Freyella spatulifera Fishee, 1916?), p. 34.

Freyellaster spatulifer Fisher, 1918, p. 104.

Diagnosis.—Rays 14. Genital region of ray short, slightly swollen,

the spinelets concentrated in transverse parallel bands, about 30 in

number, as a rule 1 opposite each lateral spine and 1 in the interval

between; lateral spines opposite every adambulacral beyond the

eighth, long and slender. Adambulacral armatm^e: one furrow

spinelet at each end of plate, and a second longer one above the aboral

spinelet ; 1 large suboral spine, which on the first 10 plates is conspic-

uously broadened and spatulate at tip. Mouth spines, 2 at distal

furrow corner of plate and 3 on actinosomial margin, 1 heavy sub-

lanceolate suboral spine, frequently terminating in 2 points. R=
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135+mm., r=9 mm.; breadth of ray at base, 4.5 mm.; length of

genital region, 30-35 mm.
Description.—Disk fairly large with a beveled margin; disk plates

not distinguishable; spinelets delicate, sharp, but invested in a sheath

which causes them to appear terete and blunt. They are mostly

solitary—that is, are not in groups—and form an evenly spaced,

uniform, delicate nap, free from pedicellariae. The spinelets on the

margin of disk are a little longer than those at or near the center.

Genital region of ray relatively short, slightly swollen, the spinelets

in clusters of 2 to about 6 per plate. On all but the basal fourth of

the genital region there are low, transverse, parallel ridges, spaced

about 1 mm. apart, formed of very slightly elevated plates bearing

most of the short, tapering, sharp spinelets. The spinelets have the

appearance of being collected into these transverse bands, while the

interspaces have very few spinelets yet there is no regularity in the

arrangement of the spinelets on the plates. They may form clusters

or short series, oriented obliquely, longitudinally, or transversely

with reference to the main axis of ray. These transverse bands of

spines resemble somewhat the costae of Brisinga, but are much less

prominent.

A slender acicular spine, arising from a convex lateral plate fused

to the side of every adambulacral plate (usually a little aborad of

the middle), beginning with the eighth, increases in length until

equal to about G or 7 adambulacral plates (at a short distance beyond

end of genital region).

Beyond the genital region or area of abactinal plating the integu-

ment is excessively thin, so that the underlying ambulacral ridge is

clearly visible, and it is crossed at each lateral spine by an inconspic-

uous band of pedicellariae, usually only with difficulty discernible

on the middorsal area.

Adambulacral armature : one furrow spine at each end of the plate,

and a little shorter than the midventral length of the plate ; above the

aboral spinelet, a slender but yet stouter and longer spinule, about

1.6 plates in length, measured along the midactinal line. These 3

spinelets bear at the tip a group of slender-jawed, major pedicellariae.

On the actinal surface is a prominent subambulacral spine, which, on

the first 10 plates is conspicuously spatulate, gradually lengthening

from about the fourth, and narrowing at the tip from the sixth to

eighth plates. The broad tip is sometimes flat, sometimes scoop-

shaped, sometimes grooved, while the truncated end has often two or

three knobs. The knobs become more evident beyond the eighth

plate, most of the spines being practically bicapitate. The thirteenth,

fourteenth, and fifteenth are very long, slender, and tapering, with

either a capitate or a bicapitate tip, while beyond the thirteenth to

fifteenth (according to the ray), the spines lose the capitate tip and
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become pointed. The broadly spatnlate spines are about 3 plates

in length (3.0 to 4.5 mm.) ; the pointed acicular ones just beyond the

modified subambulacrals are a little over 4 plates in length (7 mm.),

the plates themselves becoming gradually longer, as is evident from

the above measurements. The subambulacral spines are invested in

sheaths bearing both major and minor pedicellariae, while on the

lateral spines only the minute minor pedicellariae seem to be present.

Mouth plates each with 3 short spinelets on the actinostomial

margin and 2 on the distal furrow corner. Suboral spine about as

long as the first subambulacral spine, with a sublanceolate slightly

flattened tip, which is grooved lengthwise and frequently ends in 2

distinct, sharp points. The oral and suboral spines are heavily

armed with major pedicellariae.

Madreporic body small, but on the external side of a prominent

protuberance, the adcentral side of which is spmy.

Gonads and first adambulacral plates as in generic diagnosis.

Type.—Co-t. No. 36747, U.S.N.M.

Type-locality.—Stsitwn 5668 (lat- 2° 29' 30" S.; long. 118° 43' E.),

Macassar Strait, off Mamuju Island, west coast of Celebes, 901

fathoms, gray mud; bottom temperature, 38.2° F. ; 1 specimen.

Bemarks.—This species has much broader proximal subambulacral

spines than any other known species. It differs from F. echinata

Sladen (if this is indeed a true Freyellaster) in lacking the conspicu-

ous abactinal spines. F. scalaris (A. H. Clark) has even more con-

spicuous abactinal spines on the rays than has echinata.
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Plate 1.

Fig. 1. Benthogenia crihellosa; actiual surface of type, enlarged, p. 39.

2. Sidonaster psilonotus ; actinal view of type, enlarged, p. 37.

3. Same ; abactinal view of type, enlarged.
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Plate 3.

Fig. 1. I'rloiKt.sU r (iiKihKjiis : iictiiml aspect of type, p. HO.

2. I'rioiKistcr f/rdcilis: actiiial surface of type, p. 55.

3." Sidonastcr cancyi; abacliual surface enlarged, and the ends of 2 rays,
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Plate 4.

Fro. 1. (l())ii<)iicct(ii (isiaiiciis : ;il);ictinal asi»oct of type, p. 47.

2. I'riiniash r a ikiIoiiiis : tip of ray. nctiual view, p. 50.

3. I'ridiKistcr iH(<i<il(tt)ht.r : actiiial sui'facc of (ype, p. HG.
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Pr.ATK G.

Fig.]. I'r'xDKixIcr (/rdcilis: alcictinal view of type, j). nf).

2. rrioiKisfcr (iiKiliKjKs : nliactiiial view of type. p. 50.



Plate 7.

I'-ui. 1. Cloiodiscus 0) iciitalis ; specimen from station rtrt2T ; fifth and sixtli

adanibiilaoral plates and adjacent intermediate plates, showing the

membrane partly shrunken; adoi-al side of plates to the left, XO.."). In.

Same; second adaml)ulacral plate, dried, XG.'). 1//. Same: niiitli supcro-

marginal and inferomarginal plates showing narrow frei- surface and

broad margin;il web. Below the inferomarginal plate 2 actinal inter-

mediate plates are indicated, X8. le. Same; terminal plate of speci-

men from station 0423, XS. Id. Same; side view of 2 dried paxillae

fi'oui the iiro.ximai portion of radi.al region, Xs. \c. Same; dors.-il

view of 2 paxillae from alcoholic specimen. If. Same; dried specimen,

showing mouth, adambulacral, and 2 double series of actinal interme-

diate plates. From the median fasciole the spinelets have been partly

removed to show the articulation of plates. Back of the mouth plates

is shown the oral plate or odontophore (o). The surface of the

ad;imbulacriil plates, when the membrane is removed, is irregularly

sunken and pitted; in. inferomarginal plates; XO.r). P. 44.

2. t>i(1<)ii(i.st('r iisiloiioti(.'< ; mouth and adambuhicral plati's of type; o, oral

plate oi' odonlo]ihore ; X(j.5. 1*. 37.

3. (!(iiii()i)cct< II a.sinticiis. type; jtaxillae from base of ray, near radial line,

siiowing botii dorsal and side views, X8. So. Same; sixtii adam-

bulacral ])late, of which the aihu'.al side is to the left : X'k '.'th. Same;

eleventh adambulacral plate. "<."). ."*><•. Same: t liiiiy-fnnri li adambu-

lacral. and thirty-lirst iid'erom.nrginnl piatfs. oriented as in 3(/ and 3?^;

XT). P. 47.
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Plate S.

Fig. 1. (loiiioiicctcii (i.sidlkiis ; interradial cTibifonu or^an of the type, showing

also 12 superoiiiarsinal ami 2 inferoinarginal plates with their spines,

xr>. ](/. Same; a cross-section of ray of tyi)(», talcen about n tliird its

leii.yth from base, to show I lie i-clatiim of i)lates. and cs|iccially the

massive marginals. X2.r). 1'. 47.

2: Bcnthogcnia i-rihcUosn : sixtli adambulacral ph^te of type, tlie adoral side

to left. X8. 2(1. Same; abactinal plates. X5. 2b. Same; one of the

largest radial paxillae, X8. 2c. Same; end of ray from side showing

the terminal plate, dorsal and marginal cribriform organs, X2.5. The 2

distalmost spines of the terminal plate are each paired ; the 3 proximal,

shown by scars, are unpaired. 2^/. Same; a smaller radial paxilla

from side, XI 2. P. 39.

3. I'rionaster andhxjiis ; fifth and sixth ndainlndaci-al plates, the adoral side

being to the right. The right-hand plate is shown partly dried in

order to bring out the form of the furrow spines; XS. 3a. Same;
a iiaxilla from al)out the middle of major radius, XIG. 3b. Same;
dorsal view of a terminal plate and 3 adjacent superomarginals of a

specimen from station 5565, X8. 3c. Same; ventral view of plate

shown in 3?*; an inforomarginal and 2 adanib\daci-nl ]ilates are shown
on I'itbcr side of llic tun'nw ; X8. P. •'")(•.



Plate 9.

Fig.]. rridiKislir (iracHis: rdiirtli ;\d;Uiil)Ul:icr:il iilnlc nH type. XS. !(/. Same;

twentielli adaiiilpulacral iilate of same ray. XS; in Ix.tli li-ures the

adoral side of plalc is (o the left. 1'*. Saiiu"
;

jiaxillai' I'l-oiii base uf

ray, XIC. 1'. .">.

2. J'ii()ii(i.st( r inci/dldiild.r : second adanilinlacral plate of lypc, XT). 2(i.

Same: twcniielli adaniluilacral i)lalc of type. X-l; in hotli liniires Hie

adoral side of plale is to Hie riulil. The plates are sli<t\vn ]iartly

dried. 21). Same; iiaxillae 1'roni disis. about midway lielween center

and margin, and radial and intcrradial lines, XS. I'. 7>{\.

3. Cnisiiiddshr //cs/zc/^v ; abaci inal ulales from base of ray; rr, radial

line; the dolled line indicates llie li-ansvei-se rows of jilates; XS.

V. GO.
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Plate 10.

Fig. 1. Astropcctci) <iicii(ini.s; nctinal surface, enlai-Liod, p. 75.

2. Astropcctcii iiii))(l(nic)isis; abactinal surface, enlarged, p. 07.
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Plate 11.

Fig. 1. AstroiH clcii IokIIux: nbnctinal aspect, oiilar.t,'0(l. p. 84.

2. Same; adiiial surracc of a ]i(U-tion of ray, ciilariied.

3. Asiropccicii crlUdri-s; actiiial surface, p. 70.

4. Same ; abactinal surface.

5. Asfropcrtcii pJinifiiiiorus; abactinal aspect of type, enlarged, p. G5.
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Plate ]2.

Fig. 1. Asfropccftii pcdicrlldris ; jHirliou of ahiirtiiial suii'iice, ciiliir.m'd. p. ST.

2. Astroijcrtcn Ikzoiiicus; portion of actinal surface, enlarged, p. 82.

3. Dipsncastcr diaplioruH ; aliactinal aspect of ray, enlarged, p. 152.

4. Cteitnithdidsh r diphn-li n'ni>i ; ai'tiual view of ray, enlarged, p. 95.
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Plate 13.

Fig. 1. J'crstciilioiKislcr luihrdiicinjs ; ahiictiiml aspect of type, enlar.ueil, p. i;}l.

2. Astropvvtcn cnmicti.^: abactiiuil view of tyiie. enlarged, p. 79.

3. Astropcctrn liiioiiiciis : al)a('tinal view of tyiie. enlarged, p. 82.

4. Astrdpcctcii jicdicclhnis : ahactinal view (if tyiie. enlarged, p. 87.
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Plate 14.

Vui.l. A.<itroi)C(tcn iifinn/nionis ; fourtli inferoiiinriiinal plate and adjacent

adaml)ulacral plates of type, XG.5. la. Same; fifth and sixth supero-

niarginal plates of cotype, XG.5 ; the part of the plates to left of dotted

line forms part of the lateral wall of ray. l/>. Same; two paxillae

from radial area, base of ray of cotype, X9.6. P. 65.

2. Astropccten veUtaris; fifth inferomarginal plate and adjacent adam-

bulacral, X9.6. P. 70.

3. Astropecten eucnvmis; fourtli iiiferoniai\i;iiinl plate and adjacent adam-

hnlacral of type, X9.6. So. Same; month plates of type, X9.6. 3b.

Same ; one of the larger paxillae, type, X 9.0. 3c. Same ; fourth infero-

marginal plate and adjacent adanihulacral of small variety from sta-

tion 5182, X12. 3d. Same; an actinal interradial pedicellaria from

specimen shown in 3c, X12. P. 75.

4. Astropccten lii.zonicus; sixth Inferomarginal plate and 2 adjacent adam-

bulacrals of type, X9.6. 4a. Same; fifth superomarginal plate and

upper end of corresponding inferomarginal, showing superomarginal

spine, lateral spines, and also a few paxillae; X9.6. 4ft. Same; a

IKixilla from base of ray, X9.G. P. S2.
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Plate 15.

Fig. 1. Astroiicctoi hiiclliis: liftli inferomarL^inal i»late and adjncoiit adaiii-

bulacrals of type, XU.G. Iff. Same; paxilla from interradial region of

disk. XO.n. Ih. Same; a pedieellaria and 2 adjacent paxillae from

radial area at lyase of ray, X9.G. P. 84.

2. Axtrojicctcn pcdiccUaris; sixtli inferoniarginal plate and 4 adaml)nlaeral

plates of type, X9.6; note the adambulacral and inferomarginal pedi-

eellariae. 2a. Same; ninth and tenth snperomarginal plates, and upper

end of corresponding inferomarginals, and also adjacent abactinal

paxillae and pedieellaria, X9.6; note superomarginal and inferomar-

ginal pedicellariae ; the inferomarginal spines have been removed from

proximal plate ; the superomarginal spines are longer at base of ray.

2b. Same; 2 paxillae from base of ray, side view, X9.6. 2c. Same;

a radial paxilla, expanded, X9.G. P. 87.

3. Astropcctcn cremicus : ninth inferomarginal plate and 2 adjacent adam-

bulacral plates of type, X9.6. 3(i. Same; third adambulacral plate of

type, showing one of the large subaml)ulacral pedicellariae, X9.6.

3?>. Same; side view of a paxilla from interradial line midway be-

tween center and margin, X32 3c. Same; a i)edicellaria and 2 ad-

jacent paxillae from proximal third of ray. near radial line, X12
3(/. Same; paxilla from iiroxinial third of niy near margin, X12.

3r. Same; dorsal view ol' an abactinal pedieellaria, X 12. P. 79.
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Plate 1G.

Fig. 1. Ctenopleiira a^tropcctinides ; fourth inferomarginal and 2 adjacent

adambulacral plates of type, X4. Id. Same; a paxilla from base of

ray, X8. 1?>. Same; side view of paxilla. I'adial lino of ray, XS.

If. Same; abactinal plates, fmm inner side; /•— /•, radial series of

plates of ray, XS. P. 91.

2. Ctenophorastcr diploctcnius ; terminal plate, denuded, XS. 2a. Same;
abactinal plates, from inner side ; r-

—

r, radial series of plates, base

of ray, XS. 2/j. Same; ninth and tenth adaml)ulacral plates and

adjacent actinal intermediate plates, XS. 2c. Same; tip of a lateral

inferomarginal spine, much enlarged. 2(1. Same ; abactinal paxilla,

X16. 2e. Same; eighth inferomarginal plate showing the second comb

of lateral spines (1) and a single spine (2) of the outer lateral se-

ries; the actinal spines are .shown, and the circular scars of the

accessory spinules, X6.5. P. 9-1.

3. 7*.s'//«.s'^cr (fotoi ; eighth and ninth adambulacral plates of type. 3a.

Same; abactinal paxillae from base of ray, that to left being one of a

radial series. X16. 36. Same; terminal plate, XS. P. 100.

4. I'fiildstcr robust us : abactinal paxillae, X16. 4«. Same; terminal plate,

denuded. P. 103.
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Plate 17.

Fig. 1. AntJwsiictc oiilophora ; type, abactinnl view, reduced, p. 140.

2. Ctenoplioriislcr (Uploctciiiiis ; type, abaci inal view, p. 95.

3. Ctcnoph Kill (islioiK cliiiiih's : type, alKiciinal view, p. 91.
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Plate 18.

Fig. 1. VIcnophoniHtrr (liplortciiiiis ; type, actinal surface, p. 95.

2. Vt('u<)]>Jrur(( (istropcctiiiiflcs ; type, actinal surface, p. 91.

3. AiiHiosticIc inilopJiofd : type, actinal surface, p. 140.
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I'l.ATE 19.

Fic. 1. Astraiinsilcs i-oiiiixnl us : portion of adiii.-il siirr:ic(>. eiil.-ir^'cd,
i>. 107.

-. Antkoatkli: ualophora; puiliou u£ uctinal .suri'aco, enlarged, p. 140.
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I'LATE 20.

Fici. 1. I'sildfftci- rohiistiix : lyix'. •iluK'tiiial aspect, p. 103.

2. FerscphoudsU r iiioiKi-shx <-li us : type, al)uctinal smi'ace, p. 134.

3. J'silastcr (jahii : lypr, lilmcl iiial surface, p. 100.
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Plate 21.

Fig. 1. I'sihtstcr yoloi ; Iviic, actinal surface, p. 100.

2. PcrsephonuHter iiioiio.sloccliiis; type, actinal surlace, p. i;;4.

3. J'sihistcr rohiisliis: l.vpe, actiiial surface, p. 103.
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Plate 22.

Fig. 1. I'crscijliojiastcr toinis; type, abactinal view, p. 121.

2. Perscphonastcr sulucnsis ; type, abactinal view, p. 125.

3. Perseplionaster ocdiplax ; type, ahactinal vi(nv, p. 127.

4. Same ; a smaller specimen.
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I'r^ATK 2:?.

Fig. 1. Pcrsrplionnstcr sKlvciisis : type, iictinal view, p. 125.

2. Ferscpli (master torn is; type, actinal vknv, p. 121.

3. Persevhonusiter liizotiiciin; ty^e, actinal view, p. IIS.

4. PevHcphonaster ocdipla.v : type, actinal view, p. 127.
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Plate 24.

I''i(;. L J'cfsiitJioiKishr hi~(n\iciix : \y\K\ abiicl iiial surface, p. IIS.

2. I'rrsi /)li<)ii(isi< r ciiriidi-tis hrcvisitiiiiis ; abactiiiul surface, p. 115.

3. A.sfromoiitv.s coiiijjuctii.s : type, abactinal surface, p. 107.

4. Fersephonaster cunjactis; type, abactinal surface, p. 112.
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Plate 25.

Fig. 1. I'crscplioiKi.shr ui idl liiiid tis : tyiio. ;ictiii;il view, p. 123.

2. Asl r(iiiH'sil( s cniH jKicI IIS : type, aetinal view. p. inT.

,"). I'crsciiliuHiistcr ( ini/iiclis h)-< risi)i)iii.s : nctinal view. p. 115.

4. I'crsciiliiiiiiisti r ciii'ijuclis : lyjii'. jicliiuil \ icw, p. 112.
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Plate 26.

Fio. 1. rcr-'<rj)li<)uas<trr iiii(lti(in<-tiis: type, abactiiuil view, p. 128.

2. AstroDicsifcs compact ii s : specimen from station .5296. p. 107.

3. Pcrscplionastcr ancJiislu.s ; ahactiiial view of type, p. 117.
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I'J.ATE 27.

Fig. 1. Pcrs(i)li()it<t.sl('r niulticiiicliis : iictiiinl view of type, much enlarged, p. 12o

2. PerscphoniiHtcr (incltistuK ; tictinal vii'w of type, much enlarged, p. 117.
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Plate 28.

Fig. 1. Pcrscplioiuister Ji(i1ij-(>(i< iiiik : iictinal view of type, eiiliir.i,'ed, p. 131.

2. Dipsdcastcr diaplionis ; !il);ietinal view of type, enlarsed, p. 152.

3. Pdlac/iastcr HplmcriopJax ; abactinal view of type, enlarged, p. 154.



Plate 29.

T'ld. ]. Tritoiinstcr crdriis: ;\]v.\ctin;\\ view of type, enlarged, p. 13G.

2. Dipsucdxti ) (liiiplioiiis : .•ictiiKil view of type, enlarged, p. 152.

3. I'dtaiiidslcr .siilidcriiiiilKi.r : ;ictiii;il view of type, enlarged, p. in4.

4. TriloiKislcr ccont.s; aclinal view of type, enlai'ged, p. 136.
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Plate 30.

Fig. 1.

o
o.

4.

G.

p]iil;ir.ii('(l (lotnils of alincfinal and aflinal surfaces.

I'n-.scpJioiKixtcr Iciiiii-s: aliactinal. p. 121.

l'vrs(i)]io)iasf( ) I'lujidi-Hs J)rcrisitinus : nli:i<'tinal, p. ll.j.

I'xildstcr rohiistiis : actinal, p. 103.

I'sild.^tcr (jotoi; actinal, p. 100.

l'(rsci)lioitasfcr cuii/dctis : actinal, p. 112.

'rrifoiiaxtcr croiKs: ahacUnal, p. 136.



Plate 31.

EnlMr.ued detnils of al)iiclin;il and iictiiial surfaces.

Fjo. 1. Dipsacdstcr duiphoruH ; actinal, p. 152.

2.3. I'crscphondHtcr ocdipln.r: abaci inal. p. 127.

4. Astro)n(sH( X conipnctiis : aliactiiial, p. KIT.

.'). r('ri<cph<niiist( r iiKiiKistoci-liii-s : ad inal. p. KU.

(>. I'lrsi plioiKish r liiihiofK ini-s : altadinal. p. l."'.l.
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Plate 32.

Dipsacastcr iDiiJcrialis.

Fig. 1. Actiiial surlncc of l.vpi'. rcdiicfd ; one pair of mouth platos has bcoii

cleaned, p. 140.

2. Abactiual surface of type, reduced.
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I'l.ATE 33.

l'"i(!. I. KorctiKtxtcr craiilii.s siiiciilai us : ;ili;ifl iiinl view of type, enl;u\L;e(l.
i) KJl

2. KoreiiKhstcr cnnihis : aliactinnl view el' type, enlarjied, p. 157.
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Plate 34.

Frc. 1. Korcviasfcr craiilii.s .siiiciilattis; actinal view of type, enlarged, p. 101.

2. Korcniustcr ccduhis; actinal view of type, enlarged, p. 157.
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Plate 35.

Fi(i. 1. I'vrscphonii^tcr cunjiiflis ; inrcroiiini-.uiiinl, nclinnl iiilcniiiMliatf. aiul

adiimbiilncral plates fi'tnii proxiiiial imilidii nf ray nf l,v|i(', X d..".. 'I'lu'

figures 2. 12, '1. indicale the secuud iimlcrlyiiiij,- ('(iinl) ul" int'eroinar.ninul

spines. 1«. Same; twelfth inferoinaruiiial and superomai'ginal plates

of type; note the increased length of the iuferoniavginal spines, X fi.r).

Ih. Same; a primai-y basal paxilla, X IC !<. Same; jiaxillae from

the base of ray just to one side of the radial line. X Ki. 1'/. Same;

Polian vesiele, X 4. I'. 112.

2. Astroiiicsitc.'^ comiMicliis, type; large paxillae from near madreporie body,

X S. 2^/. Same: twelfth to fourteenth adambulacral i)lates. X s. 2/^

Same; abactinal ]»l;ites from base of ray, X S. 2c. Same; a side view

of a jiaxilla from r;idial reuion of ray. X s. 2^/. Same; side view of

mouth plates, X C)..!. 1'. 107.

:i I'sild.stcr (intoi. type; sixth siijiefotiiarLiiiial and itd'erotiiarginal plates,

p. 100.
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Plate 3G.

Fig. 1. rcrscpJionastcr cvr)jac1is; spiiiclcl fnim iic;ir inner cduc of infero-

nuiriiiiiiil plate, X 52. 1«. Sanio ; spinrk't t'roni (iiUlt imii of iiifero-

iiuirsiiial plate, X 52. P. 112.

2. I'crscplioudsfcr ciiriiartis hrcrisiiinus : tw(Mfrh siiperomarginal plate, and

upper v\u\ of adjacciii inreioiiiaraiiial plate, showing the small siipero-

marginal sitines ; second row of lateral sjiines marked 2: X 0.5. 2*/.

Same; eighth adanibnlacral ])late, X ().5. 1'. Il5.

3. Pcfsci)lio)i(istcr liizaniciix, type; sixth iuferomarginal and adjacent ac-

tinal intermediate and adanibnlacral itlates. X G.5. 8(/. Same; pax-

illne fi-oni base of I'ay : a iiediccllai-ia is shown on the left: X 10. oh.

Same; si)iiu'lets from inieromarginal plates, X 52. P. 118.

4. Pcrsephonastcr anchistiis, type; fifth inferomarginal and adjacent ac-

tinal intermediate and adanibnlacral plates. X 4. The inferomarginal

appears to be narrower iliau it really is on account of foreshortening.

The series form a beveled border to ray. 4«. Same; outline of an

inferomarginal plate, viewed without foreshortening, X 4. 4/;. Same:

2 paxillae from radial line, base of ray, showing a pedicellaria (pod.)

and 2 papulae, X It!. 4c. A si)inelet from near middle of infero-

marginal jilate. X about 2S ; note that the inaguitical ion is aboul half

that of /'. riiriiiictis and /'. I iii'iiiiciis. id. Same: spinelcl from near

iiuier edge ol ill lei'dniargina I pl:ile. X 2S. l\ t17.
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Pl.ATE 37.

Fig. 1. Pcrscplionaiiicr tennis, type; sixth inferomarginal plate and adjacent

at'tinal intermediate and adambiilacral plates, X 4; jic(L. sul)aniliula-

cral pedioeliaria ; int., Intermediate plate, la. Same; 2 paxillae from

near radial line, base of ray, X 16; pcd., pedicellaria with 4 jaws;

jiapulae ontlined hy circles. l/>. Same, terminal jilate, X ()..">; Iwn

superomarglnal plates are shown (sup.). Ic. Same; inferomaruiiinl

spinelet from outer half of plate, X 52. Id. Siimc; inf('r()mar;,Mniil

spinelet from near inner edge of plate, X Jj2. 1'. J 21.

2. Pcrscplionastcr multicinctus, type; eighth and ninth adambnlaci-al

plates, X 0.5; the fnrrow spines of the eighth ]ilate have been removed

and the inner snl)anibnlacrals bent toward furrow. 2(1. Same; pax-

illae and pedicelliiriae from disk, X1(»: pcd., pedicellaria; pap..

l)apula. 21). Same; a spinelet from near middle of inferomarginal

plate, X 52. 2c. Same; a spinelet Inoii neai- innei- edge of infei'o-

marginal i)lates. V. 123.

3. !'( iHvphonastcr tnonostocchus, type; two ]iroxima! inrerdiiiai-ginal plates,

and adjacent actinal intermediate (int.) and .•id;inihula''ral plates,

X <).5. :\(i. Same: 3 paxillae, and a pedi<eli;iria. X KJ. ."!//. Same; a

paxilla seen from the side, X 10. 3e. Same: 2 inrei'duiai-g'.nal spine

lets, X 52. P. 134.
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I'r.ATE 3S.

Fig. 1. Pcr.scijJioiKi.stt r siiliimsis. i\\ir: sevoiitli ami pari of eighth inferomargi-

iials, witli adjacent adiiial iiiternunliatf and ailanihiilaci'al i)lat»^s, X
C.."i. 1(1. Same; sjiiiielet from inner edye .)f inferomaruinal plate. X
abiint 4N. Mi. Same; spinelet from ouler part of plate, X 4(t. 1c.

Same: moulli plates, X (i.r>. Iil. Same; iiaxillae and pedieellaiMae from

liase of va.v. X Ki; licil., iiedicellariae. If. Same; paxilla, from side.

X ](•). V. rjf).

2. l'(r.s(i)lK)ii(i-stcr ocdiijhi.r. tyjie; sixth inforomar.i;inal plate ami atl.ja<'ent

acfiiial iiitei'iiiediate [nil.) and adainl)ulacral ])lates, X 0.r>
; jxd., pedi-

eellaria. 'In. Same; thirleenlli sniieromar^inal and niipei' end of

adjacent infentniar^inal plate, X (>..l. 'Ih. Same; fonr paxillae from

radiu.s, base of I'a.v ; one shows a pedireilaiMan apparatus, X 1(1. 'Ic.

Same: inferomarginal spinelet from outei- ]iarl of plate. X 52. 2r7.

Same; inferomarii'inal sjunelet from near inner ('(l-c of i)late, X 52.

V. 127.

3. A)itliof<fi(t( iiiiloiilioni. tyiie; ahactinal plates Irom coelomic side, X 8.

The irrejiiilar plates on the i-i;:hl are in the median radial re.uion of

the ray, and those to the left are in rei;ular lransver.se series, ]). 140.
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Plate 39.

Fin. 1. Ant]iosti(f( iiulDjiliord. tyiic: iiiiu-tct'iilli nnd twentieth adnnibulnci'nl

plates, with adjacent actinal interniedialc jilates to the left. X O.'t. 1((.

Same; three iid'ei-oinai'iiinal (/»/'.) and adjacent actinal intermediate

iint. 1, int. 2) and adambnlacral plates {ad.) to show the deep mar-

giual fasciolar channels, X 6.5 IJ). Same; paxilla from side, X 8. Ic.

Paxilla from base of ray with three pedicellarlae, X S. Ir/. Same:
adoral face of a pair of marginal plates, showing the fnll height of

llieir specialized ridges. X 4. Art., artlenlating surface of s\iperomar-

ginai ; sa.. sni)eranihnlacral plate; int., actinal intermediate plates.

P. 140.

2. l'ci-s('i)h(tii(ist(r lHihr(i;irnjifi. type; month jilates X S. '2fi. Same:
el('\cntli int'eroniarginal and adjacent adaiiilMdacral itlate. X S. 2/;.

Same; ternnnal plate, X 8. 2c. Same; paxlllae from lateral iioi-tlon

of area, base of ray; prd., pedlcellarla, X 16. 2d. Saiye; spinelet

from middle of inferomarginal plate, X .VJ. 2c. Same; spimdet from

near fnri-ow margin of inferomarginal i)late, X .'")2. P. 1.31.

.'?. 'I'litfriKhstcr croriis, type; eighth to tenth sn])eromarginal. and np])er end

of eighth inferomarginal, showing lateral spines, X s. :\(i. Same;

three paxilla'e from disk, X 16. 'Alt. Same; fifth Infei'oinarglnal and

2 adjacent adamliulacral plates, X 8. I'. 136.
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Plate 40,

Fig.]. J)ii»<(t((tst(r iiiiiKiinli.s. typo'; iiliactiiiiil jiaxillii. Irom side, X 8. !(/.

Same; paxillar siiiiiel«>t iiiucli enlarged; coni]*;n't' with D. (Jidpltorus.

Ih. Same; al)a('tinal plates. X S; r—r, i-adial line. P. 140.

2. KorrtH(is:t( r mnitiis. tyjie: sixtli and stnciitli inforomarsinal plates, and

adjacent artlnal intermediate {int.) and adambulacnil plates, showing

pedioellariae (prd.). X 0.5. 2a. Same; two furrow spines, side view

X 0..'"). 2h. Same; side view (if paxilla. X 12. 2r. Same; paxillae fi'om

near edge of paxillai' area, with cliaracterislic ])cdicellariae, X 12.

2(1. Same; a pedicellaria from edge of paxillar area, X 12. 2e. Same;
ahactinal plates from ray, X 12; r—r, radial line. P. 157.

3. KorcDiastcr enndii.'i sijirulafiis : fifth and sixth adamhnlacral plates,

X 0.5. 3<i. Same; ahactinal plates, X 32; r—r radial line. lib. Same;
side view of paxilla from near radial line, disk, X 12. 3('. Same, two

aetinal intei-mediate plates ojjposite second adamhnlacral showing

pedicellariae (/;'</.). X 12. 'Ad. S:ime; s(>cond snperomarginal jilate,

from above, showing the adjacent margin of paxillar area, and 3

pedicellariae (ficd.) Iielonging thereto, along with 3 paxillae, X 12.

3r. Same; i)axillae from interradi.-U region of disk, X 12. 3/. Same;
terminal plate, X 0.5; spinelets removed from right half. P. 101.
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Plate 4].

Fio. ]. DipMdcaxfcr iiii i)criiilif<. typt^; sovontli ;i(liiiiil)iila<T:il jilato. eiilarsod. la.

SaiiH^: iiiMiilli pl.-itcs witli spines r('in(>\('(l for cninpiirison with fi.u".

2, X 3.2. P. 146.

2. Dipsneasicr ncsintcs. station .'">r)24 : iiniulli plalcs with spines rpinoved.

X 3.2. P. n4.^).

3. Dipsacastcr fliaplmni-s. typo; sixth int'oi'oniaruiiial and adjacent adani-

bidaeral philes. X !).<•. .">rr Same; side \ie\v of a jiaxilla ri-()ni neai'llie

base of ray, X Id. ."5/). Same; abaetinal i)axiHae. X Id. 2r. Same;
abactinal phites from inner or coelomic side, X S. P. 3.52.

4. rutagiastcr si)h<irri(ip1(i.r. lype; fourth inferomar^inal phite and ad-

jacent aetinal and aihimbulaei-al ])hites: i)il., .aclinal intermediate

jihites, X 8. 4ii. Same; abactinal ])axilla from \iciniiy of niadrepoiac

body, X IG. P. 154.

5. Liiidin prioiiofd, type, sixth inferomarginal and adjacent ninth adam-
l)Uhicral phites. X 12. .")«. Same; twelftli adambulacral jilate from

adoral side, X 12. P. 1G4.

G. Ix'adia.'itcr iiohihilis, tyi^e ;
paxilhie from midradial region, at liase of

ray, X 12. Vxi. Same; tlie tentli aihiniiiiilacral plale. and an adjacent

aetinal intermediate jilate. X G.-l. P. 217.

7. 'rdraclidslcr Iciinis, ly]e: abactinal jilales. ray near liase; plates to left

of dotle(l line in the re'.:ion of reunlarly arranged plates, X 12. l(t.

Same; ad;inilmlaci-al plates at base of ray, X 12. P. 402.
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Platk 42.

fjitidid iitDinioi'Jiord, type.

Fi(i. I. Aliiictinal surf'Mct'. ]i. IT-I.

2. Actiiuil surf.-UH' of one niy. (Ii'hmI, p. 175.
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Plate 43.

Fig. 1. Liii'lid a riculaiiu : nlimM inal nsjicct of tyiic, i-cduccd. ji. 172.

2. Liiidid oricnidlis : \\\>v. I)isk willi ;ill -") i-;iys rciiiKXol. ]i. 1G().

3. Hanu'

;

one riiy, sniiic us disk: nlnict innl \ii'\v.

4. Siiine; mariiiii of idiadiiial area of ray iniicli t'iilai\i;ed.

5. f/iiidid lodijisiiiiid : aliaclinal view, p. 104.
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Pr.ATR 44.

Fic. 1. Luuliii (iri< iitdlis : imrlidii <>l' nlmcl iiuil snrfncc of vny, ciilnrucil, ]i. Kill.

2. Liiiiliii (I riciildiid ; |i(irli(Hi of .ilincl iiinl snrf.-K-c (if r:iy. t'lihir^cd. ji. ITli.

o. I.uldid dioioisoinid : jKirlion of \;\\ of :i siicciiiicii from .hipnii. for coiu-

purisou with L. (iriiiddiid (ti.^. 2) : (Milar,ij:ed, p. 175.

4. Ltiidid !/j/iii>i<>c]i(trd ; portion of ;il);i(tiii;il sui'f;ice of ray, t'lilar^cd. ]i. ITo.

5. SiUiu' ; ouc-liaif of an ciilai^rd \ lew of aiiinal surface of ray: fiirllici'

on tlio ri.Liht.
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Plate 45.

FiCiS. 1. 2. LuUJ'ia prioitotn : tyi)(\ iictinal and jibiU'tinnl viow. enlarijed, ]). 1G4.

3. ArcJidsh r niniiildt iis : acliiiiil view. ciilai-.uiMl. ji. ISl.
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Pl.ATE 40.

Fk;. 1. Jjiitlid fii/iiiiiiK-hord. lyiic; iuferomargiiuil. intcriiKMliatc, and adain-

bulaeral plates at alxnit the end of tlie pnixiiiial third of ray; the

proxhnal phites of the 3 segments denuded of spines; int., actinal

interniediate phites, X 4. la. Same; furrow pedicellaria from third

a(himl»uhicral phite, ventral aspect (the valves are lateral, not dor-

sal and ventral). Hi. Same pedicellaria as 1«, aboral valve, outer

face, X 30. Ir-. Same; side view of a superomarginal paxilla near

hasc (if I'ay. X (;..">. If/. Same; the right-hand series of ahactinal

liaxiUae arc adjacent to the suiJeromarginal paxillae; 2 papulae are

shown (/;.), X 0.5. P. 17.5.

2. Liiulid (iriciihirid. type; eighteenth adamlmlacral jilate, X S. 2a. Same;
subanihulaci-al iiedicellaria, X s. •2h. SaiiK-: ahural asjiect of a fur-

row i)edicellaria, the actinal jaw to the right, X 10. 2c. Same; supero-

niarginal (left) and paxillae of next 2 longitudinal series, end of

])roximal third of ray. P. 172.

o. Liiiilid orlciitdli.'i, type; eighth and ninth adamliuhural, and adjacent

aclinal .-ind inlVromai-ginal plates. X 0.5. P. 100.
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Plate 47.

Fig. 1. CJicirafitcr dlomcdeae ; abactiual aspect of type, p. 200.

2. ('hciru^tvr iiidsictix; abactiual aspect, p. 192.
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Pt.a'ik 48.

Fi(i. 1. ('Ill iiiish r Jinl iriiii : abactiiial view of tyiic. ciilariiiMl. ]i. •_'(»:'>.

2. J'((tiiiii-sl( r li i/huinitlnis ; abaci iiial view of typf. (Milar.t;\'(l, p. 1S7.

3. <'li( inistcr tri/)l(i<<nilli IIS : actiiial view of tyiu'. enlarged, p. 205.

4. Same: abactiiial view of type, eiiiai'gei]. p. 2(rt.
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Plate 49.

Fk;. 1. rccliiKishr niiiii icii.s : ahiictiiinl ;is|h'c| df sikmmiiici: fi'din stnlioii .KJIIO.

(MilarmMl. p. IS'J.

2. Chrirash r linl irioi : lyjic. ;icliii;il asiiccl. ciilni'.^cil, \).
'20'].

'2. Clicirdslcr Imhr'uii : Ivpc. ncliiKil iisiicct. ciiliirucd. p. I'O.''.
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I'l.ATE 50.

Clwirustcr i/azcllac.

Figs. 1 and 2. Abactlnal view of 2 larjie specimens, p. 19G.

Fig. 3. Ahactinal snrface of small specimen with very numerous abactinal pedi

cellar iae.
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Plate 51.

Fig. 1. ChciruKicr (jazcUne; abactinal view of a large specimen upon which

description is based, p. 196.

2,3. Benihopecten polycicnivs; type, abactinal view, with part of a ray de-

tached, p. 211.
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Plate 52.

Fig. 1. Chcirasfcr (/azclhtc ; aetinal view of pi. 51, fig. 1. See p. 19G.

2. Benthopcctcn poJyctcnins; aetinal view of type, enlarged, p. 211.

3. Pccthiaster inimiciis palawancnsis ; aetinal aspect of type, enlarged,

.'(bowing also side of ray, and three-quarter view of actinostome, the

inner end of a pair of oral plates, etc., p. 185.
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Plate 53.

Fig. 1. Bentliopecten nKiliicciunis : nlinctinnl as^poct of type, enlarged, p. 208.

2. Bentliopecten .slnrdciHs: ahadiiial asiicci of type, enlarged, p. 213.
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Plate 54.

Fig. 1. Prcti)i(ist(r Jnilm-diitJi iis. \\\)v: fourth nutl lif'tli adainbulacral. :r.vl third

and fourth inforomargiiial pUites. P. 187.

2. Prciinastcr nihuiciis palairaitcitsi.s, cotypo ; fifth and sixth adaniliuhicral

phites and adjacent third and fourth inferouiarginal platos ; between

the latter, a superonuirginal plate and spine (.s(//).), X 6.5. 2a. Same;

abactinal plate and central s[iinule, from nnddle of ray of the type.

X 16. P. 185.

3. Clicirastcr gazellac ; thirteentli and fourteenth adambulacral, i^nd seventh

and eighth inferomarginal plates. X 0.5. 'An. Same; paxillae from

edge of papularium, X 9.6. P. 190.

4. Cheiraster 7iiasiciis; abactinal plates or paxillae from midradial line,

near base of ray. 4a. Same ; tenth inferomarginal, and adjacent four-

teenth and fifteenth adambulacral plates, X 6.5. P. 192.

5. Cheiraster d'wmedeae, type ; fifth inferomarginal, and seventh and eighth

adambulacral plates, X 9.0. 5«. Same; twelfth superomarginal and

adjacent Inferomarginal seen from side ; note the intermarginal pedi-

cellariae, X 9.6. 5&. Same; abactinal paxillae from interradial region

of the disk, X 12. 5f'. Same; abactinal iilatcs fixim end of second

third of ray, X 12. P. 200.
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Plate 55.

Fig. 1. Cheirastcr tripldciuithiis, type; twelfth and tliirteentli superomarginal

plates showiiiii the transverse series of 3 spines, and (,r) the enlarged

accessory siuniile, X 8. la. Same; fourth and fifth inferomarginal

plates, and sixth to eighth adanibiilacral plates, X 6.5. P. 205.

2. Cheiraster ludicigi, type ; sixth inferomarginal and ninth and tenth

adanibulacral plates, X 6.5. 2a. Same ; abactinal plates, X 9.6.

P. 203.

3. Benthopccten styracius, type; fourth supero- and inferomarginals, and

seventh and eighth adanibulacral plates, X 6.5 3a. Same; abactinal

plates, base of ray, X 9.6. P. 213.

4. Benthopccten polyctenius, type ; third, fourtli, and fifth inferomarginals,

the fifth superomarginal (svp.), and the eighth and ninth adanibu-

lacral plates, the eighth without furrow spines, X 4. 4r/. Same

;

abactinal plates, base of ray, midway between two odd interradial

superomarginal plates, X 1.6. P. 211.

5. Benthopccten moluccanus, type ; abactinal plates from radial region at

base of ray, on a transverse line between 2 odd interradial supero-

marginals, X 6.5. 5o. Same, cotype; third inferomarginal, and sixth

and seventh adanibulacral plates. X 6.5. 5b. Same, type; fourth

superomarginal, and adjacent alinctinnl ])lates, X 6.5. P. 208.
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Plate 56.

Figs. 1, 2. Chciitishr naiclliic: Inruc niid siiinll siicciiiHMi. ciilnr.iiiMl. ;iliact iiiiil

view, p. 19G.

3,4. Rosastcr iiiainilldttis ; •,\f\\\\;\\ :iii(l ;ilia('tiii;il views. tMilarged. p. --11.

5. Fcrd'Dia (/l!ii)l(i(li.sc(i ; aliaclinal view, eiihu-.ned, p. S70.
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Plate 57.

Fig. 1. Ceramastcr smifhi ; aliactiiml view of type, p. 257.

2. Radiaster notabilis; ubactinal view of type, p. 217.
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Plate 58.

Fig. 1. R(idi(i!<t('r tiotdhUis ; jiclinal view ol' lyi)c, ciilnrucd. p. 217.

2. Ccrainustcr siniilii; uctinal view of type, eiilariAed, p. 2.")T.
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Plate 59.

Fig. 1. r\( iKliirchiisfcr olit/oiioriis : ahnctiiinl :is]H>ct of type. p. 222.

2. Aiiliri))lil(ixl( r iiiicroc< idiinis : .-iltacl iiinl ;isi>('c( of typo, [i. 22.5.
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Plate GO.

Fig. 1. Aplirnditdstcr iiiii-i-occnniiiis : nctinal view of type, p. 225.

2. Faraiininixlcr sUnosI irli h.'< : .•idinal surface of type, p. 232.

3. Pscii(hir(li(ist( r uliiioiiorKs : ai-iinal sm-face of type, p. 222.
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Plate 61.

Fig. 1. Rosaster nanniis, type; abactinal aspect, enlarged, p. 244.

2. Same, type; actinal aspect, enlarged.

3. Rosaster vuniiiUatiis ; actinal view of type, enlarged, p. 247.

4. Same; abactinal view of type, enlarged.
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Plate 62.

Fig. 1. RomHivr niiniicKs: iibactiruil surface of typo, p. 250.

2. Nyinjihiistcr di/scrHiis: abaci inal siii'face of type, p. 2GG.
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Plate 63.

Fig. 1. NyiiipJid-stcr iniicnuiitl iis : abnct iuiil asix'cl oT lyiH', p. 2G9.

2. Samu ; ii<-tiiial asi)ect of type.

3. Niiin}>h(ixh r cini/ithi.r ; abaotinal asi>i'ct itl' I.vjk'. p. 2G4.

4. Ni/niiilidfttcr atniHis : adiiial siirl'acc of ty)ie, p. 285.
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Pl.AlK 04.

Fig. 1. K iniiiilidslii- (I il liiDciK-mis. lypc; nhactiiuil asiicd. p. 277.

2. Nympli(ixi< r tihijiKs. I\pr: ali;n-l iiial view, p. 28-5.

3. Nympliu-stcr molurvnnus, l.vpc ; abactiiial view, p. 274.
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I'LATK G5.

Fjg. 1. h'osdstir iitiiiiiciis. \\\)v: iietinal view. p. 250.

2. .Y//iy;/;//(/.v/( /• iiioliiccdini.s, type; actinal view, p. 274.

3. Ninnpliitxli r ihi.scritii.s. type: aftiiial view, p. 20(1

4. Nyniijhdslcr (irllirociicinis, lypc; adinal view, p. 277.
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Plate 06.

Fig. 1. Is! II in pint Kt if l< iihiilonnis. tvpc: ;ili;ictiii;il view. p. L'Tli.

2. Ni/niplid.stcr iin.siiis. \\]>i': iiliactinal view, p. 280.

3. Nyiirphdstir h(ihii)t<il iis. type; abactinal view, p. 2S2.



Plate 67.

Fj(;. J. \ ,uiiiiiliii.sl< r IcjiliKhihiiis, type: ;i<iiii;il \\v\\. ]•.
-~'.

'2. A iiiiiiilKislcr iiK'scris. txpc: nciiiinl view. |i. i:S(».

;>. S iii)iitliiixl( r iKihroldliifi, type; acliual virw, \). l^Sl!.
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-^^QirCPj^

w--.
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1»I,ATE GS.

Fk; /III jlluh'

nil jili(i>

iiii)iliii>

nil fill in

jiiii jiliii.'

siixtcr 11

'/lllplKlsh

KnlnrmMl dctnils dl' nlindiiiiil surface.

iiiilirdciK mis. )>. '217.

iiKsiics, p. LiSO.

hjitdddiii us. ]). 272.

lid III iildl IIS. ]\. 2S2.

Ill iicidiKil IIS. 1 1. 2(>!).

minis. \). 244.

llinlliccil II IIS. |i. 274.

(11

;



Plate G9.

Fig. 1. N i/iii iiliiish

2. N niii/jlKish

3. AjiiititlKisti

4. N !iiiii)li<isti

5. \ 11)11 plKtstl

(5. \ iim plidsh

Enlnrsod dotnils of nrtinnl

iirtlintciiciiiis, ]). '277.

y//r.sT/T.s-. p. -!S().

hj)l<i<l<>iii IIS. p. L'72.

Iiiihrolal IIS, ji. 2S2.

(iIdjuis. It. 2S.").

Ill niidiKil IIS. 1). _'(;;».

Jiirfnco.
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PLA'IF, 70.

IOiil;ii';ri'il details ol' ah:n-tinal anil acliiial suii'acos.

Ftg. 1. Rnsnsfcr iininitiis. acliiial. p. L'.')!!.

'2. rtinifioiKisli r sh noslicli IIS. aliad iiial. ]>. 232.

.'!. I'll iiniitiiiisli r <!( niiics li iiimcd n I li us. alia<-( inal, ji. 22S.

4. \ i/iii/ilKislir iittiiiiis, aliaci inal. |). '2S7>.

"i. A /ill i(i</iiiist( r III iirdccidiiiiis. aclinal. ]i. 225.

or



Plate 71.

Frii. 1. P(ir(i(ioiitisl<r -sh iinsf tell U.S. I\|i<': nlmci iiinl :is|k'cI of iy\n'. p. '2''>'2.

2. rdrdi/oiKixlvr ctciiiiHs li jipdcdiil/iihs, (.vpi'; nh.-icl in.il view of type, p. 22.S.
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I'LATK 72.

l''i(;. I. J'didi/iiHdslcr ctcniixx li ijiKicdtit li ii^. ty|H'; ;icliii:il surl'ncc. p. li"J8.

'1. A' i/ni /ilHi.sfcr (iirii/ila.r. Iv|k': ;ictin;il nsiicct. p. _'(54.



Plate 73.

Fig. 1. rcris.soi/iniH.sli r insifniis: nluui innl view of type. i'imIikciI. ]>. '2'M).

2. Afclorid-s <i iHirdiitli iis : :ili:M'lin;il iisiicct of l,vi)o, rcHliUTd, p. '.'A',i.
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Plate 74.

Fig. 1. I'iltd-stir ciii-loiiln.r : ;i('lin;il sui'f'afe of type, rt'diK'cd, p. 'J'.Mt.

2. r<'ii.sso(/(iii<i.sti r iiisiaiiis: ni'tinal surface of type, reduced. ]). Ll.'Uj.

3. Atcloriuti tutdcdnllnts ; aetinal surface of type, reduced, p. 'M'.i.



Plate 75.

I'clhislcr cjjcloiild.f, type; abactinnl view, p. 290.
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I' I.ATE TG.

Fif!. 1. LllhosoiiKi (icIiitdiiK tra : iil>:icliii;il surrjice of lyiic, I'cduccd, p. liOS.

2. LifliosDiiKi ixiiicliid : nctliial sui'tVicc of type, enliir,t;e(l, p. '.U)l.

8. Litliosonid (i<-ti)ionirtni ; actinal surface type, reduce*!, p. l*9S.

028



Plate 77.

Fig. 1. LitliosoiiKi ixiiiclim: abactiiial siii'l'ace of type, p. 301.

2. Iconastcr lovt/inunnis; actinal surface, p. 303.

3. Pontioccromus (jiaiulifi; abactiiial surface of type, p. 294.
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I'LATE 78.

Fig. 1. Aiillit'iioidts ci-istdtus : ;i<'lin;il siiii"ii((' of youiiii' specimen, enl!iri;e(1.

p. 3i'r».

2. Siime; nlmctiiinl sui'f.-ice of X'oiint,'' s]ieciiiion. enlnriiod.

o. Poittinctrininis fir<niilis : adiiiMl Mspect of type, p. 294.

G2o



Plate 79.

Figs. 1-8. Ht'llastir incci; ?> speciiiH'iis fi'diii sfiition ^^S^^S. onhir.ii'od, to sliow

variations, p. 32G.

4. Iconastcr jtcricrctiis : aluiclinal surl'aco (if type, onlariied, p. :>0n.

5. Sp1uicri(><li'<ciis scolncii/iit IIS ; jiliaclinal surface of type, ciilai'Licd.

p. 287.

G2G
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Plate SO.

Fici. 1. tSttlld'itci- 'nirii: spcciiiu'ii Iroin station r»4s;!. sli^litly ciilaryvd, sliowiiit

abseiH'f of aliad iiial siiiiu's. ]•. .'>L*G.

2. floitiodisciish r fni-jlciilnt us : actina! siirt'acc. ciilarm'il. p. ">L!4.

.'i. Same; aliadiiial siii-racc.

4. Siilidcriodisfiis .sidtiti-rifiit iis : actinal surface uf type, eiilar.^'ed. \). 287.

(527



Plate 81.

Fi(i. 1. Aslnxcnniiii.s I'khioIiih: nliactiiial nsiicrl of I.v|k', p. 310.

12. Astrorcrdiiiiis sphdcriofiticfKx; altnctinal aspect of type, p. oi;5.

3. Iconu.slcr in rkrvtus; actiual view ut type, p. 306.

G28
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L'LATE 82.

Fig. 1. AstroccraiiiKs lioiiofiis: jictiiiiil view of typo, p. oKt.

-. A-sl roc( raiii IIS spliiK riost id ii.\ : ncliii.il \ic'W (if t.\lir, p. ol3.

629



Plate S3.

Knl.-irmMl (Iclnils, liofli surfaces.

Fig. 1. l'<lliishr i-ijcloiihi.r : ariiiuil. iikhUIi In left, p. 290.

2. Icou(i-sl(r ixricrct lis : ;il>.H-tiii;il. [>. .".IK!.

3. Same: aftinnl.

4. /'(Dilioccrdiiiiis (iiditdis: actiiial. p. 294.

."). Iconash r hnujuiKniHs : ;ilia<-tiiial. j). H(l3.

0. SiihiicrioiliscKs scotocij/iit us : ac1iii;il. p. 2S7.

7. Same ; abadiiial.
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I'LATK S-l.

Fig. 1. L( Ulster ninihiiiiis : nclin.-il surliicc di-icd. ciilni'^i'd, p. .">1)()

2. IjI Ikixoiidi (III i iiiiiik I r<i : ;ili;irl iiinl. iinturnl si/.r, ]>. HllS.

o. Ast loii linn iix I initiiiil ii.s : almcl in;il. \\. '.',]().

4. Asfrocrrinii IIS sjihiirriostirl us : ;ili;icliniil, p. IMS.

"). (tphiijidsli r 1 njiliinis : ;i(Miii:il. ciihii'.iied. ]). 800.

(i. l.illinsinmi inn iilirn : ;i1p;ic1 ii:;:l. sli^lilly cnL-ir^'cd. i». .">(M.

7. Asl riicirii III IIS siilmrriosl iri ns : .-iciinnl. |i. l>lo.

(;:',i



Pf.ATE 85.

Fig. 1. LillidsoiiKi iHiiUlini: ncliiiiil -^ui-rncc. en In rued {v='l\ inin.). p. 3(11.

2. JJtliosdiiKi iicliii'iiiicl 1(1 : ncliiinl surface, slii:lilly rcdiircil. p. 298.

'A. Aldorids (iiKicinitli IIS : nctiiinl. ji. 343.

4. AiiIIk iiiiiih X niinilnsiis : iihnctinnl, p. 338.
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rT,\TE so.

Fk;. 1. ('(illidslcr cdij/iKhs: ;ih;icl in;i 1 view of Ixpf, p. ^lld

'2. AsfrdflniiniKi ( iiph uhich iiiii : nlmrt in;il nspccl of lyiM-. )>.
.''1*0.



Plate 87.

Fh;. 1. Ciillifislcr coriniclcs : ;ictin:il view of lyiio, ]). olO.

U. Asl rol Ihiiiiiki cujiIi !ilinl( iiiii : ndiiinl xicw nl' lypc. p. 'V-d

(V.'A
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I'l.ATE 88.

I''i(;. 1. AiiIIk iKiidi s crishil i(s : vdiin.i:' siicciiiicii, reduced, ]). ."."JT.

-. AiilliciKiiilcx iirdiiiiliisKx : ;ictiii;il sui-r.-ice of n drieil siieciiiieii. reduced

1 1. :'.:!.•'>.

."). S.'iiiie: .-dmcl iiinl nspecl nf iy\H', reduced.

4. Aiilli(ii<ji(l( .s ntyitlo.sK.s ; almetiual view oT tyiie, reduced. \>. ."..">N.

(tort



Pl.\te 89.

Fic. 1. AiitiK ii')i<l< s cristdliis : Mliactiiinl view of I'ull-.m'i'W ii siicciiiu'ii. reduced.

p. 329.

2. Aiitliciioiih s lithosonis ; aliacliiiul aspect of type, reduceil, p. 330.
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l'l,ATE 90.

J'"i(;. 1. .\ittli<ii<n<l< K rinniloxiis : ;ic1iii.-il surface of type, enlarged, p. 3oS.

1'. AiitlKiiftidc.s lilhoKonis : acliiial surface of type (dry), t'lilarycMl, p. '.yM\.

(;;!7



fLATE 91.

FiO. 1. ApliroiVilitslcr mii-roci nnii'ii-s. type: 8 :ili;;cl iiinl ]il;ilcs, i-adinl i-cuion,

X 'J.(j. 1". kS:iiii(": ;ui :il):ictiii;il philc Irmii side. X !l.f.. I'. li'J-').

2. Pseudarchastcr oliiKiiiorus. tMic; liflli :Ml;iiiil)iila('riil plate, and :'> adja-

cent actiiial iiitennediale plales. -^n. Same; li aliadiiial jilates, X i).G.

P 222.

3. Ro.safitcr n<i)niii-^. type: 2 proximal a(Uiiii))ulaeral plates, X 9.G. 3a.

Same: median ladial plate, adjacent to the i)rimary radial, X 20.

,")/*. Same: aliactinal plates from tlie (•(lelondc side: a, anus; r—a,

radial line of plates; ir—(t, inlerradial liiu> of plates. P. 244.

4. Rosa-stcr luiiiiiriis, tyi)e; seventh adamhulaeral plate, and parts of 2 .ad-

jacent actinal iilates. 4r/. Same: an actin.al intermediate pedieellaria.

4b. Same; abactinal jilates from tlie coiMonnc side; /•— /•, radial plates;

2 plates of either adradial series are shown, and several plates from

the interradial reuion, X CI). P. 250.

5. Rosa.'itcr iiKniiilhit ux. type: a i-adial (left) and 2 adradial plati's, X !).G.

5(1. Same : fonrlh superomar^inal from til) of ray showing the tubercle;

to the ri,i;ht. 2 abactinal ]ilat<"s are shown which separate the 2 series

of suiiei'omar.uinals. X !).(>. P. 247.

(•). h'osdstcr .^iiiiiholiciis : :', i-adial jilates to tlie left, and 2 adi-adi;il to the

i-i.uhl. showing the inteiauil coiiiMM'tinL:' ossicles. X (>.."). P. 2.").'5.

7. C( nniKislcr smillii. ivjie: ab.-iciinal |ilates of radial area from coelomic

side, X 1 ».(). 111. Same: fonrteentb and lifteenlh ••idambulacral phites,

X 9.0. 7//. Same: one of the proximal radial plates, X '.l,C>. 7c. Same;

an .adradial plate. X 9.0. P. 2.".7.

8. rcri-ssof/oiKistcr i)isiiniif<. ly]>e; twentieth adambuhu ral plate, X O.-J.

8a. Same: radial p.-ixilla from disk. X 9.(>. 1'. 2.".<'(.

9. Para!iO)ia.st<r chniiics li iiixicd iilli its : radial paxilla ()r [ilate, X 9.G.

9(/. Same: sexcinli adambuhnral iil.ate. X (i..'). I'. 22S.

10. ParaiKinaxli r slcinisl iili us. ty|ie: lifth and sixth ad.ambnlacr.al i)lates,

X 9.0. 1(»</. Same; a paxilla from the radial series, X 9.0. I'. 232.
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Pl.ATK 1)2.

1(1.

1 1.

\ l/iiijiJ/fisfrr miicvduiitiis. tyiic: .-i nnli.-il ;ili;ic| iiuil iilnlc fi-diii iiiidw.-iy

lictwccii cciitci- ;iii(l liiisc III' r;iy, X M.Ci. ](i. Smiiic: I liirl cciil h ;i(l;iiii-

liuliicnil pi. lie. y (•...".. \\ L'ni).

y inn I'lnislcr hiilodminis. \\]\.-: - ruiisccut i\(' i-.-idiiil pliitts. X D.C). 2ii.

Sniiic: sixtcciith ;i(I:iiiil)nl;ici';il jil.-ilc, X !».(>. lI/(. Snnic: nh.-icl iiiiil

pedicel l;ii-i;i. X TJ. 1'. L'TH.

\ imiplidsh r iiiuluccdini.s. lype; riidinl iil;Me. I'l-diii middle of i';idi;il

.•ire;i, X C)..!. 'An. S;iuie: sevelil eelll ll ;id;l inlild;icl-;l I iil;l(e, ;\ ("...".. 'Mi.

Snine: iicliiinl inlci-niedinle ]ie(lii-ell;i |-i:i rreiii philes .id.j.-iceiil lo

;id;iiiiliul;ici-:ils. 1'. 274.

\ iiiniilidstir iiic.scrcs. tyiie; r;i()i;d plate. >;;»,(;. -\(i. Saiiii'; tentli

adaiiiliulacrni plale (Hie firsl to loiieli an iiifeniinai-^iiial plalel.

X <).(;. 1'. L'SO.

Xi/iii l)li(istii- (Jj/.scrit/is. type: jn-oximal radial plate, X ('i.r>. .Irr Saino:

sixtet'iith adniiihulacr.-il plate, ^; (;.."i. ."./;. Same; iiedicellaria fi-tuii

an adamlml.-icral plate. I*. 2(;('>.

S iliuplnistcr (ini/phi.r. tyiie; sixleentli and seveideentli .adamlmlaeral

plates, the latter liein^- the tii-st In tniieh an inferomai-.^ina I at liase

of fay, X {>.'>. ^'l(l. Same; radial pl.ate from middle m- radial area.

X (')..'>. (•.//. Same
; Iiedicellaria. 1'. 2(U.

Xi/iii plnisfcr iifopii.s. txpe; ahaclinal plates fi-om radial area. X '.).C>.

~<i. Same; sixth adamlmlaeral plate (the last one .adjaeent to an
.•ictinal intermediate pl.ate). X !).(;. I'. L'S.l.

\ l/iii /ilidshr hdhroldl U.S. type; lifteeiith adamliidaeral jilatt-. X (i.n. Sd.

Same; pedieellaria on third adamlmlaeral jilate. I'. 2S2.

Xi/iiijilidstcr dill lirncnciiiis, ty|ie; a proximal radial jtlate, X (i.o, and
below an ahactinal pedieellaria ninch enlarL;('(|. '.)/>. Same; twelfth

ad;imlmlaeral plate. !'. 277.

Sjilidciinilisiiis sfoldi-i-jijit IIS, t.Npe; fourth adamlmlaeral plate. :!).(;

10'/. Same; iiroxi'iial i-adial plale, X !).(>. P. 2S7.

I'llldslif cuchiiilii.r. type; radial jilales. with seeond;iry plates, from
Hie coelomie side, ?•' (;..">. \\(i. S.am,'; eiLihlh adamimlaei'al plat(\

X (i.o. 11^. Same; aetinal inlermi'diale peilieellaria. open. 11n,

Same; closed. X ! ).(•>. Wd. Saiiu'; ahactinal pedieellaria. X D.C.

!. 2<.l(l.
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Plate OH.

Fig.]. Iconastcr pcricrcl uh, tyjie ; prinuiry rndinl iilnto (/>/), 2 rndiiil plates,

and 2 :i(li-;iili:il ])l;ilcs. In. Saiiic; iiinili and fcnili adanibiilacral

jilati's. ]*. ;!(((;.

2. h-oiiiislir hiiH/iiiiinnis : 2 i-adial plaU^s (r), and 2 lateral series, showing
the itecnliar marginal granules and pedicellariae, X 9.G. 2a. Same;
fifteenth adamhidarral plate (at l)aso of narrow part of ray), X 9.6.

1'. 303.

3. Lit/Kisoiiia (iclimniii'ini, type; tt'iUli adanihulaci-al piale. X CH. 3(7.

S:inic; 2 radial plalcs. X ().~h V. 21).S.

4. I'oiilioccniiinis (innidi.s. type: Iwciitictli adaniliulacral plate, X O.n. 4r/.

Same; radial jil.-ilc near ccnlcr of disk. X (!..">. 4/;. Same; an actinal

intermediate ])edicellaria, X 9.G. 1'. 294.

f). ('(illidsfcr rorinntvH. tyite : eighth and ninth adamlmlacral iilates. and
X 9.() 7ui. Same, station .124S ; fnrrow face of adambniacral plates.

Same; ahadinal plates, the 2 on the left being the third and fonrth

from the ])i-imai'y radial ; lower jilate adcentral, X ().."•. \\ ;;](;.

C. LlfhoHonKt ixiiicJira, type: the 2 plates to the left are from tlie radial

series; 1 .adi'adial plate with pedicclla ria, X 9.(>. Cxi. Same; fourteenth
.•Hl;imlinlacral. and 2 adjacent actinal plates, X 9.(;. ("./>. Same; from
station 7i\-S.\: corresponding jilale to that shown in (\<i. X 9.("). I'. 301.

7. A.slrollKiiniiii ciiiili iihiclciiiii. tyjie; tip of ray, showing tlie enlarged

distal snperoniarginals, X .">.2. la. Same; :nlamliulaeral jilate, X G.5.

71). Same; actinal intermediate pedieellaria, enlarged. 7e. Same; on
right, foni-lh to sixiii radial plate from the primary radial; "^ "dratluils

on the left, X (;.."., I'. .",l>().
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I'l.ATK 01.

Fic. 1. Asl rixrrdiinis sj,li(itrin.sl id IIS. Ixpc; ruurlli ;iii(l lil'lli ;i(l:iiiilMil;icral |il;i(('s

;iii(l ;i(l.i:icfiil ;i<-lin;il |)l;ilc. X !>.(). 1'/. SaiiK'; ii |-ii(li;il plait'. X (i.-'t.

2. A-slri)i-( riiiiiiis liimnliis. tyiic; fourth and fifth adainliuhicral ]ilatos and

adjacciil aclinal platt', X !).<'•. iI*/. Sanic; "J radial iilalrs. X <'...").

P. ;',i(>.

3. Atclorids (iniicinitliiis. type; sixili adaniliuiacral plalc. i\ii. Same; ac-

tinal pcdii-cllaria near a(hiniiiulacrals, o/*. Same ; radial plates; 2

l)hit('s ha\(' hccn IrcaltMl with caustic potash to sliow ;;ranul('s. X ()..">.

I'. :!4:',.

A. Aiitlicmiidcs IInni II 1 1 IS IIS. station r)(;24 : scvcntli a(ianil)ulacral jilatc. X O.o.

All. Same: an actinal iH'diccllaria : below, one Jaw from side. X 12. 4/*.

Same; ahactinal jiedicellariae. dry. X !).d. I'. ;i"].H.

.">. Aiil hcii'iidcs niiiiilnsiis. type; sexcnth adaioimlaci-al iilatt* ; si)ocimeii not

dry. X •"). 7)11. .Same; aclinal pedicidlaria adjacent to a(himl)uhicral

plate, X 12. .")/*. Same; small portion of ahactinal surface in radial

region, .showing 2 pedicella riae and wriidcled skin, X 12; /;.. i)aiiulae;

/III.. )iedicellariae. 7>r. Same; clost-d pi>dicellaria. I'. .").".S.

('.. AiitlKiioiiIrs lilliDsiiiiis, type, dried; einlUli .-idamhulacral jilale. X .">. V,ii.

Same; actinal intermediate pedicellai-iae. adjaceid to furrow. X '.).C>.

P. 330.

(Ml. Same; a ]uMliceIlaria and a Lirainile. X !!.(!. (ic. Satne; ahactinal

pedicelhiria from side. X 10.

7. Ifiinti/lr Kiiiiliiris. l\pe; actinal view of 2 adamhulacral jilales. .and a

jiortion (d' an intermediate plate. ."i. 7'/. Same ; dried specimen ; fur-

row face of an adamhulacral ]ilate; (Ui either side the furrow spines

liax'e heen remoxcd to show jiclinal surface, X 'd.O. P. 3(;2.

s. I'l iitiiicrniisis I i/lnilrniia. tv'iie; 2 adamhiacral plates I'foni middle oi'

ray, l'uri-ow margin to ri;;ht ; the suhandmlacra 1 spines have heen

remox'cd from the distal plate. X 0.."). Sii. Same: actinal intei-mediale

ix'dicellaria ojiposile third adamhulacral plate. '.».0. s^. Same;

ahai'tinal i)edic(dla i-iae li-om paiailar area, middle of radia I region,

much enl;ir,L:('d. !'. ."i.'iO.
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Plate 95.

Fig. 1. Aslcroilisciix hchnniiiis, lypc; tulicrclcs on ccnlr;!! iiniiidn of disk, X 0.

'[(I. Siiiiic: '1 ;i(l;[iiiliiil:i('ral ])liitt's. X (>.."). I'. ."triT.

2. Fnniiiii (iisHcIki. i,\pf: fourteentli iiiul lil'icciit li pl.-ilos. X O.G. P. 37.").

.3. Froiitid hcinioiihi. t.\|ir: 2 ;i(l;iiul>iil;i(f;il plntcs froiii proximal third of

ray. X '.».f.. P. ."'.TT.

4. FcrdiiKi (jliiiilndi.sca. type; fiu'i'ow face of an adaiiil)ulaeral plate, mid-

dle of i-a\, llic adoral side to ri.ulit. X il.C. An. Saiiu>: the adam])ula('i-al

spines seen from the actinal surface; the dotted lines indicafo the.

limits of a jilate; adoral side of i»lat(>. hclow. X !).(i. 4/;. Same;

integunuMd adjaccnl lo basal plate (iiarl of which is shown on the

left) showinu- liic uranules, X 9.G. P. .".TO.

5. Ophi(U(ist< r I'iisciik, station .5248; actinal view of :'. adamhnlacral jilales.

X !).<). 5^/. Same, station .524S ; ; furi-ow f.-icc of adamhnlacral ])lalcs.

X !).(). 5/(. Same; an adradial jihilc, sliowinij,- lulxM-cle. pediccjlaria.

and adjaccnl papular ai'ca, X !».<i. .')r. Same, slatiou 5(;41 ; a ipcdiccl-

laria, cnlai'.ucil. 1'. ."JSS.

(). Oitliiilidsfcr tnjclnnis, type: adanilmhicrnl plates, hase of ray. X Ki.

('.(/. Same, cotype: an .•iltaclinai pedicellaria. < HI. (;/>. Sam<'. eoiyiie;

Ihe foi-ni (>!• alxciilns of an alniclinal iiedicellaria. X K!. {'><-. Same,

type; furrow face of 2 adaniitulacral plates. Xll); luL. adoral side.

(til. Same. 1\|ie; radial plales, near base of ray. X Hi. P. oixi.

7. Jj'idslcr mniloinis. slalion oKio. dried; adanibnla<-ral plales. X !).().

P. :!!)(5.

S. Hiiitdslcr lilli()(l(s. type: actinal snrface. neai- base of I'ay. X 12;

adambnlaci'al |il;iles lo ri.uld ; the snbambnlacral spines are in the

nnddle. S<i. Same; a pedicellaria from an ;\bai-(inal |)lale, in an intei--

i-:idins. much enlarged. S/». Sau:e: abactinal urannles and iiedicel-

lai'iae, much enlai'p'd. I', .'t'.ts.

9. Nardoa tiiuiuloHd. station 51(;(»; 2 ••ulambnl.icral pl.ates near middle of

ray. X G.5. P. 3SG.

10. IlaliliiU rcfiiildris : abactinal itlates from the nnddle of ihe radial region.

and fi-om the coelomic side, natural size. P. .'>(!2.
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I'l.ATio ;)u.

l'"l(;. 1. .\s:t(l))(llscllS llchllKll US. lypc: ;ll).'H'l iiijil surl'iicc. p.

-. Siiiiic; iMirtioii of ;icliii;il surfMce.



Plate 97.

Fh;. 1. l'( iifdci n>ii-'<is I iiUiili iiiKi, tyjic; alind iiinl siii't'jicc. ]). l.-'id.

2. Ast(i()(li'<(i(s eh innis ; siieciincn iiliolo^r.-iplicd Iroiii side. p. 355.
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Pla'hc 9S.

l'"i(;. 1. Ihillliih ri(iul(iris: ncliiinl surfncc nf lypr. i-cilii<-c(l. |i. WiVl.

'1. Pcnhict'njihsi.s I i/hxh riiia : ;icliii;il siirl';ict' nl' \y[>v, p. o.lU.

04.-)



Plate !)i).

Ildlihilc ntiiildiis, l\pc.

I''i(;. 1. SiK'ciiiu'ii |ili(>l(i,m-;i|>li('(| ri-iiiii side In slmw mnruiii;! I |il;ilrs, rcdiicc

H. Ahnd iii;il \ lew. sliowin,^ llic rr.miliii' |i;iinil;ii- ;n'c;is. rcdiiccil.
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T'l.ATE UMI.

"i(i. 1. I'l nIdccrop.Kifi tiihKlcniKi : i»irti<>ii of niilinl rciiioii (if nlcictinnl s\u"f;U'e,

(Milar.Lred, p. 350.

D. IliiHljilc fciiiiliiris : side of body sliowiiiLT iii,ir;.'iii:il phili's niul (Mid nf r:i\\

].. .".02.

.".. Siiiiic: ••ipicnl .-ire;! slidwiiiu (he I'CLrnliir p.iipul.ir nrcas.
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Pj.atk 101.

Frc. 1. Orcnslcr til i-cohil lis : :il(;iclin:il view. i-cdiitH'd. \). 348.

2. A-stiioili-si-iis (l(<iinis: nlindiiiiil view, p. oHri.

(US
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Plate 102.

Fk;. 1. nissoficiicti si i/racifi : iiorfinn of nctiiinl surface of tyix', ciiliirucd, ]t. P,(',S.

-. Oiiiish r iiodosiis : ••ilincl iiinl s\u"f;ife. rcdiicetl, p. 340.



Plate ](«.

Fr(;. 1. DissoiKtics Nliirdciii : :iliactiii;il jispcci nf tyjic. p. .">08.

-. Oiiliiilidslcr Iriicliii us : nhncl iiinl view \\\' \\\n\ ciil:! r^zcd,

.">. Siiiiic: ;ii'lin;il \ icw ol' ly]ic, ciil.-i ivucd.

4. (>itlii(li(i.sh r fusiiis: ncl iiml nspcfl. |i. ;JS,S.

G.jO
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Plate 104.

Fik;. 1. Opiiiilidstcr fiixciis : 'ilinctinal view. t'Ular.uiHl. p. 3SS.

1'. Fcnliini ill iipliiiliscii : .-ihacliiial view. eiilar.i;ed, p. 370.

3. lc(jii(i.sl( ) iDiiiiiiinniii.s ; abactlual view, enlarged, p. 303.
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I'l.AlK 10.").

I''i(;. 1. Franiid ( usliclm. iNpc: iib.-icl iiinl \i('w. (nilcr jiari of oiii' I'jiy witli .uraii-

Tilcs i'ciini\'c(l 1(1 show iilatcs. p. .'IT.').

2. Fraiiiid In iiiiiijihi. tyi>c: aliad inal \ icw. \\. .">77.

3. Nardod .s('iiiir< (iiilnris : aliactinal aspect, ji. :\S'A.

4. Froniid jdiioiiica : aliariiual view. p. .'t7.">.

5. Nardod s(iiidiii iihi-sa : aliariiual virw. p. 'AS'.',.
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I'LATi: ](t(J.

l''i(j. 1. Fruiiiid cii-slicliti, lyjn'; nctin.-il siii'tncc. p. 'M').

2. Froniid jdixtiiicd. station ."iiMl ; aciinal surface, p.

B. Froiiiid liiiitidphi. \\\n'\ acliiiai surtacc. p. .'STT.

4. i'lriliiKt (ili/iiloili.sfii. type: aciinal surra(('. p. .'JTU.
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Vl.vie 107.

Kii1;ii-l;(mI dclnils of ;il):u-t iiiii I iind acliiui! suri'iices;.

I''i(i. 1. I'rniiiid jdiionicd : ;icl iii;i 1. ]i. IMo.

'2. I'roiiiid Iiciiiiopid : ;ili;icl Jial, p. ,'>77.

.">. I'roiiiid ciisHchd : .-ilinrl in.-il, ]>. .".7.").

4. J'roiiiid Ik iiiio/ild : .Mctin.-il. p. :)77.

;"). i'roiiiid ( iislichd : nclinnl. p. '.\~T\.

(*). Oiiliiilidsli r I iijilntiis : almci iiial. p.

7. I'^roiiiid jdpijiiicd ; nliacl inal, p. .i7.">.

(m4
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Platk lOS.

Fio. 1. NiiiuJoii Hiolli.s: .MiT Islniid (Miiitii.v Isliiiids), Torres Slniit. (M. C. Z.

Coll.) P. aSl.

2. Naidoa xordc-cdlcdoiiidc: MTt Isl.-ind. (M. (
", Z. ("oil.) 1'. :^71).

3. Nnrdoa ixnirlforh : No. 'I'^'l'l. Museiun of ( "oiiipM I'lil ivc /orilo^y, MTt
(^riiiTM.v Islands), Ton-OS Strait. P. 381.

4. Xindod niriohila. Maurilius. {M. ('. Z. Coll.) P. :!7!).



Plate 109.

Fig. 1. Ntirdod frbniti: ;ili;ict iiinl surface, p. 3S,'').

2. Nariloa tiiiinilosd : ahactiiuil surface (»f t.vi)e, p. 3S6.

3. PatirirUa c.rifiiKt : ahactinal surface of a speciuion from I'aiihutan Bay,

p. 410.

4. Sauie; actinal surface of same .speciuien, eularged.
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vlatk no.

Frr,. 1. A'drdod I iihcrnild la : iilmcl iiuil siiiMnct'
; p. .'584.

2. Oiiliiiliiislcr (I iihi(,sii>: : .-ilinri iiiiil siii1";ict'. ciilnrLicd. ]i. .">!)4.

;>. A n.\('r<iiii)(l(i iii(icn>i)<)r<i ; ;ilp;i(liii;il surt'.-icc at typi', cnhii'Lii'd, 4L'4.
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Plate 111.

Fviilnrucd dcf nils of n1)nrt1ii;i1 mid ;icliii;d surfiico^

Fig. 1. Ndnlod siiikhii iilosa : .mIck'I inal. ji. .'iS.'!.

2. Niirildii ! iiin iilnsd : abactiiial, p. 3SG.

8. Nanhid Iriuiili : ahactinal, p. 385.

4. Ojiliididxlcr (liihiosiis : al)a('tiiial, p. 894.

.1. Ojiliiilidslcr fiisciix: abac'tiniil, p. 388.

C. Saiii': atliiird.

G.')8
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Plate 112.

Fm. 1. Jjidstcr aiKilofiiis. I\|ic: :ih;ictiii;il nsiicct. sliowiii^ nlsn llic side iiiid

actiuiil sui'f'iicc. II. ."*>;)(;.

2. Ecliinaatcr ((illnsii.^: .-icliiial aspect, sliowiuu .also llir side ol" 2 rays,

p. 42S.
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Plate 113.

Fig. 1. Nefxni.thia jovlnni; abnctinal surf:u-t% eiilai-j;('(l, p. 423.

2. Same ; actinal surface, enlarged.

3. Ncpdiitliia niaculata: ahactinal sui-racc, ciilai'mMl, p. 422.

4. Same ; actinal view, enlarged.
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I'LATE 114.

I'"i(;. 1. I'dniiK iiiint It III jihi I inl isni : ;ili;ii-l iiiii 1 surfiicc nf" lypc. 'I'l

li;i\(' liccM rciiKiNci! fi'diii nil ;ir(';i nf one vav, \>. (I'd.

'2. Axtrrimipsi.s ixdicvllnri.s ; actiiuil view ol' tyiic. p. 417.

•i. Saiiie ; iibactiiial view of type.

4. I'anniciKiiiflihi jilal iiiliscti : adiual aspect of tlie 1.\pe, p. 420.

liiifle
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Plate 115.

Fig. 1. AstcriiKi ciinniaht c/^r/'cr'.s-
.- nlmcl in;il nsiiccl of tyiic. cnlnr.ncd, p. 414.

2. Sumo; ndiiial \i('W of type, ciiIjii-ummI.

3. Astcri)i<i coioiKihi ciistdtd : abactinal view of lyiic. ji. 411.

4. Asteriiiii a pliciis; abacliiial vii'w, ('iilai'.ucil. ji. 411.
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Plate IIG.

Enlarged dctnils.

Fifis. I . L'. AshriiKi ((irniidtii iiicrccft : type. ]>. 414.

.">. ZaradsUr cd rliKi I us jiliili iijiimiixix : siiiiics clciuicd rnim ;i inirlidii

(pT 1-m.v, 1 1. 477.

4. ."(. I'd i<n\<iiinil hid /ildl iidlsca : lyiic, ]i. 4li().
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Pr.ATF, 117.

AfiDitJuistcr hrcri.siiiiiii.s ; iilmcl iii;il \ic\v of \\]h\ [i. 442.
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Plate IIS.

V\i,. 1. AciiiillKish r hn risiiiinis : ]i(>i-i;im <>r ;icliii;i1 siii'hict', ji. 4-lL'.

L', .">. Ilciirlcid (linsi.siii iKi : ciilMi'm'il. ]i. J.">().

4. Ilcinicid (irciishihi : pui-iion <i\' ni.v imn-li cnhirucd. p. i:!'.i.

"i. Ilciiriciii (irciisltihi : ncliiml \ icw. ciilnr.ucd.

Gor.



Plate 119.

Fig. 1. Jlcinicifi (hiisi.spiiKi : ;icliii;il siiil'ncc of siicciuuMi I'l-oiii slrilidii Solio.

2. Sniiic: :ili;i(t in.'il view (if .-iiKitlKM- six'ciiiicn i'vinw slntion r)~)2H.

.'!. S.-iiiic: ;ili;ifl iiml view of siK'ciincH rnmi sl.-ilidii ri7>][). ("iilni-ucd.

4. Ilcinicid (irciishihi : imrticii of ;ili;icl iiml iind Inlcrnl iisiicds of 2 i-nys of

lyjic, riil:ii\^(Ml, ji. 4:;!l.
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Platjo 120.

Fic. 1. Acnorids iioli/ch iiins : :ictin;il nIcw of type. p. 451.

'2. //(iiriciii (ircjisluld : ;icliii;il view of Ixpc. ji. 41!!).

;>. Il( iniclii iiilrrojihi.r : .-k-I iiinl nspccl of Ixpc. ]>. 4;>T.

4. '/''iniclKixh r hiniis: nlnirt inn! \it'w of Ivpc. ji. 4(»"_'.

."). IhnricKi iiiicroithi.r : alinctiiuil xicw ol' type, [). 4o7.

()(J7



Plate 121.

Fi(!. 1. AKfcriiKi/isis pcdicclhiris ; typo. ;iclin;il view, enlarged, p. 417.

'2. Ilciiriciii iiii<-r(i/)l(i.r : type, abaci iii.-il \ icw. ('nlar.!i"e(l, p. 437.

o. Tttrdclidslcr Icind-s: lypi', aclinal \i('\v. ('ulai\i;'e(l, p. 402.

lidS
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Plate 122.

I'll,. 1. Olliilid jiiirijitnii; abudinal view, p. 432.

'2. iU-hiiKislcr stcrcosomus ; actlnal surface of type, p. 430.

3. Same: aliactinal surface of type.

4. JJcliiiKish r cdllosiis : aliadiiial sui'faceof ymiiii: sipccimen. p. 42S.

"). Saiiic; actiiial surface.
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Plate 123.

Fic. 1. Xciinriii.s jtoliiclciiiiis : nbadiual view of lyiio, onlarued, \). 4."il.

2. Loplidstcr siihi(it>:is : al)a<'tinal \\v\\ (if tvpc. ciilar.ued, p. 44U.
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Plate 124.

Fig. 1. Cnissdstrr scoti)i)]iiliis : altnftinal view of type, p;irtl.v dry, onlarsed,

p. 447.

2. niiiiiciKistcr iKirtsclii : ahactinal view of type. p. 4G5.

3. Lop]Kist< r siiliK iisix : actinnl surface of type, enlarged, p. 449.

4. BuHfiHtcr lUlKjdis; ahactinal view of type, much enlarged, p. 398.
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Plate 125.

Soldnh f tr(ii)i<iis : nlmctiiiiil view (if type, p. 444.
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I'l.ATK 12().

Fro 1 Turarhashr fmiiis: adiu.-il view of typ.', vuIav-vA :
tlu' rays arc twisted

so as I., show also llu> si.l.' aiul .lorsuin. The plalcs of oiio a.-liual

iutt'i-rndial area have heeii (hMmih^!. as also a iM,rlion of Ihe aclinal

sui'faee of one ray. p. 402.

2. K()I(ist<r I milieus: aclinal snrracc of typ<'. 1>. 444.

(;t:i



Plate 127.

Frr;. 1. I'lcrasicr ahcsiis iiiikhioI us : ;iii:ii-t innl \i('W of t.v]u'. p. 4.18.

-. riridstcr corillK h -s : ;iclil!;ll \icw (if 1\|i('. p. 4')C).

.">. Snnic; nlind iiinl \ icw ol' l\|u'.

4. n iniiciKislfridcs :iini(iiiiilli IIS : ;icliii;il view of tyiio. p. 4G8.

."). Snuic : :ih;ictiii;il \iow of lyjic.
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Plate 12S.

I'^'Ki. 1. ri( ra.slir corinictcs : adiiKil view ol' typt". ciilMi'.ucd. p. 4.">().

'1. Iliimciuisfciiili s zcnoi/itti/lni.s : ;ic(iii:il nsiicci ol' lyjir, niiicli L-iilar.ncd,

1). 4G8.

3. I'lcnisli r (ihcsiis iiiiioiinl ii-< : ;ictiii;il \i('W of type, enlarged,
i>. 458.
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Pr.ATK 120.

U jiiiti misli r liKiilo/K //Ills : iil»:icliii;il view of typo, eiilai'm'd. [). 4G3.
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Pl,ATE 130.

I''i(;. 1. /I i/iiK iKishr iii(i(l()i/( III lis : ncliiial view i>\' type p. 4i'>''>.

'2. Iliiilnjilrni.shr III iillijii s /ill I ii ilid I II s ; ;ili;icl iii.-il \i('w (if ty[»(", p. M\-.
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I'r.ATK 1:^1.

Fig. 1. DisKof/ciics .stj/racid. i\])o: riidinl ])l:ites, liar^o of ray. X 6.."). 1(/. Siime;

tiflli and sixth adainbiilacral jilates X G.,"). 1?). Same; aUaclinal ]ilates

Willi ihf irraiuilcs rfiiiovod. near middle of ray, X 4. 1'. 3<')S.

2. Marginaster paucisi)iinis, type; actinal surface showing last 5 (third to

seventh) inferomarjiinal plates, and distal adamlnilacrals, X 9.C. The
last 2 marginals are partly hidden; int., actinal intermediate plate.

2a. Same; abactinal surface, showing ai-rangement of plates. X f)

;

h, primary basal; /', primary radial; sm /. the first superomarginal

;

ir, interradial line. J*. 407.

3. Anseropoda macropora. type; external view of abactinal plates, showing

the enlarged plates suri'ounding the ])aimlar ]>or('s; /•, the radial series

of plates, X 16. 3fl. Same (cotype; one of the proximal ])aiinlar pores,

will) enlarged and normal plates, X 1(5. 86. Sniiic; '1 adauiltulacral :ind

o adjacent actinal intermediate plates. P. 4114.

4. Asterina ccyronata rristtita. type; an adambuhu-rn! plate and an adiiial

int(>rmediate pl;ile. /;//.. ^. ;».(i. 4(t. Same: nbacliual plaies atljacenl to

the radial line, sliowiiig, 011 the riulil. - of ilie cnl.-n-gcd plates, X 12.

P. 413.

5. A-stcrina coroiKifd cKcn-cs. type; an adambulacral plate, and an actinal

intermediate plate to ibc left (int.), X 20. ~hi. Same, type; abactinal

plates of disk, near the iiiteri'adial line (ir), each with a pedict>llaria

(l><(l.). X r_'. p. 414.

(j. Acanl hdstcr hrcrisjtin us, cot \ pe ;
.'! adaiubidaci'al plate.s, X (i..'');llie uppei".

wliicb is distad. has the I'uiTow spines removed to show the furrow

liedicellaria beneath ( //*) : note the subamlmlacral pedicellaria (prd.).

Cxi. Same; 2 ab.-icl iiial spines. X 12. Cth. c. <l. Same; :*> abinMinal jicdi-

cellai-iae. P. 442.
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ri.ATK 1.•!•_'.

I''i(i. 1. I'lirdiiciHiiilliid jiliit jiilisctt, tyi)e: clfxcnlli and Iwc'll'lli adniiibuliicriil

plalcs with llic _' adjacent actinal intcrnKMliato plates (int.) X 0.0.

1(1. Same; an adamhulacral and an intermediate plate [hit.), middle

of ray. X 9.0. lit. ^>ame ; abaci inal plates, middle of ray; the arrows

mark the division between tlie radial and lateral areas; X 9.0. P. 420.

2. Astcriiiopsis pcdicclldris. type; an abaetinal plate from near interradiiis

X 10. -<i. Same. Icnili to twelfth adanibnlacral plates, with adjacent

intermediate plates (int.), X 10. 1". 417.

."). Ilciiiicid iiiicroiila.r, type; fnrrow face of an adamlndacral plate, X S.

1'. 437.

4. IFoiricid drciistdtd, tyjie; profile view (adoral side) of the fifth adam-

Inilacral plate, X S. P. 439.

r>, ~\(i-5c. Echiii<i.stcr (dtlosii.'< ; deposits in skin of large specimen, X 400.

f)*/, Hr. Same: station 5138; deposits in skin of small specimen. P. 428.

G.Cxi-Vtc. Ecliiiidxtcr Htcrcoiiomiix, type; deposits in skin, X 400. P. 430.

l.ld.lh. Olliilid jiufitiircd. station oKJO; deposits in the skin, X 400.

P. 432.

5. Jjiplid-stcr suluciisis. type; seventii and ei.uhlh adambidacral plates,

actinal interniediale plates, foui-th, hftli, and sixth infei'omariiinals

(/) and 2 supei-oniarginals (.s). 8rf. Same; adradial paxillae, base

of ray. P. 449.
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Pl.ATE 133.

Fi(i. 1. Xotoriii.s iioli/rtoiiKs, tyjie; 'J .•i(l;iiiihiiliiiT;il, .''> ad.jiicciit iutVronuirjiiiial

(/) and 2 siii»ei'(»inarj;inal plates (.v), X s. 1*/. Saini': suiiprouiarfii-

iial and inferoiiuirsiniil plates from the side. X (>..'>: tiie sjiiiies point

toward the end of the ray. 1/*. Same: ahactinal pseudoiiaxillae. base

of ray. X 0.5. P. 4.".1.

2. Sulthster iroijicu.s, type ; thirteenth and fourteentli adambulaeral, and

adjacent actinal i)hites, showing the heavy investment of the spines.

XT). 2(1. Same; ;d)actinal jilates. dried, from near median line and

the proximal third of ray. X (>..">. 2h. Same; ahactinal psendo-

paxillae with the inte.i;nment covering' the plates and si)ines. P. 444.

3. Cfdssdsfcr scdtoiiliiliis. type; fourleenth and fifteenth adamhulacrals and

adjaccnl inferom.-ii'uinal plates. X s. 'Aa. S:ime; .-dtactinal plates at

base of ray and near median line, X (J.o. P. 447.

4. Pterastcr obcsitu iiit/oiiotu)i, type; month plates, X 6.5. P. 458.

5. I'teroHter vorinicicx, type; a paxiila fi-oni the side, sliowing 5 eliarac-

teristically formed si)ine.s, X 12. ."u/. Same; i)axillae and the snpra-

dorsal membrane near center of disk, X (').."•. I'. 4."(((.

G. ]Iijincii(ist( r rhodopcitlKS, type; second and third adambulaeral plates,

X 8. P. 4G3.

7. IfjnnciKistcr Ixrrlsclii. tyiie; second adambulaeral plate, X 8. P. 4(55.

l)S()
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Plate 134.

I'lc. 1. II jiiiK iKi.slcridc.s zoKKjiiatlnis, t.vi)e; (iral aiiulc slidwinn' mouth iihites

and tlie first G adaiiibulacral plates of one side, 3 of these are obviously
" liroininent " plates (p) and Ijetween them are tlie alternate smaller

adauihulacrals, each with 1 spine (»/>), X S. I'. 4().s.

2. Mjjxdstcr iiiedusa, type; abactinal plates from the inside, X S. '2(i.

Same ; adambulacral plates denuded of spines ; the furrow margin is

toward the left; X 4. 2 ?>, c, d. Same; 3 abactinal plates, disassociated;

the attachment point of the spines is shown by the slight bosses on

the plate, X 8. 2c. Same; oral angle, with mouth plates and 2

adambulacral fans on either side, X 2.5. P. 454.

3. Cnemidaster wi/villii, station 5582 ; 2 prominent adambulacral plates.

and between them a " nonprominent " plate, X 8. 3f/. Same,

station 5607; 3 "prominent" and 2 nonprominent plati's ; a nonpromi-

nent plate, and a prominent plate without spines, X 8. l*. 480.

4. Zoroaster inieroporus, type; the furrow projection of a prominent plate

from the adoral side, showing 3 furrow spines. 4a. Same; a "promi-

nent " and a " nonprominent " plate, actinal view, X 8. P. 475.
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Plate 185.

Fig. 1. Hill hiolitpli ii.s iicautlihiiis, type: altactiiml plalcs and on the left. 3 series

of lateral plates; c. eai'inal or radial series; s, superomarginal plates;

the spines have all Iteen removed. X 4. ^(l. Same; 3 adamhulacral

plates, from in'oximal third of the ray, X 9.(5; on the right 2 lateral

sjiines of the lowermost series are shown. 16. Same; a pedicellaria

from an adamhulacral spine, enlarged. \c. Same; cross section of a

ray X 3.L! ; c, carinal plates; .v, superomarginal plates; /, inferomai'gi-

nal i)hites; na, su])eraml)ulacral plates. P. 484.

2. Zorodxicr opliiavtis, type; 2 adamhulaci-al plates. X s. lit. Same,

station r)(),S4, specimen with R= 12(l nnii. : 2 adamhulacral i)lates.

2/>. Same, type; side view of r;iy showing spines and pedicelhiriae.

X S; ] huge spine is shown from each of the 3 lowest tiers of lateral

l)lates. near hase of ray. P. 473.

3. Zoroaster ctiriiidtiis i)Jii]ii)i)iii(nsi.s, tyix' ; 2 adamhulacral plates;

the adoi-al side is below ; X S. :\ii. Same, ixiic; |ii-otilc view fi-om

adoral side of a pronnnent adaini)ulacral plate, X S. 1'. 477.

4. Coromixtcr rolsellatits ; major pedicellaria, length about 1.7.") mm.. X 20

4<t. Same; another view of a major i)edicellaria. P. 49G.

5. ConiiKistcr lialucini^. type; a nuijor pedicell.aria, length about l.n

nun., X 2d. 'xi. Same; ])rotile view of a major iiedicellai'ia. X 2ti.

V. 407.
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Plate 136.

Fig. 1. Zoroaslcr opliiacti-'i, type; the longest r;i.v roaches to lowoi- riulit corner

of phvte, p. 473.

2. Zoronstvr iiiicroponis, type; a nnitilatcd ray on (he i-i;:ht side lias the

plates denuded, p. 475.
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I'LATE 1S7.

Zorodxlrr ((irhidt its jili iliiiitiiiciisis. Ml):ictiii;il view dT the type (l;ir;j;est) ami

LI piirllx .i;ro\\n si)eciiiions. fcdncrd. p. 477.
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Plate 13S.

CiKiiiiiliistcr iri/rina, nliactiiial aspect.

Fig. 1. Ininiatiire spocinu'ii, p. 4S0.

2. Mature specimen.

3. Disk of 1, considerably enlarged.
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Plate 139.

Fkj. 1. litilhioloiili IIS (ii-initliiinis ; nbactiiiiil ;is]K'('t of type, ciilarjicd, ]). 4S5.

H. Smiiu': iKU'linii of ni-iiiKil siirlncc of type, ciiljiryed, p. 485.

3. Zoroiislcr njiliinclis : jioi-iioii of acliiial smrace of type, enlarged, p. 473

4. Zoroaster inicroiioriis : ixirtioii nf actiiial siirfaco of fyiio, sli.iiiitly en

laryod, p. 475.
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Pl.ATK 140.

Conmiisli r Iniliccinis : disl; and 4 rays of t\iK'. [>. 45)7.

OSl



Plate 141.

Fio. 1. 'I'iir.stistcr ilislicliditiis : aliactiii.-il vit'w of tyjx', eiilar^vd, p. 4<JU.

_'. Distoliislcriiix Ini/xicdiitliiis ; aliacl iiia I view (if cdtyiH'. p. 4S7.

;!. Saint' ; acliiial view of lypc.
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I'lAI-K 142.

Fig.]. (hVniiii itcniih in . type: uliad innl xicw ciil.-ii'.ucd ; side view (if tci'iuMi il

lHi|-|i(ili n|' |';iy oil llic rilillt. Ji. ."iU."!.

'1. I'cilicilliisti r cliiioiilioriis, ixpc: ;ili;icl iiinl .ispcct. ciilnrui'il. p. 499.
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Plate 143.

I'k;. 1. Odhiid nidf/ixicr, type; abnctiiiiil aspect of ray, reduced, p. 507.

_'. Same; laleral aspect of ray. A [liece of black paper has been placed

liack ol' L' laleral combs.

.'). ('nilcrohrisiin/d ciitoriiiic. type; laltM'al view of ray, p. 514.
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Plate 144.

l'"i(;. 1. I'r( !/( Ihist( r spat iili fcr : tyjit'. cnhii'^cd. p. 7)'.\S.

LI. Otiiniit iii(i<ii'<f( r : sidt' \\vw of i';iy, ciilaivutMl. p. -"lOT.
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I'latk 145.

liris'nifiii tidchjKliscd : iiliMctiiKil \\vw of fyiic. reduced, p. ."10

GDI'
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Plate 146.

Brisingenes anrhista; abactinal view of type, reduced, p. 521.
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Plate 147.

Figs. 1, 2. Astrosteplume moluccayia: abactinal view of costal region of a ray and

disk of the type, p. 526.

3, 4, 5. Brisingenes mirnica: the disk, and 2 rays cf the type, p. 518.
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Plate 148.

Figs. 1. 2. o. AxtrostijilKiiic acii)tth(i(nuiis : type. Fig. 1 is much enlarged, p. 528.

4, "), 6. Cnttcr()})riHiu(ia viicoryiir : disk and 2 rays of type. p. .'>14.

7, S. CnitcrohrlsiiuKi <ni<thi(i<i : disk and ray of type, ]>. rtKj.
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Plate 149.

Enlarged details of rays.

Pig. 1. CraterobriHinud annloga; side view, p. 516.

2. CraterobriHlnga cucoryne; side view, p. 514.

3. Astrostephnnc moluccana, p. 526.

4. Bnsingoies mimicti. p. 518.

5. Brisinga traclti/disca, p. 510.
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Plate 150.

StCfiiiohrisiiifKi iil(i( odcniia, type.

Fig. 1. Eiiliirjifd view <it' a iKirtion of the costal region of a dried ray, p. 531.

2. Abaetinal view, reduced.

GOT



Plate 151.

Fig. 1. Coronastcr Jialiccpus, type; an inferomarginal spine, and o adambu-
lacral plates, showing major and minor pedicellariae, X G.5. la.

Same; mouth phites; 2 hirge major pedicellariae are attached on the

middle of the actinostomial margin ; X 6.5. lb. Same ; a pedicellaria

(length, 1.25 nun.) from adambulacral plate, X 40. Ic. Same; a

. pedicellaria (length, 0.58 mm.) from a superomargiual spine, X 60

(compare with 2. 2'/). Id. Same; a pedicellaria from skin of side wall

of ray. P. 497.

2,2a. Coronaster rolseUatus, station .5391; pedicellariae from marginal

spines (length. 0.45 mm.), X 60. 2b. Same; large pedicellaria from

adambulacral plate, X 40 (compare with lb). 2c. Same; pedicellaria

from skin of side of ray (compare with Id). P. 496.

3. Odinia penichra, type; thirteenth to fifteenth adambulacral plates.

costal region, X 8 ; one lateral spine and plate are shown. P. 505.

3a. Same; articulating surface of ambulacral plates of disk, where ray has

been broken off, X S. 36. Same ; mouth plates and first pair of

adambulacrals. X 8. 3c. Same; pedicellaria (length, 0.25 mm.)
from small furrow spine, near base of ray, X 160.

4. Odinia inagister. type; a pedicellaria from a subambulaeral spine

(length, 0.18 mm.), X 200. P. 507.

5. Distolasterias hypacantha, type; major pedicellaria (length, 1.25 mm.)
from dorsal integument, X 40. .5a. Same; pedicellaria from dorsal

spine (length, 0.36 mm.), X 8(X P. 487.
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I'LATK 152.

Fig. 1. BriKin</(i tnicli jidisra. station r)4,S7 ; ;irticul;iting surface of ninltulacral

lihites of disk, where ray lias been broken off. X 5. In. Same; a

pe<licellaria from a small atlamlmlacral sjiine, X 120. 1^. Same;

moutli plates. X ."• : only 1 of the suhoral spines shown. Ic. Same,

type: adanihnlacral phites from nuddle of <-ostal region, X5; 1

lateral spine is shown. P. 510.

2. Odiiiia pacified. Hawaiian Islands; articulatin'4 surface of adambulacral

plates at base of ray, where it has been detached from disk, for com-

parison with oil \ X 5. P. 509.

3. Odinia iiuKji.strr. type; side view of ray at end of the pajndar region to

.show the comb of s])ines (only one comb shown), the adambulacral

spines, and the cushions of pedicellariae. X 2.5. The sacculi are shown

extendinii; their full len.iith beyond the tips of the laterial spines proper;

in life they are undoubtedly much longer. 3r/. Same ; articulating

surface of the adambulacral plates at base of ray, for comparison with

fi.g. 2; X 2.5. Ordinarily the opposite facet, that of the disk, has been

figured, but the disk is wantin,g in the type. P. 507.

4. Brisinffcuca iiiiiiiicd. type; a pedicellaria from disk (length. 0.45 nun.)

X 80. 4(1. Same; base of the blade of a disk i)eilicellaria further

enlai-ged. 4h. S;ime: a pedicellaria from a fuirow spinelet (length,

0.42 nun.). X 80. 4r. Same: end of l)lade of furrow iiedieellaria,

enlarged. 4(1. S.-inie; a pedicellaria fi'oni an oral sjiiue at mouth of

furrow (length. 0.5 nun.), X 80. 4f. Same; adambulacral plates.

4/. Same; articulating surface of ambulacral i>lates of disk, where

i-ay has been broken off. P. 518,
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Plate 153.

Fig. 1. AxtrostciiJidin ncdiitliot/cinis, tyiie; l^ adamlmliK rnl phitt^s from the costal

aivii : X 5. Im. Same; a lateral spine, same scale as fig. 1, from the

end of the costal area. X 5. lb. Same; mouth phites showing the 2

suboral spines of each ; one spine removed from left plate ; X 5. Ic.

Same; articulating surface of amhulacral and adambulacral plates

where ray has I»een broken from disk; this is the distal face of the

plates, X 5. Id. Same; a pedicellaria (length, 0.109 mm.) from one

of the furrow spinelets, X 200. P. 528.

2. Steynobrmnffa placodcrrna. tyiie ; mouth plates and 2 adjacent adambu-
lacrals, X 5. 2a. Same : end of one of the subambulacral spines show-

ing the sheath of pedicellariae. X 5. 2/;. Same; 2 adambulacral

plates from the costal region, X 5. 2c. Same : a pedicellaria from a

furrow spinelet (lenglh, 0.45 mm.), X GO. 2d. Same; articulating sur-

face (distal I of ambulacral and adambulacral plates as seen on

periphery of disk after removal of ray, X 5. I'. .531.

3. Brisiiiffciics anchista, type ; pedicellaria from a subambulacral spine

(length, 0.22 mm.), X 80. 3a. Same; a pedicellaria from disk (length,

0.27 mm.), X 80. '^It. Same; pedicellaria from a lateral oral spine

(length, 0.40). X 80. 3r. Same, station 5648; mouth plates, X 5,

showing the connnon sacculus of the 2 suboral spines. Sd. Same;
pedicellaria (length, 0.27 mm.) from a furrow spinelet, X 80. P. 521.
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Plate 154.

Fig. 1. Craicrohr'iHinfia (iicorjiiK : - ndainlmlacnil plates from outer third of

eostal area ; tlie proximal Dlate with sheath of pedicellariae shown
on the 2 proximal furrow spinelets and on the larger subambulacral

spine, X 5. la. Same; fifth adamhulacral plate, showing the special-

ized subambulacral spines, X 5. 1h. Same; mouth plates, X 5. Ic.

Same, a suboral spine from another specimen with the sac-

culus of pedicellariae, X 5. 1(7. Same; a pcdieellaria (length, 0.21

mm.) from a furrow spinelet, X 160. le. Same; distal articulating

surface of ambulacral and adamhulacral plates as seen on periphery

a disk after removal of ray. X 5; to the left an interradial plate has

been shown (int.). P. 514.

2. Astrostephane iiioJiircdiKi ; same view as Ic, without an intermediate plate,

X 5. 2a. Same; 2 adamhulacral plates, middle of costal area, X 5.

2b. Same ; mouth plates, showing the suboral spine bent toward the

actinostome, X 5.6. 2e. Same ; a suboral spine from the side, X 5.6. 2d.

Same; tip of pedicellaria (2r) showing inside of jaw. 2c. Same; a

pedicellaria from a furrow spinelet (length, 0.15 mm.), X IGO. P. 526.

3. Freycllastcr spatnUfer, type; mouth plates and adjacent pair of adan)bu-

lacrals, showing variation in the form of the first subambulacral spines

and the bifid suboral, X 9.6. P. 53S.

4. Brisingencs anchista ; distal articulating surface of ambulacral and
adamhulacral plates as seen on the periphery of disk after removal

of ray; on the right 2 adaml^ulacrals of adjacent rays are shown.

P. 521.
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Plate loo.

Fici. 1. i'ri jiclhtxtir spat lilifcr, type; distal articulatiiiii surface of auil)ulacral

and adaiiiliiihural plates, as seen on the periphery of disk after re-

moval of ray : on the right 2 adamhulacrals of adjacent rays are

shown, X 8. la. SauK^: fourteenth and fifteenth adanibulacral plates,

X n.G. '[I), Ir. Same; third and sixth subanibulacral spines, X 9.6. Id,

Ir. If. Same: end of a sixth, and the ninth and eleventh subanibulac-

ral spines. X *.).i\ 1//. Same; a pedicellaria (lenirth. 0.038 mm.) from a

lateral spine, X 4(M». 1/). Same; a pedicellaria from the larger, al)oral

furrow spine (sixth, 0.33 mm.), X 120. 1/. Same; tips of jaws of l/(,

showing about three-fourths of their breadth. P. 538.

2. Pcdircllnster chirophorns, type; second and third adambulacrnl plates,

showing the 3 spines which occur on the first few plates of each series

(2 on the others) and one of the large "cat-claw" pedicellariae at-

tached to outer end of plate ; X 10. '2(i. Same ; a few plates of the

side of ray. near base ; s, superomarginal ; /, inferoniarginal ; act.,

outer series of actinal Intermediate plates; X 8. '2h. Same; one of

the minor ])e(licellariae enlarged 80 times. P. 499.

3. Tarsastcr (JisticJtoini.s, type; plates of the ray from the adami)ulacral

{(t) to midradial series (top) shown as if wall of the ray were spread

out flat ; i, inferoniarginal ; s, superomarginal ; r, midradial series

;

the 2 series of dorsolateral plates and connectives are shown between

the superomarginals and radials. Taken at about the middle of ray,

X 8. 3o. Same; adanibulacral and inferomarginal armature, at end

of the i)roxima] third of ray, X 8. 3^*. Same; an unguiculate, for-

ticiform jjedicellaria from an adanibulacral plate. X about 32. 3c.

Same; one of the forcipiform pedicellariae, X SO. P. 490.
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Plate 156.

These fi.^urcs are intended to sli(»\v some of the ehanicters npon winch several

new genera of lirisingidae have l)een based. See the synopsis, p. .")(ll.

Fig. 1. BrisiiKju traclu/disca : actinal view of adanil)idacral (a), niarjiinal (/»),

and mouth (o) plates, X 8. 1«. Same; lateral view of phites of inter-

brachial angle after removal of rays; /, interradial plate: <nii, amhu-
lacral plate; otliers as in Fig. 1. P. 510.

2. AstrostcpJiaiif iiiolKccdini : actinal view of adamhulacral ( (/ ) and mouth
(o) plates, X S. "_'(/. Same; lateral view of plates of interbraehial

angle after removal (if rays; /, interradial iilaic: iii. marginal plates;

am. ambulacral ])lates: (/, adambulacral plates. V. ."il'O.

o. Brisiinjillii fninilis: actinal view of marginal, adambulacral, and mouth
plates, X 8; lettering as in fig. 1. 3a. Same; lateral view of plates

of interbrachial angle, X8; only tiie artieulai- surface of the mar-
ginal and adambulacral plates is stippled; side of interradial plate is

stippled to show prominence ; lettering as in 2a. P. .524.

4. Freyella microplax; lateral view of plates of interbrachial angle,

X 8; lettering as in 2fi. Only the surface of the interradial and oral

plates is stippled: note absence of marginal plates. For description

of this species see l^'isber. 1!»1T/'. p. 430.
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INDEX

The following index contains the names of the famihes, genera, species, and subspecies of Astoroidea

which occur in this memoir. Two kinds of type are used for the names, roman and italic; the former indi-

cates valid names, the latter synonyms. But when a species name follows a genus name that is a synonym
of another genus name, the species name of the combination is italicized, although the species name
may be valid. The lieavy-faced type indicates the page upon which the description, or chief citation of the

species occurs. The names occurring in the account of the distribution of species, pages 5 to 16, those cited

in the list of dredging stations, and those in the explanation of plates have not been indexed.

Page.

Acanthasier 441, 406

brevispinus 442, is, 443

echinites 4,5,441

echinus 441

ellisii 443, 444

mauritieusis 18,442,443

planci 441, 3, 4, 5, 23, 443

Solaris 444

Acanthasteridae 441, 23

.\nseropoda 424, 420

diapharui 425

macropora 424, 19

meml)ran;ice^ 424

petaloides 425, 19

tenuis 425

Anthenea flavescens 23

spimilosa 3, 4, 23

A ntheniastcr 32S

Anthenoides 328, 346

cristatus 329, 18, 328, 338, 341

epixanthus 21,329,333,338

granulosus 333, 21, 24, 328, 329

lithosorus 336, 328, 329

peircei 328, 331, 332

rugulosis 338, 328, 329

sarissa 18, 328, 329, 333

Anthenoidinao 326

Anthostictc 140, 2, 22, 90

aulophora 140

Aphrodltaster 225, 22

gracilis 21, 225

microceramus 225, 21, 24

Archaster iso

angulatus 181

hespcrus 60

tenuis 5

tjrplcus 180, 5, 24

Archastcridae 180, 23

Asterias 495

A sterias discoidea 360

echinites 411

echinus 441

echinophora 426, 427, 432

endeca 444

exigua 416

glacialis 426

granularis 257

laevigata 400

13434—19 5G

Page.

A sterias m iUrporcUu 378

multifora 40O

nodosa 346

pipposa 447

planci 441

sigena 426, 428

sanguinolenta 428

savignyi 170

schniideliana 360

seposita 428, 427, 428

spinosa 426, 432

stichantha 487

tenvispina 24

volsellata 4, 5, 494, 496

Astcriidae ^. 487, 23

Asterina 409, 216, 410, 4ia

burtonii 411

cepheus 411, 3, 5, 24

CTistata 411

cristata eucTces 414

coronata 24

coronata coronata 414

coronata cristata 411, 2, 19, 410, 414, 416

coronata euerces 414, 19, 410, 413

coronata fascicularis 414

gibbosa 4

pentagona 4

Asterinidae 409, 23

A sterinides 410

cepheus 4 10

folium 410

minuta 410

modcsta 410

wega 410

Asterinopsis 417, 2, 410, 419

lymani 410

pedicellaris 417

penicillaris 410, 419

pilosa 410

Asteriscus cepheus lu
Asterope 405, 407

carinifera 4, 24

Astcropidae 407
Asteropsis 405
Asterodiscus 354

elegans 355, 5, 354, 360

helonotus 357, 19, 355
truncatus 19, 355, 357, 358, 359
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Page.

Asterodiscus tubcrculosiis 355, 356, 360

Asthenactis 455, 456

medusa 454

papyraceus 454

Astroceramus 309, 22, 304

calUmorphus 19, 310, 311, 312

fisheri 316

lionotiis 310, 19

spnaeriostictus 313, 19, 307, 310

Astrocles 504

actinodetiis 504

Astrogonium jordani 220

longimanuvi 262, 303, 305

AstroUras 504, 525, 530

A&tromesites 107, 2, 22, 90

compactus 107

Astropecten 62,

2

acanthifer 18,24,65,66,73

acanthifcr phragmorus 65

alatus 24

andersoni 17, 24, 67

astropectinides 91

bandanus 2

!

bengalensis 70

bonnieri 79

celebensis 24

debius 6S

eremicus 79, 18, 62, 82

eucnemis 75, 18, 62, 79

granulatus 73, 18, 62, 77, 78, 79

griegi 7, 82, 84, 89

hawaiiensis 73

;JJ hempricliii 70.72

imbellis 4, 23, 3d

indicus 79

koehleri 73

ludwigi ;iO,!)l

luzonicus 82, 62

macer 60

malayami.s 79

mauritien-sis 73

mauritiensis 70

mindtinensis 67, 17,62

monacanthus 74, 4, 62, 78, 79

nolograptus 79

oricn talis 79

orsinii 73

pediceilaris 87, 17, 62

phragmonis 65, 18, 62

poljacanthus C3, 5, 24, 62

pugnax 73

pusilius 79

pi.isillulus 18, 82

sarisinonun 79

scoparius 73

toncUus 84, 17, 62, 82, 87

ternatensis 21

triseriatus 73

umbiinus 79

vappa 70, 73

vappa inaequalis 69, 62

velitaris 70, 21, 62, 72

velitaris 73, 78

zebra 77, 78

zebra sibogae 24

Astropcctinidae 59, 23, 158

Page.

Astrostepliane 525, 2, 23, 503, 509

acanlliogeuys. . . 528, 525, 525, 534, 535

raoluccana 526, 24, 525, 535

Astrothaiima 320, 2, 22

euphylacteum 320

Atelorias 342, 2, 22

anacautbiis 343, 24

Batliybiaster 90, 110

Belgicella 504

racovitzana 504

Bentbogenia 39, 2, 22

cribellosa 39

Bonthopecten 208

acanthonotiis 208

antarcticus 210

huddlcstonii 21, 208, 210

moluccamis 208, 21, 24

mutabilis 211

polyctenius . . . 2U, 21, 24, 208, 213, 215

semisquamatus 210

spinosiis 208, 211

styracius 213, 21, 24, 208

violaeeus 21, 211, 212, 213, 215

Benthopectinidae 182, 23

Blakiaster 90, 99, 107, 1 10

Brisinga 509,2,492,493,501,502,503,

512, 518, 523, 525, 530, 533, 537

acanfhogcnys 528

andamanica 18, 512, 534

bengalensis 520, 534

coronata 509, 534

endecacncmos 503, 509, 518, 523, 524

eucoryne 514

fragilis 503,523,524

gracilis 533

gunnii 512,534

insularum 520, .534

mimica 501, 517, 518

moluccana 503, 525, 526

panamensis 504, 530

panopla 503, 512

placodcrma 503, 530, 531

semicoTonala 501, 505

trachydisca 510, 18, 509, 518, 520, 533

Brisingasler 502

robillardi 502

Brisingella 523, 2, 22, 502, 503, 509, 513, 525

armillata 524, 535

coronata 509, 524

discincta 524

exilis 524

fragilis 524, 525, ,535

pusilla 524

mediterranea 524

iiiembrauacea 524

teuella .524

verticillata 524

Brisingenes 517, 2, 22, 501, 525

ancliista 521, 24, 518, 520, 5.35

mimica 518, 24, 534

Brisingidae oOl, 23, 492, 493, 494

Bunaster 398

lithodes 338,2,18

ritteri 18, 2 1, 398, 399

Bythiolophus 484. 2, 471, 481

acantliinua 485, 25
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Page.

Calliaster 316, 320, 323, 321

baecatus 317, 310

childreiii 316, 319

corynetes 316, 19

mamillifera 319

pedicellaris 19, 317, 319

Callopatiria 420

Carna 424

Catantes 400

Ceramaster 257,226,243,253,297

arcticus 260

clarki 19, 257

granulans 287

smithi 257, 19

Chaetaster moorei j

Cheiraster 19!)

diomedeae 200, 19, 191

gazellae, 1S6, 19, 190, 191, 201, 201

gi-anulatus 207

inops 191, 18, 19, 201

ludwigi 203,21,191

niasicus 192,18,19,25,190,191,201

pilosus 18, 194, 195

snyderi 19, 197, 198, 201

subtuberculatus 21,205,207

triplacanthus 205, 21, 25, 191

tnillipe^ 21, 23, 195, 205

Chione 388

Chondraster 407

Choriaster 367

granulatus 367, 5, 25

Circeaster 297

Cnemidaster 480, 471, 481, 485

squameTis IS, 481

wyvillii 480, IS, 25

zea 18,481,483

Colpaster 504

scutigcrulus 504

Coronaster 494,491,492,493

antonii 494, 495

bispinosus 494

briareus 494

halicepus 497, 25, 495, 496

octoradiatus 494

parfaiti 494, 495

volsellatTis 496, 494, 495

Coscinasterias 495

euplecta 487

Craspidaster 60

hesperas 60,

4

Craspidastcrinae 59

Craterobrisinga 512, 2, 23, 503, 525

alberti 19, 513, 514, 516, 525, 536

analosa 516, 513, 536

cricophora 513

encoryne . . . 514, 19, 513, 516, 517, 536

overmaniii 513, 528, 534, 535, 536

mill Uc-ostata 513

panopla 513, 517, 536

parallela 513, 517, 536

variispina 513

Crenastcr 160

mollli 160

xpinulnsus I<j0

Oribrdla dcnsispina 436

Crossaster 447

japoniciis 21, 449

Page.

Crossaster papposus 447, 449

penicillatus 21, 449

scotophiius 477, 21, 25

Ctenodiscus 44, 22, 43, 44, 236

crispatus 18, 44

orientalls 44, 18, 25

Cteuodiseinae 44

Ctenophoraster 95, 22, 90

diploctenius 95, 18
' Iiawaiiensis 18, 95, 96, 97, 98

Ctenopleiira 90, 2, 22

astropectinidcs 91

ludwigi 91

Cnlcita 360, 362, 366

arenosa 25, 361

coriacea 366

discoidea 25

grex 25

novae-guiaeae 3S0, 5, 25, 363, 366

novae-giiineae plana 361, 25

plana 25

schmideliana 25, 363, 366

veneris 306

Culcitaster 362

anaviesus 362

Cycethra 21

5

Dendrogaster 37

lUplopteraster 462, 470

multipes 21, 22, 462

multipes patagiatus 462, 21, 25

peregrinator 463-

verrucosus 46.3

Dipsacaster 145, 90, 141, 156

diaphoras 152, 145, 156

grandissimus 147, 148, 149

imperialis 146, IS, 145

laetmopliilus 151, 148

magnificus 150

nesiotes 145, 18, 25, 145, 148

pentagonalis 150

sladeni IS, 145, 146, 151, 152

Dissogenes 267, 2, 22

styracia 368, 25

Distolasterias 487

dubia 489

euplecta 487, 489

eustyla 489

hypacantlia 487, 18

mazopnora 18, 489

mollis 489

DoTigona 261, 262

conjinis 247

lonjim ana 304, 305

pcntaphylla 301

rcevesii 262, 304, 305

tcrnalis 262

Dyt aster 157, 160

aequivocus 160

anacantlui.s 133

evaulus 157

exilis 161

gilberli 1 60

grandis IGO

inermis 4, 23, 25

madrepori/cr 160

nobiiis 160

spinosus 160
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Page.

Echiiia-tcr 426. 427

acantaodes 4.32

brazilicnsis 127

callosus 428, 25, 432, V.a

crassus 127

echinulatus 2')

eridanella 25, 427

fschrichtii 427

fallax 3, 4, 27, 427

gracilis 427

oculatus -127

purpurcus 5, 25

sagenus 428, 432

sepositus 427

serpcntarius 427

Solaris 3, 4, 427

spinosus 427

spongiosus 427

stercosomiis 430, 433

ERhinasteridac 426, 23

Enoplopatiria HO
braz'licn.shs 110

maryinaii -110

minuta 410

stcllifera 410

Eugoniastcr 2Li7

I'erdina 370

flavescens.; 370

glyptodisca 370. 21 , 25

offreti 21, 370, 371, 372

Flabclhim 333

Freyella 2, 492, 502, 504, 530, .533, 537. 538

beni hophiiu .538

bracteaia .538

dimorplia .538

ccllinata 4, 23, 540

elegan.s 5:!x

fecunda 5CH, .537

frasillisima -538

heroina 53S

insignis 538

microplax .538

paeifica 538

pohjcnema 538

propinqiia .5.38

remex .5.38

sexradiala 538

spatiilifcra 25, 538

.spino.sa .504, 537, 538

tuberciilata .5;}?.

Freycllaster 53V, 2. 22, 502, 5!14, 530

focundus 538

si)atulifcr 538

scalaris 538, 540

Freyellidea 537

Fromia 373

andamanensis 377

armata 18, 377, 378

baiansan 377, 378

canccllata 373

eustiflv.i 375, 373

hemiopia 377, 18, 373

japonica 373

kuhlii 373

major 373, 3"( 4

millcporoUa 378, 5, 2,5, 373, 375, 377

monilis 25, 374

ra'.<e.

Ganeria 216

falklandica 216

Ganeriidap 401, 23

Gastra.;tcr 494

Gephyreaster 216

Glyphodiscus 306,

2

Goniaster ciispidatus 25

nidarosiensis 290

Goniiisteriduo 220

Goniast erinae 240

Goniodiscastor 324

forflculatus 324

plcyadella 25

OoniodiscideK 362

Goniodiscus 362

capclla 305

forflculatus 324

plcyadella 324

rugosus 5

sebae 361

Goniopecten 46, 22, 44, 46, 47. 236

asi.vticus 47, 50, 55, -57, 59

domonstrans 47, 50

Goiiiopt'Ctinidae 43

Goniopeotininae 46

Gymnasteria ciirinifera 4, 25

Gymnobrisinga 502

sarsii .502

Halityle 362, 2, 22

regularis 362

Henricia 435

arcystata 439, IS, 4:;5, 436

densispina 436, 435

leviuscula annoctens 436

leviuscula multispina 436

microplax 437

mutans 18, 435, 43i), 440

oculata 435

praestans 439, 440

sanguinolenta 428, 435, 437

Heterasterias 494

voisdlata 496

Hlppastoria 294, 331

Hosia spinulosa 3

HydrasttTias ophidion 491

Hymenaster 4S3, 467, 470

bill tschi 465, 19

kochleri 21

nol>iiis 21, 463, 464, 465

pelliicidiis 463

pullatus 19, 465, 467

rhodopoplus -163, 21, 25, 464, 465

Hymenast elides 467, 2, 22

zenognathus 488, 25

Hymonodiscus .502

agassizi 502

Hyphalaster 42

hyalinus 42

Iconaster 303 , 2. 29S, 309

gardineri 269, 309

longimanus 303, 306

peiierctus 308

Koremaster 157, 2, 22

evaulus 157, 18, 26

evauliis spiculalus 161, 18

Lal'.idia.ster 492, 493, 494

annulatus 493
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Labidia'^tcr radiosiis 492, 493

Labidiiisterinae 492, 494

Labidiastrella 493

Lasiastcr villosus 407

Leiastor 398

analogus 396, IS

callipcplus 398

coriaceus 18, 396, 397, 39S

glaber 39S

leachii 5, 26, 396, 397, 398

Leptogonaster 331

CTistatus 4,328,329

.LeptogonaslerirMe 326

Leptychaster 90, 99, 107, 110, 216

Linckia 400, 396

diplax 401

dubiosus 394

ehrenbergii 401

giiildingii 401,26,400

laevigata 400, 3, 4, 5, 26

vie.jalophu 388, 390

miliaris 3, 4,

5

multifora 400

paeiflca 401

pusilla 3

rosenbergi 26

tuberculata 28

typus 400

Linckiidae 367, 23

Lithosoma 298. 2, 22, 309

actinometra 298,

2

penichra 301, 298

pentaphylla 18

Lonchotaster forcipifer 151

magnificus 150

tartareus 151

Lophaster 4 19

abbreviatus 450

autart icus 450

furcifer 19, 450

furcilliger 449

gaini 450, 451

stelians 450

suluonsis 449, 19

JLuidia 183

africana 166, 168

aspera 171, 4, 5, 163

ajthenosoma IS, 166, 167, 168

avicul.iria 172, 18, 163

chefaensis 166

ciliaris 163

clathrata 166

dcnudata 18, 175, 176, 177, 178

elegans 168

foliolata 166

forftcifera 5, 18, 164, 165, 166

fragilissima 163

gymnochora 175, 163

hardwickii 5

Integra 18, 172, 174

limbata 166

longispiiia 164, 4, 5, 163

maculata 168, 4, 5, 20, 163

moroisoana 18, 172, 174, 175

orientalls 166, 18, 163

penangcnsis 166

prionota 164, 18, 163

I'ago.

Luidia quinaria 166

sarsi 166, 168

savignyi 170, 163

Luidiaster dawsoni 199

Luidiidae 163, 2t

Lydiaster 297

Lysaster 43

Mammaster 471, 481

Marginaster 407, 22

oupreensls 407, 409

eehinulatus 409

fimbriatus 407, 409

paucispinus 407

pectinatus 407

pentagonus 409

Mediaster 255, 243, 253, 261

aeqiialis 255

arcuatiis 255

Itairdii 255

ornatus 256, 255

tenellus 242

Melia 378

Metrodira 406, 370

subulata 406, 3, 26, 405

Metrodiridae 405, 23

Metrodirinae 405

Mllteliphaster 323, 324

Mimaster 22

cognatus 215

notabilis 215, 217

tizardi 215, 217

Mimasteridae 215

Miviasterinae 215

Mimastrella 217

Mithrodia clavigera 5, 26

Moiraster 90, 143, 144

Myxaster 454,22,456

medusa 454,21,26

sol 21 , 454, 455

Myxasteridae 454, 23

Myxoderma 471

Narcissia 370, 384

Nardoa 378

aegyptiaca 379, 380, 382, 384

fimchi 379, 381

frianti 385, IS, 379, 382, 384, 386

galatheao 26, 382

gomophia 379,380,384

lemonnieri 382, 380, 384

mollis 381, 382, 383

novae-caledoniae 23, 379, 380, 381, 382

obtusa 4,23,379,385,387

pauciforis 23, 379, 381

semi regularis 383, 23, 375, 379, 384

seraispri ita 384

sqiiamulosa 383, 380, 384

tuberculata 384,3,4,5,23,382,38'

tumulosa 386. 18, 379, 382

variolata 378, 379, 387

Neclria 242, 255

ocellifcra 26

oeellata 256
Nepanthia 422, 2, 402, 419

brachiata 419

brevis 423, 424

joubini 423, 422

maculata 422. 3, 4 13, 419. 423
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Nepanthia pedicellaris 417

platydisca 420

suffarclnata 423

Nereidaster 240, 261

bowersi 241

symholicus 253

Nymphaster 261, 243, 244, 253, 294, 301, 303, 309

albidus 261

arenatus 277

arthrocnemis 277, 18, 26, 264

atopus 285, 263

belli 18, 266, 272, 274, 282

basilicus 261

bipunctus 261

diomedeae 266

dyscritus 268, 18, 263, 309

euryplax 264, 18, 263

florifer 242

gardineri iS, 269

babrotatus 283, 264

leptodomus 272, 263

ludwigi 21,266,276,281,282

meseres 280, 18, 264

moluccanus 274, 21, 26, 263

mucronatus 269, 18, 263

nora 280

protentus 253, 261

symbolicus 4, 240, 253, 261

temalis 18, 266, 276, 278, 282

Odinia 505,492,495,501

austiai 506, 509

clarki 506,509

magister 507

paciflca 506, 507, 509

penichra 505

O^raaster 3a5, 330

capella 262

Ophidiaster 388

cylindricus 26, 392

dublosus 394, 388

fuscus 388, 3, 26

germani 391

hirsutus 388,390

ophidianus 388

ornatus 382, 394

purpureus 26, 392

pusillus 3, 4, 23, 26, 390, 392, 393

pustulatus 26, 392, 396

rhabdotus 396

sclerodermus 394, 395, 396

squameus 392

tenellus 394, 396

trisoriatus 393

trychnus 390, 385, 392

tuberculatus 384

tuberifer 393, 388, 390, 392

tumescens 396

Ophidiasteridae 367

Oroaster 346, 351, 362

affinis 26

alveolatus 348,346,354

grayi 26

ha-vaiiensis 3.54

hiulcus 26

linckii 27, 349

mammillatus 354

nodosus 346, 5, 27

Page.

Oreaster novae-caledoniae 349

occidentalis 354

productus tuberatus 23

rheinhardti 26

sladeni 26

Oreasteridae 34G, 23

Othilia 432, 426

eridanella 27, 434, 435

luzonica 3,43'

purpurea 432, 3, 4, 435

Paragonaster 228, 244

ctenipes IS, 22S

ctenipes bypacanthus 228, IS

elongatus 235

formosus 235

stenostichus 232. 228

strictus 235

subt ilus 235

Paranepantbia 419, 2, 22, 417

platydisca 420, 27

Pararchaster : 208, 213

pedicifer 208

Parasterina 419

Patagiaster 154, 22, 90

nuttingi 18, l.">4

spbaerioplax 154, 18

Patiria 410

briareus 5

cbilensis 410

coccinea 410

gayi 410

granifera 410

granulata 410

miniata 410

nova«-ze!andiae 410

pectinifera 410

Patiriella 416, 410

calcar 410

calcarata 410

exigua 416, 4, 27, 410

fimbriata 410

guimii 410

pusilla 410

regularis 410

squamata 410

Pcctinaster 182,199

evoplus 185, 189

fllholi 18«

forcipatus echinatus 182, 1S4, 185

bispidus 182,183

hylacanthus 187, 27, 182, 194, 196

mimicus 182, 18, 27, 187

mimicus palawanensis 165, IS, 182

Pectinidiscus 44, 236

Pedicellaster 499, 492, 493, 495, 501

chirophorus 499 ,
27

typicus 499

PediccUasteridae 492, 23

Pedicellasterinae 499, 494

Peltaater 290,22

cycloplax 290

hebes 290

nidarosicnsis 290, 293, 294

planus 294

Pentaceropsis 350, 347

euphues 354

obtusata 4, 5, IS, 23, 27, 350, 353
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Pentaceropsis tyloderma 350, IS

Pentaceros ; 346

alveolatus 348

fTanklinii 346

modestus 346

obtusatus 4

productus tuberatus 4

turritu^ 5, 346

Pentacerotidae 346

Pent:igoiiasitr 324

aleiandri 240, 261

arenatus 262

cuenoti 260

mirabilis 260

moTtenseni 260

milHcTi 262

placenta 280

spinulosus 4

subspinosus 262

Perissogonaster 235, 2, 22

insignis 236, 235

Persephonaster Ill, 90, 107

anchistus 117, 18, 111, 127, 130

cingulatus 21,23,124

coclochiles 18, 115

croceus 21,111,134,136

euryactis 112, 17, 111, 130

euryactis brevispinus 115

gracilis 133

habrogenys 131, 1 12, 134

luzonicus 118, HI, 127, 130

misakiensis 18

, monostoechus. .. 134,18,27,111,136

multiciiictus 123,

18, 21, 27, 111, 125, 126, 127, 130, 136

oediplax 127, 112, 130, 131, 133

patagiatus 124

roulei 21, 121, 124

suluensis 125, 18, 111, 130

tenuis 121, 111, 130

Phidiaster 100

agassizi 100

Pholidaster 484, 471, 4S5

distiuctus IS

squamatus 484, 4, 18

Plinthastcr 294

Plutonaster 90

Pontaster mimicus 182

trullipea 4

Pontioceranms 294, 2, 22

grandis 294

Porania 407

grandis 407

pulvilla 407

Poraniclla 407

Poraniidae 407, 23

Poraniomorplia 407

rosea 407

Poranisca 407

Porcellanasteridae 35,'23

Priamaster 216

Prlamasterinae 216

Prionaster 50, 22, 44, 47, 236

analogus 50, 21, 55, ,")6, ,57

elegans 44, .50, 54

gracilis 55, 41, 50, 57

megaloplax 56, 21, 27, 44, 50

Page.

Prognaster 470

grimaldii 470

longicaudus 470

Pseudarchaster 220, 156

dissonus 21, 225

jordani 220, 27

mozaicus 221

myobraehius 225

oligoporus 222, 21, 27

pectinifer 21. 222

roseus 225

tessellatus 225

Pseudarchasterinae 220

Psllaster 100, 107

agassizi 17, 101, 103, 104, 105

florae 106

gotoi 100, 17, 18, 21

gracilis 123

pectinatus 106

robustus 103, 17, IS, 21, 27

Psilasteropsis cingulata Ill

Pteraster 456, 470

capensis 460

corynetes 456, 21, 27

cribrosus 4

ingolS 458

militaris 456

muUipes 462

obesus 19, 4oS, 460

obesus myonotus 458, 19

personatus 458

pulvillus 456, 458

reductus 458

rugatus 457, 458

semireticulatus 21, 456, 458

sordidus 458

teranochiton 457, 458

Pterasteridae 456, 23

Pycnopodia 493

Pythonaster 456

Radiaster 217 22,216

elegans 21 , 216

notabilis 217, 21, 27, 216

tizardi 21,216

Radiasteridae 215, 23

Radiasterinae 216

Randasia 362

luzunica 3

Rathbunaster 483

califomicus 493

Retaster 460

cribrosus 460

insignis 460, 4, 27

Rhegastcr 407

Rhipidaster 451, 453

poUjctenius 451

vannipcs 5, 451, 452, 453

Rhopia 426, 427

mcditcrranca 428

seposita 426,428

Rlpaster CO

Rosaster 240,243,261

aloxandri 240, 24 1 , 24?, 247, 255

Inpunctus 242, 244, 250, 253

conQnis 18, 241, 243, 244

mamillatus 217, 244

mimicus 250, 243, 255
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Hosaster nannus 244, IK, 241 , 243, 253, 255

symbolicus 253, 241, 244, 250, 255, 261

Scaphaster 405

humberti 405, 406

Scylaster obtusus 4

tuberculatus 4, 384

Sldonaster 35,22

batheri 35

psilonotus 37

vaneyi 35, 22

Solaster 444. 216,218

abyssorum 447

borealis 445, 446, 447

endeca 447

fuTCi/er 449

paxillatus 21, 445, 440

regalaris 446

scotophilus 447

subarcuatus 447

torulatus 446

tropicus 444, 21, 27, 446

t.umidus 407

Solaateridae 444, 23

Sphaeriodiscus 287, 260

ammophilus 288, 290

bourgeti 288, 290

scotocryptus 237

Stcgnobrisiaga 530, 2, 23, 502, 509, 513, 525

gracilis 535, 536

placoderma 531, 27, 520, 522, 536

StoUaster 326, 346

belcheri 27, 326

childreni 326

equestris 327

incei 326, 5, 27
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Stellaster gracilis 326

sulcatus 60

Stephanaster bourgeti 287

Stolasterias 494

Tamariafusca 3, 388

Tarachastcr 401

tenuis 402

Tarsaster 490,

2

dLstichopus 490, 21, 27

stoichodes 21, 490, 491

Tethyaster 90, 143, 144

subinermis HI
Thoracaster 42

Thrissacanthias GO

Tritonaster 136, 22, 90

craspedotus IS, 136, 137, 13S, 139

evorus 136, IS

Tylaster 407

Undina 400

Valvaster 406

Xenorias 451, 2, 22

polyctenius 451, 27

Zoroaster 471, 484, 485

adami 18, 472, 475

angulatus 472, 477

barathri 21, 473, 475

earinatus 18, 472, 477, 479

carinatus philippinensis 477, 18, 472

fulgens 471

microporus 475, 21, 27, 472, 473

ophiactis 473, 18, 27, 471, 472, 475

planus 472, 477

spinulosus 472

tenuis 472

Zoroasteridae 470, 23
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